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ABSTRACT

Part 1, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Indian
Education (Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, U.S. Senate) on
policy, organization, administration, and new legislation concerning
American Indians, focuses especially on the problems of Alaskan
Indians and Eskimos. The February, March, and April (1969) hearings
were held in both Washington, D.C. and Fairbanks, Alaska. They are
part of the continuing effort to solve the problems of employment,
income, and general living conditions of all Indians. This hearing
additionally examines the severity and extensiveness of the failure
to provide an effective education for Indian children and adults. The
hearings also should point up the needs for new policies, and new
administrative and organizational approaches for implementing them.
Testimony and statements were presented by U.S. Senators, tribal
representatives, professional educators, members of concerned
community groups, Bureau of Indian Affairs staff, representatives of
Indian organizations and cultural groups, medical personnel, and
various other concerned persons. Articles and publications present
additional information. (KM)
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INDIAN EDUCATION, 1969
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1969
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INDIAN EDUCATION OF TSB

COMMITTER ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

WaiMngton, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9 :10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 4282,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy (chair-

man of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present : Senators Kennedy, Yarborough, Mondale, Dominick,
Murphy, and Bell mon.
Committee staff' members present : Robert 0. Harris, staff director

to full committee; Adrian L. Parmeter, subcommittee staff director;
and Herschel Sahinount, minority professional staff member.
Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will come to order.

First of all I want to welcome the new member of the subcommittee., Senator Bellmon from Oklahoma, and say what a pleasure it is
to have his participation in the workings of this subcommittee. He

has long been interested in the problems of Indian education and
other problems affecting the American Indian. We want to welcome
the Senator to this subcommittee.

We are meeting today to conduct the first public hearing of the
Senate Subcommittee on Indian Edtcation under my chairmanship.
During the past year, much has been accomplished. My brother, Senator Robert F. Kennedy, devoted an enormous amount of tim® energy,

and concern to the work of this subcommittee. We visited Indian
schools and reservations throughout the western part of the United
States, listened to dozens of Indian witnesses, and talked privately
with an even larger number of our American Indian citizens.

In a relatively brief period of time, his concern for the problems
facing Indian children and adults became a national concern, and
the questions of the quality and effectiveness of educational programs for Indian children became a national issue. He pricked the
conscience of the Nation and significantly raised the hopes and aspirations of an entire minority group. He has left a great burden
of responsibility on the Senators of this subcommittee to fulfill his
vision and achieve his goals.

As the President stated in his special message to Congress last

spring :

"The most striking fact about the American Indian today is his

tragic pli

"Fifty thousand Indian families live in unsanitary, dilapidated

dwellings; many in huts, shanties, even abandoned automobiles.
;(1}

2

"The unemployment rate among Indians is nearly 40 percent.
more than 10 times the national average.

"Fifty percent of Indian schoolchildrendouble the national

averagedrop out before completing high school.
"Inc an literacy rates are among the lowest in the Nation ; the rates
of sickness and poverty are among the highest.
.

"Thousands of Indians who have migrated into the cities find

themselves untrained for jobs and unprepared for urban life.
"The average age of death of an American Indian today is 44 years;

for all other Americans, it is 65."
These statistics reveal that the first American is still the last American in terms of employment, education, a decent income, and the chance
for a full and rewarding life. This can be considered nothing less than
a national tragedy and a national disgrace.

The hearings today, tomorrow, and next Monday are of major importance in the continuing effort of this subcommittee to find solutions for these problems. Tho hearings will encompass additional examination of the severity and extensiveness of our failure to provide
an effective educatjon for Indian children and adults.

The hearings should point up the need for new policies, and new
administrative and organizational approaches for implementing these
new policies. Most importantly, the hearings should point up the need

for amending old legislation and enacting bold new legislation so

that ir a matter of a few years hence, we can proudly say

that educational programs for American Indians are not only successful but exemplary, and a matter of national pride, not shame.
Senator Yarborough.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, I have had the privilege of
serving under this subcommittee since its inception under the chairmanship first of your brother, the distinguished Senator Robert Kennedy. I attended some of the hearings with him, hearings here and in,
the State of Oregon. All of us felt the impetus of his great drive and
his great concern in this field.
As you said, I think this aroused the national consciousness of this
continued injustice to the American Indians. No people in the whole
complex of American society have been so badly treated as the first
Americans, the American Indians.
I am proud to continue to serve on this subcommittee under your

chairmanship. You have taken up the torch for this cause that is so
just and a field in which Americans have so long failed. I am confident

that under your leadership and inspiration that when these hearings
are completed much I I is gointo come out of them.
It is not going to I just a case where we say, "Well, that is just
too bad," but I think America is going to move in this field and these
patient2 brilliant, wonderful people are going to have as full an oppor-

tunity in life in the future as other Americans. I congratulate you,
Senator Kennedy, and I am proud to continue to serve as a member of
this subcommittee under your leadership.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Mondale.

Senator Mormar.r.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to make an
observation. That is, th:.1; the present educational system for the American Indian is a tragedy, and it is a responsibility for which almost ex-
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elusive blame rests with the Federal Government. This is the only
educational system in the country which is a Federal system, and, I
think that it probably is the worst system in the country.
My second observation is that, in part, because of that fact, we have
an opportunity to make the system of educating American Indians
the best and the most exemplary system in our country. It can be the
leader in the field of quality education from early childhood on up to
and including adult education.
I am hopeful that we will not only expose the inadequacies and psychological and other kinds of emotional insults, but that we can also
convert it into one of the great, if not the greatest, systems in our
country for educating children.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Bellmon.
Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure and an honor for

me to be associated with you in the work of this committee.
I am new as a Member of the Senate, but being an Oklahoman where

we have either the first or second largest Indian population of the

States, I am well aware of the problem.

As former Governor of the State of Oklahome, I organized a committee to work in this area. At one of our hearings a high school superintendent told us that Puring the years he had servLd in education of
the 150 Indian students enrolled in his school only one had ever gradu-

ated. Most of the others, in fact, all the others, had dropped out for
various reasons ninny related to the type employment that they pur-

sued, many due to the conditions in the home, and many due to the fact
that it seemed rather pointless for them to continue in school when they

realized that they could not get the kind of work they desired after
graduation.
SO, there is a tremetgious job to be done here, and I am hoping to
have an active role.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Murphy.
Senator MURPHY. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be on this subcom-

mittee. I concur greatly with the statement of the chairman. He has
said it very well, pointing out the need.

One of the things that amazes me constantly here in the Senate is
that these things have been permitted to go on for so long. Going
back over the record, I find many promises every year and we wind
up with almost the same situation.
I think that under the leadership of our distinguished chairman and

the members on the opposite side and I know Senator Bellmon -with
his long experienceI have had some experience with the conditions
of the Indians, not purely educational but economicin my State, and

I would like to join with Senator Mondale, Senator Yarbogpugh,
get
and Senator Bellmon and the chairman in saying this year
it done. Let us get at it and make the first big step to see that this
situation which has unfortunately taken place over the years comes
to an end and comes to an end this year.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Senator Murphy.

At this point we will receive a statement from our colleague, Senator McGovern, who has great interest in the subject of Indianeducation.
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STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MeGOVERN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH DAITIOTA

Mr. Me Gomm I am honored to offer you my support and my cooperation as you resume these hearings on the important subject of

Indian education.
As you know, the late Senator Kennedy testified before my subcommittee on Indian Affairs and his concern for the future of our Indian
children, as evidenced by the energy with which he devoted himself
to the work of this special subcommittee on Indian education, was an

inspiration to us all. It is heartening to see that you, Mr. dairman,

are continuing this interest. With the dedication of the other members
of your committee, all of whom share your deep concern; I feel confident that your findings will be of enormous value to us as they have
been in the past.

The late Senator Kennedy understood how basic the issue of education is to the overall problem of the Indian in our society today. The

Indian shares with every person in this country the urgent desire

to participate in the decisions which shape the very fabric of his life.
The feeling of impotency, the feeling of voicelessness, the feeling
of being controlled by mysterious forces somewhere in the nether regioas of a big white building in Washington, is nowhere more graphi-

cally illustrated than on the Indian reservations and in the Indian
communities today.

It is obvious that the time has long since passed when the Indian
should have been an active participant in the planning and carrying
forward of his own programs. Indeed, every time he has had a chance
to do so, we have seen demonstrated the dramatic change of attitude
that takes place in a community when people realize that what they
say is being listened tohow they feel iis being consideredwhat they
want done is being done, and, what is more, that they can participate in
the doing.

But in order for an individual to exercise any meaningful control

over his own
in order for him to be able to respond in any degree
to the extraordinary pressure that every one of us in the 'United States
faces today, he must first have a sense of himself.
The fact that some Indians have demonstrated enormous capacities

in these areas is by no means a tribute to the education ivith which
they have been furnished by this great, country of ours. In truth, it
is a tribute to their ability to survive it, as they have survived so
much else since we set foot on this land.

Your committee has revealed again and again in its hearings all
ever the country just how shockingly inadequate the educational environment of the American Indian is. Far from helping to produce
a well - integrated individual with a sense of his own personal worth,
his cultural heritage, and a vision of the opportunities that lie ahead
of him, the education available to the Indian has contributed in no
small measure to the numbing feeling of alienation and sense of isolation which so devastates our Indian population today.
One of the shocking truths that has become painfully clear to me
as I have conducted my hearings on nutrition and human needs in
the past few weeks, is that hungry children cannot learn. Children
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who are badly nourished fall asleep at their desks. In many cases the
brain is damaged from birth because of a diet so deficient nutritionally
that the entire body must pay the price.
Far too many Indian children and adult Indians as well, have been
allowed to suffer hunger and malnutrition for many years. The Select
Committee on Nutrition will look into that problem on reservations
and among off-reservation Indian people as well.
We must replace the ravaging effect'that hunger and malnutrition
has had on our Indian children with adequate food and a Imager for
knowledge--and let us work 'together to end hunger for food and to
produce an educational, system that will satisfy their new hunger
for education as it should. .
I hope, Senator Kennedy, and I sincerely believe, that our committees can work together on these important tasks and I wish
you
all success in the hearings that are beginning today. Please be assured
of my continuing interest in your progress as, an individual, and ,as
chairman of the Select Committee on Nutrition, and the Interior Committee's Subcommittee on Indian Affairs.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you Senator N1cGovern for your fine
statement.
Our first witness this morning will be Don Wanatee, who is accompaaied by Columbus Keahna and Pat, Brown from the Mesquakie
Tribe,Tama, Iowa.
Mr. Wanatee, we want to welcome you here to this subcommittee
and also Columbus Keahna and Pat Brown. We want to thank you
very much for coining here. I understand, Mr. Wanatee, you have a
statement, if you would like to proceed with that statement.
Mr. WAN TEE. Mr. Chairman, Columl'us Keahna will present our
statement.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Columbus Keahna, I understand you alt
going to make the opening statement. You may proceed.
STATEMENTS OF COLVIBIJS KEAHNA, DON WANATE 4, AND MRS.
PATRICIA BROWN, REPRESENTATIVES QOM THE MESQUAKIE
TRIBE, T'AML, IOWA

Mr, KEATINA. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, i am
Columbis Keihna. To my right is Don Wanatee, secretary of the Tribal
Council in Tama, Iowa. To my left is Patricia Brown who offered to
testify on our behalf.
The Mesquakie Reservation is located about 75 miles northeast of
Des Moines and about 45 miles due west of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
We have something like 3,500 acres, what we call an Indian settlement.
If I may, I would like to read from a prepared statement.
Senator KENNEDY. That will be fine.

Mr.- KEARN The Msquakies entered white man's history in 1636
when the first Frenchmen came upon them. At that time they numbered

2,000 and were living in Green Bay, Wis. During the nett 100 years
there was a general 'shifting of Indian tribes due to the settlement of

the whites on the east coast.
The Mesquakies, not given ti subservience, were involved in a series

of disastrous wars of their French and Indian allies, and at one time

,
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they were reduced to only a few families in number; however, they
regained a foothold by the time America came on the scene, and their
numbers had returned to their original 2,000.

In 1734, the tribes made political alliance with the Sac and this

alliance remained in force for some 100 years although the two tribes
continued to remain separate camps.
After the American Revolution, pressure of settlers began steadily to
increase and the Mesquakies and Sacs moved south and west along the
Mississippi River. At the beginning of the Black Hawk War in 1831,
the Mesquakies moved across the Mississippi into Iowa.
In 1842, the Indian Removal Act was passed and the combined Sac
and Fox tribes were moved to Kansas. A considerable number eluded

the Army and remained in Iowa. During their stay in Iowa, they

established villages where several of the large cities of Iowa now stand.
In Kansas, in 1856, the Mesquakies, Fox, and Sac tribes came to an
open split over the issues of the acculturation. Attempts were made by

the Government agent to encourage white agriculture techniques by
allotting the reservation lands to the individual.a.ie Mesquakies, led by
the village chief, Maminiwanige, who had not been recognized by the
Government, consistently opposed the division of the lands.
When the opposition proved to be of no avail, they moved from the

reservation. Under the leadership of Maminiwanige, a band of five
Mesquakie members set back to the former homelands in Iowa for
a plr.ce to live. A sum of rnr .w was raised from the sale of ponies and
90 acres of timberland wt, purchased on the Iowa River. Mesquakies

who had earlier separated from the tribe had never left Iowa, now
rejoined this gronp, and the Mesquakies in Kansas also joined the

group a few at a time.
In 1856, a resolution was passed by the Iowa Legislature permitting
the Mesqualries to reside in the State of Iowa so long as they remained

at peace. However, they were treated as renegades by the Federal
Government, and no annuities were paid to them until 11 years later
when, by an act of Conutss, they were granted pro rata shares of the

annuities of the United Sac and Fox Tribes and an agent was appointed to pay these annuities. However, legal jurisdiction and trusteeship
over these lands were still held by the State of Iowa.
In 1881, Maminiwanige, the old chief, died and was replaced by
Pushetonequa by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The son and heir of the
former chief was set aside as too young and incompetent, Co inherit
the chieftainship.
In 1896, trusteeship of the tribal lands was turned over to the Federal Government by the State of Iowa. The State retained the right to
establish highways and levy taxes. This transfer of authority to the
Federal Government brought about a significant change in the position
of the Mesquakies. Previously, they were free to accept or reject elements of white culture but now they found themsel,res in a position of
definite subordination to the power of the Federal agent.
In 1897 'the Bureau of Indian Affairs built at Toledo, Iowa, a boarding school for the Mescuakie children. The Mesquakies resisted this
effort for education in the white man's way. The children were then

taken from their parents and forcibly sent to the boarding school.
The children ran away from the school and parents were threatened
with court action. The Mesquakies ran the rounds of the courts and it
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was found that the children could not be placed in the boarding school
without guardian consent.
When this failed, another tack was taken by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. The chieftain was invited to 1Vashington to discuss the issue
and tribalradition has it that he was forcibly held until he consented
to use his influence to enroll the children in the boarding school.
Eventually, tho Mesquakies had their way and the school was closed
down because of lack of support. Later, the Bureau of Indian Affairs

opened an Indian day school on the settlement for the children.

There appeared to be more support for the educational endeavors at
this time. In 1937, the Bureau of Indian Affairs closed the day school
to begin construction of a new building. The surrounding towns did
not want the Indian children in their school systems; so for a period of
3 years the Mesquakie withheld their children to force the buildof a school on the settlement by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In
1940, the school was opened for grades one through eight. The ._.hildren that attended high school generally went to boarding schools
because of the problem in the local institutions.
In 1954, the Bureau of Indian Affairs without tribal consent or
knowledge contracted with the State Department of Public Instruction of the State of Iowa to have the State operate the Indian day
school.

The tribal council at that point protested and the contract was

voided by the State of Iowa on the grounds that the Mesquakies had
not been consuked. In 1958, the Bureau of Indian Affairs closed grades

seven and eight on the settlement. The children in grades seven and
eight then attended the 'Tama Community School.

In 1961, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, without the knowledge Of
the Mesquakie Tribe, contracted with the South Tama Community
School District to educate the Indian children. About 1964, the Bureau of Indian Affairs closed grade six at the Indian day school. In
1967, half of the fifth grade was then sent to surrounding schools.
On February 10, 1966, a special meeting was held with the Tama
County School Board in order to discuss possible future programs
in regards to education. There were only three tribal council members present. The school board was represented by Mr. Leland, super-

intendent; Mr. Heller; Mr. Bachman; Mr. Brosnar; Mr. Winters,
and Miss Jacobson, secretary. From the Minneapolis area office of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, there were Mr. Brady, education specialist; Mr. McKay, and Mr. Lundeen, department of education,

from the Washington office of the Bureau. Also present was a representative of the Iowa Department of Public Instruction, Mr. Miller.

Mr. Lundeen told of what financial assistance was given to the

South Tama School District by the Federal Government in behalf of
Indian students. He said that tuition costs are paid by the Government for each Indian student in attendance. Mr. Brady suggested that
the Tama District Council pass a resolution to request the State' legislature in Des Moines to ask for the sum of $200,000 frgm the Federal
Government for the purpose of helping in the funding of a new South
Tama Community School building.

One of the council members spoke against doing this as it might
open up final termination of all Federal services to the tribe. Mr.
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Brady suggested that this could not happen if the Mesquakies followed the procedure he suggested and if there is fear of the terminal

clause a special provision could be inserted into the resolution to assure
that it could not hapoen.
Mr. Lundeen gate his firm assurance that termination would not be

given to the Indian day school unless the Indian people, themselves,
desired to have it closed. General discussion followed and the meeting
was adjourned.
On October 24,1967, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Tama
County Welfare Board and members of the school board attended a
meeting with three council members. This was to announce to the
Mesquakie people the transfer of students to the public school system
by the fall of 1968.

Mr. Brady was asked what authority he had to effect the transfer
of the Indian children to the public school system. He stated that he
did not need authority, and that he could terminate the Indian school
any time he felt like it
He also added that the Mesquakie Indians could be terminated "tomorrow."
On October 25, 1967, the assistant area director in education met
with the South Tama Cornmibity School Board to effect the transfer
and-termination of the Sac an Fox Indian day school. Unfortunately,
the education officer was killed in an airplane accident 6 miles north
of 'Toledo as he was going back to Minnesota.

Subsequent meetings were held by the assistant area director with

the Mesquakie people and the objectives established by the Minneapolis
area office in the transferral-t' krmination of the Indian day school.
On July 26, 1968, a special tribal council meeting was assembled and

went on record as being diametrically opphied to the closing of the

Sac and Fox Indian day school, Sac and Fox Settlement, Tama,
Iowa.

In another silecial council meeting, August 2, 1968, the tribal

council urged al7oycott of the public schools in grades one through
five. The boycott was generally effective and very few Mesquakie
children in grades one through five attended South Tama Community
Schools.

The first week of September, a plea for injunction against the closing of the day school was filed in Federal court. On September 28, a

consent decree was- entered into by the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

South Tama School District, and the Mesqua.kie Tribal Council ordering the Indian day school opened by October 30, 1968. The school was
reopened with three temporary teachers who have now been replaced
by permanent teachers.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs and the tribal council were ordered
to prepare a plan for final settlement of the school issue by February
282 1969. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has refused to cooperate in
this endeavor. In December 1968, the Bureau of Indain Affairs filed a

motion to dismiss this suit for lack of jurisdiction of the Federal

courts.

On January 7, 1969, a hearing was held and the motion but no
decision has been made. On January 20th, the Mesquakie Tribal
Council began preparation of an educational program to submit to
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the U.S. district urt. This program calls for Mesquakie operation
of a school on th
ement including grades kindergarten through
ninth grade for 4a
year and for the foreseeable future thereafter.
It seems to the Indians that the officials are undecided as to their

national policy of terminating all Indian schools in the United
tates of America. However, it has been the policy of the Bureau of
Sresent
Indian Affairs to call meetings and to effect their decisions contrary
to due process. The Mesquakies still contend that the people have an
original right to establish for their self-government such principles
as in their own opinions and thoughts that shall most conduce their

welfare and well-being. The rejection of such a criterion does not
confine itself to the Mesquakie Indian Settlement, but rather may be
applied to the local, State or Federal Governments of the Nation

which places the governmental system of American in a very interest-

ing point of view.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mr. Keahna.
As I understand it, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has closed the school

this past summer; is that correct?

Mr. WANATEE. Yes, Mr. Chairman; that is correct.

I would like to explain the events that led up to this.
Senator KENNEDY. Woral you speak up just a little bit?
Mr. WANATEE. I would just like to point out a few things. I would
like to point out a few things about. the closing of the Indian whools
by the Bureau.
As Mr. Keahna stated in his opening address to the Committee on
Indian Education the consent decree began on September 7, 1968, and
it started at 9:30, about the same time as Senator Kennedy's hearing
started today. But, in that time the Bureau was more or 'less caught
with their pants down and had no more or less defen.4e to account for
their past actions. It took the entire day for the court- to decide to
more or less enforce some sort of injunction to reopen the Indian school

for the benefit of the Indian children. It was in the form of a consent
decree. By 4 o'clock, the hearing was more or less over with.
But what wasn't stated was that in that time the attorney for the
Bureau had to make about 20 different phone calls to ask what he was
supposed to do. In other words, what I am trying to say is that the
Indians were not supposed to oppose the closing of an Indian school.

They were just to accept it and that was it.

So, in a sense the reopening of the school was more dr less leading
up to the subcommittee hearing. We are very glad to be here to present
our case.
Senator KENNEDY. As I understand, the Bureau of Indian Affairs

closed the school last summer; is that correct?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.

Senator KENNEDY. Didn't any of their representatives meet with the
council to ask the members of the council what their view was toward
closing the school

Mr. WANATEE. At some of the meetings they mentioned what we
could do to help the education.

Senator KENNEDY. Did they ask you whether you approved their

plan of closing the school
29-651-69pt. i - -2
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Mr. WANattE. No, sir; they did not.

Senator KENNEDY. So, do I gather that they made this decision
about closing the schools without consulting the tribal chief or the
council of your tribe?
Mr. WaN.vrEE. Yes, sir.

Senator KENNEDY. Can you tell me why you wanted the school to
remain open Speaking for the tribe, why coo you have such reservations about entering the State school system ?

Mr. WA NATEE. Primarily the Indian children in their early years
do not have the English language well enough to compete with the
white children.

Senator KENNEDY. As I understand it, the Indian children that go

to the first grade can only speak the language of the tribe; is that
correct'?
Mr. WA N AWE. 'yes.

Senator KENNEDY. So, am I correct. in understanding that the State

makes no special kinds of provisions for teaching Indian children
English nor making other special provisions to provide educational
aSS):;i anre for them?

Mr. WAN:et-En. Yes. The State has never attempted to form any
kind of curricvlum for the Indian children, the South Tama Com-

munity School District, as well.
Senator KEN NFDY. As I understand further, the children go to these

schools but, unlike other children, they haven't the background in
language and understanding of English and that in the schools that
are provided the Indian Settlement, they try to teach them the language. Isn't that right; they try to teach them English, as well?

Mr. WaNA ME. Yes; they try to teach them English as a secondary

language. Of course, we need it.
Serial ,,r KENNEDY. What. are the reservations that you, or members

of the tribe, after the first few grades, have on going to the public
schools in the area? Why don't the families and the parents of the
children want them to go into the public schools?

Mr. WA NATEE. Basically, the attitudes of the Tama community
I might say has not been too receptive to the Indians.
Senator KENNEDY. Could you be more specific?
Mr. W./trimly,. May I sn that the Indians have a different culture
than the white community. I n the time that we have spent, with the
Tama people they have. not attempted to understand our viewpoints
on education or on the ba k of our cklItiiral heritage.

Of course, in time the two cultures tend to eloh, not openly.but on

a subtle stage, where--I wasn't going to say discrimination but it
is something close to it, that the Indian has had a difficult time to
adjust to the climate that is provided for him in order for him to be

able to adapt himself or to compete with the other communitii.
would add that the Indian in a sense tends to be clannish. He tends
to stick to his own kind; he tends to try to understand other cultures
or other people, as well, but in turn he needs to be underst
I think
this is one of the biggest problems that we have in Iowa concerning
Indian schools.

The parents feel that their children aren't being educated in the

right perspective as to gaining a full education. We have Mrs. Brown
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who, I think, could explain this much better than I could at this

moment.

Senator KENNEDY. You have done very well, but if Mrs. Brown

would like to say a word.
Mrs. BROWN. I have a. statement here. It is a short one that I want

to read first.
The Mesquakie language, our ways, our religion are interwoven
into one. All are significant to our religion. With another language
we cannot perform our religion. This is taught right from the beginning.
.1 want the school to keep our language and also at this age and grade
level the children need the natural environment to learn a basic fundamental of education, free from subtle discrimination, being made

to be aware that he is Indian or different.

When we speak Mesquakie, we think in Mesquakie. When we enter

school, it is very difficult to respond in English just like that. We
have to think in Mesquakie and then translate it to English and during

that process in the public schools the Indian child in his hesitation
is very noticeable' the student knows the answer but in that hesitation
the teacher will disregard him even though he knows the answer.
I think the Indian in general in childhood is not taught to be manpetitive as it seems more in your culture. It is not with us. We do not
keep up with the Joneses. We are one and the same. This is based on
a feeling of kinship.
So, the Indian child is not as competitive nor as aggressive. This is
often the biggest factor in my dealings with the children and the
teachers. There is a lot of misunderstanding on this part.
would like to point out right now before I forget, in the Hefuistart
program of 1967 I had worked with the preschoolers. These were small

children. I had the job of taking these kids to their dental appointments. When I entered that room these kids, as soon as they saw me,
talked in Mesquakie. The teacher, with her finger in her mouth, said,
"Don't speak Mesquakie; don't speak Mesquakie. '

They were all Indian children in this one class. There were only

two teachers. One was a psychologist, I believe it was, in child psychology, and he was a Headstatt teacher.
Senator KENNEDY. As I understand it, you ,ave to be able to speak
Mesquakie to practice your-religion ; is that right?
Mrs. BROWN. This is true.

Senator lizprintnr. As I gather from the comments that have been
made this morning, what you really hope to be able to do is to have
some kind of a voice in the decisions which are made by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and the State government in developing an educational

system which will preserve the finest parts of your culture and your
religion and your tradition and your heritage.
As .1. understand it, you want to be able to work with the State and
also the Bureau of Indian Affairs to develop an educational program
that will have the confidence of the parents and will help these children; is that rights
Mrs. BROWN. Yes.

Senator KENNEDY. And you are not receiving that?
Mrs. BROWN. No.
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Senatory KENNEDY. Is it your feeling that it is because of a lack

of understanding by the 3ureau of Indian Affairs, as well as the
State government? Would that be a fair assessment?
Anyone who wants to answer that may do so.
Mr. WANATFX. What was that question V

Senator KENNEDY. Is it my understanding that yon do not feel
that the Indian children in your tribe are receiving a decent education
and this is the result of a lack of understanding by the State and also
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir this is correct. The program or the curriculum has not been geared to our tribal way of thinking.
Senator KENNEDY. As I also understand from the comments which

each of you has made, the Federal Government has a particular
responsibility in this area to give a direct kind of help and assistance
through the Bureau of Indian Affairs, working with the States and
local communties and with the tribes, themselves, to help and assist
the young children to receive the kind of education which will allow
them to meet the opportunities which are available to them.
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir. The Bureau smoke to the Indian tribes
throughout the Nation but from the past items that I have seen the

Bureau is acting contrary to that. As a matter of fact, I think the

Bureau has been considered as the War Department at one time. The
Bureau has never attempted to educate, to really educate, the Indian
into accepting his own culture values to get along better in this world
which has been more or less made for him.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Yarborough.

Senator

YARBOROUGH.

Is the Mesquakie language and a branch of

alp the same I
the Sac and Fox I
Mr. WANATEE. The Sac and Fox Tribe is commonly known as one

tribe because the Bureau wants to deal with them as one tribe. There
were two tribes at one time. The first time that they were noted to be in
alliance with one another was in Michigan in the early 17th century.
The reason why they are considered Sac and Fox is because of their
close proximity in their language, traditions, and their behaviors, and
in their religion.
Senator 1 ARBOROUGH. Do you consider yourselves a branch of the Sac
and Fox?
Mr. WANATEE. We consider ourselves as Mesquakie.

Let me try to explain. The Fox was derived from the French word
"renard." When the French first met with a clan of the Mesquakies in
the early 1600's they saw a sign that these particularly strange-looking
people were carrying, which was the sign of a fox. So, the French right
away recognized the animal and said, "It is a fox." From then hence,

we were known as the Fox through the translation of the word

"renard" into fox.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Mesquakie is the original Indian name?

Mr. WANATEE. Mesquakie is what we speak, is what we know, is what
we pray, is what we think.

Senator

YARBOROUGH.

If Mesquakie were translated into English,

what would it mean ?
Mr. WANATEE. People of the red earth.

Senator l'Aileonounii. Fox is a branch of the Mesquakie, then, as
you interpret it?

Mr. WANAITE. You see, the other tribes of the United States know
us as Algonquins. The French know us as renard. The English-speaking people know us as Fox. The Bureau knows us as the Sac and Fox.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Is the Mesquakie language an Algonquin language?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
Senator YARBOROUGH. How many members in this tribal council?
Mr. WANATEE. Seven.
Senator YARBOROUGH. You mentioned several times a meeting where

three tribal council members were there. In other words, you don't
think that a majority were legally represented by those meetings where
oionly three were there?

Mr. WANATEE. Yes; that is right.
Senator YARBOROUGH. That is what you are saying here. When you
say only three, you mean you did not have a majority.
Did that three have authority to represent, the whole council at the
meetings?
Mr. WANATEE. No. sir.
Senator YARBOROUGH. How do you elect the council ? Do you elect
the council?
Mr. WANATEE. By the democratic process, eligible voters.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Do you have a written constitution?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Under that written constitution, I take it that
the council rather than the chiefs are the ones who have the governing
authority over the tribe ; is that correct?
Mr. WANATEE. Under the tribal council, that is correct, the Indian

Reorganization Act of 1937.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Is the chief's function mainly ceremonial ?
Mr. WANATEE. Are you speaking of the Indian chief?
Senator YARBOROUGH. Yes; the hereditary chief.
Mr. WANATEE. He is completely separated from the tribal council.
Senator YARBOROUGH. In your tribe, so far as the Mesquakie Tribe

is concerned, the tribal council is the governing body that has jurisdiction over education insofar as your tribe has the power to control
education; is that right?
Mr. WANATEE. The Sac and Fox Tribal Council is recognized by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Mesquakie Tribal Council we hope
will some day be recognized by the U.S. Government.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Dces the Bureau of Indian Affairs recognize
the Mesquakie Tribe?
Mr. WANATEE. No, sir.

Senator YARBOROUGH. You spoke of termination but where you live
it is not technically a reservation, is it?
Mr. WANATEE. 'That is right.
Senator YARBOROUGH. You have the right to buy and sell your lands,
the individuals in y_otir tribe; isn't that correct?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
Senator YARBOROUGH. So, you are not technically a reservation.
Mr. WANATEE. No.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Technically, though, the area where you live
is called a settlement; it is not a reservation in the technical and legal
sense, is it?
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Mr. WANATEZ. It is not a reservation.
Senator YARBOROUGH. You spoke of terminated. Really, you have a
very peculiar status in governmental relations, don't you\? You are
not terminated and you're not on a reservation, either.
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
Senator YARBOROUGH. I don't know any other tribe in that exact,
situation.
Mr. WANATEE. We have a sort of understanding with the State of
Iowa in that they tax our lands but not for school purposes.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Now, one question to the entire panel.

What, in the opinion of the tribal council and the Mesquakie, is
the best way to educate your children!
First, let me say this: You recognize you must educate your children for them to have a fair chance in life they must be educated,
the way the world is constituted now ? Over 3 billion people, and the
pressures of people everywhere in the world are so heavy that children
must be educated to have a fair chance in life. The Mesquakie Council
recognizes that?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
Senator Ynanonouan. What, in the opinion of the Mesquakie Tribe,
Council and leaders, is the best way to educate your children? How
should they be educated.? What system and how and what kind of
schools, what kind of language?
First let me ask this question: Has the Mesquakie been reduced to
written language? It has, has it not?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Didn't missionaries print books in this
language in the 1840's along in Kansas?

Wasn't there a religious press set up to print Bibles in this

language before the Civil War?

Mr. WANATEE. The missionaries in thzir attempt to civilize the
Indians had to speak to the Mesquakies. So they learned heir language in order to pass the good word' to them, so that My would

become civilized. But we have in our presence here Dr. Paul Waters,
who is with the Smithsonian Institute, who knows the language very
well.

Senator YARBOROUGH. How do you think your children should be
educated? What system do you think should be followed? How should

this be done co best educate your children to preserve the values
that you hold dear or the values of honor and all the things that

you and the Mesquakie. Tribe hold so dear? How should you educate

your children to preserve those values and yet prepare them for
this life and give them a better chance in life?
Mr. WANATEE. Point I would be that we have the sayso in the

education of our children; that is. about the traditions, the customs,
lxliefs, religion, the language, and two, local control.
Of course, right now we are not represented in the local school
board.

And three, to be able to educate them so that they can, in turn,

adapt themselves and be able to compete with the outside world.
Sentaor YARBOROUGH. You mean that is the end objective you want
to reach?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
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Senator YARBOROUGH. That is what you hope to accomplish?
What kiwi of school. would best accomplish that result?
Mr. WANATEE. It would be basically the same criteria as all public

schools in the United States, the rudimentary three R's, b4t. in the
cultural approach of it, the education the way we understand education.
Senator

YARBOROUGH. I mean coming down to everyday living;
where should that school be and how should it be taught and who

should run it / How do you accomplish this?
I pass now from your great objective to everyday business. Where

are you going to put the schools? Who will run them?
Mr. WANATEE. At the present location of the Sac and Fox Indian
Day School. The instructors would have to be oriented and idcloctrilled into the broad spectrum of Indian education. These are the
main points that we would like to have right now, to have the school
remain open and to be operated, to become operated by the tribe.
Senator YARBOROUGH. You mean all the children there within traveling_distance of one day school in the settlement, is that right?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, SIT.
Senator YARBOROUGH. You say there are 3,500 acres in the
settlement?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir.
Senator YARBOROUGH. That is a little less than 6 square miles.
Is your land all in one block or is it scattered out in different areas.
Mr. WANATEE. We have 2,300 acres in one big block and then 520
acres leased out to a farmer so that we can pay our taxes.
Senator YARBOROUGH'. Then the children are all in traveling distance
of r. day school in that settlement, then
Mr. WANATEE. Yes; walking distance.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Mondale.
Senator Mowom..u. If all the children who are members of your tribe
attended this day school, how many children would be in attendance?
Mr. WaxaTEr.., 205 if They all attended the day school.

Seralor

MONDALE.

At one point they were all attending this day

school ?
Mr. WANATTE. 'Up to the eighth grade.

Senator

MONDALE.

Then they went into the surrounding public

schools?
Mr. WANATEE. Either to Tama High School or else the boarding
schools or the Haskell Institute.
Senator MONDALE. How far away are the boarding schools?
Mr. WANATFA. Out of the State.

Senator MONDALE. Do more of them go to the local public school
than the boarding
1116
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. What was the high school graduation rate? How
many completed high school, in rough percentages?
Mr. WANATEE. I think we found some records that said that 67
in high school and only 12 completed.
nator MormALE. Now it is the Bureau's intention to close the day

school and send all the children either to the surrounding public
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schools from the beginning of their education through high school,
or some of them to boarding school: am I correct in that?
14.

I

.

WANATEE. Yes.

nator Mosroarm. In making that determination, they never had the

approval of the Indians concerned? Is it the judgment of 'tam group
that you would much prefer to have a school controlled by the council
or controlled by your group in determining educational courses, instruction etc. /
Mr. WA , NAME. Yes, sir.

Senator

MONDALE.

In dealing with the Bureau, did you deal exclu-

sively with representatives from the regional office?
Mr. WANATEE. No; just the regional office. That is the only office we

dealt with.
Senator MONDALE. How frequently did they come down there? How
frequently did they. consult with the council? How closely did they
seek to serve the Wishes of the parents and children who were being
educated there?
Mr. WANATEE. Any time they wanted to implement their policy, any
time they thought it was advantageous to put in their policy in order
to accomplish what they wanted to do.
Senator MONDALE. They did what they wanted to do?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Were there any Indian teachers in this school ?
Mr. WANATEE. No, sir.

Senator MoNnALE. Were you ever consulted in the selection of

teachers?

Mr. WANATEE. Never.

Senator MONDALE. Were you ever consulted'in the selection of textbooks, history books and course materials?
Mr. WANATEE. No, sir.
Senator,Mosnar.E. Was your language taught in the school ?
Mr. WANATEE. No, sir. We said a few prayers, When I was going to
school, we said a few prayers in English.

Senator MONDALE. Now, these children, if the Bureau has its way,
will be going to the surrounding public schools, by and large; am I

correct V
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.

Senator MONDALE. Are you permitted to participate in the school
board elections?
Mr. WANATEE. No, sir; we are not in any school district.
Senator MONDALE. Your lands are taxed but not for school purposes/
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. So your children will be going to schools directed
by school boards, on which the Indian could not possibly serve because
he is not eligible to vote; is that correct?
Mr. WANATEE. That is right.
Senator MONDALE. You have had children who have attended these
public schools for some years. Have you encountered any effort on the
part of those school boards to consult with the council or with orders

in the selection of faculty or curriculum? Among other things, are

there any Indian teachers at any of the Oublic schools?
Mr. WANATEE. No, sir. It has always been the policy of the Bureau

not to hire anybody from the area, any professionals, as far as that
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goes, since the Tama people have to get along with the Bureau. They
always have had that policy.
Senator MONDALE. But we are talking now about the local public
schools. They, .1 assume, receive Johnson-O'Malley funds to help educate Indian school children ; do they not
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.

Senator MONDALE. Do they consult with the Indian parents on what

they would like to see taught to the Indian children or who would

teach them?
Mr. WANATEE. They haven't yet. They didn't before.
I would like to point out one of the things that one of the instructors
has done. You see, some of the Indian children like to excel in the arts,

especially in painting. So, this one instructed the children that they
could not do any Indian art in the classroom. So, we had.an old deserted farmhouse that we rented and we said they could paint all the
Indian pictures they wanted to but since the issue has arisen over the
Indian school this instructor said, "Sure; go ahead and paint your Indian paintings if you want to but they have not asked around, they
have not asked what 8411 we do?

to permit the children to learn what
Senator MONDALE. W.
they waft to learn, you had to set up a completely informal, unfinanced, voluntary effort in a barn ?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. One final question.

One of the witnesses here mentioned OEO and the Headstart program. Even there, one of the instructors objected to the children speaking in their own tongue.
You control your own OEO efforts?
Mrs. BROWN. No.
Senator MONDALE. Who does that ?

Mrs. BROWN. South Tama.

Senator MONDALE. The Indians didn't even have an OEO Council ?
Mrs. BROWN. No.

Senator MONDALE. I think this is a disgrace. These parents have no
control whatsoever over their children or what their children grow up
to be. I have never heard of anything like this.
Mrs. BROWN. Excuse me.

I would like to add during the first year after the four-county area
of Tama, Iowa, Benton and Johnson, when they first got the OEO

funds the Mesquakie Indian Settlement Was the target area. Well, they
got it and they ran it. We worked maybe 4-or 5 weeks. They trained
us for something. We can never get steady employment. In this Head-

start program, the first year that 0E0 program came with that

Headstart they had Indian teacher aides. They were five senior girls,
Indian students. But that was the' last time that was ever done.
Senator MoNDALx. There are no Indians employed now by OEO at

all ?
Mr. BROWN. No.

Senator liforrnm.m. There are no Indians on the OEO Council ?
Mr. WANATEE. No.

Senator MormaLn. Presumably, one of the reasons that there is

OEO funding in that area is because of t.t.e low employment rate and
poverty levels of the Indians themselves. That is outrageous.
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The CHAIRMAN. An other words, you say that the white men got
all the jobs to end poverty among tilt Indians; is that right?
Mrs. BROWN. That is right.
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.

Senator MONDALE. That is a good way to put it.

Mrs. BROWN. We were good to help.

Senator KENNEDY. Senator Bellmon.
Senator BELLMON. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask
Mr. Wanatee several questions.
First of all, did you attend the BIA. grade school?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.

Senator BELLMON. Where did you receive your high school edu-

cation ?

Mr. WANATEE. At Tama High School.
Senator BELLMON. You went from the BIA school into the public

school ?

Mr. WANATEE. Yes; from my fifth grade to sixth grade, I attended

school in Waterloo, Iowa. Then I came back to the Bureau

School
School to finish out my primary years and entered high school in 1947.
Senator BMLLMON. After high school, did you go to college?

Mr. WANATEE. No; I went, into the service then. After I got out,
then I went back to school.
Sen.ttor BELLMON. To college?
Mr. WANATFX. Yes, sir.

Senator BELLMON. Where did you go to college?
Mr. WANATEE. To the University of Iowa.
Senator BELLMON. When you left the BIA school and went into
the public school, did you find this transition difficult?
Mr. WANATEE. Let me say when I left the public school in Waterloo

and entered the BIA school, I realized that there was some sort of
lack of caliber in the teaching of the Indian children. In other words,
the Indian children at that time and in the subsequent years had
been getting inferior education as compared to the public school
system.

Senator BELLMON. Then you are saying that the BIA school was
inferior compared to the public schools?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir.
Senator BELLMON. Is it your contention that the BIA school should

be continued or discontinued?
Mr. WANATEE. It should be continued. But the caliber of the education should also be brought up in order for the Indian to realize
that the education has some value and it has some worth.
Senator BELLMON. Why do you feel that the BIA school was
Inferior? Was it because this institutions and teachers were bad and

because the curriculum was not adequate?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes; all those things. The Bureau schools at the time,
the only reason why they were kept open is because nobody accepted
the Indian children, because they were not taxable citizens. So, in time,
the Bureau had a policy of closing out all Indian schools where it was
feasible.

Of course, the year 1968 was feasible for the Sac and Fox Indian
school, but at no time did they prepare the Indian children to become

-
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assimilated into the public schqol system. Their policy nupersedes their
educational aspects.
Senator BELLMON In your case, do you feel you would have had less

difficulty had you started in the public schools at the primary level

rather than waiting until you were in the fifth or sixth grade I
You attended the BIA schc,01 before attending the Waterloo School

and you feel that the educational opportunities of the BIA. school
were not of top quality.

Do you feel that you would have been better off had you gone to
the public school when you first stilted in grade scheel?
I don't feel that. In a way, you are right. If we
Mr. WANATEE.

wanted to enter the American stream, the Arnericarvidit4i:we would in

a sense do away with, our tribe first becauSe our language is paramount to any education. As a matter of fact, we never asked to be
educated but the educators came and educated us.
In asking me that question, I think it more or less hinges on whether

I wanted to give up my language. I say that if you teach a primary
grade child the basic fundamentals of English and the use of it, it
would be much more rewarding than it is to subject him to a second
language in the later years because in time, that child would have
psychological problems., emotional problems, maybe even problems.of
whether to reject his tribe or to accept some other cultural group..
Senator BELLMON. Do most of the Mesquakie Indian families speak
nage at home?
WANATM Yes; they all do.

Senator BELLMON So, when the children first come to the public

schools, they don't use English ?

Mr. WANATEE. In a way they do because of the television.
Senator BELLMON So they have en understanding of both languages

when they first come to the school ?

Mr. WANATEE. Yes. They have an understanding there are two languages but they don't know how to use the two languages effectively
enough.
Senator BELLMON. At what point in their educatiOn do you feel they
ought to use the English language? It is obvious they can't wait until
they go to college before the English langaug.e is used.
Mr. WANATEE. The formative years would be the preprimary and
in the first and second grades. I would like to say that the first five
grades would be the most important Tears because at that time they
would be permitted to learn about their own way as well as the other
way, the dominant society.
Senator BELLMON. 'It is your feeling, then, that the first 5 years
should be in a high-quality school run -13y the BIA?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
Senator BELLMON. And then the transition should be made from
the BIA. School to a, public school?
Mr: WANATEg. Well, the first five gradesyou see, this is the pJan"

that we have. We have a planned school program of educating, au
children plus getting the high caliber education that they need, that
to speak.
is requ:red by them to compete in the . outside world,

But the Bureau has been operating that school up to the eighth
grade. Somehow, we feel that since the Bureau has failed in their

\
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education of Indinns, not only of this particular Tribe but thoughout the Nation, we feel that the Bureau should at least give us the
chance to educate our children the way we see it, the way we know
it. In time, we would like to set this school up a.s some sort of an
experimental model community school that would not only accommodate our children but other children who want to learn about other
pet:pie, as well.

Senator BELLMON. If you had the authority and the resources to
conduct this school, would it be your expectation that you would
use this school to preserve the Mesquakie culture and to maintain the
same degree of separation of Indian culture as you now have or would

you use it to help blend the Mesquakie children into the dominant
culturit

Mr. WANATEE. Basically, we would be teaching our children to
learn how to cope with everyday life, to cope with other ideas of
other people. In no way would we leave out anybody who would
want to avail himself of an education that would permit them not
only to understand other people but to permit them to understand
themselves. This is basically what we are speaking of.
Senator BELLItori. Do you feel this same goal could be accomplished in the public school?
Mr. WANATEE. Not at the present moment.
Senator BELLmobt. Why do you feel it could not?

Mr. WANATEE. What way?

Senator DELLMON. Why do you feel the public school could not
accomplish the same goal! Is it the language barrier? What would

keep the public school from

Mr. WANATEE. The barrier is that the public school system has bPcs:
established for so long a period that they would be reluctant to charige

their curriculum or their way of teaching for anybody, much lees a
small tribe such as the Mesquakie.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Murphy.
Senator MURPHY. I have listened very carefully to the questioning.

I think it has been very complete. I get the feeling andMrs. Brown,

I wish you would correct me if I am wrongthat there is a complete conflict. You talk about culture and religion. You talk about
understanding of other people which is very good.
Another consideration is the young child who starts out, comes
from a home and from the tribe where only the Muskogee language
is spoken; the child has a certain amount of security as long as he
Once that child goes outside into the
stays in the Muskogee
other area of the -United States, he is at a disadvantage. It would
seem to me that there are two considerations.
I know that in many areas the older members of the Tribe are very
jealous of change. We have the same problem in Ireland where my
forefathers came #om. I understand in Ireland even today in the
Abbey Theater yoi must be able to play in Gaelic, which is the old
language. You musA be able to play in Gaelic before you play in
English. In the IriAi schools. they teach Gaelic. So, I think I have
an understanding of what you want to preserve.
As Mrs. Brown said, the limp:age, the religion, the entire culture
and background are very precious.
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On the other handl the results of the conditioning necessity of thechild in case that child wants to leave the area so that the child can
compete, it. would seem to me and. I wish you would comment on it,
we have two problems. It seems to not only boil down to who rues
the school, but also on the approach the school takes.
You want the children prepared ao that they can go outside of the
McGquakie area; is that' true
Mr. WANATEE. That is true.

Senator MURPHY. You also would have them prepared so that they

can get along well in the Muskogee area and not worry about going
outside!
Mr. WANATEZ. We realize that we have to become educated in order

to, let us say, compete in a world that has been created for us.
Senator MURPHY. You bay that in a negative way. You say you
realize that you have to become---

Senator MONDALE. Would you yield? Why do they have to become
like white men? Why can't they do what they want?

Senator MURPHY. I am trying to discover what their basic intention or desire is, whether they would like to prepare the children to
stay in the Messuakie area or whether the tribal leader's would like
to have the children preserve the old Indian language, Indian culture, Indian religion, but at the same time be able to compete with
the outside world' aud get the basic education of the three "R's," as

you say, or whether their intention is a combination of both apNi vFwca

-

Mr. WANAree. Yes, we know the value now of both cultures. We
would like to retain the values that we think will most conduce to our
well-being and our welfare.
I am not saying that we do not want to be educated but we do definitely want to have a say -so in how to become educated and why we

should be educated the way we feel, that is that in order to remain
Mesquakie you must understand the Mesquakie belief.
Just like you were speaking about Gaelic. ley believe the way
they believe and nobody is going to tell them that this is not the way.

This is the way the Mesquakie feels.
We know that the English language as well as the other languages are

important: as a matter of fact, they are universal, but the Mesquakie
language is not. It is not the point that we are contesting.
It is a point that we want to remain as Mesjuakies as we see it, as
we know it, because in the final analysis who is to say that one way
is better than the other "L'

Senator MURPHY. If I understand you correctly, the practical

thing, as I understand it, would be to have a school that is run by the
ltizrpialthea in which they have complete control of the curriculum?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir.

Senator MURPHY. At the same time, is order that the children
might be educated outside of the Mesquakie area, to possibly have
them attend the public school? In other words, you do not eliminate
one or the otheraou try to combine both Does that ,make sense?
M. WAN-nr.0.- The dichotomy there would be that we are hoping
that in time if this succeeds, as I say this is on a highl X experimental
basis, more or less of a model school type, first, we would I
to have
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the school become open and remain open and to become operated by
local control with the help of qualified personnel.
Senator MURPHY. Where would you get the personnel ? Would that

come from the Bureau of Indian Affairs or from the educational
system?

Mr. WANATEE. We definitely want the Bureau of Indian Affairs
to get out of the field.

Senator Munenr.We are not concerned here in this committee and
I hope we are not presuming, we are not trying to find out here what
the Bureau of Indian Affairs desires.
This Senator is trying to find out what you, the Indians, desire and,
insofar as we are able, to accomplish what you want done.
What do you want done ?
Mr. WANATEE. We want the school to become opened and remain
open and we want the people to operate the school themselves.
Senator MURPHY. Which people?
Mr. WANA'rEE. The Mesquakie people, the way they see it, the way

they know it, with the help of qualified personnel, whether they be
Mesquakie, white, yellow, or black; personnel that know education,
Indian education, preferably.
And third, the funding of the school would have to come from a

Federal agency.
Now the Bureau has been saying that they have been providing for
the education funding of Indians not only of this tribe but throughout
the United States.
Senator MURPHY. I would like, if we mayet stick with the curriculums. The funding is separate. I have no question but if we can discover
the proper manner in which these schools should be conducted, then the
funding we can take tare of.
I think that the members of this committee have enough knowledge

and influence in the matter of appropriations that they can get it
funded.
I think we have to discover first what is the proper method, proper
way to do it,, the-practical way to do it.

Mr. WarraTrz. OK. First about the language. The Mesquakie has
two languages, Mesquakie and English. We want, them to be able to
master both. The place where we think they can begin that is in their
primary years.
Senator MURPHY. We have the same problem. in Senator Yar-

borough's State, in Senator Bellmon's State, in my State with the
Spanish-speaking children where they only speak Spanish in the
homes.

Last year we were able to get a bilingual program started so that

they preserve the Spanish at the same time they learn to speak English.
We feel quite certain this wi;1 help the dropout rate.

If the child dues not understand he gets behind in his class, he is

_916a:frit:med. It is more comfortable not to be embarrassed and not to
goto school.
You would have to train Mesquakie teachers.
:fir. WANATEE. Yes. We already have five or six Mesquakie teachers

but they are not teaching at the Indian school or in the surrounding
areas. We have approached them and asked them to help set up such
a school, to approach it in a bilingual way, like you said, and in a bi-
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cultural way. We have a program, tentative program, sort of rough
pro
Thy is why I say we need some people who are expert or at least

knowledgeable of Indian education to help us set up that sort of school,

a bilingual, bicultural school, not only for the Indians but for other
peo-ple as well.

Senator MURPHY. You see, one of the problems that complicates
thisI don't mean to take up too much time, Mr. Chairman, but the
other day Senator Bel lmon and I were discussing the State of Oklahoma, for instance, there were 30 different tribes, and each tribe has its
own language and basically its own culture.

In Cslifotiaa, I think we have many separate tribes with separate
languages. So that it is not a simple problem. There would have to be
a special educational system really, for each tribe.
Mr. WANATEE. For the Indians.

Senator MURPHY. The tribes have all maintained a division. Each
tribe is very jealous of its own cult...re, of its own tribal history and
background and language. So this wouisi 'dmost have to have it specifically for each tribe; is that true ?
Mr. WANATEE. Like I said, the three "R's" would have to be learned.

We accept that. But- each tribe should be, like you say, in their cultural area.
If they want to educate their children in their own culture that is
fine. This would not involve any more than to set up a curriculum in

the same manner as the curriculum is set up for the non-Indian.
Senator MURPHY. You see, I keep coming back to the actual attempt,

the desire, whether our No. 1 purpose is to preserve the Indian
culture, the Indian language or whether our No. 1 purpose is to

prepare the Indian children so that they can go outside and compete
and get jobs, not to destroy their culture but to train them so that
they are not handicapped-if they go away from the tribe, or is it a combination approach. Do you understand what I mean I
Mrs. BROWN. I would like to answer that. I had a job as a home school
liaison officer for 2 months in 1968. I was involved with the children
absentee problem is what it is. They wanted to know why they were
absent all the time.
I ran into all kinds of problems why they are not in school. I have
a copy here of what my experience.
Senator MURPHY. IPhat are some of the main reasons that they are
not in school I
.\
Mrs. BROWN. According to this it is illness, oversleeping. This is an
official paper.
Senator MURPHY. Illness is one thing and oversleeping I know about
because I used to do that, too.
Mrs. BROWN. That is my report, what I found out. No matter how

ridiculous it az:ands, that is what I found out. The BIA officer in

change helped me with this program. We had to put down what looks
on paper to be appropriate but I can tell you a number of reasons
t Ikt I could not put down here that actually happened with the school
children.
Senator MURPHY. Can you tell us here? We are more interested in
the facts that you found rather than what you were told to put down,
that you would not put on paper.
_
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Mrs. BROWN. At one pointI would like to illustrate this and I have
to go into the detailsthere were four students in one class. The teacher had been talking about taxes, of all things, in the English class. Anyway, one of the Indian students had answered her question and she retaliated by saying: "You Indians don't pay any taxes. You live off the
Government."
These were four Indian students in that class. The white students
helped to argue with the teacher on the very same thing because this
is not true with our tribe. Regardless of the implications, the insult
was right there and there was open hostility right there.
I tried to tell the principal about this situation. Here I was trying to
keep the kids in school and I had to take them to school if they missed
the bus er anything like that. Here I was trying to help out, keeping
the Indian students in school. And what were they doing? They were
knocking them down, making them feel inferior.
This is the kind of thing that I don't like.

Senator Mrarnr. I don't like it either. I think it is unfortunate if

we have individuals in teaching jobs that don't have better sense, they
are not better prepared. I think sometimes this is part of the problem.
Mrs. Bsowif. This has happene..1 in several classes in only 2 months
that I found out how th© students were treated.

Senator MURPHY. In other words, the Indian is badly treated in

present school and he would feel most comfortable in hie own school?
Mrs. BROWN. Yee.

Senator MURPHY. His chance of gaining an education might be

better in his own school

Mrs. Baowx. Yes. I would like to point out if we had this program
that Mr. Wanatee is talking about I think it is our chance to give the
Indian students an inner security of being Indian rather than having
somebody else knock it down for us. We want to give him the inner security to be proud of what be is regardless of any sort of remarks like

that

Senator MURPHY. Here again, there are two schools of thought. Life
is never easy for anybody. At some point if the Indian child growing
up has to go out and compete it would be my hope that we could eliminate any unfortunate experiences, any embarrassment because of the
short-sided stupidity on the part of a tewher or two or three teachers.
I do not know what is the best way to accomplish the best thing
for the Indian child. I will have to think about that. I have taken too
much time, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. I have only two final question.

As I understand it now, the school is open, is that correct?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.

Senator KENNEDY. This is the result of an injunction by the district
which was obtained by the tribal council; is that rights?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.

Senator KENNEDY. Under the district court order, the tribal council

is supposed to meet wtih the Bureau of Indian Affairs to work out a
common approach and submit a common plan; is that right?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir, that is correct.

Senator KENNEDY, So really what we have here is a Federal Court
doing by order, what you really wanted to have done yourself and that
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is have a voice in the development of the educational program for the
children?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir.

Senator KENNEDY. One final question. You testified earlier that
there was going to be a bussing program.

I am wondering how far these children were going to be bussed

under the BIA suggested program ? Do you know ?
Mr. WANATEE. You mean if the bureau school was reopened or to
the public school

Senator KENNEDY. This was under the earlier order of the BIA

which closed your school and suggested that the children be bussed to
three different schools in the area.
I am wondering how far the children were to be Lassed under the
BI.A.suggested program.
Mr. WANATEE. Approximately 10 to 15 miles round trip.
Senator KENNDY. This goes for all three bussing plans/
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir. May I say something about this program,
tentative program
Senator KENNEDY. We de have another series of witnesses. We do
not want to cut you off, but we want to hear from them. So if you can,
capsulize what you have.
lir. WANATEE. I will just read a brief statement here that we had
put in a stribal minutes on August 7, 1968. There was a quorum.
Senator KENNEDY. We can put that in the record if there is some
part calor point, on it that you want to make at this time.
We encourage you to make it, but we can include it as part of the
record if you want.
Mr. WANATEE. This .point I want to make is that under this motion
or resolution what we intended was thi.t, under article 5(C) the State,
the Bureau of Indians, and the Sac and Fox Tribal Council met with
all educational agencies in order to conceive and plan a community
school system under an experimental program for the purpose of conm consistent with the history, culture,
tinuing an educational p
and social customs of thercbrsq.uakie Indian settlement but using the
substantial form theory.
Senator ICANNEDT. You have a program, as I understand it., with
you?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.

Senator KENNEDY. I would like to have those parts of it which per-

tain to the testimony which you submitted this morning included as
a part, of our record. I will ask the staff to review it.
I do not know how extensive it is, but we will include those parts of
your plan which will indicate your position and the position of the
tribe in regard to the education of the Indian children.
Mr. WANATEE. Yes, sir.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Do you have with you a copy of the written
constitution of the Meequakie Tribe
Mr. WANATEE. Of the Sac and Fox Tribe?

Senator YAss000ron. Is their constitution the one that you are gov-

erned by, too? Do the Mesquakies of Iowa have a separate written
constitution?
Reorganization Act
Mr. WANATEE. This constitution is under
used by all tribes in the United States.
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Senator YAR8OROt'GU. You have to adopt it. first, do you not ?
Mr. 1VANATEE. Yes. By a margin of two votes it was adopted.
Senator YARBOROUGH. You have adopted it?
Mr. WANATEE. Yes.
Senator YARBOROUGH. How many members of the Mesquakie Tribe
are there? How many people altogether?
Mr. WANATEE. You mean living within the Mesquakie settlement "?
Senator YARBOROUGH. No, I mean Mesquakies in Iowa. If they are
working in Des Moines, how many come back to your settlement? How
many Mesquakies are there who either live in your settlement, or pertain to your settlement?
Mr. WANATEE. Approximately 450. It all depends on the employment opportunities.
Senator YARBOROUGH. How many live in the settlement at all times,
of that 450?
Mr. WANATEE. The total population of the Sac and Fox Tribe is
789 people.

Senator

YARBOROUGH.

Is that, in Iowa alone?

Mr. WANATEE. That is this tribe. But there are approximately 450

people living within the boundaries of the settlement but the other
people have moved out for various reasons.
Senator YARBOROUGH. When did the Mesquakie move westward
across the Mississippi River?
Mr. WA1TATEE. When did they?
Senator YARBOROUGH. Yes; into Iowa.
Mr. WANATEE. In the 1800's.

Senator YARBOROUGH. 1930?
Mr. WANATEE. Early 1800's.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Did you lose lands eastward when you moved

westward I
Mr. WANATEE. This tribe is unique by the purchase of their land.

But our tribe was located on one of
banks of the St. Lawrence
in the Quebec area., in northern Maine. We migrated through pressure from other Indian tribes plus the whites from lands on the eastern
seaboard.
We continued our migration to various points like Detroit where this

tribe was almost annihilated by the French and their Indian allies.
Then we moved across the peninsula of Michigan into the Green Bay
area and there we stayed for approximately 200 years.

From there we just kept on migrating from Prairie du Chien to
Dubuque, down to Davenport, and :.;hen the last trek of the Indian
nations, the Removal Act, we went to Kansas so to speak, but prime rily
the Mesquakies remained in Iowa, they never went to Kansas but it is
known in the War.Department annals as the, Sac and Fox being down
in Kansas in tlw, reservation area.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Were the Mesquakies called up in the Black
Hawk War? Were you swept up in that movement? That was the westward pushing of people, was it not?
Mr. WANATEE. They were not drafted but I think they volunteered
for that service.
Senator YARBOROUGH. You were with the Black Hawk force?
Mr. WAN/am. Not in the sense thatwe didn't believe in the Black
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Hawk war because this was a war conducted by a Sac chief, Black
Hawk. The Mesquakie Tribe is a different tribe from the Sac Tribe.

We were more or less allies for security purposes in those particular
times but now we feel secure in America so we don't need to have that
alliance.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Were you driven further westward as a result

of that war?

Mr. WANATRE. No. I think the treaty signed did that. Eventually we

had to move out because someof the Sac,people signed treaties surrondering the land.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Surrendering the land?
Mr. WANATSE. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. I have one question.

Do you believe that there is a hope for quality Indian education

if the Indians themselves are not permitted to control it?
Mr. WANATEE. I think the type of quality education should be con-

tingent on what they think is best for their children. I realize that
education throughout the United States is getting better and more technological, farther advanced than what it was a hundred years _ago.

I think it is time that the Indian people throughout tilt.. United

States are given the right to choose what their children should learn
and must learn in order to preserve their tribal ways.
Senator MONDALE. If th
ne, do you see hope for the kind of

education that you think would
e the interests of the children of
your tribe?
Mr. WANATEE. No; I don't believe it would serve our particular
interests.
'Senator MONDALE. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. I 'Mint to thank all of you very much for appearing before the subcommittee. Your testimony has been very helpful. I commend the energies of the tribe and tribal council in obtain-

ing that injunction in the Federal district courts as I understand it;
i one of the first, if not the first, injunction that has been
'it is

obtained by an Indian tribe. There have been a number of schools
which have been closed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and I think

you have certainly given new hope to those Indians and others around
the country that want to at least have a voice and an opportunity to
express themselves in the field of education.
You are to be commended for it. I wane to thank you all very much
for appearing and express my appreciation for your attendance.
Mr. WANATEE. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the tribe, Mesquakie

Tribe, I want to thank you for giving us the privilege to be able to
come here to testify, not only on our behalf but on the behalf of other
Ind an tribes in the United States as well. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. I order pertinent material supplied for the record printed at the end of the hearing record.
Senator KENNEDY. Our next witness is Mr. Lehman Brightman,
director of the United Native Americans.
Is Mr. Brightman here?

Would you please proceed with your comments. We will include
your prepared statement in the record following your presentation.
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STATEMENT OF LEHMAN BRIGHTMAN, PRESIDENT OF UNITED
NATIVE AMERICANS, SAN FRANCISCO, CAW.

Mr. Bamirratax. My name is Lehman Brightman. I am a Sioux and
Creek Indian from Cheyenne Agency, South Dakota, really.
At the present time, I reside in San Francisco, Calif.
I am a full-time graduate student there and I am the president of
'United Native Americans which is the largest national Indian orga-

nization on the grassroot level.

We are considered militant They call us a militant organization
because we dare to speRle-out against the Bureau of Indian Affairs

strangling our people and we dare speak out against some of the
injustices we find around the country and the discrimination.

We are about the largest Indian organization in the United States
in speaking out against this colonialistic system that is strangling our
people.

I think it is time that we face the facts that thewBureau of Indian
Affairs is a complete failure as far as Indian education is concerned.

American Indians led the Nation in secondary level and in the

elementary grades in dropouts. The dropout rates range between 60

and 90 percent, depending on which reservation you .visit. The average
Indian only goes to the fifth grade.

This is a national disgrace and it is time the general public was
informed of it. They never hear anything bad about the Bureau

of Indian Affairs because they would be awful silly to put something
in the paper denouncing themselves and discrediting themselves so
they put out nothing but good reports.
My organization has been very busy, trying to discredit this can-

cerous failure of an organization that is running around strangling

our people. I can't say enough bad things about it.
If we were not here I could cuss a little bit and r could explain myself

a little more. It is time the Federal Government examined this cancerous failure eating away at our Indian people. For years now the
Bureau cre Indian Affairs has labeled it an Indian problem lint it is a
white man's problem.

Let us look at the present school system as it stands today. The
schools are controlled by white men. ton don't find Indians on the
schdol boards. You don't find any Indian teachers, very few if any.
The schools are named after white men. The pictures they hang on
the walls in our schools are not of Indians, they are white men, famous
white men, not famous Indians, but white men.

Then you get into the school teachers. About 99 percent of them
are white. They teach a white curriculum that was established by the
dominant white middle-class society. A good indication of why this
is not working with our Indian kids, it was established as I said, by

the dominant middle-class white society for nonIndians in urban
areas and it is not working in urban areas.

A good indication of this is Chicago, New York, San Francisco,
Oakland. Look at these different areas. In Los Angeles the dropout
rates are fantastic among the minorities and poor whites because it
does not relate to them. The curriculum today does not relate to the
minority and poor whites nor Indians.
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This same curriculum they are developing in urban areas that was
designed for non-Indians they are trying to impose on the Indian
people who have a different culture or language.

You don't have to be Albert Einstein to figure out why education
for the American Indian is a failure. It is a complete white school.
As I said, they don't teach Indian history and culture. They don't
hire Indian teachers. They don't even hire Indian resource people.
They don't hire Indian teacher aides.
The only place you find the names of Indians in the schools are in
the dictionaries and encyclopedias because you sure don't find them in
any history books.

I think the only people who know we have been left out cf the history books are the Indians. You can't see the trees for the forest.
What they teach in the United States is European history under the
guise of American history because you sure don't read anything about
Indians.
Out of 476 Tears of contact they seem to have forgotten the American Indian existed. They put nothing in the textbooks about what we
contributed in this country, about the great people we did have, past
and ',resent.
This is a farce, education as it pertains to American Indians. They
wonder why Indians don't take to education today. Indians are not
given an active part in the formation of curriculum to be used in.their
schools and rarely do you find them at PTA meetings.
In other words, it is a white man's school and the American Indians
are not invited to take part except to send their children to these alien
institutions, with alienistic

This period of alienation started years ago when the BIA col-

lected Indian children like cattle and forced them into the boarding

school against their wishes. While in boarding schools the Indian children were taught a different language. They were reprimanded if they
were caught speaking in their own language.
Here is something most of the people don't know and should know.
You can find this out in John Collier's Indians of America. John Collier was a former Indian Commissioner. He states in his book that in
1884 the Federal Government enacted laws forbidding American Indians to worship as they pleased.

They tried to kill of! the Indians' religion, culture and language.
They wonder why Indians are alienated. They alienated our people
years ago when they put them in boarding schools.

My parents went to the boarding schools. My grandfather went to
one. Incidentally, my grandfather, his father was killed at Custer's

last stand. He was 10 years old at this time. He went with Sitting Bull's
group to Canada. He stayed up there 4 years. When he came back they
grabbed him as soon as he came back.

They stuck him in the Virginia Military Institute which is a colored
institution. They stuck him in the Virginia Military Institute and kept
him there 81rears. This is what they have cititie to our people.

I am mad, you can tell by the way I am talking. Somebody should
get mad about this. They wonder why Indians aren't taking to education. White colonialism is one of the biggest problems.
American Indians, as conquered people, tend to isolate themselves
from their conquerors. They tend to develop skills of behavior which
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cause them to appear apathetic, withdrawn, irresponsible, shy, lazy and
helpless in terms of managing their own affairs.
Conquered people can only overcome this by acquiring some control
over their destiny. That is what we are trying to do.
Right now we don't have any. They are white schools. The Bureau
and the public schools are not too different because the public schools
that the Indian children attend are controlled by white school boards.
The reservation schools are controlled by white bureaucrats. Both
are considered white schools and they are alien to Indian people.
Culturally they are not part of the Indiar. community. The Coleman
report states that the amount of money spent on a school doesn't insure

success. It is something else. The Indians must have a say-so in the

schools to make them a success.
Schools now are designed to serve the power group, the white middleclass, not the minorities or the poor whites.

There have been a few successful Indian educational systems in the
United States, past and present. There is now one successful Indian
educational system operating at Rough Rock in Arizona. This is set up
by the Navajo people. They teach both ways, Navajo and they teach
in a curriculum accredited by the State. They teach the Navajo language, culture, history.

This gives our Indian people there a sense of pride in themselves,
confidence, and they also teach a curriculum, as I say, that is designed
by the State.
This means that they can go out and face the world and be at peace
with themselves.

*Until the 1890's, the Choctaw Republic operated its own school
system in Mississippi and Oklahoma, developing about 200 Indian

schools and sending numerous graduates to eastern colleges.
As a result of the excellent public school system, the Choctaw Nation had a much higher proportion of education people than any of the
neighboring States. This was in the 1890's.
The Cherokee Republic developed a similar school system which was

also quite successful. It has been estimated that the Cherokees were
90 percent literate in their native language in the 1830's. By 1880, the
western Cherokees in Oklahoma had a higher literacy rate than either
Texas or Arkansas. These were two successful Indian schools in the
past.
They were operated by Indians, not whites. Since the Federal Government took over the Cherokee school system-in 1898, the Cherokees

then viewed the schools as a white man institution over which., the
paients had no control.
The schools operated by the Cherokees and Choctaws which were
subsequently operated by Federal and State agencies have been typical
Indian schools with little or no parent-community involvement
The problems seem to arise when the white man enters into education. White power is the problem, not the curriculum. The main problem is getting the white man off the Indian's back. Surveys have been
conducted for years and years and all by white anthropologists, sociol-

ogists. These surveys have run into millions of dollars and nothing
has been done to correct this failing situation.

The Indian people are the most studied people on earth. The only

4,
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answer to the useless surveys is that they employ white people, thus
easing the unemployment problem for whitesnot Indians.
Yes I do have a few solutions. Not all things are negatives.
Indians must learn to overcome conquest. A fellow by the name of Dr.

Jack Forbes at a conference on California Indian education talked
about overcoming conquest; and that is where it is, liberation of the
American Indian people.
Psychologically, politically, educationally, it is all in one bag, libera-

tion of the American Indian.
I realize that the curriculum ha:: to be changed but that curriculum

cannot be changed by white people. It must be changed by Indian peo-

ple themselves. That part of psychological liberation, the important
thing is that the Indian people must learn to take control.
If white people change the curriculum even for the better it is just
another form of colonialism. Changes in curriculum must come when
Indian people control their own schools. That is the time for it to come.

The first step in improving Indian education is to give it back to
the Indian people where it belongs. Many people are talking about
ways to do this.

The California Indian Education Association and the United Native
Americans are taking' appropriate steps. Together we have developed
by means of grassroots organization a solid movement which is already
having a great impact on the schools.
Indian people are helping to develop currictiluiu. Indian people are
serving on school boards. Indian people are operating teacher training
programs which the Indian people control.
We are literally training the teachers who will teach our children.
We have a long way to go but, we know where we are going and we
are sure we are going to get. there. Of course, we have not forgotten
the dear old Bureau of Indian Affairs, America's colonial office. We
have a problem, or rather a program for the Bureau schools which is as
follows:

No. 1, Sherman Institute should be placed under the control of a
hoard of directors selected by the Navajo Tribe and the California
Indian Education Association.
Sherman Institute to be placed under the control of. a board of

directors selected by appropriate Indian tribes, Na'cajo, and the different Nevada tribes.
Intermountain School and all those schools serving pritharily Navajo
children to be turned ,over to a nonprofit education agency controlled

by the Navajo Tribe.
Similar steps should be taken where the individual tribes are not

ready to take over and operate,those schools..This will be done under
contract with funding being guaranteed on a basis -comparable with
that of the Federal white schools and school district.
We realize not all-Indian communities and tribes are ready for this
takeover and operation of Bureau schools, not because they can't run
the schools any better than the,Bureau of Indian Affairs, which is not

saving too much, but because the Bureau starts spreading rumors
about termination once Indian people start talking about taking over
Indian control.
Where the Indian community is too small to operate a. separate
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school system we advocate the establishment of a national board of
Indian educators. We must make clear the following things: -It must be composed of Indian people only. Its membership must
be selected democratically because Indian people have been betrayed
too many times in the past by white experts and "Uncle Tomahawks"
such as the National Indian Education Advisory, Committee. Above
all we don't need a committee like the National Indian Education Advisory Committee, "rubber istamp" committee, a bunch of Government
employees, tribal chairmen.

Most of the tribal chairmen are controlled by the Bureau and all
they do is fly around the country and "rubber stamp" whatever the
Bureau of Indian Affairs wants.

.

The National Board of Indian Educators could be organized as

such. They could elect one delegate from each State. Each tribe could
elect a delegate to send to a conference on Indian education: From
these delegates a board of Indian educators could be democratically
elected.

-

There are 25 States that have most of the Indian population. They
could each send one delegate to the national conference. A board of
Indian educators could be democratically elected.

.

This board should be composed of about seven members, this national board of Indian educators should contract with the U.S. Office
of Education for the funds for all Federal Indian education programs.
In other words, we want Indian control and Indian education out of
the Department of the Interior and away from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs--far away.

In turn, the national board of Indian educators will subcontract
with the tribes or intertribal groups operating their own schools and
it will operate the other Schools directly.

In dealing with higher education this is a big laugh. I would like

to make some statements personally of things that I know and things

that happened to me, concerning the Bureau of Indiqn Affairs
and
t
Mr. Robert Bennett and his Bureau of Indian Affairs.
I am now a graduate student at the University of California. I have
a wife and a kid. As lt,Said, I am from Cheyenne Agency,`'S. Dak.
While I was back in South Dakota a year ago, I inquired at my home
reservation about money to go to college because I was flat broke.

I wanted to go to school. I wanted tb quit my job and

another

degree. My tribe there told me no, they could not help me. ' V. en reaMe

back to San Francisco I asked the Bureau of Indian Affairs:They told
me no, they could not help me, they didn't help graduate students.

I happened to be speaking on the Arne bill in which this "Uncle
Tomahawk" Robert Bennett, the Indian Commissioner, was on; and
I asked him afterward.
I said, "Mr. Bennett, how can I get some money to go to college on?
I am an Indian. I am registered on the tribal rolls of my home reservation. The Bureau of Indian Affairs is always bragging how they help.
Indians."
He looked at the guy next to him, who was operating the Omaha
office and he said, "Give him an address," When I got it in the mail
2 weeks later it was to an organization in Omaha and it was a private.
organization, not the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
.
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I wrote to theitrand they didn't Nave the courtesy to answer me.
But there is a beautiful case right there of an Indian who was broke
and asked the Bureau of Indian Affairs for money to go to college and
they denied me this.

Yet you 'read all the propaganda in the paper about how they are

helping Indians to gain an education.
This-has to be one of the bi t4' est laughs of the year.
er things about what they 'are doing to
I would like to tell yon

other people. I can name some people right now who live in San
Francisco and in the Oakland area who have asked the Bureau of

Indian Affairs for money to go to college and they have been denied
the money. Most of them are undergraduates who want to go to college.
It is a shame the way they treat our Indian people.

I used to be director)of the American Indian Centerin San Francisco. I found out all the problems our people face when they come
on relocation. Once they get into Oakland or San Francisco they decide they want to go to college.,They ask the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and they are turned down. "1.7 is it, that they have a fantastic amount
of money for vocational training but none for academic work?
They made a survey recently and found out that there are seven
doctors, four lawyers, and two engineers who Jim f-ullblooded Indians
in the united States. Yet the BUri.:941 of Indian Affairs had the audacity to put something in the papers iast.year which stated they had
sent 10,000 Indians through their vocational training program, when
we have seven lawyers, four doctors and two engineers who are full.
blooded Indians.
What I am trying to say is that we need academic work, not vocational training. We have plenty of that. GiveNus a little money for
some academic training..

Bight now at the University of California I am working with what
thel di the college commitment prOgrsm. We are helping minority
stua .rs to get into the university. I am working mainly with Indians.

By working with the University of California they gave us permission to bring in 10 Indian' students last January on full scholarship.
All Indian people have been denied help from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. That is how they are helping to get Indians to get an education.

In California, they are going to give us a chance to bring 10 more
in April through this same program. The University of California
has helped Indians and we have proof.

When I started there last April they had one Indian, a girl, and

I made two. We didn't put any pressure on them. We talked to them
and they agreed to bring in 10 this past January and 10. more shortly

in April. They have a program called EOP where they will help

.all minority students.
Since they saw the girl and two Indians there all of a sudden they
decided to help us, which is something the Bureau of Indian Affairs
has not done. I would like to cite a couple of cases that would be of
Interest to you p4ople.
.
Senator KENNEDY. Before you go into that, are there any other

institutions of higher learning in California, other than Berkeley,

that have special programs to bring in Indians, that you know ftbout I
Are there any other programs similar to the one you are working
on in any other college in this country?
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Mr. BRIGHTMAN. Yes. At the University of California at Berkeley
where I am going to school they have branch schools such as Davis,
Calif. We have a chapter, my Organization. They are bringing in
students there.
f

Also, Santa Cruz, they are bringing in students. We have some
also down at Long Beach State, as far as I know, we are the only
Indian organization in the United States that is working actively
with the different universities crying to bring in Indian people.
I would like to tell you of a case about the girl by the name of
Melvina Mezors. This young girl enrolled at the University of California. She is a Nez Perce ndian. She asked the Bureau of Indian
people over at. San Francisco State who are bringing in Indians there,

Affairs if they would pay her out-of-State tuition at the University of
California if she could get them to let her enroll.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs said
they would. We got her in
the EOP program at the University of California. The out-of-State
tuition is $500 a quarter. After enrolling, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
reneged and didn't pay her out-of-State fee.
So she had to take her living expenses and pay this. Consequently,
she had nothing to live on. This past week sh: had to drop out of school
because the Bureau of Indian Affairs wouldn't. pay the out-of-State
tuition which they promised her they would do.
Another young girl by the name of Celeste Stone from the Rosebud

Reservation in South Dakotathis is one of the most pitiful I have

ever heard. My organization is picketing the poverty programs in San
Francisco because they ars denying the Indians a chance to work on it.
This young girl was one of the ,Ackets in my group. Two days in a row
I noticed she had on the same dress. I noticed when we brought sandwiches around she would eat some and then stick the rest in her coat

pocket.
That night I took her home and I had my wife talk to her. We found.

out that she came to San Francisco on her own to visit her sister from
the Rosebud Reservation in South Dakota. She stayed with her sister
about a month and her sister decided to go back to the reservation.
This young girl, Celeste, didn't want to go home. She staved there in
San Francisco. She met a young boy she was in love with. When we met
her she had 18 cents in her pocket. She had only gone to the 10th grade
and she. was 17 years old. She had no academic training other than the
10th grade. She had no vocational training.
So, to help her we took her down and I asked the Bureau of Indian
Affairs if they could help her. This is what they told her. They said :

You write to your home rese!.vation at Rosebud, S. Dak., to your relocation all
cer. and have him send you some papers out and you fill them out and send them
back to Rosebud. They, in turn. will make sure you are registered on the tribal

rolls there. After they review your papers and find out that yon are qualified
they will send them to Aberdeen, S. Dak.. and there they will be reviewed by

higher authority and if you are qualified in their eyes you will be eligible to go to
relocation next year, next September.

This was last October. This young girl who had 18 cents in her

pocket, who was 17 years old, and had only gone to the 10th grade, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs wouldn't help her. This is how they are help-

ing our Indian people to gain an education. This is pathetic. It is a
national disgrace.
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It is time the public heard about it because they don't get anything
in the papers because the only thing they put out about the Indians is
the Bureau of Indian Affairs stuff and that is a bunch of propaganda.
It is terrible.
I have a few additional points I would like to bring up. In terms of
higher education we believe that Haskell Institute and Santa Fe Institute should be turned into colleges or one college for Indians. Both
now have limited junior college work offered.
Also, there are a few abandoned military bases around the, country

that could be turned into Indian colleges. Haskell. Santa Fe Institute
and abandoned Army bases or Air Force bases could be used to establish
an Indian college.
We believe that this Indian college should be under the control of the

board of Indian trustees elected democratically by a national board
of Indian educators which I suggested earlier.

I would like to bring out a couple of other additional points on

Indian education. We want the Johnson-O'Malley funds made availding public
able for Indian use wherever there are Indian people a
schools, from Maine to California, and, incidentally, Mai e and California are neither one receiving help from the Bureau of In ian Affairs
and both of them need it badly.

These funds should be spent under Indian control and no by white
bureaucrats as they please. We want all the Bureau of ndi Affairs,
people
vocational and OEO programs made available to all
who have a need and not just those from BIA recognized reservations.
I don't know whether you know it or not but half of the Indians in
tl,91i i nited States do not benefit from BIA, U.S. Public Health or OEO
programs. They are denied this.
The Indian Desk of OEO must be revised. This is a terrible organiza-

tion, the way it now stands, and it is a shame the way they are misusing this money.

This program is giving money to many reservations that are employing more white people than Indians. Most of these white people
as occupying jobs as directors. I will give you an example.
I visited my home reservation in Cheyenne Agency in December.
While I was there I went down to the local poverty program setup for
our Indian people there. The head of the whole poverty program was a
white man.

I looked at the Illeadstart program director and she was a white
woman. I looked at the NYC program and its was a white man. The
Headstart and NYC program directors were husband and wife.
There are three positions occupied by white people on the Indian
reservation that should be occupied by Indians. Around $30,000 right
there going down the drain to white bureaucracy.
The Indians have the highest unemployment rate in the United

States. The unemployment rates for the American Indians range be-

tween 60 to 70 to 80 percent, depending on which reservation you visit.

And here they set up a poverty program for the Sioux Indians there

and three white people directing it.
I looked around and all the secretaries were white, the accountants

were white. I looked around, they had employed one Indian and he
was a janitor. They employed two other Indians running around
picking up scraps of paper on the reservation.
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They are not much different from the BIA. About 90 -percent of
the top echelon executive positions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs
are occupied by white people, not Indians.
How colonialistic can you get? The only time they employ Indians
is for janitors and other menial tasks.

I had an uncle who retired after 30 years of service as a janitor. I
had another one who retired a few years ago as another janitor. We

probably have more janitors in my family than any other Indian
tribe in the United States.

,That is about the only thing they are employed at on the reserva-

tion, ;is common laborers. They sure don't give them a chance at higher
education.

I have come to the conclusion that 4.he reason they don't give Indians higher education is because if we build up a trained reservoir

in the academic field we wouldn't need people to run the reservations.
We could run them ourselves. This is an insult to Indian intelligence
to go to an Indian reservation and find white people directing our
Indian people.
Why do we need the Bureau of Indian Affairs? Why do we need
a poverty prograr 1
If we were given enough money to develop, as I said before, a reservoir of trained people in the academic field, we would no longer need
this bureaucratic colonialistic, cancerous failure of a Bureau of Indian Affairs.
As I said before, this 0E0 program is a farce. They are not helping Indian people.
I think that about ends my testimony.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.

Could you tell us how many members you have in your organization
Mr. BRIGHTMAN. There are between 8,000 and 10,000 members.

Senator KENNEDY. Is that across the country, or primarily in California?
Mr. BRIGHTMAN. We have them all over the United States, Alaska
and Canada.
Senator KErNNEDY. How old is the organization
Mr. BRIGHTMAN. We are 9 months old.

Senator KENNEDY. I would like to hear about your own educational
experience and where you went to school.
Mr. BRIOHTMAN. I went to school; I was born on an Indian reserva-

tion called Cheyenne Agency in South Dakota. My mother is a Sioux

Indian, my father is Creek. I went to grade school in Cheyenne
Agency in South Dakota. By sheer luck my parents moved to Oklahoma and I went to a white high school at. Eufaula, Okla.
Senator KENNEDY. How old were you then ?

Mr. BRIGHTMAN. I was about 12 years old when I moved to Oklahoma. The only reason I got to college is because I could play football. I received a football scholarship. I want to Oklahoma A. & M.
& M. on a scholarship. I was exI played 4 years for Oklahoma
tremely lucky, because most Indians who can play football, if they

live on an Indian reservation, nobody will notice them or find
ont. Consequently, I was one of very, tern few Indians who have
made it off an Indian reservation and went to college.
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Senator KENNEDY. In Oklahoma, do the rest of the Indians attend
public schools?
Mr. BRIGR1XAN. You don't really have reservations in Oklahoma.
Most of the Indians do go to public schools., yes. They are integrated
schools. They have boarding schools, In 9Lian boarding schools, but

most of the Indians do go to public schools.

Senator KENNEDY. After you finished college, where did you go?
Mr. BarairratAN. I tried professional football 1 year and got killed.
I taught school 1 year in Oklahoma. I taught school 1 year in Califorma. I worked in a number of juvenile halls in California. I worked

on the poverty program in California which was designed to help
high school dropouts in ghetto areas.
I also was s director of the American Indian Center in San Fran-

cisco. I went back to teaching. At the present time Iitift
student. I have been giving a number of lectures across the country

on American Indians.
Senator KENNEDY. You outlined in your earlier testimony a pro-

gram in regard to education of Indians. Most of it, I think, if I understood you correctly, was more or less for higher education. the
creation of Indian colleges, and conversion of military, bases. You
probably am sure, have developed a program in regard to the Bureau of ndian
IndianAffairs schools and high schools as well, and I hope
that those ideas would be made a part of the record. I think it would
be helpful to have.
Mr. BUM:ETHAN. We litiL a definite program which we have deigned for Indian education.
cidentally, while I was at my home reservationthe average Indian only goes to the fifth grade in the United Stateswhile I was
visiting my home reservation I talked with the school principal. I
asked him if they were teaching Indian history and culture. He said,
"Yes, we are starting this year." "What grader "The eighth."
I said: "You are a little short; you are missing out 5 or 6 years."
This-man is an educated man. He is a principal. He thought eighth
grade was the right year to teach Indian culture. It should be started

in the first MED

Y. Senator Yarborough.
Senator
Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Brightman, you say you have 8,000 or
in your organiz6tion?
10.000 mem
N. Yes.
Mr. Belo
ROUGH. Are they scattered in the different States?
Senator
Mr. BRIG

.

Senator YARBORUGH. I want to recommend to you, as one of the
great services you can render immediately to the Indian youth, to tell
coming out of service about the GI bill, the cold war GI bill. It
opens up school to any serviceman who entered service on or after
February 1,1955, and has served over 6 months and has been honorably
discharged. This bill has something no other GI bill ever had. He can
go and finish high school at Government expense and that does not
use up his entitlement He Iiir116 months of school for each 1 month
of service. In thepast GI bills of World War II and the Korean conflict if he hadn't finished high lehool he &lid use that on high school.
Now the Government pays his way through high school. This bill is
better in another way too, if a veteran has been in service as much as 18
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months he gets a full 36 months of school and four 9-month terms in
college. If he has not finished high school he can go to high school 4
years at Government expense, and then 4 years at college if he served
as long as 18 months.

Furthermore, a married man under the old GI bill got an additional
allowance for a wife and one child. This is the first GI bill where a
service man gets an additional allowance for each child. Some service
men are in college with seven or eight children.

There is another benefit in this that wasn't in former GI bills. That
is a provision that in those terribly unfortunate cases where a young

man loses his life the young widow can go to school.

Now the Indians do their part militarily, . Those who come out of
service ought to take advantage of the opportunity to get a higher education. As you say, an Indian lawyer is very rare in the United States.
I know several opr jrtunities for Indian lawyers are going begging
because there are not Indian lawyers, and they want them there.

The VA is pretty laggard about telling people about their rights
under the GI bill, they are afraid it cost something. We had to pass the
bill in the Congress over the objections of the VA and the Bureau of
the Budget, and executive department and executive agencies. The
Congress did this over the objections of the Defehse Department. The
VA is not putting spots on the radio like they did in World War II
and Korean conflict.
In closing I want to say I am interested in what you said about the
great educational system the Choctaws had before their nation was
dissolved. A cousin of mine a senator in the Choctaw nation, in the
1880's helped build that reptem.
Mr. TIRMIITAAN. Those were about the only two systems of Indian

education in tha United States that were successful other than the
present system at Rough Rock.

I am involved very deeply with education, college education, but
we_have also got the programs which we are trying to get instituted
into the different lower levels in grade school and high school. This
is where our people need it most. When they do graduate they know
they can't go on to college. Many of them say, "Why should Y graduate? Where am I going to go? I can't go to college, I don't have any
money."
The BIA won't give it to them. Discrimination is so rampant around
the reservations von can't get a job. I was in Rapid City, S. Dak. about
4 weeks ago. While I was there I spoke to an Indian group called
the Black Hills Council. They asked me if I ciitil talk totheir group.
I said yes. First I talked to the Black Hills Council. There were 28
people at this meeting. They informed me of the brutality the police
force is imposing on our people. We started talking about employ.
ment. Rapid City has a population of 40,000 people. There are approximately 6,000 Indians. We found five Indians who were working out
of 6,000. One worked for the State-owned cement plant, they only
hired one Indian. One worked in the welfare department. One worked
And there
as a clerk. One worked for the city-owned waterworks.
time
they have
place
him.
But
at
the
present
WaS one other, I can't
five Indfans out of approximately 6.000 that are employed.

The police there, it is common knowledge they drive down the

street and pick Indians late at night and drive them to the outskirts of
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town and dump them out and make them walk back. Many times they
pistol whip them. They spray mace in their eyes. They make sport of
them.

Also Indians can buy homes in the good sections of town. You call
up and they say, 'Yes, we have a home." Once you get out of your
car and they see you are an Indian, the house is sold.
I was walling on the street with this Indian girl. They said that
we had to walk on this side of the street. We couldn't walk on thr other
side. "Why? There aren't any signs," She said? "No, but it is a known
fact." She said, "We don't dare go over to this other section because
Indians are not allowed over there."

Senator newsman. What city is that?

Mr. BIUGHTMAN. Rapid City, h. Dak. This happens to be the worst

city in the United States about discriminating against Indians. They
won't let a legal aid society come in there and our Indian people are
the poorest of the lot, and they need the legal aid society.
The city and State bar ameiations have denied legal aid a chance

to come in. I stirred those people up quite a bit because I said it was the
worst city in the United States in discriminating against Indans. They
called me a few names, too. This is what our Indian people are facing.
I tell you how bad it is there. They have an Indian community called

Sioux Addition a mile and a half on the outskirts of town. They are
just now getting running water into their homes. Just now. They have
been there 20 years. This iis terrible the discrimination the Indians face.
You don't realize it but when you find a large concentration of Indians
surly as in South Dakota and North Dakota, it is impossible, the discrimination.
Many of our people say, "Why should we get education? We are not
going to get employed." This is the feeling many of our people have
hopeleesness.

Senator YARBOROUGH. One more question, Mr. Chairman. Mr.
Brightman, you have described yourself as a militant.
Mr. Besarratex. Yes, sir. They consider me a militant Indian. They
have labeled me a number of Langs. The papers haye called me a militant Indian. I don't care. We don t advocate violence, we don't riot, we
are not going to shoot anybody. But all of a sudden my organization
is called militant and radical because we are speaking out against this
colonialistic BIA and beeause of the injustice to the Indian people.
We speak out and we are called radical. Indians are supposed to be
silent,don't picket. Don't speak out because you will make white people
mad for 140 years. It is about time we
mad. My, hell, we have
got good and mad.
If we make a few white people mad, good. As I said, we have been
mad for 140 years, it is time we got off our hind ends and start saying
what is wrong.
One problem we have is some of these "Uncle Tommyhawk" type
leaders in the past and present get up in front of the white people and

tell them what the white people want to hear. They don't tell them
what is on their minds and in their hearts. They are so used to taking
bows they tell them just what they want to hear. I don't hate white

people. I am just advocating Indian control of their own organizations.
Senator Yeemozocon. You get all these Indians coming out of eery-
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ice being discharged every month in high school and college, in 8 years
you will have a reservoir of lawyers and engineers. It will take longer
than that for doctors but you will have two professional groups in 8
years' time.
Senator Kt/cozy. Senator Mondale.
Senator MownALL How often in your role as president or director of
this organization has the Bureau of Indian Affairs called you to Washington to discuss the views of your organization?
Mr. BRIGHTMAN. Never.

Senator MormALx. I realize the time is short, Mr. Chairman, so I
won't ask any more questions, but I wish I could. I think it would be
a good idea if the staff would prepare a short memorandum on the
educational systems developed by the Choctaw and the Cherokee under their own control in the late 1800's. That is the first time I had
heard of it. It would be most illuminating.
Senator YARBOROUGH. They had their own constitution, not the

routine one handei down by the Interior Department that was de-

scribed earlier today. They had a senate and house, some called Creeks
Council of Warriors, but most of thenicalled it senate and house.
Senator MoNDALE. But they ran their own schools.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Yes; ,they sent some, graduates to Carlisle,
which developed Jim Thorpe, the greatest athlete in American history.
They were semi-Indians. They ran good school systems.
I am glad you brought that up.

Senator Dardnucx. I wonder if I could ask a number of questions

here.
Mr. Brightman, If I understood you correctly, you saidy,he American Indian had a fifth-grade education. Is that right I
Mr. BR/GHTMAN. Yee.

Senator DOMINICK. Those people who have a fifth-grade education;
been going to the BIA schools on Indian reservations?
Mr. BRIGHTMAN. Yes; this is an average, the average Indian in the
United States.
Senator DOMINICK. r gather what you are saying is that we ought
to bring the Indians into the public school system
to integrate them in many
Mr. BiucarrmAw. I think it would be
cases. Oklahoma is a good example. Ofl):11oma, the Indians there go
to school with white kids. competition is there, all of a sudden they are
competing. Competition is everything. Indian kids on the reservation
can compete with nobody.
Senator Dostrificx. I ask you this because some time ago we started

this appmach in Arizona, My understanding is"lhat the Interior
Department and the BIA decided this would not be possible and
they started building separate schools under white leadership right on
the reservation, which seemed to me to be going the wrong way.
I wanted to have your reaction to that.
Mr. BRIQIITMAN. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has done so many
things wrong it is impossible for anybody else to make more mistakes
than they have.
Senator DOMINICK. Thank you. That is all I have.

Mr. BRIGHTMAN. If I could, there is one thing I would like to
bring out. I have been asked by some people to do something for them
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Sherman Institute in California has had their funds cut. Incidentally,
they gave me something that I would like to pass on to you. I will
submit this as evidence, also. Anyway, Sherman Institute's average
cost per child is $1,300 annually, considerably under the average for
non-Federal boarding school? and the iverage nonreservation, nonFederal boarding school furnishes $1,800 per child. Sherman Institute
is only given $1,300. They are working with a short staff. They have
had their budget cut. They have 850 students there, and they have had
their budget cut. They have lost about 20 teachers and so forth, and
they still have the same number of students.

The buildings are old and dilapidated. They work overtime. All

the teachers there complain about the overtime. They don't complain,
they put it in because they are dedicated to these people but they are
not getting paid for it. They are going to have to cut out some more
teachers because they have not appropriated enough money for this.

The sad thing about this is that they don't teach shorthand, con-

sequently the young girls who graduate from this school can't get jobs
as secretaries any place.
As far as employing secretaries themselves, they had to take second-

rate secretaries who can't take shorthand because they can't afford
to pay them. Sherman Institute is in dire need of money and help.
Something should be done to help these poor people. Incidentally,

they say that they are getting children who are retarded and they have
emotional problems there and tiny need special help for this and they
are not getting it. They are operating with the same people. They
asked me to bring this out. I have the information here which gives
fully all their problems.
Senator YAssonotron (presiding pro tempore). Senator Bellmon.
Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the can-

dor that Mr. Brightman has shown here this morning. I also appreciate the good things he has had to say about the way Indian
children in Oklahoma attend our public schools and about the fact
that the Indians in Oklahoma do not live on reservations.

Also I might add I am a graduate of Oklahoma A. & M., but at an
earlier year. Is it your conclusion after your experiences and educa-

tion that you feel that. the Indians in the United States generally
would be better off if the reservation system was abandoned as it has
been in Oklahoma ?
Mr. BRIGHTMAN. No. I have relatives that still live on the reserva-

tion. About half the people who live on the reservation can't speak
English. The older people, what. would they do? Termination is the
worst word in the world you could use for an old Indian. If you terminate themthey are not working nowthey will have to pay taxes
on their land which means they will lose it through taxation. These
old people have no way of making a living. Indians are not prepared
for termination. It will be many, many years before termination can
come into effect.
Senator BELLuo.w. Do you feel that we should move in that direction ?

Mr. BRIGHTMAN. No never. Indians are going to have to control
their own reservations but it will take time. They will have to build
up a trained reservoir of people. Right now the Bureau is denying
education.
29-651-69-pt. 1-4
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Senator Btxi.mori. If we can build up that trained reservoir do you
feel termination would be better?

Mr. BaTairrixArr. I feel the Indians should run their own reservations. Cut out BIA and let the Indians run their own reservation with
funds from the Government. This would lead eventually to termination, but the fact is they could build themselves up as they go along.
You know, two cases of termination, the Menominees of Wisconsin and

the Klamath Indians were complete disasters. Before termination
takes place they are supposed to build the tribb up equal with the

people around them. They have done this to the Menominees and Klamath and one other Indian tribe. Anyway, they came back a few years

later they found ont that 90 percent of the Indians lost their lands.

They were not working before termination. There were no jobs. They

did not pay taxes on their land once they are terminated. Most of
them lost it through termination or they sold their land to pay the
bills with. Termination is a terrible thing and Indians are riot prepared for it.
Senator Biammori. The Oklahoma Indians have largely been terminated. if this is the term TM want to use, because we do not have
reservations any more. Yet from what you said, I got the impression

that you felt the Oklahoma Indians were better off than the South

Dzkota reservation Indians.
Mr. Bitionmax. Your Indians in Oklahoma have been in touch with
the white men much longer than in South Dakota. They don't even
have a busline going through my reservation in South Dakota.
Incidentally, in the western part of Oklahoma it is unbelievable to
see the discrimination that goes around in Ponca City, too.
Senator BRLLMON. I mama aware that we are far from perfect. Do
you feel the situation'Onmind in Ponca is better than South Dakota?
Mr. BRIGHTMAN. Now in making this statement I thk Oklahoma

Indians as far as education are probably better off M. n any other
Indians in the United States. With the Five Civilized Tribes in the
southeastern part of Oklahoma, 55 percent of them are unemployed
year around, and 90 percent of them are on welfare. This is the Five
Civilized Tribes.
Senator Bzualow. I am well aware of the cost of welfare. I am also
aware, as you probably are, that the Indians have to be able to find
their way into the mainstream of our country.
Mr. Will Rogers is sitting back there, his father is the most famous
man that Oklahoma ever produced. His statue is in the rotunda of the
Oklahoma Capitol Building.
My interest is the same as yours in developing the capabilities of our
Indians. Our problem is as you mentioned, thaf some of our Indian

children drop out of the white schools they attend. Much of this
seems to be related to the type. employment that Indian adults
engage in. They use their childien to pick fruit or to work at the

migratory jobs that are available.
Mr. BRIGHTMAN. As I said, I think Oklahoma Indians are educa-

tionally probably better off than most of the other Indians because
they have been in contact with white men more. They go to public
schools with them every day. Consequently they learn to compete with
them. An Indian kid going to a reservation school and not competing
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does not lose face. If he flunks out he has not lost anything. The people

do not feel bad about it because it is an alien institution. Indiars can
drop out and suffer no consequences. In fact, in the peer .groups that
operate on some of the Indian reservations if you answer in class they
will say, "What are you trying to do, be a white man or something?"
It is a form of rebellion by not taking the white man's education and
they don't lose face by failing. Indians will have to be given half a
chance to take part in and control their own schools. As I said, there are
two clear cases of the Choctaw Republic and Cherokee Nation and at
the present time Rough Rock demonstration school.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Murphy.

Senator YARBOROUGH. I think we are very fortunate to have Mr.
Brightman here, who is knowledgeable and vocal and expresses him-

self well. I am pleased to hear that he agrees that the Rough Rock
experiment seems to be working and seems to have great promise for
the future.
The Sherman School, incidentally, is another strange condition.
California Indians are not permitted to attend. Why, I don't know.
I have never been able to understand that. Indians m the schools in
California are not permitted to attend that school. These Indians
come from Arizona and New Mexico. We set in this room last year and
asked about general innovative programs in education and didn't get
any satisfactory answers. I am going to see if we can't get some of these
programs and find out why they should not be tried because certainly
I couldn't agree with you more.
I have had some experience, not in the field of education but in other

areas, where I haven't been too happy about the judgments and the
activities of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. I should not sit in judgment on them, but the Indians of Palm Springs had an awful time

getting permission to lease their land. I had something to do in

accomplishing that some years ago. That land down there now, most
of the land is held by youngsters. They are well taken care of financially for the rest of their lives. They own some of the best land in the
town but they could not make a lease for over a year. Why, nobody
could understand.

Finally this breakthrough last year and the three States joined

together. We were able to get that accomplished. So I am pleased to
have had a chance to listen to your testimony today.
I knew Jim Thorpe. My father trained Tun Thorpe on the American

Olympic team. I watched him play football. He probably was the
greatest all-around American athlete of any time.

Then I had a
at friend in the motion picture history, Col. Tim
McCoy, who spoke more Indian dialects than any other Indian. Tim
McCoy was accepted completely by all the Indian tribes. He had

great story to tell, a fantastic story. I think the story of the times
and his life and experiences would be very worthwhile because he
knows all the Indians' backgrounds and Indian history. These are

things that I am quite certain will benefit your testimony. I tun sure
you will be hearing from some of the members of this subcommittee
for further advice and further testimony later on.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Senator Mondale?
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Senator Mo ram's.. Do I understand from your testimony that such
issues as wheehe . the Indian shall be trained to do, to assimilate,

to understand their own culture and their own language, to pursue

their own arts; and such issues as to whether there ought to be reservations or not, and where they wish to live ought not to be matters that

should concern this committee too much, as much as the issue of whether

the Indian for the first time is going to have the power to decide for
himself how hi-, children should be educated, and where he wishes to
live and with whom he wishes to live?
Mr. BRIGHTMAN. Yes; I think we should have complete Indian control over education.
I think it would mean something to them. We don't have the money.
The Federal Government has the money. But if they cut the Bureau of
Indian Affairs out that would be a tremendous savings to the taxpayers

right there. Most of them are white people anyway. Not that I 'hate
white people, but why not cut them out and let them deal frequently
with the Indian people and let them run their own organizations?
Senator YAReottovon. Thank you, Mr. Brightman.
You are very knowledgeable in the history of Indian education. We

appreciate your appearance.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Brightman follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF 'AMMAN L. BatoirrmAN, PRESIDENT, UNITED NATIVE
AMERICANS, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

The educational 'system of the Bureau of Indian Affairs concerning American
Thins is a complete failure!! At the present time Indians lead the nation in
pool drop-outs, the figures range between 60 to 00 percent, depemling upon
which reservation you visit. And the average Indian only completes the "fifth
grade".
This Is a "National Disgrace" and it's time the general public was informed
of this colossal failure. The faolt can only lie with one organization that is responsible for Indian education, the"liureau of Indian Affairs".
It's time the federal government and their educators took off their blindfolds
I

and ear pima and examined this cancerous failure that is eating-away at our
Indian people. For yrars now the Bureau of Indian Affairs has labeled it an
Indian problem, but fo the contrary, it's not an Indian problem, but a "White'
Problem".
Let's look at the present school system as it stands today. The schools are controlled by white men, you don't find Indians on the school boards, you don't find
many Indian teachers if any, the schools are named after white men, the pictures
on the walls of the schools are of white men, you don't find Indian teacher aides,

you don't find Indian resource people. they don't teach Indian history and culture, and about the only place you find the names of Indians are in the-"Dictionaries and encyclopedias"not the history booksEuropean history, not
American.

Indians don't take part in the formation of the curriculum that is to be used in
their schools and rarely do you find Indians at "PTA" meetings.
In other words it's a white man's school and American Indians are not invited
to take part, except to send their children to these alien institutions. Alienation
and Powerlessness qprrelate more than anything else with Indian educational
failure.
This period of alienation started many years ago when the Bureau of Indian

Affairs callously collected Indian children like cattle and forced them into
boarding schools against their parents will, and kept them there for years at a
time. While at these boarding schools the children were taught a different language and reprimanded if caught speaking their native language. Their hair was
cut and this was part of their Indian culture. they were taught a different religion and made to feel ashamed of their parents and the old Indian way. This is
when the period of alienation started with the Indian community. And it continues right down to the present.
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Other prO Wens with /tidbit education
1. White Colonialism is one of the biggest problems.

2. American Indians are a conquered and colonialized people and conquered
People, eigibetalle those who have experienced a brutal conquest, tend to isolate
themselves from their conquerors. They tend to develop styles of behavior which
cause them to appear apathetic, withdrawn, irresponsible, shy, lazy and helpless
in terms of managing their own affairs. Conquered people can only overcome
this "Powerlessness" by Acquiring some control over their own destiny.
B. Bureau and Public schools are not too different, because the public schools
that Indian children attend are controlled by white school boards and the reservation schools are controlled by "White Bureaucratica". Both are considered white

schools and they are alien to the Indian. Culturally they are not part of the
Indian community.
4. The Coleman Report, states that the amount of money spent on a school
doesn't make it a success for minorities, it's something else. "Powerlessness"
parents must have a say so in the schools to make them a success.

5. Schools are designed to serve the power group, the "White Middle class"

not the minorities or poor whites.
There have been auocess /ul Indian educational systems
There is now a successful Indian educational system operating at Rough RIck
Demonstration school at Rough Rock, Arizona for the Navajo people and there

were others in the pasts for instance; Until the 1890's the, Choctaw republic

operated it's own school systems in Mississippi and Oklahoma, developing about
200 Rebooks and academies, and sending numerous graduates to eastern colleges.
As a result of it's excellent public school system the Choctaw Nation had a much
higher proportion of. educated people than any of the neighboring states.
The Cherokee Republic developed a similar school system which was also quite
successful. It has been estimated that the Cherokees were 90% literate in their
native language in the 1880's. By the 1880's the Western Cherokee in Oklahoma
bad a higher English literacy level than the white population of either Texas or
Arkausas. Since the federal government took over, the Cherokee school system
( with (percion) in 1898, the Cherokees have viewed the school as a white man's
institution, over which the parents have no control.
These programs were both brought to an end by tLe United States government.
The schools subsequently operated for Cherokees and Choctaws by federal and
state agencies have been typical '' Indian Schools", with little or no parent community involvement And a negative impact has developed.

Problems seem to arise when the white man enters into Education. White
Power is the problem not the curriculum. And the main problem is getting the
white man off the Indiana back.

Suryeys have been conducted for years and years, and all by white AnthroPelogists, Sociologic a and general do-gooders. These "greys have run into the
millions of doliiire and so far nothing has ever been dame to correct the felling
situation. Indian people are the most studied people on earth and about the only
answer to the useless surveys that gobble up federal money is that they employ
white people thus easing the unemploYMent situation.
Solutions

1. Indians must learn to over come conquest. Dr. Jack Forbes at a conference
on California Indian Education in Roopa, California, talked about over coming
conquest, unquote, and that's where it ie. Liberation of the American Indian
People.

2. Psychologically, Politically, Educationally and Economically, it's all In one

ba g .
3.

I realiie tharithe white curriculum has to be changed, but that white curriculum can not be change by whites. It must be changed by the Indian people
themselves. That's mitt of psychological liberation. The Important thing is that
Indian people must learn to take control.

4. 'And if white people change the curriculum, even for the better, it's just

another form of "Colonialism". Changes In curriculum must come when Indian
People control their own schools, that's the time for It to come.

5. The first step in improving Indian Education,is to give it ba

Indian people, where it belongs.

to the

0. Many people are talking about ways to do this. But California India Education Association and United 'Native Americans are taking appropriate steps.
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Together we have developed'by means of grass-roots organization a solid movement which is already having a great impact on the schools. Indian people are

helping to develop curriculum. Indian people are serving on school boards.

Indian people are operating teacher training programs, which the Indian people
controL We are literally training the teachers who will teach our children. We
have a long way to go, but we know where were going, and we're sure we are
going to get there.

7. Of course we have not forgotten about the "Dear" old Bureau of Indian

Affairs. "Americas Colonial Office", we have a program for the Bureau dchools,
which is as follows :

A. Sherman Institute
To be placed under the control of a board of directors selected by the
Navajo Tribe and the California Indian Education Association.
B. Stewart institute
To be placed under the control of a board of directors selected by the
appropriate Indian Tribes. (Navajo and the different Nevada Tribes)
C. Inter-Mountain Indian School
And all other schools serving primarily Navajo children to be turned
over to a "Non-Profit Educational Agency", controlled by the Navajo
tribe.

D. Similar steps should be taken where the individual tribes are not ready
to take over the operation of their schools. This will be done under contract with funds being gus.ranteed on a basis comparable with that
of the better white echbol districts.

E. We realize that not all Indian communities and tribes are ready for

this take over and, operation of bureau schools, not because they can't
run the schools any better than the Bureau, which isn't saying much,
but because the Bureau starts spreading rumors about "Termination",
once Indian people start talking about Indian control..
F. Where the Indian community Is too small to operate a separate school
system we advocate:
L The establitdiment of a National Board of Indian Educators, but
we must make crystal clear the following things. It must be
composed of only Indian people. It's membership must be selected

democratically, ,because Indian people have been betrayed so
many times by white experts and hand picked "Uncle- Tomahawks," such as: The National Indian Educational Advisory
Committee. Above all we don't need a committee like the National

Indian Educational Advisory Committee, a rubber stamp committee, a bunch of government employees and tribal chairmen.
Most of the tribal chairmen are controlled by the Bureau, and
to! they do is fly around the country and collect per diem and
%r stamp what ever the Bureau of Indian Affairs wants.
The National Board of Indian EducatorsCould be organized as such :
1. Have statewide Indian educational conferences and elect one delegate from
each state.
2. Let each national Indian organization or organization connected with Indian
education or tribe select a delegate to send to a National Conference on Indian
Education. From these delegates a board of Indian educators would be democratically elected.
8. There are 25 states that have most of the Indian population and they could
each send delegates and at the national conference a board of Indian educators
could be democratically elected. This board should be composed of about (7)
members.

4. This National Board of Indian Educators, should contract with the U.S.
Offi09 of education for the funds for all federal Indian Education-programs. In
other words we want Indian education out of the Interior Dept and away from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, far away !

In tarn the National Board of Indian FAlucators will sub-contract with the
tribes or inter-tribal groups operating their own schoolg and will operate the

other sebooLs directly.

Higher educationThat's a laughthere is no money?
In terms of higher education we believe that Haskell and Santa Fa institutes
should be turned into colleges or one college for Indians. Both now have some

it
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limited Jr. College work offered. Also there are a few abandoned military bases
around the country that could be turned into a college for Indian people. These
are three different land bases that could be used to establish a college for, In-

dians. This Indian college should be under the control of a Board of Indian
Trustees elected democratically by the National,Board of Indian Educators.

Additional points on Indianeducation
1. We want Johnson O'Malley funds wade Mailable ror Indian use where ever
the*, are Indian pupils attending public schools, from (Maine to Calif.). These
funds should 'be spent under Indian control and not by white Bureaucratise as
they please.
2. We want all of the Bureau of Indian Affairs vocational and "OEO" programs
made available to all Indian people who have a need, and not just to those from

BIA recognized reservations. Half of U.S. Indians do not benefit from (Blot,
NIS and OHO programs)

3. The Indian desk of "9E0" must be revised. This Aogram is giving money
to many reservations that are employing more vOhlte7people 'than Indians. And
most of these white people are ocenpying jobs as Directors of the very programs.
This is an insult to Indian intelligence. and it borders on treason. We the Indian
people have the highest unemployment rates in the United States, and when we
do get a chance to operate our own programs. white people are hired to direct us

once again. The poverty program at this stage is only a carbon copy of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, if it is going to employ non-Indians to direct our

Indian people. Monet of the top executive positions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs

are occupied br non-Indians, and they employ Indians as janitors and other

menial tasks. This is very evident on res "rvations and here in Washington, D.C.,
when you walk through the Bureau offices and look for the brown faces.
I visited my home reservation in December of this last year and I wasahoeked
to find that the Director of the poverty program was a white man, the Director

of the Headatart program was a white woman and the Director of the N.Y.C.
program was a white man in fact the Readstart and N.Y.C. programs were man
and wife. And they were from a different part of the state. The secretaries were,
white, the accountants were white, but the janitor was Indian. This was on the
Cheyenne River Agency at Eagle Butte, South Dakota.
Indian people will never get leadership training this way with white men
constantly leading the way. This is an insult to Indian intelligence to have a
white man directing him in everything he does, and it must be stopped inur,edie ely. The BIZ. and Indian OEO must be reorganized and turned over to the
people.

he materials prepared by Dr. .Tack P. Forbes referred to in the

testimony can be found in the appendix.)
Senator YARBOROUGII. The next witness we will call at this time is
Mr. Ralph-Nader.
Mr. Nader, you have appeared before committees of the Senate, particularl y'the Committee or Labor and Public Welfare nn many safety

bills. You an familiar with the committee procedure. You go ahead
and present your statement in your own way.

STATEMENT OF RALPH NADER, AUTHOR, LECTURER

Mr. NADZR. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Specie!
Subcommittee on Indian Education, I appreciate this opportunity to
appear before your subcommittee to comment on the state of Indian
education.
.
Perhaps I should preface my remarks by saying that the use of the
word "education" 'is a semantic concession and that for a more realistic
word perhaps we should use the word "instruction."
The interes: in Indian affairs on my part libt; gone back a good many

years. In the middle 1950's I went through many of the reservations in the Southwest and North and appreciated the depth of the
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problems. I appreciated the humility with which we have to approach
these problems and came to a conclusion that the comments and involvement of non-Indians are necessarily always going to be peripheral
to any real progress in this area. And that the burden, as it has always
been throughout history will have to be carried by the disadvantaged
or the oppressed group by pulling itself up to a state of identity, to a
state of dedication and into an appreciation of th:orazer alinements in
ry to counteract
the society that impinge on them and what is n
them.
It is in this context that I wish by remarks to be taken, strictly as a
supplementary bystander commentary with reiteration that the subject definitely will not advance unless Indians themselves engage in a
very difficult task of reasserting their position in a dominant society.
This subcommittee is to be highly commended for continuing the
very important task begun in December of 1967, of evaluating the
extent to which our society has met its responsibility for adequately
educating the American Indian.
This subcommittee has put together an impressive hearing record.

Its five voldrnes record the status of Indian education, and it is a

dismal story, replete with disappointments and frustrations.
I suspect if someone wanted to design a blueprint on how to keep
children from becoming educated the ideal prototype in this country
today would be the present state of the Indian education system.
The record clearly shows that the failures in Indian t ducation are

e. result of our attitude toward Indiansthe enduring attitude of a
conqueror imposing its values and priorities on the vanquished and
its worst paternalistic ethnocentric approach.
Rarely has education policy reflected the needs and desires of the
Indians th selves. Every index is a testament to our failure: dfopout
rates estima at 50 percent of all Indians, and as high se 100 percent
unities; the , oor self-concept Indian students have of
for some co
he lowest of all minority groups according to the Colethemselv
man report; the consistently low achievement scores; the shockingly
hijk suicide rates among Indian adolescents; and all the Other aca-

demic, social, and psychological indices various experts have described
before this subcommittee.
The legacy of failure does not end, of course, when the Indian leaves
school. The desperate conditions most Indian adults fate today are
part of that legacy : a 40-percent unemployment rate, grossly dilapidated housing, and an average income that is less than one-third the
national average.
It is no longer fashionable\ in official circles to stress the assimilationist aspects of Indian educational policy. It sounds vaguely unAmerican and very much like racism. But despite the change in rhetoric, both Federal and public schools continue to attempt to mold the
Indian until he disappears into the American mainstream.
Part of this is a reflection of the kind of assimilationist policy that
some people would think was quite successful for European immigrants. Unfortunately, the analogy has caused a great misunderstanding between the Indian minority groups and other minority groups
coming to our shores with an expectation, if not demand, to accul-

turate-their skills of life to the U.S. conditions. And occasionally

',candor breaks through.

I. T. "Rip" Stoddard, superintendent of the Blackfoot Public
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Schools, said in Education News, "What we're trying to do is make
white men out of Indians. To be honest, there's no way of getting
around it." But perhaps Mr. Stoddard should not be criticized for
this statement. He simply said openly what most Indian educators
privately believe. The ramifications of our assimilation policy have
been misunderstood, or worse, totally ignored.
Specifically, these hearings have uncovered five significant areas of
concern in existing Indian education programs. It is in these five area's

that the failures of Indian education are most glaring:
1. The conflict of two cultures.

This is something that

think the greatest empathy on our part,

non-Indians, can not adequately convey, how Indian children feel when
they enter an alien world, a world that compels them to develop refer-

ence systems, symbols, and imageries that are very far from what
they have learned at home.
2. The language conflict.
3. Administrator and teacher competence.

4. The boarding schools.
5. Parental involvement.
In any school with Indian students, BIA or public, cultural conflict is inevitable. The student, bringing with him all those values, attitudes, and beliefs that constitute his indianness," is expected to sub-

ordinate that Indianness to the general American standards of the
school. The fact that he, the student, must do all the modifying, all
the compromising, seems to say something to him about the relative
value of his own culture as opt. .ied to that of the school. Dr. Robert

Bergman, Division of Indian Health psychiatrist, reported one Navaj
woman's experience, "Her teacher one day was angry at the laziness

of the class and said, 'If you want to live in a hogan for the rest of
your life just don't bother to study.' Since this woman definitely did
want to live in a hogan for the rest of her life, she left school."
But such independence of mind cannot be expected of the average
child. Bombarded by such negative references it doesn't take the aver-

age Indian very long to decide that his culture must necessarily be
inferior. He goon identifies that general cultural inferiority with
himself, as an individual, his family, and his community. Many experts associate this feeling of cultural inferiority with the damaged
self-concept the Indian student displays and his feelings of powerlessness. And as assimilation, partial or complete, remains part of our
educational goal, we must somehow deal with this side-effect. The
schools have failed to do this.

One important, way to compensate for this assimilation-throughalienation process is to enrich the student's curriculum with Indian

heritage, add the heritage of his own tribe in particular. I wonder what
w ould-happen in Texas if all references to the Alamo were purged in
Texas public schools.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Are you asking me a question ?
Mr. NADER. Y68.

Senator YARBOROUGH. We are up here to ask you questions. But I

will answer you. It will never be done. We will never be able to test
your hypothesis. =,

Mr. NADER. These symbols of what is a heroic act of a particular
group involves a historic identification with various personal attri-
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butes. We see in our educational process what importance is ascribed

to Lexington, Concord, Yorktown, Gettysburg, and outside the

area
Senator MURPHY. Mr. Chairman, will you yield for a second? I

don't know what has happened in education but I would like to say
this: When I went to school, which is a long time ago, that is almost
before Texas, I learned all about. Indians in Florida, I learned about
many, many Indians. Now do I understand these references have all

been eliminated? The Indian in my day in school had a very important
part in the American heritage, the American background and culture.
Has this been eliminated'
Mr. NADER. You put your finger on a very important point, Senator.
There is more appreciation, some of it, unfortunately, in a very derogatory sense, in the white public schools of Indian activities and culture
than there is in Indian schools or schools with a high Indian student

ratio. In fact, generally speaking, the Indian has been an object of
great curiosity and interest in this country at the same time he has
been the subject of oppression.
Senator MURPHY. There were great heroes. I went to school in the

Detroit area for a period of time and got to know a great deal about
the association of the Indians and the Jesuit fathers and the travels
up there. As a matter of fact, I am reading a most interesting book
now which is made up of all Indian records of the whole development

in the northeastern part of the United States, and up into Canada.
There is an awful lot to be learned up there.
As I say, where I went to school there was a great deal of talk about
the Indians, famous chiefs, famous tribes, what they did. I wonder, to

your knowledge now has this been eliminated? Has it been down-

graded V Has it been replaced by something else ?
Mr. NADER. As I will mention later in my. testimony, Senator, there

has been for many years purging of the Indian heritage from the

texts.
Senator MURPHY. Why would you think that has happened ?
Mr. NADER. Simply as a reflection of the assimilationist policy. The

object of the system is to introduce the Indian to the white world,.to
white ways of doing things to, in effect, show him there is a superior
way to getting him out of his reservation context.

Senator MURPHY. I am glad to come to the Senate to learn that. I
was not conscous of that.
Mr. NADER. To continue: Yet though BIA rhetoric now commends

such a goal, that is, enriching the student's curriculum, these hearings
offer little evidence of meaningful progress in this direction. Special
materials are rarely used and since the teacher is usually uninformed
about the Indian heritage, the curriculum varies little from the standard middle-class one used by non-Indians. Primers used by Indian students
une fathers who go to work in business suits, manicured lawns

and all the other trappings of suburban life. The absurdity of such
concepts to the Eskimo child, for instance, is obvious.

But if the BIA record is unacceptable, the public schools are even
worse. There seems to be little indication that the public schools have
done anything to help develop pride in the Indian heritage. In many
cases the school's sole attempt at cultural integration is the formation
of Indian clubs.
Beyond the need for pride in one's heritage, a specialized Indian cur-
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riculum would serve a more practical purpose. The Indian's relation-

ship with the government, especially the Federal Government, is
unique. The ordinary social studies program never touches these complicated relationships. Yet, it is critical for Indian students to learn,

not just their tribe's history, but to also understand present-day arrangements: the leasing mechanism, the rights and limitations associated with trust property2 and other rights and recourses associated with the Indian s unique relationship to the Federal Government.
We stress in our civic course the need for citizenship training, the
need for recognition of our principal institutions and how they operate.
In the Indian tribal institutions on the reservation this is different. Yet
there is a deprivation of this understanding in the Indian school system.

Officials continually give lipservice to the notion of Indian inde-

pendence and participation in the governing process. But how effective

can that participation be without a basic understanding of the very
system in which the participation must take place? Without attention to this particular omission, and debpite official cant, we are merely
perpetuating a relationship where the Indian is necessarily dependent

upon an archaic and unresponsive bureaucracythe BIA. He simply
lacks the tools to do anything about it.
The second area of concern and the most obvious component of the

cultural shock that awaits the Indian in school is the language conflict. It has been estimated that for half of the Indians enrolled in
Federal schools English is not the first language learned. Yet, when
the child enters school he is expected to function in a totally Englishspeaking environment. He muddles along in this educational void
until he learns to assign meaning to the sounds the teacher makes. By
the time he has begun to understand English, he has already fallen
well behind in all the basic skill areas. In fact, it appears that his
language handicap increases as he inoves through school. And although
it is no longer official BIA policy to discourage use of native languages,

many reports in the hearings indicate the contrary in practice. Mrs.
Lucille Proctor, a Cherokee from Oklahoma, told the subcommittee,
"If the child does not comprehend-directions given by the teacher,
he is punished with a paddle."

For the last few years the BIA has been telling us about its ESL
programEnglish as a second language. In fact, ESL is continually
ressurrected and dusted off whenever the Bureau attempts to demonstrate its modernity and creativity. But ESL was around a long time
before the BIA discovered it, and the version now used with Indian
students is an anemic one. Teacher training, the backbone of this
method, is minimal. The assumption seems to be that if you can speak
English. you can teach it. Even if the teacher's training were excellent

and included a study of the child's Indian dialect, the fact that the

primary language for instruction remains English means that the child
inevitably misses a great deal in the early years. And though no complete survey is available of the language problem in the public schools,
the available evidence does suggest a similar failure.
A more intelligent mixture of native languages and English would

not only improve the student's eventual language proficiency, but
would also serve to ease the culture conflict faced by the child. Mean-

ingful respect for native language is an essential part of developing
healthier self-confidence.
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Now this was learned in Puerto Rico a number of years ago when
that Island community decided to reassert itself and advance its economy, educational system and sense-of pride. This was a problem where

English was a dominant language and children wee coming out of
schools with poor equipment in both English and Spanish. The process was turned around ana Spanish became' the first language. With
that baQe, with that linguistic base and cultural pride, the assumption
of facility in the English language improved. This, of course, is one

of the many lessons learned in this country and abroad -which has
never applied to the administration of Indian reservations.
The question of administrator and teacher competence has also developed into a third major area of concern. There are, no doubt, able
and courageous teachers and administrators in both the public and
BIA schools. But the system is stacked against them. The high turnover rate is only one indication of that. The BIA, for instance, still
hires its teachers on a 12-month basis. With unattractive working con-

ditions and a sorely deficient pay scalesome teachers receive under
$6,000 for a 12-month commitmentit is no wonder that even the
dedicated are deterred. Often, then, the Indian student, whose special
ethientioliai needs renuire the highest teaching skills, is left with the
moo inadeonate teachers.

The teacher training programs do little to upgrade the situation.
The teachers colleges and universities have largely ignored this area
of specialization; only one presently offers an advanced degree
Indian education. Teacher orientation programs, where they exist,
seem to offer as much training in the ways of civil serviceamount of
sick leave, vacation, required reportsas in the ways of the. area's culture. It is very easy for a teacher to remain insensitive to the cultural
conflict that goes on every day in his classroom.
Beyond ignorance there is also evidence of considerable disinterest

among 'teacher,. TIEW's 1066 Coleman report, Equality of Educational Opportunity, revealed that 25 percent of those teaching
children would prefer not to teach Indians. That is the number of
teachers who admitted this on the record.
A study of the Pine Ridge Schools, "Formal Education in an American Indian Community," by Rosalie and Murray Wax, found, "The
most common attitude is condescension, sometimes kindly, often wellmeant, but always critical."

The picture of administrator competent is, if anything. even more
discouraping. No statistics for the public schools are available but a
survey of the ages and experience of BIA education administrators is
revealing. The average age for the top level, GS-15 and 14, is 58
years; the median years of BIA experience is 27 years; and of other
outside experience only 4% years. The same pattern exists for all BIA
educational administrators: youth is a rare commodity and marked
inbreeding as far as iob experience is concerned. Promotion seems to
be based on time on the iob. There are few transfers from outside the
BIA structure. The result has been, predictably, real stagnation and
lack of creativity.
In Tuba City, Ariz.. for instance, there are two elementary schools,
one public and one BIA run. This public school, an exception in the
general run of public schools, has been innovative and developed,
among other things, some imaginative bilingual techniques. Yet de-
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spite the proximity, BIA administrators have made no attempts to
study this public school's success.

Some of the most impassioned criticism of the BIA has involved
the boarding schools. Senator Robert Icennedy often called the system, especially for elementary school ,hildren, "barharic." Here all
of the problems I've touched upon are \intensified. The child is confronted by an alien culture 24 hours a day. He is estranged' from all
the potentially comforting reassurances ofhis family and community.
His environment is totally controlled. Of necessity, given the shocking understsfiing, the schools are run virtually with military rigidity,
which often reaches absurd proportions. At the Magdalena Dormitory
in New Mexico, for instance, the piano remains locked up and never
used for fear it might be damaged.

The results of this super-rigid environment, where even overage
high school students of 21 are put to bed at 9 p.m., have been amply
documented in these hearings. One study by the National Institutes

of Mental Health found that the anxiety, hostility, and aggression
levels of boarding school students scored significantly higher than
did day school students. In addition, most of these boarding school
students. especially in high school, make little academic progress. Dr.
Harry Saslow, professor in psychological research at New Mexico

Highlands University, reported that at the Albuquerque Boarding
School the average student progressed in terms of achievement only
one-half of one grade during his entire 4 years of high school.
The Bureau has, up until recently, failed to recognize the mental
health needs of the boarding school students. In recent years the population of the off-reservation boarding schools has been changing. It
is estimated that at least 25 percent of the students in these schools
are "social referrals"children from broken homes and children with
serious mental disturbances. Professional mental health facilities are
totally lacking at these schools. Presently the BIA has one.psychologist and two social workers for its entire school system.
Senator MONDALE. Will you yield there?
Mr. NADER. Yes, sir.

Senator MONDALE. These figures, I think, are new : That is, the fact

that they have but one psychologist and two social workers in the
is in spite of the fact that Indians have the

entire school Qy COM

greatest suicide rate of any group in the country.
Mr. NADER. Yes, sir. I think while we are talking here in rstlier dry

statistics, what is really at stake is the orientation and the training in
the sense of fulfillment that is going to lead the Indian child one way
or another the rest of his life. If anybody has any doubts about the
effect of an educational system one way or another on a child's personal development I suggest they study the BIA system.

When you get a situation where you get suicide epidemics, something which hasn't existed in our most abysmal slums in this country,
I think it is time you take a serious look at the traumatic, disruptive
deteriorating impact of the existing system.

Indian parents, despite the low esteem accorded them by many

school personnel, see m& be aware of the bad deal their children are
getting. Many paretisJirpress their dissatisfaction by actually boycotting the schools. A 1966 HEW survey estimated that 16,000 Indian
children between the ages of 8 and 16 were not in school. Many parents
have appeared before this subcommittee and voiced complaints that
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had for many years remained unheeded. Even worse, for most parents, these complaints had gone unheard.

Today, the Indian parent is rarely asked to voice an opinion on

educational matters. Only at the Rough Rock Demonstration School
on the Navajo Reservation do Indian parents comprise an effective
school board with meaningful powers; they manage the budget, hire
and fire persor,,n1, and otherwise set school policy.

It is interesting that Navajo means people, the word Navajo means
people. Perhaps the entire system is structured against the implications of that policy.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Nader, isn't that true around the world

with many people? Before they get a written language their word

often means the people? Like we have just heard from the Mesquakie
Tribe that their word means people of the red earth. Very often whatever the name was in the language of many tribes, this is true in other
continents. Many primitive people without a written, language, they
named themselves the people.
Mr. NADPR. Yes. I know it goes deeper than actually this, Senator.

The cultural side of the Navajo has absorbed anthropologists' interest

for many ynars in terms of the totally different feeling that is ex-

pressed toward people. In a very simple sense the interpersonal relationships are directed toward people as they are, not in the sense of
what perhaps obtains in this culture in terms of aggressive or acquisitive instincts and stresses.
Senator YARBOROMH. How many Navajo were there when they first
came in contact with Europeans?
Mr. NADER. Something of the order of 25,000.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Now there are about 100,000.
Mr. NADER. Yes.

Senator YARnosoron. It is one of the very few tribes that not only
maintained its strength but gained after long contact with the whites.
Mr. NADER. It is a testament not only to improved health measures
which permitted this increase but also in the land base.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Over in an inaccessible part of the country
where the whites could not well impine, do :rou know any other tribes
whose numbers have inermsed in their whole history to the presentday after contact with the whitest
Ur. NAnsa. There may have been some small tribes, but in terms of
the large tribes they Are smaller today. Although perhaps the Sioux
Tribes in recent decades have exceeded the lgth or 19th century level.
Senator YARBOROTIHT. They were decimated by 1970.

Mr. NADER. The figures in the early lgth or 19th century are very
unreliable. The estimate, for example, at the time of Columbus that
there were a million Indians. Of course, what is the estimate based on ?

It is little more than a hunch. It is quite clear in the 20th century the
population has been increasing faster than any other ethnic group.

Senator MONDALE. Senator Robert Kennedy often said the Indians
hare the highest birth rate of any group in American society now. So

for tl;.,se who want the Indians to disappear the prognosis is not

N ery good. They are doing pretty well.
Mr. NADFat Wherever the subcommittee has gone, Indians have ex-

pressed a desire to control their own schools. Parental influence Pan
make'the school a true expression of the community's hopes and needs.
The general problem of culture conflict could be minimized under the
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areful eye of concerned parents who really understand the student's
background. More important, local control of schools, the freedom
even to make their own mistakes, and they Will be made, will add
immeasurably to Indian self-respect.
There has to be a circular flow between the educational system and
the community's state of affairs if the community is going to be enriched by the educational process.
In the more than 2,000 pages of the subcommittee's hearings the case
for radical change in Indian education is incontestable. The reasons

for the extraordinary failure in both Bureau and public schools are

perhaps not as obvious. With respect to the BIA school system, much
of the blame must be assigned to an entrenched bureaucratic malaise.
A feeling that it is safe not to take risks, not to engage in innovation.

The BIA exhibits all the crippling features of an aged and rotting
bureaucracy: incompetence, rigidity, and an incredible dearth of

creativity.
There is merit in the BIA's constant excuse of underfunding. Nevertheless, its appropriation for educational operations has nearly doubled
since 1960, with no significant parallel improvement in results. There
are some quantitative advances, however, but the critical need here

is qualitative change. The projected per pupil costs for BIA day

schools in 1969 is $934. Compare this figure with the under $400 per
pupil expenditure in some Mississippi Delta schools. Yet when the

Coleman report pitted Indian students against poor rural blacks,

among other minorities, it. found, and I quote from the revised Coleman findings, which I don't believe have been made public, and I will
submit them for the record.
Senator YARBOROUGH. I order that they be printed in the record at
this point.
(The material referred to follows:)
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,

Baltimore, Md., December 17, 1968.

Dr. HERBERT AURDACH,

Education Building, Pennsylvania State university,
University Park, Pa.
DEAR Da. AURBACH : I am sending at your request the recomputed test scores
for the American Indians.
At this point, this is all the further documentation we have on the American
Indians.

Please feel free to call upon me at any time for additional Information you

may require.
Sincerely,

NANCY KARWEIT.

A NOTE ON INDIAN AMERICANS

The revised weights used to obtain national estimates of test scores were

intended to reveal the direction of possible errors in the original estimates due to
(a) a bias from differential unreliability in the racial and ethnic group identifi-

cation items, and (b) the geographical location of the particular probability
sample selected.
The revised estimates show that these errors were in the direction of overestimating the average scores of American Indians. It is the direction of error,
rather than the size of the error which is most clearly revealed by these revised
estimates.

A general point to keep in mind when comparing the average test scores of
American Indians with other minority groups are the trends in relative standing
over the 5 grades shown in Tables 3.12 of the original report. Of the different
minority groups, it is the American Indians whose verbal and national average
reading scores show a large decrease in relative standing Over the grades, which
shows that the training they receive does not allow them to maintain the relative
standing among other groups with which they begin school.
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43.7
44.3
45.9

47.1

45.0
45.6
45.3

47.1

45.0
44.3

U.S

46.0
48.4
47.8
46.6
46.7

42.3
43.0
43.8
42.0
42.6

41.6
45.0
46.2
40.6
40.2

41.4
39.6

43. 1

44.9

with revised weights based on the 1960 census ethnic populations c Miss. "New (R)" are the estimated averages where schools with 3 or less students of the particular filCili or ethnic group are

43.1
44.8

45.8
41.6

U. 4
44.5

43. 8

44.2
45.5

U. 7

44.6
42.4
43.5

45.0

44.8

U. 3
44.2

45.4
44.1

42.8
44.0
43.7

44. 3

46.9
44.5
45.3

44.7
46.7

47.6
43.4

44. 5

44.9
44.1

43.3
42.8
43.4
43.4

45.9
47.1
47.1
45.5
45.8

44.8

48. 3

New

Alaskan Americans
Old

New (R)

Oriental

51.6
49.6
48.8
51.3

50.0
50.4
51.8

52. 2

43.1

43. 3

43.2
41.9

43.0
44.3
42.9

43. 7

52.6
52.2
52.4

52. 1

52.6
53.0
52.6
52.9

52. 3

44.4
50.3
49.1
49.3
49.3

44.3
49.7
49.8

45.1

52.0
51.9
51.8
52.4

52. 3
52. 3

Whites,
old

45.8

46.0

44.2

43. 1

old

Negro,

48.1
50.2
50.0

54.8
50.6

old

Americus,

eliminated from the average and revised weights are used based on the 1960 census ethnic population
of States.

46.3
41.6
43.2
45.0

43.3
44.5
44.6

46.4
43.3

45.9
43.4
44.1
43.4

46.2
43.3
44.2
43.3
46. 7

44.0
47.9
47.0
45.4
45.6

49.2
45.9

New (R)

46.0
47.0
45.4
45.4

43.4

46. 0

49.8

New

Indian Americans
Old

41.5
45.0
46.0
40.4
40.0

New (R) I

50.5
47.8

New 1

Puerto Ricans

41.8
40.3

Old I

I "Old" are the estimated averages with original vonighb, ''New" are the *diluted averages

4th grade:
Nonverbal
Verbal
Reading comprehension
Math achievement
5th grade:
Nonverbal
Verbal
Reading comprehension
Math achievement

1st grade:
Nonverbal
Verbal
2d grade:
Verbal
Nonverbal 1
Nonverbal 2
Reading comprehension
Math achievement
3d grade:
Nonverbal
Verbal
Reading comprehension
Math achievement

Test

Racial or ethnic group

TABLE.-ESTIMATED NATIONAL AVERAGE TEST SCORES WITH ORIGINAL AND REVISED WEIGHTING FACTORS, BY RACIAL OR ETHNIC GROUP, EQUALITY Of EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY SURVEY, FALL 1965
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PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING WEIGHTS AND RECALCULATING TEST SCORES

The test scores for American Indians, Puerto Ricans, and Mexican Americans
at grades 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 were recomputed using two different sets of weights.
Both sets of weights used the ratio of the number of students in the O.E. survey
to the actual number of the particular group according to the 1960 census.
The data for the American Indians was available at the state level from the
1900 Statistical Abstracts of the United States, table #26. The number of Puerto
Ricans by state came from the census special report PC (2) 11), table #16. The
enumeration for the Mexican Americans was available only for the five states:
Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico and Texas, and then for regions in
the United States. This data came from PO (1) 1D, special report of the census,
tables 162 and 236.

For all three groups some combining of states was carried out and in effect

regional, rather than state weights were used.
.'he general procedure for computing the weights involved finding the ratio:
N

students in the sample

N

census

Two different weights were obtained by this method.
1. Full weights : All students in the sample were included.

2. Restrictive weights: Only students from those schools having 3 or more

persons in the sample'were included.
Then for each group (Al, PR, MA) there are 2 sets of weights for each of the 5
grades or 10 sets of weights for a group.
CALCULATION OF TEST SCORES

Non-standardized and standardized test scores were computed for all groups.

The non-standardized test scores were computed as explained below.

w, _the weights for the ith region
xj= test score for individual j, within the ith region., then

x_ (wag)
ZW,

Sigma=

.1/10/120/ (X1)2 (120/X1)2

The transformed scores

Xt= (YA) B-FC
Sigma = Sigma
Where,

B

A = Xsub (additive constant on standard scores = 219 for grades 6, 9, 12)
B = Xmult
O = Xadd
In grades 1 and 3, not every student took every test. (a missing test score
coded by ETS as 00A was recoded as 999). The case base printed beside each
test gives the number of students completing that particular test.
Mr. NADFX. The key quote is :
Of the different minority groups, it is the American Indians whose verbal and
national average reading scores show a large decrease in relative standing over

the grades, which shows that the training they receive does not allow them to

maintain the relative standing among other groups with which they begin
school.

The American Indian was again low man. Clearly, then, underfunding does entirely explain the continuation of these disastrous
results. The explanation must lie with the policy and the policymakers.

29-851 0-89pt. 1-5
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The'1966 President's Task Force on American Indians in its still officially secret report noted that "too many BIA employees were simply
timeservers of mediocre or poor competence who remained indefinitely
because they were willing to serve in unattractive posts at low rates
of pay for long periods of time." The 1967 BIA survey of its top education administrators seems to support this observation: average age
58 years, median years in the BIA, 27.
By way of commenting on BIA personnel, even the best person, after a few years of engaging or participating in the stifling bureaucratic
context, can destroy his own feeling of contribution, his own feeling

of creativity. However, I think it must be recognized that the BIA

was not developed to bea full employment agency for itself. The BIA.
was developed in effect to put itself out of business eventually. Just
the opposite is happening. The entanglements and the regulations and
the rules stagger even the legal profession. There are now a few specialists in Indian law who have almost cornered the Indian legal busi-

ness and as such are growing increasingly myopic to the broader
needs of simplifying procedures, of deemphasizing bureaucracy, of

generating local initiative. There is a very clear vested interest here on
the part of those who staff and feed off the BIA.
The Bureau's rigidity is legion. Its description can become a cari-

cature of Brreaucracy. The decisionmaking process in so many imnt are has been reduced to mechanical rule following, with
Fi(tTlttlitoppnortunity for new factors to be considered. The omnipresent
BIA. M ual spells out in microscopic detail how each decision is to be
made. Policies, perhaps once rational, become frozen.

After World War II, for instance, the BIA came under fire for its

failure to provide schooling for vast numbers of Navahos in relatively
isolated areas.

Incidentally, this immediate postwar concern for Indians was in
part a reflection of the opposition in Congress to the Marshal plan.
In order to establish the reasons for the opposition a few Members
of Congress brought up the Indian problem by way of saying: Look,
we have not even taken care of our own citizens, why should we go
spend millions in Europe?

I submit many of these episodic concerns have been just kind of a

secondary derivatiye technique when other isues are prominent.
When the issues go away the concern for the Indians goes away as
well.

In response to this criticism, Congress authorized an emergency
$20 million allocation and the Bureau embarked upon a crash construction program. BIA chose the simplest and least adequate solution. Close to 50 elementary boarding schools were built or rehabilitated in that period. The justification for. boarding schools instead
of day schools was efficiency and speed.

In many ways the same justification why there are army barracks,

efficiency, and speed.

All of these schools were built without the slightest attention to
the educational and psychological needs of the children they were to
serve, In terms of physical appearance the schools look very much
like prison schools. The dormitories are usually stark barracks that
only the most imaginative could call "home," The classroom build-
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ings were all built without educational specifications : the usual space
and lighting standards were ignored.
The physical environment., Senator, is very important in developing the kind of warm feeling small children need.
What was formulated as only a temporary, emergency solution in

the post-World War II period, has been solidified and remains Bureau policy. The BIA has not been able to come up with an alternative to elementary boarding schools for Navaho children. Though
educational experts have long denounced early separation from the
family as destructive, the Bureau has continued the program.
Its response to the escalating criticism of these schools consists
merely of pointing out that the road system on the Navaho Reservation cannot support day schools. The Bureau has continued to
promise to review this policy and come up with alternatives. But in
1968, it spetit half of its school construction budget on boarding
schools, indicating that no firm policy change has yet taken place.
Actually, close inspection reveals other reasons for maintaining
elementary boarding schools. These schools are often just cover-ups
for the BIA's inadequate welfare program. Many Navaho parents
reluctantly send their children to these schools because they cannot
afford to feed and clothe them 12 months a years.

This brings up a very intriguing point. This country is spending
through the BIA budget and HEW budget on the order of $850 to
$900 average per capita Indian man, woman, and child. Yet the
results even if they are taken at their gest results are very discouraging. If you took an, average Indian family of five and multiplied that
number plus their existing income, you would be well over the poverty

level as defined by 0E0. I think it is striking to point out that whole
overseas in our foreign aid program where we spend at best something like $2 per capita in Latin America and expect wonders we
are spending close to a thousand dollars per Indian man, woman, and
child and the situation remains the same, severe malnutrition, dilapidated housing, poor educational, system, miserable transportation
and communications, and so on.
Senator YARBOROUGH. How much of that $850 per capita h expendi-

tures by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, how much of that goes to
Indians I How much of that. goes to the employees of the BIA, and
their expenses, their office space and all

Mr. NADER. The Bureau portion of that $850 per capita is approximately $635. No such breakdown of that figure is presently available.
No matter how severe the educational failures of these sciools, they
do at least provide for the child's physical needs. Should these schools
be abandoned for the more educationally and psychologically sound
day school system, present welfare institutions would have to be en-

tirely revamped. Boarding schools are not welfare institutions and
should not be judged by those standards. Indian parents have a right
to demand both an adequate living standard and quality schools.

The boaiing school program offers further examples of the Bureau's
determined fight to stand still. On the Navajo Reservation the Rough
Rock Demonstration School was funded by the BIA, with OEO, to
experiment and provide leadership in attacking boarding school problems. The school has been operating for almost 8 years but the Bureau
has adopted none of the creative techniques developed at Rough Rook
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in any of its other schools. Though adopting some of Rough Rock's
programs would require more money than the Bureau presently has,
others require only the necessary imagination. For example, Rough
Rock has a dorm-parent program that would require little extra funding at other boarding schools. Parents of the students act as dorm
attendants for 8-week stints. They are paid only $40-per week but
bring immeasurable knowledge and comfort to the students.
One of the serious problems at boarding schools has been the scarcity

of qualified personnel available to perform this very essential task.
The Bureau has ignored this excellent solution. Rough Rock also

sends its children home on weekends minimizing the periods of separation from family and home. Since 90 percent of Navajo boarding school
es of their schools, this would
students under 10 years live within 25
Presently children at
also be a simple and effective polic ch
schools other than Rough Rock can rarely look forward to a weekend

at home. This timidity in trying such new approaches verges on the

callous. In terms of its effect on Bureau policy, Rough Rock might just
as well never have existed.
This reflects on the Bureau's ability to assimilaie progressive chang:es

even when they have been proven in the field in prototype or pilot

projects.
The sole impact that Rough Rock seems to have had on the BIA is in

added pressure for Indian school boards. Rough Rock is run by a

board of essentially uneducated Navahos. Additional pressures carne
from President Johnson's March 6, 1968, message on Indian Affairs:

rior to establish Indian
school boards for Federal Indian schoolIatThe BIA's response has
been a totally inadequate compromise. A few advisory school boards
have been set up, with no power over funds, hiring and firing or
general educational policy. The Navaho area director said recently,

"I am directing the Secretary of the

"The Indians are not as sophisticated as we are in budgeting matters."
Yet the Navaho School Board at Rough Rock has been handling its
$790,000 budget in a wise and efficient manner.

Sources in the BIA claim that a more meaningful response has been
blocked by the invisible men at the Bureau of the Budget.. Harry C.
MeKittrick, long-time foe of needed changes in Indian Affairs, who
oversees the BIA in the Executive Office, apparently is opposed to any-

thing more than advisory boards, which can be called tokenism.
Whether or not these reports are accurate, the articulate Mr. McKittrick has some powerful allies in the BIA area directors. They exert
far greater control over the BIA than the organizational charter of the
BIA would imply.

The area directors are the most powerful men in this poorly con-

ceived bureaucracy. In this position resides all of the Bureau's real line
control. Though the Washington office has an education division, the
director of that division has no line control over the area offices:The
area director controls the budget requests, the allocation of funds and
the hiring and firing of personnel. He is, in fact, the school board.
One serious problem the Bureau continues to face, for example, is a
lack of research capability. A rational approach to this need would be
a heavily funded, central research operation. Such an approach was
urged by former Commissioner for Education Marburger. But even if
the central office had an effective research copackty, the education di-

el
vision's director would find it very difficult, to convert research findings
into policy, given the effeaive veto power that resides in the area office.
This failure at the central office level leaves essentially all responsi-

bility for new programs to the area level. And the creativity potential
there is close to zero. The Navajo Area Director for instance, readily
agrees that elementary lx (rding schools are not desirable and that
the day schools are preferable. But when it comes to action, or even
investigating possible actions, he asserted that "no fancy planning"
for day schools is necessary. "They'll just come naturally as the reservation urbanizes." Clearly, this type of approach can no longer be

tolerated. The Navajos simply cannot wait ul the megalopolis
reaches Tuba City, Ariz. The entire BIA structurk must be rationalized. Pouring more money into hands that cannot or will not move
offers little promise.

But Congress, in its occasionally overzealous pursuit of economy,
must share some of the blame for the BIA's inflexibility. For instance,
Congess demand;` that the BIA fi'1 every classroom seat before any
new school construction can proceed. The Bureau meekly accepts this

mandate and proceeds to mnlement
i
the following migratory absurdity. If seats are empty at die Chilocco school in Oklahoma and the

T:ureau has some "extra' Alaska Natives from Point Barrow, these

students are sent over 6,000 miles to Chiloc'o.
Senator MONDALE. Has that happened ?
Mr. NADER. Yes, sir.

Students are literally hauled all over the country to fulfill this

absurd requirement. The Chemawa Boarding School in Oregon serves
Alaska Natives and Navajos while 'Close to 500 Indians from the Pacific Northwest are shipped to Oklahoma.
The Bureau schools are always the object of the most intense criticism, and rightly so, since the Federal program should be an exemplary one. But the failure of public schools cannot be ignored.

The reasons for this failure would take too long to discuss here.

They are all the reasons that public school education has failed blacks,

Mexican Americans. Puerto Ricans and all other disadvantaged
groups: lack of sufficient funding, prejudice and insensitivity. But

beyond these reasons, the Indian has beim further victimized.
The Johnson-O'Malley Act was passed in 1934 and authorized the
BIA to make grants to public schools to educate Indians. What these
schools do with this money is of great concern since increasingly the
BIA is transferring its educational responsibility to the public schools.

In 1968 close to two-thirds of all Indian students attended public
schools.

In answer to your question earlier about how much money goes
to the Bureau and how much to the Indians, many of the funds, the
Johnson-O'Malley funds, are not. utilized strictly for Indian education
purposes by the public schools. The line where they are and where they
are not is one that deserves systematic investigation.

The hearings have revealed substantial problems in the administration of the Federal funds. The Federal Government has failed
to use s financial power to force quality controls on the use of this
money. Gonsequently, the States merely use Johnson-O'Malley funds
to reduce their own tax burden. Special prograrr.s for Indian students

are virtually nonexistent. In fact, most State Indian education divi
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sions do ]:tile more than the bookkeeping involved in the administration of JOM and other Federal funds. Mrs. Iola Hayden of Oklahoma
summarized a typical situation :
We have in the State at the present time one school which receives Federal
with a 100-percent Indian enrollment and a three-man non-Indian
school board. There are, of eourse, no Indian teachers in the school and there
funds

is no utilization of teacher aides.

I would like to point out here that it is important to be quite aware
of BIA figures on student enrollment. There is a difference between
student enrollment and student attendance. The reaslans for that difference might be explained by the Bureau.
Senator MONDALE. Do we have any figures on the truancy rates of
Indians?
Mr. NADER. We have a figure on dropout rates, which is a kind of
permanent truancy.
Senator YARBOROUGH, In my State and in most States, the State pays

a good share of running the public schools. Formerly, a few decades
ago, the local school board did, but now the State bears the major por-

tion, based on the average daily attendance. Does the Bureau of

Indian Affairs keep any records like that, the daily average attendance?
Mr. NADER. I don't believe they have accurate records. The response

to a request of the Bureau for such information is that we have records at. the reservation level or the local level but we don't have them

aggregated for the Nation. The question is, if they do have some
figures how accurate are the figures l

Speaking in reference to your point there is incentive that if they
aee not in attendance to say that they are in attendance in order to
keep getting funds. I don't, think the General Accounting Office has
done an inquiry into this area in recent years. Perhaps one could be
done.

This legislation must be reviewed and more creative methods of allo-

cation for Federal funds devised. The public schools have had a free
ride for too long. It's no wonder that the States jealously guard their
"Indian money." Public school officials in New Mexico vigorously
fought the construction of a new Federal Albuquerque Indian School.
They feared the loss of the no-strings Federal money. Yet, they did
not suggest alternatives to meet the needs of these young Indians.
Most studies show that Indian students do better in public schools.
These results are deceptive. The public schools use the Federal boarding schools as a dumping ground for all "problem students." "Problem
students" can identify anyone from a child with serious emotional disturbances to one who has a language deficiency. And as Senator Mondale recently said, "Many public schools are failing Indian children

as badly as the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Dropout rates of many
public schools runs from 40 percent to as high as 100 percent (for

braska).
The need for change, great change, in all areas of Indian education
cannot be ignored. That. is exactly the problem afflicting any minority
group that is expendable. Nor can increases in appropriations alone,
change anything. The disastrous inadequacies of our present approach
demand bold experimentation and top-to-bottom reorganization if any
real improvements are to follow. Specific proposals for educational
programs should be left to the experts and the Indians themselves. I
example, All i ance.,
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would like, however, to offer some general suggestions which are politi-

cal and administrative in nature.
First, Indians must assume a leadership role in all changes. At the
local level, Indians must control their own schools. Beyond this, they
have been too long denied a voice in national Indian policy formation.
No other group of Americans is controlled by the Federal Government,
and so deprived of resources to affect that control. A permanent na-

tional all-Indian council, as part of the reorganization, that is my

second suggestion, could assure continued involvement of Indians at
the national level.
I might say that some 13 or 14 years ago when I went through the
reservation systems for the first time I came away with the feeling
that nothing is going to be done by way of progress in Indian affairs
until Indians begin to respect their own culture, begin to identify with
their traditions and their own capability and to develop kinds of selfreliance. Any educational system must have that as its first priority.
For many American Indians there are no futures. The future is today
and today is yesterday. They are people without a future. We must
keep this critical objective in mind that the Indians must gain selfrespect and control of their own destiny. Even if they make mistakes
they must gain their assertion over their opportunities and their future
before real pmcrress is made.

,

Hundreds of millions of dollars will go down the drain unless that
principle is accepted.

Second, the BIA cannot provide the requisite leadership while

lodged in the Interior Department. The two organizations serve differ-

ent and often competing. constituencies. The Department of the Interior has the prime relation to potential and preservation of the powerful interest groups in natural resources. The problems of Indian
education are lust part of a larger picture in which the Interior Department has ignoredindian affairs in general and catered to interests
that are often opposed' to' Indian progress. Recently, the National Congress of American Indians suggested that the Bureau be moved out of
Interior and established as an independent agency or commission.

This may be the best approach. But such a shift must be accompanied by a thoroughgoing shakedown of personnel and a reorganization that world provide for the more widespread and more rational
use of expertise. Whatever the details, Indians must be meaningfully
involved in the decision.

I would like to have your permission, Mr. Chairman, to provide
for the record an article which I wrote in 1956 which on rereading
rings too true today, which in effect shows that the conditions on the
reservations and the attitudes outside the reservation are all too unchanged. I think this is a very sobering judgment that is arrived at by
anyone who has read the literature of dissent and the literature of
criticism in Indian affairs over the past three or four decades.
Senator YARBOROUGH. That article that you refer to is your article

on American Indians, "People Without A Future," in the Harvard
Law Record, May 1956?
Mr. NAIWR. That is right.

Senator YAnaoaouou. That article is ordered printed at this point

in the record.
(The article referred to follows :)
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Mr. NADER. By way of elaboration of my remarks, I would like to
insert. two other articles, One by myself entitled "Lo, the Poor Indian,"
and the second by Daniel Henninger and Nancy Esposito.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Where were they printed?
NADER. Both were printed in the New Republic.
Senator YAmtonouon. They arc ordered printed in the record.
(The material referred to follows :)

Mr.

[From the New Republic. Mar. 30, 19681

"LO, THE POOR INDIAN"
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From the New Republic, March 1988)

Recasiverex NON - EDUCATION -- INDIAN SCHOOLS

(By Daniel Elenoinger

and Nancy Esposito)

7/, 72, 73,
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Senator YARBOROUGH. Does that complete your statement?

Mr. Nano. Yes, sir.
Senator YARBOROUGH. I want to thank you on behalf of the committee very much for this very comprehensive statement., your knowledge of the situation. It is informative and will be of help to this committee and I hope to the Nation.
I congratulate you too. While we know you and the country knows
you best as a crusader for safe automobiles and your book "Unsafe At
Any Speed" has been noted more, so far as I know your publication in
this field of the American Indians precedes your publication in the field
of automobile safety.
I have heard you speak earlier of your visits to Indian reservations,

and your article in the Harvard Law Record back in 1956 nearly 13
years ago now shows your long interest in studying this field. You
have made a real contribution to these hearings. I want to thank you
very much.
Mr. NADER. Thank yout_sir.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Senator Mondale.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I wish to join the chairman in his observation about your contribution in this field as in many others. I think the country, which at first
dismissed Mr. Nader as somewhat of a wild man, is beginning to realize

that he is one of the most creative, responsible critics in the country

today. And, a remarkable lawyer.
I would like to ask you the same question I asked the previous witness. Do you think that we can have an adequate system of Indian education which the Yndians themselves do not control ?
Mr. NADER. No, I do not.

Senator MONDALE. Thus, whatever system we develop must begin

with that principle?
Mr. Napes. That is correct.
Senator MONDALE. Would you trace the confusion, insensitivity, incompetence, and sometimes downright bigotry, which has characterized Indian education policy for more than a century, basically, to the
failure to permit the Indian to pursue his own course as he sees best?
Mr. NADER. Yes. It is a systematic attempt by the dominant culture to
impose its value systems and its decisional processes on a subservient

Senator MONDALE. Because this has been our policy all of these
years, wherever you look you see different ramifiCations of a white
man's failure to understand : what it is that Indian- need and want;
what their incentives are; what their language means to them, because language is more, asi I understand it, than just a question of understandrng each other. Language involves a value system. When we
use the word "time" it does not mean the same thing necessarily to

another culture. When we use the word "nature," others may pronounce

it the same but it may mean an entirely different thing. Our concept
of the use of nature is a generalized reference but as I understand it
from different scholars speaking of the Indians, nature to them means
not only that, but also an obligation toward nature. He senses himself a part of a system, a culture and a heritage, which involves respon-

sibility as well as rights. One can only hope, among other things,
that i those who controlled the destiny of this country over the last

century would have had that same concept of nature, then perhaps we
would not be facing the environmental crisis and the pollution crisis
which threatens to destroy us.
I have gathered from some of the questions asked here today that
some believe that the issue before this committee is whatever we decide

as best for the Indian, when that is precisely the, problem that has
caused the situation that requires these hearings.

It is time that the white man disabused himself of the notion that
he is capable of making that decision any more than we would let
anybody else make that decision for us. That is why we have local
control of school boards. If you went into any community in which
I was raised, or Senator Yarborough was raised, and you suggested
there was going to be a national 'system by which somebody else
selected the teachers, determined the curriculum, and decided all of the

things that are decided aow for the Indians throughout this country
by a remote bureaucracy, we would have a war. Yet, this is exactly
what has been going on in Indian communities. I think until We
realize that no matter how far off we might be in the Congress, or
anywhere else, we are not going to solve this problem until we disabuse

ourselves of the notion that we retain some kind of proprietary right
to determine the future of other people and other cultures.
I notice in your discussion, and all the discussion that we have had

thus far, that the attention has been primarily directed toward the
reservation Indian or the rural Indian. This is certainly an area of
profound concern.

Would you care to make any observations about the problem of
education for the urban Indian, and how that relates to your testimony
Mr. NADER. Yes.

As you know, Senator, the numbers of Indians in some of the larger
cities is increasing markedly in recent years, particularly Los Angeles,
Denver, Minneapolis. The question is how do you handle an essentially
alienated, often frightened minority group in an educational system

that has been rather insensitive to the needs of the students in the

cities whose parents have been there for many years. I think the problems are different. They are very largely the problems of urban education in general with particular sensitivity to the language needs, to the
emotional needs of the Indian children in the cities. I think you have
struck a very important chord when _you mentioned the relationship of
Indians to nature, particularly on the reservation. One of the objects
of contempt by many teachers in the Bureau's educational system is
what they call superstition and animism which is in part an ascribing
of human anthropomorphic qualities to mountains, hills, streams, to
other geographic sites on the reservation.
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I submit that this is a critical distinction between the two cultures.
And that because our culture does not have that kind of appreciation
or communion with nature we have seen the Great Lakes, the great
rivers, the air polluted, contaminated to a degree where the backlash,
the whiplash of an abused nature is now affecting the very health and

safety of our peoples everywhere. So, it is a bit stronger than just
condescension to say these attitudes are paternalistic. They are destruc-

tive. They indicate a feeling that we have not only to crush Indians'
values but that we have nothing to learn from them.
I submit that we have a great deal to learn from them in a very
personal and a very effective manner, not just in terms of the quality
or style of life but in terms of appreciating the necessity of respecting
nature if indeed we are going to have a viable natural environment
for raising children in the Nation.

The interesting difference between the Indian attitude on many
of the reservations and our attitude is that we look at rivers not as
something composed of spirits or various human attributes. We look

at rivers as sewers. We look at the air as a sewer. We look at lakes as
dumping grounds for industrial byproducts and municipal sewage.
I think that we could undertake a greater degree of humility here in
respecting a value system which has withstood tremendous bombardment for over 200 years from the dominant culture and has still hung

on. That type of retention is almost unknown in the history of the

world.
I think it indicates, among other things, the degree of commitment

that the Indians have to their value system.

Senator MONDALE. This same value system, as I understand it, would

be of value to the American society in many other ways.
One of the least discussed issues in the Congress today is the destruction of migratory fowl and various other species o wild animals.
Unfortunately, whenever we permit them to be hunted the reaction
of our community is to take all you can get; they call them meat hunters in Minnesota. We slaughter them. It is a question of whether we
have Mallard ducks or any other kind of ducks, because we just can't
seem to be able to restrain ourselves whenever permitted to hunt.
This is once.again a ramification of an appreciation of nature which

we could gain from the American Indian. I think there is much we
have lost through our policy of arrogance over the years.
I have just one final question : You mentioned that there is in the
Bureau of Indian Affairs a Branch of Education. Would you care to
comment on the sensitivity and the quality of the personnel in that
department.?

You mentioned something about the ages. But what can be said of
the sophistication with which they approach the problems of Indian
education?

Mr. NADER. There have been some dedicated and competent

people in that division, Senator. They, of course, left when they felt
themselves overwhelmed by the problems and restrictions and not

capable of making a contribution.
I think the division itself is a stagnant iceberg, one which

operates down to the reservation level in a very primitive way, one
whieh has been shown, and this is really critical, incapable of as-
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similating proven pilot project techniques, not educational theories, not
reasoned analyses or policies but policies that have been proven, not

only off the reservation but also some of these proven pilot projects

such as Rough Rock. This narrows the focus for evaluating the Nation's
capability. It is no longer saying, "Give us the answer, give us the techniques." It is a problem of what happens when you have the techniques
developed.
Senator MONDALE. Even if one were to assume that there was a

highly sophisticated department of education located in the Bureau

of Indians Affairs, as I understand your. testimony, the real power rests
with the area directors of the Bureau who are, by and large, not educators. Do you know any of them who are educators?
Mr. NADER. I do not.

Senator MONDALE. But they serve,. if I understand your testimony
correctly, as basically the Board of Education for these schools under
their supervision within the region; is that correct?
Mr. NADER. Yes.

Senator MONDALE. What percentage of the Bureau's budget goes to
education ? Do you know, or could you obtain that for us?
Mr. NADER. When you include school construction and operation,

it is almost 50 percent.
Senator MONDALE. What is the ratio of educators in the National
Bureau of Indian Affairs to the total personnel 'budget in that department ?
Mr. NADFIt. I don't have those figures with me.
Senator MONDALE. Will you find out ?

Mr. NADER. Yes, sir. Out of a personnel total &f approximately
16,000, the BIA employs only '2,700 educatorsless than 20 percent

of its staff.

\

Senator MONDALE. I have the notion that the Bureau\ of Indian.
Affairs was created for other reasons; that the education responsibility
ven the
of the Bureau has been a sort of stepchild. It has not been iii\I
importance it should in the total spectrum of responsibilities wh. h the
Bureau undertakes.
I would appreciate that information.

One other thing you did not testify on, and I would appreciate

anything you could provide for the record, is the role of the States in
all of this. They are really the ones that receive the money under the
Johnson-O'Malley funds.
As I understand it, we parcel out Johnson-O'Malley funds with no
strings attached. It is what we might call a stump fund. We leave it
there and they pick it up and do as they please. We have had testimony
that although the funds go to the school districts through the States
for the education of the Indian children, the parents and the children
in those school systems have little or no say whatsoever over how those
funds will be spent.

What are the States , tg to try to correct this? What can we do
to tie Johns-)n-O'Malley funds so as to permit a role of substance on
the part of the parents and their children and thereby insure that these
funds can be used in a way which will serve the interests for which
they have been appropriated ?
Mr. NADER. Yes, sir. I think we need the GAO audit of utilization of

the Johnson-O'Malley funds. It is difficult for the people of the East
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to appreciate the incredible contempt and prejudice of whites who
live near reservations toward the Indians. This is one of the most
depressing factors of all in terms of trying to see some light in the
distance.
I think what is needed fundamentally is an infusion of young people

who have had experience in interaction with a different culture; for
some of these very difficult human problems, who could go to a
reservation complex, deal with Indians as human beings and try to
improve their concept of fulfillment and self-respect.
Senator MONDALE. But the point is, that if we are not going to solve

this problem without Indian control, how can we do that when twothirds of the children now go to public schools controlled by others?
Mr. NADER. I think one way to do it, possibly, is to do something
rather radical and that is to take the children out of the public school
system simply because the environment there is white oriented, nonIndian oriented. It is impossible to bend the existing public school
system to the Indian child's needs except., for example, where you have

100 percent. or 95 percent you can treat them as de facto Indian
schools and have special situations. I think it is simply something
to be seriously considered to take them out of these schools and to
develop close to home day educational institutions.
Senator MONDALE. Could you be a little more specific in your response for the record ? Because in our major urban areas, in our border

schools and public schools, very often the Indian population is very
remote.
Mr. NADER. Yes. My reference was to the reservation area.

Senator MONDALE. First of all, there are thousands of Indians in
public schools. Two-thirds of the money goes to the public schools; and

we have an urban Indian situation where, I don't think, the Indian

would benefit from what you are talking about here without, a further
focus on hoW we would gain a sensitivity for his problem.
Mr. NADER. Yes, the urban problems are entirely different.

Senator MorroAtn. Yet we don't have before us any suggestions

along that line. I would appreciate anything you could give us.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NADER. I might say, Senator, in terms of your prior question on
educational personnel, the figures that I have, the latest figures I have,
indicates 7,000 permanent positions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs re-

lating to education out of a total number of some 16,000 Bureau of

Indian Affairs employees. I want to emphasize that the remarks

today cannot and do not d s,al with the urban problem which is a very
difficult one, one which is not susceptible to general recommendation,
one that almost. has to have a specific teacher or tutor-to-student type
of approach.

A. very personal approach is necessary in addition to the regular
curriculum that these Indian children receive in the school.
Senator YARBOROUGH. I believe there are more Indians in Los Angeles than in any other city, aren't there?
Mr. NADER. Y es.

Senator YARBOROUGH. They are Navajo.

Mr. NADER. Navajo and the southwest tribes.

Senator YARsoacuoii.Was it your conclusion now that under the

present setup we could not immediately eliminate the boarding school ?
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Mr. NADER. No, I don't think they can be eliminated. It will have to
be a phasing out process. They can, however, be supplemented with
specialists.
Senator YARBOROUGH. That is my next question. What suggestions

do you have to improve the situation as it is now ? Immediate im-

provement.
Mr. NADER. I think, first of all, the quickest phasing out should occur
in the elementary boarding schools. As far as the others, what is really
needed is an infusion of people skilled in the mental health problems

of children, people who can give them counsel, people who can provide the adequate responsive environment, people who can foresee
and forestall factors that Indian youngsters are going to be exposed to
as they proceed through the schoolyears.

I think the second improvement would be to bring some parents
back to these boarding schools, give them roles even if it is just
something as simple as the dormitory aide, so that they have some
feeling of identity with what is back home, to bridge this gap.
I also reiterate my suggestion that returned Peace Corps volun-

teers can be a significant resource here in this entire interim period.
I would like to say something which I think has to be said here.

Too often we talk about the Indian Bureau and non-Indians. Of
course, if we are going to hope for a reassertion of Indians to control
their future, we are going to have to talk about two kinds of Indians

in particular, one the professional Indian who has become a kind
of parasite to the Indian Bureau system, kind, of like a welfare
Indian who is an alleged representative of the tribes, representative

of the people, but actually he has been co-opted into the Bureau
system and has just the same kind of insensitivity at times. as the

non-Indian employees. This is a very serious problem.
The second problem deals with the young Indian radical, the militant, the college educated. Of course, about 1 percent of the Indians
who start in the school system go through college and complete their
college degrees. But a great deal, a great number of these Indians
have not gone back to their people. This is typical of the brain-drain
that operates internationally. They have gone into jobs and in other
areas of white culture. The question to really ask is whether there
is any possibility of Indian control; of Indian progress, of reassertion
on the reservation, near reservation areas, when the most skilled, most
educated, most alert, most articulate young Indians are siphoned off
into non-Indian society.

While it is encouraging to see a growing militancy in terms of
returning to the people, returning to the reservations or at least involving themselves in Indian issues, I think it is still a very serious
problem. Until that. can somehow be overcome we will simply see a
process where more Indians will go through college and be siphoned
MT and the Indians in the reservation environment will be drained
even more fully of whatever talent can be developed there.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Senator Mondale, do you have other ouestions?
Senator MONDALE. No.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Thank you again, Mr. Nader, for this very

perceptive statement you have made, and the

informed paper
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that you have submitted. You have made a contribution to this hearing
and to the whole problem that this special subcommittee is studying.
We may have other questions we will submit to you, or we will confer with you from time to time if some problem arises. You have been
publishing in this field for over 13 years, I don't know how long you
have been studying it but you have certainly brought a wealth of information and suggestions to this committee.
Mr. NADER. Thank you.

(The Coleman findings referred to earlier follow :)
Senator YARBOROUGH. I want to suggest before I am forced to leave

now that we will request the Library of Congress to find out whether
the history has been printed of the educational system of the Choctaw
Republic, and the Cherokee Nation. We probably will not have those
histories for the committee. If extra copies can be obtained we will not
print them in the record but just file them for the use of the committee.
Senator MONDALE. The final witness today will be Dr. Jean Van
Dusen, pediatrician for the Tuba City Public Health Hospital.
We understand that the other witness scheduled today will be kind
enough to stay over until tomorrow, because Dr. Van Dusen must re-

turn this evening. We are grateful for your presentation.

(Discussion off the record.)
Senator MONDALE. We understand that Dr. Van Dusen can be with

us tomorrow. We think it would be better, so that the full committee
can benefit from your testimony, if you are willing to accommodate us
in that way. Most of the Senators have had to leave. There is a fight
over on the floor to give the Nutrition Committee the money to do their
work. That is part of your subject. So let us do that work this afternoon
and come back tomorrow. Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m. the committee was recessed, to be reconvened at 9 a.m. Wednesday, February 19,1969.)

INDIAN EDUCATION, 1969
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1969
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INDIAN EDUCATION OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:15 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 4232,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. Mondale presiding pro
t empore.

Present : Senators Kennedy (chairman of the subcommittee), Yarborough, Mondale, Hughes, Murphy, and Bellmon.

Committee staff members present: Robert 0. Harris, staff director
to full committee; Adrian L. Parmeter, subcommittee staff director;
and Herschel Sahmount, minority professional staff member.
Senator MONDALE. The hearing will resume as part of the current

series on education. We are somewhat improvising here in terms of
scheduling. Right now the projector has.yet to arrive, so'we will take
the witnesses out of order and begin with the best of all, from Minnesota, Mrs. Rosemary Christensen. Is she here? The first witness is
Mrs. Rosemary Christensen who is with the Professional Staff of the
Upper Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Minneapolis, which
has been doing such fine work in this field.

The second witness will be Mr. Paul Petrafeso, who is also with the
Laboratory, and also testifying will be Mr. William Antell, Indian
education specialist for the Minnesota State Department of Education.
We are all very pleased that you are her Of course, I am particularly pleased, and having spent a good deal of time observing your
work, I think we are going to gain a great deal from your contribution.
Rosemary, do you want to start?
STATEMENT OF MRS. ROSEMARY CHRISTENSEN, PROFESSIONAL
STAFF FOR THE UPPER MIDWEST REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL
,'
LABORATORY, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Mrs. CHRISTENSEN. Since September 1968, the laboratory has been

engaged in a search of the literature available on Indians with a
focus on Indian values.

The bibliography has entries numbering slightly over 300. Each
book is being read by a member of the Indian education staff and, is
abstracted for our files. At the present time, approximately 80 books
have been read. Hopefully, by May an annotated bibliography will be
ready.
(81)
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Based on actual social, political, and economic need in the past,
values as researched and presented by anthropologists, sociologists, and
psychologists in the literature search, can be used as a springboard in
working with cultural differences.

An explanation of values and attitudes held in the past by Indians
will help in understanding the present Indian. Indians are in a state
of transition; hence, values and attitudes will reflect dominant society
influence as well as Indian influence.

The conflict that results will necessarily reflect confusion in value
systems, and the resultant attitudes may not be clear-cut Anglo or
Indian values but a confused fusion of both.

The Martin Luther King Human Relations Seminar, sponsored

by the Minneapolis public schools for its 3,000 teachers and produced
by KTCA educational TV, is trying to bring about an understanding
of the needs, the expectations, and the rights of all men of all colors
and all creeds.
This series is examining three mind setsfocuses or frames of reference, individual, institutional, and community -in terms of the teacher's own experiences and perceptions.
The Indian advisory board advises and helps the Minneapolis School
Board with any problems dealing with Indians. The Indian advisory
committee appointed a values committee to help the M. I.. K. Seminar

plan its program. Indian values were discussed on the institutional
mind-set day.

The mind set of the institution in which the teachers work, the

school, has forces within it which makes what it does self-perpetuating.

Upon accepting work within the institution, the teacher is called
upon to play a, certain roleregardless of his personal feelings.
It was stressed to the teachers that Indian children sometimes hold
difkrent attitudes and values than dominant society does.

Due to lack of time on the TV only four values or attitudes were

presented : (1) time orientation; (2) material outlook; (3) nature

relationship; and (4) the attitudes toward competition.
This is what we found in the literature and passed on to the teachers to be used in some way. We did not give any kind of techniques
of this sort. We just gave the infoernation.

We thought it would be useful in this sort of seminar situation.
There is time why I am using the present tense is because this is
still going onthere is time provided after the TV presentation for
group discussions at the various schools. Indians will be available
for these discussion groups.

Another problem the Indian advisory hoard has been working on

is Indian-knowledge input into the school system. There are four committees working in this area :
The language committee has been reviewing textbooks from inner
city classrooms and will recommend to the school board, (1) itinount
of material on Indians be increased, (2) emphasis on better materials
on the modern Indian.

This committee is also preparing a primer on the Chippewa and

Sioux languages along with conversation tapes.
Senator MONDALE. Are there any primers now for the teaching of
ppewa, and Sioux ?
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Mrs. CHRISTENSEN. No; there are not.
Senator MONDALE. None available in the school system?
Mrs. CmusTENsr.N. No.

Ted Mahto, an Indian teacher for 20 years, is heading this project,

and he hopes to be finished in eight months.

The culture committee is concerned with authentic Indian history
and is advising the school board to offer more Indian history in the
city classrooms. Not the type of history prevalent now, but authentic
fact-type history. We would like to get this into the school system.

As long as mine is in an area where there are lots of Indian's and has
had a lot of Indian history, we would like to stress this in the school
system and use it in the curriculum.

The struAure committee is interested in the teacher-placement

policy, and their.recommendation states that only experienced teachers
should be working with the minority groups.
Now, the inexperienced teachers shoved into the classrooms where

there are minority groups such as Indians don't know how to deal
with it. They should be experienced teachers. This is going to be one

of the recommendations.
The policy committee is at present attending school board meetings
to become acquainted with school board policies and decisionmaking.
This committee will be working closely with the structure committee on
further recommendations.
The reason the Indians are attending school board meetings is that
we would. like to become knowledgeable of the workings of the school

board, the school, and county work. That is the only way we can
make any kind of recommendations that carry any kini. of work if
we know first of all what is going on and work from there.

A further recommendation common to all committees is that the
Minneapolis schools should have a full-time Indian consultant at the
administration level.
Senator MONDALE. You are speaking now of Minneapolip.1
1Mrs. CHRISTENSEN. Right.

Senator MONPALE. As I-Understand, Minneapoli has one of the
largest urban 'Indian populations in the country. Am I correct? Do we
have figures on that, Will'?
Mr. ANTELL. Yes; we are estimating between 7,500 and 10,000.

Senator MONDALE. Do we have any figures on how many Indian
teachers thdre are in the school system in Minneapolis?

Mr. ANTEI.L. Three, to my knowledge. ,Two of them are social

workers.

.

Senator MorinAy. Out of how many?
Mr. ANTELL.

Senator MoNnALE, You have only three Indian teachers, two of
whom are social workers, in the Minneapolis school system ? Is this
matter under review now ?

Mr ANTELL. Yes; it is. As a matter of fact, Minneapolis is con-

tinuaily looking for Indian teachers. Like everybody else in Minnesota,
we can't supply enough to meet the demand.
CiinisrcxsE.N. Another program we are interested in is Upward
Bound. ITpward Bound is directed by a Sioux Indian, Chris Cavender, and is staffed by Indians.

The program is working in three areas: (1) tutorial services to about
80 youngsters in the Minneapolis areas (2) cultural classes for these
youngsters covering Sioux history, Chippewa history, Indian values,
reservations ,nast and present, Indian leaders past and present, the

law, arts and crafts, anti the past; (3) seminars conducted by the
Upward Bound staff for interested Minneapolis teachers.
The areas covered are: (1) general background of Indian migrations; (2) problems of general poverty; (3) Indian-urban child; (4).

problems of the reservation sf,udent ; (5) effects of BIA on the Indian

pro and con; and (6) Indian values as Indians see it.

Sessions 7-11 will be in-depth discussion of the previous sessions,
and 12, panel of evaluations by Indians and white people.
This program is in part financed by the Minneapolis schools. Credit
or pay has been offered to the 120 teachers participating in the program; $8,100 has been provided to pay 56 teachers taking this course
for pay. The others are taking it for credit.

Cavender hopes to build an Indian culture/education bank
froln these seminars for future use by interested leachers.
Mr. Cavender reports.that out of :115 Upward Bound programs,
Minneapolis has the only one aimed at urban Indians. It represents an
innovative approach to the dropout problem, and he feels success is
represented by the participatimpf three-fourths of the students in all
aspects of the program.

Mr. Cavender would recommend, however, that such a program
should be tested for 4 or 5 years before any definite conclusion can
be reached.
Another point- of interest, and one 1 am very much interested in
personally, is the emph,:sis the University of Minnesota is currently
placing on the Indian.
The American Indian Student, Council, chaired by G. William
Craig, general college instructor and a Mohawk Indian, has started
the wheels turning to implement :t program leading to a B.A4egree
in Indian studies.
A task force is being appointed to work on getting this program-) started by fall of 1969. It will focus on reflecting the needs of urban
as well as the reservation Indian.

The unique aspect- of this program
that in lieu of a foreign
language which the B.A. degree now requires, Chippewa and Sioux
will be offered for 25 credits and will suffice for the language requirement. This seems to be a unique aspect of this program.

This opportunity will be open to both white and Indian students. It
will also serve to acquaint the white students on the campus with
Indian vulture.

Another program in the. discussion stage is the "store front universit'" to be situated in the Indian community. There would he

courses offered to adults interested in finishing a degree, to high school
dropouts, and to professionals working in the Indian community.
Tutorial services would also be offered to the dropout. and to the high
school strident with problems. Also on the agenda, is a central office to

he located on the cani:tus. This office would recruit Indian students,
provide help on it 1 to 1 basis for Indian college students and have
immediate authority to grant small loans and scholarship loans.
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Instead of going through all the bureaucracy of a. university and it
takes so much time and all get so disgusted. This would cut through the

red tape.
Mr. Craig sees this office working closely with the high schools in
the State and with the Bu -eau of Indian Affairs.

I would say in conclusion that the great thing about the program
discussed is the participation of the Indians tl.emselves in all phases.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Rosemary. I think we will hear from
Mr. Pet rafeso before we have questions.
Will, do you have testimony ?
Mr. ANTELL. Yes; I do.
STATEMENT OF PAUL R. PETRAFESO, PROFESSIONAL STAFF FOR
THE UPPER MIDWEST REC.4NAL EDUC.PriONAL LABORATORY,
IMINEAPOLLS, MINN.

Mr. PETRA F:SO. The testimony I will give will be divided into two
parts. The first ,part will be concerning t: "valuation of the boarding
Ohools that our laboratory did in December, and the second part will
be concerned with what our laboratory is doing in relation to the problem where it is operating.
We evaluated two boarding schools that are run by the Bureau of

Indian Affairs, one at Pierre, S. Dak., and the other at Flandreau;
Pierre being the elementary school and Flandreau the high school.
(The material referred to can be found in the appendix.)
The boarding schools that, are operated and set up by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs handle primarily children who clmnot get an education
at their home reservation for various reasons such as the inability of

the student to get along with the teachers, with other students, the

negative influence of the family, or no family at all. For these reasons
the child is sent to a boarding school.
Ninety-five percent. of the students who do go into these two boarding schools are sent there because of kocialsupposedly social reasons.
Now, the selection process that these kids face in their assignment
I think should probably come under some kind of investigation. This
process starts at the local level. Usually it is initiated by the welfare
worker, by the principal at the school, or the educational specialist.
Now, sometimes the child is referred to the boarding school by a tribal

court. But I don't think that there is any systematic way of determining why this child is going to be sent to a boarding school. I think

that we need to look at this a little more carefully. Obviously there

are kids at these hoarding schools who probably should not be there.
Senatcn MONDALE. We had a tragic situation in Minnesota where

this 12-year-old Indian child stayed in the. county jail for 6 weeks,
while he was awaiting transfer to a boarding school. The boarding
school officials never came to see him. The parents weren't interested in
him, and no one else visited him. Eventually he hanged himself, which,
I think, ought to be more than enough evidence that this system ought
to be looked into.

Mr. PrrRAFE80. I agree. After the child is placed in the boarding
school, we have a different situation. Because of the fact that 95 percent of these kids are assigned to these hoarding schools because of
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social reasons, the schools that the Bureau operates are in no shape
to keep up with the problems that they face. That is, they do not address themselves to the social problems that these kids are sent here for.

There is no special training, for instance, for teachers who teach in
the boarding schools. You pass a civil service examination and you
can apply for a job as a teacher in a boarding school. There is no special inservice training for these teachers, at least at these two schools
that we saw.
.

I was talk ng with the person alt the Bureau who handles the orientation. The question came about, concerningAe kind of training these
teachers were given upon their entrance ilk) the boarding school as
teachers. His reply was that "We give them basic orientation as presented by the Bureau." What this amounts to really is an orientation

about fringe benefits and the regulations that the Bureau operates
under.

When I asked one of the teachers what kind of inservice training
she had had, or tn.' ling period, her reply was that she had gotten her
inservice training after she had gotten there and she got that training
from some of the other teachers who had been there awhile. I don't
know whether this is had or good, but I tend to think that this is not too
good.

Now, the figures that we, have as far as these child-Fel1\ entering

school indicate that these kids are already about 2 to 21/2 years behind in
their studies and in their academic performance. Yet. again you see the

Bureau operating with the self-contained traditional kind of classroom with the standard kind of curriculum.
A school that has the kind of problems that they face with the

students certainly is not going to get the job done. This is not. enough.
It is not reflective at all of the kind of problems that they have.
To further demonstrate that, they have one social worker at Pierre
and 300 children. It seems to me it is grossly inadequate for the number of students they have. They have one social worker who, by the
way, is not a social worker by degree; not a qualified, at least certified
social worker. At Flandreau, they have one occasional counselor for
boys and one for girls and no social worker there.
Now, in 1959, a report, that was completed or at, least begun by Dr.

Krush stated that one of the things that had to be done at Flandreau
was to create first, and then to fill, a position with a social worker or
psychiatrist or psychologist. The position was not even created until
3 years later. To my knowledge, it has never been filled yet. They do
have educational counselors. One of the edwational counselors acts as
a guidance counselor. They also have people in the dormitories whom
they have had acting as instructional aides or as kind of parents in
their dormitories.
From what I was able to see, these people do not act so much as
guidance counselors.
Senator lVfoximet. Are they Bureau officials or are they parents!
Mr. PETRAF'ESO. They are Bureau employees and not parents. They

may be parents, but not of the children there.

I would like to talk a little bit again about the curriculum and

mention again that because these children are co far behind, some new
kinds of techniques need to be tried, and they have not been tried so far.
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Now, the school says that they are set up basically as an academic insti-

tution, but when you look at the figuresand I talked to the department chairman, academic chairman, and asked him what kind of job

he thought the school was doing educating the children, what kinds of
things he thought should be initiated in the school; his reply was that
he thought that Flandreau was doing a good job now and the only
thing that needed to be done was that more money needed to be supplied for textbooks and supplies. This is the academic chairman of the

school speaking out. He made it very clear that he was not an innovator and not a great thinker. In fact, he denied that he was.

Senator MONDALE. For all these :easons, I think we can accept his
judgment.
Mr. PETRAFESO. The idea that this is basically an academic institution and the school was doing a good job is not borne out by the results. Twelve percent of the students who graduate from Flandreau
go on to a higher education.
Senator MONDALE. Can you drop out of a boarding school ?

Mr. Praerrso. You can drop out of the boarding school, but it

does not Five you anywhere else to go except to the reformatory. That
is my opinion. But you can drop out of the boarding school.

As I mentioned, only 12 percent of these graduates actually continue. There is very little followup on what happens to the students
who go on to higher education, eith vocational or college or university. Some better followup needs to be taken for these kinds of students.

Now, at the Pierre boarding school, they were working on a_program, they were trying to make some kind of changes there. They
were workifig on a program of behavior modification and they were
doing this the dormitory. I think that they are working on basically
a theoretically sound idea..
The thing that is wrong with this kind of thing is that they are
not applying the theory practically. I think here again it reflects

the lack of training on the part of the staff. You don't just whip

up and set something up right away without looking at it very carefully and without trying to do as good a job as possible with adequate
training.
I would like to mention one sidelight of this program that they have
at Pierre, given that the theory is sound. They operate in the dormi-

tories with a token system whereby the child will perform certain
kinds of tasks like sweeping his room or making his bed or something like this, and is return he will be able to accumulate a certain
number of tokens or points for the tasks he performs. This seems
to be working pretty well so far as we can see.
The point is that the accumulation of points is out of line for what

the task is. For instance, if a child is perfect in every respect

he makes his bed, he does all these other kinds of things that he has
to dohe can accumulate only 60 points per week. This is the maximum number of points per week that the can accumulate.
Now, there are a number of kerns that he may trade in his points
for after he has accumulated enough, and most of these items center
around the necessities like toothpaste, toothbrush, combs, deodorant,
this kind of thing. Now, a can of deodorant. costs 150 to 200 points.
Now. if the child were absolutely perfect, it would take him appmximately 21/2 weeks to accumulate enough points to buy this item.
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I think another thing, a frisbee, which is a little thing that you can
toss around in the air, which you can buy at any dime store for 30
cents or 50 cents, costs 500 points in this store. If a kid were perfect,
he wouM have to spend approximately 8 or 9 weeks getting enough
points to buy this frisbee, which I think is a little bit out of line.
So much stress in this school is put on cleanliness. For instance, chil-

dren cannot wear their shoes in the dormitory. They are always
castigating children, talking about "You have to be clean---you have
to be clean." 1 attended one session in the evening, a mental-hvglene
session. I felt very guilty because I walked into the room with my
shoes on. I thought I should take my shoes off. I thought the next thing
I should do is run back to the dorm and get a can of deodorant and
spray it on.

For people to place so much emphasis upon necessities such as
deodorant, and this kind of thing, I think their point system is not in
line with the items.

I think at this point I would like to stress what the Upper Midwest Regional Laboratory is doing. Now, the critical point of stress
with the child
Senator MONDALE. This is the Red Lake School ?

Mr. PRAFESO. Yes. We are beginning a project on Red Lake. As I
said, the critical point of stress is the school for the Indian child. The
school is required to conform to patterns of behavior which are pretty

significantly at variance with the behavior thought desirable by
parents and friends.

IsLiw, where he may be content to remain silent and unnoticed,

the school demands that he continually make public demonstrations of
his knowledge. In the place of the approval of his friends and family,
the school offers the Indian child only a "grade" and that is held conditional to his meeting levels of performance set by white urban children. The idea here, I think, is competition.
The net result of such cultural discontent is a low level of attainment
by the Indian child, coupled with the lack of interest in school, often
dramatically indicated by extremely high dropout, percentages. I think
in the State of Minnesota it ranges from 45 percent, to approximately
75 percent or 80 percent.
One of the major program activities of the Upper Midwest Regional
Educational Laboratory- focuses on the educational environment of

the Indian child. The laboratory has at this point completed a pre
liminary design for two classrooms to be installed on the Red Lake
Indian 'Reservation during the 1968-69 school year.

These classrooms are so designed as to investigate the questions
raised in the evaluation of the Flandreau and Pierre boarding school.
Specifically the project hopes to determine, number one, the degree to
which the academic performance of Indian children can be improved
by a program of individualized instruction and behavior management ;
secondly, the physical and social costs associated with the proposed
program as compared with the costs of conventional mode of Indian

education; and thirdly, the behavioral conditions and educational
implication of values held by the Indian child.
Now, I think I would like to stress the fact that we are concentrating

on individualized instruction. I think this is a message for schools
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such as Ferre and Flandreau, that when you use individualized

instruction, you get down to that 1-to-1 level that you don't have
in a regular cell of contained classroom. The first step in attacking
learning problems in Indian education is to discover where the child

is at present in reference to the academic goals of the school. Here we
are referring back to the boarding schools; not only boarding schools
but I think public schools in general come under this classification.
They don't know where the kid is as far as his academic achievement.
I point out again that these kids are 21/2 years behind, and to stick
them in the fourth or fifth grade or whatever while they are reading
on the second-grade level is putting a g Lt deal of pressure on that

child.

'While the Indian children as a group are performing well below
white achievement levels, there is a good deal of variation from one
child to another. These differences among Indian children require
special curricular materials and programs of study unique to each

child.

The individualized instruction program proposed at Red Lake
involves statement of learning goals in terms of desired student

behavior. For each class of behavior, curricular materials are developed
which enable the student to attain desired levels of performance.,
Teachers working with children in the project are trained to diagnose
the child's present level of performance and to use curricular materials

to meet his individual ability and needs. So we are attempting to get
these teachers to work with one child at the level that he is capable of

working.

An important attribute of the individualized instruction program
is the degree to which learning goals can be divided into small, easily
mastered units. Under these conditions, the Indian child experiences

success in academic work since he is addressing tasks paced to his
ability and interest. The child, like his teacher, knows what he must,

do in order to master a particular objective. He is no longer confronted
with the unfamiliar expectations of the white urban school nor is he

told that through failing grades he is not worthy of those rewards

that. the traditional school holds out to be important.
Once learning goals have been set in behavioral terms for the child,
the teacher arranges conditions in the classroom to promote attainment
of these goals. This means that she must determine ways to provide
reinforcement for each child as he attains behavioral objectives.
Research on human learning has established that the learner attains,

and retains, skills in direct proportion to the degree that the consequences of learning are desirable to him. In the case of the Indian
child, the teacher must discover behaviors which the child finds pleasant and must. see to it that the child's performance of a learning task is

followed with the opportunity to engage in reinforcing activities;
which merely says that in return for completed tasks or assignment,

the child will get some kind of reinforcement, that he likes.
Teachers participating in the project at Red Lake will receive special
training in identifying those events reinforcing to the individual child

and in managing their classrooms to promote attainment of educational foals. 'Where appropriate, modifications in classroom design are

instituted to permit the wide range of activity characteristic of a

behavioral-centered individualized instruction program.
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It should be pointed out that the project proposed byITMREL at
Red Lake is largely developmental in nature. Through instructional
activities and curricular adaptation, the laboratory is applying basic
behavioral principles to the teaching of the Indian child. In this way,
the need for an instructional program relevant to the needs of the individual child is being met within the framework of serious attention
to the beha vior which the child and his culture value.

Throughout this testimony many references have been made to the
values of the American Indian and the inference made that these values
may make the adjustment of the Indian to urban society problematic.

These inferences draw upon the body of social and anthropological
literature, however, and not upon direct verification of the behavioral

consequences of growing up in Indian society. The third component of
the Red Lake project addresses this shortcoming.
Selected statements concerning Indian values have been selected for
behavioral testing. For example, the proposition that the Indian child

rejects reinforcement when his teacher singles him out for his good
works in the presence of his peers. By systematically varying the frequency of such open reinforcement as applied to a sample of children,
the laboratory hopes to discover the truth of the proposition and its
educational ramifications.
I think basically that covers what I want to say. I guess I had better
give some recommendations, and I have six :
1. That programs of individualized instruction and behavioral management be instituted in Indian schools :

(a) Teachers who will operate such programs should be trained
both in pre- and inservice instructional programs.

(b) Individualized curricular materials should be tested and

adopted in these schools.
2. That explorations be made with agencies such as ITMREL which

are currently engaged in programs of individualized instruction and
behavioral management as to their interest in carrying out development and field testing of curricula and training programs.

(a) Funds to support such activity should be made available.
(b) Provisions for evaluation and cost assessment should be in-

tegrated with development and field test activity.

3. That provisions be made for systematic investigation of the in-

fluence of the values of the Indian child on his educational activities.
(a) Such investigations should be made through observation of child
behavior.
(b) These investigations should be directed toward the discovery of
activities which the Indian child finds valuable and which can be used
to reinforce his educational progress.
4. That increased pupil personnel services be provided in boarding
schools.

(a) Psychological services for children with special behavioral

problems.

(b) Social workers to promote liaison between the child in the

school and his family environment.
5. That the goals of the residential programs of boarding school be
separated from those of the educational program.

(a) Cost data would be kept separately to permit comparison on a

cost-benefit basis.
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(b) Goals should be stated in terms of student behavior to permit.
ready assessment and valid comparison.

6. Investigation be made into the procedure that sends children int,
the boarding schools.

(a) Behavioral objectives be established as a criterion for select-

ing children to attend boarding schools.
(b) That other possibilities, such as foster home placement., be explored as alternatives to placement in a hoarding school.

I think that that. covers the testimony. I think we have a unique
situation, unique in a sense in Minnesota that we do not have any

Bureau-operated boarding schools. We have in Minnesota a local control over schools.
Senator MONDALE. The Red Lake school system is controlled entirely by an Indian Board, is it not?
Mr. PETRAFESO. Yes; it is a public school with board
Senator MONDALE. Most of the Inc- ,.y is Johnson-O'Malley and very
little local tax money'?

Mr. PETRAFESO. Very little local tax money. Ninety-five percent of

the funds that are received by that public school system are received
from State or Federal funds.
Senator MONDALE. Do they hire their own teachers?
Mr. PETRAFESO. Yes, sir.

Senator MONDALE. Very well.

Senator MONDALE. Mr. Will Antell who is with the State department

of education. Incidentally, Minnesota is one of the few States of the

Union for which the State department of education established a
thoroughgoing effort to review, coordinate, and invigorate efforts to
improve the education of the Indian.

STATEMENT OF WILFRED ANTELL, Idlivra,SOTA DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

Mr. ANTELL. Right.

Senator MONDALE. Any materials you have along that line will be
useful. We will place them in the record.

Following Mr. Antell's testimony, I will order to be included in the
record a report entitled "Indians in Minnesota," published in 1968 by
the League of Women Voters.

It contains good demographic information and estimates on the Indian population and their educational achievement.
The staff tells me they do not know any other city which has prepared such a report. We will place this in the record for information.
Minneapolis also is an example of what other cities might do.
Mr. ANTELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the U.S. Senate Subcommittee On Indian Education, may I introduce myself. My name is
Wilfred Antell, representing the Minnesota Department. of Education.
May I express my gratitiv.:e for the opportunity to appear before this
committee to discuss the status of Indian education in Minnesota. Perhaps a brief biographical sketch of my background may give the mem-

bers of the committee a more meaningful understanding of this

presentation.
I am of Indian ancestry, an enrolled member of the Mississippi band
of Chippewa Indians--according to Bureau and Tribal records, about
three-eighths American Indian.
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I was born and raised on the White Earth Indian Reservation located
in northern Minnesota. I attended reservation schools in both Mahnomen and Clearwater Counties with the last 8 years in the Bagley Public
Schools where a high school diploma was received.
Senator MONDA' E. Did you go to one of the missionary schools then?
Mr. ANT LL. N t. Undergraduate and graduate degrees were received

from Bemidji State College and Mankato Stat College respectively,
and a major in social science.
Additional graduate studies have, been completed at St. Cloud State

College, Northern Michigan University and the University of Minnesota.

I am a certified teacher with 9 years of teaching evaatittnce gained
in the Janesville and Stillwater Public Schools.
In July 1968, the Minnesota Department of Education solicited may
services as a human relations consultant for Indian education. I might

add here that this position provides direct access to Commissioner

Mattheis, and the assistant commissioners.
The basis for the following testimony is based on my personal experiences as a Minnesota Indian and educational experiences as a student and educator in the public school systems of Minnesota.

It is the intention of this presentation to review Indian education
in Minnesota, assess its current status, and illustrate the effort of educational institutions which are developing new programs for Indian
education.

Indian education in Minnesota became a State responsibility in
1936-37. At, this time the State of Minnesota entered into a contract
with the Department of the Interior to educate Indian students.
Legal authority is based upon the Johnson-O'Malley Act of April
16, 1934 (48 Stat. 596), as amended by the act of June 4, 1936 (49
Stat. 1458).
The Department of the Interior further delegates to the Commission of Indian Affairs (Order No. 2508) authority for the negotiation
and execution of Johnson-O'Malley.contracts.
By Order No. 566, the Commissioner redelegated this authority to
the area offices of the Bureau of Indian .Affairs. Through the years,
Johnson-O'Malley was a basic Federal aid program designed to provide financial assistance to public schools located on or near Indian
reservations that has little or no local revenue. However. after Public
Law 874 was amended in 1958, the Bureau of Indian Affairs changed
the basic philosophy of Johnson-O'Malley.
Public Law 874 is a broad-based Federal aid program which theoretically met most of the basic financial needs of eligible school districts. It was at this point that Johnson-O'Malley became a supplemental aid program with great emphasis on programs calling for special services for Indian youngsters.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs defines eligible Indians as those who
are at least one-fourth degree Indian and those who reside on tax-

exempt land. The current State plan for Indian education has re-

mained basically the same during the last 30 years. The plan calls for
Johnson-O'Malley funds being used in two types of public schools:
budgeted and nonbudgeted. There are eight budgeted schools in Minnesota and they are located on Indian reservations in Minnesota.
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Johnson-O'Malley funds are used in the general operation of the
schools. These school districts have very little local revenue and it is
necessary to use the funds in this manner. The result is no special services for Indian youngsters.
Nonbudgeted schools-19--are those who are near a reservation and
generally receive Indian youngsters who attend high school. Many
times they are a separate school diStrict. Johnson-O'Malley funds are
used in these schools only for tuition, transportation costs, and hot
lunch programs.
In 1967-68 approximately 2,500 Indian youngsters attended schools
where Johnson-O'Malley funds were used. The total Johnson-O'Malley funds received during this year was $283,000.
Several budgeted schools-5---will become attached to larger school

districts as a result of Minnesota legislative action in 1967. They are
mandated to have this process completed by July 1971.
Let's take a look at some interesting statistics as we examine the
record of Indian education in Minnesota. According to tribal records
it is estimated that 30,000 Indians reside in Minnesota.
I might add that this estimate has ranged anywhere from 22,000 to
33,000. As near as we can figure, going by the tribal records, there are
approximately 30,000.
During the last several years large numbers of Indians have left the.
reservations and have located in the largest urban centers of Minnesota, the Twin Cities and Duluth. Some estimates place as many as
40 percent off the reservation.
State law prohibits the identification of racial groups in Minnesota
and it is difficult to precisely state acts. '1 numbers. Free movement
between reservations and urban centers also adds to the problem. By
using tribal records and sight counts, indications are that there are
10,0(X) Indian youngsters between ages of 5 and 18. In 1968, there were

231 high school Indian graduates.
The League of Women Voters did a study of 71' meapolis Indians
in 1967: Minneapolis schools enrolled approximately 1,300 Indian
students and they produced a total of 10 high schools graduates. The
study indicated a dropout rate of (4.7 percent in Minneapolis schools.
A. sight count in Minneapolis schools showed 1,629 Indian students.
This means that six out of 10 Indian students will not receive a high
school diploma.
At this time we have no comprehensive study of the dropout rate
of Indian students in Minnesota ; hoNwver, individual schools indicate
the rate varies from a low of 45 percetit to a high of 80 percent.
Senator MoNDALE. Isn't there a school up in Grand Portage that
has a 100 percent graduation rate?
Mr. ANTELL. Yes. I think this is from the eighth grade.
Senator MoNnat.E. This is an elementary school ?
Mr. A' T1
Elementary.
Senator Motiomy.. It is the one that Mr. Peterson runs.

Mr. ANTF.I.L. Right. If we had people like DaVe Peterson and his

wife. we would

Senator MONDALE. That is my point.. We should put in the record of

this testimony a short summary of the Grand Portage school, because
it is a small elementary school. They have about 30 students, and two
teachers, a man and his wife, they are all doing very well.
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They have prepared their own textbooks on Chippewa culture and
language since there was none available. Those kids, from what I understand, are doing magnificently. I understand Mr. Peterson might be
in line for the Outstanding Teacher of the Year Award. I think their
innovative effort in Indian education, since there are so few of them,
clearly out *it, to be made a part of this record.

Could you find some material on that so that we can include that
in the record?

Mr. ANTELL. I certainly will. I am glad you brought that out, Senator. We are very proud of the fine record that Dave and his wife have
completed in Grand Portage.
As a matter of fact, he was one of the runners-up last year in the
Teacher of the Year Award. He tells me the key, as he sees it, is the
fact that(yke.is so well respected in the community.
He d n't like to put it this way but this is really what it amounts
to; that they live there, they do things with people, and there is a great
deal of interaction between the Indian parents and the teachers. This,
I think, is quite significant.
Senator MONDALE. I like Mr. Peterson's attitude. We recently had a
discussion with all the Indian specialists in attendance. They were all
bemoaning the fact that, there were no Chippewa textbooks. Hr3 said, "I
realized that so Iprepared my own."
I think it is this se/ f-starting attitude of a committed teacher that is
so missing in the examples to which there has already been reference
in some of the boarding schools.
Mr. AN TELL. This is rather alarming in light of recent data released

from the National Education Association. According to this report,
Minnesota ranks first in the Nation with the fewest number of dropouts in grades 9-12. (Eight percent.) Consider the percentage if it did
not include Indians.
During the last several months a priority item in my activities with
the Department of Education was to visit. Indian communities throughthe public
out Minnesota to make inquiries as to how Indians visual
schools.
Needless to say, the esteem of the school by Indian parents is reflected

in the large numbers of Indian youngsters not attending school,

I would like to add at this point as I did travel around the last

several months talking to parents, it brought back a lot of memories
of my own particular childhood.

The problem that the Indian mothers were citing to me were some
of the same problems my mother had in trying to get eight youngsters
through the public scLool. So it really did hit home and we have been

providing this information to the T)epartmnt of Education where
people in key positions have ni ver responded to this particular type
of testimony.
I think it is very relevant here.

There are three major areas where immediate and intensive atten-

tion must be focused on :

1. The poor relationship between school and Indian community.

2. The lack of understanding between Indians and middle- Aass
educational institutions.
3. Curriculum that needs to be generally overhauled.
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We are working very hard to involve Indian people in school affairs.
Organization of Indian Advisory ComMittees are becoming common
practices of several school systems in Minnesota. Indian parents are

responding enthusiastically for the opportunity to determine new
programs or policies as they affect their scnools.

A maigr responsibility of mine is to keep the Department of Education filly informed as to the feelings of the Indian communities
throughout the State and also to insure their communities that they
have a direct communication channel to the Commissioner otEducation.

There is a great need to reeducate school personnel about the history and culture of American Indians. We are finding a lack of compassion and understanding of Indians by teachers, administrators, and
other school personnel.
Senator MONDALE. You recently went over, with one of your com-

mittees, the textbooks used in Minnesota schools with this problem in
mind.
What are some of i'-.113 things you found that need correction?
Mr. ANTELL. One of the standard textbooks in Minmmota has been
Marion Antoinette Ford's book "Star of the North."
As we have observed and looked at this book we find it historically
inaccurate and we find it very distasteful and offensive to the American
Indian. Minnesota Indian, particularly.
It cites them constantly as lazy, as doing a lot of drinking, of massacring white people, on the warph, and in one particular section as
I recall it, they referred to the American Indian male; saying the only
work that he ever did was to stamp on wild rice during the wild rice
season.

There artimplications like this throughout the textbooks. Lately,

Indian communities have been protesting this. The school systems are
beginning to respond to this and are taking them out of use.
The latest was in Duluth, the latter part of last year. They responded
to the wishes of the Indian community and took it out and discarded it.

We are:finding this to be not the exception but rather the actual

practice.
Senator KENNEDY. Ts there any effort made in other State depart.
»lents of education, to review textbooks that State is using to eliminate

some of the kind of problems that you have noticed in your State?
Mr. ANTELL. I would say during the last several months this has
been one of our major expectations here. We are currently beginning
a series of conferences on curriculum and it is our major intention here
to evaluate these, to weed out the materials that are offensive and defame the Indian, and also to insert information that will give a positive
view of the Indian.
We think that perhaps during the next year we will have some very
heavy-input-inthIsarea_____:

Seminars, conferences, liirkskops, and other service activities as
they relate to Indians are becomingpriority items with school .dis
tricts that have large numbers of Indian youngsters:
Indian educators and Indian parents are organizing, planning, and
implementing such programs and they are proVing to be.very beneficial.
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Teacher training institutions are beginning to reexamine their programs. It is suggested that they require prospective teachers to include
studies about minorities. The Department is very active In assisting
colleges and universities in this respect.

We have found Minnesota teachers very poorly informed about
Indians from our State. Naturally, this is also true of the Indians
themselves. In many cases they know even less about their history
or identity.
During the last summer when Minneapolis was putting on a workshop, one of their requests was to have Indians come and tell teachers

something about the past. The Indian parents responded in this

,et
manner :
"How can we? We attended the public school systems and we know

nothing about our history or past. What we know we are getting on
our own."

However, there is a resurgence upon the part of many Indians to
study their rich and cultural background. Materials are sketchy and
difficult to obtain, but many Minnesota Indians are becoming very
knowledgeable about their past.
There have been no attempts, to my knowledge, of intensive research
on Minnesota Indians by people of Indian ancestry. Many of the elder

Indians who possess an abundance of historical information are

heading for the happy hunting ground, a part that history will never
be able to record. We must act soon to try to preserve some of this
information.
The curriculum materials in schocl systems reflect a negative picture
of the Indian. Invariably he is something less than a human being, always depicted as lazy, a savage, massacring white people, on a warpath,
drinking, and so forth.

Consider the impact on Indian boys and girls as they read and
observe materials such as this as they proceed through the public

school.

We are in the process of massive curriculum changes for schools in
Minnesota. Our major aim will be to include materials that will illus-

trate that American Indians indeed have something to be proud of
and that they can say with pride and dignity, I am an Indian.
Family education for Minnesota Indians: We are in the process of
coming up with a new State plan for Indian education and one of the
rationales for this is a family education for Minnesota Indians.

Meetings, individual discussions, conferences and workshops have
been held during the past 6 months to develop communication lines
between educational agencies and institutions and the rural and urban
Indians of Minnesota.

This interaction has led to the creation of the Minnesota Indian
Education Committee. The Minnesota Indian Education Committee
is coin
totally of Indian members, and is the first such group to
be established throughout the Nation.
The reservation tribal councils and urban Indian organizations have
recommended delegates who have been appointed by the State commissioner of education.

The committee will provide State education institutions and agencies with a direct and continuing relationship with Minnesota Indians.
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They will initiate action, as well as recommend direction and policy
regarding education programs. With developing and expanding efforts by the State, coordination will become a major function of the
committee.

It will provide direct access to the educational leaders of the State
by the Indian representatives. Educational needs were expressed for
program from preschool through adult levels.
Major progress has been made in the development of community
involvement and participation among the reservation areas through
the efforts of the Indian community action program (I-CAP) agency
in Bemidji, Minn.
Bemidji State College serves in a coordinating role and provides
technical assistance to the local CAP agencies on each of the reservations. These agencies provide such services as Headstart for preschool
Indian children, employment, recreation, and tribal assistance.

A "family approach' builds on the strong family relationships

which are characteristic of the Indian culture. Success is more likely
to occur when the family .unit (although the concept of "unit" varies
. Education
considerably) participatee in the educational pro
itional programs
needs are prevalent in all age groups because
have failed.
A statewide approach, though difficult to implement, is essential to
the success of the program for the following reasons :
1. To provide for the mobility of Indians between the reservation
areas and the urban centers.
2 To peavide continuity. between rural and urban efforts.
8. To facilitate the sharing of ideas and information.

4. To enable teacher exchange, and more effective in-service

pro grams.
5. To give recognition to existing tribal structures.
6. To gather all available resources to focus more directly on ee...1cations' problems.
The few educational successes and many failuree indicate the following components and concepts are essential in the implementation
of all programs in the family education project for Minnesota Indians:
1. Indian leadership and direction.
2. Indian community participation.
8.- "Open entry" employment of Indian adults and youth in educational programs.
4. "Career ladder" opportunities.
5. The inclusion of Indian culture and heritage as an integral part
of all activities.
6. A design to restructure traditional school settings and curricular
approaches.
.

.

7. Federal, State, and local support and facilitation.

As special services, educational programs, vocational training, materials, and resources become available to Indian families a network

of Indian education advisers of home-school coordinators will be
established to visit and inform Indian families of available educa-

tional opportunities.
They will receive special preparation to work with teachers, administrators, school psychologists and sociologists, and library per-
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n in programs operation, and to facilitate
n the schools and the Indian communities.
The home-school coordinators will serve in the districts in which

sound to pro

communication

they reside and will have opportunities for education and career
advancement.
Minnesota State plan for Indian education :

Commissioner Mattheis has asked Ed Cain and myself to prepare
a new State plan for Indian education.

After extensive traveling throughout Minnesota, talking with

Indian parents, school personnel, boards of education, and other educatio I institutions, we have come to the following conclusions:
1. Indian education must be a statewide program.
2. the program should provide special services for. Indian students;
8. educational service centers shall be located in three geographical
areas of Minnesota with adequate staffs;
staffs and,
to coordinate efforts in
4. Johnson-O'Malley funds will be
securing other Federal funds.
The Minnesota plan will provide a structure for the assessment,
planning, development, operation and evaluation of special educafor Indian children and youth.
tional services and p
The plan requires t a involvement and participation of Indian
youth and adults in all phases of program development and imple-

mentation, and approaches educational needs through the "family
unit" concept.
The basis for the' successful effectuation of the plan is determinate
upon the maximum utilization and coordination of existing resources

and programs through a statewide design.

The mobility of the Indian population of the State between the reservations and the urban centers necessitates a statewide approach.

School records show that some Indian children have transferred

schools as many as 18 times; as many as 35 percent will move during
the school year.

Continuity betwien urban and rural programs is vital because of
the mobility of Indian families, to facilitate sharing of information,
and to strengthen the stuff of rural schools with the specialists and
expertise available in the urban setting.
The statewide approach facilitates coordination between the Indian
people, the schools, the Minnesota Department of Education and the
colleges and universities.

We anticipate approval of this plan by the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs and will begin implementing it as soon as possible.

I might add here, as I indicated earlier, that Johnson-O'Malley

serves about 2,500 out of a possible 10,000.

At this time we cannot offer any services to schools having a large
number of Indians that do not reside on or near a reservation. We feel
that it is essential that we do.
Senator KENNEDY. Is it because of the inadequacy of the funds or
the interpretation?
Mr. Aninaz. I believe it is interpretation. The key to our State plan
is the necessity of providing special services to Indian youngsters, and
to reach all Indian pupils wherever they reside.
We are optimistic of its potential.
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The next few pages explain some exciting programs going on in
Indian education.
and Pete talked a little about them. I will not go over this.
They talk about the upward bound program in Minneapolis and the
STAIRS program. Both of these involve Indian parents in the educational process. They are tutorial in design, will also provide enrichment
in Indian history, culture, and sometimes in languages. The staff are
all Indians.

It has been in operation for about 6 months and it has created a

great deal of enthusiasm in the Indian communities.

I observed when it first started there were few Indians that would
oome to board meetings. At the last. meeting I attended in January,
you could hardly get. in the room. So this involvement is a real factor
here and we are encouraged.
Late last fall, the U.S. Office of Education extended an invitation to
Indians from Minnesota to provide testimony about ongoing programs
concerning Indian education in Minnesota. The Indian communities responded and presented an excellent program to that Office in November
of last year.
The US. Office indicated they had never quite heard such au impree
sive presentation as that presenteFl. This and other activities conducted
in Minnesota was the reason Minnesota was selected as one of the six

areas in the Nation that would receive special assistance from the
USOE.
The Department of Education, Minneapolis schools, and the Uni-

versity of -Minnesota have all submitted proposals dealing with different facets of Indian education. Some have been funded and others are
getting excellent reviews.
The most recent one was the library paposal funded for, I think it
was, $185,000. We also have committed some funds in the. Department
under ESA, title II, library section, to hold an institute at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota this summer where we will bring in librarians or

resource people from schools that have a large number of Indian yoymg-

stArs, to retain these librarians so that they can go back and begin to
use the materials that are becoming available, that will be helpful for
the instructional staff as well as the student body.
We also are going to concentrate on some developmental reading
programs in this area.
The other programs that are currently being reviewed are getting
excellent reviews. We think we are going to get a dropout prevention
program which would have a great deal of impact on Minnesota. Also,
this idea of parental involvement here.
Senator lEzmvenr. What are you trying to do in the dropout program! Do you give them personal counseling! Exactly how do you
go about that!
Mr. Aerrann. What we are attempting to do is to get school systems
to hire a large number of Indians to act as coordinators. What this
has meant in the past is that the school systems were hiring truant
officers to get kids to come to school. It had a negative impression on
Indian families.
What we would like to do here is to get Indians employed by the
school system that can relate both to the school setting and to the
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family setting, and that the large number of these people would act as
counselors to the Indian community, hoping that they could explain

the role of the school a little bit more so that they have a little bit

better grasp of the responsibilities here and also to provide the school
with information about the Indian communities.
The excellent cooperation between educational institutions in Minneaotal Indian communities, and the U.S. Office of Education is providing an excellent arena for action, in our State.
me conclude by saying that we have serious educational prob-

lems in the Indian communities of our State. We realize the great
task before us, and it will not be an easy one to solve.

We are extremely optimistic as there is an emergence of Indian
leaders in Minnesota who are dedicating themselves to improving
Indian education. The Indian people themselves are responding enthusiastically to the request for involvement in school affairs.
Educational institutions throughout Minnesota are also responding
to the challenges facing Indian education. The Department of Education is committed to providing a meaningful and worthy education
for Indian youngsters.

I might add here that the hiring of an Indian was perhaps their

first step and this has made a deep impression on Indian communities
throughout the State.
Assistance is needed on every level of government and it is reassuring to me as an American Indian to see the U.S. Congress listening to

testimony of Indians. I am confident that this great institution will
ark accordingly.

Mr. Chairman and members okthe committee, this concludes my

presentation. Thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Antsll, I want to commend you for your
statement and your response.
As I understand, Mmnesota is one of the outstanding States showing zoncern for the problems of Indian education.
I think your statement this morning reflects not only your interest,
but the interest and leadership of those in the State of Minnesota.

I think it is a great tribute to you and to the department which
you represent. I think it is a very complete statement, and I have
no questions at this time.
Mr. Airrzu.. Thank you very much.
Senator MONDALE. Mr. Chairman.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Antall, your statement says it is esti-

mated according to the last tribal records that there are 80,000 Indian
residents in Minnesota. What percentage of those are Chippewast
Mr. ANTELL. The vast majority of them. I would say upward to
25,000 would probably be Chippewa.
Senator YARBOROUGH. What tribes do the other 5,000 belong to?

Mr. Airre.m. There are Sioux Indians that provide the second largest number. The rest of them are very small in number: Menominee,
Oneida, Sac and Fox, some Pueblo, }These are very few in number.
Senator YARBOROUGH. The Sioux dialect is part of the great Sioux
1

aneTNTEm.' yes.
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Senator YARBOROUGH. What is the Chippewa, an Algonquin language I
ANTELL. Yes.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Quite a different language.

Mr. ANTELL. There is a standing disagreement between the Sioux
and Chippewa. If you read history as related to us by the white historians, the Chippewas drove the Sioux out
Senator YARBOROUGH. Is that your tribal history also?

Mr. ANTELL. It probably will be. We get a lot of joshing on this.
Senator YARBOROUGH. The charcoal-burnuigs show that the Maori

in New Zealand had accurate tribal records thousands of years old.
The charcoal said they were in New Zealand within 50 yea r§ of the
time when the Maoris-tribal history says they came to New Zealand.
So I don't discount tribal history being accurate.
Mr. ANTELL. I would say that the oral history is respected a great
deal and passed on from generation to generation.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Thank you. I want to congratulate you on

what you are doing in Minnesota. So far as I have heard and seen
from the testimony., we have no record of any other State that is
moving so progressively in this field. Congratulations to you. In the
interest of time, Mr. Chairman, I will forgo further questions.
.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, let me say how proud I am, representing Minnesota, to

see the great and inspiring work of the Upper Midwest Regional
Laboratory, the State department of education, the efforts by Mr.
Antell, and those of Mr. Anunentorp, who is also with the Midwest
Regional Laboratory. We do not have time today to hear from some of
the remarkable people at the University of Minnesota who have been
contributing so much to Indian education and the Minneapolis public
school officials.

I think in Minneapolis we have the best school superintendent in the

country. And in many other areas in Minnesota we are seeing a re-

markable effort to undo the tragedy of insensitivity and lack of
concern over the years.

We have a long list of witnesses, but I would still like to ask a long
list of questions. All day yesterday with our witnesses a common criticism of the present system of education for the American Indian has
been that there does not exist with the parents of the Indian children,
who are being educated, the authority to have something of substance
to say about the education of their children.
Now, in Minnesota only the smallest percentage of Indian children
actually end up in boarding schools. As I understand it: far less than

5 percent actually go to a-boardini school and all those outside the
State. Practically all of our schoolchildren are being educated in
public schools. Some of the schools are exclusively Indian such as at
Red Lake, where they have an Indian school board and presumably
control the curriculum.
Mr. Antell, you are a product, yourself, of a public school system.

Could you give us your conclusion as to whether you consider this
local control fundamental to the quality of Indian education ?
Mr. ANTELL. Yes, I think it very definitely is. I think it has been

the unfortunate experience that local school districts do have this
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orientation as to what the roles of the

of education members are, this is entirely lacking.
It seems to me it should be a priority system, to let these board members know that they have the control of that local school district.' So

Often, because of the mobility, we find many cases where board

members are elected and leave and come back, so they hayo no training

here and they are asked to sit on the board and many times the administrator of that local school system runs that school. It confeees ispea in relation to the responsibility of the department of education.
Many times it is passed on to the Indian school boards that they are
aced extensively by the department of education. This is not true.
ey do have local control vested there. It seems to me we have to do
something to prepare these board members to fulfill their roles.
Senator Moxneut. That is an interesting second element here. We

have talked primarily about the remote control by the Bureau of
boarding school3 in the past. Apparently you are testifying that there
are also problems of local control; that the school boards need-help.

If you have a chance, perhaps you can submit in writing some of

yours observations on these problems. I think it would be of value to
the obromittee.

I have one other question. Most of these schools to which you
have made reference are supported primarily through JohnsonO'Malley funds and the other two sections. Do those funds come

conditioned in any way to assure adequate concern for the quality of
Indian education or is it money that simply comes to the school district concerned to be used by them as they see fit I

Mr. Awrzur.. I think the Bureau of Indian Affairs would like to see
us use the money very differently than we have. It comes to us and we

give it \to the particular school districts; they use it as they see fit.
The Bureau recommends that we provide special services. But because of the lack of money available, we have to use this money for
the general operation of the school. We couldn't provide these services.

So in this particular case, we feel that the Bureau has taken some
important steps here, much further ahead of us. We just haven't been
able to Provide these special services because of lack of money. We
mentioned Red Lake a while sgo. I think this goes along with this
local control, that they just don't have money.
Senator MONDALE. As a matter of fact, the Bed Lake School is in

clanger qf closing, is it not

Mr. ANTIC/. They are very worried about making it through the
year with the amount of money they have. Although with the new
ation on our hot lunch program, this has freed some of our
Jo
u-O'Malley money. We anticipate being able to use this,
Senator MONDALE. Good. One further question.

Mrs. Christensen, you referred in your testimony to the upward

bound program in Minneapolis dealing with Indian youngetenk How
successful has that been in encouraging them and supporting them in
further educational work 11

Mni. Cniuseuxesar. It has only been going since September, so we
can't really say.
SODAEOT MONIDAIX. Thank you very much.
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Senator YARBOROTJGH. I would like to thank Minnesota and the
Chippewa Indians for the production of wild rice. I understan'd that
that is virtually a monopoly, that the Chippewas have a monopoly
on the harvesting of it. At the time the Massachusetts Bay Pilgrims
landed in the Massachusetts Bay Colony, it was growing all the way

east from the Atlantic Seaboard. Through pollution and other

things, it is- practically limited now to Minnesota. Does the Chippewa Tribe have a monopoly under the law there for harvesting its
Mr. ANTILL. That is a good point. As a matter of fact, they don't.
It is very unfortunate because of the State laws the Indian is coirung
out second best. They are developing some commercial processes and
this is sort of relegatin, the Indians position here to a secondary one.

Senator Mowears. Traditionally we have had these few wild rice
lakes which are unique kinds of lakes. Native wild rice only grows in

certain of the lakes. So the commercial interests, seeing there is a

.little money in it, have constructed artificial wild rice lakes and driven
the wild rice price down. That is one source of pretty decent money
that has come to our reservations, particularly some of the remote ones
like Nett Lake. If prices are driven down, it will be a sad day indeed
for the Indians of our State.
Senator YARBOROUGH. I am glad you clarified that. As you say, it
takes a unique kind of condition. Originally it grew all over the eastern
United States, at the time the Pilgrims came, but now production is
limited to Minnesota.
Senator $21flotZDY. I want to welcome Senator Hughes of Iowa, who
will :re serving on this subcommittmA as well as meeting his other. res_porasibilities to the full committee. He was an extremely distinguished
Governor of one of our great States and is very much interested in the
problems of Indian education. We want to welcome Senator Hughes

here. If you have any questions, we will be more than glad to hear
them.

Senator HUGHES Not right at this time.
Senator MONDALZ. Mr. Bellmon.

Senator Beraatort. Mr. Antell, I have been very much interested in
your testimony, particularly in the position you hold. In Oklahoma,
we have, of course, a large Indian population. It is my observation that

generally speaking the Indian adults have virtually no voice in the

educational program o fortheir children.
Since in Oklahoma, our Indian population is generally distributed
throughout the total community, it is very difficult for an Indian to win
a place on a school board. How do you in your capacity as a human

relations consultant operate in order to give the Indian adults more

of a voice t How do you go about making it possible for them to express
their opinions to the school authorities if
Mr. A.NTZLL. As I indicated, we are setting up these advisory councils. I am meeting with them very regularly.

Senator Bearatox. Advisory councils of

Mr. ANTELL. To school systems. For example, the Minneapolis school
system has a very active Indian advisory committee.

Senator Bala -ex. Made up of Indians I
Mr. Ammar.. AU Indians, right. So; as Rosemary indicated here, we
meet with them at least once or twice a month. These people are, in
turn, sitting and listening to testimony.
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Senator Bruatox. You say "we." You meal the advisory council
meets with whom it
Mrs. CHRISTENSEN. 'ire school administrators and the assistant su-

perintendent of urban affairs attends every meeting.
Senator Bitiziworr. Does your advisory council ever meet with the
school board of education?
Mr. ANTELL. Yes, they do. We also have a statewide Indian education committee, and through this we are trying to initiate action on a
local level in these reservation areas. A member that comes from that
area goes back and also sits in on board meetings and provides inputs
there.
Senator BELLMON. Nov, when your advisory council meets with an

administrator or school board, what sort of reception do you get or
what sort of counsel do you generally try to give?
Mr. ANTELL. In the ones that we have advisory councils, they are

very good. But this is the exception. On the vast majority of the

schools, we have not been able to make this step yet. Many of the communities have been a little bit leery of taking this particular step.
Senator BELLMON. The white community ?

Mr. ArrrEnn. Right.

Senator BELLMON. What about the Indians; are they willing or
even eager to voice their opinion ?

Mr. ANTELL. They are becoming quite vocal, especially with the
young leaders that are emerging now. They are beginning to state
their case very well.
Senator BELLMON. What is the role or what is the reaction of the
BIA to your work? Do they generally cooperate?
Mr. ANTELL. Yes; they have very little to do with public education

in Minnesota. They are supporting us financially through Johnson-

O'Malley. So, we have extensive meeting with them when we negotiate
the financial contract. They do do some supervisory work, also. But it
has been very good. The young man that is in there now is attending
a lot of our community prograint, getting involved with the community. We see this as a real asset here.

senator BELLMON. We have had some testimony before the subcommittee from Indians indicating that they would like to have or take
control of their own schools. Do you have an opinion about this?
Mr. Arrix.bn. I think it would be excellent on these reservation areas
here, and I think in Minnesota they do have this. There is no interference from the Bureau of Indian Affairs at all. They do receive some
static from the State Department now and then on rules and regulations. It is a matter of understanding their role as a board member.
Senator BEntatorr. The testimony has indicated that one reason the
Indians would like to have control of their own schools is to/reserve

their language and also to educate Indian young people in tribal
traditions and even religion. Do you consider this kind of system
to be a help or a hindrance so far as assisting an Indian young person
in obtaining an education and equipping himself to make his way?

Mr. ANTELL. I think it is very important, and I think this is a

local issue, a local possibility that this board has. They are not con-

vinced at this time that they should perhaps spend funds for this
type of program in competition with their basic education.
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I think they are

ing to see the value of this young Indian

having some pride an .dignity= knowing something about his history
aid culture. So they are
nning to move in this direction. We know
of no school board yet at this time that has adopted any curriculum
that would insure this.
Senator Bnuatort. Now the big problem seems to be related to the

dropout difficulty, that Indian young people who come from one

environment into a school system find it difficult to adjust and difficult

to learn at the same rate in the same way as the white children who
have a different cultural background. Do you have any suggestions
as to how this transition can be made?
Mr. ANTELL. This is a real difficult one. I think it is a combination

of the parents' understanding the role of the school and the school
having some understanding of that Indian family. To realize these
basic differences, value systems and attitudes, it seems imperative
that the teachers need a great deal of work in this respect. They get
caught up in the middle-class expectation of these kids.

There is really not much understanding on the part of teachers

and school personnel on that Indian youngster's background. It seems
to me that is one of the major areas that we need to concentrate on
with that particular teacher.
Senator BELLMON. I have one other question. One of the problems
that seems to contribute to the high dropout rate in Oklahoma is the
temporary or migratory nature of the employment that a lot of Indian

adults engage in. This means that a lot of the children might go to
school for a short time and be taken out while the family goes "off
to work or perhaps for a ceremony, something of this kind. Is there
r any way you know of that the Indian adults or Indian young people
could be made to appreciate more the value of education and the
great disadvantage that they do to young people when they are taken
out of school I

Mr. Alrrenn. Yes. We see this as a real problem, and I guess our
major task here is to convince the Indian population that education
will meet their needs. We find this migration, taking the kids out

of school for "tieing" in the fall when they are just starting, gets
them off on the wrong foot, they get behind in their lessons. They come

back and they are at a disadvantage because they are so far behind
in the class.

On the other hand, we think that if the teachers would understand
that this is a cultural part of the Indian's life, that they might also
be able to make some exceptions.

We in Minnesota have done many things for youngsters who live
on farms. They take their youngsters out in the fall during harvest
time, for deer-hunting. The schools seem to be able to adjust to this type

of situation. It seems to me if the teachers in the school system could
be a little bit more understanding about this cultural activity that the

Indian involve himself inas you mention, powwows, tribal celebrations; the Indian people just up and goit seems to me if the

teachers would understand this, they might be able to make this transition a little bit easier.
Senator BELLMON. Part of your work as a human-relations representative is working with Indian adults, trying to convince them that
they do their children a disservice when they interrupt their education?
29-651 0-69-pt. 1-8
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Mr. Arse.. Very definitely.

Mr. PETRAFESO: Senator, I think one of the things that we have to
address ourselves to is to focus on the teacher. Now, we have hit the idea
of local control, which I think is a good thing. In Minnesota we have
local control. At Red Lake Reservation, for instance, the school board
is all Indian. Now the children at Red Lake, at this particular reservation, are not getting an adequate education, and there is local control.
I think we need to focus and I think there needs to be more programs
directed at training this particular teacher. You mentioned having the

Indian child make the transition. I think that the teacher plays the

important role here in helping this child to make a transition, in helping this child to get the skills that are necessary if he chooses to use
them.

So I think that in addition to looking at the idea of local control,
which is good, we have to look at the training that these teachers are
getting in the schools.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM AMMENTORP, PROFESSIONAL STAFF FOR
THE UPPER MIDWEST REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Mr. AMMENTORP. I am also at the Regional Laboratory. We are

working in the project on the Red Lake School as outlined in the

testimony. The important point is that the weight of the problem of the
Indian child is direct interaction between him and the teacher, in terms
of curriculum materials, differences of points of view with Aspect to
values. This is where it hurts the child directly, in the classroom.

In order to combat the problem, I think the efforts that we direct
must be focused on the trtaning of the teachers, developing training
materials that can be usecrlargely individually and on an in-service
basis. I think we have a large number of teachers that must be trained
because we cannot simply reach these people through traditional means.

We have to devise training packages that must be used in the local

schools to bring these people up to date on Indian culture, on curriculum materials, and on school operation that will give them an opportunity to reach the child.
Senator BELLMON. The problem I see is that no matter how good the
teacher is or how good the curriculum is, they can't possibly teach the
child if he has gone off with his parents lo pick cotton.

Mr. AmitENTORP. Part of the problem is that the Indian parent
cannot see at this point the relevance of the school. I can't say that
I blame him greatly, because I think we have not delivered on the
promise that education holds for thachild.

I am inclined to agree with your major point that the child in Se

long run will be better prepared for a role in society if he is given the
same kind of training as the white child. Until we address ourselves
to that training, it is hard to convince the Indian adult that the child
should stay in school.

Senator BELLDIGN. Do you, in your work in the human-relations
field, make any effort to prepare materials for Indian adults to impress upon them the importance of keeping the children in school f How

do you go about trying to convince an Indian family that in the long
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run they are better of., to accept some sort of permanence and keep
their children in an educational institution
Mr. ANTAILIc At this point we don't have any published material.
Most of our work is doing field work, meeting with parents and im-

pressing upon them the need for the youngsters to receive this
education.

As Bill has said here, at this point they have not really seen this

need. They look at the history of some of their own experiences. They

begin to write off education. Their experiences have been very unpleasant in many cases.
It seems to me now that, with the type of people that we are getting in

the programs, that this might help the image of success as far as the
Indian us concerned as he begins to see other Indians in key positions
or who have gotten some further training, vocational training, or a college degree. We don't have enough of this. We should try to get this
in front of people much more than we do._
Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, may I ask another questionl

Mr. Antell, were you and your group here yesterday when we were

speaking to this lady and these gentlemen from Iowa about the GI
ball t Were you in the room I
Mr. ANTELL. No.

SenatosYassoaoues. The new GI bill of rights for the cold-war
period covers anybody who entered service on or after February 1,
1955. There are over 7 million discharged veterans. The VA is not
pushing this. Under this new-bill, broaderthan any hi the past, a person
co
out of military service can get his highschool studies finished

free. The Government pays for it. Then he starts using his entitlement to go to college.

You ought to see that every one of the Chippewas coming out of
service uses this to the maximum. It is a great opportunity for people
in the lower economic bracket of income to get a college education.

The Indians do their part militarily. They go and they get their
honorable discharge. It should be a great boon, I 'recommend that
you help see that they get instruction in this. If they wnt -it, they can
get vocational education, on-the-job education, on the farm, flight
training, go to business college, go to technical college. It covers every

scope of education now. This is the broadest GI bill we ever had. If
we can get my amendment through, it will be even better.

Mr. ANTELL. We do have an excellent scholarship program in Minne-

sota that is a combination of several different agencies contributing
here. The State legislature, in the last biennium, appropriated $75,000,
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs matched this with more, and with.
private foundations starting a program last year, approached $200,000.

We have 188 this yeas on scholarship programs.
Senator YARBOROUGH: In college?

Mr. ANTELL. In college. Our problem is that we don't have enough
high school_graduates.
Senator YARBOROUGH. That is the reason I mentioned, under this GI

bill, it reaches back to furnish a high school education, too. That had
not existed before. Previously, when the person went to high school,

he used up his entitlement. If you were in service as much as 18
months, then you get 36 months. That is 4 years of college. If they

have not finished high school and go to high school, the Government
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pays all that out first and then tiny start their 36 months. You can't
MAO on it. You get that word out.

You said about 40 percent of the tribe was going to the cities. What
has happened to them., in the cities? Has that been ,covered already?
What educational level ? Are they your better-educated Chippewas
that go to the cities? Do they have a !ob assured when they.go or do
they move into cities looking for jobs?
Mr. ANTELL. I think they go into the cities 13oking for jobs. Many
of them do not have a high school education.
Senator YARROW/LOH. Have they learned the practical Method, working in garages as mechanics? When they go to cities, do they have the
aptitude? Have they been trained as mechanics or in some trade or vocs.I -0
tion before they_ go to the cities?
Mr. ANTELl. No.

Senator YARBOROUGH. f they are not traiaed in anything, they are
more apt to be among thelmemployed than those who,are trained.
Mr. ANtraz. That is right.
Senator YARBOROXIVH. Thank you. I note what you say }Fee about

the law prohibiting putting what race people belong to on these

questionnaires. To you have any information about the percentage of
unemployed among the Indians of the 40 percent that moved off the
reservation into the-cities
Mr. ANTELL. No, we don't. Some of the 0E0programs on the reservations are doing some work on this. They are finding when they come
back that their statistics run around 60 percent unemployed.
..Senator YARBOROVOH. Unemployed in the cities or on reservations?
Mr. ANTELL. In both places.
Senator Yaaeonotroir. In other words, they leave the tribal doors open
and they come bi.ek when they want to?
Mr. ANTELL. Yes; there is free movement.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Murphy.

Senator MIAPHY.. I don't have any questions. I would like to say
that I am sorry that other dutie' did not permit me to be hero, but I
will read your statement very irefully. Foim what I did hear, I am
be moco; helpful to the committee. I thank you very much
certain it
for coming,
Senator BELLMON. Let me ask you a question. If I have understood
properly, in the State of Minnesota apparently, .xecpt for perhaps in
urban centers, the schools where Indian, children attend have a sizable
proportion of their student body who are Indians. Ierthat the case?
Mr. ANTELL. Would you repeat that, please?

Senator BEinatox. Except in the urban centers in your Sta
schools where Indian chi dren attend are totally Indian or 1

V
Indian or are they schools ith a small proportion of Indian students?

Mr. Airnaz... On. the I dian reservations, on the eight budgeted

schools, and these are--1
Senator BELtatoN. Will you define the term "budgeted school"?
Mr. ANTELL. Budgeted 'schools are ones that are on the reservation
and have very little -local revenue. We distinguisn between budgeted
and unbudgeted for the purpose of appropriating Johnson-O'Malley
moneysto offset the revenue. The other schools are located adjacent
to aDd they are generally a rural school district in Minnesota. The

.
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Indian youngsters coming off the reservations obtain their secondary
education there. This district in turn has to pay tuition cost, transportation cost, things like this
Senator Brazatosr. These schools are predominantly Indian schools;
the students are mostly Indians I
Mr. ArrrELL.- The eight budgeted schools are, yes; as high as 85 percent in some cases.

Senator MONDALE. We have several schools located next to small
reservations where the number of Indian children in the school system
is very small,
Senator BELLMON. In the situation where the Indian students are a
minority, perhaps even a small minority, do you feel that the approach
you mentioned, whiph is to give the students training in Indian culture
and history, is a prectical way to approach thedropout problem when
you are dealing with a group that is largely white?

Mr. ANTELL. I think that there is an awareness in the State as a
whole of doing this in every school system, that there is .a greater
appreciation of minorities. t seems to me that if we are going to get
these young Indians to develop some pride and dignity, they have to
do it because of their Indian background. They are Indians and they
are constantly told that. The only information they have is generally
negative. If these school systems would bring out the positive things

of the Indian history and culture, it would definitely help these
younpters.

itor BELLMON. You say it would help the young Indian students

as well as the white students?

Mr. Arrrem. Yes.
Mrs. einusTENSEN. I think white people should learn about Indians
as well as Indian people. I went to a secondary classroom in Minne-

apolis. One of the children asked me if the Indians still lived in
India. I think it is deplorable that they don't even know that they
live in the United States. I think it is time white people learn what
the ...!ndians really are.

Senator BELLstozi. Most of us think we know about Indians we

watch television. The reason I raised the question is that in Oklahoma
most of our Indian students attend public schools; u fact, practically
all of them do. In these circumstances, there may be only 2, 3, 5, or 10
percent Indian among the total enrollment.
I was wondering if the approach of trying to teach Indian culture to
the whole student body had been tried and what sort of reaction we
would get. I can see it might be of value to the white students as well
as to the Indians.
Senator KENNEDY. I want to thank you very much for appearing
here. It has been extremely helpful. I am hopeful, as a result of these
hearings, to develop some legislation. If you will be kind enough to
counsel with us and give us the benefit of your guidance, as you have
shown here your very oroad background and experience in this area,
it will be very helpful in the development of the legislation. We may
cell on you frequently in the future. We want to thank you for your
presence.
Mr. Awrezz. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

(The report entitled Indians in Minnesota follows :)
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Introduction
The American Indian has been viewed by most of us in motion pic-

tures, novels and on television as the antagonist in the drama of the
"westward march of civilization." These pictures and our limited personal contacts lead to no real understanding of the people. While we do
not have time in this study to recap the whole history of the great variety of Indian people, it is essential that we understand that this variety
does exist. When a group of members of the League visited Mr. Roger
Jourdain, Chairman of the Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, he said
we will do a service if we merely cast aside our generalizations and realize that these are men with the same hopes and aspirations as other men.
Many anthropologists believe that the Indians originally came to this
hemisphere from Asia, probably aeross what is now the Bering Straits.
Their migrations have been variously dated but some would appear to
have taken place longer than 12,000 years ago.
When Columbus discovered America, the variation in the levels of
civilization which existed here was greater than that in Europe at the
time of the Holy Roman Empire. The Mayas earlier had developed the
decimal system, 1000 years before it was used hi Europe. Their calendar
was superior to that in use anywhere in its time. Indian peoples contributed agricultural crops other than corn and tobacco potatoes, tomatoes, melons, squash, lima beans, cocoa, cotton, to name a few. They
used gold, silver and copper, rubber, chewing gum, drinking straws. The
weaving of the pre-Inca peoples has never been matched. Using cotton,
alpaca and vicuna fibers, 190 different classified hues in 7 color ranges,
and intricate weaves not yet duplicated by us, they contributed the finest
woven materials known. That their engineering feats were remarkable
can be seer in examples like the Inca fortress near Cuzco, built about
1450 A.D. Its huge stone blocks, weighing up to 200 tons, are fitted to-

gether so perfectly that a knife blade can rarely be inserted between
them. Or we can consider the Inca roads stretching over thousands of
miles of the Andes mountains with almost no variation in width.
The Mayas had a system of writing. The final act in the destruction
of their civilization was the burning of their books. Bishop Diego de
Landa, in his ReleciOn, wrote, ". . . as they contained nothing but superstition and lies of the devil, we burned them all, which the Indians
regretted to an amazing degree and which caused them great anguish."
"Their literature included history, science, the lives of great men, astronomy, astrology, prophecy, theology, ritual, legends and fables, 'cures of

diseases, and antiquities, and how to read and write with letters and
characters with which they wrote,' as Bishop Land* was told in the
1560's, and seemingly 'certain songs in meter,' and 'farces

[2]
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edies for the pleasure of the public: " (pp. 21-28, American Heritage
Book of American Indians.)
Where Indian peoples were urbanized, they developed complex social

and political structures. And even when they were not, they developed
sophisticated systems. Benjamin Franklin is said on good authority to
have copied the League of the Iroquois in designing the Federation of
States.
We cannot conclude that all Indians possessed nighly developed cultures. Many were extremely primitive. But their potential is at least as
high as that of non-Indians. In 1044, comparative studies of Indian and
white children were done by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the University of Chicago. Using two performance tests, the Grace Arthur Point
Performance Scale and the Goodenough "Draw-a-Man" test, Hopi, Zuni,
Papago, Sioux, and Navajo Indian children were compared with white
school children. All of the Indian groups did at least as well as white
children on the Arthur Scale, and every Indian group had a higher average than the white children on the Goodenough test. (Fey and McNickle,
pp. 117-8.)

The Chippewas were remote from the frontier and had little or no
historical role in the early days of the United States. Feeling the press of
displaced tribes in the East, they themselves moved westward and displaced the Sioux in large areas of Minnesota. The Minnesota Law Re-,
view (1958) suggests that "Chippewa claiin to aboriginal title may face
a Sioux claim of title prior in time to the Chippewa" (p. 858) . The aboriginal Chippewa were a hunting and gathering group. Theirs was not
an economy of abundancy, but, at its best, of sufficiency. In the spring
and summer, maple sugaring, berrying, and, finally, wild rice harvesting
brought together large groups of families and friends. Then community
life existed dancing, singing, the activities of the Grand Medicine Society and informal socializing. Families shared and worked together cooperatively. This social life lasted only as long as the short northern summers, and in the winter, individual families followed the lonely hunting
trail and life was extremely harsh. Even in the larger southdrn Chippewa
villages where people were somewhat more sedentary, this yearly cycle
held sway.

When the Indian was removed from his lands and restricted to a
small area, he lost his freedom, his way of life, and therefore his selfreliance and self-respect. He had no wish to become "civilized." It bore
no meaning or relevance to his way of life, and nobody tried to make it

relevant to him. Understandably, he has a fundamental resentment
against those who forced him to change his way of life and vino have held
him in abeyance for many years.

If our ancestors were unable to understand the value of a culture
which differed from theirs, let us hone that present day social studies
Boo bibliography for full reference.

C3]
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have made us more tolerant. We can cite many examples where the white
man's values clash with the Indian's. One fundamental difference is their

relation to the land. As recently as 1957, the Tuscaroras of New York
told the Federal Power Commission that their reservation was not for
sale. They explainid that it was part of their religious belief that the land
"dict not belong to us, we were only the custodians of it, and that we
were to preserve it for the coming generations. As such, the land cannot
be sold and is priceless, there can be no value placed upon it." (Edmund
Wilson, The New Yorker, Oct. U, 1959, p. 54.) They expressed a sense
of unity with nature and did not understand the whites' exploitation of
nature. Self-respect is measured not by how much wealth a man can amass
for himself but by how much he can give away. They conceive of t leader

as a servant rather than a "boss." Traditionally, they = valued being a
good ffunter, being able to determine one's own life, getting along well
with others, generosity, gentleness with children, caring for the aged,
fidelity to one's word, and the ability to "speak out" among men. They
prefer group action to individual action. Often in the past, when a white
man thought he was communicating with a leader, he war really speaking to a man who had been selected for his ability to express a group
decision. He was not a leader in our sense of having folic viers. When we
say, "If we could only get to their leaders . . ." it is hard for us to realize that perhaps by our definition, they don't have any. The word of one
man does not necessarily indicate that the group is committed.

Between their culture and ours lies the history of our treatment of
them which has always been a mixture of conscience and convenience.
Only last year, we broke our oldest treaty with the Indians, signed by
George Washington and the Senecas of New York, to acquire land for
the Kinzua Dam. In a lecture on August 1, 1992, Mr. Harold Fey observed that when we talk of educating, assimilating, and bringing religion
to Indians, most ,c4 us are still trying to destroy Indians as Indians. We
feel they must accoMmodate themselves to the white man's culture, a
culture which, on the other hand, is not prepared to accept them. Indians

feel that they are still beinr "dealt with." Is is any wonder then that
they are often described as bewildered, aimless, or hopeless?
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Treaties and Claims
When white settlers first came to this continent, Indians held the
balance of power and our government was forced to deal with them
through treaties and other agreements. These contracts were intended to
make peace with the Indians and to acquire lands for white settlement.
Later, as Indian power waned, the treaty-making period ended. Indians

were confined to reservations, and the nation turned its attention to
other matters. There was a second, transitional, period in which restrictions on land-holding were relaxed and tribes were gradually given a large
degree of self government. The most recent policy of Congress, embodied
in House Concurrent Resolution 108 (see p. 13), is one of complete federal withdrawal, integration of the Indian population and termination of
reservations. Since 1953, experiences with termination have been unfortunate, and the present practice of the Bureau of Indian Affairs is not
to push for terminate m. Resolution 108 still stands, however, as Congress's statement of the ultimate goal.
It is important to take a good look at the treaties which the United
States government entered into with the Indian tribes, because it is only
through the treaties that it is possible to understand the basis for Indian
claims, evaluate 9.ny Indian land or other property rights, and consider
the controversial matter of federal withdrawal.
"Until 1871, relationships were established with the various Indian
tribes through treaties, the power stemming from the Constitution as in
the case of treaties with a foreign nation. Approval also took the same

course a two-thirds vote of the Senate. After the making of Indian
treaties was abolished in 1871, the United States concluded 'agreements'
with the various tribes which were then ratified by both houses of Congress. This permitted the House to have a voice in Indian Affairs. It was
expressly provided by statute that the obligations already incurred would
not be lessened and the treaties, then in existence were to remain in force.
"This ban on treaty-making with the tribes has created considerable

confusion, much of it semantic. To many the word 'treaty' imparts
greater obligation than an 'agreement' embodied in an act of Congress.

In practice, the Indians continued to call every written agreement a
treaty whether it was in fact or not. There-was no change in the method
of negotiation. Both btore and after 1871 representatives of the United
States would meet with the chiefs of a tribe, work out a satisfactory arrangement, put it in writing, sign it, and send it to Washington. In fact,
there appears no difference in effect between a 'treaty' or an 'agreement,'
since either can be abrogated, revised or renegotiated by Congress, with
or without the consent of the Indian tribes.

"However, the argument has been made that in the Treaties the
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United States treated the tribes as international nations, which it was
receiving into its guardianship. The idea of the Federal Government acting as guardian of the Indians is said to stem from a phrase in a 1784

treaty with the Six Nations in which the United States received the
tribes 'into their protection.' In this treaty, as well as in subsequent ones,

the United States did appear to accord the Indians an international
status, one of the treaties containing a type of extradition arrangement
whereby the tribes promised to deliver any Indian robbing or murdering
a white to the nearest military post to be punished by the laws of the
United States. An amendment to that same treaty in 17$9 contained a
type of mutual assistance agreement whereby the United States and each
tribe promised to inform the other if information were received of an uprising being plotted, the Indians agreeing to deny passage through their
Isola to hostile bands. One further article permitted the Indians to punish as they saw fit whites settling on lands confined to the Indians, and
such whites were to be 'out of the protection of the United States.'
"Much as this would indicate a conclusion that the Indian tribes were
dealt with as having an international status, no validity can attach to it.
Congress can abrogate unilaterally a treaty with any foreign government
as it can abrogate a treaty with any Indian tribe, or an agreement which
does not bear the meaningless designation of 'treaty.' The real explanation is that the Federal Government in its dealings with the Indians followed a realistic course. Its goal was peace with the tribes, and, later, the
securing of land for white settlement. As the power of the tribes waned
so did the reflection of bilateral negotiation in both treaties and agreements. The path of federal activity to date appears conclusive against
attaching any great significance to the treaty status, shattering an idea
which lingers on in. the minds of many Indians." (Minnesota Law Review, Vol. 89, June -1985, No, 7, pp. 855-868.)
Historically, two quite different attitudes had an influence on treaties

with the Indians. One reflected the hostility of the French-Indian Wars.
The "Treaty of Paris" (1768) disposed of the eastern half of the United
States without any reference to the claims of ownership of the Indian
tribes who lived there. In other words, it was assumed that the aboriginal

tribes had neither title to the

fl nor sovereignty. Title was in the

Crown exclusively.

Under English Common w, subscribing to this idea, Indian occupancy of the soil was merely right of user, the land was subject to being

reduced to ownership by treaty, and the dominant power reserved the
right to extinguish the possessory rights of the Indiana.
The other concept of Indian title, developed by Francisco de Vitoria,
was that Indians were "true owners, both from the public and private
standpoint," since -Certain basic rights inhere in men as men. This idea
was embodied in the Northwest Ordinance (1787) : "The utmost good
faith shall always be observed towards the Indians; their lands and property shall never be, taken from them=without their consent; and in their
[611
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property, rights, and liberty they never shalt be invaded or disturbed,
unless in just and lawful wars authorized by Congress; but laws founded
in justice and humanity shall, from time to time, be made, for preventing
wrongs being done to them, and for preserving peace and friendship with
them."
Land transactions of the United States Government end the Indian
have been referred to as the biggest real estate deals in history. It is not
surprising that alleged error in this type of claim make up a substantial
number of cases handled by the Indian Claims Commission which was
set up in August, 1946. One of the earliest, United States vs. Aleea Band
of Tillatnooks (1946) 329 US 40 held that the Federal Government was

bound to pay Indians when it took from them land which they held
under aboriginal ownership.
The Claims Commission has jurisdiction over five types of claims:

1. Claims in law or equity arising under the Constitution, laws, or
treaties of the United States.
2. All other claims with respect to which the claimant would have
been entitled to sue in Federal Court, if United States were subject to
suit. Example: Suit by Tribe v. State of Minnesota.
3. Claims based on alleged fraudulent treaties, contracts, agreements,
or claims based on duress, or mutual or unihiteral mistake.
4. Claims based on the taking of lands by the United States, without
the payment of compensation agreed to by the cIttimant.
v,,
5. Claims based on fair and honorable dealings not recognized by any,
existing law or equity.
The- Act setting up the Indian Claims Commission expressly provided

that claims would be heard "notwithstanding any statute of limitations
or laches," or delay. Also, it provided that "No claim accruing after ugust 18, 1046, shall be considered by the Commission." (28 U.S.C.A.605
provides that the Court of Claims shall have jurisdiction of claims (+teeming after August 13, 1946) At any time daring a hearing of the Indian
Claims Commission, the Commission can certify "distinct and definite

questions of law" for instructions from the United States Court of
Claims. After final decision, there is a three-months period in which
either party can appeal to the Court of Claims; and the decision of the
latter court,, in turn, is appealable to the Supreme Court of the United
States.
The statement already made, that Congress Eas the power to abrogate Indian treaties, has a limitation that,must be noted. Certain provisions of the treaties give rise to what is called "vested property rights."
For example, several of the treaties which the government made with the
Chippewa- Indians provided that the Indians reserved a right to hunt,
fish and gather wild rice, or provided that certain land assigned to individual Indians was to be exempt from real estate taxes. These are vestecL
property rights that fall within the protection of the Fifth Amendment
C7]
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of the United States Constitution. Such a right cannot be taken except
for a public use and for just compensation. A question of constitutionality is involved in Termination Acts which provide that after a stated
number of years, the reservation land is to be subject to real estate taxes.
In Minnesota, there are nine treaties between the various bands of
Chippewa Indians and the United States government, and one treaty
between the Chippewa Indians and the Sioux which established a boundary describing the agreed territory of each (Treaty of 1825) .
There were five treaties with the Sioux Indians, the last two of which
ceded nearly a million acres on the north' bank of the Minnesota River,

at a price to be fixed by the Senate. (The Indians were so confident of
generous treatment that their delegations to Washington consented to
treaties which completely transferred their rights to the lands but which
left the purchase price to be fixed by the "Great Council of the Great
Father," the United States Senate!) These two treaties, signed July 19,
1868, and the ensuing delay of two years before the Senate awarded the
Indians 800 an acre for land worth five dollars an acre are cited among
causes for the Sioux Outbreak by Folwell.
An act of Congress of February 16, 1868, abrogated all the treaties
with the Sioux and left them homeless. The exiled Sioux were shipped
out of the state by steamer from the St. Paul levee, where thele was
"hooting and stone throwing but no serious damage to the defenseless
cargo," according to Folwell (Vol. II, p. 269) . In later years, some of
the Sioux returned to Minnesota, and the present day Sioux communities in southern Minnesota are made up of small acreage allotments
assigned to them by the government to relieve their distrIss.
All of the Minnesota Indian treaties have in commod that they describe the land ceded, and with the exception of the two Sioux treaties
of 1858; already noted, set out the consideration: money, goods (blacksmith and fanning tools and implements, cotton cloth, blankets, etc.) ,
and services. But the background in which they were negotiated and the

fact that their main purpose was to open land for white settlement
should be kept in mind. The custom of fur traders to extend credit to
the Indians resulted in pressure on the Indians to cede their land to get
cash to pay their debts. In the case of the'Sioux treaties, the, money paid
can be traced almost directly into the hands of traders.
Finally, it should be stated that there. is Indian land in Minnesoti"
untouched by treaty cession. The Red Lake Indian Reservation is uniqUe
among Chippewa Indian reservations in that it is not land ceded to the
United States Goigrnment by treaty and then set aside for a reservation for the Indians. The Red Lake Indian Band never ceded, but hold
their land communally under original aboriginal title. The Red Lake
Band also did not accept allotment (see p. 10)
The nine treaties between the United States Government and the
Chippewa Indians are listed as follows:
Ca]
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Treaty of 1837
Treaty of 1847

Treaty of 1847

St. Peters The Chippewa Nation (Page 491; 7 Stat. 536)
Fond du Lac Chippewa of the Lake Superior and Mississippi Bands (Page 567; p Stat. 904)
Leech Lake Pillager Band of Chippewa (Page 569; 9 Stat.
908)

Treaty of 1854

La Pointe

Treaty of 1855

Washington, D.C. with Named Chiefs representing Various
Bands of Chippewa (Page 635; 10 Stat. 1165)

Treaty of 1863

Lake Superior and Mississippi Band (Page 648;
10 Stat. 1109)

Washington D.C. Missisaippi, Pillager, and Lake Winni-

Treaty of 1863

bigoahish Bands (Page 839;16 Stat. 1249)
Old Crossing of Red Lake River, Minnesota and the Red
Lake and Pembina Bands (Page 853;13 Stat. 667)

Treaty of 1866

Washington, D.C. -- Bois Fort Band (Page 916, 14 Stat.
765)

Treaty of 1867

Washington, D.C.

With 10 Named Chiefs of the Missis-

sippi Band, starting with Hole-in-the-Day, the Younger

(Pafe 974; 16 Stat. 719)
(Page numbers above refer to Sappier Laws and Treaties,

B.)

The five treaties with the Sioux are:
1. Treaty of September 29, 1837 (7 Stat. 538)
2. Treaty of July 23, 1851 Treaty of Traverse des Sioux (10 Stat. 949)
3. Treaty of August 5, 1851 Treaty of endota (10 Stat. 954)
4. and 5. Treaties of July 19,1858 (12 Stat. 1031; 12 Stat. 1037)

Federal Laws
A catalogue of laws is forbidding, but in the interest of brevity, we
are presenting them in this form. The most frequehtly cited laws are
starred.
1787 NORTHWEST ORDINANCE. This Ordinance exerted a constructive, humanitarian spirit, And undertook to protect the rights of Indians
in the land they occupied. In essence, it recognized Indian sovereignty.
MARCH, 1789 CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES. Article I, Section 8, the Commerce Clause, gives Congress the power "to regulate
commerce with foreign nations, and with the several states, and with the
Indian tribes." Article II gives the President power to make treaties with
the consent of the Senate (two-thirds vote necessary for ratification) .
(See 1924 for the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.)
AUGUST 7, 1789, Acr or, STAT. 49. Established the Department of
War and provided that that Department should handle, in addition to
its primary military affairs, "such other matters . . . as the President of
the United States shall assign to the said Department . . . relative to
Indian affairs."
MARCH 11, 1824, Acr or. The Bureau of Indian Affairs was established
by order of the Secretary of War. (See Federal Indian Law (1958) Dept.
of Interior, U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington, D.C.) However, it
was not until June 30, 1834, that all act was passed (4 Stat. 735) which
provided for the organization of a Department of Indian Affairs.
C97
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JOLT 9, 1832, Acr or, 4 STAT. 564. General Indian prohibition law.
MARCH 3, 1849, Acr or, 9 STAT. 395. The Bureau of Indian Affairs
was transferred froni the Department of War to the Department of the
Interior.
MARCH 8, 1863, Acr or, 12 STAT. 652. Provided for the removal of all

Sioux then in custody of the government to some place outside of any
state as a punishment for the Sioux uprising.
*MAncH 3, 1871, Ac-r or, 16 STAT. 586; 25 USCA 71. This Act ,abol-

ished the treaty-making method of dealing with Indiamaggiving the
House of Representatives a voice in future dealings with Indians, and
provided that no Indian nation or tribe be recognized as an independent
nation with whom the United States may contract by treaty. The Act
also provided that no treaty obligations already made were to be invalidated or impaired. It provided (Sec. 3) for the withdrawal from noncitizen Indians and from Indian tribes the power to make contracts involving the payment of money;for services relative to Indian lands or
claims against the United States; unless such contracts should be approved by the Commissioner *Indian Affairs and the Secretary of the
y of the grievances of the Indians were grievances
Interior. Since
wagainst these o eers, the Indians were effectually depriVed by this statute of one of the most basic rights known to, the common law, the right
to free choice of counsel for the redress of injuries.
*'FEBRUARY 8, 1887, Acr. or, 24 STAT. 388. The General Allotment Act

or Dawes Act. This Act was
posed in the belief that "The enjoyment
and pride of the individual ownership of property is one of the most effective civilizing agencies." The principal provisions were: (1) The Presi-

dent of the United States was authorized to allot tribal lands in designated quantities 160 acres to each family head, eighty acres to each
single person over 18 years and each orphan under 18, and 40 acres to
each'other single person under 18. (2) Each Indian would make his own
selection; but if he failed or refused, a governmeut agent would make the

selection for him. (3) Titles were continued in trust for 25 years, or
longer, at the President's discretion. (4) Citizenship was conferred upon

all allottees and upon other Indians who abandoned their tribes and
adopted "the habits of civilized life." (5) Surplus tribal lands remaining
after allotment might be sold to the United States. (Fey and McNickle,
p. 74). In 1887, Indians owned approximately 140,000,000 acres of land.
As a result of this law and its amendments, in the next 45 years their
holdings were reduced by 90,000,000 acres. Another effect has been that
division among heirs has resulted in parcels which are economically useless. This is one of the most important statutes of Indian legislation.
JANUARY 14, 1889, ACT or, 28 STAT. 842 (Kappler, Laws and Treaties,

Vol. 1, p. 301.) In Minnesota, land was allotted to Chippewa Indians
-under the Nelson Act for the "relief and civilization of Chippewa Indians
of the State of Minnesota." Where, title was not restricted, for the most
part, Indians sold their land; and timber rights, which resulted in land10 3

25.-861 0-41)pt. I-8
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less Indians who also were shortly without money. In Minnesota, only
the Red Lake Band elected not to allot tracts to individuals. The result
is that Red Lake alone remains a solid block of Indian land, while other
reservations are checkered with white-owned tracts. This is the crucial
difference between an open and a closed reservation.
Join 2,1924, Acr or, 48 STAT. 253; 8 USCA 3. All Indians born within the territorial limits of the United States became citizens of the United
States. This Act clarified the status of those Indians in Minnesota who
had not previously secured citizenship through marriage to white men,
through military service, or through receipt of allotments or special treaties or statutes. They were also given the vote. (By virtue of the 14th
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, Indians as citizens of the United
States automatically become citizens of the state of their residence.)
* 1928

Tian MIRIAM SURVEY. Entitled The Problem of Indian Ad-

ministration. The survey drew unfavorable comparisons between the
service standards of the Indian Bureau and those of state agencies and
ultimately led to a series of statutes looking to the transfer of power over

Indian affairs from the Department of the Interior to the states. This
survey was the first objective, scientific statement of Indian conditions.
It was made at the request of the Department of the Interior, and was
completed by Lewis Meriam and a staff of associates for the Institute of
Government Research. The central finding of the survey was that "most
India* were poor, ill-housed, in bad health (tuberculosis was prcaent to
an alarming degree), backward, discontented, and apathetic. A major
cause, according to the report, lay in the Allotment Act and its swift,
across-the-board application to all tribes whether prepared for it or not."
(p. 123 Justice) The report proposed a single principle of action: that
education in the broad sense be recognized as the primary task :of the
Indian service.
*APRIL 16, 1934, Acr or, 48 STAT. 598; 25 USCA 452. Also known as

the Johnson-O'Malley Act. It authorized the Secretary of the Interior to
enter into education and welfare contracts with schools and states to
provide for education, medical attention, agricultural assistance and social welfare, including the relief of distress of the Indians in the state. It
provided funds to assist school districts that bad a-preponderance of taxfree Indian lands. The JOM education contact with the State of Minnesota this year amounted to $156,000. The welfare foster care contract
amounted to $230,000. There were some minor amendments to this Act
in-1036. (See Act of June 4, 1936, 49 Stat. 1458.) "The Johnson-O'Malley
Act contemplates that the SecretaryL-4-4he Interior will fix minimum,
educational standards not less than the highest maintained by the State.
This important requirement in the Act permits the Federal Government
to set out and enforce standards and to see, that teachers have a basic
understanding of probleqis that develop from merging two cultures. This
money can also be used for training teachers in techniques necessary for
dealing with children where English is used as a second language, or for
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engaging supplementary teachers." (A Program for Indian Magna,
1961, p. 32)
* Jul= 18,1934, Acr or, 48 SAT. 984, 25 USCA 461. Indian Reorganisation Act. The purpose of this Act was to conserve and develop Indian

lends and resources; to extend to Indians the right to form business and
other organizations; to establish a credit system for Indians; to grant
certain rights of home rule to Indians; to provide for vocational education for Indians; and others. It provided for the acquisition' of lands to
be made into Indian reservations. The adoption of the Indian Reorganization Act marked the first time '.:,at statutory support was, given the
broad educational principle laid down in the Meriam Survey. The real
heart and core of the Act was the recognition of the inherent right of
Indian tribes to °partite through governments of their own creation, and
through business corporations which the tribes could create and 'wane.
The result of this Act was that for the first time Indians began 'co have
some idea, through their own experiences, of the mechanics and philosor
phy of American society. Representative leadership began to develop.
Anwar 14, 1935, Acr 0; 49 STET. 620, 42 USCA 801. Social Security
Act. It provided, for old-age assistance tinder Title I, aid to dependent

children under, Title IV, aid to .e blind under Title X. This law; of
course, was not passed primarily for the Indian people, but it fas had a
great effect on them.
AUGUST 1;1946, Acr or, 60 Sur. 1049, USCA, 2A, Szcrrox 70. This
Act established the Indian Claims Commission. Its purpose was to hear
and determine claims. against the United States on behalf of any Indian
tribe or group of American Indians. (see p. -7). At the present time,
there are several petitions before this body which include the Chippewa
Indians of Minnesota as a party to the petition. Most of these petitions

involve a claim by the Indian tribe that they were not paid the true
market value of the land, as values were at that time, the date of sale.
The amount of money claimd is considerable, being in excess of $50,000, 000. What final disposition the Indian Claims Commissinn will make
of the alleged damages suffered is, of course, unknown at this time.
1968Boom COMM/1181024. The Commission reviewed the record

of Indian Affairs administration, repotted on gaids in self-government,
education and economic enterprise. It was even more vecific in citing
the gains made under the Indian Reorganization Act. The 'Commission
-proposed to turn the responsibility for the' Indian social lirograms over

to the states, terminate tax exemption for Indian lands, and transfer
`tribal property to Indian-owned corporations.
Sirrraionst 98,1950, ACT or, 64 STAT. 987; 20 IISCA
Lem
815. This Act authorized federal aid forbuilding toiichool districts which

provide free public education to substantial numbers of children who
reside on tax-exempt land, Le ',principally chldien residing:lin Indian
the Department of Health, Education.
reservations. It administered
and Welfare.

.
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&prim= 30, 1960, ACP or, 84 STAT. 1100; 20 USCA 238; PUBLIC
Law 874. (Expanded in Act of August 12, 1958, 72 Stat. 548, to include
Indians.) Under Public Laws 874 and 815, Congress appropriated money
to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, to be paid school districts where federal activities have an impact.
(Impact is used in the sense of an increased load on local educational
Agencies because of federal activities.) It should be noted, however, that
both Public Law 874 and 815 prohibit tillection or control over the personnel, curriculum or program of the public schools. Consequently, Oen
this money is used for the education of Indian children, the federal gov-

ernment is barred from setting standards or supplying the additional
classes often needed by Indian children. (A Program for Indian Citizens,
1981, p. 32.)

Aoauer 1, 1953, noun Conctinnzwr Raw; LvrioN 108. (The Senate
Concurring), INDIANS. We will quote this in full, since it is the most
recent expression of policy by Congress.
WEBRLAS it is the policy of Congress, as rapidly as possible, to make the

Indians within the territorial limits of the United States subject to
the same lairs and entitled to the same privileges and responsibilities
as are applicable_to other citizens of the United States, to end their

status as wards of the United States, and to grant them all of the
rights and prerogatives pertaining to American ci ..tizenship; and

Wanness the Indians within the territorial limits of the United States
should assume their full responsibilities as American citizens: Now,
therefore, be it Resolved by the House of Repiesentatives (the Senate
Concurring), That it is declared to be the sense of Congress that, at
the earliest possible time, all of the Indian Tribal and the individual
members thereof located within the States of California, Florida, istew
York, and Texas, and all of the following named Inf''an tribes and
individual members thereof.. should be freed from Federal supervision
and control and from all disabilities and limitations speciully appliesble to Indians: The Flathead Tribe of Montana, the Klamath Tribe

of Oregon, the Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin, the Potowatamie
Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska, and those members of the Chippewa
Tribe who are on the Turtle Mountain Reservation, North Dakota.
It is further declared to be the sense of Congress that, upon the release of such tribes ad individual members thereof from ouch illua-

4

bffities and limitations, all offices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in
the States of California, Florida, New York, and Texas and all other
'offices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs whose primary purpose was to
serve any Indian tribe or individual Indian freed from Federal supervision should be abolished. It is further declared to be the sense of
Congress that the Secretary of the Interior should examine all it:fisting legislation' dealing with such Indians, and treaties between the
Government of the United States and each such tribe, and report to
0133
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Congress at the earliest practicable date, but not later than January
I. 1954, his recommendations for such legislation as, in his judgment,
may be fleetingly to accomplish the purpose of this resolution.
The resolution was cut in terms granting Indians the rights and privileges of citizens, but they were already American citizens by federal law
and they already had the rights possessed by white citizens. The resolution is not so important for what it would give Indians as for what it
would remove from them.
Since Resolution 108 was adopted, :11 basic termination laws have
been passed to implement it Experiences of the terminated tribes have
been described as disastrous, and confusion, fear and distrust are felt by
those Indians who anticipate termination in the future. "One reason
Indians oppose termination is that they fear the loss of tribal land. Between 1353 and 1957, more than a million and a half acres of Indian land

were taken out of trust. It is estimated that practically all of this land
was sold to non-Indians. The rate of sale has been approximately 3 percent per year which means that Indians in this 4-year period have lost
approximately 12 percent of their lands." (P. 123, 124, Justice.) "Since
1950 the major controversy in Indian affairs has been whether the United

States should follow a program of pressing for prompt termination of
tribes without the consent of their members. This uppeared to be the
goal until September, 1958, when Secretary of the Interior Fred, A.
Seaton, in a radio broadcast in Flagstaff, Arizona, stated that none would

be terminated without the consent of its members." (P. 8 A Program
for Indian Citizens 19814 Present Bureau policy seems to be not to press
for termination. But we must remember that this resolution, as a statement of the policy of Congress, is still in effect; what has been. altered is
the timing.
Attousr 15, 1953, Acr or, 47 STAT. 580; 18 USCA 1181; PUBLIC LAW

277. Repealed federal prohibition against the use of liquor by Indians
away from reservations. Use on or off reservations must conform to state
and/or tribal laws.
*Ammar 15, 1958, Ayr or, 67 STAT. 588, PUBLIC Law 280. This Act

assigned to five states, including Minnesota, jurisdiction over law and
order on Indian reservations with the approval of the tribe. It should be
noted that the Act has written into it the express exception, "Nothing in
this section shall authorize the . . . taxation of any real or personal
(trust) property . . or deprive any Indian . . . of any right under
Federal treaty with respect to hunting, or fishing . . or the licensing or
regulation thereof." For a discussion of the impact of this legislation, see
"'rite Administration of Justice" section of this report.
Jura 17, 1954, At or, 68 S. 250, 25 USCA 891, Promo Law 399.
This Act proviZed fors per capita distribution of Menominee tribal
funds and authorised the withdrawal of the 'Menominee Tribe from federal jurisdiction. The final termination date was April 80, 1981. This was'
14
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the first act of its kind, and it has been folloWed by several acts of a similar nature. The Menominee tribe is having a difficult 'time. Their lands
have become a -separate county, their lumber industry is very depressed,
and they must provide their own relief.
JOLT 14, 1954, Acr OF, 68 STAT. 458, 7 USCA 1881, Pumas LAW 480.

To prevent wash of commodities acquired through price-support operations, the Commodity Credit Corporation is authorised, among other
things, to donate such commodities to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for
use in non-profit school lunch -programs and in the asSistance of needy
persons.

AUCIU&16, 1954, Act or, 88 Sur. 674; 42 USCA 2001; Punuc Law
588. This Act transferred the maintenance and operation of hospital and
health facilities for Indians from the Bureau of Indian Affairs to the Public Health Service. It took effect on July 1, 1955.
Punuc LAW 959 (1950 . This Act provided vocational training for
qualified Indiana.
Pusan Law 87-275 (1958) 70 Sus. 988; 25 USCA 509. Vocational
Training Program eligibility; contracts or agreements. In miler to help
adult Indians who reside on or near Indian Reservations to obtain, rea

sonable and satisfactury employment, the Secretary it authorised to
undertake a program of vocational 'raining that provides' for vocational'
counseling, or guidance, institutional training in any' recognized vocation
or trade, apprenticeslnp and on-the-job training for periods that do not
exceed 24 months:-Available to India= ago 11/4;48 years. Provides transportation. subsistence during course of training.
Auuvwr 11, WA Ace or, 72 STAT. 548, Ponsab Lim 86-820. PL 874.

was expanded to include Indian area.

t',

JULY 12, 1980, Ace or, 74 STAT. 469; 14111(3 LAW 88-034. 'This Act

provided a fine and/or imprisonment for removing No-hunting or trapping, or fishing signs, or boundary markers from Indian reservation land.
It is aimed at white poachers.
Jun2.18, 1981, Act or, 75 STAT. 92; $5 USCA CRAP. 2-A, Sac. 70;

Pulse Law 87-48. This Act sets the termination date of the Indian
Claims Commission as five years fsomAnd after April 10,1982, or at such
time as the Commission shall have made its final report to the Congress
on all claims filed with it.
1961, PUBLIC LAW 87-17. The Area Redevelopment Act. (See Ecoic
)
nomproblems
75 Sexr. 510;. 11P3CA. 470
Pormic Law 87-250
Indian Corporations: Appropriations for loans. Authorised an app
ation of $20,000,000 for a revolving fund, under the administration of the
.

Secretary of the Interior,. to be available to Indian chartered corporations, for the purpose of promoting the economic development of the
tribes and of their members. (This section amended the amount available

for loans to Indian chartered corporations from $10,000,400 to $90.000,000.)

r153
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The Bureau of Indian Affairs
The Bureau of Indian Affairs was created in the War Department in
1824 and transferred to thp Department of-the Interior at the time of its
establishment in 1849. The main objectives of the Bureau's programs are:
maximum 'Indian economic self-sufficiency; full participation of Indians
in American life (this means that Indians will adjust to whites, not that
whites will adjust to Indians) ; and equal citizenship privileges and responsibilities for Indians.
The major functions of the Bureau with respect to its work with Indians and with natives of Alaska' are:
1. To act as trustee with respect to Indian lands and moneys held in
trust by the United States and to assist the owners in making the most
effective use of their lands and other resources.
L. To provide public services when needed such as education and
welfare aid wise these services are not available to Indians from other
agencies.

3. To furnish guidance and assistance for those Indians -rho wish to
leave reservation areas and enter normal channels of American economic
and social life.
4. To collaborate with the Indian people (both tribally and individually) in the development of programs leading toward full-fledged Indian
responsibility for the management of their own property and affairs as

well as the gradual transfer of public service recdonsibilities from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to the agencies which normally provide these
services to non-Indian citizens.
The Minneapolis Area Office of the BIA has general supervision of
the Bureau's activities in the states; of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan,
and Iowa. The Minnesota Agency, located in Bemidji, has administrative
jurisdiction over all Bureau operations in Minnesota.
Bureau services in the Minneapolis Area are these:
1. Relocation Services (now called Employment Assistance) to assist
Indian individuals and' families who wish to leave the reservation for relocation purposes. The objective is t..) make it possible for Indians to
move from areas where th opportunities for making a living are very
limited, to urban centers ere employmdnt is more readily available.
Participation in this program , purely voluntary.
L. Adult Vocational Training. Training is given selected, eligible Indians, ages 18 to 35, at any qualified vocational school.
3. Industrial Development, wherein industries are encouraged to locate on or near reservations to make employment opportunities available
to those Indians preferring to remain on reservations.
4. Education. The federal government contributes to the cost of edu-

cating eligible Indians in the public schools through Mason-O'Malley
Act funds, administered by the Bureau, and through P.L. 874 fund ad-

ministered by the US. Mee of Education. There are three Bureau( 163
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operated vSeational training schvAs: Haskell Institute, Lawrence, Kansas, Chi locco Indian School, Chilocco, Oklahoma, and the Institute of

American Ionian Arts. The Bureau has a scholarship grant program
which is designed to assist eligible high school graduatel to attend college.

6. Pier
tfae. Heady Indians in the Minneapolis Area who live on taxexempt-lande and who require welfare ataistance venally receive such aid
through,the county and state welfare programs. On the Red Lake Reservation the Bureau administers a welfare program for the residents of the.
reservation which inclines general assistance, child welfare and other
social services not provided by the local county welfare depertment. The
Red Lake Tribal Council also provides bibs' funds for some welfare services which includes burials 'for members of the tribe on the reservation,
and care for children on the reservation who are neglected or abandoned

by their parents. The Bureau has's contract with the State ofifinnesota
which provides for foster care of eligible Indian children.
6. Riad,. The Bureau's Branch of Rosa constructs and maintains
many miles of roads and bridges in reservation areas. After roads or highways in reservation areas have been constructed by the Bureau to high;
way standards similar to. federal aid secondary roads and when circum-

stances warrant, the responsibility for their continued maintenance is
transferred to township, county or state'highway departments. One exception is the Red Lake Reaervation where the Bureau continues' all
maintenance work. However, negotiations are proceeding with Belt:anti
County for that county to accept such mileage as will tie in with their
county road systems.
7. Poreatry. Althonea in most respects management of Indian forests
is directed toward the same objectives sought in the
eilt of public %rests, there are certain fundamental differences which give the to
held in trust by
different problems. Indian forests are private
the 'United States for the use and benefit, of Indian owners. The objec-

tives are:
a. Preservation of such lands in a productive state by providing
effective protection, and by sound silviculture' and economic principles of sustained yield.
b. Regulation of the cut in a manner to return to the Indian owners the greatwit perpetual economic returns.
c. Development of Indian forests to promote self-sustaining communities and to encourage Indian participation in forest productiim
and management.
cl. Management of forests in such a manner as to retain the-most
beneficial effects in regulation of water and soil conservation and use
for all concerned.

e. Preservation of forests to develop the greatest aesthetic and
recreational value in accordance.with the wish of the Indian owners.
f. Preservation and developer 2nt of gracing, wildlife and other land
[177
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values to the extent that such action is in the best interest of the
Indian people and their neighbors.
Tbe Branch of Forestry cooperates with the State end Federal Forest
Service in the development of the forest use and management for the
benefit of Indiana. Mr. Sheehy expressed a great need for a marketing
.
enecialist in this Branch.
li. Realty. The Branch of Realty assists Indians and tribal groups in:
(1) forMulating reservation land-use plans and programs; (I) advising
techniques of, and assisting in, land ownership adjustment, partitio*
menta and conveyances to reduce Multiple" ownership;. (3) appraising
land; (4) advising techniqies of, and assisting in, land exchange between
Indians and non-Indians, and I._quisition of needed land: (5) processing
applications for fee patents, removal of restrictions, etc.; (6) surface and
subsurface leasing of Indian land; and (7) gathering information for the
probating of Indian estates.
(From "Indian Reservations and Bureau Activities in the Minneapolis
area," 1061)
Indians eligible for BIA services are those who are one fourth or more
Indian and who reside on tax-exempt land. About one fourth to one third

of Minnesota's Indians qualify.
Bureau of Indian Affairs was required to develop rad become
a responsible public agency within the ambiguities of conflicting doctrines
and political forces. The men who have headed the Bureau, as Commissioner, generally' have reflected political temper rather than public. principle, and it could hardly be otherwise since the Commissioner is the appointee of the administration in power." (p. 61, Fey and McNickle.)
Changes in Bureau policy may. occur with acts of Congress, or changes
in administration, or with a change in the Commissioner, or even with
a change in personnel in any agency. Most of us, when the government
changes hands, continue business as usual. But the conduct of the ;Mi,
an's business depends upon what the federal government is :willing for
him to do. It may mean that some project which is half completed Al

be abandoned. It may affect his ability to purchase *Me with tribal
funds or to borrow money. "For one reason or another, the numerous and
dominant 'peoples have not been able to make
their minds *hat to
do with the 'colonies of troublesome strangers.' (p. 134,, Iustioe.) The
Bursau is frequently under fire among Indians. To them it is the.toinitble

,104
Mai of a government tlisy have come to distrust and which
responsible for their deep lack of social and econemiesecurikri,
be seen, the Bureau serves an important purpose, and Wet
the dog, to get rid
of the Buren has been destribed as
fteas"
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State Laws Relating to Indians
The role the state governments have been willing to play in the solution of Indian problems is limited. The policy of the state is embodied in
S. 574, introduced in the U.S. Senate January 14, 1957, by Senator Thye.
The bill provided, first, that the United States should pay the actual cost

of certain services contracted for Indians in the states of Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin; and second, for a more
equitable apportionment between such states and the federal government of the cost of providing aid and assistance to Indians under the
Social Security Act. The bill, which had bipartisan support, was received,

read twice by its title, and referred to the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs.
The Declaration presented by Senator Thye is as follows:

NORTH CENTRAL STATES INDIAN POLICY DECLARATION
1. "The scope of this proposed joint action and program is not to solve

all Indian problems, but to crystallize intergovernmental relationships
between the federal government on one hand and the states and political
subdivisions on the other, an essential first and necessary step to solving
Indian problems.
2. The basic premise is that Indian welfare is a Federal responsibility.

Indians are located where they are as a result of Federal Government
action and for this reason some states do not have an Indian problem.
It is, therefore, unfair that certain states should be forced to assume large
financial outlays for proper and iaecessary Indian services.
8. The Federal Government is not meeting its total responsibility in
providing services for Indian people.
4. The states and political subdivisions in many instances have established facilities that can be made available on a non-profit cost basis to

the Federal Government to assist it in adequately and economically
meeting its legal and moral responsibilities.
5. The Federal Government has failed to provide necessary services;
therefore, the states and political subdivisions have, on the basis of hu-

manitarianism, been forced to provide certain vital services to sustain
minimum levels of health, education, and welfare for Indian people.
IL The policy of special privilege, crisis, and expediency as a necessary
basis of negotiation in forcing the Federal Government to provide for the

needs of Indian people is not conducive u the solution of Indian problems or to orderly intergovernmental State-Federal relationships.
7. There is no uniform, logical'or understandable Federal plan or patiern among the various states and even within states for providing such
services to Indians, or for reimbursing states or political subdivisions for
services provided by states or subdivisions.
8. There should be uniformity among the various states in the provir 193
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sion of services by Ai:. Federal Government, or in the full reimbursement
to the states or political subdivisions for providing such services.
9. To correct existing discrimination between and within states and

prsent deficiencies, it is manifeitly necessary that the States take concerted action before the Congress and in securing uniform and equal administrative consideration from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
10. Unless the existing deficiencies and practices are corrected the
present discrimination 'against the Indian people and certain states will
continue and our Indian citizens will be prevented from achieving their
rightful place in our society."

This rather lengthy quotation is included as a backdkund for the
kind of laws which have been passed in Minnesota. There are three dealing with education: (1) one allows the State Board of Education to enter

into contracts with the United States for the education of Indians in
Minnesota, to receive grants of money from the United. States and to
disburse the same; (2) another allows the State Board to award scholarships to any student who has one-fourth or more "Indian blond".and who,
in the opinion of the Board, has the capabilities to profit from education;
(3) the third provides for the admission of Indian pupils free of charge
to the Morris Branch of the University, of Minnesota. This branch was
built on-Indian lands.
One law provides for the branding of "imitation Indian-made goods."
Five relate to the harvesting of wild rice; one deals with the taking of
pelts, skins or hides on Indian reservations. One statute authorizes the
wovernor and commissioner of public welfare to accept the conveyance
ham the federal government to the -date of buildings -in Cass County as
treatment facilities for tubercular Indians.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs assumes responsibility for those who
are one-fourth Indian and who live on and sometimes near trust land.
The largeovmber of Indians not residing on such lands are in an anomalous position. The 1961 Report of the Minnesota Indian Affairs Commission recommended, regarding the treatmept of tubercular patients,
that the federal government revise its policy of providing for only those
Indians who reside on reservation or tax-free lands. Thus the state does
not appear ready to declare its responsibility. W%ere the federal government or local governments refuse assistance, the state will provide minimal help for humanitarian reasons. As can be' seen in the Health and
Welfare sections of this report, the amounts of money spent are considerable. Thus, the state does play a part in Indian relief. There seems to
be a reluctance to admit this responsibility in the form of legislation,
however, probably due to the-fear that if the state declafes its. Willingness to Vssume this role, federal assistance will be withdrawn. The quest.'
tion of where federal financial responsibility ends and state financial responsibility begins has never been resolved.
Perhaps the most significant bill relating to state policy Was Wel "Van

Loon Bill," H.F. 1$62, which was defeated in the 190. union of the
r201
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legislature. This bill called for the creation of an office of Indian economic development in the Department of Business Development. It
called for operation under a commissioner who would assume responsibility for aiding in the establishment of new business enterprises to extend
employment opportunities for Indians. The office was also to gather and
make available information on the aptitudes and abilities of Minnesota's
Indians for various types of employment, success in employment, etc, It

was to be responsible for experimental and pilot approaches, research,
etc., and it was to cooperate with federal and state agencies and civic
groups. An advisory committee was suggested with one member of the
legislature, one from the Consolidated Chippewa tribes, one from the
Red Lake Band, and a member of the faculty of the University of Minnesota, the full size of the committee to be seven members. An appropriation of $65,000 was requested for the biennium. Even before the bill
died, the appropriations had been removed by amendment.
In recent years three committees have, functioned in 01 advisory capacity to the governor and the legislature in Minnesota. The Indian
Committee of the Governor's Human Rights Commission and the Indian
Action Committee, which was created by the governor, have recently
been .combined and placed under the Governor's Human Rights. Commission. It is the only official group of this kind now working toward a
solution of Indian problems. Another advisory committee has been the
Minnesota Interim Commission of Indian Affairs which was created by
the Minnesota State Legislature. It does not exist now because the 1961
legislature did not appropriate funds for interim committees.
Mr. Harry Basford, Chairman of the Legislative Indian Affairs Commission, stated the purpose of such committees: ."In Minnesota we feel
there should be a group that is interested in the problems of the Indian
people. We say that this committee should have at least thiee qualifications; (1) they should be close enough to the executive branch so that
when any problems come up the governor will be immediately aware of
these particular problems; (2) they should be cloie enough to the legislative branch so that if there is a need for a law or a change in a law,

that it can be accomplished, and (3) the committee should be close
enough to the Indian people so that they can meet with them and discuss their problems and, of course, try to come up with a solution. In
other words, the committee should be able to meet with the people and
then be the go-between (sic) the people themselves, the Indian people,
and various political subdivisions and the officials of these subdivisions."
(p. 49, Governor's Interstate Indian Council, 1959.)
It should be noted that the one committee which now exists depends
upon volunteers. If the volunteers are conscientious and ambitious, they
can gather information and make recommendations, but they have no
further function.
Indians are eligible for assistance from the state which is provided for
all other residents if they do not live on tax-free land; also, the state
[21]
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does contribute to the support of their schools and provides some special \I
funds for Indian scholarships. The burden of legislative opinion seems to
be, however, that the federal government should provide for all Indian

amistance, regardless of the Indians land status in other w
having any Indian inheritance automatically should make one
cern of the United States rather than of the state.

1'
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Populations and Lando
Estimates of Minneeota's Indian population run from 13,500 to about
20,000. There are 11,000 Chippewa in the north, on or near reservations,
and about 400 SiOlUtailk the south. The Irwin City area figures vary between 3000 and 8000. Mr. Erwin Mittelholts, Guidance Counselor, stated
that about one-half of Minnesota's Indians live in the Twin Cities. Outstate, acicording to the 1900 census, Duluth had 402 (the Dulath-Superior area, 1,383) , St. Cloud 132, Albert Lea 77, Red Wing 73, Hibbing, se,
Moorhead 17, Brainerd 10. There were about 200 'Indians in Bemidji.
Lack of accurate estimates is due to difficulties in definition and identification and to the mobility of the population.

liwilmated Indian Resident Population as of April 1, 1960
(From India* Reeervation sad Bureau Activities is the ifinessapolie Area, 1981)
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Minnesota Indian Reservation Land, June, 1962
Total
Reservation

Fond du Lac
Grand Portage
Leech Lake
bid le Lacs

Nett Lake (Bois Fort)
Red Lake
White Ruth .

Acreage
51,634
41,636
43,726
3,384
40,285

Tribal
Acres

444,4115

3,935
84,913
12,850
3,254
25,976
544,363

55,069

Kass

746
1,743

744
1,743

3$4
258

534
558

Allotted
Acres
17,702
8,844
11,402
132
14,301
102
5,070

Govt.
Acres
79

4

% of Reservation
Indian.owned
(Dec. 61)
55%
76%
19%

.... (no boundaries)
3
24,610*

39%

99+%
8%

Sioux Communities:

Upper Sioux (Gmnite Falls)
Lower Sioux (Morton)
Prairie Island (Red Wine

Prior Lake (Shakopee)

Winnebago (Houston County)
289
28,178 acres is "submarginal land" purchased by the Resettlement Administration of
the Dtpartment of Agriculture, and later purchased under the Farm Security Administration
Program for use of Indians. Legislation how been introduced from time to time to turn these
to the Indians completely; perhaps the main difference would be hunting, fishing,
trapping rights or laws.
part of 4,288 acres scattered through southern linvconsin and Houston County, Minnesota. These are not considered "reservation" by the Bureau because of their scattered
nature and the fact that few Indians live on tribal lands.

Reservation lands are lands held in trust by the United States for the
Indians. Most of this is tribal trust land, i.e., land held in trust for a tribe.

Land may also be held in trust for an individual to whom it has been
("allotted" land) . After the enactment of the Nelson Act, 1889, whenever
a Chippewa Indian became "competent and capable of managing his or

her affairs," the Secretary of the Interior could issue a patent-in-fee
which would give the Indian clear 6tle- to his or her land, which could
then be sold. Competency commissions were created to make recommendations, and soon many reservation lands were "allotted in feepatent" and sold. Column 5 of the above table indicates the amount of
land which passed out of Indian hands in this way. In both the Leech
Lake and White Earth Reservations, Indians hold only a small part of
their original lands:
In later years, few owners managed to get clear title because allotted

lands were passed down. through inheritance to many heirs. There is a
blll in Congress which would allow the sale of allotted land to which there
are many heirs at the behest of only one heir. However, the Bureau now

tries to get the gnatures of all known heirs, and if one heir does not
want to sell, thekatire process is held up. If allotted land is to be sold,
the tribe has the first chance to buy it. The land is appraised, and the
tribe will usually buy it if it can afford to, in order to consolidate its
lands or benefit its holdings.
lir 1880, the Sioux occupied sizqable tracts of land in southern MinC 24 3
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nesota. After the Sioux uprising of 1882, they were driven out of

e

state. A few returned to their homeland, and in later years, in recogniti a an
of their great need, the Sioux communities which they now occupy w re
set aside for them by the federal government.
Trust lands are not subject to taxation. Residence on such a d and

blood quantum are crucial considerations in determining

gibility for

services of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Tribal Governments
All of Minnesota Chippewa and Sioux (except Prior Lake) elect and
are governed by councilmen.

The first group to organize under a written constitution was tie Red
Lake Band in 1918. The governing body, the General Council, was com-

posed of the tribal chiefs and members appointed by the chiefs (each
chief had the power to appoint five members). All powers rested in a
council which was not elected. Although the constitution stated that the
Council should respect and give proper consideration to petitions from
any member, it also had the sole authority (by a two-thirds vote) to
amend the constitution and "decide in disputes as to Chiefs." This organization, under the strong leadership of their chiefs, served to protect
the property of the tribe with the greatest care, both land and money.
The Red Lake Band has maintained an attitude of independence from
the federal government through the years, and this has allowed them to
remain intact and solvent. Unlike other Minnesota bands, they did not
accept the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934.

However, a revised constitution of the Red Lake Band adopted in
1938 resulted the following year in :the first secret ballot election ever
held on that reservation. Two district representatives from each of four
districts were elected to the Tribal Council, and three officers were elected
at large a Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer forining an 11-member.<
Council. In addition to the governing body, there is an Advisory Council
ccrapc.-sct: of seven Hereditary Chiefs of the Band. The seven chiefs serve
in an advisory capacity to the Tribal Council and continue in office until
the office is vacated by resignation or death. Successors are chosen by a
majority vote of the Council. Representatives', terms are staggered, and
all terms of office are four years. The Council may reapportion, subject to
a vote of the people.
Eligible vot.rs register and absentee ballots are offered for non-reu-

dent members on the tribal roll. Candidates must be over 25 sears of
age, pay a Mingle% but do not have to be residents.
These are the authorities of the Council: the sole right to represent the band in negotiations with other levels of government
and private persons; to employ counsel (with the approval of the
Secretary of the Interior); to regulate and license business activi.

lies within the reservation; t9.,remove intruders, subject to review
C
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by the Secretary of the Interior; to enact law and order ordinances, estibliah a police force . and sytribal court, and regulate
inheritance; to administer funds and keep the records public; to
enact hunting, fishing and trapping
peeper*. budget requests;
ordinances; to follow the conservation practices outlined in the
Reraganintion Aet: and "to manage, lease, or otherwise deal with
tribal lands and resources in adcordance with existing `Federal
laws."
Red Lake lands are not leased to outsiders; the resources such as tim-

ber are worked through cooperative enterprises'. Referfedum (petition
by 25% of the eligible voters or eight Council members)` and recall are
provided for. Amendments may tie passed by a majority .4425% of the
voters, acsi way be placed 'on the ballot either by the Tribid Council or
bysa petition of 95% of the eligible voters.

The remaining Chippewa bands (formerly under the Consolidated
Chippewa Agency) are organized together as the Minnesota Chippewa.
Tribe. This group, the Lower Sioux Coneunity and the Prairie Island
Sioux Compunity, adopted constitutions and bylaws under the. Reorganikation Act of 1934, and later, at their .petition, were granted corp
rate charters. Thus organized, the councils serve as both a legislative
body and z -,rporate board of directors. These constitutions and charters contain what were deemed to be "inherent rights aid powers of
Indian tribes":
1. to. determine the form of government, whether following customary
law or written forth;
2. to administer justice o i the reservation except for 10 major Omen
under the jurisdiction of the federal government;
S. to determine tribal membership;
4. to regulate inheritance, the power tieing limited where tribal land
was allotted;
5. to levy taxes on members and fees on non-members doing business
s"-.
on tribal property;
O. to exercise the usual authority of the landlord, including the right
to exclude persons not members of the tribe;
7. to regulate domestic, relations, provide foi adoptions of children, etc.
Congress has the power to legislate in this area and may curtail or eliminate tribal powers; but until and unless does so, the tribes may cbntinue to exercise the powers proper to their status as "domestic depend:

eat natims."

,Fey and McNickle remark, in Indiana and Other Americans (p. 121)
that, "The translation of these principles (the inherent rights and powers) into action had been the purpose of the reforms in Indian administration and the Indian Reorganization Act. These, were behi -Measures, taken after the Indianii had lost heavily in lands and other
and after a long period of close supervision and interference in
£26]
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internal affairs had reduced the tribes to abject deperdency." Nonetheless, Commissioner John Collier said the Act "converted the tribe from

a static to a dynamic concept. . . . If we strip the word tribal of its
primitive . . . connotations and consider tribes merely as 11rimary or
somewhat localized human groups, we can look upon it (tribal selfgovernment) as the most important single step in assimilating Indians

to modern democratic life."
The Minnesota Chippewa Tribe is composed of all Chippewa groups

except Red LakeWhite Earth, Leech Lake, Fond du Lac, Nett Lake
including Lake Vermillion (Bois Fort), Grand Portage, and Mille Laos.
These reservations have a degree of home rule, but their lands and busi-

ness affairs are handled by a 18-member Executive Committee Two
delegates are elected annually from each precinct on the reservation (84
delegates in all), and these delegates select two persons from each reservation to serve on the Executive Committee and also elect the officers
of the Executive Committee. This Committee, empowered by the constitution, may manage' all business affairs of the tribe, administer tribal

lands and assign then to individuals or to community organizations,
represent the tribe in negotiations with other levels of government, appoint

legal counsel (with the approval of the Secretary of Interior), may prevent any disposition or encumbrance of tribal land or assets without the
consent of the tribe, and organize associations for economic purposes.
The constitution (ratified in 1988) and charter are full of safeguards
protecting tribal assets: many actions require approval or review by the
Secretary of the Interior or his representative, limits are set in indebtedness and the pledging of future income and the length, of time for which
timber leases and similar contracts may be made. Guarantees of conservation ;.ractices are included in land use permita,Nwhether assignments
are made to members or whether land is leased to outsiders. The charter
states specifically that there is to be no sale or mortgaging of tribal land
within the reservation. Certain supervisory powers may be terminated
with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and ratification by a
majority vote, or without the Secretary's approval and with the vete of
,two-thirds of the eligible voters. These supervisory powers include the
10-year limit on timber contracts and the limits of indebtedness and
pledging of &Uwe income.

Because there is much tribal business to be taken care of, the Minnesota Chippewa employ a manager, Howard LaVoy, who has an office in
the Federal Building in Bemidji. His major conceruz are the two chief
sources of income for the tribe's timber contracts and land leases (for
resorts, etc.). Timber has been the greatest source ormcome for the tribe
in the past, but it has dropped sharply, according to Mr. Gerald Sheehy,

a Vice President of the tribe, and it is expected that land leases will
bring in more income this year than the timber contracts.
The Chippewa constitution provides for reservation home `rule, and
each reservation has its own local coqncil to run local affairs and to pass
[ 27 ].
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ordinances, to decide about the sale of liquor, etc. Grand Portage and
Nett Lake also have set up their own game ordinances and have state
fur stamps. There are also village councils on some reservations.
Since organising, the Chippewa have never had a referendum. It is
felt that a majority of 30%, the required majority, would be very difficult to get. Of the 90,000 enrolled, less than 8,000 live on or near the
reservations, and at least 6,000 would have to cast ballots. If absentee
ballots did not suffice, it would take an act of Congress to revise these
documents. Feeling runs high in the area of amendment, for the 10-year
limit on timber sale contracts precludes a private industry's making a
large investment if the contract might not be renewed. The Bureau of
Indian Affairs is working to update the constitution (and perhaps charters) of the groups requesting it, and it is possible that a change will be
made to allow enabling federal legislation on the timber sale contracts
to be effective here. This would provide a 93-year lease and a 515-year
option. Another area the Chippewa may want changed is the manner of
electing Executive Committee members: the delegate system may be
done away with and members elected directly. Many also wish less Bureau guidance in setting fees for licenses, permits, etc. They would like
to negotiate for the going rate. There is also a question of more home
rule, especially in the area of industrial development, to allow each reservation to finance its own projects.
The Prairie Island and Lower Sioux Communities havo identical con-

stitutions (ratified in 1936) and corporate charters. They are governed
by community councils of five members elected for a two-year term. The
councils are authorized to appoint four department chairmen: land, agricultural, forest and conservation, and pub c weffare. The last three
work with government specialists in the various olds. The land chairman
makes assignment recommendations to the council for approval. The
constitutions set up the following stipulation on land assignments: if land
that was originally purchased by the government for the Mdewakanton

5

(Meh- du- wah'- ku-ton) Sioux, it must be assigned thus, and the Secretary
of the Interior is the final judge of this assignment. If, however, the land
was purchased by or for thecommunity, the land may be assigned to any
member, and the council is the final judge on the assignment.
The charters are identical with the Chippewa, except that debt limits are lower for these smaller groups.
Land assignments are small, and most at Morton (lower Sioux) are
rented out to local farmers. Community members must fulfill their residence requirements, however, to keep their assignments. If, they fail to
use their land or are gone for more than two years, -they lose the assignment. Thus, most commute to other jobs, some as far as the Twin Cities
and leave their families behind on the land.
At Prairie Island, the land is bounded by the Mississippi, the Vermillion River, and marshland. Some land is rented but much is sandy land

or submarginal land that no one would rent. People there try to get
C 28 3
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seasonal work nearby, and in the winter do some piecework making
moccasins and other handwork.
Granite Falls (Upper Sioux) is not incorporated. They are governed
by a council, however, and have adopted a set of rules. Sioux Indians on
community trust lands and nearby are governed by provisions adopted
in April, 1961. They have a five-member council, four-members elected
from the community and one from outside the community but within a
five mile radius. Councilmen serve for 4 years and are supposed to meet
quarterly.

(29]
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SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF
INDIANS IN MINNESOTA

The 4thninistration of Justice
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Report Mates, "In some cases,
reservation Indians have not been provided with a:I:guide law enforcement by the States to which the Federal Government had ceded civil
and criminal jurisdiction. Further study would be needed to determine
the exact extent of this problem. The problem could be dealt with in part
by requiring a firm State commitment that all governmental services
will be provided as a prerequisite of any future withdrawal of Federal
responsibility.

"Reservation and nonreservation Indians are treated unfaidy4x ,police and courts in many localities, particularly those adjoining large res--ervations. Indian neighborhoods are sometimes not given adequate police
protection by local authorities. Further study would be required to determine the extent of this problem."
"Many American Indians are members of semisovereign tribes. They
are also citizens of the United States and entitled to the rights and privileges of citizenship. Indian tribal governments are not at present subject
to the limitations imposed on State and Federal Governments by the Bill
of Rights and the 14th Amendment. Tribal governments are thus free to
inhibit and have in fact in some instances inhibited the free exercise of
religion by tribal members."

The administration of justice among Indians today presents many
special problems because of the confused legal status of the Indian and
the problem of jurisdiction of the courts arising out of the complex, illdefined relationship of the Indian to federal, state and tribal governments. Though by law he is a citizen with the same rights and privileges
as other citizens, he finds himself caught in a conflict of laws and jurisdictions-cir, in some instances, in a legal vacuum in areas where neither
state, federal nor tribal courts can act.

fi

Legal conflict, chaos, and confusion deny the Indian the Ztireatment under the law due to him as a citizen of the United S
d of
the state in which he lives. His rights as citizen are modified by his membership in his tri and by his historical role as "ward" of the federal
government. The tangle of treaties, statutes, court decisions, attorney
general's opinions, administrative rulings, tribal constitutions and charters, regulations, tribal ordinances, shifting federal policy, and interpretations of rulings at every administrative level tend to prevent rather
than promote any administration of justice by the courts which have
jurisdiction over him.
To understand the position of the Indian in the courts, one must trace
the steps by which he came to possess his anomalous legal status.
1. Tribe as sovereign. Indian as tribal member.
C303
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In the early days when each tribe was a sovereign power, the main-

tenance of law and order was "a native and indigenous function of
4ribes." Laws were rudimentary, and their enforcement was the responsibility, more often than not, of individuals rather than an official of the
tribe. Tribal councils composed of older men who had been warriors or
had risen to positions of leadership through their qualities of bravery or
generosity or wisdom, performed a three-in-one-function of making and
administering decisions as tribal officers and dispensing justice on occasion. Punishment was seldom necessary. Offenders were brought into line
by admonition and rebuke. Among some tribes, as the Comanches, the
law system functioned without courts, and justice was hammered out in
every case by opposinb parties pressing their notions of individual rights
and tribal standards. Responsibilit; 'or instituting action rested with the
injured member, and his friends helped him prove his case if a confession
of guilt was not forthcoming from the guilty one. Procedure was regulated by customs and specific punishments for certain offenses were understood. If the offense was adultery on the part of the wife, the husband
could punish her by death or by disfiguration after her guilt had been
determined by confession or witnesses. The defendant had to pay dariiages, which usually included his favorite horse, to the affronted husband,
the amount being determined by bargaining between the plaintifl'and
the defendant. In the ease of murder, punishment was primarily the concern of the dead man's relations and the kin frequently, took the rde of
the murderer. Even if the murderer were not killed, he .was ostracised,
and a blight cast over his family. Revenge killings did not result in feuds.

Ostracism by the group having to leave the tribe for serious offenses such as murder proved such an effective means of punishment
among the Cheyenne that killings were relatively few. The system was
° simple, but custom and grqup opinion were strong forcer for the maintenance of law and order.
I. Submission to federal authority. Growth of the concept of Indian,
as ward.

Conquest of the tribes by the United States put an end to the external aspects of sovereignty, but internal sovereignty or the right to
self government still existed as an inherent right of the Indian. It was
this internal aspect of sovereignty that was recognised by treaties which
the United States made with various tribes. When the tribes ceded lands
to the United States, and were received into the "protection" of the fed-

eral government, each tribe retained its full sovereignty on the land
reserved to them. They exercised their full governmental function4neluding the administration of justice, both civil and criminal.
An early case, ex parte Crow Dog, affirmed the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Indians over crimes committed on the reservation, in the absence
of federal legislation granting jurisdiction to the courts.. With this last
statement providing legal basis for congressional limitation on tribal
jurisdiction, it was not long before Congress gave federal courts jurisdieC313
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crimes easunitted.by Indiana. This -jurisdiction was
later satended,to %dude alines bornmitted by or against an Indian on

As the system of laws governing Indians and the rights 4 jurisdiction
oteourts gradually changed through treaties and legislation, so the legal

status of the Indian Also changed, He had lost some of the inherent
rights-Ad sovereignty of his own tribe without gaining rigli* under the
constitution of the new goverinneut which assumed authority to regulate
aspects °this conduct.
Because they were sovereign nations, the tribes were .adjUdged in
Talton ms,,,Mayea, 1806, not subject to constitutional limitations imposed
on the federsigovernruent, including the Bill of Bights. The federal gov=

ernment hade'no right to impost limitations on proceedings in Indian
courts through enforcement of civil rights, though ,through legislation it
could sharply cut down the jurisdiction of the courts.
One concept useful In keeping Indians in subiection under federal law
was that of the Indian as ward of the government. SIAM the effect of the

treaties and agreements with the federal government was to receive
tribes into their "protection," the relations of the U.S. to the Indiani,
according to Chief Juitice Marlhall in Cherokee Natais vs.. Georgia,
1831. resembled that of "ward.") The concept of "guardian and ward" .of
the government implies legal disability on thapart of the "ward."

In the courts of the country, LAMS have suffered many *justices
in the name of guardianship. One of special significaue is a restrietion
in faidoin to contract for services relating to claims without the
proval of he Secretary of the Interior or the Commissioner of "Indian
Affairs. Tffe effect of this ruling, since many of the
- awes involved-the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, was to deprive
of *eir'.baiiic
rights to free choice of counsel in the redress of grievances. F people
4

was concerned that a laic right was lost. The India* vio
incompetent and inferior. The idea had beta deeply 'invain
Pablie mind.

The creation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in aid, Olso bed an

effect in promoting the popular misconception of the Indian* as

Acting Os trustee wftltrevect to Indian lands and moneys, the Burmu,.
through its agents, supervised many aspects of the We of theItidle0;;;IiW
cluang the maintenance of law and Order. ¶e Bain' agent VI& trlhel
custenn determined justice. A tremendens body of regulations grew
sash one subject to intopretation at eVery level Of administration; Th

minstise?'.drainisteret was often hardly worthy of the tner the stW
perintendent was judge, jury, policeman and prosecOtitti_
Most Indians were*orant.ofilsoir rights under' the Jesr# :Thee*
these bribe BEIM and tclit who espipittot the-414rd
for*heirOwnk iidivantage,
the moit.ilicutia:
Indian rights. were made
valise pfotectkju
were einem people who 'were either
E n3
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wanted to acquire Indian lands. Because of the ignorance on the part of
the public about the importance of the land statue of the Indian, legislation with ostensible good purpose, lie the allotment act, was enacted
with disastrous results for Indians.
3. Indian as Citizen. Relation to the State.
With the passage of the General Allotment Act (1887), some "competent" Indians gained citizenship through earning fee title to allotted
lands. What actual advantage accrued to such Indians iadiffladt to see.
When their lands were sold and the money spent, they had slavery of
grinding poverty rather than the "emancipation" and the "removal of
restrictions" promised by the law.
When no longer on reservations, Indians became citizens of the state
in which they lived and subject to the jurisdiction of the state and local
courts. When lands within the reservation were sold to non-Indians, the
state courts had jurisdiction over the non-Indians but not over relations
between non-Indians and Indians in Indian country. Thus, different problems arose in the ad-Ministration of justice qn "open" reservations where

some lands had been allotted and sold, and on "dosed" reservations
where lands were held communally end the old division between'tedeed

and tribal jurisdiction continued. Mani efforts we made by the its*
to enforce its laws even when they conflicted sharply with treaty:, rights.
When all native-born Indians were granted citizenship in 1914, they
became Citizens Of -the state in which their reservation was contained,
but not subject to the jurisdiction of the state courts. On this
t the

Supreme Court had this to say as late as 1956: "Citizenship not incompatible with tribal existence or continued guardianship
,i0 may
be conferred without comPletelmmaneipating the Indianwe hold that
the granting of citizenship in itself does not destroy tribil eiistenee Or
the jurisdiction of the Indian tribal iourts and that then was no late*

tion on the part of Congress to do eo."
Problems of the administration of justice became even more comPlen.
OH the reservation the Indian was subject to the jurisdiction of thitetate
courts and was in all respects a full citizen with all rights and duties of
citizenship.- When he returned to the reservation, justice was administered' under a different code of law with different penalties.
The granting of citizenship, then, did not rob Wm. of his memberihip
in his tribe, with its attendant rights of communal ownership of land, tax
exemption, the use of and participation in credit funds and other bone
Ms. The tribes also retained the right to self government and the administration of justice.

Statutory recognition of these rights came by way of the Indian
Reorganization Act of 1034. By authority of this law the tribe could
adopt a constitution and bylaws upon majority vote of its tribal memben, subject to the approval of the Secretary of Interior, or establish a
tribal court through their own law and order codes, authorized by the
(33]
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Lit A. eonititatiiin., This was the most helpful step in years hz giving
Indians control over their affai
act were modeled after courts ofindian
fitott-tribal courts under
offenses established by the Department of Interior. They do ,not have`
jurisdiction over the ten major crimes. Red Lake is the only reservation

it Minnesota having a Court of Indian Offenses and it is pet up for a
Neither type of: cork resembles
Chief Judge and two Associate
state and federal courts. JurY trial with six members mai be had only
if there is a sitbstantial question of fact. Verdict may be by a majority
of the six. Usually no provision is made for appeal, and where it !s, the
trial judge, trier of fact and appeals court are one and the same person,.
since few reservations have more than one judge. Lieensedettornerys are
not allowed to practice in the tribal courts by a rule .in. most tribal bylaws. Recently, however, the prohibition of attorneys in courts of Indian
offenses has been declared. unconstitutional. API,ef May of this year, 12

courts of Indian offenses and 63 tribal courte (including one at Red
Lake), were in existence. Red Lake does now permit attorneys.
The publication "A Program for Indian Citizens," in commenting on
law and order under tribal goVernment, says . . . "to be immune from
double jeop.siidy and bills of attainder and to have the guarantee of a
fair trial -- are minimum conditions which all Americans should enjoy.
For any tribe to over-ride any of them/violates the very assumptions on
which our free society was established." It sharply criticizes the admin-

istrakon of justice in tribal courts' where hearings are conducted by
judges without legal training and professional lawyers cannot appeal, and
calls for the right to appeal in a case involving civil liberties to a tribunal having a trained, judicial ()Seer.
Yet serious as these conditions are, the system of laws administered
by the courts have points in their favor which must not be overlooked.

In "Indians are Citizens,'? Felix Cohen states that in general one will
"find in the criminal code of any Indian trilcoe a document that anyone
can read and that many Indians do read in the space of half an hour,
with clear and simple definitions of offenses, and with a very humane
scale of punishment."
This code he compares unfavorably With the lengthy, often vaguely

worded state laws so numerous that not one percent of the Population
could read them, with "barbarous" punishments for trivial offenses:'

Many of the tribal courts were well. adapted to the needs of the
people served, and even without constitetiond guaranteei, come closer
to real. juttice.dian some state or local courts ender more SOOdiltielited.
and "better" systems.
One way.Ahat has been proposed to solve the legal tangle of the. Indian is to terminate his status as a dependent and gradwdly Jitegrate
him into the pcietY, by abolishing the reservation. This policy of termination was Stated in a resolution of Congress in 19SL It. was carried out
to a limited degree in the field of law and justice when Public Law 00
034)
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was passed by Congress (see Federal Legislation). This law conferred
jurisdiction with respect to civil and criminal causes of action on the
reservation to five states, including Minnesota (except for he Red Lake
reservation).

If clarification of laws was the intent, few people would agree that
P. L. 280 has been successful to date. Many feel that neither state and
county officials nor Indians understand provisions of the law. Confusion,
uncertainty, and unwillingness to assume financial responsibility for law
enforcement have resulted in:
1. Failure of local authorities to enforce state law on reservations.
2. Failure to give Indians access to all state courts.
S. Conflicts between state laws and treaty rights and privileges.
4. Delay and discrimination by courts in administering justice.

Some of the problems arising in Minnesota out of the operation of
Public Law 280 may best be demonstrated by pointing out some of its
effects on members of the Nett Lake Reservation. Mr. Sheehy noted that
in the five years prior to 1951, Nett Lake had one major crime in five
years. In the five years following the passage of P. L. 280, there were 18
major crimes. The inability of the tribes to get local law enforcement on
the reservation after the withdrawal of federal police was directly responsible for the outbreak of crime. It took a great deal of persistence and
planning for Nett 'Ake to get a deputy.
The situation that prevailed there was also found in other areas of
the community where an offender who is an Indian is let go until real
violence occurs i.e., when Agnatense is against another Indian. In situ-

ations involving non-Indiacourts tend to "throw the book" at the
Indian offender.
Further, since few Indians know the extent of their rigffig, they tend
to plead guilty, whether they are or not. Many have ceased to believe
justice is possible at the hands of white men. Even when they do know

their rights, and ask for them, Indians nay not be justly treated. One
Nett Lake Indian who asked to make out a complaint in a justice court
was jailed himself.

In addition, a new area of conflict of laws arises when precedents set
in federal courts come into conflict with provisions of Minnesota law.
The state law may be more applicable to the facts in the case at bar, but
it does not prevail over a precedent set in a federal case, involving other
tribes in other states.
Problems also arise because of local discriminatio *arising from reluc-

tance to have a county sheriff act wh
empt from county taxes. Indians,

the lands of the Indian are ex1 of the courts, shy away

from presenting legitimate complaints.

Though in time many of the situations will be corrected, at present
many feel the situation has worsened rather than improved. In addition
to having the status of citizen, ward and tribal member, the Indian is
353
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floilleilittir *Sated as a iniiiiber of a inkier* race. Thais particularly
tree in .the
courts of his,
-The new series of abuse* that
la**
be Cove dui
the 'fig of the law is Clarified.
Per*, bectilotrihal members feared hostile State and .local attitudes
and pert4r.becanee of their own loth of 4ndeistanding of the proposed

new eYstaii; Red Lakelidliis- append. transfer of jurisdiction to the
state cauiti on the basis that state law woukUnet be of beiefitte trlbad
Inembare:Their COMM) about what world happen to their fish and pile
rights is probably justified, farm
.attenipts have been made 'in the
past to enforce state game lave on
reservetions. Pisblic law *0
expressly reserves such rights to the Indians but such guirantees hive

been broken before. Most Wiens- fear the legislation as an "effort to
undermine. the tenure of lands" as well as to take over long established
rights under treaties and laws. History seems to justify their fears.
Red Lake has serious problems, however, that juriediciticia of the state
courts might aid in solving. The effectiveness of their tribal court at the
present time is impaired because (I) the population is fluid, moving off
and on the reservation and being subject to state laws "off" and tribal

law "on"; (I) the jurisdiction of the Indian court is ffi definedin both
civil and crimhial matters; (II) its decision" aiwl orders do not have force
and effect off the rcservition;-(4) the court does not have penal institutions, provision for probation, and other services.
Still more serious is the "noinan'elamr.erhere no government is responsible. Without access to state Proliateiourts, which alone can grant

a required order to commit, Red Lake Indians cannot be admitted to
state mental institutions. No juvenile Court of the state caned to acquire
control of a neglected child. No delinquent youth is eligible for probation
under the state .Youth Conservation CommissiOn la w% administered by
lifvenile courts, and at least one county (Beltriuni) hal withheld aunty
welfare, claiming that .Inc it county courts haVe no jurisdiction, they are
not required to act.
Yet, despite these difficulties, Red Lake Indians are not thinking in
terms of submitting to statelaws for the solution of their proldenie The
retention of group identity, of their own culture, of theirland.as a home;
land, is far 'More important. Submission to. the law might endanger their
status. They want the non-terable status of reservation lands preservri.'
ancient. hunting sad fishing rights upheld, and other treaty rights ateguaFde4 including* rights te self goveininent. They feellhat a ny. Oa
to Change theliiitatile thairld heti* aura..
One possible sohitiOn nide; these eonditiOns Would be the

Made in the ifin Wan

liticid. control, the tribe couldidelit
rotas
airered
lederril'

Ripart
&elf Ore the etiiteshinii

laws aid contract fer'iriedied.
services With the statei.SOMeerrangianerit roof have to be 'Mae 'fOr
the government to semis iiiine tit thercipenaeik
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Provisions could be made for the adoption of a Bill of Rights by the
tare to assure due process..
With the ]Red Lake Indians under the old system as with the Chippewa tribe and the Sioux under Public Law 280, a primary need is for
the assumption by the. Wend government of some, financial responsthility for needs of Indians. Under Public Law 280, it is impossible to discover where federal responsrlility begins.
The Indians in both instances are "taught in the squeeze by lack of
foresight and compassion of those who govern."
1. Many Indians are denied justice because they are ignorant of their
rights or fesxful of hostile officials.
2. In local courts or under state law, they are denied civil rights.

S. They are discriminated against in the courts, frequently receiving
severe penalties.

4. They are denied services through lack of jurisdiction or through
failure of a unit of government to assume responsibility.

Discrimination and injustice are also the lot of many Indians who
become Twin City residents. A disproportionately high number of In .
diani are sentenced in -courts. They are hurried through; the courts, not
knowing what is happening. They are seldom given. probation.' Some are
subjected to police brutality; many receive heavier sentences than white
People-

Judge Sleiten, is commenting on the situation in, the Minneapolis
Police Court, said, "Pue 'to the failure over the years to get 1 response
and due to-their mistrust of us, it has been difficult to work. with Indian
through our probation Officers so most end up in the workhouse."
Certain things emit be done to improve the administration of justice
among Indians, but nothing should be done without consulting the In
_

dian himself.
1. P. L 280 needs clarification and amendment

2. Financial responsibility must be defined both for rervices
istered from the states and for law enforcement
S. Bade civil rights must be extended to, all /Citizens, ruid &Aug pro!
tection of the law given. Tribal court laws should be revised to iitegrate
with state law.
4. Indians must be educated to know what their rights int<
a. White citizens must abandon the false conception of the Indian as

"ward" and inferior, recognizing
a. The broad extension of his contribution to Arirerica.
b. The historijal basis for his special-privileges.
4:. His right tOlhoose assimilation or a separate, cultural identity.
The public must be alerted to recognize bills which actually are di-

rected at forced liquidation of tribal assets but which hide under pretended altruism, e.g., to "confer complete citizenship," to "emancipate,"
to "remove restrictions." The restricted status of the Indian citizen on a
37 1
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reservation depends on his possession of a certain body of special rights

under treaty tied to his land status. He has the right at any time to
relinquish his trial membership, and with it the rules and restrictions
that modify. hislitizenship. He does not need the assimilationists to dq
it by taking his land.

Economic Problems
As with their other eoblems, economic difficulties of Indians must
be examined in the light of history. The Meriam Survey (1928), already
discussed, reported: "An overwhelming majority of the Indians are poor,

even extremely poor, and they are not adjusted to the economic and
social system of the dominant white civilization." The Indian Reorgani-

zation Act of 1934 we" an attempt to create conditions in which the
Indians themselves could operate to relieve this distress. It forbade the
individual allotment of tribal lands and authorized the Secrethry of the
Interior to return to tribal ownership lands wliich had been withdrawn
for homestead entry but had not been preempted. For example, such
land was returned to the Red Lake Band in the Northwest Angle of
Minnesota. It authorized the appropriation of funds to purchase land
and add it to the diminished resources of the tribes, and it established
a revolving credit fund to enable Indians to improve their land holdings
and supply themselves with equipment. It was recognized a3 an inherent
right of tribes to operate through business corporations which the tribes
could create and manage..
The Declaration of Indian Purpose (1981) stated, "The tribes that
made the most effective use of the . . . powers of their written constitutions became, in effect, operating municipajities, managing property,
raising revenue for public Purposes, administering law and order, contracting for the services of attorneys and other professional advisers, and'
promoting the general welfare of the people."
The Committee on Indian Affairs of the Hoover Comptission had this
to say in 1948: "Tribally owned and controlled econome enterprises are
playing a significant part today in the improvement of Indian life. There
are tribal (or village) loan funds, herds, forests, range lands, sawmills,
fisheries, canneries, stores, marketing cooperatives, and other enterprises.
The benefits . . . av of at least four kinds. (1) These projects produce
revenue which Indians need. In the enterprises involving agricultural
resources a modern conservation policy tends to be followed and the
assets are growing in value. (S) The enterprises provide employment for

Indians.... (IQ Tribal loan funds are being used to secure .
stock, farm machinery, equipment, boats, fishing gear, trucksfor *di."'
vidual Indians. (They are also being used to further education and provide foie construction and repairs.) . . . oy Not the least of the ben:,
efita ofthese Indian enterprises is the education they provide in present
day economic. institutions."

[3,3
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Ludlam) were provided with a source of credit and the technical adviCe needed to use credit effectively. Under the Reorganization Act, in
the nation as a whole between 1935 and about 1950, a total of $5,500,000
was appropriated, 'and $1,800,000 was added from tribal funds. Since
repayments went back into the revolving fund, it was possible duxing
this period to make loans of approximately $17,000,000. The ttibal corporation assumed the responsibility of obtaining repayments', ut made

the money available to individuals or tribal enterprises, after careful
planning. So good was the credit record that as of June 30, 1960, only
2.2% of the primary loans and only 1.1M of the relending operations
had been declared delinquent.

According to the "Declaration" Indian owned livestock had &pre
than doubled, total agricultural income had increased from $1,850,000 in
1932 to almost $49 million in 1947, Indians increased the acreage of crop-

lands fanned by almost 400,000 acres and took over the operation of
more than 7 million acres of grazing land. A total of 3,689,163 acres of ".
land was acquired by Indians under various authorities and appropriations.

Then, fa some reason (at ne point, at least, the desire to cut expenditures), these policies
to falter and to be reversed:, "The lack
of continuity in federal Indian policies and programs has done More to °

discourage Indian effort than perhaps any other aspect of administration," aayirthe "Declaration." The Hoover Commission: "The pessimistic
conviction that no reform will be carried to a finish is so deeply imbedded in the minds of reservation Indians, that it will have to be dealt with
continually and Persistently. . . . The personnef of the Indian Seivice is

also affected by the same doubts." It must be remembered that for a
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to be a success, it must have
cial and statutory support by the Congress, as. well as the tinderstanding and cooperation. of the Indians themselves, and
the publie
in general.
In 1943, in 'Senate Report No 310 of the 78th. Congress, it way rec-

ommended not 'only that the Indian Reorganization Act, be eliminated,,
but that the Iddian Bureau be abolished completely, ins three years. By
1947, the matter resolved itself into a question of what tribes might)*
removed from federal supeavision. The Bureau of Indian Affairs as re
quested bye Congress ,offered drafts of legislntion which -would provide'
for the creation of tribal corporate 'enterprises and would empower the
tribes to carry on their own business as tribal entities, subject, &ring
an interim period, to the advice of a local committee dravm from the
federal government, the state and the tribe. However, the, Congressional

committees favored a more drastic approach and considered bills to
transfer various functions of the 'Bureau to other departments' et the gOvernment. By 1950, the policies Of rehabilitation and enlargement of physical resources, the advancement, of local self-government, tha-necePtainceE393
4,

4
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of an educational process as a guide to policy and action, had all been
scrapped.
'Beginning in 1948, the basic hind policy of the Bureau was reversed.
Restrictions were removed from the sale of Indian lands, Between 1948
and 1967, 2,595,414 acres of individually owned trust land were removed

from trust status and made available for sale at a steadily accelerating
pace.
The credit program was reduced wherever possible, regardless of the

effect this might have on Indian development. Indians were advised to
seek commercial credit sources elsewhere, skid the interest rate on loans
from the federal 'revolving credit fund was raised. Loans were made for
one year at a time, the lending personnel staff- was reduced, and an unused surplus was accumulated.

This trend culminated in the policy of Termination, of which the
"Declaration" remarks, "Instead of social and economic betterment, the
Indians are offered homelessness and deeper poverty than any they have

known. And to add insult to injury, this is to be accomplished in the
name of citisenshipt"
When we consider plans for economic development, we must remember that most of the reservation lands are either submarginal or idle and

undeveloped; thcy are adjacent to the distressed non-Indian areas otthe--4

state. Unemployment is a serious problem, Even on the Red Lake-Reservation, which has the largest land holdings in Minnesota and the largest

per capita land holdings of any tribe, only 97 out, of the 2500 Indians
living on the reservation are permanently employed. Most reservation
Indians, if they can find employment at all, must rely on seasonal, i'ntermittent, or part-time employment, and on relief. Six times as high a percentage of Indians in Minnesota are on relief as of the population as

whole. Even if reservation Indians do have "homes," these homes are
lacking in sanitation, heating facilities, a safe water supply and anything
but the most primitive equipment. These lacks are so serious as to censtitute a menace to health (Interim Commission Report, 1958)
Proceeds from any profitable undertakings of thetribe may be placed
in local banks or in the U.S. Treasury for safekeeping, depending upon
the agreement with the tribe. In the latter case, money cannot be withdrawn to be paid out to individual Indiana without a vote of the tribal
council and the approval of the, Bureau of Indian Affairs. Permission for
these payments must be granted in the appropriations act of each Congress. Dividend payments of a tribe must be divided by the total num-

ber of enrollees, and these occasional payments de not constitute any
substantial, steady or dependable income.
Suggested remedies fall into three categories: (1) Indians may be

relocated where there is employment, or where they may be helped to
go into business for themselves (2) reservation resources, may be better
developed and utilised by tribal organizations or corporation; or by individuals, to provide more employment and more income for Indium regd.
t403
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ing on or near reservations; (S) new industries may be set up on or near
reservations by private companies.

The reader, is referred to several reports which present plans for
economic development 0 reservation areas: The Van Loon Report: A
Program to Help the Indians of Minnesota Improve their Economic
Well-being; The Report to the Secretary of the Interior by the Task
Force on Indian Affairs (1961); Report of the 1958 idinnesoAl Interim
Commission on Indian Affairs; The First Year Report St the Governor's
Indian Action Committee; The Report of the Governor's Human Rights
Commission: A Five Year Plan for Economic Improvement of Minnesota Indian.; The American Indian Chicago Conference's Declaration of
Indian Purpose; The Provisional Overall Economic Development Plan
for Red Lake Indian Reservation, Minnesota and-thelproposals of the
Humphrey-Marshall Bill (Senate File 1595) introduced March 14, 1957.
Except that some of these plans call for state and some for federal
financing, the similarity between -them is remarkable. Generally, they
cill for these things:
1. The Indian must have a voice in the solution of his economic
problems.
Q. Land, resources, and manpower (and skills) must be stag:seed.

3. There must be a plan to overcome lack of capital and credit
either through governmept loans or by encouraging the investment of
private capital. Here there is envisioned some sort of "putnp-priming"
initially with the program being economically self-liquidating.
4. Plani should be geared to the economy of the area.
5. Technical assistance and management supervision is essential4as
well as research and experimentation in the production, distribution and
marketing of Indian land products.

O. There must be some sort of training program through which the
Indians themselves can gradually take over the operation of 'these en-

terpriss.
7. There must be, some sort of advisory body a board of directors
or advisory committee to assist in economic development procedures.
These should include representatives of government, Indians, and qualified non-Indians.
8. Industries should be encouraged to locate in these areas.
While none of these plans has been implemented by legislative action,
the Task Force Report has had an impact on the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Also, following passage of the Area Redevelopment Act (Public
Law 8727) , 48 Indian reservations, including several in Minnesota, were
formally designated as ."redevelopment areas" which may qualify for
assistance under the law. This may provide a valuable tool.
As a national program, the Indian Industrial Development Program
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs dates back to 1955. Prior to that time the
emphasis was on the establishment of tribal enterprises on the, reservations, such as sawmilln, fisheries, etc., but now the program has changed
X41]
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from an exclusively Indian program to area-wide, industrial development
which will benefit.Indians and non Indiana alike. According to Mr.ijlernerd M. Gunton, Industrial Development Specialist of the Minnei[rolis
Area Office, the Branch of Industrial Development employs Meld Industrial bevelopment Specialists in Chicago and Los Angeles to work
with trade associations, industrial development organizations and professional plant location service organisations, and Area Industrial Development Specialists, to work cooperatively with the tribal organisations
and also with ,state, county. and local groups. Employees of this Branch
see themselves as "doorbell ringers," attempting. to bring to manufacturers and people with ideas which might become productive, their knowledge of tribal assets, tribal laws and customs, the abundance and trainability of Indian labor. They help to pull together from various sources

the needed capital. Their role ranges from simple encouragement to
active negotiation.
The new Area Redevelopment Administration program promises to
benefit Minnesota Indians in several ways. Not the least of these is the

requirement that in order to 4ualify they must submit a Provisional
Overall Economic Development Plan (POEDP). This is an accurate
study and analysis of all their resources, material and human, a description of the present conuitions, anticipated needs for new jobs and vocational training, the history of past ventures, goals for the future, proposed methods of attaining these goals, and an action program. Most of
the Minnesota bands have completed these plans. Some of them are outstanding, act, ding to Mr. Granum, and in the process they have found
some things which they can do themsClies immedia ;ely, with little or no
help. Indians themselves feel the need for expert advice and qualified
personnel in setting up these plans. Such experts are not now available
to them, said Mr. Sheehy.
The Red Lake Plan already has been approved by the Bureau and
by the Department of Commerce and filed in Washington. This means
that at any time the Red Lake Band should wish to borrow money for
a project, the request would be checked against the plan and considered
with relation to the total picture.
Already the ARA has granted the aid necessary to provide geologic
mineral surveys for several of the reservations. They are now attempting
to get a study on wild rice.
It is not a simple matter to qualify for the special Indian revolving
credit funds, Mr. Granum explained. A considerable amount of documentation is needed, since there is no collateral, and other avenues of
credit must have been exhausted. Money cannot be loaned directly to an
individual, but the tribe can borrow the money and take the responsibility of reloaning it to an individual.
Relocation and Vocational Training
Relocation is seen as another avenue for edonomic betterment. The
42
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Bureau of Indian Affairs has had a relocation program since 1951. An
individual must be one-fourth or more Indian, and reside on tax-exempt
land, to qualify. World War II brought many Indians off the reservations to serve in the armed services and to work in shipyards on the
West Coast. Many of this group were dissatisfied with reservation conditions upon their return; it was this group that the Relocation Program
was primarily designed for. Also, special training and relocation programs

were set up in conjunction with the termination of the Menominee and
other reservations in 1953 and the years immediately following; as these
progaims proved their value, similar programs, particularly of vocational
training, were requested by other tribes.
Part of the ill feeling which exists in the. Indian mind toward relocation programs was no doubt due to its association with termination.
After the policy of termination was dropped, an attempt was made to
eliminate this association in the minds of Indians, so that the constructive aspects of the program would be recognised. With the reorganisation
of the Bureau under the new administration, the title "Branch Re leestion Services" in the various Branch offices was changed to "Employment Assistance." Clearly, the emphasis now is upon vocational aid
rather than upon a physical move away from the reservation, though
the ultimate aim adjustment to the larger society is still the same.
Public Law 959, passed, in 1956, provided for an appropriation of
$3,500,000 to provide adult vocational training to eligible Indians. (between the ages of 18 and 85 years) . There was a later sUPPlemental appropriation of 8 to 4 million dollars, and there will probably bi'a Anther
appropriation this year Indians who qualify in this program have several
posible destinations: they may go to one of eight field offices in Chicago,
Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Jose, or
Oakland; or they may go to one of 10 destination cities in the WisconsinMinnesota area. In the Field Office program, Indian's may be provided
direct employment service or adult training; they are encouraged to take
jobs in the cities in which they are trained.
The Area program, developed as an expansion of the Field Office program, is aimed primarily at vocational training, though direct employment service is also given. In Areas such as Minnesota-Wisconsin, where
there are relatively numerous employment opportunities, more Indiana
participate in the hi-area training, fewer are sent to Field Offices. Last
year, out of a total of 380 units handled in the Minneapolis Branch Of.

lice, 109 were relocated. The general, feeling is in favor of in-area training
as opposed to relocation, though some Indians are willing to be sent anywhere.

The Field Office Program is primarily designed to send personnel
where job opportunities are greatest. However, since early relocation programs were designed with the partial aim of getting Indians away from

the "bad influence" of the reservation, there is still a great dial of ret43]
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sistanee to such programs; consequently, the development of the in-area
training program is highly approved by the Indians.
In the Area program, approved vocational courses in various schools
throughout Minnesota and Wisconsin are chosen; arrangement is made
for a certain number of spaces to be filled by Indian applicants. Only
Indians on reservations and immediately adjoining areas are eligible for
either the Area or the Field program. Applications are received from the
Agency and approved by the Area Branch Chief. School records are examined and aptitude tests are given; then, if the individual is found to
be qualified, a budget is set up for him according to his family needs. He
is given transportation to the city in which his training is to take place.
The Bureau helps him find a place to live, helps in his community adjustment, and gives him subsistence and health coverage under a Blue CrossBlue Shield plan. Progress reports are sent from the school to the Branch
Office and 60 to 90 days before completion of training the trainee is counseled on job-seeking. He receives subsistence for up to a month, or until

his first pay check arrives, and is encouraged to continue in the Blue
Cross Health program at work.
Some of the courses offered under the program are: aircraft and
power plant technology, auto mechanics, barbering and beauty culture,
business training, carpentry, radio and T.V. There is also a woodsman's
course at Grand Rapids, in which two Indians are presently training for
jobs with the Bureau; they will aid in the resource development program.
There are no placement problems with graduates, and there is a high
rate of completion of training. Also, job stability is far greater for those
who have received training than for those who get direct employment
service alone. Continuous studies are made of those who have partici-

pated in the program, and an attempt is being made to get company
management to recognize danger signals which indicate personal problems possibly leading to separation. Within a three-month period after
initial employment a trainee may still get financial help up to his onemonth's limit from the Bureau. However, it is estimated that in the training and relocation programs combined, 75% complete training and continue with their job.
Last year there were 40 openings sustained throughout the year in
the various vocational schools in the Minnesota-Wisconsin area; this year
there will be 75. However, applications far outnumber the openings, and
it is hoped that the program can be increased even more.
In the Field Office program, applications are approved by tha Area
Director, transportation is furnished to the area, and a report as to the
type of school, in the case of vocational training, and as to general progress is sent to the Branch Office periodically. In each Area Office is a
Community Living Unit which works with the Indian family in matters

of budget, schools, living quarters, and health problems. The Indian
usually takes a job in the city in which he is trained. None are trained
C4]
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in Minnesota- Indians want a Field Office to be established in Minne-

\

apolis.

If an Indian does not qualify for this Bureau service and wishes to
move to a community where there is a better chance for employment
his difficulties increase. The "'self - relocated" Indian has serious problems.
There is no program of counseling on the reservations for Indians leaving
for the cities on their own, and no coordinated program in the cities. The
beWilderment which is possible can be educed from reading the kind of

coup. service which the BIA sees itself as possibly having to proits program: English as a second language, how to use maps,
vide
public transportation, telephones, restaurants, drug stores, super markets,
barber alsr
ops, public
pub toilets, cooking ranges, refrigerators, laundry equipment, ho to pay rent, where children may, play, what to do with rubbage, how to budget money and pay bills, installment buybish and
ing, how to enroll children in school, etc., etc. The Indian often has diffi-

culty in getting a job because of lack of job experience and training.
There is a complicated inter-county snarl regarding residency and relief
which makes this help almost impossible for him to get. He may have to
accept poor working conditions and low pay and often encounters discrimination. He will be forced to live in low or even substandard housing
and may have difficulty in finding a place to live at all because of discrimination. He may live with a relative for awhile until he can get on
his feet, though the relative is probably only a little better off himself.
If he or a family member become ill, he may be eligible for health care,
but it takes a professional social worker several days to figure out how,
and he may not even know about the social worker. An Indian will often

return to the reservation for health care, with the result that he mint
begin over again with his residential requirement when he returns to the
city. He is not usually aware of such instruments as PEPC, and ae a rule
he does not like to complain.
Where can he turn? There are some volunteer church groups such as
the United Church Committee on Indian Work, the Indian Affairs Com-

mittee of the Catholic Interracial Council, the Minneapolis Lutheran
Minority Mission of Central Lutheran Church, and others; there are
neighborhood houses like Waite House and Unity House in Minneapolisr
organizations such as the. Upper Midwest American Indian Center, the
St. Paul Indian Club, the AFL-C10 Jobs for Indians under Mr. Louis
Lerman. The Indian Employment and Guidance Center, a newly created
organization housed in Waite House and headed by an Indian, Mr. Gerald Sheehy, is attempting to increase the employment market for Indians in the cities, as well as to give employment counseling. Mr. Larry
Martin of Waite House is attempting to coordinate these agencies so that

Indians will not be "lost" between them. However, initial contact re,
mains a big stumbling block.
An organization entitled Youth Employment in North Minneapolis
is studying problems of school drop-out, juvenile delinquency, and youth
Cos]
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entikflnottt la an effort to enlist the support of schools, Ouches, business man end civic organisations to combat problenis of minority young
people. Sines there are many Indians, as well as Negroes, in this, are&
possibly many Indian youths will be reached who would not ordinarily
be helped.
Moat of these services depend upon private\*.h.antaes. We should ask

ourselves what the state itself should provide. \\\

Weltere
From the first _the federatioverzonent contacts with Indiana involxed
the supplying of provisions and other services. During the treaty malang

period payments for land were made in goods and services as well as
cash. Following the treaty-making period, up until the late 1990s, Indians were confined to reservations and were the sole concern Of the federal government They were controlled and cared for by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. For the most part, the money used for their relief came

from Indian funds and not tax money. For instance, in 1901, only
$7,000 of $205,000 recorded for Chippewa relief in Minnesota were gratuity funds. The remainder were tribal funds. (Winchell, N. H., The Aborigines of Minnesota, 1911.) Thus the comment in 1928 from the Meriam Report referring to the rationing procedure, "it worked untold harm

to the Indians because it was pauperizing and lacked any appreciable
educational value."
During the 1920s, the role the federal government had assumed gradually began to change. Indians were made citizens of the United States
and therefore of the states. The system of issuing rations was declining,
and in 1929 was stopped. During the depression, the role of the government in the welfare of all its citizens, was altered, and Indians were included in programs designed for all citizens.

While welfare needs diminished during World War II, the lack of
employment opportunities and the population growth have greatly increased these needs in recent years.
Total Number of Indians Assisted and Cost of Assistance *
Persons
Expenditures
1950
7,485
21,462,4811
1957
7,240
1,021,262
1958
8,682
1,911,8211
9,158
1959 .
2,179,229
1960
9,215
2,828,825
1901
.
9,951
2,008,440
"Cost of Cars of 3Emnesota Indians, Col'endar Yew 1901,^ revered by &sears* and
Statistics, Minnesota Department of Pablie Welfare, May 1202.

The tribes no longer have the money to provide help for their members. The Bureau of Indian Affairs no longer provides welfare for al
Indians. The state and local governments have not as yet accepted
461
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practice that Indians are citizens and entitled to equal treatment in all
respects with other citizens. With the welfare costs greatly increased,
with the recent movement of Indians in large numbers from reservation
areas to the Twin Cities, and with the line of responsibility between federal and state programs not clearly defined, the current special problems
of Indian welfare arise.
Indians have very limited employment opportunities and as a group
are on the lowest economic level in the state. In figures compiled by the
Minnesota Department of Public Welfare from records submitted by the
21 counties with large Indian populations, public assistance expenditures
for Indians in 1961 were f0.663,446. This aid was supplied to 9,951 persons. ("Cost of Care," etc., 1962) While these funds are administered by
the county, they come from federal, state and local sources.

Sources of Public Assistance Funds,
Entire State of Minnesota 1961
Program

% Federal
55.2
47.7
40.9
69.0

Old Age Assistance

Aid to Dependent Children
Aid to the Blind
Aid to the Disabled
General Relief

.6

% State
22.3
26.7
30.2
15.8

61

% Local
22.5
25.7

28.9
15.2

931

Includes state share in categorical aids, state equalization aid for the entire state
(91,081,983), and state Indian indigent care ($988184).

Federal contract payments for Indian foster home care ($145,106) and Minnesota
Plan medical care for Indians (Contract for fiscal 1969, 9185,000).

(Source: Mr. Richard Newman, Director, Research and Statistics, Minnesota Department Public Welfare, August, 1909)

The percentage of Indian welfare recipients is high. Indians received
3.1% of all public assistance payments during 1961 ("Cost of Care," etc.,
1962). Based on December case load figures, 45.4% of the total Indian
population in Minnesota as reported by the 1980 census received some
form of public assistance, according to Mr. Newman. Mr. Gerald Sheehy

reported a study done by the Executive Committee of the Minnesota
Chippewa Tribe in which it was found that 93% of the residents of six
reservations received some form of welfare assistance in 1961.

The welfare load is especially heavy in the northern counties with
large Indian populations. Due to large acreages of federal and state forests, tax forfeited lands, and land held in trust for Indians, the amount
of land left to carry the tax load is small. Among the more extreme ex .
amples:
Beltrami
County

Federal lands
Roe and c.-3uilly lands

Cass
County
20.2%

4.4%

31 .ii

-iii.ti

Clearwater
County

County

24.4%

61.0%

Cook

21.1
19.3
3.6
19.7
4.0
29.7
44.4
55.9
13.1
(Source: Estimates prepared by the Minnesota Legislative Research Coraraittee, Minnesota Indians, Publication No. 97, March 1950)

Indian lands
Tax paying lands

r 47 3
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The Welfare BurdrAn on Counties with Large Indian Populations.
Beltrami'

Becker

Indian population-1960

2,959

1,258

Cass

1,542

iMaimomen Hennepin
(incl. Mpls.)
9,391
789

% Indians to County
6.2%
19.6%
9.9%
19.4%
.3%
Population
Total Public Assistance
to Indians
$971:14/31 $954,449 $385,374 $100,347 $539,908
Source of Welfare Moneys:
67.7%
54.4%
50.8%
51.2%
30.8%
Federal
31.7
25.7
31.4
251
24.3
State
10.8
19.9
17.8
County (local)
23.7
45.1
Number of Indians Receiving
Assistance
% of Total County Welfare
Expense which is used
for Indians
% of Indian Population (1960)
Censt.$) Receiving Public
Assistance December 1981

1,127

910

1,438

518

27.2%

21.4%

99.7%

34.3%

1,899

15.5%

59.7%
20.8%
79.0%
38.8%
48.0%
Beltrami County provides for the categorical aids on Red Lake Reservation but does
not provide for general relief for this reservation. A portion of Leech Lake Reservation is
in Beltrami.
(Sources: Mr: Richard Newman, Dept. of Public Welfare, and "Cost of Care of Minnesota Indians, Calendar Year 1961")

There are certain jurisdictional problems between the various levels
of government. By Minnesota Law (Sec. 261.03 and 261.10) , meeting
welfare needs is clearly the responsibility of the county or township of.'
residence. Also, since Indians are citizens of the state whether they live
on the reservation or off, state services must be made equally available
to them. It is federal policy to provide services on reservations where
they are not available from other sources. The ultimate goal of federal
programs is the full integration of the Indian as American citizens. This
means eventual transferral of full responsibility to the state and withdrawal of federal programs. However, rightly or wrongly, federal programs for Indians are viewed by Congress as "gratuities." It is not compulsive for the federal government to give aid, and appropriations rest
solely upon Congress. The Indian has no legal recourse to force the federal government to provide services (according to Mr. Nugent, United
States Attorney, in his oral presentation in the Beaulieu case before the
Minnesota State Supreme Court, September 26, 1962).
Congress has never established who is eligible for federal Indian services. In 1954 when medical services were transferred from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
both agencies urged a definition of who was eligible for services. Congress

did not write any definitions into the law. As a Bureau policy decision,
federal aid is based on some relationship to Indian lands held in trust by
the federal government. In Minnesota, in contracts with the state, this
[ 48]
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policy means that federal Indian programs are limited to those who are
at least one-fourth Indian and reside on tax-exempt land.
Whileit is dearly established that the state or its subdivisions have
the responsibility to provide welfare, it is equally true that the federal
government provides welfare funds for Minnesota Indians, States argue
that Indians were located in some states by action of the federal government, and that all states should share in their support. In the Report of
the Minnesota Interim Commission on Indian Affairs, 1958, Mr. Ray
Lappegaard stated, "The State is willing to accept the responsibility of
providing welfare services to Indians with Federal financial support."

(P. 9)
The county point of view can be seen in this statement 'from the
Community Welfare Council's The Minnesota Indian in Minneapolis
(1958): "We recognize that Indians as citizens should have the right of
movement and individual choice as to place of residence. We also recognize that many Indian families have successfslly adjusted in-new counties without need for financial assistance; however, it is unreasonable to

expect any local community to assume 'the entire financial burden
through local tax assessment for the maintenance and medical relief
needs of indigent non-residents on other than an emergency basis. We .
believe the present federal policy of limiting financial responsibility to
Indians on reservations is unsound and artificial. Such arbitrary boundaries in terms of modern day mobility, create unnecessary technical and
administrative problems, with responsibility falling on surrounding rural
county governments *ithout resources or inclination to assume such responsibility for indigent Indians."
An example of these knotty jurisdictional difficulties involves Beltrami County in general relief on Red Lake Reservation.
The establishment and regulation of welfare services rests with the
state. Where there is federal participation, it is channeled through the
state with state responsibility for meeting federal requirements. General
relief (also called general assistance, poor relief) is primarily the responsibility of the local government with some regulation by the state. Under
state law:
1. All relief programs, categorical aids or general relief, require a need
factor to be established. Local governments can vary eligibility requirements based on the amount of possessions allowible.
2. It is the responsibility of the local government to provide relief to
any person meeting the need requirement. "He ;hall receive such support
or relief as the case may require from the county, town, city or village in
which he has a settlement at the time of applying therefore." (Minnesota
'
Statutes 261.03)
1.

S. One year's continuous residency without relief assistance is re

quired before residency is established. (Minnesota Statutes 281.07)
4. Until new residency is established, welfare responsibility rests with
the county or subdivision where the recipient previously resided. "The
E493
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:county at snbdivisicm in which such pace person shall by such order be
founiUto 'snide settlement shall thereafter be charged with his care and
support." (Minnesota Statutes 281.10)
6. Court orders are required ordering the father to support his family
when aid is needed.
6. Welfare recipients must check regularly with the State Employment Office to remain eligible.

T. The state has established budget amounts that must be used
throughout the state for categorical aids. While these budgets are recommended for general relief purposes, the local governments are not
required to follow them.
8. The local governments may give general relief either by cash (categorical aids must be given by check) or as "relief in kind' where no cash
is given. Such aid is given by purchase order or direct payment to landlord, utilities, etc.
9. Local governments may establish work relief programs for those
on general relief.
10. General relief programs may be handled by either the county or
the township. In lifinnesota about 17 counties are on-the township system; Becker and Hennepin are the only ones with large Indian populations.
11. State law provides for appeal by the individual to the Commissioner of Public Welfare if he feels he has been denied relief unfairly or
has not been given sufficient aid. Local governments may_ also appeal to
the Commissioner when disputes arise over residency.
The state has an equalisation aidllinrogism for all welfare programs
by which it reimburses counties with limited tax bases for expenditures
over and above their ability to pay. About 17 co, unties are on 'this pro-

gram. The state aid to distressed counties is Silted to those with an
assessed valuation of less than H million dollen. After the county has
spent of its own funds in the amount of 150% of the statewide average
mill rate for welfare, the state pays 75% of all additional costs.
What services ate provided? On the federal level, there are services
available to all citizens: categorical aids established under the Social
Security Act (Old Age Assistance, Aid to Dependent Children, Aid to
the Blind. Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled), the Surplus
Commodity Program (it is a county decision to come in under the plan),
and the Food Stamp Plan which is being used in Itasca County and.sOill
be uied in St. Louis County as approved bi county officials. Minnesota
did noome in on the federally supported Aid-to Children of the Chron'tally Unemployed. The lainneaott Department of. Public Welfare will
recommend that the 190 Legislature approverthis program. The federal
funds would be available to some families now on general relief: On the'.
state level, Indians qualify for general welfare programs, a.
Above. Some special aids are directed, particularly toward Ingrain. The
state provides fund! for "Indian indigent care." This money ($188,24 in
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1961), appropriated by the legislature, is used to reimburse some counties with large Indian populations for some (or in the case of Becker
County for all) of their general relief costs for Indians regardless of
their land and blood status. The Bureau of Indian Affairs provides for
all general relief on the Red Lake Reservation, but does not reimburse
other Minnesota counties for Red Lake Reservation residents who have
not yet established relief residency elsewhere. The Bureau also has a contract with the state to pay for foster home care for those who are onefourth Indian and whose parents live on tax-exempt land.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs has funds earmarked for general relief
for Minnesota Indians who live on tax free lands; but the contract has
been unacceptable to the state. the major problem is federal insistence
upon uniform, statewide rules insuring equal treatment to Indians with
state recommended welfare budget amounts given to. Indians on general
relief. Since many counties grant welfare at less than these amounts to
all of their residents, as much as 80% less in some instances,-the counties
have been ,unwilling to agree to the contract. Other areas of disagreement
involve the method of payment, state objection to the land requirement,
the federal government's insistence that Red Lake Reservation be inducted (Beltrami objects), and hesitancy on the part of state and local
officials. to accept a program that could be abolished at any time leaving
a tremendous burden to be carried.
Weakness in the welfare laws and problems of administration are felt
by any citizen needing assistance. For the Indian, the greatest obstacles
seem to be the township system of administering welfare., using less than
state recommended budgets, and the residence requirements for aid. In
the jurisdictional battles 'between governmental agencies, the one who
loses is the Indian.

Education
Education has always been looked on as a primary. means by. which
Indians can accommodate themselves to the white man's world. At early
as 1802, money was provided by Congress, $15,000 per annum, "to promote civilization among the aborigines." In 1819 (under Monroe) an at
was made to "employ capable persons of good moral character to instruct
them in the mode of culture suited to ear situation, and for teaching
their children in reading, writing and an metic." A $10,000 "civilization
fund" was allocated for this purpose,
this money was usually spent
by the missions of various denominatio
The types of schools established in Minnesota followed the national
pattern. First there weremission schools with a strong religious and academic content, then manual labor schools which offered religious, academic and practical instruction. In most of these, six hours were spent
in the classroom and six at work on a farm or on shop detail. One appeal
of this type of school was that the labor of the pupils helped to defray
expenses. These were followed by boarding schools. The curriculum was
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similar to that. of the manual labor school, but "to this basic Pattern
added:: military discipline and the complete regimentation of the
d's waking hours.. Mcreover, the' sehools were dedicated to the ulti-

erafficati'on. of all traits of Indian culture. The location of the
oola'at diitafices far removed from the reservations from which children were selected was aplibcrate policy. Children were often no more
than five or slz years old when they arrived it these schools. If the child
could be taken young enough and moved far enough away from the influences of family and tribe, the odds against his ever again becoming a
part of his environment were considered remote." (Fey and McNickle,
p. 110.)

In 1928, the Meriam Survey found these schools verrrowded (two
children to a single bed) with inadequate minket* , undernourished
children (only 11# a day was allowed for food) , overworked children
(not learning skills but employed in production in kitchens, laundries,
etc., to maintain the schools), harsh discipline (lock-up was used, corporal puniAnnent, silence often at meals, regimented movement), the
product of a "starved service." Teachers were not accredited and were
low-salaried. Matrons and disciplinarians had only recently been required

to have an eighth grade education, but he said they were in the main
good people, considering their *raining-English was taught by rigorous
stamping out of the native tongue. Health education was taught in "unhealthy conditions. The prescription for education and vocational training as outlined by the Bureau of Indian Affairs had not been bad in itself
but the overall picture was poor.
Boarding schools were no longer used in Minnesota after about 1912.
They were gradually replaced by Indian day schoGis and finally by use
of the public scliools. The Bureau of Indian Affairs contributes to the
support of state schools serving eligible Indians. State policy_ advocates
integrated schools. This is being accomplished primarily through consolidation of school districts.
Against this haphazard educational...background, all efforts it the

State Department of Education appear to be very progressive if not
completely productive.
What does the federal government provider Financial help is available in many forms for those of reservation status through the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.
1. Public Law 874 provides help with certain stipulations. A school
district must have a minimum of three percent of the pupil population
eligible with a numerical minimum of ten pupils. The law classifies pupils
into two general categories: those whose parents live and work on fed-

eral land received 8109.09 for 1900-61 (except Deer River 00134);
those whose parents live on federal land, but work on private land or
.

vice versa, received $90.58 for 1960 -61.
t The Johnson-CYMall' cy Act may be used in schoob whose needs are
not met by Public Law 874 ($182,580 for 1980-81) .
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3. The Federal Scholarship Program. An amount of $18,000 is planned
for 1962-63. To qualify, an applicant must be one-fourth Indian and live
on tax-exempt land. No scholarship may be used for a sectarian school.
4. There are federal schools of higher education out of the state which
Minnesota Indians may attend, primarily for vocational training. Thir-

teen Minnesota Indians graduated from Haskell last year. This quadruples any past record.
5. As of 1958, a Guidance Counselor is provided to coordinate the
scholarship and higher education programs, state and federal. He is paid
for federally and appointed by the state.
6. Public Law 959 (1956) provides vocational education for qualified
Indians over the age of eighteen in approved vocational schools.
7. A new program of Adult Education on the reservations will be paid
for with federal funds.
8. School construction for Indian schools is paid for federally by Public Law 815 or other federal means. The physical plants now are claimed

to be equal to or better than any schools in the state. Under PL 815,
$4,140,118 has been spent in recent construction.
What does the state provide? The state contributes 'to the support of
all Indians attending non-reservation schools as it does for all other pu
pils,b-schools where there are Indians velto-qualify for federal assistance
the state enters into a contract with the federal- government. The 1958

Minnesota Interim Commission on Indian Aff
reported "The first
contract . . . was approved. July 11, 1936, for tiallichool year 1936-37 in
the amount of $85,000. Over the years this amount has increased until
now it amounts to $310,200, but the state's contribution has increased by
a larger proportion. For the year 1937-38 the state, contribution was
$72,922.47; ten years later it was $246,509.72. By 1957-58 it had increased
to $632,326.82." (p. 49) State scholarships for higher education are also

available. The legislature provided $15,000 for this year. To qualify, an
applicant must be one-fourth Indian, but there is nc land requirement.

Indian students are admitted to the University of Minnesota, Morris
Branch, free of charge for tuition. The site of the Morris Branch was
originally an Indian school, and the state agreed to free tuition for Indians in accepting the land from the federal government in 1909.
The Indian Affairs Commission reported to the legislature in 1961
these achievements since 1940:

1. All the Indian children of compulsory school age (7-16) are now
attending school regularly. Indian pupils may attend a classified high
school if they so -esi,e and must attend school until they are 16.
2. The schools, with the exception of four one-room schools, are provided with visual e :::.;cation equipment and materials.
3. Adequate instructional materials such as texts and reference books
are provided free.
0533
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4. An excellent noon lunch is provided free to eligible Indian pupils,
with resulting improvement in the general health of the pqpils.
6. The school buildings are well maintained, both inside and outside.
6. High school enrollment and attendance has improved considerably.
7. More Indians are completing high school each year. Over 100 graduated last year as compared with 8 in 1945. Two thirds of each class go
on to advanced studies with scholarship help.
8. Ince 1940 about twenty schools with mostly Indians enrolled have
been closed and the pupils transported to nearby larger schools. As of
September 1, 1960, Buck Lake will be closed, and the pupils transported
to Bemidji.
9. All schools are in session nine months and the school day is six
hours long, except in grades bne and two.
10. Each teacher holds a valid teacher's certificate issued by the State
Department of Education.
11. A full-time Guidance Counselor was added to the State Department of Education administrative staff in 1958 for the purpose of working with the Indian high school pupils in-an effort to improve attendance
and to reduce Cie number of "drop-outs."
IC One school added a kindergarten in the fall of 1959.
13. All of the school buildings with the exceptio:. of the four rural
schools are modern and have excellent equipment and facilities.
14. Much has been done to provide adequate space for libraries, to
improve the horary services and to provide the needed books and periodicals.

15. Results of standardized achievement tests indicate satisfactory
progress.

Needed Improvements:
1. Better high school attendance by Indian pupils with fewer dropouts grades 9-12.
2. Increased number of Indian high school graduates.
3. Increased opportunities for the Indian high school graduates to
secure higher education or vocational training.
4. Planned and supervised recreational opportunities for Indian youth
and adults.
5. Improve home and school relations and responsibilities.
6. More can be done to improve the desire and emphasize the need
for adult education.
7. More needs to be done to prepare Indian youth for the obligations
and responsibilities of adulthood.
8. The school officials need to work more closely with all individuals,
[54]
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organizations and institutions interested in the social and economic welfare of our Indian population.

9. A follow-up study of all Indian youth who have dropped out of
high school or who have completed the high school course should be
made and kept up-to-date.
10. Work opportunities for Indian youth on the reservation and off
the reservation should be thoroughly studied. (pp. 93--15)
The main difficulty in assessing the problems of Indian education in
the cities is lack of records. No school keeps an account of race, nor does

the Minneapolis Department of Education have any estimate of the
number of Indian pupils. An inquiry into the situation in eight Minneapolis schools revealed the following picture. Most Indian children reside

s

in depressed areas of the city and share the problems of other children
in these areas. The schools are old and inadequate in some respects, such
as sanitation. Not only are Indian fathilies living in the poorest conditions, but they are surrounded by poor and unstable neighbors. Mrs.
Osgood, the special services teacher at Emerson Elementary School, reported that over half of the families of the school area receive Aid to
Dependent 'Children and almost hall of the,students come from broken
homes. Transience characterizes whites as well as Indians. These neighborheeds need many more special services such as social work and nuning care than are now available to them, and recreational programs are
inadequate for all of the students. The depfessed area grade schools Of
Minneapolis haye only part time special services teachers who must also
serve as school nurse. Alcoholism is a problem. Unemployment is very
high. One steady job in a family is believed to be the strongest stabilizing
influence.

The Indian family's relation to the reservation influences school attendance. Indians tend to return to the reservations during the deer and
ricing seasons or when they are expecting a baby (many mothers wish to
have the baby born on the reservation). Indians must live on tax free
land to qualify for federal scholarships, and some Indians return to the
reservation to fulfill this requirement. Some leave thi city when they And
themselves ineligible for welfare services. If the family is new to the city,
economic concerns and adjustnient to city life overwhelm the parents,
and regular school attendance does not seem to them to be the paramount problem. Drop outs are higher for Indians than-any other group.
On the positive side, it can be said that attendance seems to be improving. Neighborhood houses such as the Waite Neighborhood House
and the Loring-Nicollet Community Centre are filling a void in recreation and counseling which is not always available through the schools.
Some psychological assistance can now be obtained from the University
through theLoring-Nicollet Centre. A new Youth Development Program
to be conducted by the Community Health and Welfare Council of Hennepin County pill study juvenile school drop-outs and youth employ[553
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meat. An experienced staff will work with all local agencies, schools,
churches, industry, clubs and the community. The grant under which
they operate is part of a national project for the control and prevention
of delinquency. Youth Employment is a new organization concentrating
on the employment of minority youths in North Minneapolis. One aim
of this group is continued school attendance.
Some Indian students continue their studies after high school with or
without help from state or federal scholarships. Since 1955 more than
100 Indian pupils have received some advanced training with state scholarship assistance.

Health
The Sioux treaty of 1837 included a clause that committed the federal government to provide a physician and medicine to the tribe for 20
years as part payment for ceded land. There were similar agreements
with the Chippewa. It became federal policy to provide medical care for
Indians either because of treaty obligations or as a protection for the
neighboring white communities. At the time these programs were started,
the federal government had complete control over Indians, the reservations were in sparsely settled areas with no medical facilities, and the
state and county health systems had not been established. At first medical care for reservation Indians was paid for by treaty obligations. When
no funds were provided in these agreements or when such funds expired,
tribal money was used until it too was gone. After that, the expense was
statained by the federal government. This amounted to $1,190,052 in
Minnesota in fiscal 1960.
Compared with other states, Minnesota was early in recognizing the

health needs of the Indians. In 1911 as the result of state pressure, the
U.S,. Public Health Service conducted a house to house survey looking
for tuberculosis and trachoma. Minnesota was the first state to use Indian public health nurses for work with Indians (in 1993) and entered
into a prtigram to train these nurses. A federal tuberculosis sanitarium
was built in Minnesota in 1924. From 1929-1931, the Minnesota Department of Health conducted surveys among Indians during the rice harvesting season. In these three years, 4670- Indians were examined, and
1085 cases of tuberculosis were discovered. Since 1929 the Minnesota
Legislature has recognized Indian health needs by annual appropriations
for public health nurses to work with Indians.
It is difficult to compare Indian health with that of the general population. No set definition of "Indian" is used in compiling records. The
Indian population base is not considered large enough to give valid comparisons. However, it can be seen that the Indian population is increasing more rapidly than the total population in Minnesota. The ratio of
births to deaths for Indiana is 5.44 and for the total population 2.79. Also
the causes of death among Indians as reported can be related to the
causes of death in the total population.
t56)
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.(ause of DeathIndian and Total PopulationMinnesota
Four Year Averages 1958-1961
Cause

Accidents

Diseases of the Heart
Cancer
Vascular Lesions affecting CNS...

Pneumoniaall forms (excluding
infections of the newborn)

Indians
Rank Ave. No./Year
I
33.5

Total Population
Rank Ave. No./Year
1,700
4
1
11,754
2
5,094
3
4,159

2
3
4

30.75
11.25
10.75

5

9.5

5

1,081

6
7
7
9
10

8.5

8
13
15
9
7

1,083
105
41
856
745

Certain diseases peculiar to

early infancy

Tuberculosisall forms
Homicide

Congenital malformations (to 1 yr.)
General arteriosclerosis
Diarrhea, enteritis-colitis (to 2 yrs.,
=hiding infections of the newborn)
Diabetes mellitus
Nephritis and nephrosis
Suicide

3
3

2.75
2.5

16
2
31
12
1.75
8
573
13
12
170
1
819
13
1
10
For Indians, 48% are motor vehicle accidents; in the total population, 45% are canoed
by motor vehicles.
(Source: Booed on four year averages taken from "Annual Vital Statistics Summary;
Minnesota Residents," Minnesota Department. of Health, 1858-81)
11

With the exception st accidents, the first six major causes of death
both Indians and the total population. Tuberculosis still ranks higher among Indians although there has been great
progress in reducing deaths from this cause. As late as 1944-46, tuberculosis was the first cause of death among Indians in Minnesota.
Morbidity statistics are not available. In 1960 the Division of Indian
Health .of ,the U.S. Public Health Service described health problems at
the White Earth Indian Hospital:

occur in the same order

Dysentery of the bacillary type is extremely common.

Gastroenteritis is extremely common, particularly during the winter
months. It is extremely uncommon to find an infant under four months
of age who has not had viral gastroenteritis at least one or two times
since birth.
Viral upper respiratory infections and bronchiolitis are extremely common
in children 'in this area. The high incidence of these conditions seems

to be influenced by crowded housing with cross infections, extreme
temperature changes, with extremely low humidity during the winter
months when the wood stove is in Tousling use.
Influenza is presently a major problem in this area . . . approximately 20
to 30% of all patients seen in the clinics during the months of December, 1959, January and February, 1960.
Otitis media is a problem of much concern in this area. Almost 50% of all
we-school and school age children exhibit this type of ear infection.
The high rate of upper respiratory infections plus poor nutrition undoubtedly play a role in this condition.
Pneumonia is fairly common, particularly during the winter months.
[ 57
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Scarlet fever and streptococcal sore throat is present in

area particularly during the winter months when housing conditions are quite

crowded.
Infectious hepatitis occurs only infrequently with isolated sporadic cases.
Tuberculosis is extremely rare.
Diphtheria, encephalitis, meningitis, poliomyelitis, typhoid fever have not
been seen during the last four years.

Accidentsalmost all automobile accidents are secondary to acute alcoholism.

A comment from a similar study at Grand Portage in 1961 states, "In
general this small population follows the general trends of morbidity in
other Indian populations where respiratory diseases are ranked first. Gastrointestinal disease is a close second. There is no doubt that the latter
category could be decreased even further and personal hygiene standards
raised if the water supply were improved and made more convenient in
the homes."
These reports indicate the major causes of health problems are crowded, substandard housing, poor nutrition, unsatisfactory water supplies,
unsanitary conditions, poor health practices. These are associated with
poor education, very low income, lack of economic opportunities, etc. Dr.
Sidney Finkelstein of the Department of Indian Health said, "Since the
Indian finds himself in a poor socio-economic condition in this state . . .
it is appal; ,t that attention to purely therapeutic needs will not lead to
the goal and objectives of our service."
The White Earth and Grand Portage studies found that the reservation Indians live in frame houses which are'old, in poor condition, and

badly in need of repairs. The majority have no basements and many
have no foundations." On the average there are 1.7 persons per room at

White Earth and 1.8 per room at Grand Portage. Heating is done by
wood. While electricity is available to the majority of homes, only one
third use it. Water is not available on the premises. At White Earth wells
located at some distance are the major source; at Grand Portage surface
and spring water are used. Water is not hauled or stored satisfactorily.
Pit privies are used by over 90% of the residents, a few have flush toilets
and some have no facilities at all. In two-thirds of the homes storage of
perishable food is unsatisfactory; in one-fourth non-perishables are not
properly stored.
Indian health conditions need a great deal of improvement, but this

is also true of the surrounding rural general population. With county
resources limited, very little effort is made to improve the health of the
general population. In many respects, Indians have better health services
available. Dr. Finkelstein reported, "Almost 99% of the population under
25 years of age have had complete immunization against diphtheria, tetanus and poliomyelitis at the present time. . . . An annual Mantoux
program is conducted each year in all schools in this area." These serv-

ices often lead to resentment on the part of the general population. It
puts pressure on county officials for equal health services which the
[58]
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county feels it cannot afford. There is also resentment when the Indian
is not charged for services he receives. When the free services from the
federal government are transferred to the surrounding community, the
Indian resents the hostile attitude he encounters from the community.
There is also a need for working with the Indians to improve their
health conditions. Dr. Finkelstein says, "Making services available is not
enough. Our beneficiaries must also be taught and counseled in making
the proper use of health services." In a study done by the U.S. Public
Health Service in 1956: "Factors other than income are involved in rais4
ing standards of living. On a number of reservations it was found that
no strong correlation existed between income and living standard. . . .
It appears reasonable to expect, therefore, that increases in income alone,
unless accompanied by other influences, may have less effect in providing
living standards conducive to good health than is usually assumed." Influential factors were education level, experience in living away from the
reservation, and acculturation acquired in other ways.
The Public Health Service, Division of Indian Health, views as its

objective raising the level of health of the Indian to that of his nonIndian neighbor. Its policy is to encourage full acceptance of Indians into
state and local life and their participation in services on an equal basis

with other citizens. However, it also feels that due to the Indians' extraordinary needs, their remote location and lack of convenient local
facilities, it is necessary for the federal government to assume the responsibility fa- nroviding these services. In Minnesota where remoteness and
inadequate local facilities are not such great problems and programs are

being transferred to the state, the federal government is providing the
funds. Thus, unlike welfare, the major burden of financing has never been

transferred to the state and local governments.
The policy of the Division of Indian Health is to provide services as
medically indicated to "persons of Indian descent belonging to the Indian
community." This is defined as tribal membership and residence on taxexempt land, but may take into account other relevant factors in keeping
with Bureau of Indian Affairs' practice in the area. The interpretation of
this policy varies with the locality. At the Indian hospitals, service is
available to all Indians who present themselves. In contracts with the
state, reimbursement is limited by policy to one-fourth blood Indians
living on tax-exempt land, but apparently these provisions are not always strictly adhered to.
The federal government assumes no medical responsibility when the
Indian moves away from the reservation. If services are needed before
new residence is established, the financial burden rests upon the welfare
board of the county of residence. (An exception to this is that Minnesota
Plan funds can be used to reimburse before new residence is established.)

Usually, unless an emergency exists, the county of residency asks that
the Indian be returned so that free care can be obtained from the Indian
hospitals.
0591
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In the metropolitan situation the Indian is subject to all the problems of slum living. A study made in Minneapolis in 1966 points out that
alcoholism, tubertulosis and venereal disease are outstanding problems
with the gravest health threat the terrible housing situation. "They are
living in the overcrowded rundown sections of the city . . . where rent
is low and accommodations correspondingly poor. . . . Without ash hygienic and comfortable housing, there can be no satisfactory solution to
the health problems (mental and physical) of the Indian in our midst."
(The Minnesota Indian in Minneapolis, p. 94.)
In approaching the problems of Indian health, federal, state and local
health services are cooperating in several ways:
1. Direct care.
The US. Public Health Service, Division of Indian Health, operates
two Indian hospitals at Cass Lake and Redlake and provides clinic, outpatient services at these two hospitals as well as at White Earth. The
doctors, nurses and other personnel are federal employees. State health
services and local doctors cooperate by providing lab services, hospitalization at the University Hospital in difficult cases, consultation, etc. The
direct medical services are provided free to all Indians who present themselves. No attempt is made to charge for these services. The question of

asking Indians to pay according to their ability has been discussed
for some time: Under Bureau administration charges were not made.
Commissioner John Collier recommended that Indians should be required to pay if able, and in 1938 Congress authorized collection of fees
for certain Indian services including medical care. However, this never
became the practice. The current policy is that those who are "clearly
able to pay" "will be encouraged to do so." But collection of charges is

not required. Payment may be requested if the Indian can meet the
charge "without impairing his prospects for economic independence."
And "under no circumstances may charges be made for immunizations,
school health examinations, prenatal clinics, child health conferences, or
similar preventive services." In Minnesota, charges are not made.
2. Direct contractual care.
In Carlton, Mahnomen, Clearwater and Becker counties, the Division

of Indian Health has contracts for Indian care directly with doctors,
dentists and hospitals ($170,000 in 1960) .
3. Community Hospital Construction.

Federal funds have been made available to use as "loci' funds" in
figuring .the community share in building hospitals in Indian areas. The
total community funds determine the amount of federal participation
under the Hill-Burton Act. The amount the federal government contributes to local funds is based on the reasonable cost attributable to Indian
health needs. (The total amount up to 1960 had been $175,000.)
4. Federal contracts with the state.
a. The Minnesota Plan. Started originally in Minnesota for the Sioux
communities in 1956, this plan has now grown to include nine Minnesota
counties, Goodhue, Redwood, Yellow Medicine, St. Louis, Mille Lacs,
r 601
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Kcochiching, Cook, Pine and Aitkin. The contract with the Minnesota
Department of Public Welfare for fiscal 1962 was for 9105,000. This contract repays the nine counties for medical expenses for Indians meeting
the welfare requirements of the county (need, residence, etc.). The pro-

gram is administered by county welfare with the recipients having "a
complete range of medical services available and a free choice of vendor.

This program went into effect literally overnight and resulted in a
great deal of confusion. The recipients had not been adequately informed

about what the plan involved. For the first time free medical care was
nc longer an automatic right. Those who could pay were required to do
so; there was not time to establish who was eligible based on need; the
procedure of being certified first by county welfare personnel was entirely new. During the ensuing years, the confusion has been eliminated.
The policy now is not to expand the program unless requested by the
Indians. In 1960, Pine and Aitkin counties were added to the program.
Dr. E. S. Babeau, Area Medical Officer, Division of Indian Health,
commented on this program, "Evaluation of the relative effectiveness be-

tween these two arrangements (direct contractual care and the Minnesota Plan) is rather difficult. It is our impression that there is greater
utilization of medical services under the contractual care basis. Indians,
like non-Indians, somewhat resent the 'means test' regulation. . . . We
feel that great strides have been made since the inception of the Minnesota Plan contract. The major weakness of a program of this nature/is
the paucity or complete lack of preventive health services and we have
been exercising our efforts toward improving this aspect of the program."
b. Public health nurses. The public health nursing service is considered a major preventive, education program. In some areas they conduct
preventive clinics workint with the schools, administering immunization
shots and Mantoux tests, working with families and in homes with medical problems, etc. In financing these programs, there is close cooperation
between the various levels of government. Except for Becker, Mahnomen
and Clearwater, counties with large Indian popu'ations have county public health nursing services available to all their r sidents.

reimburses the state
c. Tuberculosis care. The federal governm
100% for the care of eligible Indians. In 1960 this mounted to $175,000.
The state rather than the county assumes the full Cost of Indians requirassistance.
ing institutional care who do not qualify for fed
5. Dental care.
Indian dental health has long been neglected in innesota. Only recently has personnel been available. The emphasis of the program is
directed primarily toward preventive care of children's teeth. The Indian
Health Service has three dentists in Minnesota located at Indian Hospitals. They provide dental services and stannous fluoride topical treatment to Indian children. In other areas, these services are contracted for
with private dentists. Now the Minnesota Department of Health and the
Indian Health Service are planning a joint program of providing stannous fluoride treatment for both Indian and white children in the Walker
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area every six months along with dental health education programs in
the schools and homes.
O. Homemakers service.

The Minnesota Department of Health has budgeted $6,000 for the
current year to start this service in the White Earth area. The program
will use Indian women, many of whom were trained nurses aides when
the _White Earth Hospital was in operation. They will receive additional
training and then be paid to go into the home to help when medical need
arises.

,

7. Improvement of sanitary facilities.
PL 86-121 passed in 1959 provides for federal funds for approved
sanitary projects on reservations. The bill requires that the Indians participate actively in the project and operate and maintain the completed
facilities. They must also set up needed regulations for the proper use

and operation of the sanitation facilities. To aid in this program, two
field engineers and four sanitarian aids are employed by the federal govirnment in Minnesota. The first step has been the completion of door to
door surveys of the reservations to determine needs. Projects have then

been planned. At the present time, projects are under way at Grand
Portage, Red Lake and White Earth, and several more are proposed.
8. Housing.

,

\

Reservation housing needs great improvement and much better upkeep and repair. This is made difficult because the Indian living on trust
land usually is unable to mortgage his property to get a loan. The Indian's low income and seasonal work make mortgage repayment difficult
even if loans were available. Until just recently Indians have not been
eligible for government insured (FHA and VA) housing loans.
A procedure is now being worked out where the tribe can set up a
Housing Authority. As security, the individual Indian must get a 50 year
or longer lease for his assigned land from the tribal council. Financing can
then be done locally with the FHA guaranteeing the loan, or the local
housing authority can issue bonds which will be bought by the FHA providing the funds. The problem of erratic income has yet to be worked out
as federal housing programs are based on monthly repayment, according
to Mr. Hawkins of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. There is also the question
whether the individual will be able to pay for public housing. According
to Mr. Phi leo Nash, only 5% of reservation Indians could afford public
housing rents which are designed for the lowest income levels in urban
areas.
Suggested solutions to Indian health problems include developing programs with the understanding and cooperation of the Indians, placing
greater emphasis on health education programs preventive medicine,
maternal and child care, nutrition, sanitation, housing, individual good

health habits, etc.improvement of welfare procedures where they relate to health care, and improving understanding between neighboring
communities and Indians.
C627
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CONCLUSION
One author has commented that Indian problems are so complex as
to discourage friendly interest. As can be seen in this study, however,
they are not beyond comprehension. Opinions vary as to which aspects
of the problem must be attacked first. Some hold that successful economic development programs will raise the standard of living and that,
when this is accomplished, other problems will vanish. Some believe that

education with the goals of aiding the cultural transition, providing
workers with marketable skills, strengthening the Indian's self-concept
through an appreciation of his cultural heritage, instructing parents in
child care and health practices, creating programs for youth development, etc., must precede all other solutions. Some argue that distress must
be relieved immediately through improved health and welfare programs
before a situation will exist in which anither solutions can be worked
out.
A deterrent to any program now lies in jurisdictional battles between
the various levels of government. It is necessary that all levels -- local,
state, tribal and federal governments declare their continuing responsibility for the future of Minnesota Indians. Such a policy declaration by
the state should be based on a view of the Indian citizen as an asset to
be developed rather than as a burden which the rest of the nation has
unfairly thrust upon us. Many argue that a state agery should be established by the legislature which would be answerab e to that body; it
should not depend upon volunteers; it should be em veered to bargain
on the question of where federal responsibility ends anfi state responsibility begins; it should coordinate services and offer th assistance of
experts; its task could be to remove impediments to pro
s. Money
invested in this way now would lead to the self-sufficiency of most of this
segment of our population and in the end would mean a subs tial reduction in the necessary welfare costs.
But the primary decisions regarding their lives and property s uld
be left to the Indians themselves. These would be decisions they co Id
accept and live by, since they would be their own, and their plans cou
be altered and improved as their experience might dictate.
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Senator KENNEDY. I recognize the Senator from California.
STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MURPHY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator MURPHY. I welcome this assignment to the Subcommittee

on Indian Education. I first want to pay tribute to Senator Fannin
whose initiative brought about the creation of this subcommittee, and
the late Senator Robert Kennedy, under whose leadership the subcom-

mittee has sparked a nationwide interest and gathered substantial
evidence regarding the American Indian and the sorry condition of
Indian education.
I look forward to working with the new chairman, Senator Ted

Kennedy ; the ranking Republican, Senator Peter Dominick; and other
committee members. Also, I have been assured by Senator Fannin that,
although he is no longer on the subcommittee, he does want us to understand that his interest in the activities of the subcommittee will not in
any way be lessened.

There are 600,000 Indians in America today, 400,000 of whOm live
on or near reservations in 25 States. The others have moved into our
cities and communities.

While the statistics have been put on the record before, they have

been so shocking that I think that it would be useful to again emphasize
them. Educational statistics show :

Fifty percent of Indian youngsters drop out before completing

high school ;

Among our largest tribes, the Navajos, there is a 30-percentilliteracy rate; and
The overall educational achievement of the Indian is only 5
years.

Evidence continues to grow regarding the correlation between educational achievement and earning levels. 'Therefore, it is not surprising
that economic statistics are similarly depressing. They reveal :
That the average Indian income is $1,500, which is 75 percent
below the national average;
That his ur employment rate is 40 percent, which is 10 times
the national Average;
That the incidence of tuberculosis among Indians is seven times

the national average; and
That his life expectancy is considerably less than the national
average.

These statistics are unfortunately true despite a doubling of "appropriations for Indian programs during the last decade and the growth
of/ a bureau that today has 16,000 employees to deal in Indian affairs.
These statistics, co vied with the ;upidity of the change in our technological society, make it clear that a continuance of stagnant, blundering, and inept administration cannot be tolerated.
ecause the record is so. replete with failures and shortcomings and

because I doubt seriously whether any Federal agency could do a

worse job, even if they tried, I believe the time is long past for a change.

s, and perhaps
I, therefore, recommend that the education pro
other health and welfare programs, for Indians trealt%nsferred from
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the Bureau of Indian Affairs to the Office of Education in the Department of
Education, and Welfare.
Stich a
er, aocompani-d by the proper recognition of an Indian
affairs expert in he-Office of Education, might give the program the
same lift that the acquisition of Vince Lombardi and Ted Williams by
the Redskins and the Senators, respectively, gave to the Washington

area sports fans.
Incidentally, like both the Senators and the Redskins who have

tried to find the very best managers in their fieldsif the transfer

should take place so should the search for an individual who is the
very best in his field and who can lead and head the attack on the
educational problems of the American Indians.
In California, there are approximately 80,000 Indians, which gives
California the second largest Indian population in the United States.

Although I wish the statistics were not true in California, I regret

that they, although better than the national average, nevertheless also,
reveal the depths of the Indian education problem.
For example, a 1966 report by the State advisory commission on Indian affairs found that high schools with large Indian enrollments had
a dropou:, rate three times higher for Indians than non-Indians. Sonia
schools reported dropout rates for Indians ranging from 80 percent to
75 peitent.
The most pressing need in my State is for the restoration of JohnsonO'Malley funds. The Joie-mon-O'Malley program provides financial
aid to States for educational programs for Indians. California's eligibility for the program was finally terminated in 1958.

Although there were various reasons for the, phasing out of the
Johnson-O'Malley program in California, including the feeling that
California would adequately fill the gap resulting from the loss of
these Federal funds and give the Indians air adequate education and
the belief that the Federal Government would terminate the reservation policy nationwide, the statistics, experience, and events since the
phasing out, of the Johnson-O'Malley program in California show
neither has Occurred.
Inaddifibni my examination of -t1 e other arguments advanced in
support of the ending of the Johnson - O'Malley funds in California
"convinced' me that they are equally erroneous. That the JohnsonO'Malley funds are vitally needed in California is generally agreed.
For'the State advisory commission on Indian affairs in a June 1967
report noted, the Indians in California "have become lost in the 'big

picturS of education in California. " The solution to the above-

stated problems and deficiencies encountered in the education of Cali.

' fornia Indian students can be found in a reimplementation of the
Johnson-O'Malley program in California."

Since the phasing out of the Johnson-O'Malley program, the record
indicates that the California Indian both educationally and economically was not only failing to hold his own with his contemporaries but

is actually falling further and further behir.d. When the reason or
rationale for a law no longer exists, the law itself should not exist
either. This should also apply to the Johnson-O'Malley exclusion of
California Indians.
It is estimated that since fiscal year 1953-54, the State of California
and the California Indians have lost $3.5 million because of the ending
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of the Johnson-O'Malley program. In 1953, California's percentage of
the nationwide Johnson-O'Malley funds of approximately $2.6 million
was 12 percent. With the total Federal funds now reaching approxi-

mately t8 million a V.-percent share for California would tome to
$960,000. While California might not actually receive this amount,
it is clear that substantial sums would be forthcoming which would'
help meet the great educational needs that do exist.
There is no question that the Johnson- O'Malley funds could be put
to tremendous use in my State for there is a great need, for example,

for, an assignment within the State department of education of a

person to be employed as an Indian education expert. With the restoration of this program, I am confident that the State would move ahead
and create such a post.

The exclusion of California from Johnson-O'Malley funds has produced some real absurdities. Some Indians from other States who, for
example, are located in California receive federal assistance, but native California Indians, who may be working alongside of the relocated Indians, will not receive such assistance.
Another absurdity of the Federal program are discrepancies in the
interpretation of the requirement that the "Indian live on or near trust
lands." As Mr. Elgin, Assistant Secretary of the Inter-Tribal Friend-

ship House, Oakland, Calif., said in his January 1968 testimony

before this subcommittee: "Does it take an act. of Congress to get a
reasonable explanation as to this apparent discrepancy I" Wellt whatever it takes, I intend to get an explanation on this matter during my
membership on this subcommittee.

Mr. Brown, who accompanied Mr. Elgin, pointed out a similar absurdity in connection with the Indian Federal scholarship program,
and I quote from Mr. Brown's testimony :

If I can give a personal example: 7 am a Creek Indian, I come from Muskogee, a town of 50,000 People, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs gives me $1,000
to go to college, and I have never lived on trust land or near trust land, to my
knowledge, whereas the Qtlffornia Indians '.o qualify for any Bureau program
have to live on trust land, net near it, but right on it.

To cite another absurdity, I refer to the Sherman Institute at Riverside, Calif. At the present time, students from Arizona, New Mexico,
and perhaps other States are attending the school, but balifornia-Indians are not admitted to the school.
American Indians, like all Aincicans, recognize the importance of
education. Mr. Rucert C'osto, president of the American Indian Historical Society, which is located in California, pointed this out in his
testimony :
In our contact with the whites, we have Always and without fail asked for one
thing. We wanted education. You can examine any treaty, any negotiations
the American whites. The first condition, specifically asked for by the
tribes, was education. What we got was third-rate, lefthanded, meager,

unqualified training, with the greatest expenditures of federal funds nr.: the
least amount of actual education for the Indian himself.

The Federal Government's performance record insofar as the American Indian is concerned should give pause to those who believe that
solutions to our problems should be packaged in and dictated from
Washington. The Federal Government can and must help, but how-

ever good its intentions, without local cooperation, initiative, and
commitment, chances for success are slim.
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So, Mr. Chairman, the challenge has been laid before us, particularly befort this committee. The great importance of education is
ized by the Indians. We must see to it that this greatest expenditure of Federal funds produces the greatest amount of actual
education for the Indian himself. I intend to do whatever I can to
bring about a substitution of results and performances for the rhetoric
and promises that have been made to the American Indian for over
a century.

1 thank the chairman for the privilege of putting this statement
in the record at this point.
Senata. KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Senator Murphy.

Dr. Rath, we still have a very extensive group of witnesses to

appear before the committee this morning and we want to make sure
that the committee benefits from the helpful comments that are to
be made by them. I think in trying to expedite the business here, at

noon or shortly thereafter, the Senate will be having tributes for
the distinguished, now deceased, Senator Bartlett of Alaska, and I
know many Members will want to be over there at that time.
So we are going to ask you, if we could, to try to give your presentation in 6 or 7 minutes. If there is some additional material that
you want to submit, we will try to do the best we can on it. If you
have a prepared statement, we will accept it and file it. If you could
briefly, summarize the highlights of the program here, I know the
committee will appreciate it.
STATEMENTS OF DR. ROBERT RATH AND ALPHONSE SELINGER,
PROFESSIONAL STAFF OF THE NORTHWEST REGIONAL EMMA-

pm& LABORATOM, PORTLAND, ORE&

Dr. RATH. Very good. We will cut it from 20 to 6 as we go along.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Bob Rath,

program coordinator for the Northwest Regional Educational Labor-

atory. This is Dr. Selinger.

Dr. SELINGTP. I was with the Northwest Lab. I am currently with
the Oregon State University:
Dr. RATH. We want to bring three recommendations to this colts'
mittee; the fiist, need for increasing involvement and control by In-

dians of education.
Second, increasing comprehensiveness of programs and, third, in-

creased coordination of programs within Indian communities by the
people with expertise available.
Tree notions, three ideas, three studies we would like to discuss
with you. We will leave the printed materials that are in your hands.
We will not talk, therefore, as researchers. These three items, the fi
the dropout study. It w conducted in a six-State area, Washi
Oregon, Iowa; Mon
and North and South Dakota.
(The material
to can be found in the appendix.)
Cutting quickly, I ould like to show you two pictures.

(Slide.) This shows the survival rates through high school in the
six-State area. Let me rapidly point out the left-hand column is a reported national study done on a different basis from the study that
was done by the lab.
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The right-hand column is the survival rate of Indian students in
the same six-State area, survival rate no matter which schools they

()

went to, which leads me to the second point.

I would also point out that there is a problem in completing sec-

ondary schools. There is tremendous mobility in Ituran students seeking to complete their education. This is one school in Madras, Oreg.,
the Warm Springs tribes. This traces over a 5-year period where eacl:
Indian student sought to complete his education.
They ranged to Bureau boarding schools, to the local schools, to a

technical institute and so on. This is why the figures or the Indiar
schools in this study are probably greater than in any other dropout
study. This is student-by-student tracing.
I am going to leave this study. You have copies in an abstract. Let
us go to a second example which is a followup of Indian high school
graduates.
Di SELINGER. I will condense this very quickly. First, we became
awake of the actual. ted for ongoing hard data concerning what was
happening to Indians in school and once they got out of high school.
We also became aware in collecting the data that we could only get

accurate data if we actually involved the Indian people not only in
t but helping to design the study. This, we did.

collecting the C,

The majority of people employed in the project, about 90 percent of

them, were Indians.

Secondly, we found many of the young Indians were asking the question, education for what ? This question was largely being asked because
of what happened to the Indians once they graduated from high school.
I briefly would like to show you just a couple of illustrations of what
does happen to them.

This applies to the six-State area in the northwest United States
that Bob was just mentioning. If we were to take a sample of 100
American high scho graduates, approximately 50 of them would
drop out between grade
uate from high school.

kid grade 12. Only half of them would grad-

Of these 50, 15 would not enter any post-high school training program whatsoever. Thirty-five of them would enter. Of these 35,18 drop
out before they complete their post-high school training, 12 of them
complete it.

Of these 12, six have taken academic post high school training,

usually in tgacher training.
Oat of a sample of over 620 Indian high school graduates, we found
absolutely none that went into the so-called learned professions such
as medicine, law, engineering and so on.
Eleven of these graduated out of vocational and technical programs

of varying lengthsmost of these were busine.s education, girls took
the courses by and large, clerical Occupation and some forms of
mechanical occupations.

Taking a sample of 100 mule Indian high school graduates, 67 of
these, 5 or 6 years aft: r they graduated from high school, were living
on or near a reservation. Fifty-seven of them were employed. Thirtyfour out of the 37, approximately 60 percent; were employed in occupations which were out cif the field of training and 27 out of the 34,
approximately 80 percent of these, were so employed out of the field of
training because they wanted to live on or near a reservation.
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I use this to illustrate the strong cultural pull that Indian life has
for young Indians. It is not true that young Indians are moving away
from the reservation. When they do move away from a reservation,
it is usually to the city for a period of I. year to get employment.
Then they drift back to the z servation, stay there for a year until
they run out of money, then they drift back to a large city for again
a year. This goes on until they reach approximately middle age, 40
years of age, when they get tired of the whole process and they tend
to settle down either in the city or back on the reservation.
In the post high school student we found that more of the Indian
graduates felt themselves unsuccessful than felt themselves successWhen we asked them what high school did best for them, one-sixth
of them said flatly nothing. One: fifth of them said the be thing it did

was awarding a high school diploma. The next largest group stated
that the 'school assisted them to maturity. A further question of what
they would change in the high school, given the power to do so, the best

of them opted for better teaching training and higher academic

ing
t rain.

Ile changes they called for reflected an awareness of the prejudice
of low expectation. More often than not, the students already have
built a low self-image of themselves by the time they graduate from
high school because of this prejudice of low expectation. The prejudice
has been reinforced because of the self-fulfilling prophecy.

Told often enough by word and action that Indian students are

not expected to measure up to the achievements of the general student
population, the students behave in ways calculated to fulfill the expectation of those with prejudiced attitudes.
Because of this and a general feeling of powerlessness resulting in

part from governmental practices, it is no surprise then that many
Indians tend to conform to a style of behavior which fulfills white expectations of the stereotype. -

Indians are aware of the little status and esteem in which nonIndians hold them. Yet with the many thousands of contacts I have
had with Indians, I never met an Indian who wanted to be anything
except an Indian. Indians want to retain their way of life with cultural
values which they feel are superior to those of the general society, but
they want an adequate material standard of living in harmony with
modern technological development.

and
A lot of Indians fear material progress. Research in
innovation during the past couple of de-Ades has indicateircrangee
imposed upon a comne.nity from outside are Yery likely to be rejected. Forced changes from external sources may result in overt compliance but covert resistance. When change threatens the valtiee of the
people affected, resistance to the change as well as the 'social costs in
introducing the change grow greater. Social changes are most likely
to be accepted if they are introduced through the existing social structure'of the people affected and involve the affected people in every
as ctof initiating planning and scouting the change.
To say the Indians am not ready or lack ability to manage their
resources when some tribes now successfully operate multimilliondollar tribal enterprises is bureaucratic rigidity. What is needed is
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the resources of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Indian Division of
Public Health Service placed at the disposal of Indians to carry out
programs planned by them.
Only in this way will Indians develop a genuine feeling that they
are in control of what happens to them. Important as new programs
are, primacy must be given to the processes by which Indians can feel
the control their own destiny and thug develop a viable identity.
nat.or MONDALE. Would you yield, Doctor?
Dr. SELINGEE. Yes.

Senator MONDALE. This point has been central to the discussion
in the last `2 days In your .opinion, is it possible to construct an adequate syztem of Indian edication in which the Indian parents do not
have a suttantial voice in the control of that education I
Dr. Smarms. I think almost anything is possible, Senatlr but certainly not desirable and all the evidence is againsethis. I think it is
natural on the part of people to want to control their destiny, to feel
that they have control over their destiny.
Senator Barzmorr. Are you speaking of a school that is predominantlyIndian or a school that may be predominantly non-Indian?
Dr. SILINGER. Most of the schools in the Northwest are not predomi-

nantly Indian. The Indians are in a minority. We do have an example
in the Northwest of schools that are predominantly Indian that are
controlled by Indians such as Taholah school in western Washington.
Unfortunately, they go only to graduate but the work is negated by
the fact they go to a high school iin which they are a minority. I don't
think it is practical to request this in a school of 700 that has maybe 10
Indian students, no.
Senator BELLMON. You are saying that Indians should have a voice,
perhaps, not to say controlling, but some voice in planning curriculum
for a school that is predominantly non-Indian.
Dr. SEUNOER. Yes, I think they ought to have a voice at least in
proportion to their numbers in the school.
Senator BELLMON. Do you have the results of the school that you
mentioned V
Dr. &CLINGER. At Taholah
Senator BELLMON. Yes.

Dr. SFLINGER. I believe the subcommittee already has that information.
Senator MONDALE. In your judgment, are the Johnson-O'Malley
funds which are going to the schools you studied being used to the best

possible advantage in educating the Indian children?
Dr. Szwros. No, I would say they are used for anything but that.
Senator MONDALE. Have you found much evidence that the school
districts, which 'nave benefited from these funds, have had programs by
which they structured advice from the Indian parer. is into their school

systems so that these parents had something to say about how their

children were educated ?
Dr. S F L I N G E R . No, I did not find this. Quite to the contrary ; I think

the best illustration was two schools that I visited, both of which informed m^ there was very little they could do for the Indian children.
I asked them : "Why do you bother bringing them into your school"?
They said it gave them additional funds with which to run the school
system.
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Senator Motto/J.*. Right. In other words, this is nice money to have.
Dr. Semmes. That is right.

Senator MONDALE. It comes with no strings attached. They are not
even required to educate the kids who justify the receipt of the ninney.
Dr. SELLNOZR. This one school principal flatly stated they would

give these youngsters a passing grade each year until they readied
their senior year in high, school and then they would give them an
attendakce certificate in lieu of a graduation certificate.
Senator MONDALE. As a matter of fact, they would like to keel' them
in school in order to keep the money.

Di. Samsun. That is correct.
Senator MURPHY. I think that is probably as bad an example of
intellectual dishonesty as I have ever come across. I would like the
record to show that I think what is being disclosed herels even more
shocking than I thought it would be when I had the privile of joining this committee.
Senator Moans e. I thought you were referring to me for a minute.
I feel better already, Senator Murphy.
Dr. RAT. Let me proceed very quickly, if I may, to a third example
and this is the development of a set of reading materials for Fuse in
Alaskan village schools. I have a set of the readers hare. 'You may
look at them if you wish.
To give you just a flavor of these materials, let me point out that
they are based on what is best known about cultural relevatipe. The
text is relevant to the students as well as the illustrations; It is hind
upon what is best known from linguistics. It is based apon,what is
best known about word attack.
This series is being field tested 'this year for the first t4-10."41 17
Alaskan village schools.
Senator KENNEDY. Besides the efforts which are being made now to
sanitize these books, do you have some examples from presently used

textbooks that show the derogatory remarks and references to the
Indians? Have you any material like that?

Dr. RATH. I have not summarized these derogatory remarks. However, we are summarizing oral remarks and written remacke from village teachers and students about these materials.
The notion here is that in these three examples in each case it hes

demanded that there be cooperation between the multiple
ncies
attempting to service the Indian. In each ease it has involved vi
for example. It has had to, in two studies, involve the tribal groups
and parents. Such studies to produce knowledge upon which to base
development and evaluation programs can only occur when Indian
people are directly involved in the control and direction of these
studies.
Senator KENNEDY. What kind of readers are they using now?

Dr. RAT. They are using the Scott-Forseman series, Senator, Dick
and Jane.
So let me stop at this point. I am very sorry we have been longer
than you anticipated.
Dr. SELINGER. I would add this one statistic. Reference was made
at one time in the hearings to the vanishing American. lira* followup
study, we found that the average American Indian in the Northwest
has 7.8 children.
29-651-69-pt. 1-13
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When you., thxow in the .mothor, father, grandfather, dog, maybe an
anthropologuit, and then you consider that they have an average an4414111.1cAD10 of arquie $4500 a year per, faniily, you can,see that the
pcverty under whiCh they live is nothing short of appalling

ROUGH. In that average size of family in the NorthSenator
we4., do you include Alaska, in that?
SELIAER. X° this was inthe six-State area.
Senator Y4aeoitopon. yihat is,the average size of the Indian family
In Alaska? "Do you know offhand?
Dr. &CLINGER. I do not know.
Senator YARBOROUGH. What about the Eskimos? Their families are
those of Indians?
not "as large

Dr. SaFrioza. That is what I,undeistand. I don't have any informa-

tion on it,

'Dr. Itat'zi. This kind of work that we are showing you is really an
incrennentgl kind of work. This is working within existing kinds: of
example, some sort of a sign a genesis. To involve Indian people,,
o for Johnson-O'Mallfunds for its use in the school district would
Iv Way a involving Indian, parents.
Yaw, there is another way to approach this and I call it restrdcturing, rather than incremental gains within existing systems. Rough
Rock is an example of a restructuring. Similai things occur in Alakan
villages, schools serving Indian villages and reservation groups.
Senator ICzaernmr.- Do you have proposals on that, too, the restructuring as Well as the revising?
1)r. Rairii. We have done some work in this way ;yes.
Senator MtrarIrr. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman.
Senator` KENNEDY. Yes.

Senator MURPHY. Is that part of your remarks here today? Or could

you givelt tO us at a later time?
Dr. TtaTir. I can give it to you at a later time; yes, Senator.

Senator Mtnehrr. I visited the Indian school in Sitka. I believe

there are about 800 students there, bOys and girls, who are brought
in from all over Alaska, from all the different tribes'.
Do they halve the same objection to the children being taken away
from the tribal situation that they have in some of the areas within
the other 49 States?
Di. RATA. Senator! I have no direct knowledge of the Sitka school
other than a brief visit. T do know that there is a swirling controversy
around the school. I do know that there have been some interviews
and studies made of them.
Senator MURPHY. I know that you can find a controversy about prac-

tically any school whether it be Indian or otherwise. visited the
school awhile ago. The atmosphere of the school seemed to be very
good. There seemed to be a nice feeling about them. Yesterday, we
had testimony that indicated that the taking of these children far
away from home, from the tribal base, was disturbing. I was womisring if in the development of that great area up there that we might
not be presently examining ways and means to do away with this
condition.
Instead of having one school in Sitka, there should be others that are
placed closer to the tribal home base.
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Dr. :RAM. There are several opportunities under eonaideration itr
Al cs, the *Odell Of re copal ischoolt fOr'bigh school rather than the
larger boarding school. Tilers i9 Shia *hat they'`calf a boarding hurtle
Trogritin.where high Schbol students are :phiCed
hortie, fo4er home,
if you will, for a short period of time.
So there are a number of alternatives under" consideration.
Senator Mtrarut. You have the same hope that some of lie have for
Rough Rook as an experimental school about which a great, deal of
progress has been made.
Dr. .Kann. Yes, sit; with considerably more development work.
Senator MURPHY. ThEilyou.
Dr. RATE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. As understand, in your research, you came
across one school in the State of Washington where you followed,all
the eighth-graders through, and found out there were no dropouts at
all.
Dr. RATS. Correct.

Senator KENNEDY, Then you have studied other schools which show

there has been a 100-percent dropout. Is there anything you can say
in addition to what you have already commented on this morning, to
explain those variances I

Dr. RA'rH. In our research, we did riot really go tothe next step. It
raises some very interesting questions. The one_place where we had
100-percent graduation series is a tribal group. There is another community where the dropout rate is very, very great. I would propose
that, where the 100-percent graduation occurs, you have employment,
you have income, you have housing; the other community these
conditions are much worse. I think this helps support the notio:.--Senator KENNEDY. In the place where there was 100-percent graduation :do the parents have a more active voice in !.he school affairs or
is it about the same?
Dr. &LINGER. It is about the same in these two particular schools

that are at opposite ends of the reservation. I might point out that

these schools have very small numbers. That still does not explain the
discrepancy between the two schools. The tribes themselves were quite

intrigued by this. They thought the school with the high dropout
rate was just. the opposite and one with the poor graduation record
they thought had a fairly high dropout.
Senator Ktivianr. I imagine that ,what you are suggesting by your

other comment, besides the educational experiences and the things

that have to be done to strengthen the system from that point of
view, that very closely related to whether these kids would stay on

in school, are the housing conditions and the job, opportunities?

Dr. SELINGER. Yes. I feel very strongly that too frequently educators
try to make panacea out of "education answers every dt
Education
is only one component of living. Other things are necessary too, gOod

mental health but none of these is possible without a good social economic base. There is an old quotation, 'When the stomach is empty
and the lips are dry, the spirit is on vacation." That is aAuotation-1
should-not mention his name in Washingtonfrom Karl Marx, but it is
true. I don't possibly see how any form of education can do very much
for youngsters if there are no jobs, no housing, malnutrition and all
the other evils of poverty.
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Senator MONDALE. Senator Kennedy had to step out shortly. We
thank you for this very fine presentation. The tragedy of
ring
is that we really should explore your findings much mere u We do
appreciate this brief summary and we are grateful to you
to your
organization.

Our next witness--

Senator YARBOROUGH. I have one comment here. What you said

about the attitude of the local school dittricte toward the JohnsonO'Malley funds, the disturbing and tragic thing about that is that we
have found ad the witnesses find that attitude practically nationwide,
get the money and do as little as you can for it. it is not Just a-case of
your survey. It is robbery if ever there was one.
Dr. &LOWER. I think the situation would be changed if the Indians

had control of the Johnson-O'Malley 'funds. If you set up as Indian
group in the State to decide specifically how the Johnson-O'Malley
funds be spent for these students and then set up another Indian advisory group to evaluate what has been done with the funds after they
are spent, : think you would get rid of a good man of these evils.
I would strongly recommend this as an immed ate step that can be
taken.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Thank you. I think that last recommendation
reaches right at the heart of the matter.
(The documents referred to follow :)
THE .1102TRWERT AmEsioAN INDIAN AFIRE HIGH SORGOLI

(By Alphonse D. ISO:lager, Robert R. Rath)
Field Paper No., 29

The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory is a. nonprofit
corporation working with more than eight hundred member institu-

tions in the Northwest r,nited States to apply the findings of research and technological development to improve edueational practice. This study is a part of the efforts of the Laboratory to develop

and disseminate data and conceptualisations useful in evaluating
and designing improvements in intercultural education. The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contract with
the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs.
There is still a deep concern for the high school dropout although dropouts are
decreasing as a percentage of the population. This concern is expressed because
school teachers and administrators regard the extent to which students remain in
attendance and graduate from school as an important index of the effectiveness
of the school program. Yet an equally important and valid index of the value of
school programs is what happens to the student once he does graduate from high
echooL

The manufacturer of goods or supplier of services is vitally concerned with

what happens to the product after it leaves his plant. Indeed, huge sums of money
are expended on consumer and other survey', to obtain factual knowledge concerning acceptance and utilization of products. This knowledge then is employed
to improve the product or its packaging or the marketing technique. Yet, curiously,
few schools evidence any concern about what happens to the high school student

after he graduates, except to brag about the occasional alumnus who achieves

some marked success. "Out of alight, out of mind," best characterizes the attitude
Jf most schools toward their graduates. And yet, without hard, pertinent, reliable

data on what happens to the post high school graduate, on what basis can the

school really evaluate the effectiveness of its programs?

1 This article is a summary of a study report by Dr. Alphonse D. Selinger. The American
Indian Graduate: After High School, What? Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
Portland, Oregon, September, 1968.
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The isesarch literuture, other than the oceaskinal study more concerned about
the besb labial graduate who ~timed en to college rather than concerned With
all high school gradmiten is almost barren where this topic is concerned. The
literedunt is eangistely barren when the subject lienanewed to what banana
tea high wheel gentaate friths pest htgb miter peeled if be is a member of that
minority ipottp, the Awakes ladle& And this it a minerity grow whom-problems and frustrations are truer legion sinus ter the roost part its mernbers are
Arum a land based mirage with its tura lauguages and heritage and, above all,
hi Own dlithaettee set of oaten& values WM& the etagere ad the white man has
mediae& but has been unable% dastroyer repleeec idle, )Mimes, was
is Mt till Indian Pologlither A^ tie Miltedapproximately 600,000 as combated with about
1960. 11619,600 of thaw
people live oft er neaxreseivatteez and ire dIgible to
,
ili minute of
the Bureau of Indian Albin. They occupy 286 aspire* Indian. l
ad
range la site from the Navaho reservations With over 16 mil on
11Jinni* Rantheria of one acre. The largest fedi= population
in.
,

0.-

Athlone numbering in rammed WOO&

The majority of Indians live in rang areas under conditions of
ov,
erg,. Rural poverty differs Iran poverty in urban inner city areas hi that there
are not nearly as many opportunities to "hustle." A few general figures may best
Mustrebe the poverty' et the Indian family. Hy 2967 the average fatale income
wauth,800 per annture The average number of children in a family in the North-

west United States was 7.8. Unemployment approximated 46 percent ranging uriward to 80 percent on some reservations et certain seasons of the year. Housing
on reservations was estimated to be rmaceeptable by any standards in 90 percent
of the units with 70 percent of families hauling water one mile or more from its

Joan* to the home. Average amount of formal schooling of an Indian was five
years. Dropout rates from school were estimated at 90 percent compared to the
national average of 29 percent In the Northwest United States the school drole
out rate from grades eight to twelve averaged a.? percent and in the southwest
averaged 88.7 percent
The American Indian fs isolated from American 4tociety both spatially and inwardly. Historically, this condition has arisen firstlis a result of the military
defeat of the Indians by the white population as they pursued a policy of what
appeared to be genocide in their lust for the land and natural resources of the
native population. Next, the Indians were overwhelmed by the numerical and
technological superiority of the Whites and herded on to enclaves designated as
reservations. Even the reservations were not inviolate. The government assumed
control of the resources assigned to the Indians and thus forced dependence on
the government The result was a sense of powerlessness laid in common with
other disadvar taged groups in American society. There is no surprise, then, In
that the Indian tended to conform to a style of behavior which fulfills the white
expectation ant stereotype: athetic, withdrawn, irresponsible, shy, lazy and
helpless in managing his own affairs. This inferiority and incapacite are reinforced by paternalistic governmental and welfare agenefe4.

Formal education has done little to help resolve the problems of Indianh and
frequently has intensified them as reflected in the failure of psycl asocial develop-

ment of Indian children during the latency and early pubertal ;ears. Teachers
have ignored and not utilized .knowledge of Indian child-rearinx practices in
formulating their instructional techniques. Indians rear their children in patterns
of socialization to insure conformity of behavior with the ideals of the tribe- Child
rearing is not isolated in the immediate family but is the communal responsibility
of the extended kinship group. Social control of the individual is maintain
the village through the media of gossip, public ridicule and social ostracism.

The aim of the "good life" for the Indian is to achieve an Individual state o.
equilibrium wherein the person has peace of mind, devoid of anxiety and 'hatred.
Thus the ideal Indian is characterized by being good natured, possessed a well
developed sense of humor and a spirit of generosity.
The children experience a relatively permissive home environment.
'ey are
reared to accept sharply defined sex roles which contrast with the increasingly

blurred roles in general society. During the first four years of school, 'Indian

children achieve on a level equivalent to other students. Thereafter. their achievement declines steadily up to and frequently through the college years. The decline
in achievement for other disadvantaged minorities tends to level of just before
entry to senior high school.
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Various explanations have been advanced to account for the decline In achievement atter the fourth grade. Probably a number of factors combine to bring about
the decline. There la a shiftin subject matter In the fourth grade which demands
a commensurate shift !rent the child from concrete to more abstract patterns of
thought. Indian upbringing and language emphasize concrete ratbert than abstract
thought. About this stage, the Indian child becomes more acutely aware of differences between Indians- and others. The child is ridiculed at school by word

and action by some teechers. and Petal) because lie Is different and does not

=lona to the mainstream

Die, in the school community. He is taught that he
must accept values which conflict with what he .bas been taught in his home.
Gradually the school, is
efforbs to ballad, lowers its expectations of
the Indian child,
To adjust to the demands and values of the school leads the child to alienation
!min his Indian home and community. To not adjust, exposes him. to ridicule,
prejudiCand probably a lif.ot quietly desperate poverty. The resultant Mearsti.411 arising from tinter conflict is reflected in excessive drinking and the cyclical

rise of suicides among young Indian people. And suicide traditionally has been
anathema to all Indians. The 'lesson educators and others have not seemed to

learn very well is that similar treatment of children is apt identical to equal

Briefly, teaehers and others must learn to accept Indians as individuals and
assist them in their growth to Indian adulthood. They need to know the cultural
values and home life of Indians and become involved in Indian communities
where they teach and live. They need to assist Indian children in developing
high occupational goals and to teach Indian children that a major purpose of
education is self-development and not just a means to a materially higher standard of living. Above all, any new programs designed to resolve problems of Indiana must be designed and implemented in concert with the Indian people wno
will be directly affected by them.

This paper follows the training and vocational development of about 60
percent of all American Indian high school graduates of 1962 from a six-state
area. It traces their employment and training patterns between 1962 and 1968.
The major factors studied vilTe the importance of environment and opportunity
in the development and attainment of occupational status. What effect did
the educational experience have on these graduates and to what use did they
put it?
A large number of the high school graduates surveyed felt they had not been
equipped by their education to meet the demands of living in the post high
school world.Five years tinter their graduation they already felt unsuccessful
and had only vague plans to effect any changes in their lives. Z4ost felt the
need for further training in order to obtain a good job whiCh would efford
them satisfaction. Many w
on their war to fulfillment in their lives or careers
but a larger number felt unsuccessful in their jobs or educational experiences
and failed to take any pride In their accomplishments.

The schools and prevailing values of American society certainly were determinants in the roles assumed by the students in post high school life. However, value systems and modes of living inevitably must be modified to adapt
to an ever changing world.
The schools are second only to the family in facilitating the personal and
vocational development of young people. The schools have a heavy responsibility
in enabling the studonts to develop their best potential. No longer is it sufficient
for the schools to provide fundamentals such as communication and computational skills and training in citizenship. Schools, today, must create an educational atmosphere in which students may acquire sound principles on which
to base decisions which will lead to a satisfying and contributive life. These
objectives can be achieved only if students have acquired while in school, witdirection. creativity and flexibility in thinking processes. Thus their education,
and especially the, counseling, should have been directed to increasing maturity
in decision making. There is a noticeable absence of the factors which contrib' te

to self-direction in the educational background of most of the high school

graduates surveyed in this study.

PATTERNS TN THE POST HIGH SCHOOL TEARS

The first major and general question to which this study addressed itself was
that of what happened to the Indian student. following graduation from high
school. To facilitate the analysis of the data, the interviewed population was
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dichotomized Into "persistent" and "non-ilersistets." A "perrdster" 4/atOlefirierl:
as a student who, after 'graduation froniiiigh Sehtiol, continued bib
cation or thilning, whether academic, "rotational or Mchbleat in ratei,.althortgh
not neceSsarily'tti- eomPletiOM'A "nbnLperdister" 'was defined as a sfhdent 4310,.
after graduation from high school, became unemployed. Or accepted ariiittlytnent
but did not pursue ferther training or continue formal edrtaitiottEieltIOf these
i"
categories was further subdivided into "male" and "female."

The tote; number of answers to any question did not alwaYs'Orrespond et-

actly with the toh4l number of interviewees: Many :of the interviewee/I resptinded

with multiple answers

some of ,the
.. 'questions vifille in otharilrafatatia 'Lehr
,

of the intervieews could not or would not respond to a qiiestion.
About 70 percent .of the studenth continued into 'academic orlittiningn
following graduation from high school. The neither bf persisters is not start'
high when the dropout rate in high school, almost one tut-of eery totoZttnleiftts,'
is considered. Then, only about half of the graduates whclekitsied post high

programs completed them. Nor did they ,complete thaprograms they.
entered. The large majority completed technical-vocational rather thanacadlic.
graduates or potent*
programs. Of the strident sample interviewed, there was
medicine, law dtf
graduates in the traditional "prattle" professions

engineering.
Approximately six years after high' school giaduation, slightly less than'Onehalf of the females and slightly more than one-half of the males were enitfloyed
for pay or profit. The majority of the graduates were' working in low-s1d111 lowskill, low-pay, low - Interest, non-permanent types of jobs. Three-fifths of Wale.
young people were living on or nat.'s reservation.

The most frequent reasons why feinales discontinued post high *selpol programs were lack of interest followed by marriage; among males, lack of finincial
support followed by lack of interest. Economic status did not appear to be the

major determinant in either entrance into or persistence in a post high school
program. About one-half of those who discontinued an initially-entered program
resumed in the same or a different program. They did so because they felt the
need for further education either to improve themselves or to gain a good job.
Two-thirds of the males and one-third of the females accepted employment
unrelated to their training. Most who accepted this type of employment' did so
because they wished to live on or near their home reservation. The same attitude
characterized the jobholding non-percisters of whom 90 percent lived on or near
a reservation. For these people, there is very.limited _choice of _employment,

Obviously, future prospects are not too bright for the 'Indians, who did not
continue education or training beyond high school graduation. They can look
forward to jobs, rapidly becoming fewer in number, which do not require any
particular skills and for which, consequently, wages are low. Most of the jobs
held by non-persisters lack interest for the individual. These jobs tend to be dl
a non-permanent nature and so the unemployment rate for the non-persisters
curio' of mennployment. Howis high. Girls, through marriage, can escape
is not bettered since theyever, the position of the non-pensister ferini.e%
tend to marry male non-persisters and high school Cropouts and so continue to
eke out a low-level income existence. After high school graduation tho tendency
of the non-persisters is to move on or near 'a reeervatibn and hold a job for
approximately one year. Following this first job, the tendency is to move away
from the reservation, frequently out of the Aate, bold a job for up to another
year and then drift back to the reservation. This pattern is repeated over the
years.

CHARACTERISTICS OF TER GRA')UATE

The r.verage number of children in the family of the high school graduate was
7.8 as compared to 2.8 children in the typical American family. There was no
relationship between either position in the family or size of family and whether
the male gradual;: proceeded into a pose. hit?), school program. However, the
smaller the size of the family and being the first born of the family affected the
trances of the female to continue her formal education. There was little
between the degree of Indian blood possessed by the graduate and persistence in education.

The ability to speak an Indian language was more the mark of the ,female

,Uersister than of the female non-persister. No significant difference r: as observed

between the ability of male persisters and non-persisters to speak an Indian
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language. Overall; the majority of the graduates did not speak an Indian language. No large differences were apparent in the degree to which an Indian
language was spoken in the homes of the females. There was a markedly greater
frequency of an Indian language spoken in the home of male not-blaralaters than
in the homes of male persisters.

The Amount of formal education completed by parents of the persisters was
greater than for the parents of non-persisters. This was especially so among
the female graduates. More mothers of persisters were gainfully employed than
were mothers of non-persisters. The mothers of persiaters more often than mothers

adireutatters held jobs which required training and skill. No significant

regard to these factors appeared among the fathers.
About one-quarter of the graduates repeated a grade and one-fifth repeated
a failed 'subject. More non-peridsters than peraisters repeated a grade or subject,
Indicating. repetition of grades or subjects is a major factor in persistence
beyond high school education. Nevertheless, grade or subject failures seldom
affected the desire of students to complete high school.

_ctue-third of the graduates transferred to another smog at leapt once during
high schooL The number of transfers was greater for female non-persisters
persisting, but tees for Male non-persisters than persisters.-The data lutes female non-persisters resolved problem situations by moving to a
different ,setting. Male non-perslaters remained in a setting and adopted a
Pelt= of passive resistance in order to resolve their problems.
The favorite activity in high school was social activity for the females
and athletics for the males. A greater percentage of persisters than non-persistere participated in school activities. Though not conclusively proved, it appears

participation in school activity was an inducement for the student to remain
in school.

TES DC: ACT Or HIGH 3C1lOOL FilllatILNOM AND CAW=

Many of the graduates were dissatisfied with their present career status.
Two-fifths of them indicated they wished to change their job. The major reason for doing so was to obtain a job which would be of more interest. Similarly,
the Majority of these young people would follow a different course of action
if they cord relive their post high school days. Most of them felt the need for
further education, One-fourth would pursue a different educational or training

Program.

The prime source of encouragement to continue formal education was the
ranked nextes a source. Encouragement from the peer group
was negllgibi
ewer non-persisters than persisters viewed the encouragement
received as rift ode Of course, fewer of the non-persisters responded positively
to such enconhigenient
Three-fourths of the graduates acknowledged receiving some information on
available poet high school educational opportunities. Less thin one-third of
them viewed the information supplied as adequate. Even fewer of the graduates
received, or perceived- as adequate, information on post high school employment opportunities. Information they did receive came from teachers, relocation officers and potential employers rather than counselors. Obviously, greater
efforts have to be made and better methods utilized to bring students to an
awareness of opportunities available to them. More and better counselors are
needed who can collaborate with parent°, teachers and administrators in assisting students to self-discovery. However, such conditions hardly, can exist until
the eounselors and other educators are brought to a self-awareness and an
unbiased understanding of the students with whom they work.
A large minority of the graduates felt there was "nothing" which the schools
parents. -'Teas

,

they attended did best for them. Of those who thought the schools did something
fi them, the largest group indicated it was awarding a graduation diploma. The
largest group responded that the school assisted them to maturity. Ideally,
roe, this should have been the response of all of the graduates. The most
rtant changes the graduates would seek in the schools they attended were
ealepo teachers and bgher academic standards. The changes they called
or reflected an awareness of the
dice of "low expectation."
More often than not the students al
have built a low self-image of themselves by the time they eradiate from high
col because of this prejudice of
"low expectation." The prejudice has been reinfo
because Of the "self-fulfill., ing prophecy." Told often enough by word and actin
at Indian students are
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not expected to measure up to the achievements of the general student population, the students behave in ways calculated to fulfil the expectation: Of those
with prejudiced attitudes. This prejudice was expressed in a conversation with a
public school principal, uncommon only in that the view was so directly eripilseired.

The principal declared it really was melee. trying to do anything for Indianstudents. As long as the Indian children were quilt and did as they were told lathe
enseroom and school, they could expect social promotions. Eventually:they would
receive a sehotthattendance certificate in lien of &igh school diploma:lnen those
people who intellectually subscribe to the idea of basic 'equality of human beings
thereibre, in general, that pOtentlal abilities also are equirl, oft/Whet:ay by
their actions an inability to accept emotionally the premise,trf equality which
.
they have accepted intellectually.
A large majority of the graduates thought their Indian feliovnotiidents did not
graduate from high school because of leek' of encouragement from homer. tack
of desire on the part of the student end lack of encouragement from the! wheal.
The second reason is dependent largely on the first sad third:
Peer group association in school, for the largest gnu* of gradua tes,. thwarted
silsociation With other Indiana. The next largest peer group revolved asseelation
in mixed Indian- non - Indian groups. Ibib. majority of the students calmed pier
group association did not affect 'Ube? their achievement in classes or plans to
continue 'education beyond high school level. When the peer group' did VON* the
deers' - as St an individual, such effect usually Was positive aid becietelaL

A minority of about one-fifth Of the graduates admitted,theY ever had experienced prejudice directed against them. They all readily were able to relate
experiences of friends and relatives who were victims of prejadicor.:
the respondents seemed to feel if they admitted experiencing flreluelee.-thrYwere
admitting inferiority to other people. finch are the results of a young lifetime,
not necessarily of overt preludice, but of prejudice framed elf's oterotype.
One-third of the graduates defined "success" in terms of personal happinem.
The remainder, reflecting the struggle for sarvival, defined success in terms of
holding a good job and/or powdering a good education. More females than Males
thought of themselves as suctessful. This is normal :since females equaterMeeese
with a satisfactory marriage. However, males, the providers, equate success with
secure, well-paying jobs which also afford them personal -dertieferetion.

More of the graduates thought of themselves as unsuccessful than diameter-

teed themselves as successful.

0011MIONT AND 1117002010N8

This study has sought and farad some ant/wens to the qtleation of what happens to American Indian students after they graduate from high school. Undoubtedly, parallel stadia* concerning the general school population would

produce many of the mine findings although varying quantitatively. Such gentiles

are necessary, not only because the data are important In evaluating the work
of schools, but also because of the need for comparable data. Recommendations
for imprOvement of education are inherent in the presentation of the data and
it would be redundant to detail them here.

As In moot research, this study has raised as many or more questions as it
has answered. Hopefully, leads have been offered for further research, such as
on mental health problems of Indian students and learning processes of early
childhood. In any event, the study has demonstrated the collection of data in
the area covered is feasible even when it is necessary to probe into the past to
collect the data. Little dithculty should be encountered in devising an ongoing
data-collection system.
Such a data-collection system would require close cooperation among the organizations Interested in education of American Indians. The obvious first step
would be to involve tribes, school districts, State Departments of Education and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs in outlining the objectives, detailing the data which
should be milected and designing the data-collection system.
However, collection of data is not an end to :Melt The data serves as a factual base which is necessary in formulating dec:oions and programs. In the past,
a piecemeal approach to formulating and implementing programs too often has
failed. The programs, though usually well thought out, have neglected to take
into account the totality of Indian life. Hence, the programs have been similar
to attempting to staunch a gaping wound by the application of a bandaid. Thus,
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n o gutter what the results of fact gathering and analysis are, the ultimate

resnediMateps are going to require congruent (Bort, in which health (including
mental health), education and socioeconomic development are meshed and dovetailed. If they are not coordinated in a multiapronged attack and each continues
to go its own way, little or no advance will be made in arriving at solutions to

The organisations seeking to launch multi-pronged *multi on problems, in
attempting to fulfill Weir responsibilities, need to engage in a great deal of selfevaluation. Experimentation has as one of its major purposes the improvement
of the established patterns of doing things so they are relevant to oil those in
need of it. Simultaneous evaluation will be necessary to make sure the experimentation is an improvement.
Men have banded together into societies so they may do those things which
bunny* the quality of life and which they are unable to do es individuals. Too
often, though,. moiety interprets its mission as pressuring all individuals to conform, to a common mold. Society attempts to kill or eliminate those ways of life

which ors net left and parcel of the mainstream. In a pluralistic, democratic
nation, society should be supportive of the individual. It should facilitate and
enhance individual development by tusking available as many viable alternatives

for,the individual as poseige. In short, a major ptirpose of the societal life
should be to make man more free.
The objectives of the federal government have more often than not been
in conflict with the goals of the Indian osople. Programs frequently have been
imposed upon them, without prior consultation and almost always without

direct involvement in the initiation, planning or execution of the programs. The
effect has been to contribute to a feeling of alienation among Indian people. In
common with other poverty groups in the nation, Indians have shared a feeling
of helplessness which stems from the belief that they cannot control their own
&lefty:
Indians are aware their communities and people are held in low esteem by the

general society. They wish to remain Indian but do not want the low-status
equivalent.. They want to retain a way of life with values Indiana consider
superior to those of the general society but also want to take advantage of the
modern technological advances and attaio a reasonable material standard of

living.

Many Twining fear material progress and evidence they are beginning to

control their own affairs. They claim that when a tribe approaches autonomy and
a reasonable standard of living, those governing in our society pressure Indians
to join the mainstream of society. Soon the tribe finds itself a victim of "termination" and has lost all that it sweated and sacrificed to regain and build.

Research in change and innovation during the past couple of decades has

indicated changes baptised upon a comnitinity, from outside are very likely to be
rejected: Forced changes from external sources may result in overt compliance
but covert resistance. When change threatens the values of the people affected,

resistance to the change as well as the social costs in introducing the change
grow greater. Social changes are most likely to be accepted if they are introduced through the existing social structure of the people affected and involve
the affected people in every aspect of initiating, planning end executing the
change.

To ignore these finds of research. Is not wise or productive of effective solutions to problems. The temper of over times as such that an Increasingly rapid
transfer of power over their resources and decision making is mandatory and
necessary for Indians. To say Indiana are not ready or lack ability to manage
their resources when some tribes now successfully operate multi-million dollar
tribal enterprises, is bureaucratic rigidity.
The resources of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Division of the Public
Health Service and other governmental agencies should be ant at the disposal of
Indiana to carry out programs initiated and planned by them. Only in this way
will Indians develop a genuine feeIng they are in control of what happens to
then. Important as new programa are, primacy must be given to the pireesses
by which Indians can feel they control their own destiny and thus develop a
viable identity. If such courses of action are not followed, the errors of bygone
years will be compounded,,programs will continue to faH to bring about any
lasting, significant change and no progress will have been made in alleviating the
distress of the Indian populations.
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THE AM:WEAN INDIAN HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUT: THE MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM'

(By Alphonse D. Sanger, Robert R. Rath)
154414
Field Paper Na 80
The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory is a nonprofit

corporation working with more than eight hundred member institu-

tions in the Northwest United States to apply the findings of research and technological development to improve educational practice. This study is a part of the efforts of the Laboratory to develop

and disseminate data and concerctualisatons useful in evaluating
and designing improvements in intercultural educed:km. The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a contreat with
the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Repeated lequiries are made about the number of American Indian students
who progress or drop out of school from grade 8 through grade 12. The response
of the Northwest Regional Educational laboratory to the dearth oe information which Wagered the incuiries was to launch 4 study to collect recent, hard
data on the education of Indian youth. This study was financed through
contract with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and depended upon the cooperation
of several hundred people, including superintendents, principals and teachers,
personnel (with agencies and area offices) of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
tribal office officials and employees, staff members of State Departments of
Education, and the parents and relatives of many of the pupils.
The purpose of this study was to provide some data and information for organisations and agencies, which may lead to the development of experimental

programs, and to more rational decisions about the educatiorindian/stu-

--

dents, and to additional indepth studies.
Two specific objectives were
1. To provide a statistical report of progress and dropouts of Indian stu-

dents in the States of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, and North
and South Dakota from grade 8 in 1962 through June, 1967.

2. To develop and demonstrate a feasible system for data collection on a
continuing bane.
Procedures
stratified random sample of 50 percent of the eligible schools in each state

was drawn for the study. Eligible schools were determined by the following
criteria :

1. State and Area : Schools and tribal pimps had to be in those Portions
of the states of Oregon. Washington, Idaho, Montana. North and South Dakota which were included in the Aberdeen, Billings, and Portland area Puladiction for the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

2. Tribal Units: Tribal units were determined by state as derived from
the 1962-63 census of tribes. Tribal units of less than 200 population were
deleted. An Indian was defined as an individual who possessed a blood
quantum of one-fourth, or more.

8. Schools: Schools with concentrations of Indian students from tribal

groups were identified through State Departments of Education, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, and public and private school authorities. Schools with
lees than ten Indian students enrolled in grade 8 in 1962-48 werq to be de-

leted. Because schools over-estimated totals of Indian studentb, usually
because they identified pupils with less than one-fourth degree of Indian
blood as Indians, six schools are included in the sample with less than ten
Indian students registered in grade 8 as of November 1, nu.
Forty schools or 58.3 percent, were drawn as the samples of a total of 71

schools which qualified under these criteria.
The target population, all Indian students in the 1962-68 grade 8 classes of the
selected schools, were identified by name. Thereafter the progress of each student

was traced through school to June, 1967 or dropout regardless of which school

1 This article is a summary of a study report with the same title written by Dr. Alphonse

Selinger publicized by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 710 S.W. Second
Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204.
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idte was attended. The work of .tfaeing the 'progress of the students was carried
out by field workers, usually employees a the schools where the initial identification of the students was atads..The date Was then checked by the project
of the Portland once. School students were guaranteed anonymity through the
one of numerical coding as sober as the *ask data had been collected.
The term. "dropout" Is need in this study to designate a pupil who has been in
memberifdstadaring the regular sdhool term and who withdrew trom membership
before grit tine' from 'sethltdary school or before eomplethig an equivalent
program of etodfes. Ouch WI inithidUld Is considered a dropout whetter the dropout occurs dying or between 'reggae stettet terms; Whether the dropout occurs
before or, after the coMptilehry *hod attendiutce see has been reaehed, and if
the minhitireilequired amount et 'Wheel eitork 'necessity' for graduation shag not
been completed exteptby season df death
The data Potketed stoat each 'Indent minded promotion/graduation/dropont,
attendance and grades in addition to Identification information.
Rejected simporting data
There was no intent in this MAW to draw inferences from or to interpret the
.

data reported. The following tefoneation from recent studies, far from exhaustive, is peesented in order top rtpde a framework for the data of the study
and a base for comparison. The rea
Is cautioned that the factors which are

Characteristic of the dropolit are extremely complex. In the absence of least of
these factors from this study, carnet inferences regarding the °Mgt& of dropouts
are stsivarranted. The statistical data of this study is useful °WV in assessing
the magnitude of the problem of the Indian high school dropout in the northwest
United States.
Apker, In his survey, estimates that less than 40 percent of Indian fib. School
entrants graduate as con Pared to 60 percent, of all American students. Spilka
Bryde state that on a national level in the 1963 school year dropouts averaged 23 percent of the school population as compared with a dropout rate for
Indian students of about CO percent.
The State Department of Instruction in a study of the South Dakota secondary

school (grades 9-12) dropout population in 1968-64 showed that 59 percent
of Indian dropouts occur in the ninth grade comperdd with 20 percent for
non-Indians.

An as yet unpublished study compared eighth grade students on the Pine
Ridge Reservation who subsequently dropped from school with these who
remained. It was found that 57 percent of dropouts are boys compared with
48 percent in the school population ; 87 percent of dropouts are from country
districts as compared to 50 percent from
in the total school
population; dropouts tended to be older at en
to ninth grade (64 percent
were 16 years of age or over) compared to
who remained (81 percent were
15 years of age or under) ; dropouts achieved a mean score on the 28th percentile

In the Iowa teat of educational achievement as compared to a mean score on

the 42nd percentile for those remaining.
Findings
One major objective of the study was to document the problem of the American

Indian high school dropout. In the original report, the emphasis of reporting
was to present tables and figures for each schooL 4To attempt was made to
Interpret the findings.

Comparison of dropout rates between schools or tribes was purposefully
omitted from the original report. Such comparisons are invidious bemuse of
the varying numbers of pupils in the schools and particularly because of the
wide differences in the educational objectives pursued by the schools as a
remit of the composition of their student bodies.

Four presentations were made for each sample school, as shown In the

examples below :

A figure which indicates the annual flow of students to different schools
(Figure 1).
A table indicating progressive dropout rates by sex (Table 1).
A table indicating annual attendance percentages for dropouts and persisters (Table 2).
A table indicating grade averages for dropouts and pereisters (Table 3).
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TABLE 1.a- PROGRESSIVE DROPOUT RATE BY PERCENTAGES TO JUNE 1W, FROM A TARGET POPULATION OF
AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS ENROLLED IN MADRAS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL OREGON. IN GRADE I, NOVEMBER
1962

1162-63,
grade 8

UM

Item- New

196344

Per- Nem-

1964-65

Per- Nem-

oat

bet

bar

cent

bar

Male

18

0

0

20

0
0

0

Female

0

1

5.0

0
1

3$

0

0

1

2.6

1

Sex

TeMI

bar

19E647

1965-66

tor- New
cent

bra

I

Per- Namcent

ler

5.11

5.3

2

I3

16.7

3

2.7

4

IL I

5

1)

1.111

Pereon

Nii

Percent

it

p. s

3
8

18.7
42.1

11

29.7

u.4

15.1

1 deceased.

TABLE 2.AVERAGE ANNUAL ATTENDANCE BY PERCENTAGES 70 JUNE 1967, OF DROPOUTS ANO PERSISTERS
FROM A TARGET POPULATION OF 38 AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS ENROLLED IN MADRAS JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,
OREGON, IN GRADE B, NOVEMBER 1962

Yeas1962-01, grade 6

Number
Dropout

Pend*"

Percept Number

0.0
90.8

0
37

116445

196344

Percent Number

1

33

90.0
12.7

196546

Percent Number

1

33

77.0
92.6

196647

Percent Number
73.8
90.9

4
32

Percent

78.3
88.8

3
25

TABLE 3.AVERAGE ANNUAL GRADES TRANSLATED TO LETTER GRADINGS TO JUNE 1967, FROM A TARGET POPULATION OF 3$ AMERICAN INDIAN STUDENTS, DROPOUTS AND PERS1STERS, ENROLLED IN MADRAS JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, OREGON, IN GRADE 8, NOVEMBER 1162

Yar
Grradee

Average

Number grade
DropooL

Parader

35

8'

196344

1964-65

Average
Avenge
Number Aide
Number grade

36 C-

1 0+

35 0+

196564.

19116-10

Average

Number grade

2 D+

31 C

Number

Average
grade

2 C+

25 C

Net avaCabie.

These modes of presentation were selected to show the magnitude of the
problem fvr a functional unita schoolas well as demonstrating feasibility for
that localfty.
school tabulations :
Several points can be drawn from these school
1. There is tremendous mobility of Indian students to a variety of schools
in seeking to complete a secondary education.
2. The common educational indices of attendance and grade averages are
poor indicators for Indian students persisting in school. Further, the quality

of this data was probably not comparable, was inconsistent and often

missing.
Comparative graduation rates between the "normal" population and the sample

of Americalt Indian students are difficult to obtain. One such comparison is
presented in Table 4. It is recognised that the base of comparison is different,
but the Indian percentages would be lower if computed on the same basis because : (1) the Indian percent includes perststers as well as graduates, and (2)
the Indian percent is based on a eve-year rather than a four-year period. Clearly,
dropout rates are of considerably greater magnitude than for the "normal"
population.
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TABLE 4.- COMPARATIVE RATES, PUBUC HIGH SCHOOL AND INDIAN STUDENTS

ladles sant*

Itlet
Weed (116546
gradation
(portent)

(1166-M1

weld=

(percent)
70.7

trig:eon
Idcho
Montano
North Deltaic
Sou81 Nitrate

National ever*

a 75

6 1.5

79 . 9

115.5

83.6
84.0
85.6

48.1
48.5
42.2

77.3

47.4

In 1962, es marled in Simnel! E. Varner, ''Sdleol Dospeets," mom*

190-66 graduates as 9 parent of grade

summery, WasMnitss, &Co Roosevelt Division, Netional Edeestiue Association, 1967, p. &

Mood from grads II ia Mg to

I Shs&

The annual dropout percentages of American Indian secondary studenti in
the sample schools are presented by state in Table & Patterns of dropouts clearly
vary between and among the si.ates, both in terms of the total dropout, and the
annual components of the total.
TABLE S.-ANNUAL DROPOUTS OF INDIAN STUDENTS IN SAMPLE SCHOOLS BY STATE

School yearState

1962-63

196344

0
0

-4

1965-66

196647

Total

1

5

2.4

12.5

6
14.7

29.3

1964 -45

Oregon:
42

Number
Percent
Washington:
Number

91

Percen t

Idaho:
Number
Percent.
Montana:
Number
Percent
North Dakota:
Number
Percent
South Dakota:
Number

Parant_

2

8

15

7

3

9.0

18.5

10.6

5.1

'38.5

4
16.4

34.4

0

5

1

1

0

15.6

3.7

3.9

35
11

20

6.5

30

16

10.4

18.8

10.7

9.6

8

11

11

13

8

8.1

12.1

13.8

18.8

14.3

63

33

24

182

13.0

33
15.1

29

19.9

15.6

15.1

57.5

75

13.7

13.1

60
12.1

47.7

27

99

316

12

2.2

33
259

1

15

411
51

51.5

Total

runt

100

73

11.9

9.9

391

The id ropout rate for Indian female students in each of the six states,
with t the exception of North Dakota, is considerably higher than for Indian
male students, as found in Table 8.
s

TABLE 6.-DROPOUT RATES OF INDIAN MALES AND FEMALES IN SAMPLE SCHOOLS, 196247
Male

Drop-

State
Oregon

Washington
Idaho
Montana.
North Dakota
South Dakota

Total

out

Female

Num.
bet

Percent

Numher

Percent

Drop.
out

Num

23
45

12

42

167

40.9
42.2
41.2
45.6
48.3
63.3

437

51.9

19

15.8

9

4

46
16

34.8
25.0

19
7

49
23
77

132
41
149

37.1
56.1
51.7

59
28
105

172

403

42.6

227

3
16

Total

Dropout

17
127

58

her

percent

182

316

29.3
38.5
33.3
41.7
51.5
57.8

399

640

47.7

35
11

33

108

236

51 ,

Se
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CONOLVICON

P44:00060 ]gin differed from other dropout studies in that the students
is tj .suns, grade on a specific date who constituted the target

tion weft each identified by name. The progress through school of each
was tail ttaced to high school graduation or another specific date almost
flit yearilatei Unless death or dropout from erhool °centred prior to that time.
data of Out study have been presented in a series of figures and tenant
any shit rapt to interpret findings. Thus the study; while documenting the
niegnitude of d problem of the Amerkian Indian high school dropout, also has
Onnonstrated as feasibility of collecting bard data In thin area.
'The used to collect on an ongoing basis specific up-to-date data en the dress
oil:apt* as welt as on graduates and follow-np of graduates for at least a.year
after high school graduation, is of great importance._ lam where some attempts
data, efforts
tare boa made Wielividun 'Annus,
eystriasto utUact
in the
of eelleetInd
have been hampered by a tett
trying to
information and in recording it. School personnel Incomexarir
find out what happens to a pp qr stud ent when the receiving school does not
tratiffertint student MO/Ms.
re01trffti ttl,A OWlreyplbtk
setoff up af data *swim bank and ftgullakeff grebe= of
TbniefeVr$
',trident records needs to be taken' by' tta agency which could also
tra
serve ea the coordinator of such efforts. The State Departments of /notation

areeotzrerigie2irted to understating such a task. In addition to access

to
Department* probably' have the greatest contact with the
many organisations engaged in the educational enterprise.
The continuing collection of such data and information would certainly necesagate the 'cooperative, efforts of school districts, State Departments of Dinesdon, the area offices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In addition, the tribal group
must be involved in the following of students. It became apparent that the
tribal gnaw was the unique source of information when significant numbers of
students transferred to secondary schools in other states and areas.
This study has clearly shown that there is a serious and complex problem of
dropouts of American Indian high school students. It has also demonstrated a
feasible way whereby such data and information could be accumulated on a
continuing basis for use in developing experimental programs, for assistance in
making more rational decisions abon., Indian education, and points to problems
about which additional =dies are needed.
Senator KZNrrIDY. Dr. Van Dusen.

Senator MONDALE. I would like to make one observation, if I might.
This is the third regional educational laboratory which has testified.

It surprises me that so much of the pioneering study about what can
be done is coming out of institutions that have been only recently

created and are outside of the basic ongoing structure of Indian
education as we have known it.

The same, I think2 can be said of the department of education in
Minnesota about which you have just hear& 1 think this,says something about the need to invigorate the institntio.ns which have traditionally dealt with Indian education.
Senator KENNED7. Dr. Van Dusan, we welcome you here before the

subcommittee. We appreciate your appearance here. Please proceed.
STATEN:MIT OF DR. JEAN TAN DUREN, PEDIATRICIAN, TUBA CITY

Min HEALTH HOSPITAL, TUBA CITY, ARIZ.
Dr. VAN Dusix. My testimony, is based upon my personal observations as a physician on the Navajo Indian Reservation. The opinions
.expreesed are my own j_ and they may or may not agree with those Of
others in the Public Health Service or my superiors.
For many. years, I have been concerned with the health and welfare
of the Navajo and Hopi children served by thy, hospital at Tuba City,
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Aria. r believe that some of the medical problems existing have a
definite effect upon the future" 'educational opportunity and performances of the children. Ohe of my Major' concerns is that of
malnutrition.
Untilmererecently, we CV tad only guess at the extent tif the prob-

atta_to improve our records aid reporting methods
.ory information in the future. 1, can report
should= fgmere
on some of 'the information 'yet to be published that wee obtained
lem.

this summer.
Mr. John Secondit a medical student, was
sity of Vanderbilt Medical 'School and the Coy

by thetTniverf American Indians. Vrithlthe assistauce Of Dr. James Carter,. we wereebte to review
the problem of protein-calorie malinitrition se, seen in our hospital.
We reviewed the recordi of all tdmiesions under 5 yearsof age for
the poet 5 yeas. There were 5,480 record' reviewed. Of these, 118 of
the children had a diagnosis of malnutrition.
There were also 87 oases of nutriumms kid 17 cases of Kwashiorkor.
Thrmortality wait 48.percent for marasmus and 18 percent for Kwasbiorkor. As a ph.csician I am very loath to admit my failure in helping; this is a very, very horrible extent of malnutrition:
Om'of theethings m the clinic that should be done is to get asocial
and medical diagnosis of malnutrition that is acceptable to us all. In
the Senate yeaterdarI hard about starvation. I don't know what starration is but I think what they mean ire these 48 percent maraamus
that died and the 18 percent of Kwashiorkor that died. To me I think
that maybe would be starvation.
All of the cases of marasinas were under 8 months of age, the mean
was 8 months of age. The cases of Kwashiorkor were from 6 months
to 80 months of age with a mean of 14 months of age.
These two disease entitle; are admittedly the most severe forma of
protein-calorie malnutrition. The high fatality rate indicates the severity of the Medical problem.
Of even more importance is the evidence being accumulated recently,
that each episodes of severe malnutrition has an effect upon the future
learning potential of the children. As yet we do not know what degree
of malnutrition causes what degree of damage to the brain.
Another facet of our study this summer was to gather the heights
and weights of children on the Navajo Reservation preschool program.
These children ranged from age 8 to 7 years of age: Records from 948
children over the' entire reservation were utilized.
When compared with the standard Boston Curves, 80 percent of the
boys and 89 percent oft the girls fell below the 8 percent line in height.

As regards to weig...; 8 percent of the boys, and 9 percent of the
girls fell below the 3 percent line. This would indicate that early in
life malnutrition existed sufficiently to disturb growth and produce
stunting of height.
Subsequently, many of the children gained weight but could not overcome the stunting. These are the children who are apt to enter school
with biological disadvantages in regards to ability to learn.

The apparent types of damage are particularly in those difficult

to measure abilities of hand-eye, ear -eye, hand-ear coordination.

Senator Kiwi. Of the deficiencies you mentionedI don't know

whether you get at it later in your testimonythe relationship between
29-951-09-pt. 1-14
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malnutrition and mental retardation has been demonstrated time and
time again. So .nntanly do you have thaphysical kind of defects, there
really is a very definite effect on brain development?
Dr. VAN Dtrsicw. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Let me ask;as we go through the figures so that

the record shows this, about. the curve and the weight comparisons.
Do you relate these to other children or other Indian groups?
Will opponents say that these are hereditary traits of the Indian
group I
Could you respond to that for the record?

Dr. Vex Dusax. This is the argument that has been put out for
many, many years. Recent studies done in other countries, notably
C'ruateinala, Haiti, and South Africa, I believe it is, have shown that

the advantaged child in these countries follow the Boston Curve.
The disadvantaged children in these countries don't follow the Boston Curve.
Senator KENNEDY. Would that be true of Indians I I don't know
whether that would be true in regard to, say, Spanish-speaking people.
Dr. VAN DUREN. Oh. yes.

Senator Keniexey. If you have someone up in Boston and San Antonio, one is from Spanish-speaking parents and the other is from

Irish
Dr. Vex Dusex. Race has its effect on the stature. That is one of

the arguments, but we are finding out that this is not so. Interestingly
enough, in my 14 years I have watched quite a few children grow up.
For many years we never thought a Tlopi could possibly be 6-foot tall.
now have quite a few youngsters that I am going on tiptoe to look
into their ears or have to make them sit down. There are 6-foot Hopis.
There have always been a few 6-foot :Navajos but the Hopis are particularly striking because they never got to be 6-foot tall.
Height potential is not dependent upon race. There are individual
groups of the pygmies and the giants but apparently this is not a racial
characteristic.
Senator KENNEDY. On these problemsI apologize for interruptingof nutrition deficiency that you talk about, there are a number of
Members who are both on this committee, Senator Mondale, and others,
and on Senator McGovern's nutrition committee. I think we ought to
certainly communicate to them your testimony.
As you probably know, as a result of the action of the Senate, we
have the active support of the Members of the Senate in really coming
to grips with the problems of malnutrition. Certainly you are identifying an area of great distress. I would like, with your permission, for
us to notify Senator McGovern and the members of his committee and
have them look into this extremely distressing testimony.
Dr. Vex DtrsEx. My technical paper is about to be published. I will
be glad to send the paper to you. It should be in the next month or so.
Senator KENNET:tr. I wish you would. Those parts of it that are relevant will be inchided in the record at this point.
EXPORT OP NUTRITION STUDY ON NAVAJO RESERVATION

In the spring and summer of 1967, reports of "hunger and starvation" in the
U.S. appeared in the news. Congressional ecnamittees, private foundations, and
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concerned individuals called attention to the problem. In the tall of 1987, Congress
added an Amendment to the. Partnership for Health Amendments of4,
sUthg
for the.fiemsetaly of MEW to :conduct * nutrition =neer tadettarminadminagnitude and location of hunger and starvation in the U.&
The Nutrition Program (formerly the ICNND) had been involved with 88 nutrition ourrsent oversees, and was designated by the Secretary's Office to carry out
the study. An advisory committee, composed of representatives from agencies in
DBMS; and also the Office of Ificonosnie Opportunity and the USDA developed the

lenerel survey protocol including the sample selection. It was assomed that if
(hunger and starvation) malnutrition existed in the U.S., it would occur in the
populations living in poverty or nesr poverty. Also certain groups 'whit& 'were
known to have more health problems, the migrant workers, aged, preached children in urban ghettoes, and families in Appalachia. The survey areas selected
were states which were known to have sisable =Inhere of poor families and concentintions at the epeeist groups. In addition, some regional representation was
tiought, though no attempt was made to include states from every area: of the
country.
Thus, the National Nutrition Survey was designed so that the first phase would
place priorit7 on low income areas. A random selection was made INCUR Bureau of
Census: enumeration dirtricte where the largest percentage of fillnitien
1.171t:
in poPerty.The universe from which the sample was drawn represented twentyfive percent of the state's population and the lowest income quartile hated on.1900
ceLaut data. This resaltedin a selection of approximately one hundred enumeration districts per state with twenty. households selected from each enumeration
district. Thin would then, yield six to eight thousand individuals. from, two 'thou-

sand households per state. The estimated 'sample size for the ten states 'will
include appunimately seventy thousand individuals.
The basic protocol for the study is that developed by the IONNDWith slight
modifications as required for the U.B. populatiOn, and the sampling proeedure
used.
The National Nutrition Survey design incorporates:
I. Clinical assesament, including. a -.physical. history and examiastlen, varlogs
.

anth-opometric measurements such as height, weight, and subcutaneous tit, end

bone X-racy measurements.

2. Biochemical measurements of the levels of various substsmoes in blood and
urine.
8. Dietary assessment of nutrient intake andusual patterns of consumption.
4. Dental examinations.
5. Related data etch as
o-economic status, food sources, educational states,
etc.
Clinical
The purpose of the clinical assessment component .of a nutrition survey is to

detect physical signs and symptoms of deviation from health due to malantri-

tion and includes :
(1) A medical history and physical examination. In general, the physical

examination evaluates long-term nutritional history as .. wis explained,
earlier. The medical history, which is designed to obtain prevalent ,disease
patterns such as infections or parasitic infestations which influence absorption and metabolism of nutrients independent of dietary Intake, is.Useftilin

assess: eg interrelationships of nutritional status and disease.
(2) .Anthropometric studies are incorporated in the clinical assessment of

a nutrition survey to help determine the effect of nutrition on physical
X-ray measurements afford quantification of developMental
(3)

growth and development.

status, regardless of body build, which complicates comparisons of different
populations. Bone changes are alth seen in nutritional deficiency con onp
orie
such as rickets, osteomalacia, infantile scurvy, finorosie and
malnutrition.
Biochemical measurements
Biochemical measurements of the levels of various substances in body tissues
and fluids reflect current or recent, nutritional status. Depletion of body stores of
nutrients is the first step in the development of nutritional deficiency disease. As
the deficiency progresses, functional impairment occurs, and finally the physical
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changes ohatactetiatie of a clinically manifest deficiency disease appear. Biochemical measurements, therefore, allow an identificaion of risk populations as
well aspopulations with frank malnutrition.
Polka earamMation
the dental examination hicludes an evaluation of dente', health and the condition of the poft (periodontal) tissues of the month. While all dental findings
cannot be ((Mimed to result from inadequate nutrition, obvious relationship to
dietary, intake exists. For example, the presence of caries may be associated with
a low intake of fluoride, and spongy bleeding gums indicate vitamin C delicioncY.
Poor dental health is defined by increased decayed-saiseing-filled (D.ILF.) rates.

.

Inability to bite and chew leads to a selection of soft and readily swallowed
foods whisk frequently are deficient in some of the essential nutrients and can
lead eventually to o-,ert malnutrition. The second major cause of Inadequate den-

Union among the aged, periodontal disease, while due primarily to poor oral
hygiene and inadequate dental care can be aggravated by nutritionally deterrained caries and diseases of the gums.

Dietary

Dietary intake data is an essential part of any complete nutrition rtudy,
food habits, preparation practices and attitudes. These dietary data provide
information needed for complete interpretation of the clinical and biochemical
results. This information is basic to planning dietary changes and modifying

needed to provide information on levels of nutrient Intake, sources of nutrients,

or initiating new programa that have an influence on food' habits and intake.
The solution to problems uncovered by clinical and biochemical assessments
depends upon knowledge of the eating habits and food availability within the
area along with a sound program of food technology.
Osieer *elated Asotorst

A variety of non-nutritional factors affect food choices and intake. A nutritional status study must include data collection of these items for a complete
assessment of possible causes underlying malnutrition and to provide a basis
for future planning. Ittampisa of some of the related factors are:
(1) Welfare programs
(2) Food distribution programs
(3) General food availability
(4) Health and edueational facilities
(5) Socio-economic and ethnic characteristics
During the development of the nutrition survey, a pilot study on the Navajo
Reservation was proposed. The purpose was to obtain information on how one
could best carry out a nutrition survey on the reservation. The USDA expressed
some interest in the study, and agreed to support a small study in one area
of the reservation, Lower Greasewood, Arizona. The Greasewood Chapter area
is over 50 square miles, and is located approximately sixty miles southwest of
the PHS Hospital at Fart Defiance, Arizona.
A BIA boarding school is located at the Chapter center in Lower Greasewood. About 313 families were listed on the census roles, but a number of
these no longer the in the area. The total census population is 1230 persons,
with Itgl children at boarding schools some distance from Greasewood, and
over 300 living out of the area on a semi-permanent basis. The total population
in the area is 815, and all were considered part of the sample. This included
all children of families in the area who were attending the boarding school at
Lower Greasewo2d.
A modified survey protocol was used, but included the major components of
the national study with the exception of the dietary. Trained nutritionists were
not available to carry out the family and individual food intake study. A. very
limited questionnaire on food sources, food expenditures, water, cooking facilities and food storage was completed for each family. A few twenty-four hour
recalls on selected individuals were completed.
A comprehensive report of the survey in Lower Greasewood is being prepared
by Dr. Keith Reisinger, from the University of Pittsburgh. Dr. Reisinger served
as director of the study. However, the characteristics of the population and a few
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comparisons with data from the preliminary report of the State survey will serve
*.° Magnate the results of the Navajo study.
Characteristic)* of froniiies
The-information on the initial 1.1,6 family units studied haa been evaluated In
part. Slightly over one-half, C5' families, were reeelving commodity. foods. The
Mebane of food was mainly on credit or a combination of credit and clash. Only
,

99 fernlike indicated that all food was purchased with cash. While the local
trading pasts were a major foodresource, many families beveled be a nearby
town to pun-Maw feed. A supermarket was opened e few wWks Prior to the
study at Window Rock, Arizona, and a number of families has purchased food
there at the time of the survey.
Except for about fifty families living the Lower Gressewood school and
the families were living in limos; and one,and two room buildi
dispersed over
approximately. 400 *pare miles. Of the ling
g 126 homes, only
had electricity.
Twentydve of these homes bad water in the home. but ten of tbeile.did not use the

p

water for drinking, as it was salty. The remainder bad to obtain their water
Unr,ply some diateuce from their homes.

A cersory review of diet histories indicated that the number of different fc,.'d
items included In. the Navajo diet was limited. Probably' the most frequently
recurring items, in the diet were mutton stew and fry bread.
Anemia
Anemia aprieared to be less of a problem in the sample studied at Lower Grease

wood than that in the NNS. Using the standards which hate been established for
the evaluation of the biochemical data from the National Nutrition Survey only
fifteen per ant of the population had unacciictahle hernatocrit levels. Tim data
calculated from the states thus far indicate that from twenty (2C) to thirty (80)
percent of the popubition fall into the unacceptable group. (Table 1)
A preliminary review of a portion of the Navajo data by age groups suggints
that the problem occurs most often in the adult popukadoo. Only about ten pmeent
of children under 12 years of age were in the enaceeptable group (deficient pin
low category) while in the edults group over thirty, percent were in Oda group.
(Teble 2)
Additional reediest have been carried out on other Derain tonstituents related
to normal hemoglobin development. The iron level in the serum, and the transfeerin saturation were In the unacceptable range for twenty -one and thirty-live
Percent of the population 'respectively. Unacceptable levels of serum iron were
present most often In female! over 12 years of age, but were present in significant
numbers of persona in atl age groups. (Tab. 3)
Red cell folscin levels were in the acceptable range for ninety-eight percent of

the population, indicating adequate intake of this nutrient.
Growth retardation
In the sample we have studied in the National Nutrition Survey, childret oetween 1 and 8 years of age fall below the average height of children in the LS&

Three times the expected number of children fell below the 16th oereentile of Iowa

growth standard. Prelim ears evaluations of wristbone X-ray data suggest that
some 3 to 4 percent of the chrdiren are retarded in bone growth. The Navajo data
was even more striking with over 75% of the children below the 50th percentile
and over 70 percent through age 1Q below the 25th percentile.

is may, of course,

reflect a genetic potential for smaller size. (Tables 4 & 5)however,
however, the bone
growth data indicated markeu retardation during the first five years of life, with
growth retardation in the females-more pronounced than In males. Preliminary
evaluation suggests that there is catching up of physical growth in the period of
6 years to 14 years.

Pitamin C (ascorbic acrid)
Preliminary data on the Navajo population studied indic'ates that about 7%
of the group had low serum eitamin C levels. This is less than present in the
population studied in the state surreffsii Information presently available does not
igher prevalence of low vitamin c3 serum
indicate that any one age groep has
levels.

a.
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Other starlents
Berm vitamin A level., were in the normal range for most of the population.

This was also true for urinary excretion riboflavin and thiamine. The serum protein and albumin values have not been completed.
Oltatiost signs

In most nutritional surveys few frank clinical signs of deficiency disease are

expected. A very few changes were seen in the Navajo population studied.
A number of the subjects were found to be suffering from infection, and in some
older persons chronic diseases were present. As the survey was carried out in an
Indian Health Clinic, it was a simple matter to refer these cases to the physician
in charge of the clinic.
While preliminary information suggests that the Navajo population at Lower
Greasewood is not malnourished, a number of nutritional problems are present.
Of most concern is the large number of mnall-for-age children. This suggests that

general undernutrition or excessive disease during the first few years of life. It
is probable that the picture presented is actually a combination of these two
factors.
When the complete information Is available on the dietary, It may be possible
to obtain an indication of some of the reasons for the poorer growth In children,
as well as the unaccei.table serum levels for certain nutrients found during the
study.

TABLE 1.SUMMARY OF HEMATOCRIT DATA: NUTRITION SURVEYS (ALL GRth

STUDIED)

Number
studied

Locales
Alaska
Arizona
Kentucky
Louisiana
New York
Texas
Rio Grande

Pelcent
unacceptable

502

22
15
24

2,813

28

1C41

545
631

31

24
20

2,792
525

TABLE 2.HEMATOCRIT DATA: NAVAJO INDIANS, ARIZONA

Age group

Children (0 to 5 years)
Children (6 to 12 years)
Wrnen (over 12 years)
Mel (over 12 years)
All groups

Low
(percent)

Acceptable

4

7

89

1

8
34
28

91

36

3
3

214

2

20

78

Deficient

Number
studied

(Perodt)

27

84
67

(percent)

63
69

TABLE 3.SERUM IRON AND TRANSFERRIN SATURATION DATA, NAVAJO INDIANS, ARIZONA

Age group

Number
studied

0 to 5 years

73

6 to 12 ynrs

82

Data

studied I
SI
TS
SI
TS

Over 12 years, female

66

Over 12 years, male

SIS
36 SI

All groups.

I SI, serum iron; TS, transterrin saturation.
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TS
SI
TS

Percent
unacceptable
17

25

1/
38
29
38
19

25
21

35
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TARE 4.--NAVA/0, MALE, 0 TO 14 YEARS

AP 0111110

Lea bra 2
Peramlib (en Imo

Nembar

Per.
cent

Nem-

tan thee 3d

6

vVAi zto24.10
MIL-

1

im* chart)

506 le 74.901

756 to KIM
MOM to KM.

VS end mem
Total

Pam* baba 50th prow

2

2
0
2
2

Pot.
cent

Mew
bet

Percent

19

5

10

41

22
29

13
9

25

24
21
20

19

13

9

4

1

2

25
1
4

35
33
30

bar

40

17

51

13

7
13
13

6

IS

2
2

6
6

15
20
13

1
1

3

6
1

0

1

3

0

0

13

3

1

1

9

73

cent

es

33

15

111.

Meeber

Memben

3

0
5

1$

0

10

51

a

41

Total

10 to 14

Pil,

Percoat

13

0

5 1)9

2 to 4

It

11

7

6

4

1

0

11

7

161

71

13

TAKE 5.--MAYMO, FEMALE 0 TO 14 YEARS

AP ( IMON)
Less thee 2

Pensetile (es kw
vow& chart)

Mum-
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Per-

NMI-

Mumben

bet

!br

cent

bet

Lase thee 30.

3
3
0

20
20

9

3d le ORM

6

43
29

0
27

1

5

5

24

13

0
0
0

0

1011i to 24.11h

2516 to Pith

4

50th to 74.11111-75Mt te MAO

9011 to Mb

2

97th sod greater

Teal

2
0

.L_

Perce nt below SOIN Pertemellte.

0

1'

.0

1

15

Percent

Num-

Percent

Mew
bet

10

14

30
39
29
34

11

24

8
13

15

17
17

her

cut
24
18

11

11
11

24
16
16

14
5

24
20
24
9

18

11

4
0

6
0

2

4

6

4

0

2

1

1

1

1

2
0

3

2

0
0
0

71

21

67

Tote'

10 to 14

5 to 9

Pet-

100

.161

54
77

21

85

92

Senator YARBOROUGH. Senator Kennedy, I am a member of that
subcommittee. We have had testimony this month from nutritionists
and medical doctors and psychiatrists, psychologists, that 90 percent
of the development of the child's brain takes place by the time they
are 4 years of age.

Undernourishment and malnutrition before that age leaves per-

manent mental retardation.
Dr. VAN Dusnr: Those testimonies are far more valuable than

I am a pediatrician. I am a practicing physician. I just rake care
of kids. But I know in my heart that their research is right because
I hove seen this over my entire medical life.

Would you like to see some pictures that I have of patients? These
are amateur photographs. I apologize, I hesitated to bring them.
(Slides.)

Dr. VAN Dumf. This is a favorite one of my colleagues because
this woman is very typical with a malnourished child. She has lost
her breast milk and she "has come ::n and she sayswe said the baby is

not growing right. It is getting skinny. She says, "What do I do I I
don't have breast milk." We said, "You will have to feed him an
evaporated milk formula."

WEi

She says, "How can I get it ?" Then the social thing comes in.
Senator Yam:moron. What tribe is that
Dr. VAN Dusz.N. Navajo. This is taken in the clinic.
Senator ICZNIVIEDT. The social workers have not been coming in for

all those kids that were starving? Where were they? What is the problem there?
Dr. VAN Draw. No jobs, no money, maybe living on surplus commodities which are inadequate.
Senator KENNEDY. Were there church. agencies? Who was trying to

help the community ?

Dr. VAN Duties. The Federal Government under your Agriculture
Department. This is a Kwashiorkor on tIve day of admission.
Senator Morrow .E. How long would that child have been without
help before she was brought in here?
Dr. VAN DUREN. As near as I can figUre out from the histories of

the children I have taken care of, if you put a child who is already
undernourished, who is beginning to have growth failure, if you take
away all his milk or his other normal source of protein it takes about
6 weeks of almost total absence of protein to produce Kwashiorkor.
To me the best way of talking about marasmus and Kwashiorkor
would be that this is the decompensated state of malnutrition, especially with Kwashiorkor.

You have to have a chili that is not growing well. He is already

in trouble. Then if you cut, ut his protein, boom, the bottom falls out.
'When you get a child like this, just feeding him food is not going to
do a darn thing, he won't be able to use that food.
You have to go on to special formulas because he is intolerant of
certain types of fat, intolerant of certain types of sugar and it is just
plain difficult to get these children to accept food. They have a tremendous diarrhea and what-have-you.
Senator Morams. Why wasn't that child brought in sooner?
Dr. VAN DUREN. This is one of the most difficult things to have to

answer. When a mother brings in a child, she very seldom says
he is starving or he is hungry or he is getting thin or he is not
doing well.
What they bring him in is for the pneumonia or the diarrhea, mostly
the diarrhea. The diarrhea in these cases is most often not an infectious
diarrhea but what we call a malabsorption diarrhea. They have got to
the state where they cannot use food and it goes squirting out.
This becomes a problem because the diarrhea produces more mal-

nutrition and malnutrition causes more diarrhea. Then they get in a
state where they are most susceptible to infection and you really get
into a mess.

I have seen children with severe pneumonia on postmortem who
had had X-rays taken the day before or the day of death and there
would be very little pneumonia showing
the X-ray.
On postmortem there would be tremendous amounts of pneumonia.
If you do a white blood count on these children, although the white
count illustrates very tremendously with this type of infection, they
will have a perfectly normal white count.

If you take the temperature of these children, most children with
pneumonia will have a fever, but these kids will have no fever, may
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have hallow normal temperature. In fact, one of the pictures I have of
this little girl she has a hot water bottle next to her. The reason was

that we were trying to keep her temperature up somewhere near

normal. They can have very low temperature. and be desperately sick.
This little girl did survive. Here is another picture of her with the

hot water bottle. The dirt on her skin here and here is not dirt. It is

flaky dermatitis. The skin is dry skin that flakes off. Actually, she was
alnnoet raw at the arms.
Senator YAsecinotrox. Is that almost raw from malnutrition?
Dr. VAN DIANN. This is because the skin becomes infected and flakes
off. I had one child with Kwashiorkor; thaiirst time I flaw her, the first

few seconds I saw har,.I thought she had hinted totally. It was just
dermatitis as one of the manifestations of Kwahhiorkor.

This is she a month latera month.' X figured out One .time the

hospital cost at our place, which is very low, _and Congress $ getting
their money's worth out of the tare we give them, it was $20: per day
at that time.
It cost me about $600 a pound to rejuvenate these children. Now it
is running around $600 to $700 a pound if you want to put it in rather
funny terms.
This was 2 months later and our little friend is beginning to learn
to walk. She was over 21/2 ears old at the time that was taken.

This is just before she is goigg out. And the smile is pretty im-

portant because this is a different &Md. She has a chance but her brain
ms_y still be damaged.

SmOor liforineue. In your opinion, is it likely that she suffered permanent stunting of the brain?
yes.
Senator MONDALE. That is permanent ?
Dr. VAN DUSAN .

Dr. VA* Drum As near as I can tell. The school teachers inevitably
send them back to me about 6 or 7 years later and want to know why
this child is not doing well.
This is another boy who came in just about the soma time as this
little girl did. He' was not near as bad as she was but ho had lesions
at the cornets of his mouth, possibly an isolated vitamin 'D deficiency.
He also shows the skinniness.

His skinniness is not quite as mar'aid as you world anticipate

because he is also quite short.

In other words, this takes months for it to start showing on

Kwashiorkor because he is also slightly stunted.
Pediatricians have a little funny sense of humor. We were trying to
Make up an early romance with these two children. trn,-!ortunately, the
little boy is dead because a 1i, ton truck backed up offer him about 8

months after he left the hospital. So our attempt, were not very
successful.

This is a group of little children. Again, our sense of humor. Some
of these were malnutrition. They look like 1- and 5-month children
but some of these children are 6 and 8 months old, but they are getting
better.

I don't know if that helps you. I realize that thew are not as good
pictures as you would like but they are the only pictures I have I

don't like to take pictures of unpretty things and mothers and fathers
don't like me to take their pictures.

.
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These are not for publicatiOn but I thought it might be helpful to
you to see a little bit.

,

Senator YARBOROUGH. Dr. Van Dusen, there is an article in the
New York Times today, "Hunger in America."
In the main, it discusses your work. This is on page 29 of the New
York Times. This picture Lit the upper right is of a Navajo family.
Here is an ad on the same page on all these high-rise hotels, "There
are more than 100 hotels within sight of Waikiki Beach, which one is
best for you ?" This is in affluent America today on the same page of
the paper.
Dr. VAN DuseN. I know what you mean.

The CHAIRMAN. I ask that this whole article from the New York
Times be printed in the record.

(The document referred to follows:)

[from the New York Times]
IFIrmarx IN AMERICA MEXICANS AND INDIANS ITS STOICAL VICTIMS

(By Homer Bloat)

Senator Iforanzu. I noticed. he other day when the IC

wee locked. in with snow that all of the ingenuity. of
immediately brought to bear to feed those people who`

overweight. Welled helicopters, we had appeals to national
telegrams to *very politicum in the country.
It was a ecandal; there were 2,000 peo/Ae out there, without*"

to eat. We fed,ithem all in an awful
intolerable ,that -toper- and

It we

h

'4It

0

'.

meal. Alongeide of that we have an established,
these are not 9000 but millions of Ainerioluis eittinted
mind, dilated throng* mehmtritian th. all the othsilet*ta:
hurnan and °amanita
ilow from thst,,
think it is a vestating criticism the inane es* or this
country that we can respond so quickly in the one
,anA'seem
so_paralyzed with respect to the other.
.

I just do not 'understand it

.

Dr. Vex Dusk*. We had a little snoWstorm, too; year 4:00f ,O
will remember. If took us a week to convince
In
trouble. I know I bad the odd once of going
0606ers
when they MAU did come around. It was qmtAt as espergettice;
did surpriemgV-Well. Thy were/quirt cd' toed bit
Eat those i thedenartearlways
rt of food so it didn't make much diffece.
terzionousiz. Did they lose many of their cattle?
*Dr. VAN Dorm. Oh, yes.
Senator Yaznoeouou. How many would you say

Dr. Vax Duran. I dont' know but some people were just wiped out.
Senator YAREPEOVQ11. They were more impoverished than ever as
rq,
a result of that blizzsrd.

$enator

Dr. Vim Dui. For a while they were living high of the !and be-

came as the sheep would die they would butcher them and hang_them
up Es the freezing weather: Those who could get to the Sheep' lived high
off the land far a while but. at course after a while that was gone,
Ysintoeouoli. They were living' off their capital fast. '
Dr. VAN Donor. It was the only thing they could do.

I did have some ideas aboutthis was the most important part I

thought about 'tie medical thing but I did have some ideas about the
boarding schools that I would like to mention.
Senator MONDALE. We will include your full testimony, as thougb
read. You can pick up the parts that you think should be emphasized.

Dr. VAN Dusi. At tha present time, I doit't see any passibility to
get rid of the boarding schools for the Hopi and Navajo children but

there is something which we have to do imemdiately and that; is, I am
wtionistrly concerned about the care and supervision of the children
during their out-of-class time.
The major,problem in my mind is that there is just not enough personnel in the guidance departments of the schools. With the existing
numbers of personnel; it is totally impossible for them to even live up
to the rAtme of guidance "personnel, regardless of their possible clualilt,
cations.

It would be much, more justified to call them custodial personnel.
I am constantly aware 'of their frustrations as individuals and as a
group. One cannot spend time being, motherly, or encouraging, or advisory when One has charge of the phYsical needs of 50 to 150 children.
I find that in, some cases it is 200 chi:dren.
Most parents coneider five to six a real, challenge.' Given sufficient
numbers of people to give 24 hours guidance to these boarding schen]
children, I believe in- service training programs can train these people
to do a creditable job.

As it is, the schools I know about use the personnel in split shifts,
which understand is illegal, and reduced coverage at night in 'order
to get as mush coverage during the off-4.1°o] waking' hours as possible.
Spe9ially trained personnel have to spend valuable time just keeping things going rather than working at those job:: they are most capable of doing.
Television: hobby supplies, Girl and Boy Scout materials; recreational ,supplies should be planned for and not considered. an expendable 'part of the budget or dependent upon, the scrounging abilities
or charity of someone.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Doctor, I have three conflicting engagements,
but I stayed here because of the interest in this subject.
I want to supplement what Senator Mondale of Minnesota said. This
subcommittee was created out of this Labor and Public Welfare Committee because of the general interest of this committee, the specific

interest of Robert Kennedy, and others. He was chairman of it.
At the same time, out of this committee, onr subCommittee headed
by Senator Robert F. Kennedy, has grown the Special Committee on

Malnutrition on Hunger headed by Senator McGovern on which Senator Mondale and I and a number of others, four from this committee
alone, serve..
So, from the hunger studies, the study of Indians, and these have
come out of the Labor and Public Welfare Committee through special
subcommittee and investigating committees, we are hoping to alert

America to this problem of malnutrition both among Indiana, and

generally throughout the land.
I believe America is about ready to reach a consensus that the people
are ready to end hunger in America. We know that we are spending
about $3 billion a month on the war in, Vietnam, $36 billion a 3 .
Just before he went out of office, Secretary of Agriculture
estimated they were spending a little over a billion dollars on the food
packages now and on Ums food stamps and on the breakfast and 1
for children in the .school lunch program,.
He estimated that for $1 billion° more we could have enough food to
end malnutrition. Now, other estimates are higher, but nobody puts it
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'

over $$ billion. The highest estimate that we had was that for $3 billion
more the ,Federal Government could end 'hunger and malnutrition- both are not synonymous as you knew as it doctorend malnutrition
in America.
t
To me it is a mall price to pay',
thepriCe of. month ot the war
in Vietnam. Sin Proud of the faCti serve on this committee, and this
year have the honor to be chairman. :A id out' of this committee has
come the studies that aiiakenecl,AinaticatO this:m*16n.
iwint
14. al)lreqiatioll
4M's 11104itit tile press, and
the 'broadcasting. I tniiik the press hae been more alert' to this than
the broadcast media, helping tt. educate AineiViiins; from whit I know
what. Ihave
?,ti my, own State, to halts, alert 'America to
his problem and to the great need`that we hare t.b#4.14:
I want to thank you for 'a::: contribution you ate malting here to the
'educiticin of Anierica tit° this problem. I regret that I have to, leave.

Senator Moxraia. Thank you, gt. .Chan;man. The chairman did

not comment, but one, of the reasons the committee is doing .this kind
of work is because he helieves in
,

lb-

are indeed '1 fortupite to hirie $enator Yarborough as our

chWe
airman.

Dr. VAN' Doers-. I will stop there Unless you have any more
quesLona
Senator MOirDAisz. One thing I would
I have a copy
of your study, entitled "Protein Calorie Malnutrition Among Navajo
and Hopi Children," scheduled to be published in the American Journal of brutrition.
We might read for the record the summary of that survey :
,

.

.

,

The hospital chariz of children admitted, with Malnutrition to the USPHS

Indian Hospital in Tuba City, Arizona, were reviewed for the eve-year period of
196g-67, inclusive.

There were 616 children with et Magnesia of Malnutrition. ter bad heights and
weights below the norms for this cbronoleiricid ages.. Fifteen bad Kwashiorkor
and 29 had mammas.

Total wow protein and serum albumin were ,raced

Kwashiorkor.

In' the 'cased of

The occurrence of these calorie and protein deficiency diseases constitutes a
major public health problem on the wetterehalf of the Navajo Reservation.
The heights and weights of Head Start children .gattered from all over the
reservation show severe growth retardation.
This is probably the 'end result of chronic caloric and protein malnutrition
acting in aware= with repeategbacterial and viral infections causing repeated
vcreased
isodes of gastroenterities and respiratory infections, end contributing to ininfant mortality.
.

I. would suggest that this studY be included in the hearing record

in its entirety, if you have no objection.
(The material referred to can be found in tho appendix.)

Thank yon very much, Doctor. I truly regret that we do not have

more time.

The most impressive witness in my opinion that we have had thus
far before the Nutrition Committee, was a pediatrician Dr. Lowe. I
think thus far he has been the most effective witness we have had, not
because the others are not terribly important but because this is showing through the eyes of the medical doctor the profound human cost of
This neglect in an area that-can be correctswi
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Education is 80_ pikaerall everybody is still guessing. Nobody can
argue, it is either Kyrashiorkor or it is not.. One case of Kwashiorkor
in this country is a damnable disgrace.
As I understand it, the whole Shaffer study in all these other areas
has turned up as much Kwashiorkor as you have in your one clinic in
the western half of the Navajo Reservation.
Dr. VAN Duns-. That is correct..
I had contact with a man in Denver who was interested in nutrition.
Last year, to their shocking surprise, they found three cases in Denver
which have not been published yet.

I do have the largest series in the United States.

Senator M.ONDAIX. What did the Department of Agriculture ao when
you told them about this?
Dr. VAN DUSaN. You heard about it in the newspapers, sir. I didn't
hear about it directly. I am too far down the totem pole.
Senator M,ONDALE. Do they have food stamps there?

Dr. VAN Duszw. No, we have just commodities. As a result of all
the publicity, last November surplus commodities were increased. Then

in the last month there has been a new program to supplement feed-

ing for preschool children and infants and nursing mothers, and
pregnant women.
Senator MONDALE. Do you now have an Outreach program that goes
to these families where there is malnutrition V

Dr. VAN Dusirrr. No.
Senator MONDALE. It is still a case of someone presenting them, may-

be too late, to a doctor and then you might go out and do something
about it.

Dr. VAN DusuN. We have done our best in the past but it has been
extremely difficult and unproductive.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much.

(The statement referred to follows:)
PREFAB= STATEMENT ON DI. JEAN VAN Maw, Pismtrarcuar, Tune Orrr PUBLIC
HEALTH HoSerrAL, TUBA Cirr,, Ans.

I am honored to respond to your request to appear before ion. I 'tope that my
testimony is of assistance in your deliberations.
My testimony is based upon my personal observations as a physician on the
Navajo Indian Reservation. The opinions expressed are my own; and they may

or may not. agree with those of others in the Public Health Service or my
superiors.
For many years, I have been concerned with the health and welfare of the

Navajo and Hopi children served by the Hospital at Tait City, Arizona. I believe
that some of the medical problems existing have a definite effect upon the future
educational opportunity and perfoimanees of the children. One of my major con-

cerns is that of malnutrition. Until very recantly, we could only guess at the
extent of the problem. Ongoing attempts to improve our records and reporting
methods should give more satisfactory information in the future. I can report
on some of the information yet to be published, that was obtained this summer. Mr.
John Second!, a medical student, was supported by the Ueiversity of Vanderbilt

Medical School and the :Congress of American Indians. With the assistance of
Dr. James Carter, we were able to review the problem of protein-calorie malnutrition as Neer. in our hospital. We reviewed the records of all admissions under five
years of age for the past five years. There were 5,480 records reviewed. Of these,
116 of the children had a diagnosis of malnutrition. There were also 2t cases of
marasmus and 17 cases of Kwashiorkor. The mortality was 48% for marasmus
and 13% for Kwashiorkor. All of the cases of marasmus were under eight months
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of age, the mean was 8 months, of age. The cases of Kwashiorkor were from 5
month, to 30 months of age with a mean of 14 months of age. These two disease
entities are rdmittedly the most severe forms of protein-calorie malnutrition. The
high fatality rate indicates the severity of the medical problem.
Of even more importance is the evidence being accumulated recently, that such
episodes of severe malnutrition has an effect upon the future learning potential
of the children: As yet we do not know what degree of malnutrition causes what
degree of damage to ti e brain. Another facet of our study this slimmer, was to

gather the heights and weights of children on the Navajo Reservation Preschool program. These children ranged from age S to ? years of age. Records
from 948 children over the entire reservation were utilized. When compared with
the standard Bolton Curves, 30 percent of the boys and 29 percent of the girls

fell below the 8% line in height. As regards to weight, 8 percent of the boys and

9% of the girls fell below the 8% line. This would indicate that early in life

malnutrition existed suMciently to disturb growth and produce stunting of height.
Subsequently, many of the children gained weight but could not overcome the
stunting. These are the children who are apt to enter school with biological dhiadvantages in regards to ability to learn. The apparent types of damage are par-

ticularly in those difficult to measure abilities of hand-eye, ear-eye, hand-ear

coordination. These are the basic tools needed in order to learn language, reading
and writing. I am sure that others far more capable than I am will be testifying
before you about these special problems of learning.
The past programs of school lunches and surplus commodities have been of den-,
We help to the Navajo and Hopi people. However, very little of these progranih

are directed to the needs of those most at risk, the infant and the young preschool child. A child who 1.3 breast fed is protected from the problem of early
malnutrition as long as the breast milk remains available. The tragedy Is that
undernourished mothers do not produce sufficient breast milk, and closely spaced

pregnancies either push an infant off available breast milk in favor Of a newer
baby, or, in time, the mother ceases to produce even a little milk Artificial feeding
of infanta 44 satisfactory, if one has the cash income to buy. milk in sufficient
quantities, and if the milk can be stored in a sanitary way until. Used. Milk, either
breast or some form of cows milk, is the basis of the infant's and young. Child's
diet. It is the cheapest and most available form of both calories and`protein. Ad-

ditions to the diet of cereals, fruits, vegetables, and meats are necessary to

produce a balanced diet. Milk is the backbone of the infant diet. I. am Odd that
at one time Navajo goats produced milk that was. ivied to good advantage by
the people. There are still numbers of goats arounthut I have heard of only 2-8
occasions in the past 14 years of my patients being able to depend upon such a
supply. I am sure that you have recent figures of family income of the people.
Those in the, lower levels of income cannot afford even the cheapest evaporated
milk. Dried skim milk # not an adequate feeding for the infant because of the
reduced caloric value. Recently I understand that supplies of evaporated milk
have been added to the surplus commodities being distributed. The allotment
is two large cans per child per month. Consumer education and adult affixation
is needed on the Chapter House level to assist .parente in adjusting to the new.
cash economy.

The unemployment on the reservation is most discouraging:
artielis in
Arizona Republic disclosed that previous methods of reporting unemployment
in Arizona has hidden the true figures for Indiana. I know. this to be true far

the families that I work with. This hits the children in two important ways.
First, it deprives the families of the means of providing the necessities of life.
Secondly, it prevents the child from seeing the future possibilities of prod ve
work in his own life pattern. I dared to dream of being a doctor as a c
but I bad the opportunity to choose from many other professions and jobs. I never

felt that there might not be work available for me or a future husband. Most
Navajo children do not have the opportunity of knowing family or friends who
work in any irarielt of jobs. There are not many kinds of jobs available. Getting
a job would appear to be more a matter of luck than due to ability or training.
There are a-few other medical prOblems I would like to dieeuss that affect the
school child. Although much improvement has been made through the efforts

of Public Health Service, Navajo Tribe and the Schools in the discovery of
visual defects, prescribing of Owes, fitting of glasses and care of glasses,
there are still many children who'should have glasses who do not. A major health
problem is still that of chronic infection of ears. There has been a great reduc-
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tton in the severity of infections and the number of children involved. I consider
it one of the personal achievements of my fourteen years on the reservation to
have been a part of the effort to treat and prevent hearing problems. The problem
is still much too great to be considered solved. As yet there is , / special education
using special aids for the teaching of the hard of hearing my knowledge. In
spite of increased medical attention to the problem, envi
factors of nu-

trition, housing, adequate clothing and sanitation continue to assure that new
cases of chronic infection will appear.
The major medical problem of infectious diseases such as diarrhea, pneumonia,

meningitis will contribute to the pool of children who enter school with bodies
and minds damaged in various degrees. Diarrhea with severe dehydration does
cause various degrees of brain damage. Recurrent pneumonia as we often see

it in the young child with its high fever, contributes instances of damaged
children. Attempts by the Bureau of Indian Affairs schools and Public Health
Service to identify children with special learning problems, and to provide
diagnostic and special education has been repeatedly instituted, and frustrated.
The problems continue to be men, money and material.
I have worked with many people over the past years ileorking for the health

and education of the children. They have been capable and devoted people.
They have instituted many improvements with the help of Congress and the
Tribal officials and the Navajo people themselves. I would not want anyone
to think that I felt that nothing has been done. Much has been done and we
should be proud' of the many improvements evident, especially in this year of
the Centennial of the Navajo Tribal Peace Treaty. I do not think we can be
completely satisfied because the job we have committed ourselves to has not

been completely satisfactory.

At the present time, I do not see that it is possible to even suggest that we
have only day schools for all of the Navajo or Hop! children. The widely
scattered population and inadequate roads is a major deterent, let alone the

problem of economically building and staffing small, widely scattered schools.

We will continue to depend in part on boarding schools for the educational

needs of the children. We must do something quickly about the quality of those

schools. I am particularly concerned about the care and supervision of the
children during their out-of-class time. The major problem in my mind is that
there is just not enough personnel in the guidance departments of the schools.
With the existing numbers of personnel, it is totally impossible for them to
even live up to the name of Guidance Personnel, regardless of their possible
qualifications. It would be _much more justified to call them custodial personnel.
I am constantly aware of their frustrations as individuals and as a group. One
cannot spend time being motherly, or [encouraging, or advisory when one has
charge of the physical needs of 50-150 children. Most parents consider 5-6 a
real challenge. Given sufficient numbers of people to give 24 hours guidance to
these boarding school children, I believe in-service training programs can train
these people to do a creditable job. As it is, the schools I know about use their
personnel in split shifts, and reduced coverage at night in order to get as much
coverage during the off-school waking hours as possible. Specially- trained per-

sonnel have to spend valuable time just keeping things going rather than
working al those jobs they are most capable of doing. Television, hobby supplies,

Girl and Boy Scout materials, recreational supplies should be planned for and
not considered an expendable part of the budget or dependent upon the scrouging
abilities or charity of someone.
The curriculum of the schools is the subject of much discussion. I believe
that I am in a position only to comment in general terms. What the parents
seem to want is exactly the same as any other American parent. They want their
children given adequate preparation to be able to work at available jobs, and
to live as intelligent adults and parents. A certain proportion can be expected to
go on to college or technical schools if they have adequate preparation. The
Navajo Tribe has given priority in their bhdget for scholarships. Some people are
disappointed in the overall performance of the children in schools of higher

learning. I believe that potential college and technically trainable children
should be searched for and identified early in their scholastic careers. They

should then be exposed to possible interests that would assist then in deciding
on their futures. This cannot wait for a career day in the senior year of high
-school. I believe that the attempts to Identify children with learning difficulties
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should be continued and special classes instituted, if for no other reason than
to permit those children with more potential to receive more time and effort
from the regular classroom teacher. The research projects being done in the
field of teaching English as a second language should be continued and Information learned implemented as fast as possible in all the schools.

The efforts to teach special Navajo or Indian history and culture should be
increased. Incidentally, I understand that one of the major psychiatric problems
of the young Indian adult is his sense of alienation or confusion as to his identity.
The sense of tribal identity is a most important emotional factor in preserving
the emotional stability of these children. One of the great assets of Indians, as

I know them, is the ability to adopt aspects of, other cultures andtilize them
in their own special ways. The Navajo has this characteristic to a Feat degree.
If you show him it works, he will take it over as his own. Weaving, Efilver
smithing, sheep raising, farming have all been learned from different cultures,
and today we all consider these arts as purely Nayajo.

We have a group of people identified as Indians in our guntry today that
have not contributed as much as they could have, and have not benefited as
much as they should have, as Americana Their differeneds from the predominate

culture is both their asset and their damnation. America needs them as productive, intelligent and imaginative citizens, We must give their children those
tools of healthy bodies and minds in the same degree that we insist on for
other Americans.
(Due to mechanical limitation, the four charts supplied were not reproducible.)

Senator Mownam Our next witness, and we are most grateful he has

waited this long to testit, is Vincent Price and with him are Lloyd

New and Alvin Josep, Commissioners, 'Arts and Crafts Board,
Delplaratkment of the Interior.

ydra so much for waiting.
STATEMENT OP VINCENT DIME, CHAIRMAN OP THE INDIAN ARTS
AND CRAFTS BOARD, ACCOMPANIED BY : LLOYD NEW AND ALVIN

N. JOSEPHS, a., comaustamits, INDIAN ARTS AND CRAFTS
BOARD, DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR

Mr. Placa Senator Mondale, Mr. Chairman, and members of this
subcommittee, it is indeed gratifying to be received this morning aS
Chairman of the Indian Arts and Crafts Board. My colleagues and I

welcome this invitation to appear before you.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a few brief comments regarding the Indian Arts and Crafts Board and its specific interest in Indian
education.
My colleagues, Commissioner Lloyd New and ConimiSsioner Alvin
M. Josephy wilfassist me and will comment on their special fields of
interest and activity.

Commissioner New is a Cherokee Indian who has served on this
Board for 8 .years and he is the director of the Institute of American
Indian Arts in Santa Fe, N. Mex.
Commissioner Josephy is an editor for the American Heritage Publishing Co., it a noted Indian historian and author of several definitive
studies of the American Indian.
_

The Indian Arts and Crafts Boaid was established by an act of

Congress in 1935. The Secretary of the Interior appoints five Commis,..
sioners who serve for 4-year terms without pay.
The mandate this Board has frt.= Congress is to promote the devel-
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opulent of Indian arts and crafts through authoriied functions which
allow the Board to approach development in a, conceptual meimer,
stimulating new ideas, and giving guidance and counsel to educational
and cultural programs.
As a part of our functions, we administer three museums of Ameriican Indian culture.
Historically, this Board has been deeply interested in education. In
1960, it was this Board that recommended the establishment of the
Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe, N. Mex., which was
established the following year by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
This Board assumed the responsibility of serving as advisers to the
Institute at the request of the Bureau and the Secretary of the Interior.
This past year, as a result of meetings with the native peoples in
Alaska, officials at the University of Alaska and other educators in the
State school system, and observing and discussing the Bureau of
Indian Affairs schools with their top officials, this Board recommended

the establishment of a Cultural Institute for the State of Alaska.
With your permission, I would like to submit for the record the

j

document from this Board to the Secretary of the Interior.
Senator MONDALE. Without objection it will be included at the end
of your remarks.

done
Mr. PRICE. Thank you.

Plans for the Cultural Institute of Alaska are currently being
developed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the University of
Alaska.
As a member af the Board for the past 12 years, I have felt my personal concern lay in making known to the largest possible public, not
only the much-publicized plight of the Indian, nor even what is being

about it--as much as informing the public that the Indian is

doing something for himself.
It was when I saw the broad possibilities in the educational philos-

ophy of the Institute cf American Indian Arts in Santa Fe that I felt
I vies seeing for the first time a correct solution of present Indian
educational problems and a direction for the future.
That philosophy which is to help 4nd encourage the young Indian
to reidentify with his Own cultural past is, to my mind, the only suc-

cessful way to bring him or her proudly and lastingly back into the
American family.
If he cannot take pride and draw inspiration from his own heritag
how can we expect him to accept the one we have thrust upon him and
from which we have excluded him.

That this is the first major study of its kind to be made on Indian

education ics in itself evidence enough of our neglect of it.

In view of the historical failure of Indian education,. we have at last
in the Institute of American Indian Arts a going demonstration of an
approach to Indian education. With your permission, I would like to
ask Commissioner New to give you a more detailed account of the
Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much.

(The document referred to follows :)
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR,

INDIAN ARTS AND Marrs BOARD,

Washington, D.C., April 1, 1938.

MEMORANDUM

To : Secretary of the Interior.
From : Indian Arts and Crafts Board.
Subject : The Board's visit to Alaska : Report and recommendations.
L BACKGROUND

From February 17-- 26,1968, four Commissiodeni of the Indian Arts and Crafts
Board, including Vice Chairman Alvin Id. Josephy, Jr., and Commissioners Mit-

chell A. Wilder, Royal E. Rassrick, and Lloyd New, visited Alaska. The trip's
purpose was to acquaint the Board more intimately with the educational
cultural problems of the native peoples of Alaska ; with the relationship of those
problems to the future development and well -being of all the people of Alaska ;
and with the knowledge necessary t r the Board to fulfill a proper and effective
role in Alaska.

The Commissioners met with numerous native and non-native leaders in

Juneau, Anchorage, Nome, Fairbanks, and Sitka, examining problems, studying
questions and needs, and acquiring ideas and counsel that would assist the Board
in determining whet It might best do to activate and encourage programs that
would most effectively, within its charter and resources, meet the alms and needs
of the native peoples and the State.
As a resnleof these, meetings the Board reached certain conk:Ionians and took

some immediate actions. The findings, actions, and recommendations to the
Secretary follow.

IL TER PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE TO THE ".10NORESS, MARCH 5, 1058

Certitin statements and sections in President Johnson's superb and inapiring

message to Congrees March 6,1968, on the American Indians are so relevant to the

findings of the Board in Alaska that they must be underscored as a preamble to
this repoit.
From its findings in -Alaska the Board wishes to confirm the necessity in the

future of supporting the President's goal of ensuring "that programs reflect
the needs and desires" of the native peoples. The Board wishes to confirm the
need, as pointed out by the President, to encourage native involvement in the
educational process; to use, vtherever possible, native teacher aides as well as
trained teachers; to provide Alive children with the finest teachers, fanitliar
with rative history, culture, and language; to feature an enriched curriculum,
special guidance and counseling programs, and instructional techniques and materials designed to meet the epecbil requirements of the individual native groups;
and to make the native wheel a vital part of the native community, helping to
provide natives with whatever training is necessary to enable them to serve as
school'board members.

These and other parts of the President's message have a fundamental relevancy
to the Board's progranis everywhere is the United States. In Alaska; especially,
as will be pointed out below, arts and crafts are very much a twoovay street in
their relation to the education of the natives. The ultimate success or failure of
arts and crafts programs depend on educational concepts and methods, and the
nee of arts and crafts correctly can be one of the greatest tools in bold, new educational concepts suggested by the President.

In short, the Board feels the urgency of making known that its findings in

Alaska confirm the need for fain support of the President's proposals as
summarized above.

III. CULTURAL EDUCATION

The Board found that education which gives the Indian, Eskimo, and Aleut

knowledge ofand therefore pride intheir historic and cultural heritage is

almost non-existent, either in BIA or in State public schools in Alaska. In the
very few' places Where such an attempt is made, it is poorly conceived and inadequate: From the Board's point of view, the tenial to Alaskian native youths
of a well-defined interpretation of their heritage is alienating them frost attaining
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the security neeeisary if they are to contribute to the larger society of the State
in all its aspects, Including the arts. The eucceas even the existence - of arts
and crafts programs, for one example, must rest on the native's awareness of,
and pride in, their own heritage.
The Board found abuneant evidence that the native peoples themselves desire
this cultural ea 'cation for their young. It was requested repeatedly by officers
and, members of different camps of the Alaska Native Brotherhood at Juneau
and Sitka ; by Emil Notti end others of the Alaska Federation of Natives at
Anchorage ; by officers and members of the Fairbanks Native Association, including Howard Rock of the TUNDRA TIMES; by a spokesman for the Arctic Slope

association; and by the President and many members of the Village

Council of the King Island Eskimos at Nome.

The Board was impressed by the intensity of the natives' feelings on this
matter, and in discussions with the President and top staff members at the
University of Alaska ; the President of Alaska Methodist University ; Representative Mildred Bonfield, Chairman of the Health, Welfare and Education
Committee of the State House of Representatives; other members of the State
legislature; and officers of the State Council on the Arts found a recognition
of the cultural deficiencies in the present educational situation, as well as a
sense of what is i.eeded and an eagerness to join in developing new concepts.
At the present time there is no program in Alaska adequately designed to bring

about needed new concepts. The University of Alaska is gradually developing
new textbooks for public libratics (King Island Eskimo children still use Dick
and Jane books at the Nome public senool, where the native dropout rate is high).
The University is also making an effort to train teachers who will live in isolated
native communities. But the program at best will have only limited financing
and modest goals.
Ameng many non-native Alaskans the real need is obscured by debate over
whether natives should be schooled by the Bureau of Indian Affairs or the State.
The natives themselves differ. Some prefer BIA schools, but only because they
say that the RIA provides hot lunches. Most prefer State schools because of the
tendency of the BIA to set up a school complex as an enclave of modern buildings with all necessary facilities set apart from the natives' village -- something
like the manor of the rich or the compound of a colonial administrator. The BIA
seems totally unaware of, or indifferent to. the deep resentments this breeds.
On this point, therefore, the Board would like to make two recommendations:
1. That the BIA, which funds hot lunches for children at its own schools, underwrite a similar hot lunch program for native children at State schools if it is not
already doing so.
2 That the BIA examine the Board's findings of native dissatisfaction over
the 'enclave" nature of BIA schools in villages, and make every effort to integrate
that physical plant and the educational personnel into the social entity of the
native village.
The Board believes that debate over BIA-versus-State schools at this time
should not be the major lame. The real question is, which system will first
recognise the cultural education needs of the native children and do something
about it.
The Board feels that the BIA has a responsibility to take the initiative in
this matter as quickly as possible, and show the way to the State. The Board
Itself feels a very great responsibility to the BIA. and would welcome the closest
and warmest relations between the Board and the BIA. To this end, the Board
proposes that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs consider utilizing the Board
as a consultative group to the Assistant Commissioner, Education, on the developing of concepts, techniques, and ir Iterials for the effective integratlnlR of
cultural education in BIA schools In Alaska as well as the rest of the U
States.
Such concepts could take many directions, including the use in BIA echfools
of specially trained graduates of the Indian Art Institute in Santa Fe.
Most importantly, however, the Board recommends for the Secretary's *new
date consideration the establishment of a Cultural Institute for the State of
Alaska.

Such a Cultural Institute would be en exciting and totally new concept for

the education of the native peoples of Alaska. It would be en innovative institu-

tion where the native people can learn to be productive citizens, drawing on
their heritage for strength, and utilising it in developing the skills and knowledge necessary to participate fully in the contemporary world.
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Because it is innovative it will require new learning techniques, a dedicated
sad Imaginative faculty, the highest quality facilities to service and house it,

and !ands to accomplish the job effectively. Its development should begin as Won,

as weld% with full recognition that the cost will be relatively high and that. it
will produce measurable results only in terms of many years.

The Commissioners of this Board are confident that establishing the CtItural
Institute is a valid and necessary goal and recommenf that discussions with the
Board be held at the highest levels of Federal, State and local government and
with the Indian, Eskimo, and Aleut leadership to develop the concept for earliest
implementation. As a first ster, the Board would appreciate an opportunity to
meet with the Secretary at an early date to discuss the proposal in greater depth.
Pl. CULTURAL PRZIOGRVATIOR PROGRAMS

,J
1. Totem polo preservation
The preservation and restoration of totem poles is a major /consideration today
of native and non-native groups in Alaska, Including the Governor's °Mee ; the
-Alaska State Museum ; the Department of the Interior; the Department of Agriculture ; the Alaska State Council on the Arta ; and the Alaska Native Brotherhood. Concerted efforts, through meetings and the preparation of a propose for

funding, have resulted in an awareness of the urgent need to take action and
implement a preservation and restoration program.

The Board fears, however, that implementation has gotten bogged downand
will continue to be bogged downbecause of the present "Committee approach"
to the problem. There appear to be already too Many cooks in the kitchen, and the
minutes of the committee, which is directing the project in Alaska, show little
real progress or evidence of determined direction. Up to now, accomplishment
appears to consist solely of agreement on the need for preplanning funds to deice.
aline the extent of preservation and restoration that will be necessary, and to engage professional specialists to prepare a program of action. The amount of these

funds, as proposed by the professional staff of the Alaska State Museum, is

MOOD, but to our Imowledge the committee has not yet been able to find a source,
even for these pre-planning funds.

The Board feels that at this stage it should recommend that the Sedately look
into the situation personally .rith a view of getting the totem poles project on the

Tight track as quickly as passible. The .Secretary might like to consider the
appointment of a personal representative of his ownpreferably a man of the
caliber of August Heckscher who is not in the Federal Governmentto take Over
the leadership of the project temporarily. What appears to be needed bra small
working group of only five peoplea strong administrative director ; a spokesman
for the Alaska Native Brotherhood; an areheOlogish possibly from the Smithsonian Institution; a wood preservation expert; and a U.S. Blond Service official
who can act with authority. The present large standing committee should be converted into some kind of Board of Sponsors or Advisory Group.
Studies and photograph's have been made and, save for minor exception, need
net be made again. Most of the totem poles are on U.S. Forest Service land, and
the Secretary's personal representative could provide initiative in determining
exactly what assistance ds needed from the Department of Agriculture in order
to move quickly. A plan of action, step by step, together with budget requirement,
seeds to be drawn up rapidly. As soon as that is done, the plan and budget regime

can be presented to known sources of private funds. These mums, which ap.

rparently do exist, will nothe interested until the full plan and estimated costs are
available for inspection.
Finally the Board believes it mandatory that the entire totem pole preservation
program be carried forward under the auspices of the Alaska Native Brotherhood.
S. Demonstration workshop, Sitka National ifotanneat.

Under an agreement with the National Park Service, the Indian Arts and
'Crafts Board set up and funded this demonstration workshop of native artists
and craftsmen at the Sitka National Monument. The Board found many deadendes, the most serious and fundamental one being a lack of. participation by the
'Tlingit and Saida peoples who felt that it was not their workshop, but the Government's.
In meetings with the leadership of the Alaska Native Brotherhood and National Park Service personnel at Sitka, however, it was quickly evident that the
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wetly. peoples wanted anxiously to have their artists and craftsmen work there

and teach their skills and the cultural content of their heritage to younger

natives.
The Board therefore took immediate steps, first to eliminate the Eskimo present, at the center (Eskimo artists bad been brought down to fill empty workshop
Web; bet neither they nor the Indians ware happy about it) and focus the worksharply and properly on the traditional cultures of the Tlingits and Midas ;

and secondly, to prepare for the transferral of the administration and management of the workshop !ram the Indian Arts and Crafts Board to the Alaska Native Brotherhood.

The purposes served would be 1) to provide more coherent orientation to the
visitor by relating the workshop completely to the local history and culture; 2) to
provide the native people with a center of cultural activity where, under their own
supervision, and to mee: their needs as they see them, they can hire inetructore

to teach the cultural heritage of the Tlingits and Haider and produce art and
craft forms that are meaningful to them in a traditional way, thereby strengthening their cultural image and giving them an opportunity to preserve and develop that cultural image.

The native people were firm in their determination and desire to assume

the responsibilities, and it was recommended by the Board that the Alaska Native
Brotherhood, representing the entire Tlingit and Heide peoples, meet with the
National Park Service to develop a joint proposal that would further the aims and
needs of both of them. The Board agrees to transfer its program to the Indian peo-

ple for their benefit when agreement on the proposal has been reached by the
Alaska Native Brotherhood, the National Park Service and this Board. This action, the Board feels, 18 consistent with the spirit and intent of President Johnson's message of March S.

The Board recommends, as a further step, that culture's centers, similar to the
one at Sltka, be established as coon as practical in other sections of the State of
Alaska, possibly at Nome, Anchorage and/or Fairbanks, for the Athapascan Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos. The Board is prepared to discuss this proposal further
with the Secretary or the National Park Service.
V. SUPPLEMENTAL INCOME FROM ARTS AND CRAFTS

On many occasions, and at great length, the Board considered the question of
encouraging am' desisting various ideas for individual arts and crafts programs
in different places in Alaska. The Board at length acquired the firm conviction
that it is unfeasible and unrealistic to anticipate that individual artisans or craftsmen in Alaska ran earn more than supplemental income from the production of
craft products. The Board loaves of no such project anywhere that has been able
to sustain itself economically without some kind of continuing subsidy, whether
from the goternment or from a private source.
However, the supplemental cash income derived by the individual !win the
production and sate of a craft product is vital to the economy of the Eskimo
villages where there is little or no other form of employment, and where crafts
are produced in quantity and provide a substantial source of cash income for the
villagers.
Up to the present time, Eskimo- and Indian-owned and operated project'',
which have been conceived as wholesale or retail production and miles operations,

have not been profitable. They have beenand will continue to bedependent on
subsidy to continue to exist. Such projects, however, have been conceived by
outsiders. They are not supported by the native people end continue primarily
because the natives go along with them although they do not have any sense of
cOmmitment, involvement, or responsibility. The projects are conceived without
recognition of the communal, political, traditional, and cultural denamice that
argevital concern, to the natives.

Board believes that a new concept is required to develop a viable Project
for such villege.craftemen. It.muat take account of 1) the heeds and desires Of
the native craft producers: 2) the erratic Production that can be expected from
thi,airlelOo of OPtnion that exists between the cteetatuen wt.
the ins ivlduals ;

are :.+Sei aid ww hold firmly to the traditional stele of *Weds Ippod the

yteleger craftsmen who, wish an opportunity to produce contereporaa Prbdeets ,
Using new technic*? skills and equipment ; 4) the political, mineral. end economic
demands of the people ; and 5) the degree of responsibility the people are witting
and abe to accept.
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As a result of their meetings with the King island village craftspeople, the
members of the Board are convinced that there is a need to develop a proposal
for a project that will fill their needsas they see it and want it. The Board proposed to the King Menders that they develop such a plan in their own weeds and
drawing on the Board for whatever technical-advice they need in the
budgets, etc. The Board will maintain a watehfui, and hopeful, eye
tet:Mt
over developments. At the same time, the Board is cognisant of possibilities for
other arts and crafts program. in Alaska that might be assisted by following the
procedure advocated at King Island.
VI. ALASKA INDIAN ARTS, INC.

Port Ohilkoot, MS long
This project, directed by Mr. Oari
attracted the attention ot many people, both within Mash" and in the "lower
48". Its prIncieel lure, however, has always been that it seemed to bold promise

et something very fine if it could only be financed.

The Board examined its history very closely and met with Mr. Helnaliller
and native representatives from the Port Chilitoot area. Mr. Heininiller joined
the Baird In
APalYSie of his organisation and its aims and agreed that the
bask flaw has lain in his attempt to mix education, economic development, arts
and craft development, and cultural preservation, each requiring medal
superviston, and funds. Thus, in spite of numerous grants for theme various
perms.s in the pate. be bar proven uneuccesetui and faces a future of eontutees to ettlye year after year, on subsidy from one mune or Vieth=
The Beard recommended to Mr. Reinmiller that t r:rongest, Most ppaiti
course is to encourage the development of Port Ohilkoet as, sititply sad,
a first clue tourist attraction, funded by the. State and the travel industry. The
Board mammon& that the Secretory consider endorsing this source as the ugly
. weeded one for the future of the Heinmiller pRoject. If the Secretary is appealed
to again an behalf of Mr. Heinmiller, the Board would be glad to spell out in
detail the reasons rib; it believes the Port Obilkoot project cannot
develop or become self-sustaining in any other way.

,

STATEUNT OP LLOYD H. FEW, DIREG'TOlt, nuturvri OP
ASUMAN INDIAN ABU, SANTA PS, N. WC.
Mr. Naw. Senator Mondale, I have two versions here, one that includes some comment about my theory about. what TB going wrong

through the years. The other is simply to take up the Institute '01
:e

American Indian Arts.

Senator MONDALE. Why don't we put your statement in the record as

though read in its entirety and then extemporaneously yon van emphonies. the points that you think are most important
in one orhoth
,

sets.
Mr. New. There re obviously many negative impede to the PosittiOh
,

of the American In 'an in this country today. I aniassummrthey are
the purpose Of them eixOne here and
all Well known to
hip is to appraise thenkuf the hopes that somethipgreonstrictieri ban
The dome about them. While in iny prepared tiesthneny alreadviryoter
hands I have ventured some analysis of some of the hada eriosCiehidi.
have been made in dealing with the Americiiii,Indian in the :piste I
will attempt in the ehort time at my disponi' this inorning,10'
some rather qualitative things guiriren in the ethe61 of it sheen
director, which holds hones of improving the positions the Indian
.,,
.-,
.. '
in general and particuii.rly for Indian youth.I am Director of the BIA Installation% Santa Net N. Bfetkioilledthe
:

Institute of American Indian Ai* which has an (althorn:ad ;enrollment of 400 young Indian students, ranging from the ages of 15 1615.
The school offers an accredited high school program with emphasis
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on the arts and a )post-high vocational pr.Ograin as preparation for
. crytnent in arts itasted voritiOn&
While we dm havehsome ei I ts that come from, vellibeituiced

eol_t_ve_tlitechnidisl College and

situations at home, inostof our students have suffered the ocosequenoet
of Oulturir conflict and economic deprivation, all too common or the

Indian .todsy.
Before going into details of what transpires at the school, let us
first take a look at the student body profile. More than not, they are
beset by misunderstandings regarding race, color and their general
_place in today's world. They are .sorrily stung by discriminatory experiences. They are unmotivated and often negatively directed in
many ways.
A gnaetmany, all too many, reflect unusual records Of disorder in
their previous life, ranging from mild deliquency situations to severe
Conditions verging on various kinds of virtual psychosis. Some are
brilliant but extremely frustrated. Seventy-five percent by testwil
have a whole battery-of testa-1'5 percent are severely handicapped in
terms of normal academic achievement
The majority have difficulty with the English lang'*age in any
fontsspeech, Writallgy 9r 'in reading. We have a vast many who have

virtually kicked the typical school program, inclnAhig quite a few who
simply could not find their places in public or parochial or BIA. schools.
Our group iriclndes the revolutionists, the nonconformists, and the
runicedernically minded, who find no satisfaction in the common goals
set by typical school programs. Holding standards which are at odds
with the majority, they reject and are rejected by the traditional American school systems.,

for special education relevant to their

Without

needs, such students are likely candidates for failure in life as well as
in school, and will live only to perpetuate all the aforementioned negative aspects of contemporary Indian life.
Otir goal at the Institute is to interrupt this cycle and we begin by
hozoitng each student for what he is, recognizing his cultural ways and
.showing respect for them.
The underlying philosophy of the program at the Institute is that
unique cultural traditions can be honored and can be used creatively
ss the springboard to a racaningfilloind productire 'contemporary life.
WE hold that cultural differences are rich wellsprings from which may
be drawn, any creative forces relevant to contemporary conditions.-Suitor MONDALM Weald you yield there?
One of the white man's worries, is, whether, since we araspeadmgthe money for,Iudiaivedication, it is felt that we should not make It
PrattAoal by giving him a skill, teaching him Eaglieh, mcidvatinghhap
getting him all *zed like we szetogo out and win". and all that sort
ofithim,and not we/stet:3ms on arts and crafts and culture, and other,

thhiga that might interest an Indian.

As I Understand youHsetimony, the two are related.

.

MrNaw. Absolutely related.
Senator Mconanaw If the Ana T44,11061. hinseUt
ImleirgFot:14,
hie cultareouid his arts and.bie value system, the Ohatiess are
thalrhe will at the same lime wish to learn-those skills necessary to
,

;achieve in American society.

,

Can you say the reverse, that failure to teach pride could interfere
with even the best of effortso try to force the so-called white man's
culture upon the Indian? It might be a destructive process?
Mr. Nnw. I would like to read from the part of the paper I am not
readihg from.
Those who have dealt with the Indian will understand the deep-

lying psychological and philosophical base of the tenacious observance
of his own cultural mores as a result of the abortion of almost every,
attempt made to assist him. _,
Even now various kinds of human salvage operations,. such as urban
relocation, employment assists.nce, on- the- job-training and other essenmeasures
tial rehabilitative efforts ultimately function only ssAtop
miserwhieh temporarily help to meet his physical need while
to put
ably, to provide the cultural and emotional substance req.
his life in balance.

I would say that the poverty, the underemployment and growing
rate of alcoholism among Indian adults, and sharply increasing suicide rate, dropoutet and delinquency all attest to the abysmal failure
with the Indian majority.
We him, the truth that we have never provided the American Indian
with the kind of education required to promote constructive meaning ful social interaction. We take care of his day-to-day needs, but you
can train a man to be the very best plumber in the world and he will
go to Los Angeles and end up a drunk if you have not given him
some sense of self-worth and a way of facing the world as an individual.
This is what we are trying to build through the arts. It is simply a
vehicle of self - realization.

Senator Mozneut. How many years have you been with this insti-

tution.?
Mr. Naw. Saven.

Senator MOMALZ. Have you seen this in fact occurthis development of pride and emotional and cultural orientation which enables the
child to not only be more appreciative of the values which his culture
brings to him and his country, but at the same time also enables him
to be better fit to face the competition in American sod_ sty?
Mr. /ism. In the 'short time we have not been able to build any great
research "
uates.
NDAL116 It has to be a judgment on your part. What is
Senator
your judgment?

Mr. Nzw. When we observe students coming in in the framework
of those I have just described and put up with 2 or 8 years trying to

feed them into this system, hoping it will affect them, the real difference
is to see how they live after they les.ve here.
If they live beautifully with satisfaction/ they can face abnotst anY

outside world situation and they have many opportunities to face

rather sophisticated situations in our school. We have great faith that
the systen it working in an extremely effective way.

Senator MONDAL116 What age groups do you deal with' What is the

earliest that s child may enter?
Mr. New. Fifteen. Ninth grade through 12th grade, and 2 yeari of
poethigh going to age M."
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Senator Mormon& Is this supported by BIA I
Mr. New. Yes.

Senator MONDAIX. Is this the only institution of its kind in the
country?
Mr. New. Yee.

Senator Mormour. Can a Sioux, if he wants, come to your school?
Mr. New. The Sioux can come to out school. We have a national
school.
Senator ?immoral. Do you have any Sioux or Chippewa I

Mr. New. We have quite a few, mostly Sioux. We have a few

Chippcwas.

Senator Mornorz. If you had your way, would you start your program much earlier?
Mr. New. I would start with the 5-year-old with . this method. I
think it is remarkable that we are able to take people who are as generally asunder as they seem to be when they come to ins.

At that late stage we cannot overcome man y of the shortcomings
they have, particularly in the academic area. But we can put him together ss a person and he seems to go on, as my paper will reveal here,
to rather high goals.
In spite of the fact that he never has the ability to read or write- Senator MONDALE. Dr. Van Deusen says when a child becomes
afflicted with kwashiorkor it costs $700 a pound to restore him to
health, I think it would cost 50 cents a pound at the most to avoid that.
Might there be a similar analogy? though more difficult to quantify,
in the educational cultural motivation field? If you let a child suffer
emotional and cultural kwashiorkor by the age of 9, 10, or 11, the cost
of restoring the person to self-respect might be just as expensive.
:fir. NEW. I think it is very expensive to do the job and our school
costs more than probably any other in the BIA. I think when you read
the record of performance, you will see it is well justified.
Senator ?bemire. Do you give more detail in your testimony on
this?

Mr. New. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. We will all observe that very closely. We have a
time problem unfortunately.
Mr. NEW. Shall I continue?

We believe that, ultimately, by learning to link the best in Indian

culture to contemporary life, the young Indian will be able to solve his
own problems and enrich the world scene in the process.
his own language with
The young Indian taker pride in a

his pests, or when he converses wit an Indian administrator, Ot
laughs at an Indian joke. We deliberately provide opportunitie;for
him to tell the legends and perform the dances of his tribe, Through
assigned research, rojects and field trips, as well as by audiovisual
experiences,. he cannot escape a growing familiarity with and respect

for the history of his ancestors and the honored place they occupied inthe bw:npiug of -this country.

Awte special courses in Indian hiitary, handl= esthetic**
them to' the other *aid 'people;
he sees himself and

ED kittens built pYrimide. We build pyramids.
They did sculpture. We built sculpture. They have music;
music.

live
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He begins to see himself for the first time in terms of equal in
terms of artistic heritage.
It has been our experience that when we can successfully relate

learning experiences to the student's own Indian frame of reference,
we are usually able to move him on toward tackling problems which
are new and strange to hint and more challenging. Once a student
recognizes the validity of his own cultural existence, he is able to
shake free from previous feelings of inferiority and begin to function
as a healthy, participating. member of society, making neither too
much of his cultural difference nor attempting to deny it. Once the
student has been fully exposed to Indianism, he is free to choose his
own course; no one demands that he be more Indian than he wishes
to be.
Students who come to us, either from public or &A. schools, are
woefully poor in academic achievement, and at first it would be extremely difficult, if not impossib le, for them to experience any taste
of success through academic subjects. In order to insure the student
a successful experience of some kind we turn to the field of art, where
we offer a wide array of media, including drama, music, dance, creative writing, painting; sculpture, and the crafts which include traditional Indian techniques. With few exceptions, every human being
who is properly and sufficiently exposed to creative thinkinit is capable of doing, something in one of these fields, and doing it well
enough to experience the joy of doing and to feel personal satisfaction
in his accomplishment.
miner or later, with a great deal of sensitive cooperation on the
part of the faculty, a field is foimd in which a student can perform
creditably. His first successful fabric design, ceramic bowl, sculpted
very first experience in
object, or performance on stage may be
the ecstasy of personal mime, ..liment.
Ms reaction is one of j -ufiaft pride and sometimes a shade of iisbelief at having produced something of worth, and he equates this
with his own personal worth. For hum, this is a great disoovery. IC
wth.
is also a most potent form of motivation toward personal
a basis
In all cases the Institute's primary goal is to give the stu,
for the attainment of genuine pride and self-acceptsome.,Withoat this
foundation, it is doubtful that a productive aura for learning could be
established.
Statistics covering the past 8 years pertaining to the students' perlormance at the institute are impressive. Dropouts (those who leave
school and do not enroll elsewhere immediately) amount to 11.0 pen*
cent compared to a general Indian dropout figure of 88 to 60 percent,
frm. area to area.
ig -eight and three-tenths percent of the students leaving the institute from the 12th, 18th, and 14th grades have continued in some
kind of formal training program beyond the high school level; 41.6
perspnt of these went into vocational schools, 86 percent, into nniverskill or college-level art schools, and the balance returned to the institute for further work.

Significantly, graduating students from the 14th year program

show a college entrance rate of 43 percent as opposed to only 10.3 per-

cent from the 12th year program (indicating the possibility that
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Indian students may need 14 years of secondary schooling in order to
ready themselves for higher education instead of the 12 years required
for less disadvantaged individuals).
Of interest is the fact that of the first group of 16 institute graduates who entered college prior to 1966, 12 have completed their college
work, and two have received master's degrees. The retention rate for
all who have entered college during the past 3 years is 59 percent.

In the course of its relatively short existence, the institute has

caught the attention of educators and artists of national and international reputation who are often astonished at the quality and quantity
of artistic production that occurs in all the art areas.
The institute has enjoyed recognition from numerous publications
and periodicals in the light of its being an important breakthrough
in education for the American Indian. Reports on the school have been

featured in the New York Times, the New Yorker, Life magazine,
Craft Horizons, Education News, Think (the house organ of IBM)
and on a recent Roger Mudd CBS television news presentation.

Internationai exhibits of student work have been featured at the
Edinburgh Festival of the Arts: the Berlin Festival, and the Alaska
Cententnal; in Turkey, Argentina, and Chile; and in the Cultural
Division of the 1968 Olympics in Mexico City. Students in the performing arts department have appeared in two major productions in
Washington, D.C., and in a- program of treilitional dance at the
Mexico City Olympics. Student work in creative writing has been
published for textbook use and a full-scale novel has been published
by the University of Oklahoma Press. We are presently negotiating

with Doubleday & Co. on a contract for the publication of an anthology
of poetry and prose.

As impressive as the results are in terms of artistic accomplishments, the real value of the program lies in the general personal

growth of the student and in his discovery of latent strengths and the
carryover of these into his academic efforts and social behavior.
Through the special emphasis placed upon his own cultural base, we
imbus him with self-pride so that his tendency to view himself as a
second-rate citizen is nullified. Out of this new position of personal
security and confidence comes a new personality endowed with new and
extended capabilities.

We, at the institute, are proud of our achievements to date which,
in large part, were made possible through the special and, indeed,
preferential support received from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the Department of the Interior. We enjoy unusual autonomy, funding, and freedom that allows for innovation, without which we could
not function successfully.

Needless to say, none of our accomplishments would have been possible without the presence of a dediCated, skillful, creative minded; "nd
innovative staff.
The cost of special education is high. The cost of effective education

is even higher. At the institute our cost runs $2,600 per student. In
this respect and for the sake of maintaining correct perspective, there
are two factors which should be noted :
1. The cost of providing effective education for the American Indian

will be far less, in the long run,, than the cost of not providing it, if
i
only in terms of the taxpayers' dollars that will be required for in-
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terminable support programs of various kinds - =including those which

produce little in the way of constructive results.
2. The errant expectation that the American Indian by some magic
power, and without reference to his own cultural base, will move into
an era of productivity and self-sufficiency is likely to result in future
ons of this minority group. being confused and disoriented
and anything we have yet seen in our history. Indeed, failure on

the part of our dominant society to devise the means browse the
destructive direction of present policies, will result in cultural genecide for the American Indian, an errant which would. surely stand
hauntingly in history as a monstrous embarrassment to this Nation.

While billions of American tax dollars have been spoilt for the
Jof solnng. the Indian problem, p3rhaps not-so much as a

e million, Isaaheen espIrtorally earmarked to further public reoognitum of the cuWirel wealthof the American Indian and to show him
bow to use these agests as a MOWS of gaining financial independence
and the dignity of self-sufficiency.
orcesaer, OTTIATTRAL SERVIan

The institute needs to be evaluated not only in terms of its pdmtial role as an educational laboratory and pilot institute--eandAmp-'
ported accordingly but also in terms of its being expanded into a
major cult[ cal institution serving the overall cause of the general
Indian population.
I*IeThe American Indian should take his plebe aloonngg with the culturally

on the world scene and the institute shouldloecoecle a major yee for interpreting this culture thrOu,ghout the world.
few
recognition
years of 'existence, the institute has been able- to
for Indian chitin:al acoomplishments at levele new tonhe tradittorially
anonymous positron of the American. Indian-,
,
Through ftth:n. professional development of perf
poets, writers,: musicians, and modern artist-oraftsmen the
of.
the American Indian could be given the substance Of stgnificirn,*oomplishment, which-might help to abate the popular inclinatiop,to,'
immortaliie the Indian as a scalping savage or an enchanting little
basketmaker.
Gentlemen we submit that there is a posithe eohrtion to the WAIL

"problem" 1st the Indian is educable in the fullest, sense of the
word and that the implementation of a program aleng th lines of
this presentation would result in immense benefits to the ame
Indian and to the Nation.
Senator MONDILF. Thank you. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. New follows:)
Parresso fikrarsinum or lam H. New, Dawns, Irramtris or Amts icuir
INDIAN Aare, aura

Now Manco

Ix Puasurr or INDIAN EDUCATION
Tall ROLM OD TDB TNITITUTX or ANNIUCAN nom' AWES

For almost five centuries the American luau' has been subjected to a process
of relentless attrition which haslowly but 'Oily eroded the roots of his cultural
existence. His physieel existence has been completely obliterated in many areas
and, presently, his spiritual existence is in extreme jeopardy.
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'The many and ear led attempts that have been made to "help" him, and pafticularly to educate" him, bate been largely wienieceesfuL

Thittlaeit of sumo Is due, at least in part, to the fact that Indian education,

front NA beginning, was batted on a policy of coercive acculturation : the premise
being that the sooner' the Indian was condidoned to abandon his Ways and join
tomenielting -Pot, the better off be would be. Bat he has dirplayed uniqae resist=
xace to this idea, possibly because his psychological relatioatthip to the land was
different from that, of the immigrant groups who eventually surrounded him.
0 the _tlnie of defeat, life in the Indian world has been colored lry.
tinder-,
11

0. o-foetised enmity stemming from the Indian's feeling that his land-'

eights had been unfairly -uMinied. Another deterrent to the success of the melting

nee concept of education is that its goals lie. largely outside the Indian *new
phipai frame -of reference. The American. Indian has always been *Toted -to -a
philosophy whiehhelde that one's existence should blend tato the emaparatively
waive ebythms of nature, as opposed to the dominant society's quest for control
of nature through scientific manipulation of its elements. In the main; all direct
attempts to switch the Indian population from its pinliaohicaL podit on have
flailed; much to the consternation or those who have tried.
Oa.the surface,. the Indian evidences acceptance of his dhainisbed mie withlitle Or no overt manifestations Of rancor. Be cooperates submiseively; eeceptirig

the goods and services that are offered to hie. But, in .Yarious rah.* ways, he

.

i

manages es 'subvert the intended outcome of thane overtures, No longer In a position to make war with the opposition, the Indian has adopted a general- tendency
to withdraw and lie quietly in the remnants of his old world, only half-heartedly
Cat the/offerings made to him by his would-be benefactors.
ure on the Vert of those who have dealt with the Indian to understand the
deep-lying psychological and philosophical bases of his tesacione observance of
his own cultural merge has remelted In the abortion of almost every attempt made

to aria him. liven now, various' kinds -off hymen salvage operations, each as
eaten relocation, employment assistance, en -the -job training, and other. essential
rehabilitative efforts, ultimately function only as stop-r..p measures which temporitibr help to meet his physical needs, while failing miserably to provide the
cultural and emotional substance required to put his life in balance;

Ira the past, pablie apathy and disinterest permitted the Indian to protect his
way of life, at leant to NOM degree; but in recent times, he has been tweed- into

the public struggle for economic survival, due to the lack of an environmental sure
pertive of his Old and Cherished ways. With limited land holdings and the inevitable encroachments of the dominant society, the American Indian le hard premed
to support his viewpoint while adjusting to the exigencies of a modern World;
Poverty, poor health, unemployment, and a growing: rate of alcoholism among
Indian adults; a shocking prevalence of suicide, dropouts, and delinquency 1,4619/W:

Indian youth ; ail attest to the abysmal failure of our dealings with the Wilkie
minority. We face the earful truth that we have never provided the American
Indian with the kind of education required to promote constructive and meaningtat social interaction.
The result is that the American Indian suffers severe psychdlogical trauma and,
by now, we must marely have gathered sufficient proof of the fact that the cure
does not lie in dosing him doubly with the same old medicine, however first rate
we hold it to he or however costly it may be. Simply enough, it is the wrest medidueler the Indian patient.
We needto jolt ourselves out of our comfortable nee of patterned. thinking In
order to make room for new concepts and the definition of new gosh).
Our primary, long range gall
be to find and apply mach measures as will
e an environment ettedneivel to- the -growth. of
heal long-festering ills and
the American Indian so that, ultimately, he will contribute richly to the asaemblY
otworld.culttuea and- tate his place aft an honored member ofweede eocietw.
nor the rneans fee addevingtherutusesotericallY shrouded;
Neither the
mostly, they fall cr.:41 into the category of common sense. In order tO give the
American Indian solid pound on which to stand, Maps must be taken -which will
free him from patterns of hostility, apathy, and other negative manifestations
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which are inherent in the paternalistic-th.pendency syndrome evoked by the
untenable position into which he has been. led. The honor attendant to his racial

heritage must be renewed in his mind and he must be taught how to turn his
cultural wealth into negotiable assets. He must be encouraged to retain his Indian

identity and be shown how to relate it in a constructive and productive way to
the modern world. The accomplishment of these acts will be as much to the
benefit of the general American society as to that of the Indian population.
In fairness to the present institutional provisions made in behalf of the American Indian, it must be noted here that many of today's Indiana are showing an
increased inclination to independence and are managing to function with fair
success both within the framework of their own culture and outside of it. It
seems to be not so much a question of whether any progress is being made but,
rather, a question of how wide a front is covered and whether or not this coverage
will be sufficient and will occur in time to prevent continued maw casualties.

At the Institute of American Indian Arts In Santa Fe, New Mexico, we are
painfully aware of the fact that we cover a very short front But what is most
important is the fact that we believe we have mate significant strides. in learn-

ing how to alleviate some of the problems that beset Indian people, especially the
young. While it is too early to obtain statistical evidence reflecting the eventual
progress of our students as they take their places in society, we are proud, indeed,
of the immediate surceases which can be measured in terms of the unusual number of studentwho seem to find personalidentity at the Institute and then move

on into programs of advanced education or some other form of personal
development.

The underlying philosophy of the program at, the institute is that unique cultural traditions can be honored and can be used creatively as a springboard to a
meaningful and productive contemporary life. We hold that cultural differences
are a rich wellspring from which May be drawn new creative farces relevant to
contemporary conditions and environments. We believe that, ultimately, by
learning to link the best in Indian culture to contemporary life, the young Indian
will be able toolve his own problemalind enrich the world scene in the process.
Most of our students have suffered the consequences or cultural conflict and
economic deprivation. They are bead with
understandings regarding race,
color, and religion. They are morel* stung
discriminatory experiences. Our
group includes the revolutionists, the non-conformists, and the imacademicallyminded who find DO satiefaiction in the common goals set by typical school programa Holdings standards wleh are at odds with the majority, they reject and
er&rejected by the traditional American school system. Without the sppsrtimity
for special education relevant to their needs, such students are likely candidate&
for failure in life as well as in school, and will live only to perpetuate all the
aforementioned negative aspects of contemporary Indian life.
Our goal at the Institute is to interrupt this ciele and we begin by honoring
each student for what he is, recognizingliscultnral ways and showing respect
for them.
The young Indian takes pride in speaking his own language With his peers, or
when, he converses with an Indian administrator, or laughs at an Indian joke.
We deliberately provide opportunities for him to tell the legends and perform the
dances of his tribe. Through assigned research projects and field trips, as well as
by audio-visual experiences, he .cannot escape a growing familiarity with and
respect. for the history of his ancestors and the honored place they occupied in
.

the beginning of this country.

It has been our experience that when we can sUctieesfully relate learning
experiences to the student's own Indian frame of reference we are usually able
to move him on toward tackling problems which are new and strange to him, and
more challenging. Once a student recernires the validity of his own cultural exis
tence, he ie able to shake free from previous feelings of inferiority and begin to
function as a healthy, participating member of society, making neither too much
of his cultural difference% nor attempting to deny it. Once the student has been
fully exposed* Indianism, be is free to choose his own course; no one demands
that he be more Indian than he wishes to be.

29-651--69pt. 1-16
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Students who come to us, either from public or B.I.A. schools, are woefully
poor in academic achievement and, at first, it would be extremely difficult, if not
impossible, for them to experience any taste of success through academic 'subjects.
In order to ensure the student a successful experience of some kind, we turn to
the field of art where we offer a wide array of media including drama, music,
dance, creative writing, painting, sculpture, and the crafts which include traditional Indian techniques. With few exceptions, every human being who is properly
and sufficiently exposed to creative thinking is capable of doing something in one
of these fields and doing it well enough to experience the Joy of doing and to feel
personal satisfaction in his accomplishment. Sooner or later, with the great deal
of genitive cooperation on the part of the faculty, a field is found in which a stu-

dent can perform creditably. His first successful fabric design, ceramic bowl,
sculptured object, or performance on stage may be his very first experience in
the ecstasy of personal accomplishment. His reaction is one of justifiable pride
and sometimes a shade of disbelief at having produced something of worth, and
lie equates this with his own personal worthiFor him, this is a great discovery.
It is, also, a most potent form of motivation toward personal growth.
In all cases, the Institute's primary goal is to give the student a basis for the
attainment of genuine pride and self-acceptance. Without this foundation, it is
doubtful that a productive aura for learning could be established.
Creation of the Institute was recommended in 1960 by the Indian Arts and
Crafts Board of the United States Department of the Interior. Founded in 1962
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. USDI, the school is administered by the Bureau's DiVISIOU of Education. The Indian Arts and Crafts Board continues to

serve as advisors for the development of the Institute.
The school offers an accredited high school program with emphasis on the arts,

and a post-high vocational arts program as preparation for college, technical
schools, and employment in arts-related vocations. The age range of the student
body is from 15 to 22.

Statistics covering the past three years pertaining to the students' performance at the Institute are impressive. Dropouts (those who leave school and do
not enroll elsewhere immediately) amount to 11.9% compared to a general Indian dropout figure of 88% to 60%, varying from area to area. 88.3% of the
students leaving the Institute from the 12th, 13th and 14th grades have continued in some kind of formal training program beyond the high school level ;
41.6% of these went into vocational schools, 36% into universities or college
level art. schools, and the balance returned to the Institute for further work.
Significantly, graduating students from the 14th year program.show a college
entrance rate of 43% as opposed to only 10.3% from the 12th year program (indicating the possibility that Indian students may need 14 years of secondary
schooling in order to ready themselves for higher education instead of the 12
years required for less disadvantaged individuals). Of interest is the fact that
of the first group of 16 Institute graduates who entered college prior to 1966, 12
have completed their college work, and two have received Master's degrees. The
retention rate for all who have entered college during the past three years is 59%.
In the course of its relatively short existence, the Institute has caught the attention of educators and artists of national and international reputation who are
often astonished at the quality and quantity of artistic production that occurs in
all the art areas.
The Ingtitute has enjoyed recognition from numerous publications and periodicals in tbe light of its being an important break-through in education for the
American Indian. Reports on the school have been featured in The New York
Times, The New Yorker, Life Magazine, Craft Horizons, Education News, Think
( the house organ of I. B. M.)', and on a recent Roger Mudd CBS television news
presentation.
International exhibits of student work have been featured at the Edinburgh
Festival of the Arts. the Berlin Feed /al, and the Alaska Centennial ; in Turkey,
Argentina, and Chile ; and in the Cultural Division of the 1968 Olympics
Mexico City. Students in the Performing Arts Department have appeared in two
major productions in Washington, D.C., and in a program of traditional dance
at the Mexico City Olympics. Student work in creative writing has been pub-
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Senator MONDAUL Dr. Josephy, as. I understand it, you are the
author of a special report to the President on Indian matters which
_"

was released yesterday. It is the view of what remains of the committee
here this morning that you ought to, if you are willing to do so, make

that report and yourrecommendatione in this field as weans part of a
separate testimony. This might allow us to go thoroug* into your
recommendation and make such suggestions as we might have.
What I worry about here is that time is so shortwe have to conclude
this in about 10 minutesthat we are not going to do justiceto your
views. I think it would be better if you could come back and we could
reschedule you You °mkt go into par recommendations, induct:
ing your recommendations in this area in a, time frame more suitable to
a rewnsible treatment of the subject.

I think we might be able to treat the subject matter better if that is
all tight.
(The special report referred to can be found in the appendix.)
STATEIENT OF ALVIN X IOSEPHY, TA., MEAD OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Dr. Joemerr. Senator, if I aught add one point on d o testimony you
have just heard. It is verypeculiar t me why this example of this institute, which is unique, it is unique in the world, but certainly it is
the kind of school that I think all Americans should be very proud of
that you should know about, why it is not serving in close relationship
`with the entire BIA system. I think there are many potentials for that
school.

More. Do you mean by that, serving in close relation-

ship

Dr. Jose. I mean the methods, the techniques, the training, the

points of view should be copied by ode'''. schools in the BIA system
and from there on into the State systems. There is a lot being learned
here
Senator bloweALa. Do you agree with the judgment we have just
heard about the reliability of statistics, about the-completion of high
school and so forth I

Dr. Joaaraz. Absolutely.

Senator Maim Do
am_ples of anoceenfid

s

-

Dr. Jounce. So far as

think that this is one of the better ex-

Indian education in the country I

ow, it is the only one except Rough Rock.

Senator MONAALL Yes. We were talking about that as you were
testifying. We keep talking about Rough Rock. That is the only living.
example.

Here is another example of a successful. system about which very
little has been said and yet it has been in operation and is exciting and
successful. You have given us insights about the relationship between

the emotional and the cultural development of an individual and
his capacity in terms of meeting the competition ote really tough
society.

Other insights, I think, are critical to the judgment we must make
if we are going to do more good than harm. I am most grateful for
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that testimony. It is amazing that so little has been heard about this
before.
Dr. JOSEPH?. We have heard a lot here right in this school in this
institute. We have recommended one like it for the State of Alaska,

where there is a great need for such an institute. I think that the
entire ETA system would, gain a lot from what has been going on

down there.

Senator Idoxwax. Has the BIA in your opinion applied many of
the techniques learned at this institution generally to their school
mitten I
Dr. JOSEPH?. To my knowledge, no.

Senator McornAta Have they ever suggested this example be repeated elsewhere, for example in Alaska!
Dr. Joann,. No. As a matter of fact, I think we could have moved
much faster than we have l getting something in Alaska.
Senator MOIITIALIL To what do you attribute this general criticism'?

The Bureitu, in all fairness, has not testified here and I assume some
matters might come in different focus if they did.

general criticism of the lack of
To whit do you attribute
creativity; Mr. !fader said yestoplay they have not mat applied
what they have learned at Bough Bock. Yet they have a good example
there of an inattention that works.

It just sticks out like a sore thumb. Yet it remains in splendid

isolation.

Dr. Joszeur. I think, too, to some extent it is a pareel factor,

but I don't scatter my shots in that direction. I thhil it is the static'
tune of the BIA, itself .and the way the educational system, the 'true-

ture of the educational system is completely interwoven into the

-rest of the BIA tssterii.
I don't know why any self - respecting educator has anything to do
mac,
with the BIA the way it is set up today.. .I can't imagine a b.
the
management operation. I think this
a worse o
has had testimony, very important, wry pertinenttesti
subcommi
mony on that point and think that is a starting point fotlevetrthing
that has been mentioned her that I have heard todastacatiainrie%
phase, any subject that comes up concerning Indian
you right heck to whether or not the Blikes it islet up today canottry
that out effectively.
I think a lot of criticism has been directed at the Personnel oi flue
BIA that is not 'notified end 'a lot of very line dedicated people over
there -they are etrated as heok.t,They can't open* they. ear tied
up. If our business tried to operate that way, we wuuldbe out of biudnese right away.
examination of
I don't think that anybody really has done
back in 1011
the internal stricture of the BIA. To iny know
when the task forte started,to take a look at it, it ehi sway from it
and did not go into the BIA setup.
In 19iItt again there was some self-examination, but nothing really
stupendous OM* from it.' It has to be stupendous.

Senator Moinazz. I ern Ord to have your eipreesion of that be.;

cause it ihight bahrnie the picture a little bit more. I am sue that what
you say is correct.
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Dr. Jour

.

They can't move fast. They are so musclebound and

tied up the inky the system is run.

Senator Moimars. It was said that the professional edicators in

the national office of the BIA, ar not in control-of the local schools;
the person really in *barge is the regional director who is a sort of
single school board member. It is he who governs the education of all
the children in the district.
I imagine not a single one of them is a professional educator.
Dr. JOU:MY. That's right,. He is tied up with other problems. He
does not have the time for this, or the knowledge or expertise. The

Commissioner, the way the B14. is set upthe Assistant Commissioner of Education should be given line authority completely down

the line, set up a system which he can rise or fall on what happens.
Then you have a person who can direct every phase of this. including the acquisition of proper cultural materials to put into the school
tsirsems,
taking of teachers from his schooi and feeding them into
etBla schools, and then you have the start of something that can be
radiated out into the public school systems.
Senator MONDALE. Don't you also think that to the extent possible

a very fundamental issue, if not perhaps the most fundamental, is

to give the Indian parents something to say about the education of the
children I
Dr. JOSEF/TT. Absolutely.

'T

Senator MONDALE. If you want to talk about the ultimate insult to
the pride of people, it is to say that the parents don'tknow enough to
even be consulted about how their children should be educated. If that
is what we think of them, then how are we going to be able to persuade
the children that we actually have any respect for them
Dr. JOSEPHY. When you get out in the field, this is all part and parcel
of the inhibition of a non-Indian to allow an Indian to decide his own
fate.

It is a hangover from their children; they are irresponsible;im-

mature, all that nonsense, but it is still carried out that way.
Senator MONDALE. Yet the few instances of successful Indian education that we have seen are those in which the Indians themselves have
had control or have had profound influence.
.1 point out thet jot! have mostly Indian teachers. The Rough Rock

evperiment is an Intban-oontrolled operation. In the late 1800's two
large tribes had theit own system of education and often established
records of achievement that exceeded the white public, school system

operating side by side in some of these Southern States.
In practice, in every instance of quality education that we have seen
the Indians have been in control.

Dr. Josernry. Senator, I think we have been wing along with some
thin criminal for too long. We can keep on going that way, but people's lives are it stake and they have been at stake. Children are being
wrecked for good in what has been happening.
You and I would not allow our children in those schools. We would
yank than out. The Indian people don't have the ability really to yank
trouble.
them out without grAtint: in d
I don.% ass why in this
we have the school set up this way.
We don't need it.
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Senator Mme=s. I appreciate your observation.
Mr. Nair. May I comment on the nature, the real' down-to-earth

practical nature of the prbblem is I see it

At the Ontitute we enjoy aye& unique position in the Bureau of
Indian Affoirs. We do havedirart contact with Washington. We don't
to an ores. We have been able to insist on having a school psychoWe are probablythe only 006 in the ihreau.
r MONDALL We could only find one psychologist in the whole
Indian 'education itystean and you numb have MM. The highest suicide
rat in the Nation isi for the-Indian youth.
Mr. Now.'We should have two because we hive WM people and that

one is not enough. We need a whole mental health team. We need a
full-time psychiatrist.

The bettor percentage of the problems 4is work'. *th vergo on

Pegetator Memo era Have you had any y
Mi. Now. No.
Senator MaXuarn. That is unique.
Mr. Nzw. We have very few UMW of any kind oilE Ofline.

The other thing is that we have fought for a reasenehlenot aagood
as we would like to have itrelationship between guidanoa staff-and
the students they. deal with.
We have g. ottin down to about 1 to 80. In most schools it is 1 to 100.
We have 17 art teachers on our staff where most schools do not have
really. can reach
any art teachers on their staff. I don't know how

a youngster unless you have an expert and app
to hlm through
his music, through his design: rough his color, because (otherwise he

simply has to perform.
cant do that, what is left,

writing, and arithmetic and if her

I would drop out too.
Senator Worms. I would like to know the basisein which you select
your studenteto the school. How do they gain .entry to the school I Are
they repnisente,tive group of young American Indians or are they

ba thareetert

. Na. w I would imagine that they are no different across the board

ham any other pimp of students in any. other Indian school. Theoretically hey cone to us because they are interested- in art, but we
oho finathak this is not true. would say SoPereent of the kidi come
theiabeeaues they are* problem on theitresination.
awful lot of them from
Northwest areas,
We get
whesethey are *apposed to be in public schools, bult=
O
" there. We hose t lOt of them sent to us because they are
a problem d they don't. quite know what to do with them.

W
are

So it is not a select groupty, anrmeane.

Senator Hyenas. You-made a reference earlier, and I would like
to drop back to it:. I hate to extend, his but I would like to inquire
about it, because you made a reference to the increasing rates of

alcoholism as a result --I believe you related it to cultural deprivation.Are the rates higher in 'this. pinticular category than' you notice in
.other areas that have not had the benefit Of, such edueetaon as this,
Mr. Now. I have no real authority for this statement other than by
.

ersonal observation to notice on reservations in our area that the
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alcoholic ratethe alcoholic problem with adult. people is a growing
problem and has been, picked tip in gom&FrOviens ceatUrrrelort-

I am aware of the kind of aktd-row culture &still boos ,wwd.in
the-urban areas of Los Angeles, Chicago, where fInditmeare sent by

families on training programs and the =labor of those nitertbeir,

first round with a job, because they are not happy; They have not, any
real basis for this kind life, become rather severe problems intim

of

Senator HUGHES. It has been my observation overall that the problem of aloOholism has no direct relationship, to the 90041 status or
education status of the individual. I wondered if there might be a
klifference in this tendency in this paiticular respect.
Mr. Nnw. I am sorry not to be able to authenticate the statement.
Senator Moimuz. Thank you very much. I am sorry we don't have
more time. I wish to thank all of you.
Mr. Price, we are most
for your testimony as a private
citizen and for your helping to create broader public understanding in
this critical area. I might say as one member of this Committee on
Indian Education, I knew nothing about your program. You helped
bring it to us.
You are in a particularly good position to see that more people learn
about it. You are doing a lot of good for all of us.
Mr. PRIM Thank you, sir.
Senator MONDALE. One thing I might suggest. The committee ought

to consider trying to visit this institution. It was suggested we go to

Rough Rock. We could do both.
Mr. Naw. We should very much like to have you.
Senator MONDALE. Dr. Nimnicht and Dr. McKinley, we are sorry to
keep you waiting this long.
It is unfair, but we are the basic losers. I was reading a book the other

night on early child-learning and your name popped out.
I have an awful schedule problem so does Senator Hughes. If we
could take your testimony, include it in the record as written and then
have you make some extemporaneous comments. Please try to limit

yOurself to no more the); 5 minutes --I hate to do that, but I don't
know how else to handleit.

:STATEHEIT OP DR. GLEX Nona= run mum
LABORATORY FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOSEENT

Dr. NIKNICHT. We have two docuniestothat you tioald make part of

your record. Thee we could limit ear comments to simply, making
recommendations.
Senator Mormara. All, right, itis so ordered.
(The statements referred to follow :)
,
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which time interviews were held with administrators, teachers and students, aadi
observations were made of the phydcal plan.

Stewart Indian School is located on the outskirts of Carson City, Nevada
en the saute grenade as the Nevada *alma qt the Tomas of Indian Affairs, and
dose to the State Penal Institution; Ms Wool Ma as enrollment of d bow:dim stadente, and theoretkally is in existence to provide them with a standard
aratiamic and vocational seeendary curriardurn. TM reality, however, is quite
differeot.

sivaratTO

The students at Stewart, first of all. are not standard MO ached rerlawile
Eighty percent of the students, ranging in age between 12 and 20, are metal
referrals from reservation schools in Arisen* and Nevada. Thitmeent that them
children bad problems at home (broken home% alcoholic parent.) Or at school
(dhelpline, academic Allure) which could not be handled locally.' Illiel were,.
therefor% lent to. Stewart. 'The students themselves say they were NM to Stewart

rather than' to some other boarding school because it is so isolated that they

cannot run away' -;-or go home too frequently.

The renahffinr 21) percent of the 'Students come from the Hopi and Papago

reservations where there is no local high school available.

Within both of these major 'WAN! groupings, there are some who are at
Stewart because it hap become a familybadition.
Per dl or these students, the Stewart ezpeei a falls far short of an educational challenge. They perceive the school as ih easy place, *Aare they can do
far less than was required of them In the ?Nervation schools and still get by
Indians,.
nicely. Therm resigned to the "titer that they have Hatted
and thus meet the sehool's easy low standards as right foram: seas
Their bade problem is that they come to Stewart with academic **blame
reqdring letensive remedial wash- Instead of this they get a watered-down,.
"easy" etireloonsm. The mathematics departaacerprevides a geed ems* The
first course for. "high echoer students teaches addition andoubtreetton. The.
seeesd-level course dials with all four bode operations plus fractions. The next'
menet! .crowned with proportions toe simptealgebra, while the top course is
finally algebra.

The relationship between the academic problems 'otthe student, when they
arrive at Stewart. and 'their misdealt experience at Stewart is apparent on
examination of California Aektevoisont.Tolt (CAT) *Ora obtained'by Stewart
enrolled. Test scorer for the present twelfth-grade clam at Stewart phew an
average achievement In English language skills AA the ninth-grade level (9.2'
exactly) with a variation from fifth-grade level, to twelfth-geode _lova The
latter score was obtained by only nee 'Want of then') who took the tail. Only

12 stead:it of tbe Clam of 1987 Went on te college or junior twIllike-41%,' of the
graduating elms.
Total test grades for the CAT given during the school year 19/51-41S mired et
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Thus, the entering sixth graders ,at Stewart are academically retarded by
about one Year, and the graduate* larder* are retarded by wafter three pears.
Hy these eriterls; the school has Mt achieved any remedial function, and, in`

fact, seems to Lave emeerbated the difficulties the Indian 'Children had before,
they arrived at$tewart.
Follow-up data on Stewart graduated are entirely !Adequate, as the school'
records list only the placement of Meet graduating Seniors. There age no, data
on thersuccess of Stewart graduates in post-graduate schools, or in ereploymesit.
'The dropout rate for 1967-88 was 4%, or 21 leader, of whom 7 Wordy went-

home and never returned, 8 were withdrawn by parents, 8 were expelled as
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behavior prebi em=were ordered haelqo arisra IT their Parole boards after
Involventent In

,1

.

Inure see, presently 40 teachers at Stewart. One has no degree of any kind,'
7 have high school.' diplants, 92 have baelelor's degrees. and 10 (25%) cot' the

/heady hold' master's dedleet, One-garter of the faculty Me long -ter -Mt

employees with an avenge of 22 years of aerate*. The average age of the teacherg is 48, and 5 are over 00.

The principal of Stewart has no authority in the selection of teachers for the
school. Instead, be is dependent on an Area Office selection, from a limited
service registry. Thus there Is no possibility for choosing teachers With Veda'
backgrounds for enriclutent prpgrams, nor eategiards against incompetent.
with this arrangement, Stewart now has a
As an example of what, can ,ha
or nuderstanding atoglish, and who !tra,s
teacher who has difficulty
never told a thing about Stewart.

Most at the teachers at Stewart are teaching six classes of 80 children each
school day. Both the Stewart staff and the investigators feel that under these

condition teachers cannot even begin to deal with the special probleons of Indian
students.

staff, of whom three have
There are eight people on the Stewart
master's degrees. Three are over 60, while the rest are under 85. Oonneeling
and guidance functions are thorotighly confused with each other, and all members of the staff advise students, as bt their best possibilities for future schooling
and employinent, help settle e:Sputes between students and teachers, and cannel
students on personal problems. Psychological assistance to student is limited
to discussions with guidance personnel, who bold ogles "open house" for two
hours every day, and to a aeries of films on life problems. The guidance building
includes a number of rooms which are Available for free creative activities, such

as painting, draw, and wood carving.

The guidance staff complains that the effectiveness of their program is greatly
inhibited by the dormitory staff, which is ignorant of the "psychological" apstaff toward student problems, and rather insists on
proach of the

strict, punve diseip

There are pressen ., 23 dormitory aides at Stewart, giving an aide/student
ratio of I/26. The aides have all acquired high school diplomas, and/*verage 42
years old, with three over 60, of whom two are over 70.
rale 111001Allf

The academic curriculum, hardly mentioned he the administrators to whom
we spoke, and given secondary consideration to the vocational prevent, hats
already been described es a watered-down version of the usual high school

'curriculum.
All vocational programs, except for house and sign painting, are noeterminaL
Initially, students are rotated from one vocational specialty to another (drafting,

carpentry, welding, sheet metal and machine shop, electricity and electronics,
painting and farm work for the boys) until the Junior year, offer which they
spend one half day of each school day in. one vocationeither wood shop, metal
shop, painting, or farm work The boys who do best are encouraged to bolos
painting or carpentrg, while the "low" achievers are placed in general farm
work and heavy equipment openttion. The girls may thoose from only two fields-general and home service (domestic work) or "hospital ward attendant" train-

lng, which the girls considered a degrading farcea euphemism (they Say)
The -residential program features the following "Lebo* activity" time for
Stewart students is from 6 to 8 p.m., Monday through Saturday. Board games
and recreational equipment (ping-pong. etc.) are tradable in the dormitories

lor more domestic work.

during this time.
Extracurriculer clubs include band, 4-11, student moments, Yearbook, athletie
teams. and various bane economies clubs and activities.
The etude* cooped operates a campus store invadable to each dormitory one
night etch week. Visits to ()arson City are made by bus groups of students each

Saturday afternoon for a charge of 404. Dances and parties are scheduled

throughout the year.
Students say that their contacts with white people on the trips to tNairson City
are minimal, and usually nonexistent.
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In addition to the collection of the above data, we built up a general subjective

Impression of Stewart Indian School.. Stated succinctly. we feel Stewart is a
tragedy. Htsterically an isolated school for problem children. It is now the

school to which Indian children from the Southwest are sent as the only

alternative to dropping out of education entirely. At Stewart these children are
passed- from one vocational; department to another, never receiving e,uflicient
training to prepare them for jobs,: and never receiving the remedial programs
necessary to cope with . their deficiencies in reading- andj/ writing Mulish.
They graduate from the school with-a high school diploma and a ninth-grade
,education, and expect to compete with other Indians as /well' as non-Indians
ate vocational schools and the job market With them' at Stewart
In toe
Aida
are Hopi, Pima, and Papego children who have no
school near their
reservations, and so are sent to Stewart arbitrarily as one among. a number of
other federal boarding schools. They too receive the Bret minimal. of educational
experiences.
,
./.
The teachers at Stewart know their task is hopeless. 'They, accept they "low
.potential" of their, students, and expect to PrenaltittheM for the lowest of Oat*.
.patioas. they are indifferent, uncreative, and defeated. The.. 'guidance ;staff"
attempts to ameliorate the echool's archaic socialrules, but must fight dormitory
aides who were educated at Stewart and who believe in and entoree strict dieeipline and puritaniem. The principal believed, In Min new aPProachea and
remedial programs, but must work with teachers whom he hes not chosen, and
.

a completely inadequate budget The students must obey rigid social roles
characteristic of reform schools, while living under the lie that they are
.

actually receiving a high school ethication. They. have almost no' contact with
the world outside the barbed-wire boundaries of the campus, and Cannot, even
return to their home$ for Christmas. That they remain vibrantlY alive. hymen
ibeIngs at Stewart 1$ neither an enmity for the whoas existence nor a negation
of the tragedy. They remain children confused and threatened by Whitelmmica,
deprived of an adequate education, and subjected to inhumane roles restricting
every aspect of their lives.
One: f the major problems at Stewart is that no one seen* to have identified
riche fact that Stewart la a ePechilired school dealing almoatexcluelvell with prole,
-iota children who are low achievers. Eighty percent of the students are *aligned
to Stewart for this reason and yet the school is
as though this wasn't-tine:

I. The academic cost per child was between $660 and $600 in the 196748 *drool
sear and the budget was decreased for 1968 -09. A. remedial progretin, Would cost
twice as mach.,
2. The teachers meet doles of 15 to 80 children Ave or sit PerlodOi dal.
3. The teachers are not selected for their special knowledge or. skin in .dealing
with Indian children, or Problem children Or to do remedial work. They are not
even informed about the special problems they will face prior to accepting a podtion in the *OWL
4. The myth that the students are obtaining a high school education maintained. "'When a child comes here in the eighth grade but Is doing Sithirede work
we can't place him D the .111th grade. The child and the parent' w0114 think vitae-,
thing is wronawith t _whoa" so we lamp them in, the, grade they are bland:Pro*

mote thaw etch year ft .W they palliate" There was some indication frail interviews that the students s are not completely misleek but they also seentwito *At

to believe this Myth.
It seems heir to my that until someone gets a grip on reality Stewart Will remain

a tragedy. The Bureau of Indian Affair* needs to manta*e the special character
of the /drool it has created. If it did, several changes would follow:
I. The Whin children who are not problems would not be essigned *Stewart.
2. The financial support for the school would be drastically raised.

3. The staffprincipal, teachers, guidance counselors and 'dormitory supervisors would be carefully selected for their skill and training to operate, and

teach in a remedial school for children with serious Social and psychological problems. Thug most of the present Setif would be transferred.

4. An Intensive Illocrvice-trolelO3 Progreun to help the staff understand the
children they are teaching would be an integral part of the oohed:
5. The school would have to be recognised us a non - graded school using modern
equipment., curriculum and teaching methods. There is no evidence that the ma-
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jority of these children are mentally retarded, therefore there is no reason why
the majority of them can not learn simple arithmetic if some intelligence is used
in teaching it.
II the /316. would take these steps and follow-up to evaluate the results. we
would ref ommend that Stewart should continue to exist at least for the next 10.
years. The sad truth is that there is a need for such a school and that need will
continue until the BIA and public schools on the reservations are drastically improved to eliminate many of the problems that Litewart inherits, and be able to
cope with the remaining ones at least as effectively as a boarding school, which
is a poor alternative at the hest.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO A &MATZ INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE OR THE EDUCATION
Or AMEDIOAN INDIANS

Based upon our experience in Indian affairs, our interest in the education of
American Indians, and the findings in the studies conducted by us under the

auspices of the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development
during the past 18 months, we have made a recommendation to this Committee.
This recommendation proposes to transfer the responsibility for educating Amer-

ican Indians from the BIA. to a Federal Commission with a mandate to turn
over control of Indian education to the Indian people within a period of five

years.
We have stated that the basic problem of educating Indian children cannot be
divorced from the total set of relationships between white people and the Amer-

ican Indians.
1. Attitudes of White people toward American Indians are paternalistic and
demeaning. The results are a loss of self-respect and self-confidence among
Indian people, development of apathy and a sense of alienation, and deprivation
of an opportunity to develop the abilities to control their own affairs.
2. There is no specialized body of knowledge and practices that can be called
"Indian education." It is a white man's educational system that has been imposed
upon Indians with little or no regard for their culture or values. The only thing
special about "Indian education" is its failure to edv -ate Indian children.
3. The failure of educating Indians is not restricted to the BIA. All schools
that have Indian enrollment have not done an adequate job. This statement is
not an indictment of the schools since the schools are only a part of the whole
Indians and white people.
system of relationships
The relationships referkt5rre:
1. Congressional action or a lack of Congressional action.
2. Attitudes of local white people who live on or near Ledian reservations.
3. Lack of knowledge about Indians by Americans in gennkl.
4. Administration of ETA, and its position in a department whose policies are
not often compatible with the social action required to deal effectively with
Indian affairs.
Let us focus briefly on the state of Indian education at present. There is no
evidence that Indian children who live on reservations are deprived in the same
way as children from the city slums. Data indicate that in many instances Indian
children test and achieve at the average of the population in the early grades.

It is at the fifth grade or later that their achievement disintegrates. Thus it
appears that the failure with education does not lie with the Indian child.
In discussing the goals and purposes of education we can consider some cri-

teria measuring success of schools as follows :

1. Educating children to some minimum level of competence. The average
American education level is at the twelfth grade.
2. Preparing children to be productive in the tot ql society.
3. Achieving some degree of success such as indeAndence, obtaining employment, job success, a reasonable standard of living, etc.
4. Perpetuating the values and qualm* of the people served.
5. Providing a good climate of Ebtivating students to learn.
In view of the above criteria educating Indians has been a failure.
1. The average of education of American Indians is about the eighth grade..
Those who are in school are often up to three grades below the grade in which
they are enrolled.
2. There is a high rate of dropouts among Indian children.
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8. There is a very high rate of unemidoPnent among Indians ranging from 86 to

100 percent. This compared to the American unemployment rate of some 4
percent
4. American Indians have the 4innet rate of income of any minority group.
5. Indian criminality is seven limes that of the national average.
6. There is a high rate of aleohollan and suicide among American Indians.
T. Curricula of whoa. educating Indiana contain sry little If anything about.
Indian nistory, values and culture.
8. Schools are fostering the dependent status of Indians by not involving them
in the educative process.
111100MXIMATIONS

Let us first discuss BIA Imbeds. kt educative of Indians is to improve, the
relationship as it exists new between white people and Indians must change.
This change must give more aspomibility to the Anserima Indians to eambie
them to make their own dodgem regarding their place in the American society.
It must not be a cbange from one at dependency to one et partnership with the
Federal Government, but one in which the Indians are definitely In the driver's
neat regarding their futons destisy, with the Federal Government playing its
role of serving its cltheena.

Some thought bas already been given to this change. The President of the

Visited States about a year ago ameanced a policy of giving more responsibility
to local Indian school boards. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs has began

to inspienent this policy by net .easy tatting up greeednies for giving more
responsibility to Indians for the ,stleseatka of !heir thildren, but also for Lillian
groups to contract with states and private organisations to conduct may
of the utilities performed by the BIA in the past. The Rough Rs* Hermancetics School as the Navajo Reservation and the }Backwater School on the Gila
Indian Reserention ere two former DIA ahead wisich lave been turned over
to local Indian gawps dor operation. The president of the National Osugress of
American. Indians his mem* presented _tt.Pdtion Mar _ratantarandlaS that
the entire BIA be placed under the puma
of a-Fecseral Oossailselos.
There are other alitematives to mailing a Federal Oemssissioa :
1. aestructvre the /Him that servione are kageoved tor Indians.
2. Transfer respenelbalty for education to some ether. established *gene/ such
as HEW.
6. Transfer BIA schoshs to publie school"

However, the partlethar problems involved in Indian adulation are me

amenable Modulen wits these siternatives. If Wises are to have more responsibility for schools and if they are to be given recognition as being capable ot doing
the Joh, there are three probleme 4. is sea*

1. The attitudes of seek& wbs deal directly er indirectly with Indiana in
the higher echelons of government most be changed. Tits MA is established
within the Depaetineept of the Interior whose interests lie mainly with resonates;
and deals primarily 4th special interests such as the oil and Inearel incluse

tries, grazing beide, outdoor recreation, reclamation, etc. Bequests wade be

the MA for lend programa promoting bedlam reservation development and seek-

ing to reinforce Indian culture receive unfavorable attention from those who
feel that the only selatisa is the Indians situation Is to do, away with Indian

reservations and absorb the Wiens into OM American meltiniepot, the American
mainstream, etc. One has only to examine the yearly NA budget requests and

what it eventually gets -in appropriations to see that activities aimed at getting Indians away from the reservations, such as the retoeattea programs, reeive ample funding while those which would promote Indian development on
his home ipannes Metre 'Midwest, or no funding. Attitudes of edkdals
volved in the higher echelons of government are not going to be changed fast
enough to permit the kinds of changes enrhdoned for the improvement of Indian

education. For example, the Department of the Interior Is not geared for the
kinds of changes that are necessary beea
Its thief intercede do not lie with
social programs. The BMW would be a much better place to put Indian education

If it were to be located in an established agency.
2. The attitudes of BIA officials in the Geld must be changed or they must be
replaced. An analysis of this second problem leads to these conclusions:
A. The personnel in the field cannot be changed fast enough to solve the

problem in the near future.
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would remain..
4:1. One alternative

.

-

.

trialderrIng the schools to
Thik does not. seem
the control of Iota., school boards dominated, ige
change

'pertionnel

Pnedoing., The ettitudeset .the loOal White: In gybe*, are the 'some, as those-of
the BIA.

the:reward .systems -BIA.. Instead of
D. Another eltanative is. to. change the
reporting .ond agbt "iditthistrarewarding MA Metals the field for
tion; their promotions and trashes should be based *on their mica* in effectively involving Indian people it the decisisin-making process; in turning

some reeponaibillttes owe to Indians; encouraging .experimentatim and innovations in educado ;Iereduel agthenumbers of white. holding responsible petitions
and Increasing the number of Indians pin eneseraginff new developments -on the

reservation that require Indians to take the initiative; and in. belpbg tribal

councils to become more 'effective and democratic.. These, criteria. should apply
to all upsets of the MA'. operation,.
8 The third problem le the Indian peoples!. inability to assume ItesPonsibilities
for such undertakings as operating a school. The reasons for this are:
A. InexPeriance..
B. The social structure of Indian communities which have a. strong kinship
orientation.
C. Tribal power structures - which. are modeled on government bureateracy,
,

.

,

providing the Indian people with little or no experience In the .democratie
process.

In spite of the above limitations Indians have demonstrated that given the

opportunity they ca do an excellent ,joh. The Rough Bock- Demonstration is a
good example. Operation of Head Start schools Is another. Indiana also have
demonstrated the ability to manage their own affairs. The vast number of Community Action programs under the Office of Economic Opportunity, successfully
conducted by Indians, can be cited as another example.
Turning the BIA schools to the Indiana would provide still another opportunity

for experience and provide means for training many Indian people, including
teachers, administrators, social workers, and parents.
In summary our recommendations are:

1. Alter relationships of the white power structure and the Indians in all

aspects of reservation Vie.

2. Start training Indian educators to work with their people in developing

schools under local control.

8. Introduce the latest methods usedin bvelvIng parents.
4. Introduce curriculum reforms and train able teacher..
We mention again some of the limitations.
1. Changing the reward system. in the ETA will be difficult It is one thing for
Congreas to state a policy and something else to see the bureaucracy carry Out
that -policy.
2. The Indian people are not always in agreement with the *Wreathes used IL-7,,
.

the BIA in program development, but they are also not In agreement wine
transferring the responsibility of educe

Indians to another government agency:

8. The process of implementing any changes and innovations in the regent
school system will be tallow.
In 'dew of the above we propose a program that has more promise of 'Solving
the problenteloner. The general plan is to create a refine Obramiadon- wide&
. would Aanirne control of Indian edttcatiOn with a tnandate 'te turd Control over
to the. Indian people within 'five years. This COunnlestin
wade tease to exist
,

after that ti e.

.

.-

.

,

The resposidiffity (tithe Ocamisidon would be.:
1. Train indlaggifforstors to administer the schoOlt
2. Provide sehoidiboards with consultant antidotal in setting up and operating
local school gatemA
8. Provide money for the trabingtf teachers,'"
4. Provide isiOneir for the revidon. of eurriceltim.
.

5. Definepolicy relating to the operationot boirdlni save&
Where it Is feasible:tad 'deelrable the schoois 'Cott( become' part of a local
school district but most of them would have to remain federally supported.
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The Commission would tabs over the responsibility of 'administering federal
funds alloceted to public school districts Nutt as thetiohnSon-Oldalley funds and
would insure that Indians would participate is expenditure decisions. .

Mr. lill(NX0Ija. I ao want, to make one comment before we start on the

report. I can'help but report on the ladian School at Stewart; because
it reinforas what you heard yesterday and it is in sharp dontrast-with
what you have today. There they have vocational training. For the
boys they have three programs; one is painting--lhouse pitinting and

sign painting. The other is farmwork ; the third one is machine

operation.

Senator Moivnazio. Where is Ste*rart School

Mr. Nnocumr. It is at Carson City, Nev. A select group of boys get
to take house paititiNg;'They lipend half their time during junior and
senior years practicing their e1011, but they don't have a Usable skill

Wan time they leave the school. They have to go on to additional
training.
The t
Bally : do farm work and operate farm machinery.
This is called v
'onal training.
Senator Moan_
Is there any demand for rural farni machinery
si

operatore today t
Mr. NIMNICIET. There maybe some, but this does not seem to be the

issue. Tphezzgirate a farm at the *hod. Thiele the way theY get the
farm o
Senator MoNnex.a. Do they use the products of the farm to feed the
kids and so on I

Mr. Niikonoirr. That is part of it And they don't folio* up with

their children, so they really don't know whether they have any place
to go or not.

For the gills they have two vocations. One is called general services

and Unslited in another terminology, that is to train household
domestic& The second one is nurse's aide.

We submit that if you are concerned about the Indian concept of
themselves, these are'not adequate vocational programs. We could qa
on to document far more on that score, but two other commen
ere are hired for that school without any knowledge that 80 percent of
the children that comethere are a problem.
I know only one person who has been on theAtaff for 4 months: I
asked what kind of orientation he had received. He had received none.
Re` had not been told anything about working at the BIA school or
,

this school in general. When I mentioned that 80 percent of the kids were problems, he was

surprised and thanked me for the knowledge. This school so closely

parallels what you had from Mr. Petrofesso this morning that the
parallels are obviolis.

We are addreesang ourselves specifically to the question you have
raised consistently. We honestly do not believe you can do anything
to improve education unless some major effort is made to alter the
relationship between the white power structure and the whites in general and the Indian people.
'The Indian people must be involved.

Senator Mownexa. It is your testimony that you cannot conceive

of a scheme that will work unleta we do that t
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Mr. Nrsorionr. That is where we are going.
MeKinley will make recommendations on what we think should

happen..
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Mr. MoKninar. I also would like to add in addition to the two state=ants that we have presented to you that we are working on reports
that we have been doing for the last couple of years of several Indian

reservations. It includes a case study of the Ponca Tribe in Ponca City,
Okla. This centers around the relationships With the white commuhity

mainly and the other concernsthe Lonan School on the Pine Ridge
Reservation in South Dakota Where the local school board attempted
to take overthe Lonan School from the. Bureau of Indian Affairs and
did not succeed.
We have a case study on that. We will send it to you.
Senator MONDALIL Will you do that, please?

We would like to see it. Is that the case where they wanted control,
but it was not able to be worked out?
-

Mr. MaSuumr. Yes.

have documented the problems around

this. We will
ll send it to you or your purposes.
Senator MONDALE. Fine.,

Mr. MoKnazr. I am sorry that we don't have very much time because we would like to go into this more thoroughly. You have heard
the problems here discussed quite a bit yesterday and today, and also
previously in your testimony throughout the country.
So, we are prepared to make a recommendation here which alters
the relationship as Dr. Nimnicht has said, and so this recommendation
we bring to you proposes the transfer of the responsibility for educating American Indians from the Bureau of Indian Affairs to a Federal
commission with a mandate to turn over the control of Indian education to the Indian people within a period of 5 years.
e Now I am not going to go into all the reasons that we give because
I think they have been discussed here. What are some of these relationships? Rather than take the club after the Bureau of Indian Affairs, we think it is Congress that is responsible.
The relationship consists of congressional action or lack of congressional action. I think that we say that a lot of times the Bureau is
merely reflecting what they get,in terms of appropriationS, in terms
of support.
On the other hand; any kind of improvements made are negative
from Congers. Any tame an Indian is prepared to Make some Advances,

well there is a threat of termination. Ms is verY real to the Wien

people and sometimesit inhibits them from making prOgress.

In fact, I suppose one of the main reasons for this kind of suggestion we are making is the fact that it moves them eloser to this 'termination, whatever it is. Anyway, that is the problem.
I won't discuss the statistics about the dropouts.
Senator Motamaz. We will include that III the record:
Mr. MoKiartar. Right. There are other alternatives, of course, to
this Federal commission
that we are talking about. One is to restruc.
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ture the Bureau Of Indian Affairs, switch things around%nd get more
nioneynd more peisonnel and apply Santa Fe's wonderful approach

to Stewart and eo on, but we don't think this will be done very

immediy.

'zillion. It is going to take a long
It is a patelonderous monstrous o
it will be done. We don't think it
tune to turn over. We don't
will be done by transferring the responsibility to HEW or the Office
of Education.
We are just merely playing checkers, moving it from one bureau

to another. I don't tlunk it will result in a great deal of change, because

we have not really got at the sense of the relationship. The other is
the transfer of Bureau of Indian Affairs Schools to public schOols.
This has been attempted and from all the testimony that has been'
given it still i8 not working.
The people froth Mhuiesota say we are not very progressive in this
nature. The public schools are failing just as badly as thee Bureau of
Indian Affairs schools.
Senator MONDALE. I don't think the suggestion was to transfer the
Indian children to the public schools; but it is a criticism that exists
with tweet to both systems that the Indian is not part of the action.
Johnson- O'Malley funds do not carry, with them any requirement
that Indiansparents be consulted.
Mr. MoKirriar. Yes. This can be done, but we are saying it cannot
._
be done. That it has already been attempted. So we are p
this alien :Wive which the commission, the cmposition -Of 32:11111

won't go intot we have had some thoughts on here, but the responsibility

of the commission would be to train Indian educators to admiuliter
these schools:

-

It would provide school boards to eonsult and assist in setting up
and operating local school systems. It would provide money for training of teachers, be providing money .for revision of curriculum, the
ting of-boarding schools.
fine policy relating to th, o
school should be that it ought to be
Maybe the idea of a
under Indian control. An Indian board ought to operate this under
some kind of contract, or maybe it could be done away with altogether.
They Are there because of the failure of schools at the local level.

We think that where possible, if, the effect would be that the

Indians are finally getting the means to be making their decisions,
then it is up to them to decide what they want to de. If they want to
turn them over to public schools, . fine. If they want to close them

out, fine.
Senator MONDALE. In the case of the Stewart School, they have
three courses. One is farm labor, the other is domestic help, and the

third is house painting. I assume that is a curriculum that was de-

veloped probably several years ago. How old is Stewart?
Mr. MCACINLEY. It has been there 80 or 40 years.
Senator MONDALE. If you ask the Indians attending there and their
parents, whether they want to take those courses or have a different
selection, is there any doubt that they would want something else?

Mr. MolEncLay. I think as far as that school is concerned--

Senator MONDALE. How many kids who attend farm management
courses would ever go "4 that field?
29-451-89--Pt. 1-11
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Mr. McKim um That is not the point.
Senator MONDALE. We are training them for jobs that don't exist.
Mr. MCKINLEY. Stewart says that we train them iiiirder that they
will get out to go to academic or vocational schools.
Senator MONDALE. That is why they are training them in farmwork t
Mr. MceKINLEY. This is beside the point. In reality, they are makinsoelliluasj; ork .

MONDALE. That is the point I am getting to. The courses
are irrelevant. I am sure the students know that.
Mr. MoKiNtar. Sure.
Mr. NIMNICHT. They try to perpetuate a method at that school that
these schools are achieving at about grade level and they are getting

high school education. The truth of the matter is that they enter the
school 2 years behind and they graduate 4 years behind.
Senator MONDALE. So they are slipping backward. Were you the
one that had the figures that showed that with each succeeding year
the Indian slipped' in comparison with white students another half
year behind I

.

Mr. .314triezr. That is the total populltion. There am some new
dren moving in thereoo you can say it is an actual slipping
Indian children
behind of a certain group of kids, because others are moving in. Some

are moving ut.

SenatOr ONDALE. The only time that the Indian child is close to
the achievement level expected of his class is when he enters school.
Mr. MCKINLEY. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. He slips backwards. While we are criticizing the

Indian parents for not knownig what is good for the child, the last

time they had anything to do with his education he was on par, and by
the time we got through with him, he was 4 years behind.
4.
Mr. MelCir..er. That is right.
Ur. NIMNICHT. When you look at them entering kindergarten and
first grade, they are not deprived in the same way.
Senator .Mornmee. A lot of the ghetto studies show kids entering
2 years behind when they start.
.
Mr. NIMNICL, r. My studies show the sameliing on an even level.
111 Senator MONDALE. There they enter and then slip.

'

Mr. Melraximr. Sometimes superior.

Mr. Nimmoixr. In fact, they maintain this in spite of cultural differences, in spite of language differences. They continue to achieve
at about the average until about the fourth or fifth grade.
Senator MONDALE. Let me ask one final question since this is a field of

substantial interest to you.
Is there a single early childhood effort conducted by the BIA, of any
sophistication in education ?

Mr. Nrntrricwr. The BIA is currently interested in instituting
kindergarten, but the problem is that the Indian people don't want

them to est Iblish kindergarten.
Senator MONDALE. There have been efforts in the 0E0. I think some

of them in the Western United States have resulted in programs for
early childhood. Those, programs which the children started 40 or 3,
had a health component, nutrition component, education and cultural
component, and even mixed in an atinit edification component. I uncio.r.
stand that-was dropped.

1
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Mr. NIMNICET. bloi they ara still continuing it.

Senator Monroe= How is that working out
Mr. NINNICIIT. The-ones we are having experience with are working
out very well.,At Pine Ridge, we are starting an experimental farm
witli parents.
Senator .MoNnem. WEere is that?
Mr. NIZNICHT. At South Dakota they use toys with their children,
to ON? games with children. The parents are very interested and are

becoming involved in education and have formed a parent group
which we hope will continue.

Swaim ma:mum Is that 0E10 funded?

Mr. NDINICHT. This is 0E0Senator Mosmaix. You don't know of a single adequate early childhood educational effort sponsored and paid for by the BIA?

Mr. MoKisniar. They do have some 85 kindergartens operating

throughout the system.
Senator Mowneun. Stirting from age 5 ?
Mr. MoSizeraer. Age 5. Their original intent was to establish 70,
but as usual, because of budget cuts and so forth, they were reduced
to 85.

Mr: Nrarincirr. The Indian people are not interested in this because
they see this is another inroad, that the white man is taking away from

them. It is taking 1 more year from year to work with their child.
The people supported the work on the Headstart program because it
was iin their hands.
Senator MONDALE. When 0E0 established its Headstart program,

the parents felt involved and in a position of control and they sup-

ported the effort?
Mr. Nreaucirr. That's right.
Senator MoNDALE. When BIA started independent kindergartens
'they worked from the first grade back through the existing structure
about which there was suspicion. The parents thought it an intrusion.

Mr. NOINICHT: The parents felt it took another year away from

them.
Mr. MCKINLEY. They would have liked to have included it as a part
of their Headstart proven., on which they have control.
Senator MONDALE. Wherever we go, we end up with this same
testimony.
Mr. ThricNICIIT. That is the reason we are making the proposal we
are, because we think there has to be a real effort made immediately

to move control to the Indian people. We are operating under the
assumption and I think we can document it, that we cant harm the
educational program for Indian children. It is so miserable now.
Anything you can do is better.

Why not let the Indian people make their own mistakes. So, even
if the things weren't completely tied off in 5 years; we would still
see at the end of this period Indian people controlling their schools.
This should initially be written in the legislation so that it could not
be strung out or extended.
Senator HUGHES. I am still interested in this vocational school from
the standpoint of selection. Do I recall correctly you' said 80 percent
of these children are problem children?
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Mr. NINIcuarr;---T,Aat's
Twenty _percent come pri

80 percent are problem children.

y from the Hopi ReEprvationtaxeltiertt

These children are not problem children, but they are

same way as the other 80 percent.
Senator Huron. How are they selected to go to this school I
Mr. NIXITICHT. A variety of reasons. Someone somewhere has made

a judgment that this child is a problem. It may be family backgroun6
maybe he is having trouble in school ft'ng along. Some BIA.
has said we would like to
or welfare worker or public school
get him out of our school into the Indian school.

Senator HUGHES. If I understand you correctly, the purposes of
this make-work education is to develop the techniques of inspiring in
this young person a desire to go further in education
are
Mr. Nannomr. They maintain that none of these p
permanent. So, by implication, every child has to go bey d graduation from that school in order to get any kind of occupation.
Senator HUGHES. How many of them do I

Mr. Niatlacurr. There are no records to show what they do after they
leave.

Sergtor Humus. At what approximate age do they leave that

school V

Mr. Nnuncirr. Eighteen to 20 and sometimes 21. Out of 120 people
tutting from that school this year, 10 of them were recommended
by the faculty to take tests to see if they could qualify to go on to higher-education.
Out of the 10, one person achieved above the 12th grade. The rest of
them achieved around the ninth or 10th grade. This is the cream of the
crop out of the 20. Obviously these people are not getting the kind of
education that they think they are getting. They honestly have been
living with a myth.
They are not totally misled. Mr. McKinley interviewed the students.
They realised that the quality of education they were getting wasn't
up to par. But everyone lived with the myth that somehow it is and
somehow when we finish this school, we can go out and compete with
the rest of the world.
Senator Hucrires. What kind of certificate do they get I
Mr. NnrivionT. Pardon me f
Senator Huouxs. What kind of certificate do they get when they
finish this school /
Mr. Nnoncurr. Diploma.
Senator HUGHES. It is just granted: but it is not acceptable on the
basis of academic or any other accomplishment /

Mr. Ntionoirr. No. The staff is concerned that when the Indian

people send their children there ark they really are achieving the fifth
grade level and they are enrolled in the seventhffla4 they don't want
to roll them back. They enroll them in the seventh grade.

They promote them year by year rowdiest; of achievement. The

math program seventh grade up, the firstlevel of math is to teach addition and subtraction. That is a math program for a year.

The second one is to teach addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division, and some fractions.

The fourth level program is a basic program in math to prepare a
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person to take a course in algebra. The top program is, of course, in
.raffictStiniv. Related to your question there was an item discussed
terdomy about empty seats. Most of my educational expexience has

with an Indian tribe, my own tribe. The reason why I got into
my concern over the fact that we were not
education was on
getting than out of high school and into college.

We worked at this for several years and got to as point where

we thought we were making prograss. Then, boom, we were told that
they were shipping 75 of our students out of the public schools to a
in this case Stewart. We didn't know why this had
boarding
ed.
VILsre beginning to wonder whether the Bureau didn't like what

we were clang. They simply told us they were moving out.. We lost
about half of our chattels. So they ended up in a new eclat*
I didn't learn until later that the problem was a question of empty
seats. In other words, they had vacancies they could not fill there at
that time They were reshuffling something. They just took them out of
our tribe.
This relates to how they are selected.

Mr. NTIMICHT. Sir, that school is a school for special children.
Teachers are teaching six classes a day, average dm size of 15 to 80.
Everyone there is aware that they have problems, but they are teaching
a l l t h e kids in a very conventional Bytom, 80 kids. at a tune, 15 at a
time, no effort to individualize the program!.

for some chilThey have introduced a remedial reading
dren in'a school where everyone needs e. reme ial program. The fu!id-

h
inm of that school is such that it would almost
gka led
school for normal people. They receive about 10 to T500 for edu.

cational purposes at that school.

out the kind of program they would need, they would
To
twice that amount of money and the budget was reduced
'require at
from last year to this year, so they have even less money to operate on.
The tragedy of the schgol is that you get disturbed with what, the
teaoh"rs are doing, with what the administrators are doing, but the

whole thing impmges,on this operation.
You can't get an art teacher, as he talked about, bec;iiina hp talrra
him off the register. If they need a, bandman--they have four electives
in the whole school, after you once fit into a pattern, you, get-to elect .
four things. One is music. No one takes music now because they didn't
have a band rogram. The man is not free to go out and get a person
to teach band.
He ha, to take it off the register that comes through.
Senator Maoist& You are talking about a civil service register?
Mr. NENNICHT. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. Thelma! principal can't go out and select faculty.

Someone just arrives. Is that right I
Mr. NT/MICH% That's right. We had two people from the University
of Nevada who came down to study art as teachers. We thought they
wore both excellent.. They both wanted to remain in the school. They
gave up in despair.
Senator MONDALE. If I uncovered a system in the Soviet Union
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like that, I would say that is what is the trouble with big autocratic
dictatorial bureaucracies.
Mr. MCKINLEY. Today someone said there was local autonomy at
these schools. It is true m some instances. In another sense it is not.
I think he mentioned this, that in some areas they are autonomous and
in other areas they are not, but the end-result is confusior
Nobody knows what they can do. The other related problem to this
is that I think if you examine the Bureau budget and it is all included

under education, you will, find vocational training included in that
budget.

One gets the impression that this is going to these schools that you
are talking about. On closer examination, one is more relocation and
employment assistance training:

What they are getting her is R product like they produce at the
Stewart School, who can't read and write when they get there. If

they don't drop out, they can't succeed anyway, because they are tied
to very menial types of jobs.

Senator MONDALE. I am also told that when a student comes to
Stewart, he is told which course he is taking. In other words, he does
not elect formwork or one of these other courses. He is told. "You are
going to be taking formwork." Is that correct ?
Mr. Nronvicer. They would say he is guided into it.
Senator MONDALE. Guided into it?

Mr. Nimivicfrr. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. But he had better go.

Mr. Nionvicirr. He is not told he is guided into it, but this is based
on previOus achievement. They guide their best students into house
painting.
Senator MONDALE. Those who are the most talented get to learn
house painting I

Mr. NrAtificn.r. Yes. The reason, they can't get a job when they
finish as house painters is that they cannot read or write to pass any

kind of union standards. It is not a lack of ability to paint houses.
They are pretty good at that. It is lack of other abilities that will
qualify them to hold this kind of position.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much. I understand we have
two other witnesses, but I simply cannot stay any longer.
We will reschedule you, if you will permit us to do so.
Mr. Parmeter, who is ihe 'head of our staff, is here. If the wittesses
we have not heard
' will please come up, we will make other arrangements. We greatly regret it.

If they can't be made, we would like to take your testimony and
include it in the record as though read and then submit questions to
you in writing, which you can respond to in writing in lieu of oral
testimony.
I greatly regret it, but there is nothing else I can do.
We stand in recess.
(Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
on Monday, February 24,1969.)

INDIAN EDUCATION, 1969
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 90, 19439
U.S.\ SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INDIAN EDUCATION
or THE COMMITTEE ON LAAOR AND Pusuo 'WELFARE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:05 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 4232,

Now Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. Mondale presiding
pro tempore:
Falb-sent Senators Kennedy (chairman of the subcommittee), Yarborough, Mondale, Hughes, and Bellmon.
Also present : Senators Gravel and Goldwater.

Committee staff members present : Robert 0. Harris, staff director
to full, committee; Adrian L. Parmeter, subcommittee staff director;
and Herschel Sahmount, minority professional staff member.

Senator Mortnamo (presiding pro tempura). The hearing of the

Indian Education Subcommittee will come to order. We are privileged
to have this morning as our first waness, the distinguished Senator
from Arizona, the Honorable Barry Goldwater.
STATEMENT OP HOE. BARRY S. GOLDWATER, A U.S. SENATOR PROW

THE STATE OF urzon.
Senator GOLDWATM Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity. I will keep it as short
as I can but I have had lifelong interest in the education of our Indians.
In Arizona we have 25 percent of all the tribes. They occupy 2It percent of our land and account for a little over 10,000 poop/a. I have
never felt that the education offered to the Indian has been a proper
education and I will try to explain that.
I might say for the interest
of your staff and yourselves the reason
i
I sought this hearing this morning is not just because_ of my interest
in Indian education but also stems from the fact I just finished a couple
of book reviews on this subject for Western Way. One was written by
Dr. Edward Parnell for the Education and Cultural Exchange which
I think touches more closely on the problem than anythi g I have Been
lately. The other book was merely a recitation of history called "Bullying the Moqui." "Moqui" was the name of the Hopi Tribe up to the
turn of the century. Running throughout the doctor's book is the ancient question of what do we strive for in the education of the American
Indian I What is our goal?
(265)
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Is it to help the Indian retain his ancient identity and prepare him
to live as a white man amongst white men or to show him how to remain

forever an Indian in the historical sense, confining him to his basket
weaving, pottery making, blanket weaving, and so forth? Or should
it be to educate him in a way to help him slowly merge with the white
or non-Indian American and accept a new culture?
I think this is really the meat of the problem, as I see it.
We have up to now been offering-the Indian white man's education

without the Indian really having a chance to say, "I like this" or
"I don't like it."
We have an experiment out on the Navajo Reservation in the Rough

Rock School District where for the first time in that tribe's history
they have a school board and the school board is made up of Navajo
with one or two white men on it. And they are beginning to answer this
qdestion of what do they want their children to be?

I try to picture myself as an Indian parent and try to sense what I
might feel when my child was sent to school either close by or many,
many miles away to a boarding school, knowing that the child would
come back, yes? speaking English but also having forgotten the religion of his tribe. Whether we like it or not, these considerations are
veiy important to an Indian way of life.
I think the day will come in the long, long future when these customs
and their religio, will have died, but I don't look for it to happen
soon. If I were to make one suggestion to this committee, it would be
to study the results of this Rough Rock experiment to see what kind
of education they really do develop with a school board made tip of
people who have not only a real deep feeling for education, but a real
understanding of how far they want it to go.
If we can ever get to the solution of the problem of how much do we
really want to change this child, I think we can perform the kind of
job that your committee wants to see performed in Indian education.
We find, for example, in Arizona there is a 'rest desire on the part
of the Indians to come under the State school system. Now we can't
do that as much as we would like, although we do a lot of it. We can't
do it because there is no tax that can be imposed upon the Indian.
I just this morning received a resolution from the State senate asking that the President and Congress give their earnest consideration to

the prompt enactment of legislation requiring the Federal Government to remit a payment to the State of Arizona to take care of these
students that we take care of now, but it puts a burden on the local
school district.
(The resolution referred to follows:)

(State of Arizona, 29th Legislature, 1st Regular Session]

SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL 2
FEBRUARY 7, 1969

Introduced by Senators Kret, Gime, White, Holsclaw, Knoles
A JOINT MEMORIAL

Urging the Congress of the United States to Enact Legislation Requiring Indian
Tribes or the Federal Government to Remit a Payment to the State of Arizona

to Compensate for the Loss of Tax Revenues Through the Tax Immunity
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Provided for Property and Transactions on the Indians Reservations or Alternatively to Provide for the Establishment and Financing by the Indian Tribes.

the Fedora Government or Coordinated Effort of Equivalent Programs of
Eductit' a, Welfare and Health Services for Persons Living and Working on
the Indian Reservations in Order that State Services to Such Persons May

Continue.

To the President and the Congress of the United States of America:
YOir memorialist respectfully represents:
Whereas, the State of Arizona provides extensive and costly programs for
education, welfare and health services for a rapidly increasing popukcion; and
Whereas, the State of Arizona has made such services available to Indians
living on reservation lands within the boundaries of the State *t Arizona ; and
Whereas, the claim of Indians for entitlement to such *ervices from the State
of Arizona is a dubious one with no sound legal beans in light of the fact that
the State of 4rizoaa has never taken jurisdiction over the Indian reservations
by affirmative acceptance of the Arizona Legislature; and
WLereas, the federal government has provided the reservation Indians with
vast and valuable domains constituting more than twenty - seven, per cent of the
real property within the State of Arizona; and
Whereas, the privately owned and thus taxable real property holdings within
the State of Arizona constitute less than sixteen per cent of the total land area
in Arisona; and
Whereas, all the state residents other than reservation Indians are subjected
to many types, of state taxation in order to finance the increasing Coats of the
many necessity state governthent Programa; and
Where, the federal government disallows the imposition by the State of Arisen& of ad valorem, transaction privilege and other types of taxation on the
propery or transactions within a reservation; and
Whereas, justice demands that the tax paying citizens of the State of Arizona
be given the full value of their tax dollar rather than have it diluted through
providing seivices to persons who should be provided for by the federal government.

Wherefore your memorialist, the Legislature of the State of Arizona prays:
1. That the President and Congress are requested to give their most earnest
consideratiOn to the prompt enactment of legislation requiring the Indian tribes
or the federal government to remit a payment to the State of Arizona to compensate or the loss of tax revenues through' the tax Immunity provided for
property and transactions on the Indian reservations Or alternatively to provide
for the estabildmient and financing by the Indian tribes, and the federal government of equivalent programs of education, welfare and health :services. for
persons living and working on the Indian reservations in order that state se
ices to such persons may cease.
2. That the Honorable Wesley Bolin, Secretary of State of the State of Arizona, transmit copies of this Memorial to the President of the United States.
the President of the United States Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives of the United States and to each member of Congress of the United
States.

Senator Gotowann. To give you some idea of what we are doing

out thereand I am rather proud of what the Indians themselves

have been doing and what the State has been doing and also what the

Bureau of Indian Affairs has been able to do and are doing in this
whole fieldfor maniple, last year we had a total of 750 Indians,
mostly from Arizona in

This year I think that

will increase by as many as 500.
y beginning to go to college.
Now 10 percent of our Indians who go to college graduate. This is
well above the average in the State for the non-Indian students.

In other words, they are

Senator MONDALE. Would you repeat that figure?
Senator GOLDWATER. Ten peroent of the Indians who enter graduate.

Senator MONDALE. You say that is higher than the white rate I
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Mr. GoinwArza. I am told that. I am checking that figure. I just
can't believe that that is true. I was given that figure twice by the
superintendent of schools.
Senator MONDALE. I have Tad some national figures recently on that

very issue. My information is that it is a bit higher than that.

The big urge is to g.et them to go to college and there is a lot of work
to keep them in school. If we have gotten them past the college doors,
we have gone a long way.
Senator GOLDWATER. I think the 10 percent is correct. I don't think
the lesser figure is correct.

Now we have one program, of course, out there supervised by the
Navaho Tribe. It's a very wealthy tribe. They have a $10 million educational fund that they have established in trust for Navahos who want
w go to college. Out of the 750, they have 401.

Then the next tribe would be the Hopi with 104 and they dwindle

on down to one from the Maricopa Tribe. A very small tribe, which has
fewer than 200 members now.
We also had last year 18 working on their master's and five in doc-

torate programs. Now once you get the Indian past the high school
'stage and get him interested in more education, which I think he will
naturally acquire, if this basic education in the grammar school and
early high school iis controlled more by the local school board than by
BIA, then you will find a remarkable student.

Our periphery Indians who have cities and schools around them
generally have higher IQ's than the non-Indian students that they go
to school with. The Hopi has a particularly high aptitude for electronics and are quickly grabbed up by electronics firms that we have
there.
So that I won't burden you, I just ask unanimous consent that 1

might have inserted in the record at this point a tabulation of the
Indians we have in cofte.
Senator MONDALE. Without objection it is so ordered.
(The information follows:)
ARIZONA IND/ANS IN COLLEGE, INCLUDING ARIZONA-UTAH Boma

Navajo

401 Yavapal
104 Havammai
66 Karoka
86 Pomo
35 Ute
34 Thlenglt
10 Coneow
9 Yuma
7 Chlehasaw

Hopi
Apache
Pima
PaDago

Paiute
Hualapal

Quechan
Shoshone
Washoe
Mission
Urok
Mohave
Cocopah

6 Pala

8 Osage
3 Marlcopa

,

8

8

Total

8
8

,

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

1

750

Senator MONDAIX. It occurred to me that if you have information

maybe the staff ought to prepare thisindicating that the Navajo
have a rather substantial fund set aside for encou gang Indian youth

to go on to college then I think it might be well d the staff would
prepare a summary of tribal efforts on behalf of their own members.
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This information which would strengthen the record could include :
How much money is available; how much is being spent; how many
kinds of efforts are being undertaken; and also what improvements
are made in these efforts by local government.
Senator GOLDWATER. The Navajo tribe, 'will have to say, is a va-y
wealthy tribe, not per individual but the Tribal Council has vast holdings and they have very wisely invested this in a trust, *10 million the

last I heard of it, and they have wisely administered it.
They encourage their young to go to college. As a result they aze
getting much better government in their tribal organisation and. they
are getting better-trained business people who are rather rapidly
taking over the businesses on the reservation.

I would also submit a tabulation of some 2,700 Indians attending
high schools that have Johnson-O'Malley participating funds. I will
put that inkettliis point in the record, too.
(The -nformation referred to follows *
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Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Chairman, that is about all I have. I
probably find myself more in agreement with Ralph Nader than I do
with anybody else who has testified before the committee. I do think
the greatest improvement that could be made would be to give the
Indian himself, just as we enjoy that privilege? the right to serve/on

a school board and say what they think their children should be
taught, what they want the end result to be.
Senator MONDALE. Your conclusion on that point is very helpful
because that seems to be the basic issue: should the white man deter-
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mine the
And objectives of Indian education, or. should we accept a struc
in which the Indian himself makes the determination?
The chairman of our full committee is here this morning, Senator
Yarborough.
Senatcir Ysenonorren. I
t that I wasn't here earlier, but I was
attending the 7:45 a.m. b
to which we were all invited. I am
glad to welcome you here.

I know of your long interest in the American Indians of the Southwest,. You have a great reputation as a noted photographer of Indians
for decade& I know of your leadership in the historical societies of
Arizona. In fact, I have several books about the history of Arizona in
which you have written forewords as a contribution.

I started as a young lawyer in El Paso, Tex. practicing law for 3

and a half years. That weer closer to Arizona thaw to most of Texas.
I have read a little history, of your great State. I know of your great
interest for many years before you got into politics and your interest
in American Indians and your study and advocacy of their cause. I am
glad to help welcome you to this committee.
Senator OOLDWATER. Thank you, sir.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Bellmon

Senator Bsuatox. I certainly agree that the Indian adult should

have a major voice in making school policies in relation to the education of their children, but' am curious in relation to the situation we
have in Oklahoma where our Indian populations are not on reserva-

tions but rather scattered widely through the white conanunity. Do
you have any suggestions as to how we go about making certain the

Indian citizens have a voice I
Senator GOLDWATER. I may really feel strongly about this because

my Indians are a little more retard.ed in their development as they
relate to the noir-Indian civilization than your Indians. Your In-

dians have been exposed to the white man longer than mine.
My people retain a very strong allegiance to their tribee. They have
the feeling that when an Indian is dissatified with reservation life and

they leave. to go work with the white man, that he pretty much has

taken hisplace with the white man.
Now this does not always apply, but it does apply to some extent.
I don't know frankly what the answer is micas it would be something

of the nature that our State Senate had introduced into it the other
day, asking that the Federal Government provide moneys in lieu
of taxes, because you can't tax reservation land and you can't tax
Indians, to pay, Ray, on a 80-acre basis, for people who can be identified as Indian children who live off the reservation in Oklahoma.
I think that would probably be the only approach that you could
make to it. I mast say in the whole sphere of Indian affairs this gets
to a problem that is, going to be a very nagging one. What is an
Indian, or who. is an Indian
I introduced a bill here when I was last in the Senate that required an Indian for Indian identification purposes to be more than
a quarter-blood. Well, it never got very far because we have a lot
of people in this country with a little bit of Indian blood and they
they kind of muddy up the waters when
are very proud of it
we try to solve a problem such as you have developed.
.
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Senator BELLMON. I have no further questions.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Hughes?

Senator litronns. I have no questions.
Senator Mosromm. Thank you very much. Senator Goldwater, for
your contribution. Our nest witness is Senitor Gravel, the very distinguished Senator from Alaska, a State in which these issues are so
very important.
STAIMMENT OF NON. NIKE ()RAVEL, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OP ALASKA

Senator GRAVEL. Since this subcommittee intends to travel to Alaska

villages for a firsthand look at the situation there, and for field

hearings, I will confine my comments today to so 'e specific proposals
in regaid to what is called the "Indian problem'T and to Indian education, issues which, I submit, are inseparable.
This is an area of deep concern to me. FzEmos, Aleuts, and Indians
live in nearly 200 villages scattered around Alaska's forests, tundra,
and rivers. Most live in conditions. of extreme poverty. It will be
illuminating for this committee to be exposed to that environment,
and to the ma cre population of my State.

We are makiog strides toward improving life for all Alaska's

natives, most significantly through education. Alaska has assumed full

responsibility for the education of all the children in the State, inclncling Alaska natives. A 1902 agreement between the Bureau of

Indian Affairs and the State of Alaska set in motion a gradual transfer
of BIA schools to the Sfate.' Our object is to transfer those schools
to local villages and towns as soon as possible.
We are also making progress in secondary education. Through co-

operative Ftderal-State funding, Alaska is constructing regional
high schools in many communities. The BIA supplift the boarding
facilities for the stadents. The object is to educeNte evdry Alaskan near
hithome, under a unified educational system.

But today, more than 2p00 Alaska natives are still shipped to high
schools thousands of miles away, often to learn special ski which
have no relationship to the lift theyintend to lead, or the pike they
choose to live.

We hove severely objected to the segregated schools run by the BIA.
Alaska native students have little or no choice about the schools they
-attend, the quality of education received, what is taught, or where the
school is located.
Senator MoNnatax. Would you yield ?

Senator Gasvm. Yes.
Senator Moigneue. The other day Mr. Nader testified that the BIA
has a system whereby they will transfer Indian students from a school

_ in_which there are surplus students, to schools which have empty
_ seats, before they will-build a new-facility. On many occasions they
have taken Eskimo children and flown them up to 6,000 miles to a
foreign environment in order to fill an empty seat in one of those BIA
boaraing schools, rather than adding adequate educational facilities in
the location tonderned.
Is that an accurate statement? It just seemed utterly outrageous to
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me that that would happen; but, apparently that is the case and your
testimony implies as much here.
Can you illuminate this I

Senator GRAVEL. I think that statement is accurate. I think the
wheels are in motion to alter that problem as it exists in Alaska.
We have a regional school .of that nature, Mount Edgecombe in
Sitka Alaska, where there is no space available for .children and it

is at full capacity. The children have to be sent to a high school

somewhere. So they are sent to Chemawa, to other locales, either in
Oregon or in Oklahoma.
With our regional high school system, Senator, we hope to prevent

Alaskan students from coming down to a foreign environment, and

keep them near their homes.
Senator Mozm&a. Suppose they have seven empty seats in a school
in Oklahoma and they have these Eskimo children in a surplus school

situation. How do they select the students/ How is it done'? I can't

imagine any parent voluntarily consenting to sending his child to such
a distant point and into so alien an environment.

Senator GztvEz. They have no choice. If you want to go to high

school, you go where the space is available and the space is not available in Alaska.
Senator Mommiz. So the parents are offered either the opportunity I
of a totally uneducated child or to send the child to a point thousands
of miles away.
Senator GRAVEL. I make that point a little further on here.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Since we have a pause here while the chairman

of the subcommittee has arrived, I would like to ask a question or two

at this point, Mr. Chairman, since I
to go to a meeting with the president'

I have already. glanced through your

oing to be forced to leave

at 9:30.
tement, Senator Gravel, and

I think it is terrc. I am not going to jump on ahead. I want you to
give it line for line I wish I could hear it orally as well as having
read it.
How many Eskimos are there in Alaska and how many Indians?
Senator GRAVEL. We are dealing with a total population of around
50,000 of indigenous people in Alaska.
Senator MONDALE. Indians and Eskimos?
Senator GRAVEL. Right. We have Indians in the southeastern part

of Alaska, central part of Alaska, Aleuts on the Chain and Eskimos
which border the coastal areas.
Senator MonnAix. Do the Aleuts speak the same language as the
Eskimo/
Senator GRAVEL. Na, there are different dialects.

,

Senator Mortrtui. Pardon me, go ahead.
Senator GRAVEL. This 50,000 population relates to a total population
of Alaska of 280,000. So you can see that it has a significant impact
in the total population structure and, of course, within the total eduaotion system.
Senator McomaLx. I just wanted to get those numbers at the start
here.

Senator Sri (presiding). How rapidly did the indigenous

population grow in the last 10 or 15 yearst
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Senator GRAVBL. It is growing at a fantastic rate. In the Bethel area,

and in the Wadi Hampton area. which is probably the poorest in the
Nation, there is the highest birthrate in the entire Nation. It has the
.
highest inftnt mortality rate.
So through the natural process the population is growing in an

extreme manner within the indigenous people. The native population
by and large is confined to the rural areas and the Caucasian population to the urban areas. However, the largest Indian or native village,
per se, is within the lower income groups of the city of Anchorage

or the city of Fairbanks. When you look at your "skid row" areas

in the normal communities of the lower 48 States, and you look at our

"skid rows," you find them populated by natives who have alcohol
problems and many of the other pl..oblems that face minority groups in

other parts of the Nation.
But the point I want to make is that this particular minority group
is a substantial part of. our total population.

If I may continue.

Senator Yeamosotron. If I may ask one more question.
The Eskimo families are not as large as the Indian families, are
they I
Senator GRAVEL. NO, I don't think I would bear out that statement.
families.
I think they_both have la
os also I
Senator -YARBOROUGH.
Senator. GRAVEL. Yes.
Senator YA.RBOROUGH. Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRAVEL. I will continue.
We have no objection to schools whicht because of location, are almost

totall Indian in composition. The racial composition of the locality
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will characterzzet and determine; the composition of the student body.
Our objeclon is t6 the typical BIA secondary school which requires
an Eskimo from Nunapitchuk or kivalina, in Al askaito travel perhaps
5,000 miles to Oregon or Oklahoma., and be trained Caere in an Indian
school with other Indians from other cultures. How would you gentle-

men feel if you sent your 14-year-old daughter away in September
thousands of miles away not to see her again until June.;
Like many .other American Indians, the Alaska native who suffers
finds himself in a.state of cultural
from this
numbers of these students drop out, or sink
shock. As a result,
into a deep personal wi drawal.

Annually, millions of dollars in public-funds are spent to perpetuate
such an environment, inside and outside the classroom. These public
funds have been administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
I have worked with many of the administrators, educators and emf the BIA, and I would like to note that Mr. Zellers, who is a
ploy
courageous man who handles the education portion of the
fine
BIA, here today, and I do, not want to make unfair allegations
against those people, most of whom are very dedicated public servants.
But the Federal bureau in which they work is. paternalistic. And
this institutionalized paternalism , has tended to create an environment which parpetuates the problem.
This is the paternalism of a bureaucracy which has failed to develop
a way to share decisionmaking with the Indians, which has stifled In-
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which
dian creativity, which has not roperly educated the chit
-being
economic opportunity or
has not realistically encou
the current needs of the Indian people.
and which has net underst
It has ignored Indian traditions. It has distorted Indian history. It
has encouraged aimlessness and apathy. And the system stands convicted by the evidence vividly at hand., the Indian condition.
stripped a prondpeople
Over the generations our Indian
numbers of our Indian
of dignity, identity and goals. Today
people cry out to protect this false comfort o paternalism.
The most obvious illustrations are in education. It Is not the intent
of Congress to put a teachewho knows nothing of Indian oulture into

ntl

a remote classroom where he can innocently wreck havoc.
In Alaska this is still a major concern. Teachers still attempt to teach

a second language, English, to Eskimos, by using totally unfamiliar
objects like stoplights, umbrellas and giraffes. Eskimo children go
home and ask their parents why a man in
i a blue suit and cap, called a
"policeman" isn't at the corner of the street, just as he was in the Dick
and Jane textbook. What answer does a parent have to a question like
that?

This is how Eskimos learn to write a second ltrnguage, and count in
a new arithmetic system.
And then we wonder why they drop out of high school. Or why they

rarely take jobs in areas where they have had a training course. Or
why there is a serious crisis of alienation among the adults.
An Eskimo friend of minehe is about my agehas spent the last
I lyears taking BIA. training courses, and he has never held a job in

any of the many areas in which he has been trained. Too little attention
has been given to training which helps him earn a living where he lives.
There is even a greater crime committed within the Indian environ-

ment. Through the pursuit of a policy quite acceptable to our con,ventional wisdoma policy which bleeds off the most able and most
promising young. a policy which removes them from the place where
they could make their most significant contributions.
History shows a guided migration of the Alaska native away from
the village. The crime is compounded, since many are not prepared
educationally to share in the opportunities open to the rest of the
Alaskan people. As a result, most drift back and forth, from the village

to the city, to the village, and their talents are frustrated in the

process. I point out these illustrations to indicate the magnitude and

complexity of the problem.
Educational reform cannot be separated from a reform of the entire
-BIA. The problems of Indian identity, history, values, migration, suc-

cess, cannot be -solved piecemeal. these elements are inextricably

bound.

What we teach in school has relevance for policy in every other
sphere of Indian lifehis economics, his values, his attitudes, his

future. If we leave these other elements out, and concentrate solely
upon a policy change in t1,- school, he will not be successful in the
classroom or out of it.

The elements of this problem are all wrapped up together. The school

policy relates to the existence or reliability of a local tax base to run
a school. The curriculum relates to the sources for economic mobility
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and the nature of available jobs. The construction of a school relates,
most obviously, to the community's decision to locate up or down river.

Likewise, the reservation systems are bound up with the problems
of the State with large Indian populations. And State problems in
this area are involved with Federal funds from the BIA, Federal
policy toward Indians, national Indian groups, and the policies of
other States.
Various proposals to resolve the long-standing Alaska native land
claims question will be before Congress this year. We are very hopeof a settlement bill will change the Federal policy
ful that
toward e Alaska native, and change the BIA structure in my State.
As a direct result, I am working on the entire question of the Gov-.
ernment's relationship with its native peoples. And I am quite con-

vinced that a new policy for the American Indian is desperately

needed.

Thetkey to this new policy, as I see it, is the abolition of the Bureau

of Indian Affairs. I mean here a total restructuring of the system
which administers the Federal obligation to the American Indian.
Although I have much Indian counsel to seek before I feel confident

enough to make specific proposals, I am going to offer the criteria
under which I believe such a change shceild take place. But before
I present these criteria, I wish to offer two main arguments justifying
this abolition.
First, the BIA has not failed because of a lack of concern, or because of a lack of money spent. It failed precisely because we chose
the wrong vehicle to take us to reach our goal.

Fifty years ago 235,000 Indians were dependent upon the Federal

Government and the annual BIA appropriation was $80 million.

Today 400,000 Indians are dependent upon the Federal Government
and the appropriation is more than $840 million.

After 50 years of work to eliminate dependency, and in the BIA's
words "to create economic self-sufficiency," we are spending 10 times
as much money ontwice as many dependents.
The village school in Kasigluk, Alaska, is a good example. There
the BIA. has constructed a million-dollar school with a million-dollar
sanitation systera,and the best educational equipment money can buy.

But to my. personal knowledge, not one student from that grade
school has ever graduated from an accredited high school.

The problem doesn't have anything to do with the degree of effort,

it has to do with the kind of effort. It has to do with the BIA, the
institution itself. It is chartered as a wardship agency to protect the
Indian, a charter out of keeping with our sense of human dignity
as we recognize it today and out of touch with reality itself.
Second,.the BIA does not belong in the Department of the Interior.
But since it is there, it is affected by what happens in diet department.
In Australia, the Governnient counts the Aborigines along with the
kangaroos, aardvarks and mango trees, not with the human popula-

tion. Here, the Indian is in the Department of the Interior, which is
primarily concerned with fish, wildlife, gold, oil, lands, and forests.
Such classification betrays old, established attitudes, some of which
are still with us.
With these thoughts in mind, I offer the following criteria for the
restructuring of the Federal effort toward the American Indian:
29-651-69--Pt. 1-18
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First, we must create a policy of shared decisionmaking, with re-

gional control, Indians must have real influence on the management of
businesses, the curriculum of schools, and the goals o.° the community.
Regional groups, whether they be in reservations, States, or groups

of villages, should serve as the administrative arm of the Federal
funding intended for Indian benefit. Policy decisions would be shared
with technical experts, when and if necessary.
A few illustrations are in order. In Alaska, a statewide federation

of native groups has incorporated, and is now operating, a sophis-

icated,statewi de REA project to bring electricity into the remote vilhiges. Like any other corporation, it has hired technical assistance to
help it make decisions.

A similar corporation would be created by the proposed Alaska
native land claims settlement. That corporation would be owned by
Alaska natives, and operated through the regional federation encom-

pa t.:ing all of Alaska.

The 'Rough Rock Demonstration School on the Navajo Reservation

mentioned by Senator Goldwater affords us another example. This

is a school operated by Indian groups for the education and enlightenment of their own people. And this school is nationally recognized as
a great success.
These illustrations are presently the exceptions to the rule, but under
the new structure of the Federal effort that I foresee, these exceptions
would become the rule.
The two main criteria for this new structure are, first, establishing
programs for economic well-being, and, second, improving Indian education, which is the primary purpose of this subcommittee. In my view,
these two elements are vitally connected and should not be separated.

Without an economic base to support, at least in part, the local

schools there can be no local control. All people want control of their
local schools. Under this new structure, we must provide the oppor-

tunity for viable economic organization in every American Indian

region. As a direct result, the economic base will be provided for local
schools. One solution will blend into another, just as historically one
problem has tended to create another,.

What I mean by the abolition of the BIA is not the abolition of the
Federal obligation to the American Indian. What I am suggesting
is a new structure for administering this obligation to the Indian

peoples a structure which is largely regional in character, which shares
its decisionmaking with the Indians themselves, which encourages eco-

nomic well-being, and which solves the educational dilemma on the

reservation and in
i the village.

Let me make it crystal clear that I advocate the phasing out, and

eventual termination, of this present bureau.

Mr. Chairman, that is my proposal briefly stated. Although this

committee is concerned specifically With the problem of Indian education, I am sure you are equally concerned about the context in which
that problem will be solved. I suggest that the larger problem must,
and can, be solved concurrently with the educational dilemma.
I have one final comment. And it involves the right of the American
Indian to be an American Indian.
To the common heritage we, as Americans, all share, certainly the
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American Indian has contributed substantially. He asks now the right
to live the kind of life he chooses to live, and no other kind of life.

Each and every American has that right. It is characteristically

American. And it is on this logic, this constitutional logic, that the
Indian rests his case with the Federal Government.
In a pluralistic society, surely we are not about to require everyone
to be the same. Surely there is nothing wrong with living on a reserWaco, or in a, remote village, if that is the land of life one wants to
live. But there is something .wrong when that is the only kind of life
an Indian can live, when he is not free to choose.

It is our duty to provide the opportunity for that choice, that free
choice. And I believe we can restructure our Federal effort and make
it responsive to regional groups. And I believe the first effort we should
make is to share responsible leadership with Indians.
Secondly, if we really want to free the Indian, we must lay down
criteria which encourage economic 'well-being, self-sufilciency and

mobility. Under the plan I envision this is possible, and I would
hope quit this committee in particular would see it as desirable.
Thank you.

Senator KSITNIDDY. Thank you very much, Senator. You bring to this

testimony considerable experience and a background of concern in this
area, and the committee welcomes your observations and your comments.
We know that you spent much time in thinking through this problem, and the committee benefits from the experience of your testimony. In the early pert of your
imony, you commen.thd that a
1962 agreement between the 131A and the State of Alaska set in. mo-

tion a gradual transfer of schools to the State.
I am wondering if you can bring us up to date as to how many
schools have been transferred, and what kind of *emcees this transfer
has resulted in, what this has meant in terms of educational experience
to those who attend the schools f
Senator GRAVICL. Certainly the number on an annual basis is that

at the end of the school year the State absorbs three or four or live
BIA grade schools in the State system. The funding comes through
the BIA so that the State contributes no appreciable funding.
We merely take over the operation of the schools. I think we can
say that there is probably a better response in the school administration. There is probably a degree of more creativity and the problem is
closer to the people at hand. I would say that this is the area of success in the State schools.

The responsiveness is the very key, because in the location of the
school the decision now comes back to Washington when it is related

really to a State problem. Our State, under our constitution, has
taken over the responsibility for education of our children.

It is not the responsibility of the Federal Government. It is the
concern of the Federal Government. I think that is the way we see
it in Alaska.
Unfortunately, we have not had the economic muscle or fiber to pay

all of this. So, we still use BIA funding. I would say this funding
has been successful. As a continuing plan this will eliminate the RIA
from any educational effort within the State of Alaska. This will take
a period of time.
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I would merely hope that we could hasten this process within the
State of Alaska.
Senator lizzaamor. I am trying to think through exactly what the
end result would be, If you consider that program as reasonably successful, do you think we ought to continue to make progress towards
the goal of transfer of these schools to the local villages, whenever
possible I

Senator GRAVEL. Senator, I would say it is mandatory. I think it is
successful enough. And that is our goal. We can have a structure where

we take the operation of the school out of the hands of the Federal

Government and place it in the hands of the State. This is a good deal
closer to the place where it belongs.

On a State level, as I stated here, as soon as the communities have
some economic viability, they will start paying taxes. As they pay
taxes for their schools, they will run their schools.

We have a borough system in Alaska similar to the county. In the
borough, when it is economically feasible, they operate the schools.

Our goal is to push the operation of the native schools into the
hands of the boroughs where the natives live. The settlement of the
land claims will bring wealth into the rural and native areas of the
State, thereby giving them an economic underpinning with which they
can pay taxes.
As soon as they are able to pay some measure of taxation, they can
take over total control of their school.
Senator KENNEDY. One of the things that you suggested is the development of regional native organizations that, as I understand, will

be sort of contracting agencies, as is the case with the development.
of REA in remote and distant areas.
Senator Gaavan. Right. If you look at the function of BIA, you have
education, welfare and economic development. To find a vehicle to
allow economic development is the point, the new element involved. I
advocate regional organizations controlled by the natives themselves,
which can contract with the Federal Government.
Therefore, you need not have the BIA operating anything with regard to economic development. The welfare facet of their activity can
be handled by State governments as is normal; and the educational
facet. could also be handled by State governments. Therefore, you have
no need for the BIA.
Senator KENNEDY. In your prepared statement you say, first, we
must create a policy of shared decision-making with regional controls.
One of the things mentioned there is the curriculum of the schools.

The point I am trying to get at is that you have a problem now, as
I understand, of the BIA turning the schools over to the control of villages and communities, which you support.
Later, you talk a bit about.the development of these regional operations and organizations, one function of which is, as suggested by your
testimony, to develop the curriculum of schools and other goals of the
community:
I am trying to juxtapose those two positions to clarify in my own
mind exactly where we come out.

Senator GRAVEL. I think they can work very well together. When
you have a viable regional group, it will have spokesmen and they can
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present themselves to the school board meetings, be they advisory or
be they actual school boards, and present curriculum suggestions which
they think might relate to ihe economic community or to the cultural
community.
Senator KENNEDY. But they would not be receiving the funds

that
Senator GaAver... Not as part of the school effort, no:

Senator KENNEDY. But they would be receiving funds as far as economic development is concerned?
Senator GRAVEL. Right.

Senator KENATEUE. Their functioning as a regional organization
would be only to the extent that the local community wants their kind
of advice and judgment, information, and technical know-how. They
would be able to provide this, but it will be strictly an advisory group t

Senator GRAVEL. No, Senator

Senator KENNEDY. As far as education goes, this is correct. That is
what I am driving at.
Senator GRAVEL. I think I begin to see the problem of understanding.

In our normal system it is very acceptable for you and Ito go to a

school board meeting and-sound off and go ahead and express our views
and have an effect on the policy of the school board.

This is not the case with the Indians in the community. They do
not have the degree of .participation that we take for granted. Therefore, they do not exercise what they feel is important in their curriculum.
Now if we set up viable economic communities, which I am advocating by the regional aspect, what I am suggesting is that through, in a
sense, capillary action Indians could have a full voice in the operation of their schools, which could be administered by the State government or the regional governments in question.
Does that begin to answer t
Senator KENNEDY. I see it more clearly now, and I understand it
clearly with regard to economic development. We have a regional
group in New England and, I am familiar with the development of
legislation.
Appalachia was the first regional program. We currently have a
number of different regional economic development programs which

I support. I gathered from your testimony that you saw a. role for

this regional group in the development of education.

I was wondering how it worked, and: secondly, whether you

thought it had a role so far as the distribution of funds is concerned,
because in your testimony you have the creation of a policy of shared
decisionmaking with regional control. Then you mention one of the
areas should be the curriculum of schools.
A little later you say that "regional groups, whether they be in res-

ervations, States, or groups, should serve as the administration arm
of the Federal iinding intended for Indian benefit."
Does that Bugged, funding as well with BIA funds!

Senator Glum. If we abolish the BIA, obviously Congress has to

appropriate the money someplace. This money must be given to somebod y.
In the ca.% of education it could be given to the State government,
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which can in turn transfer it to the local government, be it a village
government or a group of villages.

If you, take a, regional concept, you can put it within the region
which can turn around and pay the taxes for the school effort and,

therefore, you have a complete identity of the people living in the community; one, paying their taxes and, two, running the schools.

The point that I suggest= which Is very important, is that in order
to participate in the operation of the school, you must relate it to economic terms, because if you don't, then you cannot develop the responsiveness to operate a school intelligently. Sot if the regional organizations, which I suggest as a primary activity in the economic
arena,
be used in a policy arena for the schools or as a vehicle to
transfer the funds, then et us use it that way.
here are the broad general criteria
I- think what I am
and I think that in the course of the year, I can assure this committee
that I will be preparing legislation and seeking the sponsorship of you
to do away with
gen tlemen because of your knowledge in this
the BIA and restructure the entire effort along these guidelines.
Senator KENNEDY. I have just a couple of other questions.

Do you have any information, and perhaps you could submit it

later for the record, on the schools which have been transferred from

the BIA to local control, and to the State of Alaska, as to whether
there has been any real noticeable difference in terms of, for example,
hiring native school teachers!

Has there been any effort in the changing of curriculum Has the
performance of the children itself changed to any extent P ,
I notice that in 1962, there were only a handful of schools of this
type, and certainly, any kind of criteria in the field of education has
to be done on a much longer and broader picture than we are able to
have now, but I am wondering what encouragement have you found
which would hopefully accelerate the program.
Senator GRAVEL. I can say for myself I find it very encouraging. The

people I talked with in the educational community also find it very
encouraging.

I think the leaden of education within the BIA itself have found
encouraging since they are parties to the agreement of the

it v

All the parties in question see it is as a benefit and I can only add
as testimony to this benefit that we seek to accelerate it by leaps and
bounds. I could get, for the committee a more descriptive improvement,
but in all fairness, I think people like Mr.\ Zellers share In this improvetnent because we sat down and worked, out a plan within the
context of Alaska and I, myself, authored the regional high school
system in the State in 1966, and I recall sitting down evening after
evening, working out the details of the program with BIA. people.

These are the people that had the experts, had the experience,
and they were willing and able to transfer it to us. But the point I

make in my presentation is that issue is not the individuals in the BIA.
Their dedication is equal to the dedication of people in any other facet
of government.

cearx the structured system is paternalistic and, therefore, nnsuc.
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Senator KENNEDY. Senator Mondale?
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

May I commend you, Senator Gravel, for what I think is one of
the best statements we have heard before this committee. It is most

useful, indeed.
I gather that your recommendations begin with the assumption that
quality Indian education will only come about if, as a first principle,
the Indians themselves have a dominant role in the development and
control of the education of their children ?
Senator GRAVE. That is correct, because what happens is that those
few at the top of the spectrum are bled off or taken off and move into
our areas, in the competitive areas, and succeed. Some succeed very
well.

We have had an Indian Vice President of the United States. Mr.

Seller, the head of the Phillips Petroleum Co. is a full-blooded Indian.
They are equipped.
But what happens to the people who stay, who have lost the best
they had within their past traditions? You are building a system where
you bleed out the best and the environment always stays the same.
Every time a new generation comes along, you bleed off the best.
That is what the educational system is doing right now. To make
Indians a part of the system, how do we do it in our free enterprise

society I ($nly one waythrough the economic vehicles afforded by
paying for education either on a Federal level, State level, or local
level.

Senator MONDALE. In Alaska, following the 1962 decision on the
turning of control over to the State, has the State of Alaska evolved
a system by which the Indians are given control or a dominant voice
in the control of their education I

Senator Gaavrb. We have set up advisory boards. I must admit the

BIA has also set up advisory school boards.
Senator MONDALE. I am not talking about advice now. I am talking
about control.
Senator GRAVEL. Control I
Senator McernALE. Yes.

Senator Glam.. In actual terms I
Senator MONDA.LE. Yes.

Senator GRAVEL. I would say that there is one more facet to, the
plan which remains to be played out and it is the facet that I accentuate
the most in this testimony which is without economic well-being, you
will not see any participation.
Senator MONDALE. rhave been very active in economic development
programs on Minnesota Indian reservations. You see the same paternalism there, as you well know as you do in education.
All kinds of ideas for the Indian on how he should take care of him-

self economically are presented; but a lot of resistance is generated
just as soon as he thinks up an idea that might mean competition for the

white man. While I think great progress is being made and can be
made far more than we have in the economic sector. I, for one, don't

see any development in the next 25 years that holds any hope for
such a success that would mean economic self-sufficiency for these
Indian reservations, sufficient to generate the revenues they need for
their own school system.
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In other words, I think we are going to have to continue with such
things as the Johnson-O'Malley funds and the other kinds of aid for
a long time to come, if the Indian education systems are going to have

the money they need. Is it your testimony that the Indian control

should commence immediately, or only when they are economically
self-sufficient? That is, when they are generating the revenues for their
own school system.
Senator GRAVEL. What I advocate is that the Indian share responsibility or shared decisionmaking should begin immediately, not total
control. I would not be quite as pessimistic as yourself in regard to
the economic possibilities. Let me cite an example which we have in
Alaska which is a success.
We have natives from a. village who are transported to a cannery,
maybe 500 or 600 miles away, at the cost of the cannery. They find it
economically feasible to import their labor since it is seasonable. They
come in and they work in a cannery.
If it is a fairly decent fish run their income can rise appreciably.
They go back to their village, live in the environment they choose to
live, but their entire annual income is from that one sortie out into
the economic arena.
This is a fairly pallaitable method of existence if you choose to live
that way, and it does afford a way of making a living.
Senator MONDALE. My great-grandfather used to make his living in

Norway that way. He finally gave up and came to the United States.
Senator GRAVEL. Maybe the natives will give up, but some choose not
to. Some choose to live in the village.

The point I make here is that they have the right to live in the vil-

lage and not on the reservation if they so choose.

Senator MONDALE. I think the point you
e about choice is a
profound and essential one. Instead of the white man saying the
else, we ought
Indian should live on the reservation or somewh
to have a system, as you suggest, that permits the \ Indian to have
alternatives and allows him to make up his own mind think that is

very well stated.
One final point. What do you think of conditioning Jo
n-O'Mal'on on
ley funds and the other kinds of Federal aids for Indian ed
a requirement that the local public school district must fi submit
a plan for Indian involvement, and maybe even control, in the development of curriculum and other aspects of Indian education in those
school districts?
As you know now, this money simply goes to the local school district for the education of Indian children within it, with no requirement whatsoever that the parents of the community from which these
Indians come be consulted. Would you think some sort of condition
of that kind would have merit?
Senator GRAVEL. I think it would be excellent. Also, it should be
mandatory. Irf you move out the infra-structure of the BIA and make
it direct, I think it would be mandatory in this case for the State to
enjoy those funds. That is an excellent suggestion.
Senator KENNEDY. Senato' Tiughes I

Senator 111701238. I was wondering, Senator Gravel, about two or
three things.
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In the last 2 or 3 years I went through some peculiar difficulties
with the old order of an Amish religious sect in my own State. It is

a prevalent problem across the United States in the educational
structure.

How many of these particular people, whether they be Eskimo,

Indians, or Aleuts, have any desire to join the economic battle of the
future, and how many of them would prefer to remain a part of the
basic pattern and method of living that has been their inheritance?
Senator GRAVEL. I think the article in Sunday's Washington Post
about Wounded Knee makes the point very well in this regard. That
is, that he wants to change. He really does. 'But he wants to hang on to
what is his and what he thinks is beneficial about what is his.

Moving laterally, into our swiety, if he meets with nonsuccess

leaves two choices. One is to fight the problem, the other to recede back

into the comfort of what he finds familiar.
Many of them recede. We see it with the Eskimos very, very graphically, That is, they are not aggressive. One of the great ingredients in

our success in our free competitive society is competition. They have a
more communal life. We stress competitive success.
To make adjustment, it requires success. It requires success for you

and me. When they do not see the success and they have the cards
stacked against them even worse than anyone elsewhen you add this
all together and throw in a policy of paternalism, you perpetuate the
environment, because immediately the paternalism will take them when

they meet their first frustrations and pull them into a cocoon of

security.
Senator HUGHES. I would like to ask also, if there is any religious
precept or pseudo-cultural religious precept that would incline them to
a separation from the educational process?
Senator GRAVEL. No. The missionaries have been active in Alaska,

which has lent itself well to missionary activity. The missionary

environment or the effort has certainly contributed to the educational
establishment.
Some of our fine educational institutions are missionary-run. But as
far as a cultural impediment, I don't think it has any relationship.
Senator HUGHES. You referred earlier, and I don't believe it was
part,of your statement here, to the high level of poverty-stricken na-

tive Alaskansin your city areas, such as Fairbanks, living inI don't
know whether you used the word "ghettos"certainly in impoverished areas of the city. You referred to the high rate of alcoholism
among the residents and to the problems that go with it. Has there
been a pretty steady migration into the cities from the village areas
in the last two decades, say, since World War II ?
Senator GRAVEL. It has been back and forth. This is one of the inter-

esting facets of it. They will go in and try it. If they don't succeed,
they will either go into a ghetto-type situation or they will go back to
i their village environment.
what is familiar and that is

It is a back and forth migration without. any degree of success.
Of course, there is always a percentage that will succeed, who will
be completely acculturated and integrated and operate as the rest
of us.
Senator HUGHES. Are you advocating'the same principles of educa-

I
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tion for the Indian in the ghetto areas of the city, as far as control
over the educational processes is concerned, 'as you are for the villages located somewhere else?
Senator GaAvu.. Yes.

Senator Mamas. How could this be done? By election to the school
board?
Senator GRAVEL. I think that is the only way it man be incorporated,

by being elected to the school board. In Anchorage we have had
natives that have been elected to the school board.

As these organizations train and bring quality and leadership to
the fore in the community, naives have normally taken their positions in the balance of the society's infrastructure.

If they are forcibly propelled into these areas, and if they are

not qualified, the process will be disruptive in nature. I think if you
take economics, as your first basis, it will work.

If you, concentrate on school effort, and we have this concentration already, you can see the fact that the basic economics must be
there. Otherwise you can say this: You train a child in a village. You
give him an education preparatory for college which is sometimes irrelevant for this type of existence. It does not relate to the village
or the reservation. What it does to them mentally is apparent just by
looking.

Senator Hmins. I am totally ignorant about this. I am asking

to develop my own thoughts on it. Do you have the cultural educational processes in those schools for the Indian and Eskimo segment
of the population ?
Senator GRAVEL

Yes, natives go to school with everybody. else.

There is no integration problem in regard to that. There is an

achievement problem with the child who by and large, comes from
the native villages.

Let us say he has been to the eighth grade. He should be ready
to ,cro to the ninth grade in the urban areas. By and large, he is not
qualified. He has perhaps a fifth or sixth grade achievement level.
Our school systems are attempting to alleviate this problem with new
curriculum, remedial reading programs, and related activities.
Senator ilutmEs. Do you have any estimate in percentage of the
Indian population that live in the city ghettos as comparea to those
in the villages in Alaska?
Senator GitAvEL. No, nothing I could give with any accuracy. I think
75 or 80 percent of the population live in the rural areas, in the villages
themselves.

Senator Huanzs. Let me see if I understand. I think Senator Bell-

mon is going to get into some of this, because I think there is a parallel

situation in Oklahoma, but I want to talk about the financing that
you seem to suggest.

Am I correct that you are suggesting bypassing the State government and going to regional control even as to financing? The Federal
appropriation would go to a regional committee rather than through
your State General Assemblydoing this in the way of a block grant.
Senator GRAVEL. On the education side of it ?

Senator Huan-as. Yes.
Senator GRAVEL. No; on the economic side of it, yes.
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Senator HUGHES. Explain the difference to me again.
Senator GRAVEL. If we want to pay for the construction of classrooms, if we want to pay for a hot lunch program, these types of things,
we have a system set up already.

Oer State government, our State department of education, our

borough school district, these vehicles are in existence and can be used
and are operable. '
I presume that is the way it is in other States.
Senator HUGHES. This is a State governmental system?
Senator GRAVEL. State governmental educational system and local
governmental educational. system. These systems can be used in the
process.

What I advocate is regional, corporate organizations that have
legal status. In the case of Alaska the corporation is funded for the
public activities which they perform. With the settlement of the Native
land claims it will acquire great wealth.

This corporation can move funds to local economies, thus giving

native villages a taxable base from which to run their schools.

The point that I am trying to make, which we must adhere to, is
that there must be an economic base to native involvement. If there

is an economic base to native involvement, you can develop the proper
type of responsibility in the operation of the schools.
Senator HUGHES. I am lost somewhere down this line. If you will

forgive me, I would like to go over it again, because it involves a
principle that I am concerned with.
Senator GRAVEL. I think the fault is mine in not explaining it property, Senator.
senator HUGHES. I doubt it.
The principle involved that concerns me is that of totally bypassing the administrative level of State government, apparently, through

a Federal appropriationyet there is regional control.

Senator GRAVEL. Not for education.
Senator HUGHES. Not for education ?
Senator GRAVEL. Not for education.
Senator HUGHES. Strictly in the economic sense, such as what you
call lunch programs?
Senator GRAVEL. Or the building of schools. The entire educational
effort as operated in _your State would continue through the State.
Senator HUGHES. What about in Alaska right now, so for as involvement of the people in a school that is taken over by the State?
Are they involved?
'We have advisory school boards. The BIA has had advisory school
boards. Is it just a token involvement or is it a real involvement?
Senator GRAVEL. I submit it is a token involvement. How do we
get a real involvement ourselves? We get it by.paying our taxes. If
we don't pay our taxes, we don& have a real involvement.
Try to figure out a way of getting people involved without tying
something to the economic system. If you want responsible activity on
the part of the natives or the Indians, you have got to find an economic vehicle for it. That is the reason why I suggest that a solution
to the school problem cannot be accomplished without first providing
the economic props for a tax base.
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When you do, when the Indian, the native, can gee with his own
eyes that he is paying fot part of what he is getting; and he is not
getting it as a dole or gift.; and he can contribute the same amount
to his schools which other Americans contribute; then there is some-

thing that he can identify with, and then you have responsible

participation.
Until you get an economic solution, you will never have responsible
participation.
Senator MONDALE.

yield 'I

Senator GRAVEL. Certain y.
Senator MONDALE. An ex ple of that would be the housing efforts
on the reservations in Minnesota which have now become a, national
pattern. The Indians, in effect, have had the option of public housing
built for them by outsiders at public expense or what they call "mutual
self-help." This iis a blending of public housing with housing built

by them, in many cases with Indian - supplied materials and with
Indians doing the work under supervision. My information is that
they much prefer to have the self-help kind of housing over the
straight public housing because it gave them a role. It was their
housing. They built it, and they learned skills which, incidentally,
will help them in many other ways.
Senator GRAVEL. This, I think, is excellent. I think you have put
your finger on it. They have to be part of it. In the meantime we want

to accelerate their participation and give total control and that is a
problem.
Senator MONDALE. That is all Mr. Chairman.
Senator BELLMON. Mr. Chairman, I have been very interested inSenator Gravel's comments. I think this is one of the best statements we

have had.
I hsve been impressed by the vast difference between the situations
of the Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts in Alaska and the situations that
the Indians face in our own State. Particularly I was interested in the

criticism on page 3 of the BIA policy of sending children from
Alaska 5,000 miles away to Oklahoma to go to school.
I have visited some of these schools. I wonder why these Indian and

perhaps Eskimo children are not enrolled in the public schools of
Alaska? Why does the BIA want to transfer them clear to Oklahoma
to go to school I

Senator GRAVEL. In one sense of the word, as you phrase it, there
are no public schools in that area of Alaska. There-are no schools. The
only schools that are there are the BIA grammar schools. Some of them
are presently being transferred to the State, which then became public
schools as you andI understand them.
/ So, if there are x number of kids coming on the scene at age five, six,

/ and seven and the parents want. them to go to school, we have a

law that says they have to go-to school, so where do they go to school I
Where there are seats available.
Senator BELLMON. Now your statement here is that there are 14-.carold children, who are going into high school ?
Senator GRAVEL. Yes.

Senator BELLMON. Why are they not sent to the Alaska high school ?
Senator GRAVEL. There is no place available.
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Senator Bzultozr. The schools are overcrowded
Senator GRAVEL. Yes, you could say overcrowded, but a system has
not been designed to absorb them. A system was designed and that was
the regiOnal high school program, which I authnrized back in 1966,
but I considered myself no great genius in authoring it. This is a plan
which had been kicked around in Alaska for some time was spoken of
in the 1962 plan,-agreed to and developed by the BIA! and:the State

of Alaska.
Now this regional high school program, in the normal school district of the State of Alaska, will build a plant at State expense, a classroom plant. The BIA will pay for the dormitory, will bring the children from village areas into central points and educate them there
as part of the State system.
Now if the area isi viable economically, it will have_a borough school

district. So the BLA. and the State will contact with the borough
s.inool district to run the school so that the children, let us say from
an area the size of your State, may
ate into one central community and that community school werllatioperated by that commu-

nity, not by the State.
The children will go there and the cost of educating their children
will be borne by the State, with funds mostly collected from the Federal Government both for the classroom cost and for the living cost in
the dormitories. But we don't have this in reality. This is just a beginning, a plan. That plan started in 1966. Until then, as a practice we
sent them to your State.
Senator BELLMON. Let us go back to the school you are discussing.

These would be all-Indian scols, all-Indian boarding schools,

Senator GRAVEL. Under our plan ?
Senator BELLMON. Yes
SeAStOr GRAV/IL. No, they would take whatever the population com-

position happens to be. If it happens to be 90-10 in favor of Indians,
Aleut; Eskimos, or Caucasian% it will reflect that. There will be no
racial distinction as we see it The school is for those wholive there.
Senator BELL/JON. The fact is that the schools we have in Oklahoma,' operated by BIA, claim that these children who come there
fro& not 'only Alaska, but Navajo Reservations, have not been able to
fit in the regular curriculum. They claim that these children could not

/

go into public school.

My question is based on this premise. If we went ahead and did
away with BIA so far as education is concerned and the Indian citizens of a village ran their school system, would you feel that these)
children then would fit into a normal educational system
When I say "normal," I mean high school and higher education for
the dominant society as we know it. Are we setting up a situation here
where these children would still not be able to ever assimilate higher
levels of education?

Senator Gitmet. No, I think we can per2ect our system so that a

child can comrfrom a community of 500 population and moveidirectly
and .laterally into a community of any size and go from one school to

the other and have equal competence. If we can't do that, then we

have failed in our society.

Senator BELLMON. Apparently the BIA has failed, because that

seems to be the reason they bring the children 5,000 miles from Alaska

;
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to Oklahoma rather than taking them to Anchorage or Fairbanks or
some other school.

Senator GRAVEL. All I can say, Senator, is that is what I suggest

here. They have failed.

Senator BELLMON. If we turn the education system over to the
Indians
Senator GRAM. Just turning it over. to the Indians, per se, I don't
advocate that as a solution either. What I advocate is a shared responsi-

bility, an economic underpinning which makes all of this viable.
Without this, it won't work. Of course, it is no reflection on your
community that our children don't particularly like to go to Oklahoma.
The theory in question is that the same choice that applies to your
children applies to my children. We can send our kids to school down
the street, but they can't in the village.
They can't senatthem to the high school down the street. They have
to send them somewhere else.

Senator BELLMON. I am curious why they didn't send them to

Anchorage. It seems to me if they could have fitted into the Anchorage
school, they would have done it a. long time ago.
Senator GRAVEL. Right. Now we have set up a plan that will fit them
into Anchorage, Fairbanks, all over the State. We hope to implement
this plan with funds from Federal Government, so that we can get our
children out of Oklahoma and Oregon.
Senator BELLMON. You feel these children that come out of the vil-

lage school will be able to go directly into the high schools in

Anchorage?
.
Senator GRAVEL. I think so. I think that we can improve the quality of our education if this can be done; yes.
Senator BELLMON. I certainly agree with any system that s ill accomplish tliis. The problem thit we have in Oklahoma is that the Indian children come out of the small school in Indian communities and
they have a difficult time adjusting to the high school curriculum.
Senator GRAVEL. Could I suggest one thing, Senator, that I think
will open up this whole area to &considerable improvement? This will
be communication and educational TV. We have begun experiments,
of course, in Samoa. I think as these experiments have perfected methods
ods we can transfer to t e rural areas. to under populated areas which
do t have the broad,
h curriculum that the urh.eri areas have. I
thi we will see some im rovements in this regard.
S ator BELLMON. Of course, the goal of education has to be set,
but it seems to me the danger oisuch a system as you recommend and
let me make it clear I am not defending what has been done in BIA.
I think it is regrettabiz, after so many years and the huge investment

than we have made that the Indian situation has not improved more

than it hasbut it seems to me that we will be setting up a society

that will never give a young person a chance to blend into a dominant
society if he wishes to do so.

I think we should avoid this sort of trap. Let me ask anotle-r question about this idea.
What would happen in one of these Indian or Eskimo areas to the,
I suppose, relatively small white population that is there. Would they
be welcomed and would their children progress in a school that is run
by an all-Indian school board V
Senator GRAVEL. I don't think it would bother them at all. If they
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choose to live there and be associated in that community, it would be
natural to them.
Sem,tor BELL.mov. Now you have recommended that we abolish the

Bureau of Indian Affairs. Are you thinking about taking the Bureau
of Indian Affairs only out of the educational area or abolishing the
agency entirely?
S.. ',tor GRAVEL. Abolishing the agency entirely. Of course, I realize
theirs are proposals afoot to move it into the Office of the President or
to move it to HEW.
I submit if this were to happen, it wold be passing over the problem
very lightly and closing your eyes to the solution of it all, not a Federal
paternalistic system, but a system which is closer to the people in question.
Senator BELLMON. Again I want to make a point I am not trying to
defend BIA, but there is a practical problem. For instance, where we
have the Osage Indians, they own a large area of oil properties which
has been and still is one of the most valuable oilfields in the world.
I wonder how we would keep the sharp trading white people, and I
am sure you have a few in Alaskawe have an abundance of them in
Oklahoma, from getting title to this property.
Do you have an idea of some agency that would take the place of

BIA temporarily?
Senator Glum,. I would promise one thing over the years; that

I will devote my efforts in this regard. But at this point I can only say
if they truly own it, they should truly own it.
By your statement, the inference is that they don't own it, that they
enjoy the benefits from it, but apparently somebody else operates it,
the BIA.
That in my, mind is classic economic paternalism. If you and I own
a piece of land and somebody can euchre us out of it, then we are en-

titled to be euchred out of it. There is nobody that watches over us
with a guiding hand and says, "You fail and you succeed."

I see no reason why the Indians of your area if they have great
wealth, can't operate in a corporate setup ;,n cit like we operate, issue
stock, and if somebody wants to divest themselves of the stock, so be it.

But by perpetuating a system where the economic decisionmaking

is at one level and the benefits are at the other level, we have established

a cocoon which will perpetuate itself from generation to generation'
with no possible solution, no possible solution.

There is only one way to learn and that is to go ahead and do. In

our native land claims we face the same thing. We are talking of turning possibly a billion dollars of wealth over to the natives of Alaska.

It does not frighten me and I am happy that they will have it.

In the settlement which will be presented and which you gentlemen

will be voting on, one of the provisos is that for a 10- or 15-year period
an Indian cannot divest himself of his holdings out of race.

But at a given point in time be can. We have to presuppose this
maturity will occur, and that Indians should have the ,right to do

what they want. Because if you never give them alternatives they will
never be able to rise to the challenge.

We now have a systein in some 4)1' our communities where land is
given to Indians, natives, under a restricted deed. They can't sell their
land until they get BIA permission on the deed.

I presume you have similar situations in your State. Well, some
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people may feel good about this. that we are protecting the Indian.
I am sure there are a lot of Indians that feel this is good. But I am
sure that there are a lot of Indians who do not, and who feel the basic
inferiority which is implicit. It is an inferiority, because if they can't
handle their land like you and I can, that means they are not equal
to us.

I think that the Indians cannot accept- that and I think those
that do accept italthough as I stated in my testimony earlier, you
will find many natives that will cry out and say, "We need the BIA
and we want the BIA," because it is a very comfortable cocoon.
Senator BELLMON. I have to agree in principle with what you are

saying, but at a practical matter, this is going to create a great deal
of inequities, at least unless some method is developed that phases
the BIA out over a period of time.
Senator GRAVE.. Senator, that phasing out has been in existence for
50 years.

Senator BELLMON. You mentioned a 15-year period before they

would be able to enter into some of these transactions.
Senator GRAVEL. As far as the corporation, if we are successful in the

legislation, the corporation will be set up immediately and the BIA

will have no activity in the operation of the Lorporation.
Senator BELLMON. Under the terms of your new law, you say they
could not dispose of the property outside of race for 15 years?
Senator GRAVEL. Yes.

Senator BELLMON. This is a phasing out of a sort.

Senator GRAVEL. Well, it is a protection against the possibility of
a person being euchered out of it iimmediately. So it has to stay within

the race. You assume that as they exercise the total operation of it,
that they will develop the maturity and leadership to operate it.
I submit under our present system we are seeing that they are not
euchered out of their interests but the Federal Government operates
their total life. I submit that the chance of survival is better by letting

Indians run their own affairs rather than letting the paternalistic
system continue.
The indictment here is very simple.

All you have to do is look around at the growth of the problem to
realize that that system does not work. To Fay that we have to guide
them some more or work toward a phasing out is just an admission

of what has been going on.
Look at it in very graphic term . Since the BIA has operated, which

of course has been before the Civil War, but let us take from ante-

bellum days, we have seen 100 years in our great Nation, and particularly the opening of the West, and with all the great opportunity that

was there, the Indian should have shared and he should no longer
need paternalism.
Such has not been the case. The paternalism is 10 times larger than
what it was. And the dependency, the number of people in this status
of dependency, is twice as large as it was 50 years ago.

Something has. not worked. If what I advocate sounds like a jolt,

then I think that has to be tried, because the old policy has not worked.
Senator. BELLMON. 'Dank you.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Senator. We appreciate
your appearance here.

Senator Guava. That* you, Senator.
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(The following letter was subsequemly received for the record:)
17.S. SENATE,

Washington, D.C., M arch 3,1969,
Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

Ckainnan, Subcommittee on Indian Education,
Senate Committee on Labor and Welfare,
Washington, D.L'.
DEAR SENATOR: In response to specific questions during my testimony on Febru-

ary 24, 1909, I am supplementing the record with facts and figures on the general
makeup of the Alaska Native community and the guidelines for the State-BIA

educational plan with reference to Alaska Natives. I would hope that this
material would appear immellately following my remarks in the record.
1. Of a total state population of 282,000 people, approximately 63,090 are
Alaska Natives; 39,000 of which live on the remote places in westward or northern Alaska. Slightly mpre than 70% of the Natives live in villages.
Approximate total pOpulations of the five major cities in Alaska follow, along
with the approximate native population in those cities :

Anchorage

Fairbanks
Juneau

Total
population

Native
population

135, 000
36, boo

4, 500
2, 600

3

2,000

15

2, 700
2, 200

24

12,000
10.855

Kotchlkon

Sitka

7, 200

Percent
native

6
32

For comparison, four "regional centers" in westward and northern Alaska,

with population figures, are presented :

Nome
Barrow
Bethel
llotrobuo

Total
population

Native
population

Percent
native

2, 450
I, 811
I, 750
I, 740

I, 534
1,651
I, 530
I, 513

61
91

86
114

Inside the Native group, there are 52% Eskimos, 22% Tlingit and/or Raids

Indians, or to a lesser degree Taimpsian Indians, 13% Aleuts, and13%A.thapascan
Indians.

2. Student breakdowns are as follows; Alaska Natives only:

9 tarot* 12

Public
BI A

Total

Kinder

Beginners -8

9 through 12

outside
/Waits

775
55

8.562
5,728

2, 538
796

I,089

830

14,290

3,334

1,089

Of those being educated "outside Alaska," 350 are in Chillocco, Oklahoma and

733 more are in Chemawa, Oregon.

3. Transfer of day schools (K to S grade schools only) : In 1938 the BIA
transferred the first school to state control. By the time of statehood (1958),
forty-nine schools were transferred to the State, and roost of these needed continuous support by the State, since they are largely in small villages. Since
Vatehood, another 13 schools have been transferred, ten in 1998 alone.
The theory behind the transfer is that the,Ftate government, which is closer
to the villages, will be more responsive than the federally4Terated schools.
In any ease, the State has assumed, under its constitution, responsibility for
the education of all Alaskan children.

To my knowledge, there is no comparative Lecord of these schools to indicate which has more Native participation. mon educational success, or more
adaptive curricula. This is due to the fact that the"prograrns are recent, and thee% aluations as a result would be insufficient if made.
'29-651

-419

pt. 1-

19
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Today, there are 6,207 Native chidren enrolled In 82 schools operated by the
BIA, and 2,381 enrolled in 48 schools directly operated by the State. Others are

enrolled in schools operated by independent school districts, private groups,
or by the state under Johnson-O'Malley funding.
4. Regional high schools

The object of this plan is to provide boarding facilities (thru BIA funding)
and educational *tab; (thru state funding) for the 1,089 Alaska Native high
school students now being educated out of the state; for the approximately
500 prospective high school students who would attend high school if they
were not turned down by the "outside schools" (or who refuse to attend those
schools because they are too far away) ; for the unknown but large number of
dropouts; and for the probable natural growth (as a result of the highest
birth-rate in the nation, schools in tht Alaska Native areas are heavily overburdened).
A copy of the proposed location and construction of classroom and dormitory

spaces for secondary students in rural Alaska is attached for your inspection.
5. The effects of the transfer of the BIA day-schools to the State, and the
effects of the transfer of the BIA day schools to the State, and the effects of
the regional high school program have not been determined by extensive research. But educators In federal, state and local schools believe it to be an encouraging development. Moreover, the Native people feel very deeply about the
issue, and prefer the more localized control.

An effort Is being made in the University of Alaska in coordination with

the State to revise village-teaching curricula, which has been very encouraging
to date.

The net result of thew', courses, and the consequent effects on the children,
18 not yet known. More tine is needed to develop a useful theory.

In regard to secondary education, educators in the state believe that graduates of the state system fare better in college, or in employment, than those
who graduate from BIA schools in Orege'. or Oklahoma, although the general
level of all Native students is still discouragingly low.
Sincerely,

Mike.
MIKE GanvEr..
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Senator KENNEDY. Our next witness will be Mr. Osview.

We want to ask him if he will be kind enough to take the witness

chair.

Mr. Osview, we want, to welcome you.
STATEMENT OF DR. LEON OSVIEW, PROFESSOR OF EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATION, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

Dr. OBVIEW. I was asked to look quite particularly at the organiza-

tion structure for the education funding within the BIA. I will re-

strict my testimony to that,.
However, I must say that one of the assumptions necessary to such

a study, was based on reading all of the

uments I could get, all of
which agreed that the state of Indian ewication is pretty much the

same as the education of other minorities within our society.
Education of minorities in the American culture today seems to be
by quite unanimous agreement, I think, in a perilous condition. We

failed in our city, we failed in our rural areas, and we failed with

Mexican-Americans, and we failed with Indians eo do all that we think
we should in educating properly.
So, one of the assumptions here is that the education of Indians needs
to undergo a certain amount of change in order to be improved. Quite

specifically, I looked at the administrative structure for education
with that principal assumption in mind.
I might say by way of summary that it seems to me that there is a

frustration of leadership in the education function in BIA. which is
due primarily to a structure which, however useful it may be for other
functions within the BIA, serves the education very poorly.
Indeed, if one were to design on purpose an organizational structure within a bureau, such as the BIA, to frustrate leadership for education, I suppose he would come with remarkable consonance to just
about the kind of structure which now exists.
Technically speaking, the structure is a decentralized-centralized
organization. That is to say, there are three levels below the department level and each of these levels is centralized. But -41ecisionmaiing
is carried on in a centralized way in each of these levels.

It just so happens, that the principal education officer therefore
turns out to be the area director, who is not an educator. There is a
whole philosophy, I suppose, and several theories which one might cite

and discuss in order to say specifically what is wrong with an organization in which educational decisions are, in fact, not made by
educators.

It so Happens that the education function within the BIA has been
very fortunate presently and in its assistant commissioner. Both men
are in my view at least e::qremely able and dedicated men, and yet the
structure, it seems to me, in each case was calculated to frustrate them
and continue to frustrate them.

It may be not too much to say there is a crisis of leadership in

ind;lin education. if changes do occur in Indian education, it is unlikely to occur in the way the organization is presently structured. It
seeing to me this committee, if it makes up its mind that educational
change is useful within the structure of BIA, will have to find some

different way to organize the education function.

2S5

Indeed, I see only three reasonable alternatives. One has been suggested often, primarily by the Subcommittee on Appropriations, that
the education function of BIA be transferred to HEW. I personally
reject that alternative as a reasonable one, on the grounds that HEW
has never demonstrated its ability to run a school system.
Senator MONDALE. Have they ever had a chance?
Dr. OSVIEW. No.

Senator MONDALE. Then how could they demonstrate it?

Dr. OsvIEw. They may be able to, Senator, but on the basis of the
evidence it seems to me hard to believe that they have the expertise,
the background, the information.
Senator MONDALE. What evidence?
Dr. OSVIEW. Negative evidence, lack of evidence, let us say.

Senator MONDALE. They have never had a chance. Do they operate
a single school system now?

Dr. OSVIEW. Not that I know of. On the other hand, I know a fair
amount about the HEW and I see no particular reason to believe that
there is a competency there now. That it could be created in quite
special ways, I have no doubt, which of course is the second alternative.

The second alternative would be to create, perhaps after the TVA
model, a separateauthority to operate Indian education. I dare say that

is a perfectly feasible proposition. But it seems to me unduly dis1 °cat ive :s well.

I have some reason, I think, to believe that dislocative activities of
this sort are perhaps unnecessary in the BIA, because whatever else
may be said about the BIA, there is a great deal of expertise about
Indian affairs.
It seems to me that that is worthwhile and necessary in the last analysis in any kind of an organization. It seems to me also true that the
131A has personnel who with an appropriate organization and an appropriate leadership, could do a very much better job than they are
SI my suggestion is really quite a conservative one. It may be some
body's optimization, I suppose, but it is deliberately, I think, a conservative suggestion which I believe has validity. Indeed, if it does
not have after some years of trial, the validity I anticipated, or if it

cannot be achieved, then I think the other alternatives 10 exist,
primarily the creation of an authority, either in or outside HEW.

I would prefer outside rather than inside. But the alternative I

suggest is simply to make the education function an independent activity within the BIA by which I simply mean to remove educational

decismning from the area director, who is in my view unable and
incorrectly
ncorrectly designated to be an education officer.
I could go into considerable detail about. the budgetmaking function, which I think I will not unless you have questions, but the edacation budget turns out to be upon analysis very largely the area director's budget.
I submit to you that that is an anomaly to have an education budget
submitted to the Bureau of the Budget ultimately by what is essentially a nonedumtion official. The concept of decentralization you sec
is supposed to he efieetive in that it permits the expression of ideas
from the grassroots of an organization.

2S6

It doesn't work that way in the BIA for the education function. I
state that categorically. The advantages, so-called advantages, of
decentralization are not to be found in the educational function of
BIA.
I submit to you that the education officer of BIA could operate, usinv
only one other level of administration, a centralized system with deceit-

traiization principles primarily in budgetmaking, which could be

much more effective and a lot closer to the public school model, winch
could 1111(1 does in most cases work a lot better than the BIA administrative organization model works.
I was especially interested in Senator Mondale's earlier suggestion

that Johnson-O'Malley funds have a condition attached which would
require that. Indian children have some sort of special features in their
education, 110 matter where they go to school.

I must say I think that is a superb suggestion. If that alone could

occur, many Indian children would receive a better education than they
do now because I would like to point out that the crisis of leadership
about which I speak is not only in the Indian schools themselves, the

ones operated by BIA, but it is in:, ;damn the same kind of crisis in
other schools because the. Bureau of Inaim Affairs has no input into

the educational decisions made by public School systems where Indian
children go to school now.
It seems to me that one has to face a verb real question as to whether

or not there shall be an exercise of high quality top-level leadership
from the BIA education officials in Indian education wherever it may
occur. I would suggest to you that the present organization makes it
difficult, almost impossible, that education officials learn how to be
frustrated on all the matters that are really of some importance and
that such a condition is caleulated to maintain the status quo, which all
sorts of testimony before this committee, I am sure, must indicate is of
a condition which is quite unacceptable to American society.
Senator KENNEDY. You speak in terms of changing the administrative setup within the BIA. Even if you had an educator with regional
responsibility for development of a program, unless you are going to

have policy changes, it does not seem to me to make a great deal of
di fferenee.

Dr. Osvir.w. You are quite right, Senator. My point, I think, is that
the policy decision-; now, first of all, are very bard to trace. One has a
great difficulty of finding out how policy decisions are originated and
bow. in Net, they are made. But certain deeentralization of at least influence among. Indians tbmselves was initiated or at least greatly in-

creased durino. Dr. Marburgr's term and has been continued in the
present administration.
think there is a disposition on the part of at, least the leadership

in the education function of BIA to do a lot more in that direction.
But I think actually the whole matter of policy as far as it relates to
the education function is again what I would call a matter of
leadership.
Insofar as conditions 11,:w stand in the BIA, the aresdirector is the

principal policymaker of the policies that matter the most, that, is,
the day -to -day operation of schools. the kinds of developments that
can be funded. These day-to-day polit.y decisions are in the hands of
a person Nv hose primary information, primary expertise is not, in
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education and for whom I am afraid in many cases education is not
a really primary consideration, even though more than half of the
budget of BIA does go for education.
So, I would quite earnestly agree that policymaking and administration are, in fact, inseparable. I see them as being more or less independ-

ent. The word is a difficult one. What. I mean is, in fact, separate it

from the regular structure of BIA and give it a great deal more

independence of policymakie 5 and implementation.
Senator KENNEDY. You sug gest that. ven you had the interest a.ad
the recognized policy aim of decentraliz .1 and giving to the Indians a greater voice in developing their ell rational system, there is
a real problem when we get down to the iresent administr^ ive strticining,
till's and the regional authority because by dispositip an
al exthese administrators are not prepared for these new echi
periences?

Dr. ()MEW. I would say, Senator, as a kind of attitude perhaps,

maybe it is a philosophy, I am not sure just exactly what it is, possibly
a value system, but I think there is a commonality that one sees very

dramatically in most of our efforts to educate what, I think, .what
we euphemistically call minority groups in American society.

:-

If I were to put it in a phrase, it would be the concept that Indian
education does not need to be very good. It. just needs to be good
enough. Education for blacks in the cities does not need to be very
good, it just needs to be good enough. Education for Mexican-Americans in the Southwest does not need to be very good; it just needs to
be good enough.

That is what I see in the BIA. I see it exemplified in a great many of
the decisions made by area directors, who seem to have accepted this
philosophy pretty, completely. I think I see a difference in point of view
when I speak with Mr. Zellers or when I speak with Mr. Marburger.
I see a different point of view, but I don't see them as being in a
position to make their ideas and value systems felt in that system to
anything like the degree that their elevated rank in the system would
presuppose would be possible.

Mr. Zellers has so-called line authority, but the line authority turns
out to be mighty ineffectual when it gets dcwn to making the everyday
decisions which affect education most profoundly.
Senator MONDALE. I have one question.

Of the inadequacy of present, educational efforts for the American
Indian, what proportion of that is attributable to issues of administration ? What proportion is attributed to underfunding?
Dr. OMEN. There is no question that there is underfunding, Senator Mondale. But that is true for most of the school systems in the
United States.

My own.background happens to be in school finance. A question like

yours brincrs out all my natural talkativeness and I am going to try
to restrain myself.
Schools have been underfunded in the United States for a very long
time. Indeed, so long a time that there is a general lack of ability to
spend greater amounts of money.
I think our title I and title III experience shows that you need to get
ready to be able to spend money wisely. But my guess is that it is not

underfunding which is the principal problem in BIA. It is a crisis

in leadership.
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I think it is a matter of policymaking, of administrative structure
and organization. It is a matter of who gets to be in what jobs under
what conditions. It is a matter of who rocks the boat and who doesn't
rock the boat.

It is a matter of the reward system. It is a matter of, I think? the
BIA's having opted for mediocrity, quite on purpose I really believe,
although I don't believe I can prove that. But there is that very strong

impression.
I really doubt that one could .ay the major difficulty was the lack of
money.
Senator MoNDALE. What. is the per capita expenditure for Indian
education ?
Dr. OSVJEW. First of all, one needs to talk about Indian education in
BIA schools and Indian education in the regular school system.
Senator MoNDALE. If you try to eliminate such things as boarding
schools,. what is it
Dr. OsvlEw. I don't think I can give you a precise figure. I do have it
some place in my notes. It rims some place between the $450 to $550
rang. for BI A.
Senator MoNDALE. In your opinion, is that. even remotely approach-

ing the funding required for quality education; even if all your other
recommendations were adopted ?

Dr. OsvIEw. Well, the Rough Rock experiment, which was touted
to this committee several times this morning, I suspect, which has received a great deal of publicity, doesn't that run something like $2,600
a pupil?
Senator MONDALE. Yes. So if it is somewhere in that neighborhood
unless we also include vastly expanded per pupil fundingeven with
all the conceptual and administrative el urges, we are so far short of
the mark we will not deliver quality education ?
Dr. OsvrEw. This is perfectly true. I would like to add to that if you
were to vastly increase the amount of funding fir Indian education
tomorrow and leave it to the same structure, not -a whole heck of a lot
would happen...
Senator XIONDALE. I have no further questions.

Senator limumox. This figure you mentioned for Rough Rock,
$2,600 per capita, does that. include boarding and room for the students ?

Dr. OsviEw. 1 am not absolutely clear on the amount, because I have

never seen the budget. I have simply read the literature and the

literature reports a. figure of something like $2,600. That may include
boarding school. I really don't know.

But there are extraordinary costs in Indian education that can't

lie minimized. If one were to talk about the big Navajo, for example,
there are extraordinary transportation costs. There is a road budget,
for example, which has been treated, I was about to say, cavalierly, but
I am sure that is wrong. But it has not been treated with, let us say,
due seriousness, it seems to me by the. Bureau of the Budget.
As a consequence a system of centralized schools in the Big Navajo
becomes impossible, because without. transportation, it. simply is an
impossible concept. So, if you talk about the cost of Indian education,
it seems to me that you must, necessat ily. he talking about expenditures

Of a magnitude greater than the typical public school system.
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As a matter of fact, Indian education operates on a budget which
is less, but I still say despite that, it would be an error to assume that
just additional money would make an overwhelming difference in the
quality of Indian education.
It might make a difference in the accessibility, it might make a difference in the number of children who went to school and those would
be obvious again, but the quality of edcation experience for children
in the schools would not be substantially increased, it seems to me,
even if there were more ,honey if present leadership conditions remain
as they are.
Senator BELLMOli. Perhaps we have it in our testimony somewhere,

but I would appreciate your defining for me, if you could, what you
assert tkobe an Indian.
Who is an Indian in your judgment ?

D. Osvmw. I think I would have to pass on the grounds that that
is not my field of expertise. I am willing to accept anybody's definition who knows better than I.
Senator BELLMON. We are talking about Indians and I wondered
if you knew whom we are considering, who is an Indian.
Dr. OsvIEw. I am not competent to answer that question, sir.
Senator ICENNgDY. Thank you very much. Your testimony was very
helpful.
(A report submitted by Dr. Osview.fol lows :)
DECEMBER 6, 1968.
Mr. ADRIAN PARMETER,

Staff Director, Subcommittee on Education,
New Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR ADRIAN : Enclosed is my report. I trust that it will be of use to the

Subcommittee. For me, the opportunity has been engrossing. This letter expresoes

my thanks to you for your help, and explains my mode of operation, for what-

ever use that may be.

Mine is not an investigative report; that was not my task. (Actually, the

printed HearingsSubcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of
Representatives, Part 2. U.S.G.P.O., 1968, contains an excellent invesiAgativ e
report on BIA. I read it, happily, after completing my analysis and find myself
in virtually total agreement.) I have tried to do an analytical study, keeping-my
focus on three essential organizational elements; Administrative structure, budge'
process and certain related personnel factors. My method is a straighilorward
one, consisting of reading, interview and judgment. Whatever value my recommendations may have, they are subjective, but based on objectively gathered

data. I do not pose as an "expert" on Indian education. My expertise is Ir.
educational administration, and whatever my biases are can be attributed tc
that background, too.

There are some insights and judgments I am relucant to write in my report to
the Subcommittee, simply because I do not have enough data. I am unwilling to
diminish what I am most snre about my mixing those judgments with judgments
of which I am less sure. But even these less certain judgments may be of interest

to you, and on a confidential basis, I offer them for what they may be worth.
1. The quality of Education personnel, Bureau, Area and Agency, is very nnimpressive, except for Zellers and Jones, who are impressive. Some of what 1
have said in the report about reward system may explain the fact (if it is a
fact), but I'd also guess that Superintendents and Area Directors are not very
eager to have top-notch and aggressive Education professionals in their offices.
Certainly there are ways for Superintendents and Area Directors to keep the
personnel situation under their control.

2. The lateral interdependence across the second and third echelon levels in
the Washington office requires a special kind of cooperation which does not

really exist, apparently because the responsibilities are dysfunctionally arranged.
An example will make the point : If Education is ever to get what it needs to
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operate a PPB system it must, as matters are functionally arranged now, get data
from Norwood's Division and formats and training programs from the Program
Planning Branch. Zellers, literally, has no clout with either, and his influence,

probably because he's "new" and the others are "old" Bureau hands, is not

great. Actually. Zellers has to use Bennett's authority for such powers, on appeal.
And that. clearly, is last resort behavior.

3. Couple the lateral powerlessness with the vertical ones (Area Director
power and the limited capability of Education personnel in the Areas and

Age Otes) and the measure of Zeller's frustrations is truly monumental. Under
present circumstances I, for example, wouldn't take his job for either love or
money.

4. My major recommendations, I am most aware, are difficult of accomplish-

ment, if they must come from Bureau initiative. My impression is that the
Bureau is spongy enough to absorb almost any amount of criticism. But it is
also true that my recommendations are very consciously the most reserved,
the least radleal, one could make, if he conscientiously eonfronte.d the facts.
Indeed, one may even say, I Rupp-we. that I have opted for sub-optimization.
Actually, I think I've really dor& what Herb Simon refers to as "satistleing."
What I've done is to reject both what is impossible and untimelylike setting
up an independent commission (TVA?) to run Indian schoolson the one
hand, and tinkering with a few internal arrangements so as to leave powers
unaffected, on the other.

I see "independence," that is. integrity of educational authority and responsihility. as the heart of the matter. If that much can be gained it is either enough,
or it is step one on the way to a more radical solution. But a radical, solution in
this case is radical surgery, amputation. and such cutting is both dangerous and
dislocative. Besides, something usually gets discardee in amputation procedures.'

In this case it mild be the expertise about Indians going back more than a

hundred years. That's a lot to lose.

My recommendations are conservative, but I think they will he useful, if

tried. The only respected argument against them is that they may not be strong
enough. If so, then it's to the OR we must go. I don't know about you, but I'd
try anything that had promise before I'd let 'he surgeon amputate anything.
MEMORAND t'

To: Subgammittee on Education of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Uniad States Senate.
Rrom : Leon Ovsiew, professor. of educational administration. Temple University.

Subject : A report of an analysis of administrative structure; budgeting practice. and certain personnel factors of the Bureau of Indian Affairs as they
pertain to the education function.

lla to December 6, 1068.

SxerioN I
ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is intended to be a decentralized bureniteracy in
which some executive power is centralized at each of three levels.' Whether or
not this decentralized. but centralized. administrative structure is best for accomplishing BIA's educational functions is the sp4eifie problem to which this

section of the report is addressed.
The Concept of a Decentralized Bureaucracy. There are few executive org-aniza tlons. and no large-scale ones, which do not employ some form of the bureau-

cratic mode. Though the word "bureaucracy" has a pejorative quality, largely
caused by many unnecessary sins eonunitted in its name, it is still the only basic
structural form available for large organizations. It is not. therefore, that BIA's
administrative structure is a bureaucracy, centralized or decentralized, that
marks it as good or bad ; the question here is whether or not its version of the
bureaucriffiC:Tra-Oe is the-nrostsuitahle for the educational function it performs.
The particular form of decentralized bureaucracy wnieh is the basis for BTA's

organizational structure Is simply this; that as many operational decisions as
possible be made at the Area level rather an at the Washington level or the
1 The Department level is excluded from consideration heenuse the focus of this report Is
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, by definition of task.
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Agency level. The effect of BIA's version of decentralization is to centralize a
good deal of power in the Area Director, who 18 a "generalist" administrator.
Stat lag the principle does not, of course, indict the system; it does help to define the attitude of an organization toward its administration. The thesis of
this'report is that BIA's structure does prescribe a "power context" which has
major implications. For the education function, this "power context" is critical.
The problems created for Education by the decentralized structure of centralized Areas are iiot wholly visible at the abstract conceptual level. even though
negative judgments are often made about the xincIple of decentralization. Opposed te, such a priori judgments about decentralization are the cogent arguments about the size of the BIA's geographical scope. some 55 million acres of
land. and the distances and population sparsity characteristics which obtain
in this vast domain. It is also true. to some degree of operational fact at least,
that local and tribal differences are respected by BIA. Some kind of decentralization is manifestly necessary to deal rationally with all these complicating
variables.
'NFor Education, the problems of the system seem to be operational and bebailout' ones, especially leadership and adaptive behaviors. 'To see why this is
so, it is necessary to be clear about hw the system of decentralized (Washington) and centralized (Areal) bureisucAcy distributes decisioning authority.
If one were to draw a simplified picture of the BIA administrative structure
for Education and then show the line authority pattern through the structure, it
.

would look like this :

COMM !MON CR

Figure 1. Skeletal Chart of Line Relationships for the Education Function,
EIA.

1

If one follows the heavy black line, the authority pattern of BIA administrative structure describes a kind of repeated Z. The decentralization concept is
apparent, and it Islam apparent that the "generalist° (non-education) administrative officer Is, in fact, the educatio al decisionnmker at each lezfd. True, as
er "speaks for the Osmmissioner" as far
a line officer the Assistant Commi
as the Area Director is concerned. Bo understand the fact, but both also understand that Education does not really operate out Of Washington. Botb'know that
in his area the Director has even ore leeway pf authority than aPP...,ars in any
manual. The whole BIA structure is decentralized, so that no otte is hi much
doubt that it is the Area Directors who make or break the Bureau: and that their
real operating power is actually intended to he great enough to justify such accountability,Mfoemai though some of it ma, be. Certainly the power, formal and
informal, of the Area Director is not total, but it is great enough to enforce an
"influence pattern" from the Assistant Commissioner for things that matter most.

,
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The authority pattern works unaided for the routine, the "business" of office.
For leadership and for change in Education the method almost has to be influence rather than authority.
It is not unusual in organizations that accommodations should be made to neutralize or even overcome the fermalities that don't work well in the regular structure. Influence patterns and networks are, in fact, common, because there is a
will in all organizations to make things work. somehow. In the BIA structure,
however, it looks as though the influence pattern were designed on purpose;
rather than being an accommodation, the influence pattern is virtually ordained.
Its effects, therefore, appear to be purposeful, too.
The purposeful nature of the influence pattern, viewed through the Education

function, makes leadership extraordinarily difficult and efforts at change an

exercise of extraordinary complexity.
If Education were the highest priority function of BIA, it might be speculated
that the tight parameters of the authority pattern could be somehow overcome.
BatVducation is not BIA's highest priority, despite some verbalized recognition of
its centrality and despite its large share of the BIA budget. Since it is not at the

highest priority, Education must have a structural means for getting its job

done, if it is to get done at some level of quality higher than status quo.
A Consideration of Possible Alternative Organizational Structure. It should be
understood that two assumptions are being made in considering not only the need

for alternative organizational structures for BIA but the desirable characteristic
of alternatives: one is that Indi'n education requires considerable improvement
in many ways, and the other is that education is a function important enough to
require an accommodation by the BIA organizational structure, however well
the present structure may suit other expectations. This report does not net out to
"prove" the first of these two assumption, but the evidence for it from the reports
of competent observers is too persuasive to doubt. Indeed, like the education of
all disadvantaged minorities in the United Statei, It would be altogether remarkable if this assumption about Indian education were not self-evident as

truth. The second assumption is, of course, a bias such as is held by all

educators, and, happily, by millions of other people. The "proof" or this value
judgment is the independence of the public school system which has at great effort been kept separate from the ordinary affairs of civil authority. Americans
have always believed education to be something more and something different
from just another operation of the regular municipal g 'vernment. The assumption
here is that this is a vital tradition which has served the nation very well.
The most obvious alternative for achieving an "Independent" Education function would be to remove Indian education from ILIA, and there are those who
would so recommend. A case could be made, for example, for giving the function
to HEW, and the exasperation of some with the condition of Indian education
could lend credence to any such case. But these are at least three major arguments against this alternative :
1. HEW has never operated a school system. Its education manpower and
expertise are insufficient even for its current tasks in education. It is held to
believe HEW would wish to have the burden of operating Indian schools. and
harder still to believe that it would do a better job, if HEW had to Crork through
the Z pattern to do the job. And if it did not have to work through the Z. why
could not the same freedom be made possible within the Bureau?
2. BIA, whatever its shortcomings. has an enormous fund of knowledge aborit
Indian affairs which can and should contribute to sound judgments about Indian education. The danger or losing a valuable resource is real and mast be
compensated for heavily, if it is to be incurred. The implied advantages of HEW
operation do not promise such compensation.

3. Alternatives for quasi-independent operation of the Education function
within BIA can be devised which are less radical. less dislocating to BIA and
Indians alike, and far more feasible. At the very least. such an alternative should

be tried first.

The primary charaeteristie of a viable alternative structure for the Education
function is that leadership efforts should he both eneouraged and rewarded.
Though no one would be naive enough to believe that any structure alone can
make leadership flourish, it is nevertheless true that straps :e can frustrate
leadership. A good structure can do more; it can encourage good people with

ideas to east their fate with the organization for the rewards of aecompliahment.
In any event, if a structure actually hinders the exercise of leadership. it Depth;
chenging to a structure which eneouraged it. No principle or organization can
be more eertain.
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How does the present BIA structure constrain and impede the exercise of
educational leadership? By the quite simple necessity of making every educational idea, e
experimental hypothesis, every Possible adaptive change run
-educators who hold nearly complete authority over Education
the gauntlet o
operations and
oft budgets and spending leeways make new educational
n the non-postponaide noneaueation functions. Forced
ideas less attract!
to use an influence pattern for getting whatever consideration of their mangeideas they can, Education officials must learn to lose more often than they win,
and especially to lose the big Ideas. It takes only a little empathy to understand
the frustration this perception cadges for people who know that little ideas can
never hope to win the battle against the Inadequacies of a school system whose
Thole population is as disadvantaged as that of the worst of the urban Nark
ghettos.

There is another, more subtle point about the uses of a decentralised struoture. In th,ory, a major advantage of decentralisation is that it permit* a freer
exercise of political democracy. Opportunities exist when administrative decisions are made close to the point of their implementation ror the people affected
by them to affect lhe decisions. Indeed, there is a mystique about the idea ;
"grass roots" is almost more teen a metaphor. It would be satiefying to be able
to note` that such an advantage inheres in the BIA administrative stricture.
But the route upward through the echelons seems to be no less difficult than
downward for Education personnel, at least on the things that matter most.
The MA's philosophy of organisation derogates the educational administrator
and educational specialist in favor of decisioning by non - educator administrators.
It does nb more for the grass roots educator, either.

A Little History of Organization. The present Deputy Commissioner, Do
Theodore Taylor, has provided an invaluable history, of BIA's organisational
change in his doctoral dissertation. (The Regional Organisation of Bureau of
Indian Affairs. Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1959) Written out of both expert
ence end painstaking scholarship, the volume has many useful historical insights about current BIA regional (decentralised) organisation. Freely selected,
abstracted and restated, some of these ideas may be summarized, as follows:
1. BIA has had a number of organisational changes throughout its history.
The present format dates from 1949.

2. Organiradonal changes have usually rejected some change in the conceptualisation of the Bureau's purposes and rola

3. A transfer of functionhealth activities to the Public Health Service in

1955was supported by Interior, presumably including BIA officials.
4. Interior recognised that the logic oe its arguments for transfer of a specialised function such as health would apply equally well to education and other
functions, too. Timing and amount of dislocation ere offsetting considerations.
The history reassures anyone who may now
persuaded to recommend a
somewhat different functional structure for BIA that historical precedents for
doing so exist. One note of caution, which Dr. Taylor states most clearly in his
preface serves, further, to remind 01 those who think in absolutes that the practice is dangerous. Bearing in miWt certain injunctions against direct quotation.
Taylor's statement advises that area lever administration may provide a chance
to integrate functional programs by a generalist administrator better to meet the
needs of an area, but it does net guarantee it. He urges discretion in the use of
the areal administration concept.
.1nother publication which merits the attention of anyone who is considering
hoer BIA's administrative structure for the Education function might be proved

is the report of the Interdepartmental Committee (HEWInterior) tthe Subcommittee on the questioar of whether the responsibility for the education of

Indian children should be transferred to Office of Education (HEW) or remain
with BM In section VIII, Reoonsesendatioas for Improving Indian Bchamtfon,
the second recommendation, of 15, reads, "As long as the Federal Government
operates schools, the principal official responsible for education should be in a
role comparable to that of a superintendent of a major school system, i.e. with
full responsibility for. he *Mal educational enterprise, including school construe.
don, operation end maintenanee." (The Report recommends against transfer of
the Education ftinctien.)
Now, the Report does not say any more in explanation or defense of this state meet invoking the so-called "public school mode." The omission seems strange, for
the statement clearly contradicts the basic concept of BIA structure for the Edu-
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cation function. By definition, the contradiction makes the statement controversial. But the controversy is not pursued. It seems to be an opportunity lost,
for the "public school model" is by no means as entirely of a piece or so wholly
applicable to either Federal process or Indian education as it y seem to be.
ssimilarity
Still, the Report seems to be on the right track in highlighti r: t
between BIA structure for Education and the American r bile school way of
accomplishing the societal function of operating schools.
A New Structure for PTA Education. It is my deeply cone dered Judgment that

the present BIA decentralized-centralized administrative structure makes dramatic improvement in Education fundamentally impossible, by reason of a purposeful diminution of educational priority. The structure enforces, I believe, a
secondary role for the Assistant Commissioner for Education in favor of a primary one for the Area Director. There are plenty of verbalized assurances that
the Assistant Commissioner is a "line officer," and that "he speaks for the Commissioner," but these are empty because the line of accountability goes from Area

Director to Commissioner from Assistant Area Director for Education to Area
Director. The so-called "line" power of the Assistant Commissioner is nonoperational, as it is intended to be. He does not even control in any legitimate oPerational sense the Assistant Area Directors or the Agency Education Officers, simply
because all of them know that they operate within centralized structures (Area
and Agency) which must have precedence in controlling their behavior.

For Education such a structure is disabling. It stifles initiative, makes EduCation no more vital than, say, land management, and systematically (the
double entendre is intended) makes the Education officials bound by the iron con-

straints of protocol to non-education officials. To speak of the ossibility of an
"exemplary" Indian education under these circumstances of structure is pointless.' If change is necessary, as the move toward improvement explicitly requires
this existing structure must discourage it. It is a structure that rewards contentment with the status quo and punishes aggressive change-agent behavior.
The recommended alMrnative structure starts by °entraining more authority
and responsibility in the office of the Assistant Commissioner for Education.
(Not so incidentally, there is an obvious imbalance now in authority and responsibility in that office. An intolerable situation I) To do so the line authority of
the Area Director for any educational function must be abrogated. The divorce
on the line must be complete, though staff level coordination is useful and thim
necessary. I am recommending that Education be considered as special, different
from the other "civilian" administration for which the Area Office is responsible.
Education is special, for two reasons. It is, first of all, as big a function in
BIA as all the others combined ; its very site makes it complex and beyond
being contained in some list of a generalist administrator's multifarious responsibilities. But mote importantly the Education function requires 'nrofessonal
leadership more than it does managerial skill. Managerial skill, taking nothing
away from it, is a far more commonly found capability than leadership. In Edu-

cation management must be treated as :a second order and second echelon capability. The top position in educational function is leadership. Even in public school

systems there is no more common cause for mediocrity and failure than the
superintendency's being discharged in managerial rather than leadership terms.
In any complex professional function, leadership has to be a professional respon-

sibility. In law, for example, the court administrator is not expected to he a
leader ; he manages logistics. Leadership in law is a Job for men trained In the

law and respected for their eminence as professional lawyers. It is and can be no
less in education. The Area Directortan not be an educational leader, and because
he now has the powers of one, the result is that management actually displaces

leadership. There is an Alice -in- Wonderland quality about doing this sort of
displacement on purpose. It's awful enough that it happens so often by error or
inadvertence.

The alternative structure (See Figure 2) starts, then, with a "strong" pro
mendation is like the general recommendation of the Interdepartmental
fessional leader in the Assistant Commissionership. In this respect my recoil).

Committee cited above, which (Teske, of the Assistant Commissioner cast In
the model of the public school superintendent But there are some characteristics
of the BIA's responsibility which make the public school model inappropriate
in some important ways. Geographic spread is one of these characteristics, the
Please see the third eeetlon of this memorandum for another facet at this problem.
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dispersal of Indian children in boarding schools, day schools and public schools
Is another, and the special needs of Indian children as a disadvantaged minority

culture is a third. The structure for BIA. Education must be accommodated to
these variables. Therefore, there must be a geographical decentralization of the
Education professional administration staff and a considerably greater than
usual delegation of authority and responsibility to the field administrators. However, there seems ho need for repeating BIA's three-level office format ; two will
[suffice for Education.

The staffing pattern for the new Education structure is, of course, critical;
structure requires peOple working together. Because the actual format of these
roles is a basic right of any chief administrative officer, I am persuaded that
these recommendations should be general rather than specific. Visualizing a two-

level structure, Washington and the field, I see a Washington headquarters
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Figure 2. A Skeletal Chirt Showing the Basic Format of a Recommended Organ
izational Structure for the BIA Education Function.

9
*Please see the note at the end of this section for a statement on the problems of public
school relationships.
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staffed by the Assistant Commissioner and a small group of functional specialists: finance, curriculum and instruction, professional and pupil services, and a
small research and evaluation staff. I see a number of field offices, located in
some reasonable proximity to what hopefully well, iq time, be a rational distribution of Area Offices, which will have direct line ahthority over all the Indian
schools in each of their respective regions. These regional (field) offices will
require a functional staff of specialists. I will not suggest a role format, except
(1) to say that the present format is clearly not ideal, and (2) to suggest one
special and vital new role, for which see Section H, The Budget Process for the
Education Function.
All Indian Schools would operate under the line authority of the field office
of the Deputy Assistant Commissioner, through the special function line officers
of his staff. With these relatively simple changes from the typical public school
model, the essential strength of that model is conferred upon the BIA Education
function. There is a direct professional leadership and administrative function ;
.

an integrity and independence of Education consistent with its purpose and
needs, and a nsasonable possibility that responsibility can be discharged with

commensurate authority.
Note: There is a question of philosophy which I personally have fotmd quite
disturbing. It deserves mention here. The question is, "Does BIA have a program
responsibility for Indian children who are attending public schools?"
Of course Federal control in public school education is prohibited, and anything
which looks like control is potentially disturbing. Even so, the Federal Government has assumed responsibility for Indians, including their education. How then
does this responsibility get discharged? Is it ethical for the government to give
over Indian children to public schools, even with Johnson O'Malley money, and
leave it at that? I doubt it.
Indian children are special, if for no other reason than that they are seriously
disadvantaged economically and socially. With respect to Anglo culture they are
also culturally disadvantaged. The evidence of widespread lack of pollitive self-

concept, the greater-than-normal incidence of mental health problems which

characterises the Indian teenage population, the need to provide strong additional

language education (English as a second language), as well as all the special
problems of acculturation 4s quite clean Public schools cannot be assumed to be
attuned to all these needs, to have developed programs to deal with them, or to
be willing to spend their resources in doing so.

I was shocked to find that BIA does not, apparently es a matter of policy,
engage in any programmatic cooperation with public school people, of whose
desire and willingness to do justice to their Indian students there can be no doubt.
BIA. knows about Indian children, or if they don't, they should. Public schools
don't, and can't really be expected to, on their own.

I would strongly urge that the new Education Division make programmatic
cooperation, with public schools a high priority. Most Indian children are, of
course, in public schools. No BIA Education function can be really responsible to

its obligations if it does not go as far as the law allows in being directly concerned with all that happens to the Indian children who are sent off to public
school.

Secrroe II

e,

THE BUDGET PROMOS FOR THE EDUCATION FUNCTION

This is the wrong year to be assessing the BIA's budgeting practices. It's an
awkward time. The older system of line and category budgeting le being phased

out, except that it isn't quite; (it's being hung onto in the field, like a security
blariket in favor of a Planning, Programming Budgeting System. The trouble is
that BIA, like many other Federal agencies, has not yet be enable to make PPBS
work. And that is no surprise.
For the Education fpnetion the road ahead in PPBS' budgeting will surely not
be easy. No one, anywhere, has'yett quite achieved a true PPBS budgeting process

for Education. The reasons why are that PPBS requires at least (1) program
objectives clearly stated, in measurable behavioral terms, (2) many individual
program designs, current and future, (3) operations analysis, (4) program
performance measures. (5) a management information system and a data bank
to support it. None of these basic requiiements for PPBS exists in BIA, and few
exist anywhere in Education yet.
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As matters now stand it can be said, categorically, that the Albuquerque data
center k producing no information relevant to PPBS for anyone: Agency, Area
Or Bureau. There are no known plans at the Center for its d.dng so. Nor, at this
time, are the budget makers at the School, Agency or. Area levels skilled in the

hard disciplines of PPBS. One can only assume, rationally, that as PUBS is
better underatqod at the Bureau level these understandings will be expressed in
process protocols and shared in some program of training for relevant personnel
throughout the BIA. There certainly ought to be no doubt that a PPBS budgeting
process simply will not work unities all who participate understand the special

demands such a budget makes upon them. The supposition that they have all
"been through a PPB11 venture once" ,..hould not mislead anyone, for, In fact,
none bas. What passed for a Pi'BS process last year wasn't, no matter what it
was called and no matter that come forms bore titles using the initials.
No one should fault BIA for not yet being able to do a satisfactory ?PBS
jab. Even DOD has still not done a perfect job with a far easier set of tasks.
Systems theory, systems analysis; cost effectiveness, cost analysis, etc, are all

reasonably well understood, but nti one yet has mastered the intricacies of applying them to human beings engaged in becoming educated. There are no really
reliable quantifying ways to measure how much "bank" them is "far the" edleaidanal "buck." There are some who believe that the best that PPBS can ever do

in Education is to be proximate rthat legitimate expectatiats for PPRS in
Education must fall short of theoretical possibilities. The point is certainly
controversial. and no definitive position need be taken away. EVen If PPBS inn
Education does only a tittle of what it theoretically could do, great advance
over ordinary budgeting will result

The hope has to be that the Program Planning Branch can he persuasive in

showing Oongrestk and BOB how much more lime and skill PPBS will require to

be worth doing at all. The heart of PPBS is planning. In Education alone the
planning PPBS requires is so much more demanding than anything that has
ever been done by BIA personnel that no valid way to express the difference
comes to mind. It is aualtogether different order of activity, a discripline no one
in BIA has been required to be able to do.

It is no fault of BIA that the PPBS cart has come before the planning horse.
The Executive Order requiring PPBS put the technique before the capability,
for PPBS is a discipline, a kind of technical tool, through which educational and
financial planning may be raised to a higher level of excellence and sophistication.
But the tool does not confer the capability, and the quality level of planning and

programing does not change just because the PPBS format Is applied. It Is the
discipline of PPBS that matters. It would have been fttr better if the capability
had been achieved first, if a real planning function had been developed before
displaying it through PPBS. What has so far been displayed is that the planning
capability does not yet exist.

There is no real point in discussing "past" budgeting practice, even if it is

really current. It is no more than line budgeting by category, such as is practiced
by countless organisations in and out of government Of course it comes "from

the bottom up" according to approved process principles. though the "bottom
up" really contributes little more than its own "fines." New ideas find expression
in dollars, but these have really been worked out up through the echelons in
the preliminary' "Program Memorandum" first By the time the budget is made,
BOB, Interior and Bureau know the allowed amounts; all, of course, within
the context of Appropriations. From the perception of the held. the 'budget is an
Area Director's document. He decides who gets what, depending on his general
instructions from the Commissioner.

,

There is nothing sinister. in any of this, naturally ; it's designed that way. A
PPB system will make the budgeting process less arbitrary, more responsive
tc needs, more dependable as a fit between planning and practice, and surely
\ more pessaudve upon BOB and Appropriatione. So it's more useful to talk about
the future in budgeting, when PPB will become operational.

As long as the present strnature remains in force, even PPB vaillopot help
Education enough. The budget will still be the Area Director's. Even if one
dismisses objections to the fact that Education 'money is assessed 10e:certain
costa which are not educational, each as "common services," and even_ if one
ignores the contrary policy that puts adult education within Community Services
rather than Education, it is the Generalist manager who makes vital Education budget decisions, not the professional leaders Even in our slave city school
Widens few mayors or councils have the temerity actually to make an educe-
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tion budget, however much they exert pressure against it. Of course any professional administrator should be subject to the control of a higher public
authority, but at the policy level rather than the middle management level.
The Commissioner, BOB, Interior, Appropriations all policy peopleshould examine Education budget requests, but not Area Directors who are incompetent
to make educational policy. Obviously, budget decisions are policy decisions.
The integrity of a PPB system for Education in BIA depends upon the directline authority-responsibility structure reoommended in Section I of this report.

Without such a structure no PPBS worth its effort could be depended -upon to
give Education its due, and this report is directed at optimizing that eventuality ;
so much so that two additional reoothmendations for implementing the PPBS

for Education are offered. Bath are integral to and crucial in the successof
PPBS, and they nuke it a legitimate prospect that the Education function can
be remade so as, to value change for improvement rather than setting its
premiums for stability and the status quo.
Recommendations for an Educational PPBS. A distinction must be made be-

tween PPBS as a (1) format for presenting away to spend money and as a (2)
display of planning and programs expressed in dollars. BIA does not yet do
either, but the first isn't worth doing at all unless the second is at least being
attempted.
It is uat coincidental, of course, because PPBS grew out of the search to plan

complex operations with greater skill and rationality, but it is absolutely true
that the process of educational change also depends upon the quality of planning and, prograteming. Another way to emphasize the conevt is to say that
PPBS has no greater utility than charting the direction of change in an organization. Developing a. PPBS capability for the Education function has its best

pay -off in making educational improvement both more rational and more likely.
Even independent of the Area Director's powers, the Education function is not
geared with only present staff, however deployed, to venture far into the esoterica
of planning and programming.' The Assistant Commissioner will have to intro-.
duce seine new people into the field level offices who will be agents for educational
change. They should be specialists in educational planning and programming.

In this capacity they will be full-time budget officersnot financial officers
for the Deputy Assistant Commissioners charged with systematic cultivation of
educational change ideas, with marshalling ideas from throughout the region,
or wherever; which promise to improve educational programs in Indian schools
and, hopefully, in public schools which serve Indian children. By a procest of
planning, which includes cleat statements about ,goals and objectives, systems
analysis, feasibility planning, resource allocations, and, ultimately budgeting,
programs can.be rationally developed.

Albeit -sketchy, the description above does suggest a person consciously employed to produce plans for educational change and development in his role as
budgeter. He must, it would seem patent, be an educator of more than ordinary
qualifications. The operation of the PPBS would be his responsibility, under the
administrative control of the Deputy Assistant Commissioner.

If the Education function is restructured for, independence from the Area
Directors, it would also have budget responsibilities independent of the rest of
the BIAas it should. It will develop, through a current contract' with a major
management consulting firm, a management system and, hopefully, the protocols
required for data input and informatiOn output from the Data Center so that
both management and budgeting can be raised to levels of sophistication the

organization needs so much.

Sr.orion III
PERSONNEL FACTORS

Let it be clear that there is no intention in what follows to criticize individuals
in the BIA Education Division or elsewhere in the organisation. Nor is there
any intended presumptical of generalizing across the BIA from relatively small
interview samples. Since this is not an investigative report, there was no attempt
to assess the quality of people. There are, however, some general observations
that seem to be wholly dependable which are expressed here for the purpose of
showing why the basic recommendation of this report ought to be implemented.
Please see Section III for some additional thoughts on the subject of personnel 4:spit-

ball:Us.
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The Field Edecation Officer. For someone used to public schools and familiar
with. wheel administration principles and practices from a lifetime as a professor
of the subject, observing the role of Agency Education Officer and Asaiabant'Area
DirectorEducation elicits a kind of puzzled PRY. Nothing like the relationship

that exists between the Macedon official and the Area. Director exists in the
public schools. Few prefeeelonal educators prepared for administrative responsibility would -willingly allow their expertias to be so diminished by a middle
echelon manager who makes professional decisions for them. The way it is, to
use an analogy, is what it would be like to see an M.D. submitting his surgical
approval, and
procedure plan for the eon- professional hospital :Administrator
IA structure.
then following variant orders. Unthinkable? Not in the p
All that saves the situation from surrealism is that people try to behave ration
ally ; the education officer usually does get as much of a "free hand" as is consistent with his personality matched to the Area Director's.
It can be notaccident that education officers are not recruited as such from
public schools. Rather, they grow up in the BIA service, learning the system and
its demands long Ware they get to occupy education daces positions. Of coups,
the system does get inbred that way ; but as long as the present structure con-

tinues, as long as the Education function Is not matched by an appropriate
responsibility and authority for education ()Metals, as long as educational ex, pertise and leadership are devalued in favor Of middle management, how can

the Education function be anything but inbred?
Inbreeding is not the worst aspect of she system.. The behavioral disciplines
that the system enforces are far worse. There are really only 'Arse ways a field
education officer can act: (1) he can defer without dissent, or (2) he can dissent

aggressively and "fight" for his ideas, or (ff) he can cultivate a personal relationship which yields him a measure of influence with the Superintendent or
Area Director. Few experienced public school professional administrators would
find any of these behtetiora endurable for long. Certainly any organizatios requires
dlcipiined behavior, but it also accords the professional the respect and dignity
his qualifications confer. Policy restraints by a board of education or executive

restraints by a superordinate professional are necessary and acceptable, but
not policy and executive restraints on professional judgments by middle management non-professionals. Apparently it takes long training to produce professional educators who can work in the BIA structure.

The Change Psychology. School organizations everywhere are designed for
stability, not for change. Thirty years of intensive study of educational change
phenomena show that change ideas always have trouble making theft way
through educational systems. That's not all bad, of course, becauee no one wants
a school chat is uncommitted and instable. But certainly impermeability Is no
virtue In school systems. When educational change becomes almost impossible,
the enterprise la in a fair way of dying. It has become apparent in public schools
that the process of controlled, planned change is of the very highest priority.

Indeed, almost all recent redo* education legislation has stressed innova-

tion and change as the first priority.
The BIA structure is designed more than most for stability. It is doubtful that

very much could be done with or to the people in the organization, given the
present structure, to encourage innovative educational practice. Recent changes

alh the exceptions which prove the point. Most modest, recent changes are

almost entirely &function of BSP1A Title I. And even hefe It is easy to )se misled, for it was not the new money that made change possible, but the fact that

the new money could only be used for new purposes. The truth is that the

Title I proposals were virtually all old ideateWhich had never bee, able to work
their way through the budged/se process for funding.
The recent kindergarten program Is even more obvious proof of the point:
kindergartens are over a hundred years old as a proved educational practice. It
tbok a new Assistant Commissioner determined to get the practice installed to
break through the barriers. And even so, hip success in doing so has been less
than total. Had It not been that Beadatart experienee proved so successful in
creating the demand among. Indiana themselves, there might still be no kindergartens.
There seems no doubt that the Education Division must be restructured, as
recommended, if educational change ie to become possible. And it will require, as

recommended, that educational planners at the field level will be necessary
to introduee new ideas into the field offices and to program and budget innovative
practice. But even that won't be enough, for the "old" Bureau hands must be
vitalized.

s
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Given a structure and a planning carsom_ty, it would seem :probable that a new
mood could be developed in the BIA Education Division. Freed of the restraints
the "line" now imposes, responsible to an Assistant Commissioner who wants to
build an exemplary educational system, it would appear to be a good bet that
whatever latent leadership skills the current education officers have and there
surely are somecould be released and made operational. People do rise to role
demands, given opportunities to do so. One thing does seem to be certain: the
present structure not only serves to reward unaggressive behavior and docility
but punishes, usually by transfer, those who persist in behaving like educational

leaders. The reward system of BIA discourages leadersidp, on purpose. It is,
therefore, not possible to conceive of change and improvement in the present
structur
It the -eward system were based on evidence of leadership behavior, if the
challenge tt the task were matched by a probability of accomplishment, old bands

could change and new hands of high leadership quality could be recruited for

administrative roles.
In short, unless the structure is changed, and budget leeway for new educerMufti pfarmers is created, the BIA Education function can never do much bet-

ter than it's doing now. If changed, there is high probability that educational

change will burgeon.

Senator KENNEDY. Our next witness is Mr. William Penseno, of the
National Indian Youth Council.
Mr. Penseno, maybe you can begin by giving us a brief outline of
your own educational experience.
STATEMENT OP WILLIAM PENSENO, NATIONAL INDIAN TOMB
COUNCIL

Mr. PENSENO. I would like to apologize first for not providing you

with copies of my testimony. But I have revised

and I will get

copies.

My name is Bill Penseno. I am part Indian and vice president

of the National Indian Youth Council. I am a product of both Federal
boarding schools and Oklahoma high schools. I started in a parochial

school in Ponca City, Saint Mary's, Catholic. I have gone to many
State colleges, both small and large and private. I am a senior at
Central State College in Oklahoma.
I am not here to represent Indians. I am not an Indian. leader. I
do not wish to be a so-called Indian leader. I do wish to be an Indian
worker. I do wish to see fundamental chaniges ii} the systematic rela-

tions that Indians have with their socializing agencies, especially
the schools.

I come not with malice, but with a conscience, and desperation. I
cannot sit quietly and watch the terrible tolls in wasted human life,
lives of young Indians, my own family, that come from the failures
of the Tndian help programs. Always these failures are said to be

the Indians' fault. Always we must change ourselves to suit the

faculties that they provided us. We are totally administered. We can
experience nothing directly but death.

So we have turned to death. We don't fear death, only the life

that we are provided with. We turn to death by drinking on railroad

tracks in Ponca City and greeting our salvation train. We drown
ourselves in wine and smother our brains in glue. The only time we
are free is when we are drunk.
I am speaking of my own flesh and blood as of this hour. Yet
three is another walking death that we are driven to, social dezoh.
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The enduring suicide of personal invalidation, cultural disenfranchisement, and a schizoid world of fractured loyalties which is encouraged
in schools. These problems must be viewed in an educational context,
and the educational experiences we are subjected to must be seen in

their total 'structural context.
For this reason I will speak in the same breath. of Government
schools and Oklahotaa public schools because I consider the process
to be the same. Both proceed on the same definition of Indians, and
the operative differences are minor. There is less tolerance for Indian
goof-ups in public schools. In Ponca you get one chance, and then
you go to,Chilocco.

Senator KENNEDY. Where?
Mr. PENSENO. Chilocco, 20 miles north. At Chi locco there is more

group security for the Indians. They have a sort of intimate culture.
In fact, the only reason Indian kids go to Indian schools and return
to them is because of friendships they make there, not because of any
pretense of getting an education.
I will try to honestly account for why it is that learning does not go
on in these places and exactly what does go on there and what the National Indian Youth Council is doing about it.
The school is the enemy. Public and Indian education are teaching
us not to survive in a healthy community but tww to be disintegrated.

Embalming is a recent addition to Indian school curriculums. They
are planning our funeral with a premature death certificate canc.,
termination.

Let it be heard here we are not peorle of a romantic past or ir-

relevant present.. We intend to live until the end of time. Indians are
a different people; different, not wrong; different, not opposing; different, not, inferior; different, not anomalous. We are not culturally
deprived, disadvantaged, or underachievers. We do not take .this in
an ideological vacuums
Tribalism is no hindrance to us but support. We have a basic confidence about our affairs that has been developed over thousands of
years. It takes imagination and cohesion to survive the way we did for
the past hundred years or so.
The school is the enemy. It attacks the very roots of the existence of
an Indian student. May I quote from some of the teachers at these
schools

"Just because you are Indian, don't be lazy." "Don't be so much an
Indian." "I would rather have a spoon than a horse"as if they were
different.

A student in Ponca City asks if she has to sit by an Indian. The
teacher says, "No, I know what you mean." Our girls are called
squaws. We are greeted with,,"How." If it rains, we are asked if we
have been dancing. If we get dhaircut, we are asked if they eaksealp
us. Everything we know and cherish is derided and made algid of

jokes.
We are given etiquette lessons in Indian schools as if we didn't know

how to express our feelings properly. One boarding school has lessons
in dating, as if we could not be trusted in courtship, as if we weren't
taught right, as if what our folks tell us and shows us is wrong or at
least backward.
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The ways that Indians can exhibit that the Indians' cultural base
is not stagnated are very narrow. It is on-going. Indian people make
decisions each day and within this context. But the problem is the
limits within those definitions and how decisions operate.

The professionals say the problem of Indians is their values. What
is an Indian if he doesn't have his values? They will say in the same
breath to retain our heritage, presers;e your exotic lures, songs, dances,
as if they are separate from people.

In Ponca City there is a group of white people who make money
dressing up in Indian costumes and doing our. dances sacred dances.

These people avoid Indians in the same town like the plague. Our
artifacts are more real to them than we are.

There is also an Oklahoma Indian .myth about a few people 'with
a little Indian blood who have made it in white.society. I don't want
to knock these people in their jobs, but I direct my concern to the
other 991/ percent. I sincerely wish that tribal societies had produced
these people. But there is nothing yet indicative of the great Indian
success pattern. 'Unfortunately, the Indians who make it have little
Indian blood, less Indian contact, still less Indian contact, and almost

no Indian allegiance. Sometimes, the only people who call these people
Indians are white people.
It is sad that these few become objects for Validating the contention

4at there really is something wrong with Indians in their values.
The myth is perpetuated. The real issue is skirted. The real issue is
whether Indians will be able to exhibit their own competency to them-

selves and their children so that life can go on, not death.
The school is the enemy. It attacks the existence of an Indian student. Simply stated, the problem with Indians is that they are Indians
as seen by others. This iis stated in a myriad of sophisticated ways to
excuse the miserable performance of those charged with teaching
Indian students.
The fact that a graduate class at a Federal boarding school had a
median level of ninth grade in a battery test was described as something wrong with the students. The structure of school administrators
interpret all of this reality in the defense-of their schools. Never does
the administration even fear that something could be wrong. with
the school.
The antidotal office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs reacted to last
week's article on Indian schools in the New Republic. They said, "We

have not read the article yet, but we are sure the charges cannot be
true."
The valedictorian of a recent class of the same school went back
to the reservation and could not pass his tribe's civil service exam.
Indian education is an alien system designed not to meet Indian

needs and goals but to minimize the havoc and embarrassment caused
by the disruption of In.dfan institutions by outside influences. Social
disorganization is thename of the game, and a chief contributor over

the years has been the Federal education program. The chief effort
toward helping Indians has been through education. The result of the
Federal participation is cultural deprivation. The Indian community
is deprived of its most energetic and creative members with their
period of bondage as a planned, permanent condition.
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The success is measured in terms of how permanently the Indians
become removed from their families. In other words, he does not go
back to the blanket. Indians send their children to schools with mixed
emotion. They want them to eat, but they send them off to school at
the dire risk of losing them.

Each time I go off to college, imy grandfolks all come over for
dinner and pray that I will come back to them. It is not just my.

physical presence they want. Having Indian blood is not a necessary
good. 'Having an all-Indian staff at boarding school does not nece°
sarilr help.
,
Who killed Sitting Bull! Wno caltured Geronimot Who befeayed
Chief Joseph? Indians, did.
./
Indian sthools deprive the student of the teaching experience and
counsel of his elders. This sickness cult called social aspiration is
actually rewarded in the school systems.
When.I was in high school, I would be walltilig down the street
with my friends, and they would get picked up for sniffing glue or

drinking, and they would be taken to the station. I know they set
me on a pedestal. They asked me my name, and I told them. They
put everybody else in jail, and they sent me home. They did not

want to tarnish my record. They wanted to use me as a club to batter
the rest of my friends.
"Socialization" is not, only a word, it is a real and disintegrating
consequence that denies the existence as is to the Indians. It has never

dawned on anyone that Indians are' something and a valid something. It has been a long and well-known fact that Indians are' inS
a*transitional phase from nothing to something and that there is
something wrong with that.
It is also true that a real Indian is unfettered by civilization. This
means that structurally Indians are all that wilitiM do not consider
themselves to be. Just ponder that a moment. Real Indians are, then,

those who are dirty, lazy, drunken, and incidentally, uneducated.
These are the people who drive Indian cars, live in shacks, apply for
welfare.

If one accepts these definitions about himself and his family and
proceeds oil that road to being educated, the problem of the school
is clear. If one accepts this as being the nature of his people and his
culture, then he is surely lost.
The Indian dropout rate will attest to those who do not snIztscribe
to those definitions. These definitions do not serve the purpose of
the Indian and his family. In this sitmtion the Indians cannot act.
They can only react in destructive manner not consonant with our
own interest.

It is frequently said that the hope of the Indians is in their youth.
and have more of a chance to get out of
They are less contamina

the cultural trap. It is t en., that the Indian hope is that their youth
and education will be eir salvation. To accomplish this, all the
values that the Indians hold must be invalidated in the schools. Their
behavior must become most like the whites see themselves as acting.

l'n other words, it is the aping of what Indians think whit., expect
of them, a caricature of what society demands.
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Those ivho do not follow this behavior are soon ousted as being
troublemakers and unprogressive. It is not that there is something
per se wrong with these problems. It is that it works a destructive
effort on individual human beings who think they have to become
something different in order to learn a task.

Students who show promise are told : "You are not like other Indiars. You are exceptional." These definitions that have been cast
about us are not true. This is not what Indian people consist of. We
are proud people and people of many talents. It is absurd to consider
that these definitions are what Indian nature is.
The schools further contribute to socialization by teaching a student

an experience that cannot be shared with their parents. This further
widens the gap between members of families. It reminds me of the
last summer I spent at a boarding school. The local superintendent
came to speak to us about why Indians did not achieve. He said Indians were not achievement oriented and that Indian parents had too
Much grip on their children. The children not being able to put Alp
with the school cannot adjust and drop out.

The blame was then placed on the parents. They did not make th3
children go to school. There was never a moment when the qtrestion
was presented about the school. The schools are the process through
which a student gains intellectual eyes to view the world. The power
of the school as a defining agency becomes obvious. School cannot be

separated from the community in which it is situated or from the
genesis of the perspective that is presented by the school.

The school, in terms, of Indian consideration, becomes the instrument of one people viewing another. The quality of the viewing aro
the ability and extent to which the viewed people accepts a ; true the.
perspective determines the marked amount of stress that the people
who are being viewed will experience. Thus, it becomes important
to note what the attitudes are of the people who program education
for Indians.
I was visiting an Indian school last month. Movies weee being shown

in the auditorium about cavalry, and Indians. The Army was out
numbered and holding an impossible:osition. The Indians attempt -

sneak up on the Army were being killed, one every shot
When it finally appeared that the Indians were going to overrun the
Army, the cavalry appeared over the horizon with their bugles blowing.
The whole auditorium full of Indian students cheered. This is what I
mean. How better could the effects be stated? This is Indian education.
It is neither Indian nor education.
in

It is no yonder, the way Senator Kennedy speaks, that Indian
children have the poorest self-image of any minority groap in the

country. Added to this fact is that by self-admission one-fourth of the

teachers who serve as teachers to Indian children would rather be
ten ching someone else. This is feffected in the treatment.

Last week my sister, who is at Chilocco, was bitten by a police dog
that was Sicced on her by one of the *employees there. Mv cousin last
month got caught sniffing glue and was handcuffed and kicked and
beaten by two counsi;ors..At Red Rock, which I think is 10 miles from
Senator Bellmon's home, last month Dennis Black was hit in the head
bye wrench by one of the faculty members there.
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In a Federal boarding school the job descriptions are indicative of
this purpose, instructional aid, attendant, matron, and guard. These are
words for penaland mental institutions, not seats of learning. It makes
me think the purpose is recriminatory, not educational.
Last ,year, 200 kids were kicked out of a high school institute for
drinking alone. They were pushed out. If the purpose were education,

you ,yould think they would keep at least half those kids in school

f,thdre,,,To say Indian schools are educational, is a cruel joke. The jokes
are on my brothers, sisters, and cousins.

The definitions that are cast by the school on the Indians, by the
teaching without a version of reality, testing on the part of the child
and his parents are such, that the school acts for the purpose of the
school and there is no reciprocal way for the Indians to gain experience
to deal effectively with their children's education. Indians in a situation
can only react.
These definitions are an important source of educational context into

which all of the problems confronting the American Indian are
them is a belief that Indian culture and life viability ceased in the

early 18.i Os or, so. They think the Indian is becoming absorbed in the
American fabric. They say that all Indians have ceased to be ongoing.
Even the indices for determining a real Indian are easily stated. The
definition for "real Indian" has come to mean all the things that whites
consider themselves not to be. Whites don't consider themselves to be
dirty, drunk, lazy, gut - eating, shack dwellers, and so forth. This is the

definition assigned to Indians. Neither do whites teach their kids

that - '.they don't teach their kids verbally that is what Indian. people
are. These are structurar definitions that people act on, not tr. Insmit
verbally,
There has been no acceptance of the various Indian communities as
constituting a true ethnic community but only as a problem. If the
analysis of the Indian problem were to expand to include the concept
that Indian people constitute a true ethnic community that can and
should continue and not merely a problem that must be terminated, the
problems I believe people would move toward solution. The threat
must be removed, I hope, by legislation that Indians will be-legislated
out of existence.

The problem is not with the Indians. They merely react. The problem is with the institutions that service Indians. Why is it such a problem to consider the problem in these termq? The institutions that serve
Indians were created by man, and the Indians were created by God.
Surely the institutions are more amenable to change than the people.

On the individual level, a period of ersonal confrontation has to
precede anything else. This course of study should begin in the ele-

mentary level, but since it has not then it is necessary not only in terms
of time but, also reality that this crop of students will more than likely

drop out They must know who it is they are, not only in terms of
America but more importantly in terms of their own people: They

must learn this in school. They must not be tools in the hands of white
people to batter their friends with.
To meet these problems the National Indian Youth Council operated
a successful institute in American Indian studies this past summer at

Kansas University and Haskell Institute. The institute brought ,to-
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gather 35 Indian students from all across the country and from diverse
tribes who wanted to gain knowledge not only of an academic nature

but also experimentally in having a part in shaping their own

education.

For the first time we had our own thing. We spent a couple days
sitting in a big circle in silence, getting used to the idea that we are
expected to risks decisions, formulate our own policy and make our
own rules.

Incidentally, we had no dropouts at the institute last summer because
everybody had a hand in the institute. It was the belief of the people
involved that Indians need only experience in operating modern institutions to be successful and to put together a continuity, that these were

Indian things if Indians were the originators and the planning force
behir.i the activity.
It was our contention that given the situation if an institution serving Indians were responsive to the Indian rather than the other way
t This meant in terms
around, that Indians could act rather than
of the school would be for the students not th student for the prede.
fined school. This would allow the institute to defined as an Indian
thing.
The institute first and foremost was an experiment in self-d
nation. A professional sta was hired and managed by Indians.
subject to the discretion and vote of the
activity of the institute
students. It was determin that the curriculum would remain fiexibts
and open to student reality. This was laid out in general terms.
We feel we were faced with an alternative of either dropping out or
selling out in the present structure. We wanted to devise a third alternative, to examine the experiences that. Indian college students and
Indian young people perceived in their experience to be problematic.
This in many ways was an examination of the contemporary scene in

which young Indians find themselves. In essence, it amounted to a
course within which the conceptual tools were taught that would enable the student to determine his own, position and who he is structurally.
There was very little Indian culture taught as such. The students
taught each other many things. It was the feeling of the students that

values are Irit to be contemplated but can best be seen while in action.
We didn't go up to the blackboard and ask, "How would Crazy Horse

like this sentence?" We decided the way we did it would make an
Indian.
Our interest was not preserving anything but igniting something in
our own communities and in ourselves. In other words, the way the
values are expressed and realized is through an environment that lets
those values emerge and act:
It would seem that the success this operation has been in the ability of the participants to deal nincatemscal and personal terms, to

participate in an operation of an AMIFrican Indian institution that
American Indian students had primary responsibility for. And we defined and we moved the curriculum in our own way. This has a great
deal to say about the process of Indian initiative and self-determination and the kind of environment that fosters these concepts.
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The students took in hand not only the program in the direction of
the resource person but also found a way to move toward formalizing
a perspective they have gained together.
These are a few of he comments that came from students at the institution. Indian college students have in many ways become enemies
of their own people. They are potential enemies in that so many have
denied their people's existence or have accepted the negative definition
that people hold about Indians. When they have chosen this path, they
have accepted the structural beliefs about their own people and have
thus become an enemy:

The institute can give the people the forum to examine their own
beliefs and motives and hopefully hip to make potential
tial enemies into
resources, make Indian workers out of us and
way out of the
dilemmas presently facing us.

When I told my mother about what it was that our institute was
trying to accompl,sh by having a third alternative she began to cry.
She told me we are poor people. As apparently die wished the best
for me and wanted me to have an education so that we would not suffer
as they have suffered, mother said : "Most of the young people who had
gone to school became different. When they came back, they could not

stand around their own people. It hurts me to see that my son would
beceme so muclidi &rent and apart from me."

it hurt to have.this happen, but I was prepared to endure this so
she would not have to suffer like they have. "It makes me happy to
think if you are successful, I can still see me in you and you have
an education."
The program of the national youth council is over all community
development. We were instrumental in getting funds for the community development association in Ponca City. It is a completely autonomous enterprise conducted by the indigenous leaders of the tribe.
We have our own radio program, and we have our own store now.
And we fire going to try to start an agricultural co-op.
We are also thinking in terms of education. We have tutoring programs in junior high. At the elementary level we have two classes
after school for the kids in the first to sixth grades. Basically it is in
their own language and in the legends of the tribe and the history of
the tribe right now.
The teachers athe White Eagle School told us that the Indian kids
would not come to these classes in the first place. They would not sit
still, would not be quiet. They were too unruly to sit in school.
Wesat them in a circle, ancl my grandmother is teaching them how
to speak Ponca. She has a' soft voice, and these kids sit quietly and
listen. contrary to their expectations.
4 It is not the place of our institutions to teach about who particular
tribes are, nor could we if we wanted to, but the institute can put the
resources at hand for the students to determine how Indians stand in
relations to the rest of the United States in terms of culture identity
and structural definitions.
The institute expanded this summer to accommodate four institutes,
four different locations. In terms of other skills we have these recom-

mendations. A curriculum of American Indian studies to be established in all Federal boarding schools, and in schools of significant
Indian attendance.
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We had hoped that the Johnson-O'Malley funds could be used for
these purposes like these after classes after White Eagle : ids learning about their own tribes and own language that a school board be
appointed for each Federal boarding school with the authority to hire
and fire employees, This can be accomplished by contracting to the
school board as a nonprofit educational corporation.
In connection with the Indian curriculum, an Indian history shouldS
be commissioned to be written and compiled by the various tnhm, this

history to be not only written but also oral and from an Indian
perspective.

We would like to see establishment of facilities for Indian parents
to visit their children at Federal boarding, schools. It is bad enough

to be away from them, but they can't visit them for any length
of time. At Chilocco this Christmas they had a 1-day Christmas vacation. My sister., who lived only 20 miles frcii us, could not come home.
The people who visit may be for a week or two at the Indian schoOls
can meet with the kids there of their own tribe and teach them maybe
their legends and some of the history of the tribe and the language.
You need in Federal boarding schools teacher evaluation based on
performance by the students. You need student evaluation also of the
teachers and professional staff and dormitory life. You need to continue the efforts in the vocational areas. You need to have exemplary
vocational schools.
Also, I think we need to build Indian schools in Alaska and Arizona,

where they have many Navahos, so that they will not be so far away
and removed from their parents.
,
Those are the only recommendations we have right now. But we are
proceeding with our institute, which we hope will counteract some
of the exodus from our tribes.
Senator KENNEDY. I want to commend you for your statement. I
think that you have given -us the finest insight yet of the attitude of
the young Indian people you speak for, as well as being, I am sure, a
spokesman for many other Indians who have gone through the system.
I-think your testimony here is extremely revealing and very sensitive.
I think it is very frank and honest.
I think all of the members of this committee as well as the Senate,
will benefit from reading your statement. I think it is splendid. It is
one of great anxiety and should stir the conscience of all of us.
In the latter part of your statement, you made some recommendations. You talk about the' development of a varied curriculum for the
respective =schools that would take into consideration the conditions
and heritage of the Indian people, and this would make the educational system much more relevant to the present-day problems that
Indians face.

You also talked about a school board appointed byand I began

to lose you. I did not quite understand what you were driving at.
Mr. Ilmisztvo. For the Federal boarding schools, I might say, first,
I would like to see kids not be sent more than 200 miles, if at all possible, from their home to boarding school, and also the tribes in that
area to comprise a vote from each tribe or one from each area : MEM-

hers of the school board for the Federal boarding school, with the
authority to hire and fire teachers and counselors.
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Senator KENNEDY. You also recommended the building of supplementary facilities so that the parents can visit their children; student,
evaluation; making the vocational schools much more relevant to the
kind of job opportunities which exist in a lot of these communities;,
and the greet need for additional facilities in several States, particularly in Alaska, which we have heard testimony on this morning.
From your own experience, are you prepared to maks any kind of
comment on whether or not you, would lijce to see the Indian boarding schools continue! Would yonlike to see the public schools develop
special kinds of compensatory education rograms for Indians and
have all Indians go to the public schools? ' ' ere do you come down on
this! Would you want to see a continuation of the present structure
as far as the boarding school is concerned, and just a change in their
curriculum? Or do you want to see the schools themselves, turned over
to local school districts, as was suggested to some extent by the Sen-

ator from Alaska and which I understand is being attempted in
Alaska

Would you give us any oommeats that you have on this I

Mr. Paumto. Indiana are able to survive in the public schools at
great hardship: But I think they should not be sent from their home
when they are in high school. I think the community needs them, their
family needs them, and they need their families. I think there comes

a time when the students after high school should break away for a
little bit and go to college. I would like to see the present big boarding

schools, like Haskell and Chilocco, and some others, be made into
vocational schools and Junior colleges, if not colleges eventually.

I think the Indians together can survive in a public school. In

Oklahoma, considered the vanguard of the Indian movement, we are

where New Mexico and Arizona Indians will be in 60 years in
terms of interaction and contact. I don't like to throw out this

dichotomy, but I did not dream it up from some vague abstractions_
Indians who make it don't hang around Indians who don't make
it. That is the reality.
Senator KENNEDY. In the other States, in Arizona and New Mexico, would you want to see a -continuation of these schools, and then

at a certain age have the Indians integrated into the public school
systems!

Mr. PENSENO. I don't know the situation in Arizona.

Senator KENNEDY. Do you have a general feeling for the boarding
school program? Do you have any ideas! Do you believe each State
has to handle it differently! Or have you found from your own experience and from your conference with young people who come
firo,n different States and who have had different educational ex-

&lences, that there is a -sort of central themesuch as in the early
years, maybe young Indian boys and girls should go to some kind
pf schools where they would have a highly intensified program and
special kinds of attention given to them to meet their problems, so
that when they go to a public school system they can use, their full
talents and excel I

I am trying to get an idea other that( a chanti in the curriculum,
and a greater kind of local control and student review by the Indian
in the school, and facilities for parents to come and visit,the 'Indians
in the breading schools. What do you +Wit to see vis-a-vis other
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young people, Caucasians and other minority groups! Where do you
want to be vis-a-vis them in the school system?
Mr. Pexsarro. Indians in public schools need their own special programs, and they w0.1 respond to them as they have at White Eagle

and Ponca City. I am all for interaction with white people. I don't
think it can hurt you as long as we don't take them too seriously.
I am not a separatist. I am not an isolationist. I am an interactionist. I think Indians can contribute a good deal in public schools if
they are proud of themselves and if they can see themselves as distinct and something good. I ani not aware of all the structure possi-

-

bilities.
Senator KENNEDY. At your conference last summer where you met

with these other young people, what kind of priority did they place
on education in the development of Indians? Was there a sense of
priority or feel or consensus al; fax as the attitudes of the partici!.
pants!
Mr. PENSZNO. Sort of like George Bernard Shaw's pplc i "JP.an

of An," in which the priest who so vehemently condetniect JOE* 1111.w

her burning, and he said; "Oh my God, if we only, laliew the effects
of our 'action." I think
need to know.' 'hey Wbci IMO, also

the effects, where they are in the structure and what the eff!W of

their actions are on their parents and their tribe.
You see, we went in Oklahoma into it'project;"Peace Pipe." It was
an effort to get Indians in the Peace Corps. I think it is fairly ridiculous, though. There are only one or two more improveriehed areas of

the world: and the cream of our youth is eficonraged to ernbfPk on
some foreign soil and seek out their commitments. Kids 'want to be
committed:I think their educational institution can provide them with

the basic sociology, I guess, where you are, they can provide them with
thtimstruments to find themselves.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Mondale!
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, r.Chairman.
May I join with the chairman m commending you for a remarkably
sensitive and inspiring presentation, not only in terms of whit you said,
but also the spirit in which you expressed yourself.
I have only a few questions.

You referred to the conference which was held, I gather, last

summer.
Mr. Pewslaco. It was not a conferenea. It was a regular institute on
American Indian affairs.

Senator MoNnets. From what source, or resources, were the funds

obtained to finance this conference!

Mr. PENUNO. WS *only got about $30,000 in 01, from Upward
Bound mostly. The facilities were provided by the BIA, facilities at
Haskell.
Senator MONDALE. How long did this conference last

Mr. Prineso. It was a 6-weeks summer-school program. We got

academic credit for it.

Senator Mommts. From what source did the suggestion for this

conference come!
Mr. PENSENO. The National Indian Council.
Senator Morma.s. Do you plan further conferences!
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Mr. PlaTSBNO. We will have four next summer. We just submitted a°

propcsaltto a large Far-West university to have a permanent institute
on .American Indian affairs, which we will sponsor.

Senator Monne& In your opinion, has the Bureau been interested
and helpful in this effort?

Mr. Palms°. They provided us with their facilities last summer,

but afterward they trseted our success by telling us we were Utopian.
Senator MONDALE. Who made that helpful comment I
Mr. Plawszago. I was told this by another staff member.
Senator MONDA12. Did the personnel there participate?

Mr. Praisalro. No. We were free to set our own regulations at RASkell. Everybody else had an 8 o'clock curfew. We set our own curfew.
We set our own hours and terms by which students would be expelled.

The counselors and aides there didn't think we could handle that
freedom.
Senator MONDALE. Did you hire your own counselors and aides, and

a

so On1

Mr. Prziszaro. Yes; and they were all young people like u& We had
our own staff also and contracted for our own speakers movies.
Senator MONDALE. I think it .might be helpful, Mr. Chairman, to
have an exhibit of the curriculum and kind of instructors and subjects

discussed. This is another example of the educational effort undertaken by the Indians themselves.
I have one final question. Do you think that quality education for
the American Indian can be achieved without first accepting the principlf, of Indian control?
Mr. Prorszwo. No.
Senator MONDALE. No further questions.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Yarborough.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Do you know what percentage of the Indians

in your area who are returning from military service are going to
school under the GI bill, the cold war GI bill?
Mr. Pratszso. No. I don't deal much with statistics.

Senator YAmionotrort. Do you know if those coming back are returnin to school?
Mr. PENSExo. The OD' s I know become winos.
Senator YARBOROUGH. When they come out of service?

Mr. PENSENO. Yes.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Why? What is the reason for it?

Mr. PENSE110. My best friend, guy that just got a Bronze Star in
Vietnam, is attihg at home now, a wino; a Irld smarter than me.

Senator Yosororr. I went to school in grade school with boys
that _were sharper than I much sharper, but, unfortunately, all but

one,never went to college.
have clut!wd. They would have now.
Schooli in that age, four out of five boys dropped out of high, school.

A great problem here is that these Indian youhg men coming out
of service have the greatest educational opportunity in the history of
this country. The Government pays his way through high school free
if he has not been through high school. That is a bill that was worked
out through the Congress in 1966, 1967, and 1968. Now if they have
not been to high school, they go to high school 4 years free, and get
college degrees.

4f.
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They received certain instruction in the military service. They had
to handle these weapons, They come out with a .capability of going
through high school, or 'they could go to vocational school or trade
school or take flight training. There are too many opportunities under
that bill., For young men who didn't have the money before, it is lying
there waiting forth
Is there any effort being made to get these veterans to go to school
when they come out?
Mr. Praysnwo. They don't want it. Education is not a beneficial op-

portunity to Indians. It is in most instances a social death.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Why is it a social death? I mean under.the
cultural pattern. Are you speaking only of this tribe; the Ponca Tribe?
Mr. PsrrsExo. That,js all I can speak for.
Senator YARBOROUOit Why is it a social death? Because they figure

it alienates him from his people?
Mr. Prarsrao(Dermitely.
Senator YARBOROUGH. How Many Indian's are in the Ponca Tribe?
Mr. Pexsszto. 2,800, all in Ponca City just about. About 95percent
unemployment rate. About 85 percent dropout, rate in high school.
Senator Yeasotiortm. Matt had an oil field on your reiervation '
Mr. Psuessito. Continental Oil Co. has It They bought it a few
Years ago-

Senator YaseoSotrun. Doesn't the tribe get anything out of it?'

Mr. Marmot& No, air. My grandmother gets MO a year.
Senator YAM:60170EL There was a great fortune taken out Of the
land.
Mr. Pintsaato. Yee, sir.
Senator YAnsonorrou. Did they buy the mine* rights o
ht and
didn't leave the lease in the tribe? HOW did they get the mine rights

from the inlet
Mr. Pus o. They bought it.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Bought it for little or nothing? If yourgrandmother only gets $80 a year, it must have been a pretty cheap sale
they made.

Mr. PIRNSENO. Yes, sir; very much so. In some instances t.14 married
an Indian girl. Then she mysteriously died a few years later, and they
wound up owning the land.
Senator YARBOROUGH. You mean the Indian girl mysteriously died a

few years later?
Mr. PENMEN°. ne, sir.
Senator YAnnonotrori. Were there a number of cases of this kind
Mr. Pszcsrso. Many.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Did the Bureau of Indian Affairs ever in-:

vestigate any of them it

Mr. Perinrcso. I don't think they thought it very important.
Senator YARBOROUGH. How many years ago was that? About 1917,

1918, in that period.?

Mr. Pvisvm. Even before then, when they wanted land for agricultural purposes.
Senator YARBOROUGH. When there were agricultural lands?
Mr. PENsrato. Yes.
Senator YARBOROUGH. How far is Ada, Okla., from your home?
Mr. PrzrszNo. I don't know, sir.
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Senator YARBORODOIL In the interest of time I will forego other
questions.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Bellmon.

Senator Binamon. Mr. Chairman, I don't want to delay us a great

deal, but I would like to compliment Mr. Pensaao on the viewpoint he
has brought this committee. I know he realizes this is a serious prob-

lem, one affecting not only the Oklahoma Indians but Indians woo

the country. Whom do you (*wider to be an indian
Mr. PINSENO. The greatest leader the Cherokee Tribe had was John
Roos, who was only a Tartar Indian.
Senator BILLION. Do you consider a man who has quarter blood to

be an Indian
Mr. PINSON°. I think Indians who adopted white kids considered
them Indians.
&mann BILLXON. So you say, then, an Indian separate from his
blood

Mr. Patient°. It is only applicable in legal terms, bload.

Senator Bizaatoir. Whm you talk about Indians, wham are you
talhn :&about
Mr. Pmento. Somebody who wants to be an Indian, and somebody
who knows he has to be an -Indian.
Senator BILLION. For the purposes of this committee% how are we

going to decide who is an Indian if we start appropriating funds to
help educate Indians I
Mr. Proving°. There are tribal rolls. Each tribe has its own roll.

Senator Bzwoox. You would say we should determine our help
according tithe tribal rolls?
-,.mto. Yes ; I am not sure, but I think each tribe should be
Mr.
allowed to set their own standards for Indians in that tribe.

Senator Kawirwr. Thank you very much. WO appreciate your statementksCould you, along the lines suggested by Senator Monde* give
us all the information you have on the meeting this past summer?
Mr. PINSINO. Yes, sir.
Senator raNNIDY. And if you 'will be in touch with the chief counsel here and give whatever help and assistance you can that will provide us with some enlightenment of that conference, how it was set up

and eetablished, what was there, what the general reaction of the
Indians was.
Mr. PENSENO. Yes gir,
Senator KENNEDY: Thank you v.erystnuch.
Senator YABEOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer the sug-

gasbag. in the light of the testimony had, from the Indian witnesses
the othertday, the ones from San Francisco, I wish you could spare the
time and give some thought to this cold war GI bill. It applies to all
servicemen, whether theynve been overseas or not., if they have served
6 months and been honorably discharged,
Mr. Pansauin. Indians can go to college anywhere on a echolarship.
Senator Yesinzionan. We had testimony that the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in California would not send them to graduate school. They
had no hulls. That is the reason I bring this up.
What detriment is it to them in their culture to go to school?

Mr. Pansann. There is a price to pay for everything. The way the

school is set up right now, it encourages socialization in the first place.
22-4151-69 -vt 1---21
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It physically separates you from your family. The kids have been
beaten for *peaking their language. \

Senator YARBOROUGH. You mean if4hey go to public schools, they
are beaten for speaking, the Indian language there ?
Mr. Peron/go. It used to be Federal boarding school.
Senator YARBOROUGH. They are beaten for speaking the Indian langu
r. Perm:ma They used to be. There are still occasional beatings
now. It is more emotional than physical.

r

Senator YARBOROUGH. We had that problem in Texas with'Mexican-

Americans. They receive punishment if they spoke Spanish on the
school grounds.
An answer you gave as to who is an Indian reminds me of the early

days in the West, the early days of the white man when' there was
warfare between thewhite men and Indian tribes. The. white children
were captured and adopted in the Indian tribes. If they stayed there
for 10 years, it was with the-utmost difficulty you conhkever getthein
captives
to come back Ind live in a white settlement again, to get
back and what they call reclaim them, as you doubtless 'mow.

Mr. PaNsioro. The Indian wants to be treated like an Indian by

other Indians.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Some of those adopted Indians of the tribe
became as Indian as a person born an Indian.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KINTTEDT. Thank you very much.

Our next witness is Dr. Carl Marburger, the Commissiener of Education for the State of New Jersey, former Assistant Commiesioner
for Education for the Bureau of Indian Affairs:
STATEMENT OP DR. CARL ILARRITRO* 00/431/0SIONIIR- OP EDIT
'CATION 701 THE WATS 07.1E7 IZROZY; YORKER ARTIRTANT
'
CONE/SSIONER Fox EDNCATIONVOR70.
,

.

Dr. Ma ware. No greet problem' on that, Senator.

Mr. Chairman_ and members of the. subcommittee : wish to 'thank
you for this oppOrtunitY to speak to you of mY 'concern aboi.tt the edu-

cation of American Indian children and youth. It may be in order to
clarify who I am and the reason for my presumption to sioe4k2 about
this issue.

I am presently Commiseioner of 'Education for the Stets!' of ,NOw
C. . ssioner 'for
Jersey,'.and prior to July 1967 was the.
about 15'
Education in the Bureau of Indian Affairs for a pe
months. I have been away from the Bureau for sonie time no* and

many of by comments may be out-olate and some of 'my recommendations already, in practice.

4.

To speak generally of the state of Indian education,: I can say!that
it is most comparable with the education of dieadventaged, youth,
rural and urban throughout the country. I.Q. and achleitment test re.
sults indicate consistently low scores and tend to , retrogress as the
children go through the grades. These children bring negative 'self,
image concepts to the school,. and the environmental handicaps are most

debilitating. Among American Indian children these problems are
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exacerbated by the extreme isolation of many of the families and by
language deficiencies.

I think it is important to note that we cannot fault just the Bureau
of Indian Affairs for failure to resolve the educational Problems of
disadvantaged youth, for no school system has resolved this complex
Many individual children and families have been hel
but the sheer weight-of numbers andiiiiiiiibility as educators. o
effectively with these difficult educational and social problems have
militated against real progress.

al

A key factor in the ability to resolve this problem is the chronic lack
of well -funded programs for environmentally
children.
Our citizens and school boards through-Out the co
recognize that
the blind, the deaf, and the physically handicapped
d cannot survive the school situation without massive compensation. Therefore,
schools for the physically handicapped often have a yearly pupil cost

approximating $3,000 per pupil in order to provide the specially
trained teacher, the facilities, supplies, and equipment necessary to
enable that handica_pped child to survive the school experience:

We have in the State of New Jersey a ltassenblatt School for the
Deaf. Our per-pupil ex ,.., diture for those young people is $3,800 a
year. Yet disidvan
children in our cities and our rural areas
are normally provid ;41 I to $700 per child per yearmuch smaller
expendittkes than are normal in relatively affluent suburban districts.
This chronic imderfunding is particularly serious in the Federalschools operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Around 35,000 Indian children are housed in boarding schools withan annual expenditure of approximately $1,500 per child. Compare this with the average
yearly cost of between $8,800 and $4,200 for a child attending a boardmg school on the east coast. That $1,500 is supposed. to take care of the

instructional costs, housing, feeding, and total care of the Indian

child for a period of 10 months. All that is possible with this kind of
funding is rudimetary institutional care, except as individual-teachers
and administrators are able to provide additional care and affection
as their energies permit.
When stoipwatches are used by Federal agencies, not. the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, to determine how many children can be fed in an
hour, then all semblance of family living is destroyed and the boarding schools become de facto alms houses.

I personally fault the Bureau of the Budget for this condition. They
continually make odious comparisons with local school districts where
Indian children are also often receiving an inadequate education without recognizing the formidable additional handicap of isolation, lanand family probleins of. the children in boarding schools. I also
Cillgte'educators for not having available the data necessary to justify

their request for sufficient funding. These data the Bureau of the
Budget consistently andlegidmately request Meanwhile, Indian children, particularly th0 in boarding schools, continue to lose.-

AmericanWien
W chi

iis the civil service "status of the professionals. Sale,* are not comparable to other school; systems, and,the
isolation of many oft,h0 schools is a formidable obstacje to the recitip
meat and retcntion -Of qualified personnel. Civil service lacks &xi:
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bility and creates a fantastic inbreeding, which makes it nearly

impossible for all but the most persistent applicants outside the system
to jom the professional staffs, except at the beginning teacher level.
A key question is, should there be boarding schools? Considering the

isolation of Indian families, particularly among the Navaho and in

Alaska, there is, in my judgment, no alternative to the boarding

schools.1 would phase them out as quickly as possible. A key factor
should be their location. Until we have more roads in Navaho areas
(and I strongly recommend adequate funding for those roads), boardmg schools for secondary pupils are the only alternative to no school

at all.

Those schools, however, should not be in Oklahoma, California, and
Nevada. They must be on or near the reservation so that youth can go
home on weekends and holidays, so that parents can be involved in
the education of their children, and so that the economic benefits of the
athool accrue to the community on the reservation.
And since there must be boarding schools, they must be exemplary
models of quality education. They must be funded at a level that takes
them far beyond institutionaLcare, and they must be staffed flexibly

with the finest administrators and teachers it is possible to recruit.
Further, no elementary child should be placed in a boarding school,
with the possible exception of Alaska, where you hoard of many of
the problems there of distance, and small communities, which means

that we must build elementary schools on the reservation as near to the
families and communities as is possible.
I do not think it is possible for exemplary education to be provided

for Indian children in
i Federal schools as long as the Bureau of In-

dian Affairs is in the Illepartanent of Interior. The energies of that/Department are primarily expended in their land management and conservation functions. The Bureau of Indian Affairs, on the otherhand,

is ccoterned primarily with human resource functions, and the Bureau is at a real disadvantage in the competition for funds; t the de-

partmental level.
Further, by the fact of its location in the Department of the Interior,
the Education Division is isolated from the research, program development, evaluation, and dissemination activities in education, so that
the educators in the Bureau are Severely out of touch with the prac-

tices in the field. A gold example is title I and title III of the Ele-

mentary and Secondary Education Act. They are currently included,
but they are likely to be excluded by July pf this year because of the
limitation placed on them by the Congress.

At the time the Bureau was brought into the funding for the Ele-.
mentary and Secondary Education Act, a limitation was placed on the

Bureau that the funding would exist only up through this July, and
then at the same tims.Congress also then approved a 2-Year forward
funding, which means then that the Bureau of Indian Affairs as of
this July would not be included in the forward funding.

As I understand it, the Bureau of Indian-Affairs children would
not be eligible for title I and title III funding as of July unless Congress does something about it.
The greatest difficulty I experienced as Assistant Commissioner for

Education, as touched on by Dr. Osview this morning, was that Itad
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little line Control over the educators under my jurisdiction. Previous
allegiances of the educators were to area directors and reservation sty.
,perintendents. Ali bu .4*,a-,ry and programmatic decisions were therefere channeled thrOg.h tioneducators who had concern. about the
toteliq Of their bureau respontability.
Although I attempted through a series of memorandums, backed by
the Commissioner to establish this more direct line of responsibility,
for the .moat pare direction was still given by other than education
?e617L

-iitesponsibility as Assistant Commissioner for Education was ftir-

ther complicated by the fad that personnel decisions, Construction and
rehabilitation eN facilities and data processing were under other &agate',
Ant commissiLuers ffireCtors. I had little or no control over theses&
pects of educatior whi0 would normally fall under the linfitliCe of the
person in charge of education,
As assistant superintendent of schools in 11 city .you hare total rti,

aponsibility for all the education that takes place in that4ty, which

includes personnel decisiont including Wilding and construCtion. And
this is true of Mr. Zellers: Ile does not have that kind of authority over
a peat part of his division.
For this reason and the reasons- mentioned illrevioualy, I strongly
recommend the transfer of all the educational functions of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs (including personnel and construction) to the °Mee

of Education in the Department of Health, Education, and -Welfare. I am convinced this would provide great advantages to Indian
children. This would be particularly true since the Office of Aducation

would fot the first time in its history be responsible for operating
school programs.

I recognize that the Indian people have Indiceted a strong resist-

ance to this projected move.

We had a series of conferences in Denver where this expression
was given by the Indian people. They justifiably see their concerns
being swallowed up in ai even larger bureaucracy; but in spite" of pro-

testations to the contrary, the transfer of Indian health tb the Dapertinent of Health, Education, and Welfare has improved the heath
of American Indians.
I believe comparable benefits Would accrue in education,' especially
if the Bureau of the Budget and the Congress recognized the responsibility for pioviding the finest educational experiences for Indian aildeem by their copimitmant to substantial increasesinepprcipriation.'
Until, or if, such a transfer decision is made, than the 'Obief education officer of the Bureau Must have line responsibility fOr all educe.
tiOn components within the It3ureau. Further, he must have_ the funds
to _provide quality Othication. programs and the fleltibillty within
civil serVice to staff them.
One lag point, and critically he must involVe ancleontinue to' involVe

Indian people and Indian yinith and Indian student; in the decisionmakin' g

its it relates to their education.
you, Senator.

Se2iator K2nWnor. I want to 'commend yon for !that Iihink is'
very emnprehensiire statonent. Vers. briet'very eento.se,.iind`poititing
dat, &at of all, the noAcl for the fonding 'and, word& the' reorganize:

=
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tion of the line respOnsibility. I think you have touched on two very
important aspects which must be explored in any kind of consideration
of Indian edricition.
In the final part of your statement, you commented on the importance of inclusion of the Indians in the development of the curriculums.
I am wondering if you, as an educator and Commiaomer of Education
and with your own background experience, could give us some kind of

ie

reason as to why you believe that that ss really important.
Dr. Msantosoze. Senator, I think as eceators we have too long fo-

sumed that we knew the answer. We 11:7z. 1..f.!en, I think, facing many

of the crises in education today because of that assumption. The usual
. that we knew best and thatparents could not bring an input,
IP, su Live, input, into the education of their children, that young
p eople could not bring a substantive input and, indeed, teachers as well.
We have not involved teachers in the decisionmaking process to the

extent that I think is necessary, and I think much of the unrest today

stems from our concept that we know what is best. We don't know what
is best. I think we need to involve Indian people, the communities, in
the decisionmaking process affecting the education of their children.
Now, this becomes an extremely difficult task in the Bureau of Iodise
Affairs because of the boarding-school concept.
Rough Rock Demonstration School, I think, is a successful demonstration school because it has involved its community, because the par-

ents are critically involved in the decisio

process. It is also

there where the parents are. It also has substantive nding beyond that
which is available in the normal boarding school. I think it is a critical
ingredient at a national level. There must be continuation and maimsname of the Indian Advisory Committee on Education. I think at the
reservation level there has to be the equivalent of such a committee, and
at the local level certainli school boards become a part of the decisionmaking process in education.
Senator KilflaDY. Now, this is in the development of the curriculum
as well 'as mabng. decisions which will affect the normal school board

decisions. Will this affect the quality of the decisional
Dr. Mexsonosn. Otherwise it is a phony and won't do a thing. It is
like a student council. They are told they can decide on the color of
V

bunting for a dance. It is totally meaningless. I mean real commitment
to involvement by thepeople, the students and the staff.
Senator IC/INNEDY. One final question.
rocatiOnal et*
Would you dare to comment on the relevancy of
cation ogsam as far as the BIA is concerned? What I am interested
.
in is thefuture. What direction should this take?
OP Dr. Maininaora. I don't know what has taken place since I was there,
but vocational education was not, I think, adequately taken care of in

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and I think for the most part it is not

taken 'Cared nationally. I think the new amendment's to, the Vocational

Act will improve vocational education. I think the Bureau of Indian
Affairs will be able to take advantage of those amendments. They cannot at the current time

I think it is easy to categorize young people and students, Indian
children or black children, or Puerto Rican, and say vocational education is the thing for them, and that is the real danger. We must provide
options for our people, some for vocational experience of various kids,
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such as Haskell offers. Others are college bound. There must be a whole
Variety of options for our people in the School&
Currently in the Bureau schools we don't provide those kinds of optione that allow for the flexibility. Here *pan it is a question of funding. Withal) young people in the class, it'll difficult to provide options

for vocational education, college bound, and so on. We need to

:

gloater the educational - program provided. We shouldn't
a 'general track y which we categorize the young people
without adete diaspiosis of what the skills and potentials nu4ht be.
Senator W=irmy.-1 know that the others have a lot of questions. I
want to commInd you for your statement.
Dr. Massimo& Thank you, sir.
Senator KIINNIVT. Senator Yarborough.
Marburger, this is a very exSenator YARDMAN'S.

cellent paper for someone who has been really there at the point of
comment], where you issued orders but without the means of apparently getting them through.
Dr. M.a.muc. Not much happened all too often as a result of those
orders.
Senator Yet.RBOROUGIL I know it was a frustrating experience but
your description to us and your recommendations are of value to' this
committee. I want to congratulate you on the preparation of this paper.
Dr. MARBURODR. Thank you, Sik.

Senator MONDALEL I think your testimony is exceedingly significant,
not only beeviee Of what you have said but also because you do so from

the vantage point of experience within the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

You were, as I understand it, in charge,, insofar as anybody is in
charge, of the Indian education programs in the Bureau for about 15
months.
Dr. Manortnoto. Yes, sir.
Senator Monza's. Why such a short period 1

Dr. Maanroicam. Well, it was an exciting time, and I enjoyed the
experience greatly. I did have the opportunity for the state experience
and some strong arm twisting on the part of my Governer. It would
seem like this was an experience I had not had as a professional educator and I wished to move in that direction.
Senator MONDAYS. There was no frustration or despair f

Dr. Meanyncon. That is not true. There was a great deal of frustration, but that was not the reason for my leaving.

SODOM )102CDALD. You make a telling popit at the outaet of your
testimony, one which I think has been dwelled on far too little inn
hearings. That point is that with all the recommended changes in persmell concept sad administratiok, the question is still whether or not

suffix t rt44,12.P4M4.1`04', being applied to achieve quality education.

Do.you have an opinion as to how much the Government should'

f
spend l pupil for quality education for the American
1remr. ' .
'Dr.
Senator MOrnears. What is it?
Dr. Mimiofitino. Ithink. we have to use the figures I see comparable
boarding effiools on the east coast. I am talklair, as a figure.
ing/3:bl :attar

Do you have an opinion as to what might flow'

from that hivestMent f
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Dr. hitesueare. That is a long-range and difficult question. I think
that from. that flow the kind of class size, the kind of experiences, the
kinds of staff, the kinds of administrators and teachers. If you couple
that with some type of moratorium on civil service for a to enough
period of time to give the Assistant Commissioner or the Commissioner an opportunity to reach out for the kind of personnel we need,
I think we could demonstrate as educators that we could, provide the

kind of education allowing young people to have those 'options of
work, of further training, of college, if we could provide those kinds
of funds.
Once again I must couple that with staff, because the only panacea
in education is that whwh frees the cost-syndrome teacher in that
classroom and the administrator who frees up that teacher and his
staff and his community to involve himself.
Senator MONDALE. Even with adequate funding, the right kind of

teachers and professional administrators are also an indispensable
element. Your testimony concludes rather strongly that the present
method of teacher selection is to be condemned.

Does the local principal of a school now have any authority over

the selection of his teachers in the Bureau system I

Dr. Westmont. Relatively little. As always, a competent administrator seeks ways in which he can become involved. But for the most

part, with the far-flung em Toyer, which is the Bureau of Indian
Affairs schools, it is very difficult for him to do that as it currently
is set up.
Senator MONDALE. If Stewart Vocational School is short one teacher,

they advertise in the record of the Civil Service roster nationally, and
a teacher is hired by the, Bureau of Indian Affairs. Then one day he
arrives at this school to instruct. Is that correct ?

Dr. West/EGER. I really cannot adequately respond to that any

longer. I don't know what the procedures are.

Senator MONDALE. In your day what was it I

Dr. Witeueose.- In our day we had a central recruiting bureau located in Albuquerque for secondary staffs. Elementary teachers could

be referred out to four or five local superintendents or principals
in a more effective way than secondary level.

Senator MONDALE. You hit hard the need for line control by the
Assistant Commissioner Jor Education. I rather that Nader 's criticism, that the board of education for these Indian schools is the
regional director, is basically a sound description of the system.
Dr. MARDI:FROM The area director is really the controlling factor in
the education.
Senator MONDALE. Did you find on occasions that you would make
recommendations for personnel, curriculum, or other suggestions that
were vetoed and disregarded by the regional directors?
Dr. Westmont. I think it is more subtle than that. There was not a
flagrant disobedience of orders or anything of the sort, but just a failure for things to happen.
Senator MONDALE. They did not say "No"? It just didn't happen?
Dr. MAnztatont. It didn't happen.
Senator MONDALE.' The result was the same?
Dr. MARBURGER. That is right.
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Senator Moitraie. Can you tt its exeliipl4otaltieeiimwere in fact vetoed

irldatiena which you made

11.1irjlamsm.1 I asked to have the

for ell 'premotions
."
shave-a certain level to eerie through my office so that I mild have
some in
into those .""
and th Were always ":.
findotit
, but eri deCtision'I
May would flow to me
that so-and-so had been pomotod and I Was net 'previa it. Theehennels were there, but itju dkbet harts* quite thitt way
1.
Senator Mcateitua, Seth's request wan not granted. Who made the
i

deli:11001,01e regional direetetuf
Dr Itizisiniam The area diiectors primarily, or it happens perhaps
'at, a lower echelon than that.

Senator 'ffielioare. What wag the suggestion of the Biiresty.-that
regionel.direobSis be the guiding forte for Indian eaecation within
their
f
Dr. Aasuao They are not educators. They are concerned' with
all the problems of the Bureau. I think aaaantialy it was the.eppointinent of the area director Of echoes for education, along with ft welfare
along with another perion.
1 " . to build .a line responsibility from myself to that person,
but their allegiance then was also to the area director as the welfare
person was. So area directors were in many ways making budgetary
.

and fiscal decisions. I had very little Qontrol over them.

Senator. MONDALS. In light of the little influence that the educational section in the national BLA, has over the BIA controlled eyetems, how much control or influence does that departrhent have over
the education of Indian children in public schools?

Dr. MANDDiez& It has relatively little. Almost nothing except

through the Johnson-O'Malley fund.

Senator MozmAxe. Yet two-third, of the children are in public

schools f

Dr. Maanaemix. Right.
Senator MaimAre. What effort has been made to influence Public
educational systems for Indian children which were receiving-Johnson-O'Malley

I

Dr.
Relatively. little. Attempts wee...mad' but'thire
were two perso on my staff with responsibility for JohnsonO'Malley and to co r the waterfront, as it"were, magram.
ow much
was scent th
Jehtison:1311fallusatmota.pport
ou were hi'
f
d
elthints:
I cola net, give it to yen. tloit that

siiistor MONDAL& WOtild-pen !ay that tweliffieple to
inadequatef
Dr. Messtmesa. By all

-

wita

,!sSenatneliftnetiAta.;'WOW

O'Maftfridi go to
Dr) MinotWit
Senator

3fAmarnaza

.

;

b6"-fahto en -talit that Johns'

districts witsh no stognat alknifitehodr

Abpsrantheret

that

3

-1

nua **Mks' ion Of 'an aW.WP-

tiara, that, in effect, bestows the only string.
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Senator Morma.s. Does that application set forth a plan for educating those children!

Dr. MsesITRGER. I don't recall, sir, what the specifics of that application were. I am sure Mr. Zellers or someone could respond to that

better than I can.

Senator MONDALE. You referred to the Budget Bureau and its
views about Indian education. Does the Budget Bureau also perform
e dominant role in the educational policy!
Dr. MANNOIKOCE. In my jus ..ent, yes.
Senator MONDALE. Mr. 31, ; 'Wick's name was-mentioned erzlier
by Mr. Nader. I would ask for some candor on your part here, because
he made a very harsh criticism of the Budget Bureau in this regard

on account of its dominance and interference. I think he charged
that Mr. MaKittrick had even frustrated President Johneon's decree
that local control should be instituted in these school systems, thereby
permiftn, _the parents to have something to say about the. education
th e r ail dien.
Do you have any comments in this general area!
Dr. Menem= No, sir; not on that specifically. would say that
the Bureau of the Budget by sending staff out to see reservations and
see schools, spending a couple of days, who would then make jud.gmanta that on the basis of this certain decisions would have to be
made, they, in effect, entered the programs to a great extent because
they controlled the purse strings and, in effect, made the determinations that certain things had to happen.
Senator Mowesti. Were they interested or qualified to pass on the
questions of Indian education, in your ju

.. ant!

Dr. Meveratozi. No, sir; I don't think
wore. I think I also, as
I indicated in the paper, have to fault myself,.educators
rally,
or our lack of the buds of data to assist them m_making
decisions. We simply did notI ditnot have available to me c ming
the.time I was there a record of the costs of running Indian education for the time I was there.
I think the month before I left I fir.aIly got a processing run on
what the expenditures were.
Senator Moirests. You were there 15 months and werenetramplied
the cost figures for the system ypu were suppoeed to be responsible

for!
Dr. Msesuaffen. That is right. We kept them an the cuff in, the

office, but the data processing system did not provide, One. with -the
kind of data except in the last month or so.

Senator More:am Do you think quality. Indian education can be
accomplished without substantial autity in the Indust communities
to influence the educational direction of their own children!
Dr. Massimo= No, sir ; I don't think it can.
Senator MONDALIL Thank you very much.
Senator YANBOROVO/L Senator Bellmon.

Senator Drumm. Dr. Marburger, I hsve: a couple of real brief

questions.

First of

education I

in your judgment, what is the proper goal for Indikn

Dr. Minstrsaza. Proper goal!

Y Whatareivetryingto efoO01141111.

it0,4400Farnaat Toee same
plisinuseeL 144Ib w,e Ise
to pooidothoto with
r.
are *ran lex.Mg VIOPla, au
Srekting mtfl eresetluft mU w them, then to olliko
rrr

the decisions as to where they want top in their livee; and to be able

their hem
th Ands then effectively
rr, Met mews! to id tocollege;te go tersoca
ever the vocational iihoice they wish to must as
roimd Outs loosing peanut intarms of hisxelettonahi

ineettitie aloof
Theme are thtutrrel

.

cititteship

as I see it, for,

Bmaarost. Do you feel if we turn ever the deisionnisking

veiponsibility tot edniatiortoindian Adults, *a they
thatiyou have aloa *att.
avithtth
Yes-air; think they wilt

Ss/stator %LIMON., Suppose they don't?
Dr. MAMMAL This is what we need to sit down. and talk to Indian
people-about, They will have, obviously, other.,goeb, for their young
people .Thie 'indeed is Vert of what we need to become involved us.
Az they see the preservation of their culture tendother facto!, which

are -the very key,. then I think we axed to involve Otetn, =Ahem
Senator Bicuusforr. From what you have said, what we are talking

.f about here is educating Indians to become wlute,peopler
Dr. MArftruota. No, sir. It is educating Indians to be well qualified

Send* rumor. By our standards?

Dr. Kummer= By the standards, by human stenderdsfilyou
the standards of the Indian people and the standards' of all of
ne who are involved, kith. education isirciess,theIndiens, the students
;theroselves,therparenteirre involved in that;
Senator MILLXON. If the Indian faults 'choose torus a'llonO(, gotten that preset:eras their religion and their culture, ehould we in the
white community object to this, or should we gfis :along with the
sire

,

decision?
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I think, however, education to remain there, for the reasons I have
stated in the ?apart simply mesas that it stifles the professionals in
the field, although there are msny competent teachers and competent
administrators who are simply' out of touch with reality in education
today.
I think this reason plus the fact the office to run a program would
real
n their mettle and I think would be of great benefit
to Indianehildren.
Senator Simone. In your testimony you have recommended that
the furd be appropriated directly for the education of Indian ohil-

drat for this purpose alone.
Can you define whom you consider an Indian to be! How will we
decide who shares in them funds f

Dr. Msarmassa. I think the answer the your man gave in lama
of tribal roles is certainly appropriate. I don't know wfte the blood

quantum is. Obviously there needs to be a blood quantum, whatever it

inigdbt

I mess is a state of mind. We have to ec.olirse this, that a per-

son believes in his Indianness..11ithaii some blood"%%anti= to go *tong

with it, pies tribal rolls which do record who Inchon people are.
SenaW BAtilitON. Thank you very much.
YAMIONOTTOL Senator Mondale.

.

Mmenra. I would like to ask one question about your pro.
pond trsnsfer education tunds to OE.
Do you think OE'in turn would turn this responsibility over to the
fl'Atest
Dr. Itissatinora. I think that would be a tragedy, at least for thetime
coming from "'State as aStat eeducation officer.

I tthat,
h3nithat thestatonuing of it, the ;find of funding that is times-

eery to operate it; the kind. of Amaal expertise needed to
exemplary system for Indian e* Nation I tidal& at this pout in tinie
,..

Mgt be' a flirtation of the Federal Government.
I think trier time, no school communities, as States um able to sweet
the
44
to provide comparable exemplary education expertI
it ....auld be turned overt° them.
-

I t ink they need to demonstrate that before they say; ."liere are

Indian children to edniste,'4because am" are not getting good edneation therefeither.
Senator Motown. Normally when a function from' one DePerti.
moat is transferred to another, the_whole package is transferred tothe
new locetion. Is thst what you contemplate here f-

4.-

Dr. Kimonos. I contemplate the education aspects going, over,
that means iptirsonnel related to :education, construction Teluted to
eductition;411 of that

.

Whether' **leaves enough behind so that the 13/A could reillIbe
viable; r. *mot 44,4 . It would take, certainly' a Substantive rrt

of the

Affairkif education were moved. over: -.
bpd
We had testimony that the etewart Vocittierial
.Sohool offers 'three courseodomestio help, .farrnwork, and bons e
4,41,

painting - -which takes 4 years. If that is accurate; what is your judgment of that vocational erloolf
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Dr. Msaamkozn. I cannot respond to the Stewart school specifically,

but we spend an awful lot of time .boring kids in education. I don't
think we need 4 years for this type of program. I think we need a
much greater variety of programs.
Once again _I plead with the Congress ss to recognize the children in
under voeational amendments end other amendments
Federal

as they come through. As the Congress passes those acts, count the

Federal children in the process.
The children in the public schools are getting advantage from it, but
the ones in the Federal schools are not.

Senator Moxn.ua. They are not counted in the formula?
Drr MARBURG= No, sir. At least the only ones I know that Indian
children are counted in are elementary and secondzw, title I.
Senator MO*DAIAL Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator YAMBOROVOM Mr. Commissioner, you mentioned ie your
paper that you have an inbreeding in the Bureau of Indian Affairs., the
same personnel being in others that they recommend, and iso forth.

Now these teachers in the Bureau of Indian. Affairs, they are under
Civil Serrise, like the general civil service employees?
Dr. MASWOROZIL yes, sir.

Senator YAMBOROUOM They teach a couple of yearn in the Indian
school and then drop out and teach inthe public school sre'eui. in Okla-

homa, Arizona Colorado, wherever the reservation might be, .,and
then move back into the Indian school system.
You know school systems have certain mobility between school dis-

tricts in the public school system am.i ss betwen States. California
hires them away from us.

So they have that mobility in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, their

teachers move out of that. Bureau of Indian Affairitatent into other
school systems?

Dr. Mumuirozi. Yee, sir;_theydo, because they come in'as certified
come In with their certificates from the various States
personnel
and colleges.
They have much greater mobility out.qf the:Brvein then 'pe6epe in,
becalm you have to join in the civil service OSP=
Senator Ymmoirouen. Once you get in thsre, they go otit a>1d teach

a year or two in the State system; once they get into the system they
Jusramandretget
cantor abeam

r

general,* but' robekjy.'

teachers stay within the system emu they.
service system.
Senator Yzencatocieen. Where teacher?, have te4411,1zieiei.t
,

theiF own Ste?" thy
.

ty to owe this
ouruaer. Te

it item district tik 'district,

wiedfiz '47aulP4 Ar9mAitrift to 413147t"',
;

Senator YASSO*0170M Is WIlat you are

ithi4 the Bereau,isatt7f41 'gen
goveztame4Oweit71004

in
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auplqugsli
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Dr. MaanIIRGIER. That is right.

Senator YARBOROUGH. That is one of the weaknesses of the Bureau

of Indian Affairs?
Dr. MARBURGER. That is right.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Senator Mondale asked the question about
moving the whole package, you might just get the package in another
department.
I think rather than move the Indian Affairs to some other depart,
mont, just move education oveithere.
Dr. Mom:room That is what I am suggesting.
Senator :YARBOROUGH. it would be a little more competitive in the

Bureau, and .do a good iob, if you split up the jurisdiction in two

40.places?
Dr. Mammon. I am suggesting the movement of education to
Office of Education.

di,

Senator Yonsotoitou. Thank you very much, Dr. Marbumer, for
19)=Iryitot:r .experience and your knowledge ass leading education
r in the country, having seen the Bureau of Indian Affairs

agem t of the students from mside, bringlat that eduestional

know edge, administrative knowledge based on- the poetical experience, to this .Committee. It will be very helpful to us in the recommens lot.
dations wOmake. Thank

Dr; Mew saw. Thank
Senator Irsoemomou. The next witness is Dr. Alan Sorkin:.
Dr. Sorkin is economist in residence at-the Brookings Institution,

Washington, D.C.

Dr. Sorkin,
Sorkin,proceed in your own way.

STATEMENT .0s- int. Atm solumri. ECONOMIST .nr 388D

®.`

j314041ipIQ8 UFSTITUTION, WARD:SOTO!,

Dr. Sinnint. "nOneli' Alan L. Sorkin. I am 'a research oaSociate
tutiop, .Washington, D.C.
at the Brookings
study of manpower, eduCation, and
I am engaged a saliently
reservation. Ifl connec'on
industrial deixdopment
14 "reserittions and Indian' land' areas
el
tion With*this study
du
1968.
e tke prime focus of go! _remarks_ will be on selected roblems
attint
ecrucetiOn: I will highlight some of the'niore
in
findings of the study in other areas as well.
There is little. doubt that, the American Indian is the most "poveity
stricken minority _group in 'the Vnited States. Median family intorno
The, -unemploy'
of reservation' Indians is an estimated $1,600 *
ment rate for male reservation Indians is 87.8 'percent, or about '40.,
percent higher than for,the total labor force during the Word part of
the depression of the 1980's.
Over 75 percent of the kbusing on Indian reservations iStitthstAnd,
ard, with 60 percent beyond repair. Because of the poverty and a.
condition of reservation housing, the health of the reservation In
suffers accordingly.
For example, in 1988, a reservation Indian was Swan times all likely
to contract tuberculosis; eight times as likely to be infected With heps.
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titis, and three times as likely to die of influenza and pneumonia as a
non-Indian.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Those are shocking figures.

I assume you base that on actual census statistics?
Dr. SORKIN. Yes, sir.
Senator YARBOROUGH. The average Indian is seven times ita likely to

contract tuberculows, eight times as likely to ba infected witigiepatitis
and three times as likely to die of influenza and pneumonia as a non-

Indian?

Dr. Sox

t. Yes, sir.

The Division of Indian Health uts out statistics. The title of the
publication is "Indian Health
average age in this country
Senator YARBOROUGH. D011012 haveto ts."
of Indians and non- Indians? Is there any statistic that gives you the
average age of Indians and non - Indians?
Dr. Soexne. I have seen the statistics of the median age of an Indian
on the reservation is about 19 or 20 years. It is,only 60 percent as high
as for non-Indians. I think the average age is 37 or 38.
Senator Yannosorson. For non - Indians?

Dr. Somas. Right.

Senator YARBOROUGH. And 19 to 20 years for the Indian on the
reservation?

Dr. &Atm Right.

.

Senator YARBOR017011. It is a shocking contrast. At is more shocking

llben than these other figures.
Proceed.
Dr. &atm In order to ameliorate the problems of poverty and unemployment on the reservations, the Bureau of Indian Affairs operates
two voluntary relocation or employment assistance programs for reser-

vation Indians.

The Brat is a direct employment program. The Indian is relocated at
Government expense to one of nine urban areas and plated in a job.
The second program is an adult vocational training program, under
which the Indian is first trained in one of 125 different occupations

and then is found emplo ent; usually off the reservation.
t these programs are highly successful, and
My studies indicate
because of the increased income of the participants, return $10 to $20
for each dollar spent. Dropout or returnee rates. are no higher than for

other Federal manpower progranis, such as the Job Corps or the

of a lack ef approloriations by Congress, these
cannot accommodate all applicants. For example, during
, nearly one-third of the a .j.licants for adult vocational training
1
had to be turned away for lack o funds.
Broadening the opportunity or relocation for those Indians wishnot only increase the opportunity
ing to letve the reservations
re in the ,American dream, but will
for the first, Americans to
reduce the level of surplus la " on the reservations.
Unemployment can be redu by an expansion of industrialisetion
on the reservations. From 1 5710 1961k. emplcryment of Indians in
from 3911b 4,112. However, this latter
reservation industry in
figure reprinented only 8 percent of the reservation labor force.
H6o.wAeirern,Ccituie
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Poor transportation and communication facilties, lack of markets,
and the low educational attainment of the Indians. themselves discourage many entrepreneurs from locating factories on reservations.
Increased Federal expenditure on social overhead capital, together
with increased techniml assistance, similar to that, given abroad as
part of the foreign aid program,
ro
would not only increase the pace

of industrialization on the reservations, but would put many presently
unemployed Indians to work building roads, airstrips, or other forms
of social overhead capital.
My remarks on Indian education will be concerned with four topics :
dropouts, vocational education, adult education, and the problem of
teacher turnover in schools operated by the Bureau of Indian.Affaira.
The comments to be made summarize a larger investigation of Indian

education to be submitted for the record.
Drots: A recent study, of the 1713. Office of Edneation'a North,.
west Regional Laboratory ha indicated that 50 percent of the Indian
students on 19 reservations in six States fail to graduate from- high
school.

By analyzing the data contained in this study; it is- passible. -to

determine the factors accounting for differences U. drep0134.44443i

tween leoervationa
It appears that differences in average income betWeen, reservations.
are most strongly. associated with differences in d
tsiatea-Thes,
students residing in the mot4overty stricken
.

school dropout rates than those reservations
inootne.

This seems roasonablevbecause the families; resi

poverty

*en,

nliky #ot40tbe,oblo

AfoTecnror anoq

ties to
least employment op
is little ea:mount: incenti
Vocational eaucation:
children: wire educated in

to

.`

y

phi's* on txsiningstaideatala vocat'
agriOulture However, aftsr World. Wars
u of IndianAffairs felt-that y
era in the
be

Betw
Were

out -.and" more or less filebleire ",

sop counts above the
105/43,,l"
lour high schools operated.
at all but

of Indian ffairs.
Montata. Mopeds that decision f
. As far se I can tell, it must have ?len,
Dr.
am going to get a little bit ,into thatrio my
high u
.
u of Indian Affairs.
the

is fairly

I kno when T was out 0/1 the reservation,
.le lust Agit me itgr
eliminated, but did not tell me who
At, or Whje was fen
had
sponsik for it. I would mourns it would have to be adm*Istrative
little bit
people education in the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
into
Mo ver, most Bureau schools offer few commercial -00111110$ for
girls, h as shorthand, bookkeeping, or office
The, rationsle for severely limiting vocational offerings has been the

follouing: Since vr,eational training is available at the post high
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ethoollevelithrough the adult vocational training program, or at Hasla bulk** it is batter to concentrate on purely acadevaic overage at

tbehighschoollevel. Then aimed:ideate who arish to ate(/ college
winlasthatenifielent p
on, and those who desire vocations/
or commercial training
be able to-obtain It after high- school.
Thie appears to be an erroneous polipyt for the folio
reasons
1. There hummer been' enough facilities available at Ha*ell Institute or through the adult vocational training, program to sworndate all thole who are interstitial:. Tins, there are.two to three tiraes as

mat. lepplications for adniission to Haskell Institute as there are
I

I

II

e bI

in the first year class. Moreover, 25 to 80 patient of the ajifor adults vocatiOnal 'training cannot be accommodated.

2. Alit half of the Vocational:courses offered ist the post high

school level are similar to those' given in vocational highechoole or
ctunprehemiive high schools enrolling non-Indians.

Recent research has indicated that the earnings differential between thegraduates of post high school vocational 00111108 and vocational high school graduates Who have taken the stone courses is so
meal/ that it fella toosake up for thesernings leis of the former, while
not inthelabor market.
Thus, the total lifetime income of the pod high school vocational
graduate may be.less than that of a'stedat who took' the seine courses
while in' high school.

V.- As pointed out earlier, approximately 50 percent of the .Tndirak
students residing on or adjacent to reservations fail to complete high
school.

These individuals are not eligible for post-high school vocational
tranusg, and for the most part, lack the educational qualificSions to:
be eligible fortheadult vocational training program.
These individuals would likely have a bz chance for permanent
enraloyinanCif they-received some:vocational training before they left
school. .
L Moreover, vocational training could be used ss-it form of dropout
prevention:. &Wise' have indicated that many Indian chileben, like
non-Indians, 'leave school because of lick of interest in what le being.
to
taught. Itis Mob', that a vocational program would be able to increase
tbe
power?' of the Whoa&
Adult education: One of the 'greatest nee& among. reservation Indians is an effective program of adult education. This would not only
inmate this human capital available on the reservation for utilizatke
by employers or potential : einploy_ers, but would allow adult %Wiens
6

greeter job opperboratiea shouldthq desire to leave thiredervitions.
Table ii indicates the inediaa- educational level of adult reieCriatiOn
raW° 4,4r°0000:tatiAt OtOOJ ilighattl4;060 .00.40%

IsiIsii i110108,

4ge

"111°
Ap

411-06

&1

';,
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The table above indicates that the median years of schooling for all
Age_ groups, except the 29-24 age group, is below the high school level.
Although the percentage of clan communities served by an adult

education program has increased in recent ram, in 1968 only 'about

half of all communities was being served. Virtually no communities in
Alaska were being served, in spite of the fact that 15 ppeerrcc,eent of the

total population ender Bureau of Indian Affairs imis lotion resides
in Alaska.

In 19681 only $1 million was programed for adult education or only
$88-$50 per student. Lees than 1 percent of the educationublidgettif the
Bureau of. Indian Affairs was spent on adult education.
The. Bureau of Indian Affairs has only :40 professional adult eduoators, or one for every four Indian reservations. It is the Sob of these
individuals, in addition to teaching, to establish courses, recruit teachers, and coordinate their progrenis with other reservatimmiedicitional
.

r.

It would appear that theseandiyidnals are spreadtoe thinly to do a
really effective job.

Teacher turnover: Teacher turn° r in Bureau of Indian Affairs

public schOolefor the
schools is about 75 to 100 percent higher
Nation as a whole.
roughly
However, teacher 'turnover .Federal
comparable to the turnover in public school systems locatediia the rely
epareski waded, States of Idaho; Montana, Oregan;,Nebreaka,
.Alaske.
:

;

;

.

j

While some wolikl take this as evidence that teacher turnovit4ty

BureauRschoole is not: a particularly ;important problem. In my ntdw,

this would apPear to be an erroniottaireitioniitonfricOnsiderlithet
one goal for the Bureau of Indian Affairitisoperating*t`lnedifixth?0=
*likens" for disadvantaged children: t
%Intermstian,froui a IV dant teacher turnover study emichreced-by the

Bureau of Indian Affairs indicates over half the turnover

among; eachere 'with left thaw2 rare teaching experience; Vaitlieier
40-pereentlef the turnover occurring man* teacheraiWith anljtI4eier
experience in than system.

t

t,

u

y

aniaria of the reaming that those teachers with,todyl -rites!

experience in the system gave for leaving
tiQ partitittleftF
the. Bureau of Indian Ailairs schools for. economic Tempi orkhie'to

It would,eppear that three.polieite might cut downmi the high rite'
of turnover among relatively mexperientedleadrim
should try, not ;4401. aear,
nit, the. Bureau of Indian
teachers to the. most isolated retieeVatione. SiMie many 1 cal the'
;

teachers are recent croelelereg:siduates from the East, the ehoekOf liviing
n can cause difficult adjustinefit problems..
in a remote Indian

Second, salaries and increinesits'shohld idittetaid tii Weet'iso
disittility or remoteness of a particular location. A. single salary:ethicve to where one is ..;migned, is unrealistic:
tare, un
Thirst a1 new entrants. to the school system shbild be given extensive
and realistic orientation before they are sent to the reservations. While
this may frighten of some potential teachers; in the long run it would
likely reduce the turnover, since teachers would have a . realistic `idea

of what to expect.
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ato*io.øo1s isvery interesting observation, these

lastt*oaN

that not only do the Indians have problems of adjust- S
ou
Meat; but that the-whites that go from college gradtuitim out.to..the
rearviitionefail out of the ionittm, toolat the bights* Over 20perceut

the** you: Thar frOpout We. bias lush Goths Indians.
Dr. Salim Thetis true.-1 never thought of it that way, but that is
true.
Senator. Minim:am Thank you ,for.theie very interesting Okilir.
vations, yourit4 and yourreoornmendations.
I am particularly interested in that they taught vocational .training
where k smod maw' Indians. were hiving job opportunities, before,
n they, droi,oed .it.
but afterVorld

.

Dr. Srommr: think one of the most merlins mistakes. has been made
,..
in the entire area of Indian education.
I don't think there should be exclusive effOrt.,by any meenst< on
vocational training, but.thets are a lot of mtm-, led andakilled 3obe
begging, ther adjacent or'ost the reservations that have to.be
us:sandhi= tat the preset* time.
1
with au adequate vocational program, these jam would ba
I

lilitelmatr Yeasaiouum. High schools heck tia years ago were offering
good riurses!ha vocietiosal -education-2in. into mechanics. There eve-,
great opportimities In that field. I bipard on my car -radio garages in.
this area adva4- ant for nnechanice...:They are pay ligher wages

trying to lure them frm other gararfit
"'
So it is in many other vocatibniginesox Rind *good repairman, on
the TV or a radio that can nø.5 that last longer thaw& weak*
He cannot maim It lam lodger itlian *obi or,thoy boys builtin.
&sok:some.

!.I

f.t.

,

' We need ;technical vocational education for technicians ,spniewhat
higher than the niechank, for which there are great job opportunities,

Are than AIM*:

-

ere.anY plans by the peoplain the BUreer of Indi
to try to Put theseroorses beak hi tbs. high school .
..Dr. Samar. The people I talked to seemetlto iedicstethat the sitiv
s_
atiou woe nnd.ar rerriewI,
Senstoi Yearionotiox. After 20 yeati-of error, R14Oes not mem that.
it would take a long review after 20 years 'of arror4 1. 1..
-into.the
thiet4 ts&ød to had .just
Dr. Soiessiri-Mrt
is-gbiarg to be some
t. oral :tort
Waslihigtonistaco,r
I

to' ovaliatie. the,

,

11'Othert

114.711147

ought to 40vs the vocational

Seat* Aihmolgargarc

lint, that** the eve: OVS11114.: *the r

:

th0.4

tette; thi

T

;

3

*ato hiveafl adult education pregrilta.....

Itiplodailforitiadf.;.
,wtil...if=r ,,I
-Slivatothicetoixx. Thai& yoti,3fr.,
;

.;

;

..

"4:
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The figure you use concerning the fact that there are only 40 pro-

fessional adult educators in the BUreauI assume that is in the
national office I
Dr..SORKIN. Right.

Senator Monealz, One for every four Indian reservations.

If you consider the fact that two-thirds of the Indian youth are

being educated in the public schools, then surely that is woefully understaffed.
Moreover, we have already heard testimony that the Regional Direc-

tors run thooe schools. On top of all that is the desire of the Budget
Bureau to supersede them.

Dr. Marburger testified that he thinks that, excepting title I pro-

grams, the Indian children are not being counted in the calculations forappropriations and expenditures for vocational education, adult education, and some of these other federally aided educational efforts.
Do you happen to know whether that is true ?
Dr. Soaxix. As far as that specific point, don't.
All I can say is that one comment I could make is that it seems every
time there is a bill passed, or some special welfare amendment, 2 or 3

years go by before it is ap lleabk to the Indians.
Senator liformax.a. C.,d we have a study by the staff, and also on
these various specific education

the Indians are entitled to patei

I would like to know whether

or not, and whether they are

permitted to particinato on the same basis as other Americans?
If jhoy are, I would like to know whether there is a 3-year lagthis
syncrrome he is talking aboutbefore they catch on to it.
If it is true, where does the fault lie P Does the Bureau make requests,
or ignore it!
It seems outrageous, especially when this is the only enters that is
a direct and total Federal responsibility. This ought to be where you
work begin, because you have no one else to blame except yourself'
in this area.
Senator YAABOROVOE. Last October we passed the biggest vocational.

education bill in Ametcan history, ato Nolizing expenditures of $3.
billion over 4 years of time to extend vocational-education into adult
vocational education, build new vocational educational schools, if it
was not available in the high schools or junior colleges, authorizing
vocational education in seniorcolleges.
With all that, the Indians were excluded.
Senator Mormars. It seems to me that if this testimony is accurate ,.
then as the Nation recognias the broadened need for adult vocational
education, they are going in the other direction. We are cutting back.
The spatem is less adequate than it VAS some years ago.

If may say so, I appreciate this testimony by Dr. Sorkin. It is what
would expect from a Sorkinhis father is a good friend of mine.

Senator YARBOR017011. I don't know whiether your assignment is over

on the subject for the Brookings Institution.
Dr. Sonxzx. I am continuing to work on my study, and probably it
will not be completed until June.

Senator Yaezosouon. As we have heard, this study on Indian

education is our jurisdiction, but health is also the jurisdiction of this
General Labor and Public Welfare Committee. I am chairman of the
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Althengh we have been talking about some of the shortcomings
m.vr, compatod to when the transfer of responsibility from BIA to
H_EW took_plice, it is much improved.
.
;
Senator Tesserrovon.:1:vneferrufnan ears ago was that t
Dr. Sonfeut. 1956, it was

Senator Yessoscroon. So the health, of Indians has now improved

over 1956, after we got it out of the BIA
Dr: Soeurnr. There le almost no comparison. It is a tremendous improvement.

Senator YARBOROUGH. It sounds like- a pretty good precedent for
taking education out of there.

Dr. Solari: If they could be ea suodessful in.thet as they were in

health, I think everybody would be quite satisfied.

b

Senator ressos000n. Thank you for this studyi and thank you for

into your report herowisat you found oh the health problems.
Arc.
further questions?
Senator. Mondale t
Senator Monism I have no further questions.
Senator Yessonotron. Thank you very much forthii paper. We may
want to sumit further questions to you,. if you will; accept them, and
you send us yoer Written answers:

Dr. SOBrat. Thank you.
Senator ,TAaliallOtanl. This completes this series of hearings in
Washington at this time.
The committee will be recessed at thistime,; subject to reconvening

at the call of the chairman of the Special Subcommittee on Indian
Education.
The subCommittee is recessed.

(Whereupon,. at 1 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject. to the

call of the Maar.)

INDIAN EDUCATION, 1969
THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 1969

US. SWATS,
SUBOOMMIT1121 ON INDIAN Emma 'rum
OF TUN COMMITIIN ON LABOR AND 1'17W° WFLFARZ,

Wallitsgton, D.C.
m 4232,
The subcoinniittee met at 9 a.m., pursuant to
Ullman
New Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kenn
of the subcommittee) _presiding.

Preaent: Senators Kennedy, Yarborough, Mon e, Hughes, Murphy, and Bellmon.
Committee staff members present : Robert 0: Harris, staff director

to full committee; Adrain L. Parmeter, subcommittee staff director;
and Herschel Sahmount, minority professional staff member.
Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will come to order.

Our first witnesses this morning are Robert Bennett, Commissioner
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior, and Dr.
Charles Zellers, Assistant Commissioner for Education, Bureati of
Indian Affairs, Depaitment of the Interior.
Will both of you be kind enough to come up to the table I
We want to welcome you to the committee. On two other occasions
we haie had you scheduled. Through the necessities of committee busi-

ness, we had to change and alter those plans. We want to extend a
word of welcome to you now.
STATEMENT OF EON. ROBERT L. BENNETT, COMMISSIONER, BIIBEAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF TEE INTERIOR,
ACCOMPANIED BY CHARM N. ZELLERS, ASS/STANT 00IMIS-

SIMI TOR EDUCATION, WOAD OF MILE AITALSS, DEPARTMUT of THE INTEEIOR.

Mr.
Mr.

. Thank yOu, Mr, Chairman.
rman and members of the Indian Education Subcoinmittee
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, it is a pleas Of the
ure to be with you today. Before I start my testimony I would like to
offer for ,the record_ my credentiali in suppOrt of what
to say,
F

*kith relate, to my birth on abndian reservation in 194 graduation
from .a Federal boarding ijellooi and high, schall, and business

meat, and 88 years' of service with Indian' people Mall partec.lelfrthte
country, including 4 yea" in Alaska, except for tune of ;or Military
.
cerric4
So I would like to submit theem'credentialk for the record.

Senator Kamm. They will be accepted and put at the appropriate
place in the record.
(835)
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(The material referred 'to follows :)
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ROMP L. Buniserr, Communes' or INDIAN AIWA=
Born November 16, 1912, on the Oneida Indian Reservation in Wisconsin.
Zdnostion:
Attended public and. parcelsial isclinde 11 Widenein. Was graduated in
MI from Haskell Institute (Indian achool) at Lawrence, Kansas, where he
, specialised in budneadadministretket. Holds degree of LL.B. from Southeastern Univessity School of Law.
19311-89--fferved with the Bureau of Indian Affairs agener at the Ute Reset'
'ration in Utah. Also served in various capacities with the Lite Tribal Coun-

cil and altrelleurer of thine:Indian ItraMect allociations in the area.

19138-411--Ataffinsed to Washissiton dies, Hereto of /Man. Affeirfl, assMeeM1-

_Id in ,reeltyes.

..

19s9-w-Trim ..ii
to the Navajo Ageney,,Ondovilheekt AriA,
1914,444110, IrLa. Maine Cori*.
py4744-140406,Rimytioti.
.:

196046Direited

.,..

,

.

',.

,

.,.

WWI= foe, Wadi. Sr. ri.
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.,Asisine, t.
11411-14,
Entreati of Indian Affairs In

,.

,
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,''

.'i!"i.,

Oales; Aberdeen Area. serving Indian gee* in, ft

,,..

1etrd444-Reelionteeit '10 ":Washington,lko: office, DerOti-Asit Idlind'Affkiirs,
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to as In tribal dvel°Pmeat

PRIVaLilaibikaff
t=. thiperhiteidost

Viii Indian Agency,
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to 'Aliddessa 'Arou cisks.; and
headquartersArea MD' 0 Plain Affat!' for theizOOki'l**n.
1999Appelliteff'Depateoemodiefter of ititiftui SIihine:11.it.p.

19seAkepastes ossominsionse of Indian. Attire, Whiblngeon, ,D.O.' if!, ,Orgassiestioss ASkettesit: '
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ArnegiisittAeadeil4 of Politigili And Sodái Seine;
'.
.
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:

Ausidesst thieletrfor Pula* Adeahststratlen;
Nations! Oongtens of Aderieu Indus_ t ',

'
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"
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,

Member of the National Advisory Ivonnnittee the Indian:Louth; .
Board Of Directors; ARROW,- Inc.

,
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!

:

,

f
.
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"WV Elire :

thrrieff to the rornieii Kin. date- Mtor )3gilibal of 8:4:: iliilidi
a soda! deriter."0,4 thildnig: $
vy veteran,' moirridts 'Wdv:fit

.

Ann:
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'Asiitetriehrirri"kili

=ltJeanne, ts widget; and

,,...

sli
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rine

and Nobel* li

_i..?

Mt. pion/in. Secondly,, !when, i
dean ik fraint I made ,, a
would like to *es4 two or three pat*
,

lifat: of

ni* April:0;1966:

4,

i

.:,

,

.

.

Off ndellibies
to the
pooch and Hof! ablli end
!Wild,*
the bade istopeogolley that we chic.
'We
not Mabel,
he Ore have'
; Wisp sseissliaM
the leadetelft the.. deiteffmtionsi .*Iiiebil
which am poi uAos.avy tuthisolution of unts prOblems,
;,_ ..,.- H
; tWe must 'dhning where it aids, patornalliniand the 'stiffing street" It 1.
People. We need to .elksinsto the attitudes of t!epentiettc7v,,ItRo
condo in nondrinker petiole.
'
.:
1 eeegriji; -11-000eitioa at Ciononsissionds towns ,I
,

,
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,..-,.,.
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As I see it, we
Wing about a montheipartsessidp with lisdhiff leatleithip.
There fano question in my mind that Indian leadership mud beinought *boast
to the full extent
as we deal with their problems.
.

.
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; .'

trenclr..

4 ARAL

ts.
bennedai.I

ools of this country which hay%

;Tide ilnewnearr if'

ilia lathe Bu can

.which

*bout 0110,

f

!grog about wdudents and the public schools w
,o
Indian students. : :
:
,,' ',il,'
i.,
in .Waehl
-4610' WitnelleRiSMO`teallea,1;eit41;
.

I
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1.

Worn** this

'neon and throughout the country,
committee heft produced will b* °I`
and I hope, the public schools, to
for Indian child ea. .!, is

,value in guidincus,
better,valitor of, aehiclibmi
'---1'.

,

It, s gratifying tut nisaiir, witnesses 'be
tipia .comaitii* are now
supportrg thi muovative Approaches
kieg-acceptedi concept of
In&an involvement of the :Bureau of ,
Mbar% swot ,of Which
lams 44 Wren peep's.
will describe later to the complex It
been lacking foi,Isq Aoug, , we
With thrs kind support, which:
can proceed in confidence with the Indian people to contAnue our Joint
effort to bring about needed improvements.

It is regretted, however, that the tenor of some statements made

before this subcommittee at Tam", times have been more in the iletere

of destructive and vitriolic attioks upon Iredeng schools and the
Bureau of. Indian Affairs rather than objective critiques of deficiencies

km Indian education wherever they be found .ki Buremi or public
illbhools.

The current critics in Isai affairs tend to blame the education

program of the Bureau of /Wan AffairaJor all the social, economic,
and political ills of Indian people that, in !*ualitz, are the einnulative
results of a century of neglect, misunderAinding, .prejudice, and
paternalism.
Critichma that raPea upon hearsay iind ftds uP" disigw'ti!n", and
I quote trips prevmus testamen t b'e ,418 eolMnittlf.
is '7
the morale
insensitivet'and decadent,"- has the effect of destro
Indian
le and,/their educators and,the respect of
Children
of
for any
fade_FgotPuNiq.
,
,
.
.
0. , l
tAftil not let yin belnialed by thief ,hand;
I trust y

of

,

.

,
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suiting from deprivation and other forcesall these factors have a
bearing on a child's success in school and upon the school's success in

reaching the child:.
Where Indian-education problems exist in the Bureau and public
sehools therefore, they reflect larger ,socioeconomie problems of Indian life today, and all problems must be dealt with simultaneously
and accordiney.
Neve rtheless, there are measure; that can be taken, with your help
to make considerable improvement in education services at once. I
have outlined severel inch steps and will discuss them later.
O. My second point deals with the need for partnerabip between
Indians and the Federal Odteenunent within the framework of the
'

'

special nature of Federal-Indian relations.
Lasting solutions to Indian problems can be found only if Indians

are involved in analysis, planning, and operations. In the 3 years

I

have served as Commissioner, one of my greatest rewards has been to
watch the emergence of Indian views'and the increasing participation
of Indians in the process of deefOanslainaX"1
hope, therefore, that this satmonsmittee =will not make
It is
recomm ations for unilateral Potion in Indian education or other

Indian twitters without the opportunity for the 'duly elected reprosentativiis of the Indian people have a voice in the future of Indian
education.

In connection with that I would like to offer a list of the recog-

nized tribal leadership throughotit Indian' country.
I would like to offer for the record my 'ettitements at the National
Congress of American Indians in. Omaha, Nebr., Which includes tie
first, annual report ever made byte Commissioner of Indian Affairs
,
to the Indian people.
Senator KntraFqhMottal swept 'those and they will be part of
the total file. Wi *HMO** there parte that are most *event takthese

The material referred to maybe found in the apdix.)
Senator 111.0*DALAL Will you yield a second!

Mr. Commissioner, did you say, that this was the first report that
the Commissioner' of; Indian Affairs ever gave to the Indians!
Mr. BIBIdIVIT. I'm, sir.
S'enathr Moicna12. When was it t

Mr. %NMI:, At the National Congress of American Indians in
der:tr this past isll.

Mozenam. It is abouttime that they' get around to it,
Mr. 13mtnarr. Yoe, I think tiio. I' hope I est It'Precodent
tor educational imI haVe said there are no shortcuts orprovement because the mt.. fears 'in dian educ,atimi cannot be
separated from, the More general problemigereconoMio and social
Underdevelopment of
communities.
have relevance to efforts in, these
Our efforts in education
*ty of effort king he'geared to prebroader directions, and the
parmg Indians for the changing society ahead rather than holding
than to the past.
oer

Many, if not most, Indians today rive in regiend that are economically

depressed. Reservations, with few executions, are far from the hub
of greatest economic growth.
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At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer i'hik material
which began in 1940, which shows bilinghal education for Navajos
written in English and Navajo and related to the environment of the
Navajo community:

Senator Kmatzuy. We will accept that and they will be made a

part of the subcommittee files.

May I ask you a question, Mr. Bennett I did not have a chance
to review your statement before now and I am just following along
ly have to chair. another hearing a. little later in..
with it.
the morning. noted in the early part of your staternerit, you referred
to statements that were made to this committee.
You say you "regretted,.however, that the 'tenor of some statements
made before 'this inibconmuttee at various times have been more in the
nature of destructive .and vitrioliC -attacks upon Federal' schools and

the Bureau of Indian Affairs rather than objective critiques of defieiencies in Indian education."

Could you elaborate on that? What testimony have we taken that

you think has been -unfair in Characterising. what' Many of us feel is
either in 'the testione of the most unfortunate Federal
mony received here in Washington or in the testimony which-hag been
received out in the field I

'

This committee over the period of the last yearhaa Visited' anutriber-

of these schools and -reservations. Would you be somewhat
more.
,
precise?

Mr. BENINTLPIT: Yeti The Washington Pest reported'

Senator Xasrstzinr. I value the Washington ,Post reports on it, but
I am sure your people reviewed thetestiniony` itself : the direct testimo

I

.

:

ould be more interested in that eiraliatiOit rather than the char,
acterizationniade±by a newspaper..
Mr: Biczniirgi.. Thie is where I received tr4InfbrmatiOn. One of the
witnesses stilted that the &Irian-of Indian 'Affairs was rotten; inaansitive, and: decadent. I do not believe this Contributes anything tolthe
education ofindian children:. "
Senator. Xzstivami. That le one. What are some of ilia 'et* types
viny:,

of comments?

Mr. Btahosrr. Many of the comments have been in thie'eame vein.
You see, the Bureau of Indian Affairs is .'committed to a public school'
"
education for Indian&

Senator Kainnaci: I am sure Over the period of tlile that we have
been having these hearings that'there have been trioSe who feel. this
very deeply. Certainly you are not 'Oink to question sincere beliefs I'
that is a reasonable ChartieterliatiOn of the .--If -someone
Bureau, and they want to express it before this'Cominittee, they are
certainly entitled to those views. I think yoUr referencee are somewhat
deeper than Oat in terms of any miereneesentatiOns that have been
lift& in regard to the Bureau of Indian Affairs or in the charaCterization of the schools or the conditions under which these yotroglieople
attend these schools or in the administrative procedures of the Bureau'
in the decisionmaking process of the school systems themselves.
They have made a lot of comments and characterizations about
.

these.
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,

Combig from you, those statements certainly reflect on the kind
of witnesses that this committee has called.

I wish you could be somewhat more specific in your general characterisations shot* witnesses' testimony.

Mr. Bintiorrr,, My remarks were only about the testimony and not
about any of the witnesses, because th,ey, like anybody else, have an
opportunity to appftr here and say anything they wish.
However much of the testimony is not in accordance with the facts
as they exist. Since last April, I have been waiting for an opportunity
to present the facts before this committee and I am appreciative of this
opportunity.
Also, I would like the opportunity to supply for the record those
other statements made in testimony -before this committee which are

not in accord with the facts and which indicate an attitude of paternalism far beyond anything the Bureau of Indian Affairs ever
thought of.__
Senator KENNEDY. Do you accept that there is a paternalistic attitude by the Bureau of Indian Affairs!

Mr. Besznerr. Therelas been. In my opening statement of philosophy when I became Commissioner of Indian Affairs I stated all a
matter of my administration that this was one of the attitudes which
had to be eliminated from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and for 8 years
I have worked on it.

However, there are ratio witnesses who appeared before this com-

mittee whose testimony indicated an attitude of paternalism far

beyond anything the Bureau of Indian Affairs ever dreamed of bemuse.witnesses have said before this committee and stated that the
Indian people should have the decisionmaking, that the control of their

destiny 'and lives should be with them in their local communities,
slid then go on for hours telling what Indians should do.
They are either committed to local decisionmaking or they are going
to tell the Indians what to do.
Senator MONDALE. Would you give me an example of a witness who
called for local control and then went on as you said I

Mr. Bziorrrr. In one of the testimonies in the hearings held since

the first of the year.
Senator MONI)ALL. Who was it I

Mr. BeNzerrr. will be able to present it to you.
Senator Montoma. DO you remember on what basis he spoke to this
committee I His background or credentials
Mr. Binexierr. I do not think he had any.
Senator Mamma I can remember expressions from some witnesses

here to the effect that they knew better than the Indian what to do,
but I do not recall any responsible witness calling for local control
and then turning around and giving a series of directions with respect
to how the Indians should control themselves.

I would appreciate knowing who it was because I have listened to
all the testimony-and I do not think that is a fair characterization
Qrgeneralization of the testimony either.

Mr: Bottum. I will be happy to submit that and name the witness

and his testimony.
Senator KENNEDY. We want you to continue, Mr. Bennett. I think

that what we are really interested in is the specifics of the p
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In regard to ewes witnesses who have misrepresented situations,

the school situations, and local conditions, we hope that you will identify them.
I know you have had a
deal of time to review the testimony,
testimony which has been taken during
and your Department has
-

the course of these hearings. To the extent that you cen express a
viewpoint on the misrepresentation of the facts of the situation, I
hope you will do so, because, obviously, it is in the interest of the

comnuttee.
(The information requested can be found in the appendix.)
Mr. BeiTiarr. Thank you.
Then came that series of emotional attacks on the Bureau of Indian

Affairs, by the unthinking critics of that day charging Una we were

attempting to keep Indians as "blanket" _Indians, and out of the

mainstream, and as a consequence, the Indian education program was
driven back to a shadow of its best self.

For years afterward, it was, maintained at very little more than the
minimal standards required for State accreditation.-rand since there
is so much variance in standards of education from..$tote. to S
both Federal and public schools, even to this day,. range from g
,
to bad in their overall
inhibiting influences inCluding the heavy
When I think of
hand of oppressive criti ism, I am, quite frankly, pleased with the
upward climb our Federal schools have nevertham shown over the
years and we need to put this progress in proper ,,perspective with-

=

reference to time.
We have, for example, reached( the capacity to'proiide a,,,-oleisroom

seat for almost every child that needs one --yet, 23. years ago,-When
the Navajo Tribe had finally , accepted education, only about MOO, ..
or 26 percent of Navajo children between the ages shti 6 and 14i.wOre
in school and an estimated18,000ror 75 percent wete not
,'r
In 1946 began one of the most innovative and4larsng.,progaina-tof.
education for overage young people,to provide thein , with minimum
language, social, and employment skills to enter the job market', or
to catch up to their proper grade.
, - 1...,
1'
,,. 2 i `;
Using teacher aides who spoke the Navajo langnage, and special
materials, the special Navajo program was begun.; a determined drive
to. get out-of-school Navajo children, in school and to devise programs
suted to the needs of averageramdereducated youneeknii
,.
,.

It was then that all available space, including that at Chemawa

School in Oregon and Chilocco School in Oklahomai, was utilised. for
,..
.
that purpose.
A further step-up of the program occurred in the 1,960's when the
Bordertown program with dormitory students attending local public
high schools, came into being along with an accelerated school build-

nit

has been that last year of more than 46,000 Navajo children between the ages of 6 and 18, over 90 percent were in 'school. ,Furthermore, it has been .established that over 70 percent of those

in school are now finishing high school, a rate close.to the, national,
.
average.
That, I submit, is a success story of the first magnitude for those
who choose to take note of it.

0
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Anther, most baths have only been citizens of the %Tufted States,
and the States **Min which they live, for leas than 50 years.
The last nu1itary detachment was withdrawn from an Indian res-

onation will, 50 years ago, but the last use of the military in this

country was in 196) to prevent the nondropout products of the public
school system from tearing down the colleges of this country.
I cannot hold with those who oversimplify the Indian situation by
that Indians are very different from other Americans, and
im ying that they should not be singled out for special attention.

i the context of the
argument is put forth most frequently in
Indian unem loyment problem.qt presupposes that everyone should
be

raggeedd to move to the cities where the vibe are suped to her.-

yet this county has learned in the past few years that

cities may

not bo the solution.
We have alto learned that it can be destructive to menthe that differences in culture and origins are inconsequential in the development of
of the Ameiicen Indian child.

The Indian culture is land-oriented. The Indian usually is' appiest
in his land environment; and therefore, we must find a way to bring
the benefits of education and technology to him, rather than ha7ing
circumstances force him to enter an alien setting.
It should be mentioned here that charges, that the Bureau of Indian

Affairs is preoccupied with the natural resources owned by Indian
people and not with the people themselves, are false.

_

Sixty-two and a half percent of the staff are engaged in-or in support of programs of human development and 592 percent of the fiscal
year 1969 budget is for like programs.
I would like to offer; for the record of this committee, charts show-

ing the funding of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, in support of this

statement.
Senator Atomism!' (presiding pro tempore). It will be included in
the record.
Mr. Biomes= Thank you.
On the other hand, I become equally impatient with the advocates
of a complete "restoration" of Indian culture. The realities of modern

life preclude the return to the idyllic ways of tribalism, devoid of

maw communications, mass transportation, mass production and mass_
education.
All schools in this Nation todsy are confronted with difficulties that
challenge the imagination and dedication of teachers, administrators

and parents. Some schools serving Indians are better, others worse,
than average.
Federal and public alike all operate under unusual pressures. From
Point Barrow, Alaska, to Miccosukee, Fla.,.we operate a network of
schools like no other in the country, in locations and under conditions
of isolation and deprivation, that daily test the courage, dedication,
and endurance of our staff.

These are the people who must bear the brunt of the highly publicised emotional attacks, because any attack upon the Bureau is an
attack on the people who serve in it, over 50 percent of whom are
Indians.
25-451 0-89--pt. 1-28
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We know that Federal schools for Indians, like other schools

throughout the country, are not perfect and we are continually trying
to inTrove them.
I want to tell you something about the improvements we have made
within the 'past 2 or 8 years alone. I want to suggest ways you can,
if you will, help us make more dramatic improvements within another
2 or 3 years. And I want to start by giving you some statistics as the
basis for your ultimate judgrnent :
Fifty percent of the total Indian populationis under the age of 17.
Let us pause a moment right here. Let us' see What this means for our
schools, and the schools of the future.

It means thateetting aside for a moment whether they are Federal,
public, or mission schoolsthere is goinq to have to be a tremendous
increase in construction of Indian schoolpiants.

In Federal schools today, many students live and study in greatly

substandard conditions. In dozens of our schools, dilapidated buildings
stand condemned and vacant, yet the buildings to replace them have not

been built.

Some classes are hell in reinforced sections of condemned buildings.

In the public schools in rural communities where Indian children
are, there is also frequent overcrowding and lack of library, recrea-

tional and other support facilities.
A second population statistioto keep in mind in this: Of the 150,000
Indian children of school age and in school, nearly two-thirds are in
public schools. Let impasse here, too.
Indians in public schools according to studies
The dropout rate
recently completed runs between 40 and 47 percent depending on the
region, at least half again the national average. We must strengthen
our liaison with State and local public school authorities.
4
We must find a way to provide more adequate counseling services
for Indians attending public, schools.
In Federal schools, the dopout rate, particularly in the southwest-

ern regio, is somewhat lower. However, studies show that verbal,
mathematics, and reading skills of Indians across the board are lower

an the national average (although slightly higher than other

orities).
Dropout trends also show great variance from tribe to tribe. A

recent study completed for the Bureau of Indian Affairs by the Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory shows Hopis as having

a dropout rate of 14.9 percent with Apaches at the other end of the
scale havinig, a dropout rate of 58.7 percent.

For its Indian students, die Bureau of Indian Affairs operates 244

facilities-77 boarding schools; 18 boarding dormitories for high

school students attending nearby public schools; 147 day schools; and
two hospital schools.

Enrollment in the boarding schools is over 85,000; in the day

schools, over 16,000; and in the dormitories, more. than 4,000.
I can tell you what the Bureau of Indian Affairs is doing to improve

low-performance needs, but I am less sure what the public schools
are doing.

One of my first acts as Commissioner' was to lift the education
activity of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to the status of a division
with an Assistant Commissioner to direct it.

847

Next, I- appointed an All -Indian Education Advisory Committee to
assist us in eft iataon planning.
The election of school boards to control local schools as advocated
bracimil
January 1966, even before I was Commisioner, was made

_the Bureau by the President's special 'mange to

a1

on March 7, 1966.

CV.Ifeillera

explahi in more detail howl, under a plea we call
Project Tribe devaloped with the Indian Education Advisory Commit-

tee, we will contract local Bureau schools to the Indian people

themselves.

At this point there are about 170 Indian people in the nationwide
education meeting in the city of Ogden and the Bureau of Indian
which has gone on all week.
Senator MONDALE. Is this a meeting of respective advisory_ school

board inemberat

Mr. Baxinerr. It was a meeting that was called by this National In-

dian Advisory Committee of all the tribal leaders throughout the
country who were interested in education and interested in working
with to in developing educational policies for the future.
Senator MONDALE. What submission are you making for the record f
Mr. Bzmrr. This submission is a statement I made on February 12,
1966, about Federal school control by local Indian communities.
Senator Morinua. Very well. That will be accepted at the conclusion

of your remarks. I, will ask the staff to review it and include those
parts which are pertinent.
Mr. Bezczorrr. Also in this is a special issue of President Johnson's
Message to Congress establishing local control of schools as a Federal
national policy.
r MONDALE. That part will be included in the record at this
po int in your remarks.
(The d,ocument referred to follows i)
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(Ft. !Ohara, Aria.)

To work together to nab these programs resyetuioe to the mods

.1 1.41.,,.
To develop a eoseentrotei *fort 1. 1.41.. education with Side
trod boll geodes. This k altical if the two-thirds of Indian
school childiest in non-Indian public schools are to get the modal

help they *bray need
Pre-School Pyogrems
In the Pim few years we as a Nation have come to recognise the
irreplaceable importance of the when years in a childs life. Pre-school
educed= and carevoinable for all childrenore urgently ueeded for
Indian eadidras.
We wait Ma god to enroll every four sod jloorte-eli loan
ehhor in a pre-school program by 1971.

For 176%1 as MINA% forth to:
Make the He Shot Potreo sooiloble to 10,000 Indies ehildrn.
for the lint time, hiothorarce for 4,500 lairs youngstets next Seyhottlow.
To moorage Indian involvement in this educational process, I am
the Scesetaty of the Interior to mane that each of them kindergarten employ local Indian teacher aides as well as trained leachers.

oats

hare! Mien &bob
Since 1961, we have nidertaken a subtend.' program to improve

the 245 Federal Indian who* which are attended by over 50,000 eh&
dren. 11* effort know half oorppieged. It will continue.

Sit goixtfecilitklate not enough.
/ erh asking-tkeSteretary of the Interior, in rooration with the
StcretatyVf 11eolth, Education, and Welfare, to establish

model corn -

wowie2iiihd# takers for Indians. These schoob will:

--nave'the Finet teacher; familiar with Sabi liistary, culture
and hr
w- Mature an aiddied.eitsicukun, special guidance ondroanainling

progro*ta randetic instmcdon: matedala and a sound ant.
to teach
Ida emend langisge.
it a -coninnmity center for

Semi the bell Indian

activities toe' rig hem a d
olt elegem to soda gatherings.
To ,*k the god,' propaw that Arip.,uongress appropriate $5.5
im7firise.io'rithwet and hold tio4Wistriesfleated traoheri at Indian
schools and to provide 200 ederaiiiiid,flachers and Odor, profentondr
to enrich instruction, come*: and ither program.'
To hekp make the India' tithed *vital part of the Indian comeouniti.

I am directing the Secretary Of the Interior to eltablith In school
boatels for Federal Indian &hook School boamlinpibetteeted by
their communitieswill receive whatekr
lr viecealary to amble
them to carryout their respondbirities.

.

,

1/4glier Education

Indian youth mint be given
more oppartunides to develop their
Waits fully and to Fume their am..
Wont free of arbitrary barriers tO
learning aid employment. They
must have a Chance to become proferi:
sionals: docifre, nurses, caginess,
managers and teachers..
Tor the young Indian of today
will eventually become dvi bridge -*.'
between two whores, two Imposes,:
and two ways of Ufa

Therefore, we must Open wide
the doors ot career training and
Night education to all Whin law

I

dents who qualify.
To reach this good:
am requesting $3 million
in Fiscal 1969 for college idol..
ask* grants,' to Wade for the
fog time living allowances for
Indian **dews arid, their land.lies to help capable young lova,.
was meet Ms co,* of higher education.

Secretory Of the Ineofter Stewart
IN Udell, right. discusses A pint

of the President's Hump to Con.

Rees on Aswelcon Indian* With the
Vice President unbent H. Humphrey
at the Department of the Interior.

"Enoonrage light industry on Indian resarvatioas. . ." (Laguna, St It.
I am asking the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to
wake special and =toted efOrs to assure that ear regular
scholarship and loan programs are available to Indian high school
gradardes.
am inking the Director of the Office of Econonricfnryortunity

to estabruil a -*cid Upward Bound program for Indian high
school students.

HEALTH swa-Mantcy+ Cain
lned= Indian is the lowest of any major
The health level of
States:
population grow in the
rate* among Indian. is 34.5 y.er 1,000
The infant
the National average.
links -12 points
among Indians and Math& natives
The kuidenoe of
National average.
h about five times

More thin half of the India obtabs water from contaminated
or potentially dangerous sources, and use waste disposal hails
that are gronly inadequate.

Viral infections, pneumonia, and malnutritionall of which
contribute to chronic ill health and mental retardationare
common amour Indian chthlten.
We have made progress. Since 1963:

The infant death rate km declined 21 percent.
Deaths from tuberculosis arc down 29 percent.
The umber of outpatient vista to emirs and health centers ruse
16 percent.

HIE RI alit
bit
it pg. let
Lc.

a year; 73 percent have imams below $3,000.

With rare asceptitto, Indian communities are so malerdevdoped
that there @ little, if any, opportunity for significant atkial or economic

prognm
Two patent of all the bed in the United State' is bean land.
Indian lands are about the else of ell the New England &mond a small
dice of New Toth. But many of their usourcesait, gas, coal, uranium
timber, waterawait development.
The economic Ms of Indian. areas can have a major impact upon

mighbering regions as teL It is not only in the but interests of the
Indians, but of the entire Nation, to wand Indian ea:Mamie opportunity.

Joie
Special
the needs c4

moved

have been establithed; to help meet
men and women
parean's
the
and-other help to get jots
These programs:
the number sewed lour mere

="111;11=se, more than

Provide all.eapinempaid training and placement for Indian
adulu.
Develop projects in cooper'.
ation with private industry,
ill which families prepare
'together for the uansidon
front welfare dependency
to useful, productive work.

To meet the increasing de. *sad, I propose that the India;
.,VocatiesafTraiaing Program be

tumidlethe foil anthorkstion
of $Z5 sal lion is Fiscal 1969.-...atly doable else funds appropriated
Use year.
In the State of the Union Ina Inge, I proposed a 25 percent increase--

Loft to right at the press briefing
to the Depart sat of the Interior, on.

to $2.1 talSon7-in our manpower
training programs for Fiscal 1969.

goa

At a poet of this slog, I
the President's liessage to Congress: um asked Ike Secretary of Labor
John Belied., executive secretary of so expand Ike .cmeeseasast Emthe Salami Congress of American
rneat Program to to
Georgia A. Robinson.
Indians;
Wien mesnatitats.
Oootte; Mrs. Shrine Greybear, Sioux;
Mrs. Helen Mitchell, Qeinalt; Robert Area I/sselopantnt
L. bunestt, Commissioner of Indies
The economic developntent
Affairs; Viol President Osbert b.
of Pound* P'odottive WW1
lhasphroy; harsh Ana jok,soe, Miss
Indian America XIV; Secietaxy of the areassnias bona lack of hue
Interior Stewart L. Udall; and Wen-. pgatai sapermie Imam to take
of sowof htmenient op
Call aline.. chairman, Rational COO. <
vets of American Indians.

Wsisaing. But

the present homing law is too rigid to meet the special

needs and aintStiont of our Indian population.

I am therefore submitting legislation. to opmethe dcor for more
Indians to receive low-cost housing aid, and to extend the loan programs
4 the Farmers Home Administration to tribal lands.

In
me

tary of Homing and Urban Development will review
construction standards for Indian homes to ensure flexibility in
design and consunetion of Indian housing.

The Secretaries of the InteriOr and Housing and Urban Development will explore new low con techniques of construction suitable
to a stepped-up Indian housing program.

Community Action

1Pnigrans under the Economic Opportunity Act have improved
morale in main communities. They have given tribes new opportunities
to plan and carry out social and economic projects. Community action
programs, particularly Head Start, deserve strong support.

I am asking the Congress to provide $22.7 nsillion is Fiscal 1969
for these im portant efforts.

Water and Sewer Projects
Shorter ide expectancy and blight.: infant mortality among Indiana
are mused ht large part by unsanitary water supplies and contamination

"Encourage development of tourist potential.

.

." (l'littosukee, Fla. restaurant)
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unsafe waste disposaL

The Federal Government has authority to join with individual
Indians to construct these facilities on Indian lands. The government contributes the capital. The Indian contributes the labor.
To step up this pro gram, I recommend that the Congress increase
appropriations for Milt us der and sanitary waste disposal facilities by 30

percent hod j10 million in Fiscal 1960 to $13 million in Fiscal 1969.

Can. Ranters
A SW of Rights for Indifuts
In 1934, Congress paned the Indian Reorganization Act, which
laid the groundwork for democratic self- government on Indian resavations. This Act was the forenmner of the tribal comdtutionsthe char .
ten of democratic practice among the Indians.

Yet few tribal =ideation' include a bill of rights for individual
Indians. The bade individual rights which most Amencans enjoy in relation to their government enshrined in the Bill of Rights of the Consti-

tution of the United Statesart not safeguarded for Indians in relation
to their tribes.
A new Indian Rights Bill is pending in the Congress. It would protect the individual rights of Indians in such matters as hoed= of speech

and religion, unseasonable search and seizure, a speedy and fair trial,
and the right to habeas cora* The Senate paned an Indian Bill of Rights
last yam I urge the Congress to complete action on that Bill of Rights in
the current session.

In addition to providing new protection for members of tribes, this
bill would remedy another matter of grave concern to the American
Indian.
Fifteen years ago, the ongeals gave to the States authority to extend

their criminal and civil jC
ions to include Indian resetvationa
what jurisdiction peviondy was in the hands of the Indians thanadva.

Fairnas and basic democratic principles require that Indbuis on the
affected lands have a voice in deciding whether a State will &manic legal
jurisdkdon on their land.

I urge the Congress to enact legislation that would provide for
tribal consent before such extensions of jurisdiction take place.
OFT-RZSUIVATION INI;IANS

Most of us think of Indian, as living gi their own aimmunitier
geographically, weirdly and psychologically remote hem the main cur-

rent of American life.
Until World War II, this was an accurate picture of most Indian
people: Since that time, however, the number of Indians living hi towns
and urban centers hu increased to 200,000.
Indians in the towns and cities 4 our ccamtry have urgent needs
for education, health, welfare, and rehabilitation Ervices, which are far
greater than that of the general population.
These needs can be met through Federal, State and local prognunst
I am asking the new Council on Indian Opportunity to study this profs-
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Vice-President

Says

Indian

Council

To Coordinate Attack on Indian Problems
(Editor's note: The following are the remarks made by Vice
President !Wert B. BWmphrey, introduced by Secretary of the
Interior Stewart L. Udall, at a speciet briefing at the
Interior Department for Indian Udders and the press on the day,
March 8. of President Lyndon B. Johnson's Sgeoiat hbesage to
Cowes* on Amerioan Indians. following the Vice President's
remarks are the rem*s made earner in the day by Secretary
Matt at a White House paves briefing on the hissope.)

Secretary Udall:

Mere is a seas

that has enough eathusiem and
drive to mks anything ge. One
of the best things in this ems -

sap is the fact that the Vice
President of the United States,

for the_first time in Maury,
is going to quarterback sod orchestrate the whole India. affect.
Mr. Vies President, ve leek forThe
ward to working with yen.
pimple in this roes who will be
oe this council and I went to
welcome you here this morale&
These are the leaders selected by the Iodise tribsi across
This is their orthe country.
ganisation. They are here, and
we will let you gay whatever you
want to Say.

Vice President Saban N. Ilmmplirey

shakes heads with Who ladies Amerlea XIV at the press briefing on
the President's Message to Congress
on Indians at the Department of the
Interior at which he spoke.

Thank
Vise President Humphrey:
you, Secretary Udall. and ew felYou are very forlow Americana.
tunate, I can't talk to you very
long. I must be over to a meetingat the White Houle shortly.
When this message wee in. its
early stases of preparation I Via
as nthusiastic &Dont the impact
of this message, what it meant

to the American community, and to our Indian people in particular, as any
I know of the tremendous amount.of effort put
message I have ever read.
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into the message by the President of the United States, end his personal
attention to it. And by the Secretary of the Interior and by all those
closely associated with his in this Department. And throughout the Government.
The important thing about the message is that it doesn't leave the'
w11 -being and opportunities of people of Indian origins to just one branch
of Covernmeet or one office of Goverment. The Retinal Council on Indian
Opportunity represents for the first time a coordinated effort of all the
resources of the federal Government, working in partnership with the Indian
people themselves for the development of the great potential of human resources that ire in this country in your people.

Now I happen to be privileged under Executive Order and under the term
of this message to chair the National Council on Indian Opportunity. The
Vice President can serve in that capacity as a coordinator of activities
and resources in our Goverment. Set we have leaned hers is Vanington
that if you are going to get .seething done, you must bring to bear upon the
problem the total resources of the Covenant alma the resources of the overall community. Aad particularly those who are deeply involved in the prostan.
for example, I happen to chair the National Aereamutice amid Space Comm
oil. which deals with all the activities of Space and seroneutice 'everything
in the field of defense and research, of apace, includiag our Apollo program,
the flight to the moon, the astronauts, all of that is coordinated under the
Space and Aeronautics Council. So there is not duplication of effort;., so
that there is maximum input of the Goveresent's resources and the private
sector toward one goal -- in that instance, American preeminence, America
in first place in apace research in the world.
Secretary Udall serves as a member on the Counci'. on Marine Resources
and Engineering Development. This relates to all the matters concerning our
great lakes and our oceans and sees. The development, of food from the sea,
the improvement of n4vigation, the exploration for minerals sod fuel tree
the bed of the sea -- so for Zhe first time we era bringing together all
of the resources of our Government in the concerted effort to get maximum
development of those great resources. Now we ere doing exactly the same
thing here now on Indian Opportunity. I think that the means, the
President has given to us is a charter of new freedom and new opportunity
for the American Nation because the Indian people, the original Americans,
the authentic AraricAmi, are a vital part of this Nation. And if ever there
was a challenge to the Government, and to the people themselves, We in
this message.

I've read every line of this message several time. I've looked over
the mummery of the principal objectives as outlined by the President -the importance that the President placed upon the right of the first Merinos to remain Indians while exercising their rights as Americans. This
is a wonderful thing about the United States -- we don't all have to be
alike. There is a sophisticated phrase -- "pluralistic society." Many,
many, many
but yet a unity out of the easy. And the Indian's right to
freedom of choice and self-determination
this is the purpose of America.
freedom of tholee and self - determination.
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Our intention is to sedk new ways to provide Federal assistance to
Indians while placing new emphasis oo self -help, self-respect for Indian
culture. The whole concept today of development is not just Federal
assistance, but self-help, the way the Government can be a partner, not
a dominating partner, but en assisting partner. Your leadership -- and it
is right hare in this great room. I see some of you that I know personally,
and I am glad to welcome wy old friend Roger Jourdain !um Minnesota -- it
is with your leadership And your effort obi what the Federal Government
can do that we are vainly going to get things done.
Wow we have a great program her. of the expansion of our preschool:programs, and the emphasis on vocational training sad the emphasis Co model
community school systems for Indian children -- great empheris on training
of the young, and I think that every parent-here knows how important that is
Lad than the emphasis on bringing the people into the economic lifeline of
this Nation, not just as an accidental development, but as a premeditated
program.
I vent to tell you that you can be assured of one thing. My frideds
who have worked with me before in this area know of my deep casco= about
the lack of opportunity that all too often characterise our Indisayeopli.
The lack of joggl opportunity. Ladies and gentlemen, we're going to make
doubly sure that equal opportunity is not just a phrase la a moosegs but it
is a living fact la the life of a people.
That's only the reason I wonted to be la politics. I can tall you that
there isn't a day in wy life that I sty, "Is it worth it all?" And es.the
pressure gets on you more sad more in public life, you grow
little older,
you wonder, "Why la the world should I .tick around sad do all these thinget"
You've got children and grandcbildres,and you've got a nice boom, and.impbe
you just ought to so out and got your
a job teaching school agaia, or go
back to the family drug-store, or get another job sad just major life. but
you become committed, like most of us, most of as do whet we are doing because we are committed in spirit, not is our sows Of *commie need but la
spirit -- totalcomitment
I'm in public life for one reason sad one
reason alone: Because I believe in the development of human resources.

I believe the soot precious thing on this earth is a humaebeing. I
believe that a homes beint is ea expression of Cod Almighty. And I believe
that the purpose of the democratic governmeat is the development of the resources and poteitial of the human being -- and I mean all bumps beings.
Because there isn't any one of us say ethnic group, say cultural group but
what has something great to contribute to the total community, to the entire
nation. And if we can release these capacities that are is our children if
we can release the potential, develop the potential that is in each and
every'ons of us -- just think how ouch better an America we are going to have.

My final word to you is this: You know we Americans like to think that
we have a mission in this world
a mission of belpingleople to help themselves
a mission of freedom, of self-determination, a mission to see that
people are not attacked and the victim* of aggression. We feel very strong-

ly about these things. A mission of trying to do something about the poverty
end there is so such poverty and sickness.
of the world
Ladies and gentlemen, if vs caa'.t do it at home, we can't do it anyplace
else. Nov that's a simple fact. Th# best foreign policy is an effective
working domestic policy. If we caw:prove hero at home that those who up to
now who have bode helpless can be,hielped, that those who have been unemployed
can be employed, that those who ate illiterate an be educated, that those
rho were sick can be healed, that those who are poor can be brought into the
&Lineal of life -- if vs can prove that bore, vs will have had the gteatest
vicibtp,that the world has ever known.

And by impli'vi will have demonstrated that it can be done elsewhere.
But if we can't do it here with what ye have to do with, and believe me, we
have a lot, if we 2ai1 here It home Oa the War against_Povorty, if we fail
hers at home in this Adventure in Opportunity (which I like to call it) whet
mikes you think we can do it any place else? What makes you think anybody
else can do it any place else?
So we are oe the spot -- not just for ourselves -- but for the whole
world. I think every day the eyes of the world Ice focused upon us -- upon
our mistakes and upon our achievements. So let's minimise our mistakes.
Let's 11110/321.1111 our achievements. and I look forward to the privilege of working with you.

Udall Hails LBJ's 'Bold Action Charter'
SECRETARY UDALL: First, I would like to invite
any of you who may be interested in going into furthei depth
on this or doing background on it, the National Congress
of American Indians, which is the Indians' own organisation
organised 20 years ago -- is meeting in Washington right
now. I am having a session with them to which the press
is invited shortly after 11 o'clock. Vice President
Numphrey will be there.

If any of you want to go over with us, I am sure
you will be able to get comments from the Indian people
themselves and hear discussions of it.
I will just underscore three or four things.
This is the .first message that any President has ever
sent on Indians.
To my way of thinking, after seven years of
responsibility in this field, it is a very bold action
charter. I have already told my people, W. had better brace
ourselves because the Indians are going to be quoting back
to us what the President said and what goals he set forth.

\
It certainly gives us an action focus that
we have not had in the past.

An important part of this message to call your
attention to is on page 2: 'I propose a new goal for
our Indian programs.' I think this is the essence of it.
I think it is a clear-cut statement, and a brutally honest
appraisal of the plight of the American Indian.
I talked again with the Vice President this
morning. I think one of the very important things is the
Indian Council. Vice President Humphrey is very
enthusiastic about taking on this responsibility. We are
marshalling the resources of the Federal Governsient rather
than looking for the Indian Bureau to do the job.
A decade ago) probably $5 or 90 percent of the
money for the Indians came from the Indian Sweats. In the
Budget we have just sent up, it is 33 percent. BUD, the
Public Wealth Service, NSW, 0110 -- all these new initiatives
are the result of the last few yeltre.
I would stress, too, that I. think the President
has given a priority budget-wise to the people programs.
The only significant increase I got in my,Depextient was for
the Indian programe'and the trust for the Pacific.

I would call attention to one other matter that
is far reacLing and again represents an initiative that
has been long lacking. There are 45,000 natives in
Alaska, lekimos, Aleut* et cetera. They are 20 percent of
the population in
This is the only Indian group that has not had the
right up to now -- We have ducked that tough problem -- of
having s decision made as to whether they were given land
and given the right to assert claimito the United States for
lands that were taken from them.
\

we have legislation proposor the Congress and
the President gives a ringing endors
t of it. I think
this can have a tremendous influence ii the State of Alaska.

The only other thing I would dd -- and this fits
in with the new initiative the President has proposed -from the standpoint of it, the quality o the American Indian
leadership that is coming forth today` -- they are assertive
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Secretary of the Interior Steuart L. Udall answers a question at a
press briefing in the Department of the Interior on the President's Message to Congress on Indians.

and want more responsibility.
President's message.

This fits in with the

I tried this out with all my people today. I said
I 'didn't want to say anything that was not honest historically,
that the initiative here as well as the initiative of the
last few years -- I think as far as doing more for the
American Indian and doing right by the American Indian, is
comparable to only one period: The first years of the Now
Deal with the John Collier Administration where President
Roosevelt changed the whole focus of Indian action.

0
Mr. Secretary, it would appear that this
message -- and I would like you to comment
takes the
position that the Indian is now to be taken away from his
own culture and integrated into the American culture. This
is a pretty strong policy dectiion.
I an wondering if the Indians want this or if this
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is what you intend?
SECRETARY UDALL: I think you had better read the
first two pages. This is not what the President is doing.
It is the freedom of choice that they are being given. This
is the whole philosophy behind this program; that in a diverse
society such an ours, the Indian ought to have a choice.

If they want to -- and feel they are qualified to -moire into the larger cities and get training, we will give
them that opportunity. If they want to remain with their
people and cling to their traditions, we will help them
do that.

0

Have they always had that option?

SECRETARY UDALL: NOyn the same way. There has
been a great deal of confusion 7 all of the confusion of the
1950's -- where the programs seemed to be termination. The
Federal Government was trying to get out of the Indian
business.

1

"Attack the backlog of substandard housing.

.

,0

." (Rosebud. S. D.)
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The question was:

Are the Indians ready to go on

their own?

of choice.

The essence of this program is diversity and freedom
The President has laid it down very carefully.

Q

How much is the President asking for in this

message?
SECRETARY UDALL: The total figure is a 10 percent
increase in the Indian programs: $500 million total.

Q
I know that you are interested in the
American Indian. You are increasing 10 percent. The
situation, as it stands now, is ridiculously horrible for
the American Indian. What do you hope to accomplish with a
10 percent increase?
SECRETARY UDALL: I think as you will always find,
this is the answer when you get to people program -- whether
it is the Peace Corps or anything else. You had hotter not
scale up too big a jump, or you won't have the people.
You can buy hardware that fast -- but not in terms of people.

The kind of programs we are talking about in
schools and teaching staffs -- with the type of effort in
housing
I suppose we could move a little faster than
this. But this is, I think, a good, big jump. We are
going to need future ones.
The thing I like moot about this message: The
'President has set some long-term goals and set a path on which
to move.
In terms of the budgetary situation, we are giving
a high priority to the Indian programs.

O
Row do you explain that they are deprived
of such civil rights as the right of free speech?
SECRETARY UDALL: The treaty system that was used
with so many Indians -- where we gave them lands that were
their lands, and they were recognized as a sort of sovereign
group within the country -- has created a legal status.problem
that has not been clarified.

Senator Ervin's bill, which was passed in the
Benate,would clarify that the Constitution's Bill of
Rights does apply on the reservation.
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"Give the native people of Alaska title to their lands .

.

. (Wain° children)

Obviously, these bad conditions have not
0
developed overnight. What was it a year and a half ago that
caused this new focus on the Indian problem?'
SECRETARY UDALL: Well, I would say that when the
new initiative began, I would trace it back to the appointsent -- two years ago this month -- by the President, of
Commissioner Sinnott, who is the first Indian Commissioner
in 100 years.
General Grant had one. There is an interesting
story behind that. I think we find a quickening of action
all along the line, culminating in this message. I think
that myself and all of my top people in the last two years
just realised that we had to scale up and give a much higher
priority in the Indian effort.
.

SECRETARY UDALL: We have ,had a whole series of
actions.
I think I can say very candidly that this is not
the first President who set up an Indian Message, but the
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President also gave more support to the Indian proposals.

You can compare MR and the thrust in. the Indian
area, but I think what we have now does represent a new
jump forward.
CI
You said approximately 2,000,000 Indians are
living in the cities. Save they been involved in any of the
riots in the cities?

SECRETARY UDALL: Not not to my knowledge. I
don't have
responsibility for than once they move into the
titian. I cennot follow them. Those who-have moved into the
cities, in the main, have moved in under our relocation
programs. We take them by the hand and give them a training
program.

We help accomodate than to big city living: we
have had considerable success. I don't want you to think that
they are all living in abject poverty in the cities. Many
are holding down good jobs and doing very well -- but there
still is room for improvement in this area.
Mr. Secretary, as someone who has looked at the
Q.
in-fighting from time to time, it strikes an that the
significant thing about this is that these other agencies --opt° and SSW -- seem to be winning the battle for a bigger
role, and the Indian Bureau position seems to be slipping.
g'I wonder if this is evidence of the way the money
will be divided up. There is an overall increase of 10
percent, but perhaps the Indian Bureau share is going to be
less than 10 percent.
SECRETARY UDALL: This was the intent. We have been
trying to pull the other agencier in. We have been trying to
get the other agencies to do more, not less. The Indian
Bureau portion of the Budget is pzobably 57 percent. Five
years ago, it was 70 percent. Five years ago, we had no 0110:
the more they do, the better. The more Public Health Service,
the more we applaud.
lie are not hostile to this. -I think it is great.
The Indian's are communities.
They are people and they should
have the benefits of all the Federal programs.

Q

Could you relate the numbers to the 10

;72
percent increase over fiscal '68?
SECRETARY UDALL: Most of the 10 percent increase
will be larger in the non-Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Q

What about the Bureau itself?

Has it gone

up?

It has gone up throughout all of
SECRETARY UDALL:
the Sixties. There is some substantial increase in the
In my total budget, the Indian
'Milian Bureau this year.
Bureau has the largest increase.
MR. CALIFANO Lad,

note: Presidential

assistant/

If you want a breakdown, I have one.
Bureau of Indian Affairs will be $294 million in fiscal '69.
That is an increase from $257 million in fiscal '68.
The others -- Indian health in HEW goes from $102
.million in fiscal '68 to $112 million in fiscal '69. The
0E0, HUD, Labor, Agriculture, Commerce, HEN, and Interior
Fisheries and Wildlife programs are at about $110 million in
fiscal '69. That is an increase from roughly $100 million in
fiscal '68. This gives you about $460 million in '68 and
about $516 million in fiscal '69.

0

What about the roads?

SECRETARY UDALL: Roads is $20 million this year.
Thi\-is one of the areas that we had to fight. In terms of
the nation spending $16 billion on roads, they don't get
more than 2 percent of the money the President proposes.
THE PRESS:

Thank you.

OVUM sweep es vesture by fie Deinstinsisi et
see laisrior, Orem of bass NW', Moat L.
esessia, Commissioner, 1031 Consiltalon Avenue,
NAL, lissiiimiton, D.C. 10242.
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Commissioner' s

Comments

LBJ Message Adds Luster To Indian Future
111111=111M

During the last year I have
said on several occasions that
the cut look for the future for
Indians was never brighter.
This frank and forceful message by President Johnson adds
new luster to the shining future
possibilities for the Ttidians.
I am confident of continued
Indian progress because Indian
people and their leaders are becoming increasingly able to recognise and take dvantage of opportunities on their own and to
implement many of the plans which
they have made by their own decisions.
This confidence is reinforced
in the charter the President gives
to the National Council on Indian
Opportunity -- to make broad policy recommendations and ensureth:t
programs reflect the needs and desires of the Indian people themselves.

Ake

Sarah And Johnson, Miss Indian Amer
ica XIV watches the Department of
the Interior press briefing on the
President's Message to Congreis on
Indians with Commissioner of Indian
Affairs Robert L. Bennett.

Bureau of Indian Affairs will pursue a course in which it cooperates
and tribal councils for the greatest impact-by
with other Government A'
available programs :or the betterment of Indians.
Id doing this we will involve tribal councils and the Indians themselves
to the greatest possible extent. Our programs are directed toward Indian
self-invoi7tement, self-help, elf-development and self - determination with the
intent of carrying out the policy stated by President Johnson to provide
maximum. choice for the American Indian:
These progrees will bring about more Indian involvement in making plans
and decisions in programs affecting their daily life Goan ever before aed.
President Johnson calls for full speed ahead in this direction - toward the
day when the relationship between Indians and the.Goverement will be one of
full partnership -- not dependency.
I also want to emphasise the President's demand for a new and clear goal
for our Indian programs -- a goal, in the President's words, "that erases old
attitudes of paternalism and promotes self-determination."
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NCAI Chairman's Goals Parallel Message
(Editor's note: The following is the statement of Wendell
Chino, President of the National Congress of American Indians,
at the press briefing on President Lyndon B. Johnson's Indian
Message held by Vice- President Hubert H. lholphrey and Secretary
of the Interior Stewart L. ;Mal.)

Mr. Vice President and Mt. Secretary, the Members of the National
Congress of American Indians are deeply grateful for the invitation extended
to us to meet with you sad convey to you the concerns and hopes of the Amerloan Indians.
After many years of trusty:so.... and struggles by our people -- we are
thankful for the changes that haws Assn made to improve the Jocisil and
economic conditions under the present administration. These changes have
given us new hope and encouragement to pursue greater goals for our people.

However, there are fee remaining emus in Indian, Federal and State

Pendell Chino, chairman, National Congress of Ameriese Indians, responds
briefing in Secretary of the
to the iresident's Message to Congress at
Interior Stewart L. Udell's office. At the same time he presents a program of action for Indian development that is supported by the National
Congress of American Isidians. Chino is also president of the hosteler°
Apache Tribal Council.
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relationships that give us grave concerns.
ally discuss with you, Mr. Vice President.

These matters we want to person-

The National Congress of American Indians recognizes the extreme importance of the Indian Claims Commission and we strongly believe that an
appointment of a recognised Indian citizen be made to the Indian Claim:
Commission.
Public Law 280 which gives to the various states the right to assume
civil and criminal jurisdiction on Indian reservations without Indian consent
as far as the American Indians are concerned it is a despicable law.
Public Lew 280, if it is not amended, will destroy Indian self-government and result in further loss of Indian lands. On those reservations
where states have assumed jurisdiction under the provisions of Public Law
280 lawlessness and crimes have substantly incree,;ed and have become known
as no_man's land because the state and Federal officials will not assume the
responsibility of Public Law 280. We urge that Public Law 280 be amended to
allow for Indian Conaglt.
The passage of a legislation ensuring the civil and individual rights
of our Indian people is much desired and long overdue. An eb -ctment of
Indian Rights Legislation will remove the shackles of prejudice and discrimination. With Indian Rights Legislation we need a nap Indian Policy
statement that will remove the clouds of threat that hangs over Indian
reservations that will terminate Indian and Federal relationship.
ThelIndian C60 programs have enabled our people to utilize their
initiative in designing programs that will enhance their welfare. We
earnestly believe that continued funding* of these programs will assist our
people in determining their own future and stabilize Indian czmuunities.
The Indian people of this country have an intense and a keen desire to
be productive citizens.
In the President's message to Congress today, he has already reassured
us of his interest and concern for our people. We in turn renew our pledge
of our undying efforts to preserve our country and its freedom. May it
continue to be a citadel of freedom.
In your office as Vice President, you have shown us the character, the
price and the test of true leadership in these critical times.
We thank you for your foresight and concern.
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Mr. Berrarrrr. During the past 2 years, we in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs have worked hard to make up for years of backsliding which
resulte from unthinking criticisms of another era.
This year a kindergarten program was funded for the first time but
it ,vasn't easy. We are back to the task of teaching English as a second
lax guage wherever it is needed. We are writing new textbooks. Indian

his.xn is being restored to our social studies programs. We are
providing specialized training for teachers of Indians.

It is surprising to me that we are able to hold the many dedicated
and competent teachers we have in the Bureau, and we are trying
valiantly to compete with the best of the urban public school systems

in aNturing the services of the country's best teachers and specialists.
Under Civil Service rules,.we cannot offer them the pay scales and
9-month contracts they receive elsewhere. We are putting renewed
stress upon the fine arts -the spearhead school in this endeavor being
the Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe.
We have revamped the program. at Haskell Institute izaawrence,
Kans., to offer postsecondary technical and related studies of the kind
found in some of the new urban 2-year community colleges. At the
8 years:
same time we have quadrupled scholarship aid in the
We are also doing our best to attract Indians to the teaching profession; and at the same time are providing leadership training for Insion;
dian adults to prepare them for directing governmental and business
affairs in their own communities.

At this point I would like to offer a chart showing the growth of
the college scholarship program from $250,000 to 1962, to approximately $4 million for 1970, as well as the participation of the Indian
students, from less than 1,000 in 1962, to approximately 4,000 this year.

These are students that are supported by Federal funds.
Senator MONDALE. Do you have those figures broken down by
undergraduate and graduate school and by tribe?
Mr. Barmen. Wo do not provide graduate assistance at this time
because of our limited resources.

Senator Mornmix, Can you provide us that same information,

broken down by tribes?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, Mr. Chairman we can.

Senator Moraatz. Thank you, that will be included in the sub-

committee files.

Mr. BebrxErr. I also would like to offer at this time the Haskell

Institute calendar where we have several hundred graduates of vocational training each year. You will notice; some of these graduates

from the vocational training, start in employment at salaries over
$7,000 a year; and some of the women graduates of thie vocational
school starting at salaries of over $5,000 a year, with their pictures
and their tribe and their starting salaries.

Senator MONDALE. That will be included in the files of these

hearings.
.
Mr. 13Existrrr. When I first attended a Federal boarding school in
1928, 40 years ago, two of the educational programs were Headstart
and teacher training for Indians.
Those little people attended classes one-half day; taught by young

Indian high school graduates who were being trained to teach in
Indian communities.

_I"'
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From this program came some of the finest teachers in Bureau
history; for example, Agnes Allen, a Santee Sioux, once selected as

teacher of the year for the State of South Dakota.
Another example : Esther Horne, selected for many honors through-

out her career such as; excellence of service; outstanding performance; citation for distinguished service; and author of several articles
and pageants.
Both are now enjoying their much-deserved retirement and suffer
along with other dedicated Indian people the unjust and undeserved
criticism of their lifelong dedication and labors. But, this is the price
we all know we must pay.
The experts of those days then decided all teachers should lr,..ve college degrees. Both. programa were discontinued but no provision was
made for these fine young people to go to college until some 30 years
later when $250,000 was app opriated for grants-in-aid to assist Indian
students to attend college.

Because of this time la
of 30 years, one generation of Indian
teachers was lost, but even now 16 percent of the professional education staff of the Bureau of dian Affairs are Indians.
Even with the serious p blems of school dropouts, all is not lost as
our current detract-bra wo d have you believe, because we offer several
tretining oy tions to those who, for whatever reasons, do not follow
process expected of them.
-the p -rPscribed educatio
For the young adults, 8-35, who did not receive full schooling, we
pave placement in di
employment, adult vocational training proThis has an authorized funding of
and on-the-job
'25 million.
In addition, 33,883 were enrolled in classes in 1967 as a part of our

adult training program with over 300 qualifying for their high School
equivalency csrtifi

Further, we are pi neering in a program of family residential

training centers where rograms have been developed for all members
of the familyfather, other, and childrenso they can become hulational in any Comm ty in which they may wish eventually to settle.
ple in trouble with the law, we have programs
For those young

atories and the penal system of California
that. provides a reha s ilitation program for them.
with joint counseling in the institution followed
This program
by a placement plan on release to the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
This plan may invcplve direct employment, enrollment in one of our
boarding schools or !family residential training centers, on-the-job
training, or adult vocational training.
And I offer for
committee copies and descriptions of all of
these programs, th participation and also including the first edition
of American Indian
tural Group, made up of Indian people in San

with all Federal refo

Quentin prison which we helped inaugurate with the State of

California.
Senator MONDALE. It will be received and included in the subcommittee files.
Mr. BENNETT. I am among those who fervently wish there were no
need for boarding schools for the very young Indian child. But there
is a need; and there will continually be a need, as long as there are
29-851-69-pt. 1-25
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not enough day-school services to reach every child; and as long as
some Indiin children have no home at all or their home or community does not offer them needed support.

Federal boarding schools have educated and trained the Indian
youth who are today's Indian leaders and are the most conspicuously
successful in college and in profit's: -lona) life.

Not all schools have been ;uliformly successful because some have
not kept up with the times and some of them are inadequately staffed

to take care of the special education and counseling needs of the
children.

A few boardinschools operate in facilities that are not struc-

turally or functionally sound. Some should possibly be phased out
altogether because of the unsuitability of their locations or programs
for the education needs of today's young Indian person.
We are surveying the entire school situation with considerations
such as these in mind.

Local responsibility is being tested in the Rough Rock Demonstration School on the Navajo Reservation where a Bureau of Indian
Affairs installation is being operated as a community school under a
program developed with Bureau of Indian Affairs assistance run by
a director and staff selected by the Navajo Tribe and funded .by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs with support of the Office of Econenuc Op9

portunity. We have high hopes that this experience will prove
successful.

This approach to the education of Indian children on the reservations has been recommended by a number of Indian leaders. It may be

in keeping with the realities of the Indian situation today% which
require ace ptance of administrative controls and responsibilities by
Indian tribes.
We await the analysis of this program now being undertaken by the

University of Chicago wider a contract with OEO. One thing we
know for sure is that it is expensive and should we undertake this
program it will more than double the present funding of Bureau
schools. The, main problem as in most of these situations is, where will
that kind ofmoney come from?
I offer for the record the financing of the Rough Rock Demonstration School which shows that the Bureau of Indian Affairs contribu-

tion is $425,000 which would be the mount of all funds we would

have available to run the school.
There is added to this an additional $500,000 from the OEO, various

foundations, Public Law 89-10, Headstart and Follow Through to
bring the total available in 1969 to $929,864.

However, our contribution of $425,000 is the amount of money we

would be running the school with if we were running that school.
"This is all the money we have
I would Eke to submit that for the record.
,

(The material referred to follows:)
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ROUGH ROCK DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL, 1968-69
1969

1968

amount

amount

Funds available:
Source:

Bureau of Indian Affairs:
t ducation (contract).
Education (food)
Plant manageme..t
Subtotal
ONEO

Foundations

Public Law 89-10
Headstart
Follow Through
Total

Enrollment (ungraded):
Phase I (Headstart through 4th-grade level):
Headstart
All others
Phase II (5th- through 8th -grade levels)
Total

$333,372
76,122
16.000
425,494
253,870
140,000
60,000
20,000

$409,752
447,667

33,500

30, 000
929, 364

890,919

47

100
127

I 274

Ibis is current enrollment, said to be low because a number of families are out lambing.

Mr. BENNE-Tr. But without waiting for results of studies which will

serve mainly to confirm what we already know, and without even
major redirections of authority, there are actions that can be taken

to make some prompt improvements where they are needed most.
These are some of the priorities as I see them :
1. Provide a network of paved roads so that, wherever feas;ble, bus
routes for day schools may be established across the Navajo Reserva-

tion and other similarly remote regions; and provide resources to

build these local schools.
In that connection I would like to offer two charts; one which shows
the comparison of Indian reservation roads to other roads in the same
States in which they are located, which shows about one-third as many

surfaced roads per thousand square miles, that is in the State of

Arizona.
Senator MONDALE. Is the Bureau exclusively responsible for road
construction on the Navajo?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, sir, there are two authorities.
Senator MONDALE. Does the county have any responsibility?
Mr. BENNETT. The county has responsibility when the roads are
turned over to them by the Bureau of Indan Affairs under a takeover
system.
This usually takes place when a road is built up to a certain quality.
After that they assume responsibility for maintenance.
Senator MONDALE. Why don't you include for the record a little

explanation as to whose responsibility it. is to build roads in the
Navajo and whether it is shared exclusively with local government
and if it is, who has that responsibility.
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, sir.

Another chart shows that if we were funded at an optimum level
it would take 15 years to construct roads needed today. If we were
funded at the authorized level it would take 20 years and at the current rate of. funding it is going to take 30 years to build the road
needed today.
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Also, I would like to leave this with the committ.v.

Senator MONDALE. It will be received for the re7ord.
(The chart referred to follows:)
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Mr. Bzzoirrr. I also would like to leave our building and construction needs for the next 5 years which at the current rate of funding
will take 10 years to meet.

(The chart referred to follows:)

BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION NEEDS
FOR THE NEXT FIVE YEARS
"TOTAL:
230 MILLION DOLLARS
NOEOUCATION PROJECTS:
52 MILLION DOLLARS

PROJECTS:
ASSROOMS
TIuCATION

RMITORIES

TCHENS
17 8 MILLION DOLLARS

4b1"
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Senator lifoNDAtz. It will Fe received for the record.
Mr. BEN/ZEIT. 2. Permit the Bureau of Indian Affairs to oRer substantial salary incentives to attract and hold the Nation's 'Jest teach-

ers and education specialists, and provide the Bureau of Indian Affairs with the necessary funds.

3. Make it possible for the Bureau of Indian Affairs to institute a
professional corps of psychological counselors, trained social workers, and related personnel to meet the intensive needs of some of today's Indian youth.
We are cooperating with the Indian Health Service in their efforts

to improve mental health programs for Indians, but professional

backup services in our schools are woefully inadequaie.

4. Reinstate the funds for special programs and research which
derived to the Bureau of Indian Affairs uring the past 2 years under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and which will be
unavailable next year.
These funds enabled us to develop new curriculums, employ the
services of experts in evaluating our overall programs, and provide
specialized training for teachers.
5. Require the U.S. Office of Education and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to develop goals and plans to make available more fully to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs its professional services and funding under
various special education aid acts such as the Vocational Education
Act and the Education Professions Development Act.

6. Last, but not to be construed as least in importancemaintain
c-oser surveillance of Indian education programs in public schools
rt ceiving Federal aid in connection with their Indian constituency.
Such aid derives from at least one of the following sources, sometimes all : Public Laws 815 and 874the so-called impact laws providing aid for federally affected school districts; the Johnson-O'Malley act of 1934, providing limited funding through the Bureau of Indian Affairs for public schools serving Indians, on the basis of special

needs; the. 1965 Elementary and Secontl.ary Education Act provisions for financial aid to districts having populations in the poverty
classification.

7. Urge the new administration to accelerate the functioning cf the

Council for Indian Opportunity which was created by Executive

order last March.
This Council, which is chaired by the Vice President of the United
States, brings together in policymaking membership those Cabinet
officers whose Departments provide services to Indians, and Indian
leaders representative of all parts of the country.
This kind of coordinating body is necessary as the Bureau of Indian Affairs is no longer the sole agency with responsibilities for Indian citizens. Others who now share these are 11.t.:W, 0E0, HUD,
EDA, and, to a lesser extent, Labor and Agriculture.
It is vitally important that the resources of these multi and varied
agencies be developed in full concert with the Indian people and in a
manner that assures them equal growth of the social and economic and
political aspects of Indian community life.
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Quality education and equality of educational opportunity for Indians, no matter under whose auspices their schooling takes place
is an uppermost concern of mine, as I am sure it. is of each member of
this subcommittee.
Your interest has encouraged my candor today. I hope that together

with the Indian people and others in Federal and State Government,
who share this responsibility, we can work toward solutions that will

be enduring ones; solutions that will make possible the full and
wholesome growth of the Indian minority under their leadership
to a deserving place of consequence in America's future.

I wish to thank the chairman and the committee for their patience

in hearing me out on this formal statement.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mr.. Commissioner. I notice Dr.

Zellers has an extended statement. Is it your intention that he should
proceed at this point with his statement or would you prefer to accept
questions now ?

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, if it is all the same to you, I would
prefer to accept questions now. His statement goes into quite a bit
of detail in terms of financing and building of courses.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Bellmon.
Senator BELLMON. Thank you, Mr. Chaff an.

Before I ask questions of Commissioner Bennett, I would like to
place in the record the apologies of Sena r Dominick that he can't
be here to attend the committee hearings this morning. He has recently been released from the Bethesda Nairal Hospital, in fact., only
on March 26, and under doctor's orders he left for his home to further
recuperate.
He asked me to extend his apologies to the Commissioner and said
otherwise, he would have been present this morning.
I have been impressed by the statement Commissioner Bennett has

made. It is obvious that the problems he confronts in his work as
Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs have built up over a
long period of time and that they are due to many problems, including
the lack of understanding of the needs and a lack, perhaps, of proper
funding of the agency from time to time.
The matter which has impressed me as much as anything else you
have said is the :vide range of responsibilities that the Commissioner
must administer.

Do you feel that you and your agency have too broad a scope of
responsibilities so that you are not able to devote proper attention to

the needs of educating the Indian young people?

Mr. BErtrtErr. I think that the problem is the matter of providing
the resources that are necessary to do what the Indian people and the
Bureau of Indian.Affairs agree is an adequate job.'
We do have the programs that we are operating and in the discussions that I had with the Indian leadership throughout the country
in several regional meetings shortly after I was Commissioner, most
of the recommendations of the Indian people related to doing more
of what we were doing.

We are performing to the maximum of our ability with the re-

sources that are available.
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Senator BrszaloN. So you feel then that the Bureau of Indian

Affairs can properly manage the problems relating to the resources
of the Indian people?
Mr. BENNETr. Yes, Senator, and we are being helped in this by the
contributions that other Federal agencies are how making in Indian
affairs, such as the Office of Economic Opportunity, which offers resources for some programs; the Department of Commeree, the De-

partment of Labor, and the DspaAtnent of Health, Education, an l
Welfare.
in assistance to the
All are now making.' significant contri
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Howev,er, these programs are mostly supplementaglia-4/Itt at the
.rxeas
Bureau of Indian Affairs is doing or are providing Sir
where we are not able to do so.

Senator BELLMON. Let me lay the cards on the table an' et me be
as candid with you as you have been with the subcommittee this morning, and I am afraid I anticipate your answer to this, there have been

some proposals, both public and private, that perhaps the responsibility for education should be moved from the Department of the
Interior to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
In your experience, do you have feelings as to whether or not this
would be successful ?

Mr. BENNETr. My feelings are largely based on the attitude of
the Indian people and as of now they are unanimously opposed to
such a move.

' Senator BELLMON. Are you speaking now personally or do you
have some indication that the Indian leaders feel as you have stated?

Mr. BENNETT. The Indian leaders feel this way. The last time
this was brought to their attention a little over a year ago they preferred unanimously, that the education program in the Bureau -of
Indian Affairs remain in the Department of the Interior and for this
reason the administrative proposal at that time to transfer to HEW
Was dropped.
Senator BELLMON.

me ask another question. In your prepared
statement, you say that. the Indian culture is land oriented and that
the Indian is usually happiest in his land environment, therefore,
you must find a way to bring the benefits of educational technology
to him rather than having circumstances force him to enter an alien
setting.
Can you tell us what the Bureau of Indian Affairs is doing to redece

the pressures on the Indian citizens to move to an urban center in
order to find opportunities?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, sir. The first is that we are attempting to
qualify Indians through training to take advantage of local job
opportunities.
As a result of this effort, 52 pErcent of our job placements last year
were in local job opportunities. The Senator may recall we did open
small officesi in Oklahoma City and Tulsa, also, for this purpose.
In addition to that, we have a program of bringing nonagricultural
industry to Indian communities.
As a consequence of this, I will be happy to furnish th0 eimmittee
a report. There have been substantial numbers of jobs, in the hundreds,
created as a result of this program.
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One example is Shiprock, N. Mex., on the Navajo Reservation.

where we started a few years ago with the Fairchild Camera Co. employing 600 Navajos. The Navajo Tribe has constructed new buildings.
At the end, 1,500 Navajo people wil, De employed.

The third effort we are making is in relation to the resources owned
by the Indian people themselves. Formerly these were put out for lease

and production by deVelopers who had necessary capital. Our emphasis now is on providing the Indian people with the capital so that
they can develop their own resources, not only have the benefits of
employment, but also the benefits of management, management experience, plus any profits from this enterprise.

Some examples are the Navajo forest products on the Navajo Reservation which employs 450 Navajo people in the sawmill industry; a
commercial recreation program in the White Mountain Apache Reservation at White River, Ariz.; the commercial recreation program of
the the Warm Springs Tribe of Oregon ; the ski recreation program
of the Mescalero-Apache north of Red Lake, Tex.
All of these are intended to offer the Indian people the free choice
of remaining in their home communities with economic opportunities
available, or if they wish, to find their destiny and make their contributions to society elsewhere.
Senator BELLMON. Does the Bureau of Indian Affairs have a source

of risk capital available to hell, Indian entrepreneurs start their own
businesses ?

Mr. BE:k.:Err. Yes sir; we have a revolving loan fund authorized
by an act of Congress in 1934. At the beginning of the administration
of these funds many of the loans were short-term loans for business
enterprises.
However, the tribes in recent years have been concerned about the
loss of laid and consequently, have- been borrowing tritihey to purcluis-6
land from individual members of the tribe.
As. a consequence, this loan fund is depleted and it is all out in longterm loans.
There are before the Congress bills to increase this authorization to,
I believe, $100 million, and there are also two other bills before the
Congress, the insured loan bill and loan guarantee bill, all having the
objective of making more funds, high risk funds, available to Indian
people.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Hug4s.

Senator HUGHES. Mr. Chairman, and Commissioner Bennett, you
know what my questions are going to be about. We have had much

discussion on the topic--Aiscussion between some of my assistants and
your agency.
I want to compliment you on your statement and your dedication in
trying to work out the problem that we have on the Mesquakie settle-

ment in Tama, Iowa. I do not know if there is another settlement in
the Nation like that particular onea settlement rather than a reservation.
Mr. Bartrivrrr. It is unusual in several respects. It is in the nature

of b. settlement and a very small onethe only one in the United

States. Also, their lands are taxable and have been for many, many
years. Because of that, they are entitled to the services of the State.
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Senator HERMES. You mentioned something that I was never able
to get at as Governor and maybe you have never been able to get at it
as Commissionerthe problem of roads on reservations.
We have been hung up on roads in that settlement area all the years
I have been in public office. At some point in time, and I have never
been able to trace it down, the Bureau raised a legal question about
road resp .isibility in the settlement. We have had a number of our

State legislatorsone in particularwho wanted the State to appro-

priate special funds to improve the road system at the settlem,nti-We
were never able to get that accomplished because of the tax questions
raised by the inhabitants there. I was never able to legally clarify the
responsibility for road construction. When we attempted to,do that,

we found out that many of the inhabitants there did not want the
roads improved because they were afraid the State was 'going to pro-

mote the area as a tourist attraction, and they did not want to have
thousands of people pouring through the settlement area to sort of
throw peanuts to the monkeys, as you might say. They wanted to be
left alone. But the roads are in bad shape.
If there is any way you can clarify for me by document or otherwise

the legal aspect of the road situation in the set, ement area, I would
appreciate it. I do not expect you to have that formation available
right now. You could furnish it to the appropriat authorities in Iowa.
The Tama settlement school is now open
legal injunction, I
understand. Is that still true, Commissioner?
Mi. BENNETT. The school is open for the lower grades in the
settlement.

Senator HUGHES. This is up through fifth grade? This is by court

order now.
Mr. ZELLERS. This is up through fourth grade, Senator. I think in
the-neighborhood of 46 students are in attendance at the present time.

Senator JIMMIES. I think that you know my position has been to
support the settlement Indians thereto keep the school open as much
SS possible.

I have been reading as much as I can of the history of this. It appears
there has been some difference of opinion between the leadership there
and your Agency as to warning, notice, and the discussion that led to
the attempted closing of this school.

As I have read it, it goes back to 1966, at an initial meeting, and

about a year later in 1967, and then built up to several meetings culminating in about July 1968,. in which the Mesquakies totally objected,

apparently' for the first time if yOur records are accurate, to the

closing of the school and the moving of all of those students into the
public school system.

I would like to know, if you have been able to concentrate on this
isolated problem what must be a small problem in your total range
what world b?inost beneficial in your opinion in that area: to retain
the school under Indian control and authority as much as possible

in the settlement area, which has been my position, or to go ahead with
the integration and closing of the school ?
What is your position on it?
Mr. BENNETT: The policy is toward public school education. Up
until the Tama school came into question this fallt.the policy had been
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that this takes place when the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the school
district determine there is mutual agreement on the part of the school
district and the Indian people to go to public schools.
This policy was adopted after an earlier policy in 1950 where schools

were unilaterally transferred from Bureau control to public school
control.

In an' effort to bring about a change in the policy by requiring a

referendum on the part of the local community, the Mesquakie school

situation became available at that time and we took the position to
close the school. hoping that by so doing there would be enough con-

sternation raised throughout the country that we could bring about
a change in the policy whict-. would require a referendum for the
transfer of any school to a public school district.
I have made this statement and I will leave with the committee my
statements made before the Appropriations Committees of the Co:.

gress setting out the position that from here on there would be no
transfers of any Federal school attended by Indians to the public
school system without a referendum by which the people of the school
district favor this by majority vote.
Senator HuonEs. Are you talking about the public school, distriot
a referendum in the public school district?
Mr. BENNETT. No, the referendum of the Indian people.
Senator Htroms. This is your policy now?
Mr. BENNErr. Yes, sir.
Senator HuoirEs. That will affect the Tama school then?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, sir, it will. We have before us a proposal from

the Tama school district requesting financing for the operation of

their school not only for the first four grades but I believe all the way
through grade nine. But we have not acted on this proposal because
this wall involve discussions-with the-public--school-district and the

State tf Iowa, because they have been operating the entire school

system both in town and in the settlement up to now.

We have been paying them through the Johnson-O'Malley act.
Senator IltrorrEs. It appears that you feel in some instances, and

rhaps in this instanceI have to -qualify my statement that way
use I do not know at this point from what I have been able to
readthat you have been getting the representation from some of the

Indians that perhaps the leadership does not represent the feeling of
the majority of the members of the tribe there.
I am lust seeking information. I really do not know.
Mr. BENNETr. The whole purpose of the Taina school situation
as it developed was to lay the groundwork for a policy change. This
is the reason we took the action we did.

This is what raised, consternation among a lot of people in the

country. We believe we do now have support throughout the country
to require a referendum of the Indian people before their school is
transferred to the public schools.
sort of situation existed which made this

type of move necessary,

inistratively, to precipitate public

opinion I
Mr. BEN NE-Tr. Because we in the Bu

u of Indian Affairs have our
ent such as the Bureau
policies reviewed in many areas of Gove
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of the Budget and the executive department and many others, it is
necessary when we make a change of this 1:ir I that we have public
support for this change in policy.

I believe that we have that public support now. There will be no
schools unilaterally transferred from an Indian coniniunity to the
public school without a referendum.
Senator HuoirEs. If I may go back, I am not. familiar with this and
may be wrong about this, I do not know, but a policy apparently was
enunciated in House Concurrent Resolution 108 which I am sure you

are probably familiar with.

It stated that as soon as practical, special Federal services to Indian
tribes should be terminated. To what extent does this policy influence
the policies of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the education area?
Mr. BENNETT. This particular policy does not influence us. It is the

policy of siving at public school education for Indians. This is our
ultimate objective. This was done unilaterally in earlier history by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs through unilateral transfer of Bureau
schools to public schools.
Because of the reaction received, primarily from Indian people, and
the fact that many of the public schools were not ready to take on these

responsibilities, we went to a policy of mutual readiness.
When we determined that the school district and the Indian community were ready, the transfer was made. We have now taken a further step in this policy, in an effort to bring about public school educa-

tion for Indian children, by providing that there wil: now be a

referendum before such action takes place.
Senator HUGHES. Do you believe that the experimental project, the

demonstration project which has been run and been so widely discussed in these hearings, Rough Rock demonstration project, do you
believe the cost analysis of this is indicative of what the cost will be
in the future for a successful educational operation?
Mr. BENNETT. If the study which is now being made under financ-

ing by 0E0 of the Rough Rock School indicates that this is a direction in which Indian education should go, then the cost of operating
the Rough Rock School is an indication of the kind of money we

will be asking the Congress for in order to carry out these kinds

of programs in all of our local schools.
Senator HUGHES. One final area.

You mentioned in your statement the mental health approach and
also penal rehabilitation and special programs, I believe m California
in one instance.
Is the percentage of difficulties among the young people in the tribes

any higher than it is in the rest of the nation in the area of penal

problems, violations of the law and incarceration?
Mr. BENNETr. I will say that the problem is comparable. However,

in the Indian situation the convictions for violations of law on the

reservation, which are mostly misdemeanors, are considerably higher.
The reason for this is the basic Indian attitude about right and wrong.
When a young Indian person commits an offense in an Indian community and is arrested, he says he did it and takes the consequences. He
does not say, where is your search warrant? He does not say, get me
a lawyer in a couple o hours. He does not say, you spelled my name
wrong on the paper, or anything of that kind. He says he did it.
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So, we have a very high rate of convictions.

Now, with civil rights and their having attorneys and all of the
defenses becoming available to them, while the Indians might continue on the same level, i am sure the convictions will be a lot less.
Senator Tivoli Es. Among a number of witnesses since I have been
a member of this subcommittee I notice a problem has come up in
which have a special interest. That is the problem of alcohol among
the Indians, particularly at the teenage and early adult level. It has
been mentioned repeatedly.

I am wondering if there is any special attempt to reach the core

of this problem and to separate it from mental health problems.
Mr. BENNETT. Yes. There is considerable effort being made along
this line. Our policy on this has been to create interest in the programs
at the local community level.
There have also been professional servi Rs made available to Indian
leaders who are interested in this particular problem by various universities. The University of Utah has conducted an Indian alcoholic
seminar every summer for some 12 or 13 years.
There is an Indian section there which is attended by Indian leaders

throughout the country. There are a significant number of regional
meetings and conferences being held on this, the most recent one at
the University of Oklahoma 2 or 3 weeks ago.

In addition to that, there are local community efforts being made
in this entire area and we are pleased at the interest and concern that
is being developed in the local community; discussions of it, and in
some cases programs, action programs, already in effect.

This is particularly true of the Jicarilla Apache Reservation in

northern New Mexico.
Senator IitronE.s. If you have any statistical record could you furnish it to me or the subcommittee? I, personally, would like to see it,

to know what the programs are and where they are and what their
success has been and what their problems are.
Mr. BENNETT. We also have some special programs related to Indian

people who are being employed in newly established industries on
Indian reservations to overcome the problem of absenteeism and other
problems that result from heavy drinking.

Ono of these is the Yakima Indian Reservation, and the results of
this effort are beginning to show already in improved work habits.

We will be happy to furnish you with a record and to work with the
Indian Health Service because they may have some additional information on this particular problem.
Senator HuoirEs. One of the problems has been the particularly
high arrest rate in Iowa among i,he teenagers because of this It has
worried the tribal council. It has been related to tribal custom. It has
been a very hard thing to penetrate, to get at, to break down, because
of the cultural background of the people.
I think it requires a specific, unique approach, perhaps, to get at the
problem.

I have no further questions.
Thank you.
Mr. Burrit-rr. Thank you.

Senator MONDALE. Mr. Commissioner, what is the policy of the BIA
on local control of schools 4
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Mr. BENNEFr. The policy of e Bureau of Indian Affairs on local
of the Indian Tribe, if they wish
control of schools is, upon the req
Indian Affairs, they may do it
re
to take over a school of the Bureau
in two or three ways.
No. 1, they may elect a local school board, even though the Bureau
of Indian Affairs continues to operate the school. As I stated this policy
was announced in January 1966.
Secondly, the tribe, itself, may contract and we have guidelines out

to the tribes on how they may apply for operating the local school
through contractual arrangement between the Bureau and the tribe
or possibly a legal entity created by the tribe. This is the Rough Rock
situation.
Senator MONDAIE. You have made reference to the Presidential
message of March 16, 1968, in which he declared "I am directing the
Secretary of the interior to establish Indian school boards for Federal Indian schools."
Would you say that the policy you have just announced is consistent
with the directive of the President of the United States?
Mr. ItEximrr. Yes, sir; he said to establish these boards.
Senator MONDALE. To establish school boards.

Mr. Bzisrargrr. School boards and we have used the process of having the schools suggesting to the local community that they elect their
school boards as a way of getting them established.

The second one is the direct contract with the tribe or subsidiary

thereof,

Senator MONDALE. How many Federal Indian schools do you have,
approximately.
Mr. ZELLERS. Approximately 244.
Senator MONDALE. How many school boards have been established

pursuant to this direction?
Mr. BENNE1T. So far, there have been two established because of
the guidelines necessary to implement the President's message, so that
we would have adequate representation made by the tribe and so that
we could act upon it.
Senator MONDALE. One of them is at Rough Rock. Where is the
other one
Mr. BErwrr. Blackwater on the Pima Reservation.
I forgot to mention one other way in which this is done. This is
where the Indian people, themselves, organize into a public school district. We have some of these on the Navajo Reservation.

And then a fourth way is where there is a combination school of
the Indians and non-Indians in the school district such as we have
at Eagle Butte, S. Dak., and Fort Yates, N. Dak., and other areas.
Senator MONDALE. At the present rate of establishing these scbool
boards, two in the system, how long will it be before the President's directive is fully carried out?
Mr. BENNETT.. In this area, we leave this up to the Indian people.

We don't believe that we should go out and force them into school
boards.

Senator MONDALE. Are they resisting local control ? They don't

want local control ?

t

i
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Mr. BENNErr. There is a variety of reactions. One reaction is that
there are some that want immediate control. Others are going to more
or less take a look at it a while and see how it works.
The third group at present has expressed no interest.
Our policy is not to force this upon them. They have the gguuidelines

and the appropriate requirements for applying for the administration of their schools under the project known as "Tribe," and as soon
as they apply, of course, we react.

Senator MONDALE. What is "Tribe"? Does that establish school
boards with the traditional powers over schools or what does that do
Mr. Brzmerr. I would like Mr. Zellers to explain the details of this
project for which we have set out the guidelines to the tribes.
Mr. ZELLERS. The guidelines for Project Tribe were sent out in December which is one of the reasons I think why there has not been a
volume reaction at this point. But the process that would result from

the use of Project Tribe would result in the constituency of a local
currently federally operated school being placed under a board of edu-

cation after the community had voted in favor of taking over that
school for its own operation so that the contract which the Bureau of
Indian Affairs would have with the local Indian board of education
would be a funding contract; the entire operational responsibility for
the local school would pass from the BIA to the local Indian board of
education.
Senator MONDALE. Other than the two school systems that have
been referred toe is there one other Indian school system which has
been taken over in this fashion?
Mr. ZELLERS. Not take over at this time. There are several that are
interested.
We have estimated perhaps as many as 10 might come under this
system during the current and the succeeding fiscal year.
Senator MONDALE. Is it the intention of BIA. that the so-called advisory boards come within the meaning of the President's directive?
Mr. Bumrx-rr. No, sir; it is not. These are strictly people selected
at large from the Indian community that advise us in the development
of our educational policies and also our school operations. The advisory
board is the host to the meeting that is going on this week in this particular area. Each person serves for 2 years and then other persons are
brought into the advisory board. This is advisory at the national policy making level.
SenatorMorromz. How do you determine whether a local community
does or does not want to take over control of its own school
I was very impressed by the pride and the involvement of the Board

of Education at Rough Rock and of the parents in the conununity.
If there is one thing I heard from everyone I talked to, it was their
pride and delight, for the first time in their history of having something to say about the quality and direction and sensitivity in education of their own children, something which every other AMerican has
had for generations.
What is it about Indians that makes them any less eager than every-

one else in this country for local control and for having something
to say about the education of their children ?
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Mr. BENNETT. I don't think there is any difference. I think they have

wanted to do this for a long time. This is why we have the present

policy.
Sonator MONDALE. Why has a century gone by and yet there are only
two systems in the country where that is true?

Mr. BENNETT. It might. be because of the fact that for many years
American Indians did not accept an education program of any kind.
It was only in 1946 that the Navajo Indian people decided they wanted

to be educated under the American school system.
Senator MONDALE. Is it your testimony that the Indians didn't want,
their children educated?
Mr. BENNETT. My testimony is they evidently weren't satisfied with

the education they were getting because they weren't sending them to
school.

Senator MONDALE. I think that is right, I agree with that.
Mr. BENNETT. In 1946, the Navajo Tribe, in their council meeting,

decided that they wanted their children to go to school. Up to that
time, we had over 20,000 school age children and we had 10,000 school

seats which were ample to take care of those who attended school or
who could get to school.

Then when they decided to go to school in 1946, we immediately
were behind in providing school seats and we had to go into a crash
building program on the Navajo Reservation to adequately provide
school seats.
Senator MONDALE. Here we have one instance, Rough Rock, in which

regardless of what your outside surveys might indicate, the people in

that community think it is a delightful and exciting experiment. I
don't think some outside survey, whether its results are positive or
negative, should be conclusive. If those people want to control their

own system they ought to. That is true of all of us in our communities.

It ought to be true of people regardless of color, including Indians.
Now, if this is a system which they established through their own
initiative but with BIA help and one which seems to' e working very
well, don't you believe that Indian parents generally want something
to say about the education of their own children?

How do you decide this? Did you go into each community? The
President said, "You shall establish school 'boards."
You put another amendment that is not in the President's message.
You said, We shall establish them if someone in the local community
wants them."
The President did not put it that way but that is the way you construed it.
Do you go to the local community, as they do in every other school
district, and let the people of the community vote on whether they want
a school board and who they want on the school board ?
o decides
that?
Ms. BENNETT. The people in the community.
Senator MONDALE. Who makes that determination ?
Mr. BENNETT. That determination is made in the must (scent case by

a referendum in a particular school district.
Senator MONDALE. How many referendums have you It
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Mr. BENNETT. Since the policy ha,s only been in effect since March

and since we have just gotten out the guidelines, I don't know how
many have been held.
Senator MONDALE. How many would you guess that you have had?

Mr. BENNzr. I don't know of tiny besides the one that was con-

chided about 2 or 3 months ago.
Senator MONDALE. What did that say?

Mr. BENNrrr. It was the Loneman School District on the Oglala
Sioux Reservation whero they voted against the school district.
Senator MONDALE. Where is that located ?

Mr. BENNETT. Oglala Sioux Reservation, S. Dak.

This supports the idea that not all the school districts are ready to
move into it. I think we have two things here. We have one Where all
the Indian parents wanted to have something' to say about the education of the children and I think we have the other and that is the responsibilities that are entailed in connection with the operation of a
school district. For this reason, we have included in our appropriation
request funds to help the people train as they take over school districts.
We have found this to be necessary as they become involved in local
housing authorities, that they needed some management training and
we set up courses for this.

We are proposing the same in our budget request., that they receive

training in this area so that they can adequately manage school

districts.
So, I think one is their interest in wanting to do it; number 2 is the
concern about all the responsibilities that will be involved if they take
this step.
Senator MONDALE. President Johnson ordered the creation of,local
districts. Such specialists as Dr. Roessel, the former Director of the
Commission, Dr. Marburger, Assistant Commissioner of Education,
and one of the Nation's recognized specialists in this field, and I think
every witness who has testified before us has said you are not going

to have quality education until you have invested the parents with
the authority to control the education of their own children.
Would you agree with that?
Mr. BEN NETT. Yes, sir; I certainly do.
Senator MONDALE. Then how do you expalin the fact that,after a

century of the BIA education system there are only two instances in

which it is true? I don't want to be unkind but I find it a little bit

puzzling- that the policy you express here should be so little applied
in the field.
Mr. BeNxErr. This policy will be applied in the field. I think we
have 122 schools involved. The education policy of the Federal Government originally was forced assimilation, forcing all Indian people
to be educated so that they would be like everyone else. Some of the
educational policies at that time were that it was a punishable offense
to speak your own language in the school or on the school grounds.
Another is on the boarding school system. In order to be educated
away from the Indian community, Indians were sent thousands of
miles to boarding schools and the Government paid your way there

and did not pay your return home for 4 years. So, you went to a
boarding school for 4 years before your return home was paid for.
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Even as late as 1940 when we tried to bring into the educational
system Indian language and bilingual education, as I indicated in

my testimony, there was an uproar in education circles about the fact
that we were trying to teach Indians; to be Indians, trying to keep them
out of the mainstream, and charges of this kind.
As I have indicated in my testimony, we get swept around by the
various winds and currents of the national policy.
Senator MONDALE. Right. As long as it is federally controlled, it
will continue to be, won't it ? in other words, if the Indian children of
this country are going to be educated pursuant to the notions of the
current white power structure that controls Washington, you are going to have winds of change for the next century just like you have
had them in the last century. Isn't it, about time then that we permit
Indian parents to control the education of ther;,! own children and stop
this nonsense?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, sir; this is the basis of my policy statement of
January 1966.
Senator MoNeALE. And two school boards Pre now complying with
that proposition. Why does it take so long?
Mr. TIENN-Err. There is certainly agreement between you and me
that this government is pretty big and we are going to be looked at by
other agencies of government as to_how we are doing this.
Senator MONDALE. No other parents have that problem.

If you told the school district where I was educated that we had
to have a handy - dandy new national policy which was going to be
controlled fremWashington completelyi in every detailhiring, firing,
curriculum and the restand that the Budget bureau in Washington
was going to determine, through some unknown bureaucrat the nature
of the education, you would have a revolution, you would have a war,
and I think it would be a justified one. Yet, this has been going on
for a century in Indian education.
I just spent 2 days, as you may know, Mr. Commissioner, on the
Navajo. I observed two school systems, one controlled by the BIA, the

otherRough Rock -- controlled by the Indians, themselves. In the
BIA system, I found only two Navajo teachers, one of whom was
supervisor.
In the smaller Rough Rock school, I found 10 Navajo teachers and
three more were coming on to the faculty.

In the dormitories in Tuba City, I found cold, really inhumane

structures for these children, some of whom are 5 years old. There were
no pictures on the wall, no paintings, and only two people monitoring
dormitories of 100 or 130 people. The sign on the door of the two who
were working there said, "Do not come in unless you need medicine,"
which is hardly a permissive environment, in my opinion.
Next door in Rough Rock was a situation where they lel the children

gather together with tables; the children were permitted to mark up
the walls and put paintings on them. They tried to create little communities. They used the mothers and the .parents in the community
to live with the children so that they had a friend, a supporter, coun-

sellor and adult, as every child needs at that age.
They had a permissive environment. The children were even urged
to go home every weekend and most of them did. The parents were en29- 651- 60 pt. 1.26
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couraged to sleep overnight with the kids. 'Wherever you went, Navajos

were moving freely in and out of the classrooms. I didn't see any of
that in Tuba City.

I saw an exciting bilingual program at Rough Rock, but not at
Tuba City. I saw at Rough Rock the creation for the first time of
some exciting Navajo textbooks deve,oped by Navajo illustrators and

under the supervision of Navajo leadership. I saw the creative use
of local Navajo talents so that side by side with the white teacher

or with the Navajo teacher there was a mother teaching arts and crafts
and telling the traditional stories of Navajo lore.
I saw exciting adult education systems at Rough Rock, not at Tuba
City.

I saw a system at Rough Rock where Indians hired and fired the
teacher, where the school board determined the policy, and I saw
very little evidence of that at Tuba City. As a matter of fact, what I
did here was all to the contrary.

I saw a principal who was Navajo, not white, at Rough Rock.

I saw little things like schoolrooms that were built as hogans, not the
kind that some white architect would impose on these communities.
I saw a corral so that the kids could ride horses, which I didn't see at
Tuba City.
More than all of that and in an indefinable way, I saw a spirit and
pride and excitement of people who realized for the first time they

had something to say about their own lives. I think the difference
was the difference between night and day.

I am not an expert in this field but I think I know how to assess

human feeling: It was a difference almost between a semirnilitary setting and a setting which was the kind that one would want to educate
his own children.
I don't mean to be critical of you, Mr. Commissioner, because I know

you are fighting some of these same things, as I am. But I think

the nature of the apposition to this kind of local control is far greater
than many people believe, given white attitudes and many other things.
I came away from Rough Rock committed to doing the best I could to

tell the American people what I saw. I don't think there is any doubt
that most honest Americans going there would return wanting local
control. That is my judgment.
Perhaps you want to comment on that.
Mr. BENNETT. I don't have any argument at all with the Chairman
because this is the same goal toward which we are working as far as the

Bureau of Indians Affaiars schools are concerned. To the extent we
can do this, of course, we will do it. We do have about 500 aides employed, tribal aides, employed in our schools throughout the country,
and we have-- Senator MONDALE. How many of them are local mothers and
parents?
Mr. BENNE-Pr. Most of them are from the local community, who are

able to speak the language but not necessarily mothers and parents.
Most of these aides work in the classroom helping in the teaching
of the English and Indian languages,
Senator MONDALE. Now, you have presented some materials that
have been developed by the Bureau. The Bureau has oeen at this for a

-
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century. One of the things that I didn't realize until I looked at it, it

is set forth in Dr. Zeller's testimony, is that two-thirds to 80 percent of
these children come to school either with no appreciation of the English
language or a totally inadequate one. They are taught, by and large,
by white teachers, or at least English- speaking teachers who know no

Navajo. They are taught with Dick and Jane and other kinds of

traditional wnite middle -class textbooks, except at Rough Rock, where

for the first time delightful little textbooks are being developed with
your support, that teach them Navajo and English and stories out of
their culture and these are some of the first textbooks of their kind
developed in the country.

I noticed in the materials you presented here that the Herder series

was developed in 1940. Nothing since that series.

That the "Navajo New World Reader" was developed in 1956; "The

Navajo Life Series," 1949; "The Field Mouse Goes to War," 1944;
"The Brave Against the Enemy," 1944; "The Aleut Language Series,"
1944; "The Young Hunters of Picuris," 1943; "The Slim Butte Rac-

coon," 1942; "The Papt,go Indians of Aries," 1941; "The Northern
Paiute Indians of California-Nevada," 1941; "The Indians of South-

ern California," 1941; "Who Wants To Be a Prairie Dog," "The
Little Boy with Three Names," 1940.

How can it be said that an educational system is vital and warmly
concerned about the children who are 'being taught who have these
profound language and cultural value differences if this is a representative demonstration of the commitment of the BIA educational
systems to that objective?
Mr. Bintwzrr. Well, in 1940, the public had not bought this conce pt.

It was a very difficult struggle to even get as far as we did in this
kind of education. The only criticism I could make of the Bureau of
Indiin Affairs is that they should have waited until the 1960's to do
this rather than the 1940's. If we had made it in the 1960's, this would
have been a thoroughly acceptable approach.
You are talking about the attitude on education by the public today
and not what it was in 1940.

Senator MoiteaLE. Right.
Mr. BErairrr. I am quite positive that so far as the general accept-

ance of all of this is concerned we would have been much farther down
the road if we had waited 20 years for education to catch up.
Senator MONDALL Now where there are good bilingual education
programs as you well know, these children learn immediatly in their
own language; they learn 4. lie course work that is being taught them

in their own ian,guage;
that in a real sense they learn English
faster and better.
I am talking about bilingual duration, not ESL, although there
roach is just barely beginning in
is some relationship. Yet, this
the Indian education system..

In my State Chippewa and Sioux are practically dead languages

because Indian children have never been taught in their own language.
There is not a sin le document here in Chippewa. Yet it is our major
Indian tribe in my State.

Don't all these things create a dismal picturethe paucity of life,

lack of relevant teaching materials, the remarkably small percentage

of Indian educators, the fact that we are just now talking about
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oninguar educationas a matter of fact, the Indians are not even

eligible for bilingual education.

Did the Bureau of Indian Affairs come up and testify to have In-

dians included in the Bilingual Education Act ?
Mr. BEicxyrr. I am not aware of whether they did or not.
Senator MoNDALE. You see, that is outrageous.

Mr. BErriturr. We have continually presented this in our request

for funds that we have Indian aides who could speak the language and
help in education. We have made these presentations for several years,
ever since Piave been Commissioner.
Senator MONDALE. A., I understand, to date, Indians in Federal Indian schools Ire not eligible for bilingual education opportunities. Am
I correct in that
Mr. ZELLERS. That is right.. We are not included under that particular piece of legislation.
Senator MONDALE. Did the BIA ask officially to be included?
Mr. ZELLERS. We have just been informed, I was not here at that
time, we have been informed that Secretary Anderson did testify.
Senator MosoALE. Anderson ?

Mr. BENNErr. Assistant Secretary of Public Land Management of
the Department of the Interior.
Senator MONnALE. You mean the Bureau of Land Management testified for bilingual education?
Mr. BEN-NETT. The Bureau of Indian Affairs is tinder the supervision

of the Assistant Secretary for Public Lard Management. It has been
my recommendation over 3 years that, there be a separate Assistant
Secretary for the people's programs of the Interior Department. That
recommendation was made shortly after. I became Commissioner.
Senator MoNnAus. Let us turn to the question of line control.
As you know, Dr. Marburger testified that in his belief the educational function ought to be transferred out of the BIA to OE, and

that local control should be granted to these school districts. Dr.
Marburger said he was utterly frustrated in efforts to communicate
with educators in the local school system, that he had to go through
several layers down the bureaucratic chute, most of whom were not
educators. I talked to several persons in. BIA school systems who were

at the local level who testified about the same frustration in trying
to send enough information upward. The man in Tuba City said,
with his subagency superintendent sitting there, that in order to relay
a request to Washington he had to communicate with the subagency
Indian director who then reported to the subagency superintendent
who then reported to the reservation superintendent or the regional
bureau chief, neither of whom were educators, and then it filtered up
to the national BIA office.

From what you tell me this morning, the request involving legisla-

tion finally goes through the Assistant Secretary of the Bureau of
Land Management.

The man in Tuba City told me he was so frustrated that he is

thinking of quitting because he said :
I have no confidence that the things that appear to me as an educator to be
so terribly important in the education of thepe children are even understood
or that there is any sympathy for these rograms up through these bureaucratic
layers.
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You have, therefore, this evidence from the local front line where

they are trying to teach; you have had the as Commissioner of
Education, who can be candid about these things, saying the same
thing.
What are your comments in that area ?
Mr. BENNETT. First of all, I wish the past Assistant Commissioner
for Education had stayed around long enough to find out how it actually operated. He was only on duty for 15 months.
Then I would also like to say that all Government agencies operate
through some established procedure. I don't know of any agency that
oes not have local offices or regional offices.

'

Now, in terms of education of Indians, the same argument can be
ade for all of the activities of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. I think
lie same could be said for the housing
I am sure that the
eo le who are building houses on Indian reservations would very
like to have a direct eatry into the Housing. and Urban Develop-

to tell them some of the problems they have in building of houses.

am sure that in any area or service that we give to the 'Indian

people, that the local people who operate in the fiela, just as I do; have
certain frustrations about what we are able to do in terms of the need.
I am sure that v...e could get from that point of view general agree-

ment on the part of all the local people in the Indian communities
that they would all like to have a dircm. pipeline to Washington an A
that they would like to all be funded in this manner.
Senator "IONDALE. Is there, any other educational system in this
country in which an educator is asked to work without a local school
board, without any control over hiring and firing, where the people are
.

hired on the national civil service roster and just arrived one day to
teach there, where the physical facilities need and the rest of the local
budget are determined remotely by the bureaucracy, where the teachinig materials and new programs are dependent on a remote bureaucracy and where the communications between the two go through
several layers of bureaucratic overburdened people, most of whom
are not educators?
Can you think of a single remote parallel to that?
Mr. BENNETT. No, and that is not entirely true about the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, either.
Senator MONDALE. All right. You explain why it isn't.
Mr. BENNETT. Because in the development of your curriculum ma-.

terial we have 0: committee made up of Indian people who are in
the process of developing curriculum material and are in the process
of writing. We Rise% have under contract one of the outstanding In-

dian educators, Dr. Bryde, who is performing professional services on
this with the involvement, of Indian people from the local communities.
Senator MONDALE. How many Chippewa materials is he working
on?

Mr. BENNETT. We don't have any responsibility in the State of

Minnesota for education.

Senator MONDALE. No responsibility ?

Mr. %mum. Except to provide funds under the Johnson-O'Mal-

ley Act. We operate no school in the State of Minnesota and have not
for 30 years.
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Senator MONDALE. Don't you think as Commissioner of Indian Af-

fairs that you have a right to condition Johnson-O'Malley funds and
814 funds and the rest to require that these public school systems have
educations which are appropriate and sensitive to the needs of the
Indian children attending public schools?
Mr. BENNETT. We certainly do, and we are going to be doing it.
Senator MONDALE. What are you doing now?

Mr. BENNETT. We have added to our staff to work with the local
school districts in the development of material. We even are assisting
local school districts in some areas of the country to prepare requests
for aid to education which they have not even applied for.
All of this is now possible. Ten years ago we couldn't have done it
becau3e of the States' objections to Federal interference with education.
Senator MONDALE. Do you have any guidelines which are set forth
upon which Johnson-O'Malley funds are conditioned?
Mr. BENNETT. We enter into a contract each year with each State
in which the guidelines are set forth. We are going to see that these
guidelines are followed just as the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare is now beginning to see that the guidelines of their grants
to States are being followed.

We think that we can make a real impact on the use 'to which

Johnson - O'Malley funds are put by the various States.
Senator MONDALE. What have you done thus far in Minnesota to
assure that parents of Indians have something to say about the educa-

tion of their children, that the teachers are given Chippewa teaching
materials, that where possible Chippewas are hired to teach or are
trained to teach, that the parents are given the same role in the education of their children as any other patents
What are you doing right now that holds any prospect of improvement in that field through the use of Johnson-O'Melley funds?
Mr. BENNETT. What we are doing primarily is working with the
State department of education because we work through them under
the Johnson-O'Malley process.
We are bringing to their attention in every way possible, in conferences and what not, what we think the unique needs of Indian children
are.
We are not in a position to dictate to local school districts whom they
can hire or whom they can't hire or what they teach or what they don't
teach.

Senator MONDALE. Couldn't you require, for example, that if a
school district wants Johnson-O'Malley funds it should establish an
Indian advisory board with some power concerning how their children
are educated V
Mr. BENNETT. We certainly would like to do that.
Senator MONDALE. Couldn't you do that now ?

Mr. BENNETT. I don't believe we can do that under our authority.
Senator MOD/DALE. If the State department of education does not
cooperate, you have clear authority to send it to the Indian Tribe itself, do you not?

Mr. Bziorrrr. This is a question that we have now before the Solicitor of the Interior Depavtment, about using the authority of jolinsonO'Malley Act funds to go directly to tribes.
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This particular question has been raised by the Tama. proi,osal.
Senator- MONDALE. Doesn't th..t 1938 amendment clearly give you
authority to send money directly to the tribes?
Mr. BENNETT. We think it does.
Senator MONDALE. Doesn't it say it?

Mr. BENNErr. There has been somi., question raised about it and ye
are in the proces% of getting this straightened out.
Senator MONDALE. It says it in the law, does it not?
Mr. BENNErr. We think so.
Senator MoNnaLE. It has been 33 years and we still do not know ?

Mr. BENNETT. Again, when the Indian -people come and want to
have control of their schools we enter into arrangements with them.
We do not believe in imposing any kind of program on Indian people,
this is our new philosophy. And you have to be committed all the way
on this. You cannel say that now you are going to take the initiative
in one program but we are going to take it in another.
If the initiative is to come from the Indian people they have to be
totally committed and you can't say that because I am inte.-ested in
one area we are ping to take the initiative, because you are interested
in another area you can have the initiative. There has to be a total
commitment.
Senator MONDALE. I understand. We agree on that.
1 do not think as whites we !mow what is good for Indian children.

I think the parents ought to have their 'own authority to determine
those things.
What shocks me is that there are only two school districts in the
country where that is true. Two-thirds of the Indian ( 'Iildren are
going to public schools and we do not condition Johnson-O'Malley at

all to make certain that the parents have anything to say about the
education of their childrendespite evidence, I thmk clear evidence,
that in most cases the boundary schools are the most prejudiced of
all, that the Indians rarely have a single Indian on the school boards
and where, if they try to elect Indians to school boards, the white community turns out en masse and defeats them.
School system after school system has neither an Indian member of
the board or an Indian teacher even though in many cases 60 or 70 or

80 percent of the money that educates those children is designed to
educate Indian children.
Yet, we sit back and say we have no authority. This is in effect
stump money. We just put it on the stump and the local State commissioner of education picks it up and does anything he wants to

with it.
I appreciate that this is the tradition of the Department. I recog-

nize that of all the Commissioners, you haveSpoken out more clearly
for local control than any of the others.
Yet I think what we see here, if I may say so, is a pattern of power-

lessness; a pattern which hat deprived the Indian, whether in the
Federal-Indian education system or the local public school system;
an environment in which he has nothing to say of any, significance
about who is going to teach his kids, what they are going to teach
him, what language they are going to teach :n, who is on the school
board, or anything else. No other parent would tolerate that.
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Yet, the Indians have had to tolerate it for a century. I just do not
think that we have the sense of urgency that I think we should have
if we are going to solve this problem.
Mr. BarizTr. I might say, Mr. Chairman, I could not agree with
the Senator more.
Senator MONDALE. Good. We are making progress.

Now several people have testified that the real board of education
for American Indians is the regional Bureau director. As a matter of
fact, Dr. Marburger testified that equal with direct line control was

his ffustration with the Budget Bureau, which you have already
referred to, which apparently is a kind of Genghis Khan operation,

coming and going as it wishes, invoking its own ideas; and with what
he called a civil service which lacks flexibility and creates a fantastic
inbreeding that makes it nearly impossible for all but the most per-

sistent applicants outside the system to join the professional staffs

except at the beginning teacher level.
Would you comment on that?
Mr. Brmorrr. Yes, sir. One of the reasons why we are so much in

support of the concept of local school control is that when we contract with the schools and they do the hiring and firing, then they are
no longer governed by the civil service regulations as we are.

Also, that the input of Indian teachers into tho Bureau of Indian

Affairs is going to increase dramatically in the next few years because
the increase in scholarships which I
0 shown you is now reaching
an acceptable level.
As a mater of fact, last year we could assist several hundred Indian
students only for the first semester because we did not have enough
funds to assist them for a whole year in college.
As a consequence, we did get a supplemental appropriation approved
by the Congress 2 days before adjournment so we were able to continue
these students in college for the full year.

In ox r discussions with them, many of them are indicating an

interest to come back to the Indian community and be helpful to the
Indian people.
Now this is a change in the educational attitude and poliq because

in their earlier days of Indian education you were educated to go
away from the community and to participate in the society at large.
This was the forced assimilation policies of many years. Now the
Indian people see that there is an opportunity to be of service in the
local community. Many of the young people have indicated to me
personally in my conversations and meetings with them that upon
.!ompleting their education they do intend to go back into their own

communities and be helpful to their people.

I think thislis a growing trend in terms of better days ahead as far
as the Indian people are concerned, and control of their own future
and destiny.
Senator MONDALE. Do you find it significant that both the school
at Rough Rock and the community college at Many Farms have ahigh
number of Navajo teachers 4 Does that indicate desire on their part
to work in a school system that is locally controlled I
Mr. BErnerrr. It certainly.does. One of the reasons why we favored

this demonstration project is because it gave the local community
Federal funds with which they could achieve a great deal more
flexibility in operating a school.
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And through this process which we are developing, if we can get,
the funds into the local communities then we believe there will be
much more flexibility.

I might also mention as a corollary to that, the effort we are going
to make beginning the first of the year to contract with Indian tribes,
groups and individuals, for all of the services which the Bureau of

Indian Affairs is now performing through Federal employees but
which the tribes have indicated the willingness and capability to
perform.

This will mean that the Bureau of Indian Affairs will become an

advisory group to Indian people, with professional staff.
All of the programs relating to the care and feeding of children in
the boarding schools on our reservation, all of the school bus routes,
all construction, all maintenance of buildings, every kind of activity

of that nature for which, upon application of the tribe, contracts

will be entered into under the "buy Lrdian" act which authorized the
Secretary of Interior to contract with tribes, groups, and individual,
Indians for goods and services to the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

We believe that by this effort, and by their control of the local

machinery and the local facilities in Indian communities, not only will
they have eventual control of their school system but they will also

have control over all of the decisions made m the administration of
the local community. Now in a great many of the Indian local communities? the individuals in the communities do not have any particular decisionmaking powers or control overt what happens in these
communities.
So we have a three-step program to bring this about. We anticipate
that over a period of years, between 5,000 and 6,000 jobs that are now

held under the civil service or by Federal employees will be held by
tribal members through the contract process with tribes, communities,
and individual members of the tribe.

Senator MONDA12. Has the Bureau ever asked Congress for author-

ity to condition Johnson-O'Malley funds and other kinds of Federal
assistance for public school education for Indians in a way that would
require some control and some role be vested in the Indian parents
concerning the education of their children, or in other ways assuring
that these moneys are used locally in a way to educate sensitively
and creatively the children of the Indians in the public school system?
,

Mr. Bzwiarrr. The way the implementation of the Johnson-

O'Malley Act has developed over the past several years has been that
the local school district determines the budget for the education of
the children in their school district.
We require under the Johnson-O'Malley Act that the local school

districts acquire and ask for all the Federal aids that are available
such as Public Law 874 and other aids.

If after the application of the local available funds and other funds
there is still a need, then our contract is based upon this need.
However, up to now there have been none of these criteria established but the local school district has established the level of funding
for the administration of the local school program.
It is upon the need after all known sources of funding have been
determined by the local school district that we supply the supplementary funds but we have not imposed any of those kinds of re-
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quirements and leave it up to the local achool district to determine
its own program.
Senator MONDALE. You testified earlier that you did not think you
had the authority to issue funds in that fashion.
Have you ever asked for the authority ?
Mr. BENNETT. No, we have not asked for that authority.
Senator MONDALE. Dr. Osview, in testimony before this committee
and in the report, said :
I was shocked to find that the Bureau of Indian Affairs does not apparently,
as a matter of policy, engage in any programmatic ettoperation with public
school systems of whose desire and willingness to do Justice to their Indian
students there can be no doubt.

He pro
a high priority be placed on programmatic cooperation
with pubic schools.
He said no Bureau of Indian Affairs education function can be
really responsible whose obligation does not go as far as the law
allows in being directly concerned with all that happens to Indian
children.
Will you comment on that ?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes, we are certainly in favo

it. We are certainly

in favor of the trend which does allow the ederalGoverr.ment to
have something to say about conditions in the local school districts.
We are going to take full Advantage of that. We are adding additional staff to deal directly with the State education depaements
and local school districts and re coming up with satisfactory pro-

grams for Indian children because we think some of the public schoalik
like ourselves have not met all of the unique needs of education that
these young people have.
So we entirely support the idea of having more influence w4.11 the
local public school districts.

Senator Mom:um. We have not discussed yet the issue of either

boarding schools, dormitories, or the off-the-reservation schools.

I am sure that you are well aware that many people such as Dr.

Robert. Bergmann of the American Academy of Pediatrics who works

for the Indian Health Service on the Navajo, has said that:

The most basic need in the Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding schools is to
recognize that the life of the boarding school student outside the classroom is
more important than his formal education and if the children are to grow up
successfully away from their parents some substitute must be provided.

Programs sthmming from this recognition are needed. I think you

are aware of the high suicide rate. I think you are aware of the
studies that show that children in these boarding schools have a much
higher anIiety level than in day schools.

I think you are aware of some of Dr. Bergmann's testimeny, and

I think you are aware of the testimony Dr. Menninger, who said before

this committee that the system of educating Indian youth through

the boarding schools is virtually a barbaric one.
Would you comment on that?
Mr. Bziorrrr. As I indicated in my testimony, I would be very glad

to see the day when we did not need Federal boarding schools for

young Indian children.
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The only alternative at the present time, until we make a real

commitment for funding of roads, schools, and school buses and so
on, is no education.

I think the whole issue deserves a little exploration. First, of all,

we are committed to the principle of a public school education and to
local schools where the children would be at home and attend these
schools on a local basis.

Where we do have reservation boarding schools such as on the
Oglak Sioux Reservation, Cheyenne River, and some of the others,
such as Standing Rock, children go home on weekends.
When I was the superintendent of an agency that had a reservation
boarding schooltthose that lived iii.the local community went home on
weekends. In this particular boarding school, it was a Bureau school

and it was about a half mile from a public school, and during the

short time I was superintendent this school system was full integrated.
There was a local public elementary school downtown and the former

Bureau school was the junior high school for the district and they
also went to the senior high school.

Senator Mosmam. Do you think you have adequate dormitory personnel to provide counseling and friendship and personal relationships

with the children in the boarding school?
Mr. Bxxxarr. No, sir, we do not, and 1.:e do not have the personnel
that could add to the fullness of the program, such as recreational
directors.

I think also it is very significant that we have in our boarding

schools a substantial number of public school dropouts and that we
have in our boarding schools many young people who come to us
with severe problems, multi-problems, not only the problems of education but they have other problems and we think because we do have
these kinds of students in our schools we should be able-to give more
adequate service to them than we do.

Senator Mormarx. What has the Bureau proposed by way of expanded personneldormitory instructional aides, I guess they are
calledand by way of trying to bring the parents in the emmunity
into the dormitories ?

Mr. BExiarrr. So far, our cooperation with the Indian people on
the reservation boarding schools has been generally through the

various education committees set up by tribal councils.
Practically every tribal government has an education committee.
Our school people work very closely with themin the boarding school
situations.
For the boarding schools off reeervation, we are starting a series
of meetings with tribal representatives from those tribes who have
students in the particular boarding school.
We just concluded such a meeting in one of our boarding schools
in March, where they spent about a week on the school oarapus taking
a look at the school. The Navajo Tribe's Education Committee is very
active and makes yearly visits to all the boarding schools that are
attended by their students.
I also know that the San Carlos Apache Tribe has an Education
Committee that visits all the off-reservation boarding_schools to take
a look at the situation there and that is true of the Hopi Tribe and
some of the other tribes.
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Senator Mormai.z. Do you have a program for bringing parents

in as dormitory aides?
Mr. BEN-NI:al% We have a program of dormitory aides. We have

asked for an expansion of this program. We have a need for more
dormitory aides but it is not necessarily directed at parents. These
may be parents of Indian children or they may be other Indians in

the Community.
Senator MoNom.E. They will be hired under civil service rules, will
they not?

Mr. BENsvrr. Yes, but the requirements for dormitory aides are
much less than for the professional staff of counselors and guidance
personnel.

We haw also asked for social workers in our dormitories because

quite often some of these young people are clients of the social worker
in the local community and they follow up in their particular problem
areas.

These are to be continued in the school to work with these young
people.

Senator Mown ALE. How do you explain the fact that Indians have
the highest suicide rate in the country and there is only one psychologist in the whole MA. educational apparatus?
Mr. BeNNETr. Well. getting to the problem of suicides, I would say

that, of course, any suicide is a tragedy. However, I think we need
to highlight this as a national problem. There will be 1,000 college

students who commit suicide this year and there are 7 million students
in the public school
in this country that have very severe emotional problems.
It is hoped that what learned about, these young people will be
helpful to us who have these problems with Indian young people.

I might add tie>> the number of suicides of young Indian people

is not necessarily
t141 to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and its education program because for some of the tribes and reservations which
have been singled out for this high rate, we have not had a Bureau of
Indian education program for 2,0 or 25 years.

Senator MONDALE. I am sure that is not the only factor, but an
eminent psychiatrist, Dr. Menninger, has testified that the hoarding
school system is barbaric.

Dr. Bergman, who lived on the re,,, ation, lta= said just about.
that.
The undeniable fact is that the suicide nit" is about the highest
in the country. Last year two Indian children were running away
from school on the Navajo and froze to death trying to get home.
Every one of your schools has a very elaborate truancy program to
catch these children and bring them back because the y are always
running away.
I went through these schools and I found the environment oppressive.

In other words, it looks to me like the Bureau of Indian Afairs
education system is a system that is structured by the Civil Service
and the professional career people. From time to time it consults with
local Indians, but I do not find the same local control and need orientation and flexibility in this system that I think exists in every other
school system in the country in all the ways we have talked about.
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Let me give one other example. I understand there is a rule, perhaps
imposed by the Congress, that has resulted in over 1,100 Eskimo chil-

dren being found in the educational systems of the lower States,
Bureau of Indian Affairs Federal-Indian schools.
Is that essentially correct ?
Mr. BENNETT. lies, sir; that is correct.
Senator MONDALR. Do those parents want their children taken away

from their families up in Alaska and sent to Northwestern U.S.
schools f

I guess some of them are even down in Oklahoma. And do parents
of the 400 or 500 children who are sent from Oregon and Washington
schools to Oklahoma and elsewhere want their children going that far
away
The chairman of our committee, Senator Yarborough, has arrived
and we are delighted to have him.
Senator YARBOROUGH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You know I am
very much interested in this subject. We have 'held hearings by this
subcommittee in other States last year and I have attended some hearings where the late Senator Robert Kennedy was chairman.

The only reason I am so late is that I have been with the Select
Committee on Malnutrition and Hunger which is holding hearings

now under the chairmanship of Senator McGovern. I am a member of
that committee, too, and unfortunately, they are both having hearings
at the same time. They are two important subjects.
Mr. BENivrrr. In response to your questions there is no question in
my mind that Indian parents, Eskimo parentS, have the same feelings
about their children as anyone else.
I certainly appreciate their feelings. Thisi is why they have some
very difficult decisions to make when the deision is either send their
child this long distance to the school or there is no education for their
child.

Senator MormAii. How many years have they been confronted

with that alternative?

Mr. BENNWTT. The Eskimos have been confronted with that alterna-

tive only in about the last 10 years or so, because it was only at this
time that the number of students entering schools exceeded the thcilities that were available, particularly it the high school level.

Senator MONDALE. Couldn't the Bureau have built adequate facilities up there rather than forcing these children to be flown a thousand
or more miles away from their parents and culture I
Mr. Rammer. We lwve a backlog of construction of schools of $78
million, more than $84 million of which would be constructed in the
State a Alaska.
We also have a program underway now to get clearance to build

dormitories for secondary school students in population centers in
the State of Alaska as a part of the State education program whereby
the State will build the school facilities.

Under this program we hope that we can retain many more of the
Eskimo children in the State of Kaska.

I might also mention that from the pure dollars and cents standpoint, we can transport Alaskan children to Oklahoma and Oregon
train them, educate them for a year and transport them back to Alaska
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for less than it costs to educate them in Alaska. So we have two
problems.
Number one is to get the money to build the schools and number two,
is to get the money to carry on the high cost of education and training
in the State of Alaska.

Senator MONDALE. I suppose by the same standard it would be
cheaper to round up all the Indians and educate them. in one school,

would it not I

Mr. BENNETr. It looks like we will have to do that unless we get
more money to build schools in the local communities. We have $178
million backlog, as I said, and we have high school students attending
classes in buildings where parts of the building have beer. condemned
and they have had to be reinforced.
As far as the students from the Northwest not being sent to Chemawa
and students from California not attending Sherman, when I became
Commissioner this was the policy because these States had assumed the
responsibility for the education of these children.
It is now evident that for a variety of reasons there is still need at
the secondary level for some of these Federal boarding schools and
this, I think, was indicated by the leadership from the N-mthwest when
this comirnttee held its hearing in Portland.
So we are beginning now again to open our doors of Chemawa to
students from the Northwest, and Sherman Institute to the students
from California, and also the Stewart Indian School to the students
from Nevada.
Senator MONDALE. Senator Bellmon9
Senator BELLMON. On this point you just made, it is my understand-

ing that at Fort Sill, Okla., the Bureau of Indian Affairs completed

new dormitory space for 150 students and the old students moved in the
new dormitory so that the old dorms are empty.

At Fort Sill about 25 percent of the students come from the State
of Oklahoma. Most of them are brought in from Alaska or distant
points.

Why did the Bureau decide to build the new dorms in Oklahoma

where there is no local need ?

Mr. BENNETT. There was an educational need, sir. Other Indian

children, as you indicate, from other States.
Senator BELLMON. Why weren't the dormitories built in the States
where they live?
Mr. BENNETT. The Fort Sill school was a school that was already in
existence. Since this was a part of the total nationwide education program, these facilities were upgraded. We are now also in the discussion

stage with the city of Lawton, Okla. to use dormitory space for students who need domiciliary accommodations, who attend the public
schools of Lawton, Okla.
We hope to get this program underway in September.

Senator BELLMON. This still means transporting these children a
long distance from their homes. It seems to me the Bureau should be
aiming in the direction of building these facilities closer to where the

students live rather than bringing them this long distance to be
educated.
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Mr. BErnmrr. You raise a very good point, Senator. We are doing
this now in relation to all of the.Federal boarding schools that need
reconstruction.
Formerly, because it was traditional for a school to be at a certain

location, as the plant became obsolete this particular school was
rehabilitated and there was no real effort made in terms of looking

down the road a, long way as to whether this school should be here or
there or some other location.

Now, before we make a commitment in relation to rehabilitating
any school, the first decision we make is whether this is the place for
the school, whether it is meeting the educational needs.
As a result of this, we make tit-,,zisions. But for a long time for a
variety of reasons, what has happened has just been an upgrading of
the school because traditionally there has always been a school at this
particular place.
Senator MONDALE. Mr. Commissioner, this subcommittee obtained
the service; of mgistinguished outside consultant from the University
of California,
Fogelman, to prepare a study of the Sherman In-

stitute at Piverside Calif.
He was impressed by the comparison between what the President

declared to be flit policy of Indian education in his message and what
he found. He concludesiin his study of late 1968, that it has "inadequate staff, qualitatively and quantitatively; inadequate administrative staff skill in budgeting arid-use of property, inadequate vigor in

defending the interests of the students, inadequate admissions criteria, inanequate feedback of results, inadequate funding, inadequate
identified goals, inadequate ,z vocational training, inadequate

buildings."

He says "the students rarely go into downtown Riverside, and,
when they do, find themselves unwelcome in stores and establishments."

.

He says "generally speaking, the staff gives the impression of
creaky old age; save for a few notable exceptions, an 'old settler'
aura hovers over the Institute."
"Much staff interest was evident on subjects such as staff pay, travel.
funds and educational time. The lack of textbooks is appalling. Exceeding that is the helpless approach taken by the staff. Apparently
the routine is that once it has been called to the attention of Phoenix
no further' efforts are made."
Healys "without attributing to the staff any conscious effort toward

this image? a rapid survey of the institute produces the impression
of a rigid, uncompromising, bureaucratic, authoritarian nmunnovative feudal barony in which the students are 'handled', and 'proc-

essed' rather than educated."
Would you-comment on that Study
Mr. BENNETT. It sounds liO'a report on some of the colleges.
Senator Mownetz. Mr. Commissioner, this is the system of which
you are in charge.
Mr. BENisrrr. That is correct.
Senator MONDALE. This is a study by an outside agency. I regard
it as a very serious and compelling indictment. I do not think it ought
tobe passed off in that fashion.
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Mr. Bxwirrn. I do not think so either, because as indicated all

throughout my testimony, we have to meet the needs of these young
people and we certainly have to have support in meeting these needs.

We started a rehabilitation program at Sherman Institute a few
years ago. As a consequence of the criteria, established by the State
of California, because of the buildings meeting earthquake standards, we found practically our whole plant was obsolete.
The means to rebuild this plant to provide the kind of facility which
will contribute to a good education program has not yet been made
available.

We believe that the availability of proper facilities-, the materials
and curriculum center, and all of those things around which a good
education is based will contribute much to the spirit of the school
and to the morale of the staff,

It certainly is very demoralizing to staff, not having the proper

facilities and not having the necessary equipment and suppliett

Another thing is that when I became Commissioner of Indian
Affairs I asked the division of education to come up with what
would be an exemplary school systemboarding schools for young

Indian people.
Over a p e riod of several weeks, we solicited ideas from psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, educators, Indian people, architects, every one we felt could make a contribution to the development of an adequate school because we wanted to build a school and
facility around an education program rather than to build a facility
and try to fit the education program into it.
As a consequence of this development, we came up with a school re-

quiring, in its initial construction, some $13 million. We are now
building that school with $9 million.

Senator MoNnaax. Mr. Commissioner, we are going to submit for
the record a series of these outside evaluations. You may wish to look
at them and comment upon them. With your permission, I am going
to submit some questions in writing to you which I hope you can answer for the record.

Mr. Barman: Yes, sir I will be happy to do so.
Senator MONDALX. Senator Yarborough.

Senator YARBOROUGH. Mr. Chairman, I will forgo questions at
this time.
Senator MONDALR. Senator Hughes.

Senator Homes. I wovkl like to ask two things which I believe
can be answered rapidly, Commissioner.

Have you had any administrative restriction placed upon you by
your appointing authority, or have you had absolute freedom, within,
the bounds of the financial structure, to do what you wanted to do
under the authority you have?
Mr. BrsirErr. The system of appropriations-to the Bureau of Indian Affairs limits the funds that can be used for certain purposes.
We do have some authority that we can get to change between line
items in the same appropriation.
All of our construction is on a line item basis. In other words, funds
are appropriated for a specific school in a specific amount and there
are many of these kinds of restrictions in connection with what we
can use our funds for.
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For instance, in the funds that are now available to upgrade the

education prqgram we can get additional funds for specific, purPoses.
Upgrade .60 basic education
However, teee funds cannot be

program a additional books, supplies and equipment, and whatnot,
because this comes through our regular appropriation.
These additional funds we get have certain limitations under which
they can be used

,

.

T

,

Senator Hyenas. In your budget request 8ce:yonlitive
in
been Commissioner, has your own .budget request been trimmed substantially
by the Interior Department before it got to the Budget BUreau I
Have you had pressure put.on, you to restrict your own henget requeit .for.what youJelt was essential in this area, or his your request
been basically honored by the BLIT8814 of. the, Budget!

,

.

Mr. ,Bazomrr,,.As.,far as our budget request to the.
, Interior Deyart,

.

.

'tient, we have been treated very favorably. I believe as ,one,o the
Bureaus in the ,Interior Department, we hold, more of Ourliktieits
than do other bureaus in the Interior pepartinent, so that within
the. extent of the Department's own allowance we have been treated
quite.generously,,

--.

As I have stated' many times; this was still inadequate to what we
think the needs are.
Senator Hyenas. I have nothing else.
Senator Mertna4z. ,Seiator Be mon..
Senator BELLa(ply,.. Senator Mtirphy was ,c,alled, away to attend the

meeting of the Senate Armed Services Cominittee. He has left two
questions he wanted roe to ask you.

Firstof 'all, Senator Murphy, earlier in testimony before this Committee, said the most pressing need in Californialifklor,the restoration
of Johnson-O'Malley funds. It has been many years now Since California was cut off from this-program and Senator AcurPhY,494.4014g
Jp inquire _whether or, noh .you are...prepared to support rwm-

mendation or to have your views regarding the restoration et these
funds to the State California:
,
Mr. Bawnwrr. Upon 'the request of. the California delegation we
have had a study made of a substantial number of the local acheol die-

triCts having a sizable number of Indian students in. their 'School
districts.

We find that many of these school districts have not applied for

other Federal funds to.whichthey are entitled..
Our first effort will be to work with the school districts having large
numbers of Indian children to see that they apply fOr ether Federal
funds for which they are qualified. After .having 'established .their
eligibility to obtain these "funds then we will go into the qiiestion of
providing Johnson-O'Malley 'funds, brit. we feel since Mir Johnson-

O'Malley funds are so limited that the school districts should take
'advantage of these other opporttinities first and we are working with
them in this regard.
Senator BELLMON. Thank you, sir.

The other question is that you referred here this Morning in your
testimony to the. UCLA. study of the Sherinin Inatitfite at Bilrell*le.
Senator
toia
tiiityou 'eariduct 'ettidy of
Chairs
that were made as a result of the UCLA work and make a report to
Senator Murphy and this committee as soon as possible.'
29-651-69--pt. 1-.27

*10
14,c, *Nrizrro I do not know if we have a. copy of the UCLA study.
We will chek and we will be happy to report on thi4 Study.
Senator 13Er..Tato*. The Senator or the committee staff will furnish
you.a copy of the UCLA study and ,would like your comment.'
Mr:tin:NT/cm-1% That 'will befine. Thank you.
Senator MONDALE. if we could impose upon you, Mr. Commissioner,
for a few minutes, to take Dr. Hughes out of order, from. Oklahoma

Staje University, and then we will return to Dr. Zellers.
ank you very much.
Dr. TIughes.

Senator 13ziazioN. Mr. Chairman, let me make a couple of comments., This will be somewhat a change of pace. I have been impressed

as I have attended the meetings of the subcommittee 'to realize how
It it is to brine educational opportunities to the children of our.
di
In n families and 1 an sure the same things are true of other minority groups.
It, has shown me that we apparently have not made the best use
of some of the new technology that could be available. I was very
pleased when recently these gentlement came to my office and presented to me what was a dramatic observation which may have some
application so far as Indian education is concerned.
I am pleased this morning to welcome Dr. Hughes 7.nd Dr. Basore,

both of whom are actually electronic engineers and noted educators.
It seems rather remarkable to me that these men have put their talents to work in this field. I believe the committee will be interested in
what they have to Say.
Senator MONDALE. Dr. Hughes, I think you recognize we are short

of time. We will include your statement as written and perhaps you
could summarize it for us.

STATEMENT OF DR. WIT.IXAM L. HUGHES AND DR. BENNETT L.
BASORE, PROFESSORS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY, STILLWATER, OKLA.

Mr. Huoins. We plan to, sir.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, you have before you

our prepared statement which we submit for the record.. In the

interest of saving time. we are deleting certain parts of it which are
probably redundant with your previous testimony.
The problem we wish to deal with has to do with the education of

the disadvantaged preschool Indian children as well as the disad-

vantaged children of other groups.
Centuries too late we have come to realize that educational privileges
we enjoy must now be extended to alll groups of people in the country,
Indians, Negroes, Puerto Ricans, and Spanish Americans,,as well as
poor whites.
When our children first go to school they have a considerable amount

of education already behind them. They have been taught by their

parents to speak, listen, and understand.
Less deliberately but of equal importance% they have been taught
other things, among them are seeurityf affection, disthpline, and selfrespect, we hope so,, anyway, rudiments of human behavior, and we
give them the experiences, of both success and failure.
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This is the child, or, perhaps we should say this is the privileged
child,. We bring tothe first grade. In describing such a priiileged
we have already defined the underprivileged child..
We sometimes hear someone castigate the poor by describing hdiv
he rose from an inipoVerished background.
The person of humble beginnings whose parents or guardians strug-

gled and sacrificed to educate him, and who may have struggled to
educate himself must be listed 'among the most g rivileged.
He had both the opportunity, the adequate
, the sense
of purPOse, and the tools to become a success. Such Men 'are seldom
failures, but also seldom do they fully appreciate the ingredients

of their success.

We would define an underprivileged child as one who has nevers

been read to, one who has seldom been loved,, or has had real affection
who has'riOwn discipline only as punishment; who MIS not even been
Ir
fed a nutritious diet.

This is the Child' whO fails. He is little more than an intelligent
al because he never has been anything else.

-

en he destroys he does so because it is his way to communicate.
He h 't got' the equipment to respond to reason.
facts have become apparent in attemp
Cart
to interface such
Children with the first grade. These facts Been %.,in our perspective
7
As
eeis, are as follows:
1. The sphere of knowle4e now encompassed by siwialistsin,preschoiii anti/Primary education is quite sufficient to- bring the underprivileged preschool child of average intelligence to .an adequate level.
2. These highly skilled people are in a competitive position which
can demand and get, much higher salaries and much more desirable
* working conditions than would be encountered on the reservations or
in the gliettoi.
3. Even if peoPle with such high-leiel training could be persuaded
to work where the need is greatest, the resources required to hire them
will not become available in the foreseeable 'future.

4. It is clear that thousands of preschool training programs must
either be newly established. or expanded. The people who will most
likely be available to staff these thousands of 'programs will not have
high-level training. We believe such people, must, nevertheless; be
used and their efforts must be supplemented in 'every way poisible.
The overall problem and the currently used acceptable methods are
diverg.ent. The result of allowing, this situation to continue could be
the ultimate dissolution of the family structure in major sectors of
contemporary society.
Many feel that the destruction of the family in a high percentage or
the population ultimately Means the destruction of the society itself.
Any, reasonable activity proposed' probably should tiy to take what
is known about educating the preschool child and their attempt to
apply this knowledge in a framework thatis many more times efficient
in the use. of available resources.

A corollary to this statement is that any method proposed must
make effectiveSse of the level of people available, and then supplement their capacities by other Means.

.
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Indeed, if such people can be taken

environment, they will bin

<

.

within, the unclerPOnkged
which may offset many of

their de cjeneies in formal training.
A basic premise, obviously not original with us, is that *lin
*cal
inethode----euch as close circuit television, audiotutonal ,aids, an so
fort*--can, hewed to fill tremendous gaps that would otherwise exist
in preschool propams of inassive scope.
ive
It is our ojniuon that without, these automated methods, the
total,
programs might succeed in individual cases but will, in statist!
fail.
A multipronged attack on this most basic problem should be
er-

taken, bringing to bear the full force of modern communic tions
technology.
If a child needs word-picture associations then Nil iiluk birild

a-

chines, easily operated at child care centers, that show ,eartoon in
color with specifically designed sound tracks to build such associations.

The same machines can show travel pictures designed for preschool
children.
Does a child need to be read to at night 4 Let us build a box for him
to take home from the child care center. That box can read to him.
If he brings it back intact the next morning, and we propose that it
be rugged enough to make that a reasonable prospect, we Will give
him another box that will read something different to him.
.

Further, while the child is at the center, we can put at least one

nutritious meal in his belly.
Some will label this attack as too impersonal. A child needs love

and affection as well as knowledge, they would say, and we completely agree.

However, our assumption- is that the child's mother or, ardian
is probably not equipped to give the child sufficient knowl gg, and
may not even recognize the child's full need for affection.

We can hire relatively uneducated adults to run,the machines and
boxes if they are correctly designed, and we can teach those adults
of a child's need for care and affection. Really, there is no alternative.
There are not and will never be enough highly trained people and
enough dollars to deal with the problem by. conventional methods at
the rate it is expanding in our reservations and ghettos.

.

A point of major concern is the reaction of, the adults at home.

Nature gives us a real break in this regard. Any knowledgeable sociologist can testify that these people care a great deal for their offspring
and for their welfare.
The parent may be unequipped to do much about it, but if we design
the material we. send home to appeal to the mother also, we may help
her in that regard.
,
In addition, we can design material to be sent home especially for
the parent, and in these ways begin to make inroads on the adult education problem.

All this means that in the very near future we must apply tech-

nology to develop audiovisual tutorial aids that bear the brunt of the
load of instruction.
The specific elements for developing this material are as follows:
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1. The curriculum material, which we call software, must be de
veloped, both aural and visual to span perhaps 2 hours for perheps
250 days a year, and over perhaps 8 years.

In other words, some 1,500 hours of programs must be developed
solely for the purpose of acquainting the child with the world in which

he must live. Supplementary materials for class and home use must
also be developed.

,

2. A training 'program should be developed; designed for people
of reasonable intelligence but perhaps with minimal schooling who

are chosen, as much as possible, from within a situation similar to that
of the children.
These people should be taught how to run the audiovisual Machines
and perhaps even maintain them casually. (One can point to the success of the University of Alaska in training Eskimoe-torbecome electronic technicians. These technicians are then employed for mainte-

nance of the DEW line (early warning radar system :inthe Arctic.)
Most iniportatit, they must, develop an nedeittan. g' of a child's
desperate need for the affection and personal eoncein'of, a matur
adult (themselves).
8. An equipment selection program should be establielted which
equipment in
determines standards for the playback color tel
terms of cost, quality, maintenance problems, and so -forth: It %meet
fortunate that i, number of Cotieeirnivare just !beginning to develop
andlnatket equiplilent Suitable for thin program. ''.,

!

,

,

'

.

4.

4. A number o2: child education centers- should be established.
Thesicenters should: (1) 'have the capability of ,preseetingthavistial
material; (04, ha*. supervised play' and recreation' programa,. ,totexRand personal contact; (8);thitvelikeilititet for providingat least one
simple bid Wholetrale and nutritious meal-for each child per dayt
Mothers would be'encouraged to bring their children to these child

care centers," initially' if- onlvrbecitose itleeds them' and. keeps-them
':-- ,.
out from underfott for part of the day.. ,i '-''' 4'
,

.

,

4

It is extremely tempting to try to establish all details of the program at this writing, big' we must not attempt .it. 'That is for child
development specialietsi'aducators, software production experts' from
industry, and so forth.
However several: basic principles must always be in the forefront.

We 'utast be where the children are, not where the equivalent age
children of the specialists are. That means that language ,problems
musebe dealt with in elementary fotm.
It means that the persons appearing in the films and tapes must be
primarily from the same 'ethme group as the children; instead of pri-

marily white and 'only occasionally familiar as in current popular
television. The achievements of that ethnic group must be emphasized.
Fur aaitsiipley Inditiatehildreti rintstIdevelopgreatiret3PeCt.for thetn:

selves as Indiana; for no man can 'respect the' digni ty.rights,- and
property of others if he has none of his own to respect. The same can

be said for other ethnic groups.
It is apparent that the use of video tape and/or film with magnetic --'

sound tracks offers the opportunity tailor the audio portion of the
audio-visual material directlyfor the community or region in which

the material is to be used.
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The visual portion would tell a story with universal meaningthe

audio could then be presented in a familiar dialect to facilitate understanding, while at the same time allowing for the gradual introduction
of the vocr.bulary the children will be expected to use in the public
schools.

It is important to recognize also that currently existing electronic
clubbing techniques can be used to insert special figures (Indians,
Negroes, and so forth) into the existing visual material design to have
universal meaning.
We muss also remember the children must participate, not simply
ve observers. True leaning is never passive, it requires
be mere

active participation and enthusiasm of the learner, just as will a
successful life later on.

It should be recognized in passing, that if such a system should
really succeed in preparing the disadvantaged child for our present

established school system in some areas that system would bt, severely

taxed. Where that occurs, obvious extensions of this kind of technology can possibly alleviate the problem.

It has already been applied in a number of situations around the
country, and we believe its applicability throughout the entire educational system is a significant possibility.
Successful execution of this kind of program requires the intensive

participation of many groupsindustry, educators, and Federal,
State, and local governments.
Let us recognize that the cost of education at all levels, carried on
in strictly conventional ways, is presenting severe problems for State
and local governments all over the country.

Therefore, it is fortunate that the development of software packages suitable for particular minority situations, if it is properly done,
can assure that those same packages, with aural and visual modification already discussed are at least partially applicable literally any
where in the world.

-

Thus the economies of large-scale production so cleverly applied
in industry over the past decades, have great potential application
here.

We expect that software development of the type and quality re-

quired will be quite expensive. Because of rather tremendous potential
markets, however, we believe industry would be quite willing to enter

into "share the risk" arrangements to expedite the development of
such software.
Some enabling legislation may be required here.
In summary, we must use the people on the reservations and in the
ghetto&because highly trained people aren't available and it is doubtful we amid hire them if they were. It is also possible th,t maybe there
are very great resources in the ghetto and among 'reservation people
themselves.
Secondly, we believe we can use reservation people effectively by
equipping them with technological devices which will carry the load
of instruction and to use these people to transmit human concern.
For hundreds of years we have been using the teacher for a learning
machine.
The successful use of such technological devices has been demon>
strated in the past by others.
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The software we advocate would be designed for universal use with

electronic dubbing of familiar speech and people tc adapt the universal software to particular ethnic situations in the location of that
ethnic situation.

The commercial markets opened up by such universal software

usage should. stimulate industry to help with this problem.

I would like to quote from St. Exupery's "Wind, Sand, and Star"
on the problem of being afraid of the machines and the boxes.
He says that, "Little by little, the machine will become part of
humanity. Read the history of the railways in France, and doubtless

elsewhere too; they had all the trouble in the world to tame the people
of our villages. The locomotive was an iron monster. Time had to pass
before men forgot what it was mace of. Mysteriouilyt life began. to
run through it, and now it is wrinkled and old. What is it today. for
the villager except a humble friend who calls every evening at six?"

The problem we are dealing with is somewhat more theoretical

for me. My parents tell me I am part IroqUois. I was raised in western

South Dakota. My father spoke the Oglala, dialect and I. count a
number of Sioux among my close personal friends.
We are most grateful for your time and attention on this most
impOrtant matter.
Thank you. very much.

Senator' Bematow. Thank you. I am sure the subcommittee will

rive attention to your testimorp,. Perhaps we will find ways'of applying this idea to some of the recommendations you make.
Mr. Iimemze. Thank you.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for your statement which
will be included as. written, together with your summary.
(The prepared statement of-Th.. Hughes and Dr.. Basoe follow 0
&Timone or Di. Wmu L. Iluenza, Paorimsos. or lilizienuoan.teezezzaxne

AND BRAD, SCHOOL or ELECTRICAL ENGINXIIIING, AND DIL BENNETT L Boom,
PROITESOR OF ELECTETCAL ENOINEraTiO, OI7.L11011A STATE IINIFIESITT,
OZLA.
TECHNOLOGICALLY AIM EDUCATION FOB THE UNDEEFEIFILEDOEDI

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Couimitte0, in the United StMes, a significant
majori of the people have been able to achieve a material 'standard of

t anywhere else on earth. In the process of achievement hy the
minority groups have been disenfranchised from participation in both the benefits and rebpowdbilithils Inh'erent In a free society.
We believe it, is mandatory that ways be found for children of these underprivileged groups to find, as they grow to maturity, full opportunity to shire in
the benefits' and responsibilities the rest of us enjoy. We also believe that any
society, regardless of its governmental system, must ultimately reward, its
most productive people. We must, therefore, provide for these Underprivilged
childreatan environment enabling them to develop their productive capacity to
the utmost, for-Only in this way can they have full self respect, full rewards, and
ovity,

certaithen

control of their own destiny in any kind of rational way.

The first problem we wish to deal with has to do with the education of disadvantaged pre-school children in the United States. The success of our nation
has rested heavily on the education system (both public and private) established

by our forefathere. Centuries lots, we have come to realize that these same

educational privileges should hsve been, and must now quickly be, extended to

all groups of peoples in our countryNegro, Indian, and to some under-

privileged whites.
What we have done for hundreds of years is as follows. A child cornea to our
school system at approximately six years of ege. Among other things, we begin
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. by teaching him to read, do simple arithmetic, and uially he is off and running.
We do not often think about it, holtever, but wh he first conies to us, he
has a. considerable emcunt of edncation already' behind him.'He can take care of
rudimentary items of personal cleanliness, he can speak, listen, and understand.
How did he acquire these skills? He was, of course, taught many of these things
by his parents deliberately.
Less deliberately, but of at least equal importance, he was taught many other
things. Every time one reads to a child, he helps fornrvotabatary. Every Um

one talks to a child about the surrounding world, he helps form Wordobject

esti:iodations. Every time one exhibits genuine affection for a child, he develeps
a little understanding in the child about personal relationships. Every time pee

gently disciplines a child, a beginning grasp of the practical limitations on
human behavior begins to develop in that child. Every lime one assists a Dale
child to .10 something, no matter how trivial, the child begins to know and
understand the differences between success and failure. While he must learn
that both are a part of everyone's life, we believe it most important that be
learn betas succeed.'" '
'
'
This isthe child,' or perhaps we should say this is the privileged child, we
bring to the first grade. In describing such a privileged child, we have already
defined the underprivileged child.

We sometimes hear someone castigate 'the poor by describing how he rose
froni an impoverished background. Generally such a person is financially successful and came Inman "tuldermoneyed" backgretuid,- who tan genuine ability
and courage, but secs his own originasamong the disadvantaged of yesteriear.
When one explores this background, however, he' ganerallyfinds (1). a. familk
structure, (2) that adults existed who cared for and instructed the individual,
(3) that he lived on a farm or in a small town where personal asseciations-Siere
close and 'here nutritious though probably simple food was
available.
Thenniy 'lack our Horatio Alger endutedin
youth was robably that his
father didn't have an abundance of loose change. However, U the world is taken
as a whole, he probably was among the upper few percent of privileged youths
of his era. The person of humble beginnings whbse parents or gnardiane struggled and sacrificed to educate him, and who may have struggled to bducatabiinself must 'be listed among the most 'privileged. He had both the' opportunity,
the adequate beginnings, the sense of purpose, andthe tools to become success.
. Such means seldom failures, but also- seldom do they fully appreciate the ingredients of theirs:wen. '
We would define an underprivileged child as one who has never been read to,

"

or -Oren talked th in accepted' lance; one swhO hmt Holdout beetelosieda, lotto has

known dificipline only as ptuliehnientrather thin trainitit,' who may never hate
been bellied to l'sticcess", who hairnet even 'been fed a nutritibus die.
child
comes to the first grade and appears stupid, although, in fact, he may be quite
intelligent. This is the child who fails, who becomes incorrigible, who travels
in gangs. He blithe 'More thi= infelligent entreat becattsahatiever hes been
anything else. When he destroys he deer so because It is his way to, communicate. We-should not be surprised when he doesn't respond to reason--he hasn't
got the eaulDraett.
In Our attempt to bring disadvantaged pre-school childrn in the United States
to a cognitive late' which permits succeiefor comPetitioa in the litsCairada.
certain faCta have become apparent. Some of these facts as seen from our perspective is engineers, areas follows:
(1) Experience has Moira that the sphere of knowledge now encompassed
by specialists in pre-seh and primary education is Tata sufficient to brills
the underpriviledged
boor child 'of averageins
inteft.ftce to a level sufibiletat
that the ;thud Ditty su
lly interface tivith the
pabilc school siretem.
(2) That to parfo v.. this task sticcessfully, pbople are melted. to have a
rather high level of
OW must udithilpate in the in ,,,mUma. process
.

as well es guid
(3)

.

skilled people in this most vital part of education are in a
competitive position wt(lch can demand. and get, significantly bigber,,salaries

and sigaificantly more desirable wbridneconditionathan would .be.encountered
on the reservatiOns or in the ghettos.
(4) Even if people with such high-level training can be persuaded to work
where the
is greatest, the resources reignited to train an adequate number
of such people will probably not become available in the foreseeable future, per
will adequate resources be available to pay them competitively,
.
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(5) It is clear that thousands of pre-school training programs must either be
newly established or expanded. The people who will most likely be available to

staff the thousands of programs will not have high-level training in child

development or in pre-schoOr and primary education. We believe each people
mutt, nevertheless, be used and their efforts must be supplemented in every way
possible.

One concludes that the overall problem and the currently used acceptable
methods are divergent The result of allowing this situation .to continue could
be the ultimate dissolution of the family structure in a major sector of contemporary society. Many feel that the destruction of the family in a high per centege of the Mutation ultimately means, the destruCtion of the society itself.
Since currentlY known successful methods do not seem possible to implement,
and if it is accepted that the problem must still be dealt with, then any reasonable activity proposed probably . should try to distill the .essence of what is
known about the problems. and Methods of educating the . pre-school 'child,. and
then, attempt to apply. this knowledge in a framework that is many more times
ethelent in the use of available
.available resources: A Corollary to this .statement that
make W24)021'0.1* of the level of People available in
any gaited proposed
currant and projected programs, and, then nap:dement' their capacities by other
mom* ladft& it ittkii people can be taken trod Within the underprivileged
brim .knOWledge= that envircument: which, may
enTlrennifillt they.
offset many at their deficiencies in fOrnial
which should, be accepted, is ..thet: tieillidogiCal methods
A. basic p
(such no cla0 circuit television, eadiOtddial aide. etc.) can be use to 811
tremandom gape that would otherwiee enist ht pre-school p 'retrams of massive
,

o rPirce Xt .141 our Walton that. Without-. these automated methods,' the Missive
programs might succeed IfidiVidUd deifie but will, stitbitleal tOteii AUL"
tildes tee,
mod- beeic,prObletn, 'Shedd
,..44 .4) PrPOliod utter4 ,eo
KOrea.of 10(1.411 COMIMUnelitIMUI teChnOlOgY.,11 a eidld
to ,Pear

toen,we must build des,' WHY Operated
at lid care centers, thet fAirw; ilizthont color with apeddcallS resigned
child
such assodifitidik. *Between ages two; and
sound trade to
absorb. such alluteietioWf eUtonlatirellY ii heir emipoeed to *min onyriosog2Mitrirlitaitoi situation. The OeMe uthchthes sdan shot! *MI VetiiIIIS
IOet us
dhildten. Dees i child need to be' ead* itt
er: Thekbox'ea read
*like home tro the child care center
bulls hie
to hint, If,

*Kir intact the nett miming; Viand' we- wopose ,thlit it

-b

:it'adi'..7171411:erentiSsr 4Prrtgth'et4lt,
ta=4.
belly.,
master., AV:Jean pert jit lealt One nutrition well in
Vrilf label;

ds attack

toj.inperional.'kehild needs

'

Aid erOctifol
itnOirledge, they 'would Say, and Ire terliPtete17 ,agrelt. flowerer, tear
as
aseenitrtIon is that the Child's mothefUr'gefirdian is 'prolaibly nOt"eadOptid to
ise the child's full
give the child =Went. knowledge, and a pot even
need fir; erection. We can hire relatively educated *Mita do Iron the Machines
iiiid bOxellif the, are'. correctly destined, 4 We can .teeth arose ,ftdrlje of a
chill's need for (mire,. nod sffoetion. is there, Y:real alternative'? There Arti net
and win. never be enough highly trained
and enough dellete,fe
it is Mending in Our veeervo
the, problem by conventional methods at
.deISWIth

roes and ghetto*:
Another point of major Concern is the reaction \ Of the adults it:thine:. 'gniever. nature gives us a real break in this regard. Any knovriMble eoeiblogist
can testify that there People care a great deal for their offard 101 ter their
welfare. The parent may be unequipped to do much about it, but j.f we design
the material we send home, to appeal to the inother alsolre may .hiap heft & that
regard. In addition, we talc deffign Material to be Sent Smile especially for the
parent, and in these ways begin to make inroads on the adUlt edtkuition problem.

All this means that in the very near future we must apply technology to develop audio-visual tutorial aids that bear the brunt of the load of instruction.

The specific elements for developing this Material are aifollows :
(1) The curriculum material, which we call software, Must be deiteloped, both

aural and 'visual to span perhaps two hours for perhaps 250 days a year, ;and
over perhaps three years. In other words, some fifteen hundred horirs of proKrems must be developed solely for the purpose of acquainting the child with the
world in which he must live. Supplementary material for class and home use
must also be developed.
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(2) A training program should be developed, designed for people of reasonable

intelligence but perhaps with minimal schooling who are chosen, as much as
possible, from within a situation similar to that of the children. These people
should be taught how to run the audio visual machines and perhaps even maintain them. They must also know how to use the supplementary materials, and
most important, they must develop an understanding of a child's desperate need
for the affeetion and personal concern of a mature adult (themselves).

(3) An equipment selection program should be established which determines standards for the playback color television equipment in terms of cost,
quality, maintenance problems, c,ce. Two basic kinds of equipment are visualized.

The display equipment used during the day program, and the simpler and more
rugged equipment to penetrate the home environment of the individual child. It
is most fortunate that a number of concerns are just beginning to develop and
market equipment suitable for this program.
(4) A number of Child Education Centers should be established. These venlers
should : (1) have the capability of presenting the visual material ; (2) have

supervised play and recreation programs, primarily for the purpose of enabling
the staff to develop personal relationships with the children ; (3) have facilities
for providing at least one simple but wholesome and nutritious meal for each
child per day, that meal being fortified with whatever is deficient in the dietary
habits 0 the area. Mothers would be encouraged to bring their children to these
child care centers, initially if only because it feeds them and keeps them out from
tiptierfoot for part of the day.
(5) An evaluation program should be established to determine the effectiveness of these programs, as well as to determine how they might be improved.
This evaluation program should be closely associated not only with the initial

pilot programs, but with following up evaluation of the "graduates" of the
program in their continued performance in the school system.

It is extremely tempting to try to establish all details of the program at this
writing, but we must not attempt it. Panels of child development specialists,
educators. software production experts from industry, etc. must perform that
function, so that the software package and the training ,programs are most
effective. However, several principles can be stated which must be kept in the
forefront of all of the planning. In the development of all of the software, we
must begin where the children are, not where the equivalent age children of the
specialists are. That means that language problems must be dealt with in
elementary form. It means that the persons appearing in the films and tapes
must be primarily from the same ethnic group as the children, instead of primarily white and only occasionally familiar as in current popular television. The
achievements of that group must be emphasized. For example, Indian children
must develop great respect for themselves as Indians, for no man can respect
the dignity rights, and property of others if he has none of his own to respect.
The same can be said for the software packages for Negro's, Spanish Americans,
Puerto Ricans, etc.

It is apparent that the use of video tape and/or film With magnetic sound
tracks offers the opportunity to tailor the audio portion of the audio-visual
material directly for the community or region in which the It aterial is to be
used. The visual portion would tell a story with universal meaningthe audio
could then he presented in a familiar dialect to facilitate understanding, while
at the same time allering for the greduel introduction of the vocabulary the

children will be expected to use in the public Rebottle. It is important to recognize
also that currently existing electronic dubbing technique's can be used to insert
special figures (Indians, Negroes, etc.) into the existing visual material designed
to have universal meaning.

Another factor in the development of software is that the children must participate, not simply be mere passive observers. LearnIrr is never plosive, It
requires active participation and enthusiasm of the learner, Just as will a

successful life later on.
It should be recognized in passing. that if such a system should really succeed

in preparing the disadvantaged, child for our present established 9ehool gyptem in some arm, that system would be severely taxed. Where that-bemire, obvi-

ous extensions of this kind of technology can possibly alleviate the problem.
It has already been applied in a number of situations around the country. Its
Ono can point to the somas of the 'University of Siesta in training Eskimos to become
electronic technicians. These technicians are then employed for maintenance of the DEW
line (early warning radar system) In the Arctic.
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applicability throughout the entire educational system is a significant possibility.
It fact, many cases of similar technology being applied have received wide atten-

tion in the past few yews.
Successful execution of this kind of program requires the intensive participation of many groups--indmtry, educators, and Federal, State, and Local governments. Let us operate on the premise that pre-school, primary, secondary.
and higher education are beet carried out when they are the primary responsibility of state and local governments. Let us also recognize that the cost of education at all levels, carried on in strictly conventional ways, Is presenting severe
problems for thole state and local governments.. While they are currently more
severe in certain areas of the country than others, it must be realized that the

basic problems are general. Still another factor must be considered. The develop-

ment of software packages suitable for particular minority situations, if it is

properly done, can assure that those same packages, with aural and visual modi-

fication already discussed are at least partially applicable literally anywhere
in the world. Thus the economies of large scale production so cleverly applied
in industry over the past decades, have great potential application here.
We expect that software development of the type and WWI`y required
be
quite expensive: Because of rather tremendous potential markets, however, we
believe industry would be quite willing to enter Into "share the ear arrangemeats to expedite the development of each software.

We believe that talent in many of the U.S. industrial concerns could con-

tribute greatly, and we believe they should. But the kind of risk-sharing development we contemplate may require amending existing legislation. For example,
Ptivato profit-making concerns cannot now receive support from the goveriunent
under title IV, the research and development portion, of the Education .&et of
1905.

.

Let us not fear or reject the machines and boxes. In his book Wind, Hoed end
Stars, Saint Eau Pet3' says "Little by little, the macnine will become part of
humanity. Bead the history,of the railways in France, and doubtless elsewhere
too : they bad all the trouble In the weed to tame the people of our villages. The
locomotive was an iron monster. Time lied. to pass before men forgot what it was
made of. Mysteriously life began to run through and now it is wrinkled and
old. What is It today for the 'integer except a _humble friend who calls every
evening at six?"
Senator MoNDAILZ. Mr. Commissioner, you may return.

Dr. Zellers, you have a long statement which yon.. prepared. I have
read it. We accord to every witness the option of reading the statement

or summarizing. It is now noon. Since it is nit fair to you, to bring
you on at this late time; I will say. to the Commissioner and to you,
that this committee, as you know, is planning a tour in the Alaskan
area, to see the Aleut, Eskimo and Indian education structure there.
As you may know, we hope to have,you back before us to compare
Our observations and to discuss them with you, so that this will not be
the only occasion on whiai fires /lotions we develop in the course of testimony can be assessed as your. background and policy.

Mr. Bizmirrr. Having spent 4 years in Alaska visiting the same

communities you probably will, I will be delighted to come back to the
committee after you finish your Alaskan trip.
Senator Sfortnnz. Dr. Zellers, how do you prefer toproceed at this
point? Do you want to read your statzment or summarize? We can include the statement as written or you can summarize and take questions; whichever you prefer.
STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES ZELLERS, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

FOR EDUCATION, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT
OF THE INTERIOR

Dr. &MEWL In the interest of the time Lof the committee, what I

would like t' do isat some time at your conveniencehave a total
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presentation made, because we do have a very interesting slide presentation with voice tape which I,think addresses itself in three, areas:

First, to the general irolikros with which the Bureau is Confronted

from strictly an educational point of view.;
SecOnd,.it identifies some of the things which the Bureau is doing
about these problems:.
Third-mend Ilbinkincet inaportantlym-it outlines soma of the:very
extreme needs which the Bureau of Indian education programs have.
Many of them fall in the fiscal area. I will proceed at your discretion.
If 'You' wish, ask me questions today or have me come back at some
.

.

.

future

Senator 140ND-4UL° lir. Zellers, if it would:he ell right in view Of the

time, why don't you.makethose observations you think might be apPropriate, Sumnaarivng as'you see fit. Itirhaps.we shave some.nuestionsandr answersnwithlthe ,unclerstandmig:tin4 on,another occasion
you can return to the committee for presentation in context.,
This is. a progrem which directly. affects -you, and in all-fairness
to you, and I think in fairness to the ,Polunittse end' the.:Prsigtams
which we ere ,dea.ling-iwith, I think it is important that you be
t
permitted full rein in yourpresentation.
v
.

Mr. &um. I think, Mr. Chairman, rather than attempt to sum-

marize the -.full' $6gr..40-minute presentatiim I would like to make
observations in twonreas.
In -the firat plate, as-you iinow, I have.:beei with ,the .Bureau appreSiinstelyiaayeaysnd a -halt So, whatever. its achievements. or
advancements oxer. the list :IQ or 100 'ran ,hav-0
Are 'not
to my credit. Whatever its deficiencies over the same period of time
have.baen, I bopamost of, them are not to my. debt..
But I think U.ving been in the Bureau for approximatelY. 'year
and a half; I do
'an objective approach, which puts: mein a
,

.

slightly different position from most of the other individuals

concerned.
.
I would like to say ,briefly that I found a school system when I came

here that I think is characterized by more than its share of problems,
even when compared with other hard-pressed school grystems.
I think that one of the major problems which this school system
'Mist confront itself with is the attempt to provide a sound' education

system for what from time to time we refer to as primarily a first
,_
generation group.
In other- words, . Indian students,, who are not in 'public schools,
or who are not in private 'schools, or who cannot be served by those
,

schools, are the ones. who end up in Bureau schools.

These are the ones with the' greater problems. Therefortihis is a

system which must operate almost entirely on a specialized-education
program baths. -

I think to further compound the problem the system 'bus rinirehan

its . share,. of policy ambiguities, indecision and buffeting and
unCertiiijity.,

.

For example, I think this is the only school system. in the country
which is supposed to be working its way out of btatineas. This is not

particularly a good morale factor for the staff. It is not alviays

conducive to constructive long-range planning.
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Secondly, I think that there are many conflicting points of view at
different levels, both within government and without government, and

I think that many of these factors have prevented ,the system from
appearing to have a single straight-forward trust at all times.
For "example, there has, not always bee& agreement on the nature
and use of the Indian
I
language. The question-of whether Or itot there

should be boarding schoolls.and, if so, Whether thOsehoardintschools
should be operated-under one pattern or another.
The question of, for what theatudents should be prepared has been
one which has caused great concern for the educational f)eople'becanse

at. Various timesif I interpret. some a the,hiStory ,appropriately

there h8s been great emphasis, upon.relocation. At other. times; 'them
his been great emphasis upon .attempting totrain the Indians to 'Stay
on the reservation and-snake a hiring atthat Ieveli
There has been ambiguity and uncertainty about the admission criteria, which should be applied to the various selnio*
As you heard `testimony from the Commissioner this morning, and
as your questions said EESW ME'have goneinteat depth;' there has
been the questio of the, transfer of Bureau al hoc and Bureawsttil

dents to the blic school

:.

'

!

'1, ,.! ;1

t

`

This has been coupled withif you will excuse the expression

more than the 'usual :amount of secondloiessing which is hapartitu-

.1 -0

larly contributive to cmierallcontilmity..

The: * I think there has been perhaps an ultimate indignity, in the
form ots; constant reiteration of, lofty goals atidVtatenients
Of noble oblootiy* and talk about the opportanity or an exeniplaly
school system, and mandates for it ohrthe one hand; but whenitloomes
right down to the means by whic!' kills can be done, this hag not been
/r
.
;;
provided.
_.

.

As I see it, this is a school sysitem, with a full 100 percent obligation
and a° 50-percent capability:. By this literally Mean that 4for 6Very
dollar that is needed', there exists about 50 cents. Of etairse,, everything
can't be cured by money or by increased funding; but without adequate
funding, Iran aisure ydu that thejob 'will not be done.
ql3

Novi; earlier it your quettimung of the Commissioner, there was
considerable dismnaion abut the inadequate staffing at the lioardhag
schools and other parts of the program. Of course we fnathat *levee
trying to Operate schools!Withreomething- leset *ail half Artoulticiitnt
Eta%

!,

,

.4

:r1,1l aine.;

In

a,f;:,.1

nit t

For example, you talked about the dormitory aides. Our present
ratio of doEthitory aides, in the schools varies' from 1 to 24 to 11032
per school.
Senator MONDALE. Would you yield there?

You mean., if you took all your dormitory aides, and divided them
into the students in the boarding sehoolis,you would 'exhilet eta With

But w man dormitory aides do you have at any given time?
Mr: &Am.' The total number vfluch we 'have in they Service at the
present tinieis about
Senator ,rbionuants. ,My point is, that these people have to work
around the clock. While you say the ratio is 1 t6 30; litintgiven'thtki it
islikelytobe 14°10061.1 t6,1201/isritnot9
Mr. Zon.,

That is right

r.

.
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Senator Mozmus. Isn't that the more meaningful figure I
Mr. ZZLLERS. Perhaps it is. I think a simpler way to make a comparison is to show the overall ratio should be approxunately 1 to 15.
Senator MONDALE. At the Chilocco Boarding School in Oklahoma
the ratio is 1 to 850 students.
Mr. 7.72.1ZRS. This is right. Because there is not an adequate staff,

I think we not only have a serious problem with respect to the activities of the students; but we really create for ourselves a physical
safety hazard.
I think this can only be cured by the recruitment of fraditicr.n1 aides
and the provision of funds with which to pa them.

Now, if I may refer to another point which was brought up this
morning -a question in connection with the Rough Rock program
the question was raised : Does the Bureau of Indian Affairs use parents
in any manner or any form?

Within the past year and a half, we have started what is known

as the "Moms and Pops" program on the Navajo reeervation. This yr
there are approximately 200 parents involved in .80 schools. Provision for their transportation and their other requirements is paid for
out of title I, Public Law 89-10.
One of the reasons why this program is not bigger is that we have
neither the monetary resources nor the physical facilities to accommodate large numbers of these, people.
We certainly subscribe to this type of involvement. In our revised
planning for the construction of future schools, if we do build any
more boarding schools, there will be provision made for the housing
of _p _arente.

Reference was made in some extensive degree as to the types of

instructional materials which are produced. I think the Commissioner
explained very well why some of those dates apply but I would like

to elaborate a little further about some of the things that are going
on now.

The Northwest Regional Laboratory is developing an Alaskan

counterpart of Dick and Jane. I believe it comes in 11 units. The first
three or four units are already being tested in 10 Bureau schools and
10 public schools.

It is expected that this development' will be completed by 1972 so
that at least Alaskan native students will have appropriate material.
Senator Moznatra. What percentage of Indian children in elementary school are greeted by teachers of their tribe speaking in their

lanctimas.

A very small percentage. There are 16 percent of the
Bureau teachers of Indian descent.

Senator Mozroam That ;

re can be very deceiving, can it not,

from Oklahoma teaching a Navajo.
because you may have an Ins
be a Hottentot as far as the language. is concerned..
He might as

That is why I ask how many Indians of that tribe speaking that

language,. and familiar with that culture and its values, and thus with
the capacity for communication and psychological strengthening and
'
all the rest, do you have!
I do not know, butit would obviously be oonsiderably
Mr. Zan

lees than 16 percent for the reason you have given hem** they'ire
not all assigned to their own tribes.
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Senator MONDALE. It might be less than 5percent ?

Mr. Alums. Conceivably. I do not have the percentage.
Senator Mormarz. Don't you think that fact is eloquent testimony

to the lack of power by the local community ? Do you think if the
Indians had control over the past century over the hiring and firing
that they would have a teacher who teaches a foreign curriculum in a
foreign language?
Do Tou think that they would be just now thinking of bilingual
education I

Mr. Zeman. Senator, I do not know that I have been in the Bureau
long enough to venture a guess as to what might have happened 50
years ago or 25 years ago.
.All I can say now is that certainly the time is ripe.
Senator MONDALE. For local control
Mr. ZELLERS. Yes, sir.,

Senator Morroeur.. You talk, and I think accurately, about the

indecision, the uncertainty, the vacillation in policy, as to the schools,
objectives, boarding schools. You talk about the winds of
1

change. We run in one direction and then we turn around and. ran

in the other direction.
Don't you think that so long as we have a policy which centralize&

everything at the top in terms of Indian education; which is subjeCt
and the President; an attitude
to the change in attitude of the C
that of necessity niMte ill informed,.in my opinion, which further has
the ycholOgical insult of a white nsbuctionalprogram .tieing, imnoeed on them, that so long as we have that, we will see a continuation

Of this erratic, uncertain. inconsistent ppgramcoupled with powerlee/mess that these parents feel concerning their own people and the
kind of manifestations that Dr. Menninger and others have described I
Mr. ZrzzAnas. I think, Senator: there,are three things which contribute to this. As I said a few mmuted ago, the Bureau school system
not only has more than its share of difficult problems, it probably has
at least a double dose compared with, any school system to which I
have ever been exposed.

Secondly, we are involved in a great number of layers of second

guessing and involvement from %e.t.a.') .right on down.
Then, thirdly, we get back to the original question. I think without

more local involvement %ere is bound to be a certain amount of
instability which results from that point alone.

Senator eforroam. I sense when I talk to the Indian educators,

many of whom are trying very herd, a defensiveness about the system,
as though they have to justify it.
r.,,: example, at Tuba City, we went to the public school. All they
presented to me were their problems--they did not have enough money
for this and that; they are doing bilingual educatieni they are. short of
facilities, and so on.
I thought it was a good school system but the7 were in. MY opinion
defensive. They wanted rue to know the worst in the system as well
as the unblemished aspects.
I sensed in many of the professional Bureau of tndian Affaus' educators a defensiveness. As an uninformed outsider, I think one of the

big troubles is that they are trying to justify a system in which the

-
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control rests with them or with the structure and the establishment.
And it is not going to Work:

They ought to lust let loose and let Indians hire their own'teachers

and govern their own affairs and, inake their own mistakes.

Surely, money is a great Parra the Problem. We talk about boarding schools at $1,200 a year. A private citizen would not send his kid
to a boarding khoOl unless they were spending $4,000 a Year. I recogt
nize that.
Doesn't the fact that so little has been done on the curriculum, so
little has been done to hire and train a teacher in the dialect,'SOlIttle
has been dono so spasmodically in teaching material, all these' other
things that we have- dikussed today, make loCal control, reiilly the
number one objective of Indian education 1,,
Mr. ZELLERS. I think it is tho number line objective. I am not sure
it is the response to all the criticisms Which yoU have leveled.
find in these Schools is not
I think a lot of the rigidity which

necessarily a matter of preference on the
the part of staff. I think it comes

again from, the fact that when there is not enough:staff, there is a
tendency to line people up and Make them get into lock step'sti that
you know where they are. It is not because you want to do it that way.
It is frequently because that is the only choice.
Senator IONDALI. We found in Rough Rock that bringing in par-

lent§ and involving them was a very inexpensive thing to do. They
speak their language. They work With sensitivity.

The parents can deal with their children. In their bilingual education course they would bring in the mother. She was not an educator.
But she spoke Navajo and she would read Navajo tales. It did riot cost
much.
To my mind, it made a tremendous difference. What was important

was that they felt it was good education; they thought things were
being done. It was theifkind of education.

I just wonder Whether as-long as we keep coining up with our

notions, our schemes --even if they are good---.whether they are going.

to work. There is a sort of colonial psychology, which may not be

intended but which is inevitablEi when a school system is impeded Upon
them.
.Maybe I could change the subject now. You talked about the level ofdecisiorunaking in the Bureau.

Mr. Zits. I was not just referring to the Bureau. I was referring
to the entire governmental hierarchy and the structure both inside

and outside the Government.

We are probably second-guessed at more levels from more points

of view than any other school system in the cot:I:try.

Senator MoNo.a.ia That is correct. What is unique about it is that

it is the only educational system thatOperates in this waY.
COMinissiointi;*hat is your annual InidgiOt 4

'

STATIValfr, OF gtpl. ROBERT DIRTEVRefinrne4
Mr. 142inaTir. Bight around $285 million.

'Senor Motomickli that:ilia Wei/ budiiiit
Mr. Butnnirr: Tea

,

.;
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1

Senator MONDALE. For all pu

f

oses or just education?

Mr. Brivxcrr. No; that is the tireau of Indian Affairs.
Senator*MoitnALE. The total' laireatei

Mr. Brxxx-rr. Total Bureau.
SenatOriltizimax..How much of that is education money I
Mr. BEN}raTr. On a percentage basis all of the huxhan development
programs corns to approximately two-thirds, betWeentwo-thirda. and'
70 percent ofOurappropriatiori.
'
Sertatoi MOzniALE. .n you define it more specifically as to educa-

tioni

Mr. BENxn-rr. Dr. Zellers can give us the amount that is appropri"
'
'
"'' '
Mr. Znixas. The specific amount which is b3fore Congress at the.
moment for iiiy diVisuin' for 1970,"'ind
hitVe 'had the healinga but
ated' foiednilatiOn:

we ttOnat kilo* ivlist'Vbe Will' eontoi out

"

ittdidyinthiiVii thepiet,reiii!
mr. &won. All - prograMe tiy0. not Operated:in my division.
The Corainissitinerlis " elarget-figure
Senator' Mbrrniiii.rC 4. tail& z
a tt..i.,ong4. estimate! Did you say
'

.

is
$280
11Ir.13iitivriT. $2135thillion.

"..

Senator Morinams...kid iiikimately how much of that goes to educatiOn,'"riedityousay 4 " it would be a tough
Mr.
programs" are $110 Million. r 49' not 1:now whether
Mr. Carmaek is still here or not to explain hie'Plairt
'''"
Sentitilk Moltroltio:' Let
JIMA
' With tint
Meg thiktlifclfidetoristruCtioni
"
NOT this is ciperatiiig money.
Senator MONDAIX. That is. 4ie edlicatiOnal aspect

$110 million.

.

Ivithdati

,

,

-1

"

.

I

4- I at6E'llb-NDAta 'That is about 45. percent" essentially 'V. I have
it figured right,..It is about 42 to 45 percent of the
findget.
edlidatoi* 'der YOU hide
your etaff
'

''

"

"

'

"

"

Mr. ZarAints. We. have .staff here in, Washington of 84 people and
bf -Meth &i pkifesidolial
fOt4iiirs would

abate'

Senator MONnain. You have about go e4ucators on yonistaff
Mi. ?ALUMS. BetweenV mid 80±M 4.
Senator "MontAlai..Yon haire
iutiplcyees in your EdUcation
.?J:

:'1' :`,

.

.

:11tilirais. There' are $4 herein Washington.

Seitatiif' **MAL*: That'

,

'

I aitt talking about, here in

Mr f .mitunissioner_, how many people. do you have in Washington
on
Di/NMI Of indliiiilitifairs 'kart y g fie jbi... ii tOtat ;Noniel
,;
numbers 1,
,

; ;

Mr. Bmorrrr. That is in the neighbor oat of
'Thirq percent
tebple
W
Cs.
Astor gelletehis
hehrtin f 'tieeP eivho are located

of *Amu

in the field but are 'LIAM& oar Waalriitgtoat` altie gar "'

1-28

"
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Senator Mcurnma. You have 45 percent of your budget in education
as you have defined it, and 80 out of 800 in the national Bureau working
on education.

Would you say that is a disportionately low allocation of human

resources to education I

Mr. 132,NNE7T: That is correct, Senator, when I became the Commissioner of Indian Affairs it was lower than that. Not only that, but
the Division of Education was just a branch in the Division of Community Services. One of my first acts was to elevate this branch into,
a complete division status.

So the actual buildup of the Washington staff has occurred pretty

much since then.
Senator Momnaut. I am sure there has been that buildup as you have

testified, but the ratio of educators, people in the Education Department, to the total Washington personnel structure, is strikingly lower
than the ratio of education funds to your total budget.
Would you say that that is a fair characterization and, if so, why ?
Mr. Bziongrr. In the Washington office. However, it changes as
you get to the lower level. I think you will find in many areas the
education percentage of both money and staff is much higher in education than the other types of people and services.
Senator Momnar..1. If that is so and if you wanted to make a judg-

ment about one of the Navajo Indian
I
schools, what chain of command would you go through?

Mr. Znazas. I think that depends on the nature of the judgment.
If it is an individual daily operating item, I probably would call the
assistant area director for education on the Navajo and discuss it
with him. Either call him or write to him.

If it is a significant policy matter, then it will involve, of course,
the Commissioner and the area director. I am not sure whether that
resopnds to the question.

Senator Moralize. As you know, Dr. Marburger raised this as one
of his key frustrations, that there was no line relationship between
those of you who were professional educators in Washington and the
educators in the frontline.

I think you implied as much when you talked about these layers
through which you have to go. It may not be unique in the Federal
bureaucracy but I think it is unique in American education.
Can you comment on that Dr. Marburger'sstatement)

Mr. &tams. I think my comment would have to be limited to this.
You, I believer raised the point earlier that traditionallyin public
ethaation the line of Command does go directly from,the superintendent to the local schools but there is no public education, coun

of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and iz the Bureau of 'nap
there is an attempt to make, and I think appropriately;-.a package..

approach to solve as many of the Indian problems in s
of eon=
tin,uty as possible, so that the structure of the Bureau of In an Affairs
is presumably created for that purpose.
J. think it is rather difficult to make comparisons with what we do
.

what wet attempt to do and the ccaitraints under which we must operate,
k
with those of any other school system in the country.
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Senator MONDALE. The way it is presently structured, I would
agree with you. Are you saying that you are satisfied with the redb.tionshipp that exists between your office and the local school!

Mr. Zeraaiaa. From the strictly educational point of view, I would
prefer a direct line relationship.
Senator MONALE. How important do you see that issue
kr. ZELLER& It is important in any education system.

S.;aator MostaLz. Do you see it as an important unachieved ob-

jective in your Bureau ?

Mr. Zweig. That is a very important point.

Senator Morn:Lim As you know, some years ago, the Public Health

Service took over the Indian health program. It was pulled out and
made a part of HEW. I talked ,to Dr. Van Dusan and others and
they thought it was working ninth better now because you have now
111 chain of professional doctors to which you go rather than going
through these layers of nonprofessionals.
Do you think that there might be a parallel between the two?

Mr. &lazes. Are-you askuig, do I think the Bureau of Indian

Affairs Indian education program would be better served if it were

in HEW !
Senator Morrosi.z.'That is part of it. You ialow education is a
profession. A person needs a great deal of training to become a good
educator. He spends a good deal of his life on the frontlines of education the classroOm.
It is virtually impossible I would think, to try to shift the subtlety
' teacher has up through several I..yers
and sophistication that a good
of nonteachers.
Would you agree with that observation
Mr. Zemass. I w^,Ild agree with that. I think maybe we are talking
about two differen dings here. The question of whether our program

is bettor served it one department or another

Senator Mumma:. I haven't asked that question.
Mr. Zzazzxs. I had better wait for you, then.

Senator Mortnatz. Do you see that as a serious interference?
Mr. &MERL Obviously, the number of layers through which any
administrative structure must work is inhibiting. They work like a
sisfa At each layer something is taken out.
Senator MONDALE. Let me say this: I talked to a principal of a
Bureau of Indian Affairs school who I thought looked like a committed, hard-driving, effective man. He is desperate. He says he does
not -know anybody in the present structure to whom he can bring
to bear the full force of his views on what he thinks necessary for
the education of the children attending his school.
This is a candid statement by a professional who I think knows
what he is doing, who is trying vety. hard. He is thinking of leaving
the service because he says by the time he gets through the zig-zag
up and down the communications structure he thinks some nonprofes-

sional may decide that bilingual education isn't worthwhile or
necessazy.

He may not even know what bilingual sducation is. He may not

believe in dormitory aides.

Is his attitude unique or do you think this is a must? He sits down
there and he wants some teachers. He does not hire teachers like every
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other superintendent in the country. Some teachers arrive one day,
haVing
hired from the civil service roster. Don't you find that
that sort a environment is a destructive one fora professionaredimator or for a wend system of piSfessional education i

Mr. Zammts. Let me say several things, if I may. The first may

sound facetious but bear me out, because it is not-.

One time in a conversation I had with a psychiatrist after a lecture
he gave, we were talking about. frustration thresholds and the implications of theta.
He says:
You know. people are rather peculiar. If you cure their present sat of problems
they will find another set just as big to replace it.

I think in our system we have our set of problems. I think we have
more than our share of problems and I do not mink they all come
from the structure to which you refer.

I think this principal id frustrated partly because of the organizational structure partly because of the geography of our system, partly
because of its size and I think if he sifted it out he would probably
say at least half of it- comes. about because he doer not have enough
resources to work with.
So that I think all of these things contribute.
Senator MONDALE. *What- is more eipensive, a bilingual education
system that starts children learning immediately or one which requires

at best three years trying to get an English:speaking white teacher
to be understood by them? Which costs more money

Mr. Zstimus. Probably to train the teacher.
Senator Mownix.z. But it is not being done. I am willing to spend
on education. I would spend every dime of the ABM commitment on
education. I agree. I know the sense of de.,peration you are talking
about.
I think that there are things that are commonsense and inexpensive
that would have been Bona a to ig time age if the Indians had something to say about their own children.
.

1.

'I think this is the kind of hangup in cost that you have. I find it

incredible that 'the bilingual syStem of .edfication ,doee' not applyto
the Indians: Someone is not talking for thodeIndians.
I think the answer is that they do net have a chance to speak for
themselves. I am not being -critical. I' know you agree with what I
have just said.
Suppose a person is a young, creative teacher. Can he look at the
Bureau of Indian Affairs Indian 'od'iCation systeM an feel that his
going, to be rewarded. or Would it be fair to say that
creativity
elevation in
in the Bureau ^of Indian Affairs education system is primarily a civil servies roster method?
.

1W. &Likes. I thirik:the ^de service pay structure under which

we Operate like never designed With the idea of trybig 'to run a school
-4titen
rthinielit the present time we are malfing the maximum flexible use
of that Systeni but it is not getting the full Job done.
We have been able to elevate certain teachers for outstanding service
frOin'onSpay grade levettcf another. Thit m reguor outstanding
lar:public school systems there is quite a hietaichy'aPay levels which
will encourage the teacher to go from one degree level to the next.

'
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Now we can do a little of this within our system but we can't do
nearly as much of it as I feel should be done.
Senator MONDALE. What you have is a principal of a Federal, school
that receives teachers that are hired on the Federal civil service roster,

who just arrive without any, real training for this unique position.
I know you are trying to step up sensitivity training, but he just

arrives.
The principal does not hire him. He is hired .from, this roster. How
that teacher,performs and his chanea for.elevation in the service does
not depend upon that, principal in tie main but how his civil service
file looks over the years., Isn't that correct? ..
Mr. ZELLERS. This is part of it.:I would like, to tell you, too, in;th..
connection h ow $Inisitrated I am. by 040 .50ter4 i. We a. attempting
to see,*t .119w, f &r we,,can, go witOui the, present; civil ,segvi, gystem
by setting up a pilot project at
Mountain Apache this, year
,

whereby the tribe through its education, commit* gill halce an:opunity to interview the, respective :teacher candidates before they
aired. This is not an okay process
I am not, aur.e_whak we Vf011ewn, abputs t. think among pgw.r

things, we are going to learn that there will be a lot pore tribal
satisfaction.
iktor *M10414. Now, let vs examine.. dc'Kellrati, 0
for , naian education'. Would it be fair, tt4olsay,, at, yon

s.ye

control over the development of that budget and how it is Spent in
the field1,,

.

.

Mr. ZEuzns. I guess the answer to that depends on ow you,

control.

ne

I

I am not sure how miaclx any Federal:

r CQMP

controls his own budget, ), lot of it is done on * item basis. cuts
are made at a variety of levels' fora variaty of MOW*
r
Within a certain frametwork,. of courss vie can, move money:from
one purpose to another. From an
;point a view, I-would
say that we would like to have a lot
be less than honest if I didn't say

nor flexibility.

,

.

Senator MONDALE. Do you handle Johnson-O'Malley funds in your

office?
Mr., ZELLERS, Yes, sir.

Senator MortiALE, Are you satisfied.. with the aiithority, that you
have to condition these funds. on requiring local school distr-i(its, to
establish systems of. education which are sensitive to the speCial needs
of the Indian children I
Mr. ZELLERS. I am not entirely satisfied but let me tell you how .I
view it. As you probably know, I spent 7 years in the Office of Edu-

cation where I had a good opportunity to view State and local

school systeins and to find out directly how little muscle the Federal
Government actually has even though it c,arriesa big wallet.
I was much interested in the exchange that the chairman and. the
Commissioner had on this point. I think we have gone through a process of evolution and I think it is speeding up.

I can think of a situation I was involved in 4 years ago which

rather facetiously I used to describe as one State "seceding," from the
Federal aid program primarily because the Federal Government at-
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tempted to go in and dictate how that money was to be spent beyond
what the State felt was its prerogative.
That State happens to be the Johnson-O'Malley program. I think
we hake made a lot of progress in the last 4 or 5 years in the jdhnsonO'Malley program in that State but not by threats. We did it by education, maybe coercion in some cases, but I don't think we can really
use our money as a club.
Now, the one point you did bring up in particular, can we have local
i
Indian people involved
in decisionmaking on Johnson - O'Malley pro-

grams. I think we have now reached the point where this is not only
acceptable but it has been proven by other Federal programs.
Senator MONDAIX. That is not now being done?

Mr. ZELLicas. This is not now being done in a formalized manner.
Now in some local public school systems, of course, there are Indians
on the board of education and in few cases the public boards are all
Indian.
Senator MONDALE. That is right?

Mr. Zarazas. This is a minority situation.
Senator MONDALE. We have a school district in Minnesota where
something like 60 percent of the children in flehool are Indians, somewhat less of a ratio of funding from Johnson-O'Malley.
Two years ago, they tried to elect an Indian member to the school
board and the white community showed up in unpregedented num-

bers and defeated him. Indians do not have a single representative
on the school board.

They once had school board districts within the district which

would have assured the election of at least one Indian school board
member. They have changed that so they are all elected at large and
there is only one Indian teacher in that system.
Two 'years ago, the Indian tribe wanted to know what the dropout
rate of Indian children was. They were told it was none of their business and they could not have access to their files.

Now I suspect that this is something that happens rather frequently
around this country. If it were not for the Johnson-O'Malley funds
and construction money, the district would blow away.

Can't we insist, as a condition for these funds, that there be de-

veloped by each school district a pwgram that involves parental advice and counseling, at least parental advice and counseling on faculty
selection? At least this school district has been trying to get a public
school counselor to work with the Indian school children.
The official of the school said none was available. One of the Indian
women is a professional counselor in the commune with a master's
degree. She applied for the job and has yet to hear rom them.
ds were coming to
Yet, all the while, these Johnson - O'Malley
them for their educational system. Two-thirds of the students, the
Commissioner testified, are in public school. I have already said I do
not think the performance in the public school system is much better by
and large, if you look at the statistics than the Federal Indian schools.

I am wondering whether'we do not need an entirely fresh creative
look at Johnson.O'Malley funds to require the achievement of this
sort of objective.
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Mn &mats. I think the precedent for the chairman's suggestion

has already been well established through the community action programs. It would seem to me that some version of that would be work-

able in the local public school situations where Johnson-O'Malley
funds and Indian students are involved.

Senator MONDALE. Senator Hughes.
Senator HUGHES. I would like to ask you a question.

x.

I am wondering about the political processes up there, in line with
t of the children and the white community
gly defeats them.
turns out and overwh 1
Does the Indian community participate in the political process?
Senator Mormair. This is one where Indians tried to organize. As
I say, the district was restructured so that they could not elect their
this.41111ey have 60

own. I suppose part of the answer is that they did not turn out in

enough numbers. So it is partly political.
Of course, this is a case where you have the majority of Indians in
a district. But suppose _you have 40 percent? This money is designed
for Indian education. There ought to be a system by which the school'

districts are required to feed into their system sensitivity regarding
faculty, curriculum, language, and the rest.

Senator Humus. I do not disagree with that at all, Mr. Chairman.
My experience in my State on school board elections is that about
5 percent of the people vote and if the teachers vote and the board
members and their families vote that is about the extent of the vote.

The general public is not participating in the election of school boards

or in the direction the curriculum takes or in anything else in the
public schools as well as in the Bureau of Indian Affairs schools.
I made the recommendation to have our school board elections set

on the same day as our primary elections so that if the people were
there to vote for something else they might also vote on the school
issues. That was defeated out 10 to 1 in our general assembly ac, it
did not get anywhere. Apparently, they did not want people to vote
in school board elections I make these observations because we have
a crying need for participation in the school systems publicly as well
as privately.
I think we have had general agreement from these gentlemen and
I comliment them on their forward-looking views at this particular
point.
I am hopeful that these h rings may hely, to build the public support for you men that is go ng to be essential if you are going to do
ry in these areas.
the job that all of us feel is n
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you.
Senator Bellmon.

Senator Brizaiox. Mr. Chairman, I have a couple of questions

I would like to ask Mr. Zellers.
First of all, you do assign teachers through' your office to the schools
where they will serve. Is this right I
Mr. ZET LER& Yes, sir. If I understand yopr question, the answer is

wyeto

Senator BELLMON. You handle the recruiting of teachers as well I
Mr. ZELLERS. The Bureau has its own recruiting staff which is a part
of the personnel service of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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Senator BzwaioN. My question is, In your assigning these teachers,
do you prepare them in any way by giving them any kind of sensitivity trammg which will equip them to teach and understand the
students in the particular community where they are going to be
assigned ?

Mr. ZELLERS. We Are doing as much of this as we can. I think

because, again, we have funds from such sources as Public Law 89-10,

which is comparatively new. to us, we are doing more of it than we

did in the past. But to go, wi p. minute, and,fhis,,I think, bears,gn, your
question. Because a great many of our teaChers come from mic,Idleclass background, trained in middle-class colleges, to require, that the
job be done effectively it would require more than 1 weer, 2 weeks, or

even a 6-week summer preservice training prOgram in order to get
them completely prepared for the type of service they are expected
to render.
.

Senator Bruzzox. Under, the terms of the Civil Services rules um", -

which yon are operating,.. are you able to recruit teachers from the

communities where they will serve?
Mr. ZELLERS. Of course, they can apply. MOst of our rec ruiting for
new teachers is actually done at 200 or 800 colleges scattered throughout the country.
t 9(
We encourage where at all, possible. of course, the increasing num-

ber of Indian college graduates. Lait year in the, scholarship program that the Bureau operates, there were.182, collegegraduates and
92 of them, went into education. .Ninety-two .does not go, very far
toward filling our, vacancies but that is a healthy percentage of the
total number of graduates.

What we have to do, I think, is increase that .number of Indian

people who not only gi;to college but who go into education.,

Bzumow. In designing. the requirements that the appli-

cants need, are you able to suecify that they will need an understanding of the conditions?

Mr., Zieuzlis. We operqte under certain Imitations which are

approximately the same as those of other Federal agencies, Of course,

our requirements are more in the educational area than they are in
other professional areas.

We were able to make some changes this past year by working with
the Civil Service Commission in setting up the hiring standards for
kindergarten teachers because it seemed to us that the usual educational pedagogy was not necessarily the, preparation that these people
needed in order to be able to reach the 5-yea,r7old children.

So we were able to set up our own staudards and have, them

approved by the Civil Service Commission, for kindergarten teachers.
We still have problems in other areas, however.
Senator 13m.tarow. Are the problems reigultant because there are not
enough people with Indian baag, round to fill your need's?
Mr. ZELLEss. I think, by and large, it comes from two sources. One

is that very few colleges are doing much in their teacher training
programs that relates directly to Indians.
Secondly, I think it is possible sometimes to hire people who can
reach Indian students who do not necessarily have a lot of er,edentials
on paper, but we have to give recognition to a sizeable quantity of
formal credentials.
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Senator Bilmuliox. On another point, it has been mentioned here
We morning that there has been somewhat of a change in white attitudes toward the involVement of Indian adults in education.
I have been able to notice what seems to be a lack of understanding
of the importance of education'amOng Indian athilts.
Do you notice parents are becoming more interested in seeing that
their children go to school?
Mr. 41.Less. I think they are. I think we are doing a lot to encourage it. When we started our new kindergarten _program ire immediately involved parents in it. just Met, fair 2-claYs
Ogden, Utah,
with. thie group of some 250 Indian people from 70 tribes Where an
entire week's workshop is being devoted to 'Indian involVenient
in
.
education.
I made the statement Ore, and we discussed it atsome length, that
the direction in which we have to go is to extend the community into
the school and, also extend the school into the' donifininitY:
*tate kkii been too
I think Wehave to go in both directione.
much cleavage in the past and.I thifik ivhan'perenti Are not involved
and do not understand What the programs are in the 'school they are
lea hitely to encourage the Andante.
.

If the

stud"

'

become a part of the program even if it is only

fiatiori; they *ill tend to be More likely, tb reinforce the
iittaiidaiice at school. This is the same as in any 'a:fp:644y

or any
hbOthood.
Senator Brasox. Does the Bureau carry on any planned effrt to,

I gases you Would" say; 'convince
adiilta 'that their children
/should be kept in school?
Tirizasts...Teii;,94: I can't recall the details of it, but I sat with
the Nevajii-Beliervatien abt 6, thonths agO'
some o
whin they '*ire plaiiiiint a 'Very conigoitfi'notkPaigntp- get
echool in the lag: They' had a posttr ' earn=
every student'iiiierible

pawn. -Aey. were on the radio, they. were in the newsp.apercthbre
were borne visitations.

Partkillarl there were home visitations where a student bad not
r.
been in schoo the prior year Or wheie his Attend*** had been
'ill
I use that particular reservation as an atisiip16, .htit' '
on in One" rth 'o't alidthei.71, in
tribee ere thrugit.* in 'that
Of idtiling bY" preWhitt..We otin
tutu;
tllied
vi Or helpir01
'oh' thifik ni t
CrIZAruga it
d citieteis to
II' or bite
ban tot together au On'ther'osin 'initiative
haves **int where
to 'solve eni:"
can diiicizis these prob
Wire conducted the
'occu'rred to the
SelletbiTSALItok.
Ott 'ive have only the
rent ~ thesseii have
and
h
ibh iiietteure the'etic tie or failtdlrotOdOtitibil
white
dent
amongthe Indians. As the Indian adult attitiN1 agreiter role in their
to use' any' digerent
own educational process, does the Bureau
way of measuring whether or not the system is working
Mr. ZELLEss. We are exploring that at all times. Personally, Iyhave
always been Somewhat frustrated by the conglomerate testing Rpitail that 'exists in schools generally. I think that the validity of much
of-what is being done, not just in Indian schools, to test childi'eri, hnt
.
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in.Sll schools, can be questioned. I think what we haVe to do is attempt to make our operation in that -particular area as scientific as

possible and I hope that as time goes on more and more testa with particular Indian validity can be designed.
There are a few thatare in process of research at the present time.
There is one being developed by a group of specialists ni California
which is intended to measure with more specificity the language deficiencies of Indians in terms of their own people, not in terms of somebody else, but in terms of themselves.
This will be tried out shortly and if it works or at least works better
than anything else we have, then of course we will use it. Valid tests
are one of the more difficult thinp to come by.
It is true most of the tests being used now are prepared under white
standards. They become tests which are largely a test of verbal ability and to the extent that anyone not just Indian, but anyone who his
a low level of English verbal ability will not show up well, regardless
of whether or not he has a high IQ.

Senator Bkrzidox. The reason for my asking the question is that

if the Congress does make it possible for the Bureau of Thdian Affairs
to follow the .policy both the Commissioner and yourself have Mentioned, of giving. Indians a larger voice in running their own school
systems, then I am of the opinion that if we use the enirentstandards,
a few years from now you will be criticized because these schools are
not producing the,sort of results you may want.
It seems to me it will be very important that we have a way of mea-.
miring the results.

Mr. &gilts. I think two or three things will happen: In the first
place, we are placing mere emphasis on early childhood education
which is not only an excellent way to bridge the type of gap you are
talking about, but also I think it becomes our most effective dropout
weapon.

I think that through this and other means it will be much easier for
an Indian in the future to be tested by some more general standard or
more general scale than he is now, and show up reasonably well in
terms of his own ability.
Secondly, I think as the control does begin to piss to local Indian,
boards of education, many of them are going to aline themselves with
one or more local universities where the university can address itself
specifically to the problems of that particular, group.
You know: it is not enough just to say that tests that we administer

are not particularly valid for Indians, but the one that,-is valid

Navajos is not going to be valid for Sioux. So, one of the advantages of

a local control situation would be what I have just refey1ed,to with
.end
respect to alignment with universities, rofessional orga.nizati
other groups which can bring specific help jp bear on individua
local problems.

Senator BZLIMON. One of the gnestions I have to ask relates to
the same problem. If you succeed in giving `the Indians a larger voice

in the education decisions relating to education of Indian children,

how is this going to work in a situation such as we have In Oklahoma
where we have no reservations and where most of the Indian children'
are in public schools and in many cases the percentage is vet, small?

.
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Perhaps only .5 percent of the total enrollment will be Indian. How
will we ever design an educational system that takes care of the particular needs of the Indian students without raising a degree of opposition from the white community I
Mr. ZELLERS. The project that the Commissioner and I referred to

earlier known as Project Tribe which provides for the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to contract with local Indian boards of education is

not intended to relate to schools which are already public schools. We
have no jurisdiction ill that area. I would be surprised if any currently operated schools that are being operated as public schools would
ever be brought in under this particular system.
The project which we are promoting is one which will take Bureau
of Indian Affairs schools and place them under local boards of education of Indian people. I am not sure whether that completely addresses itself to your question.
Senator BELtatox. I am referring to the public schools, not boarding schools, the schools where the percentage of Indian students might
be very low.
Mr. 7.4rums. But these are public schools?
Senator Baszerole. Yes. But they do get Johnson-QMalley funds.
Mr. ZELLERS. I think some of the other techniques that were discussed

earlier would have to be applied. In other words, greater efforts have
to be made to have Indian people vote *hen school board elections are
held to at least obtain a reasonable proportion of representation on the
local boards.
Again, I would say I do not see any public schools being removed
from the public retina and placed, under this contract arrangement.
Senator BELLMON. How about 'a situation such as we have, we will

say, at Riverside in Oklahoma, where the students come inthis is
a 'boarding schoolwhere the students come' in from great distances?
How would the BIA plan to have a board of education to counsel
the educational program of a school like this?
Mr. ZELLERS. These are the more difficult ones, but _I think we are

making a beginning in that direction. I am not sure about Riverside,
but Chilocco has set up an Indian advisory education board.
Senator Brumoif. Indians from where?

Mr. Zw.res. One is from Alaska. At least one is from Navajo.
I am sure there is an Oklahoman on there. I think there are five all
together and they probably come from five different States. It may
be possible for this type of activity to mature into a full operating

board of education.

The Phoenix Indian school is beginning to take the same steps.

Again a board of five members or maybe seven will be selected from
a wide variety of geographic locations in the country representative
of the student body. For example, at the Phoenix Indian school I know

one of the advisory members will come from the White Mountain
Apache which is fairly close. Others may come from Washington or
Oregon.

Senator BELLMON. These board members are brought in at BIA

expense for school board meetings?

Mr. ZELLEas. Yes, sir. We have a small amount of money that we
can use for this purpose. Again a large part of it comes from Public
Law 89-10 funds.

Senator Bzuatox. How frequently do these board members get together

Mr. Zama. This is at their discretion. I don't know whether it

is more than two or three times a year.

Mr. Bnioarrr. We plan to have them meet at the beginning of the
school year and once during the middle of the year; pribahly at the
semester break, and then once toward the end of the year One would
be to determine and have an input into the kind of prograni that will
be offered. Another would be the middle of the year to make an evaluation of how it is going and make other suggestions and then at the
end of the year this meeting would be for th4 purpose of evaluating
what has taken place over the year and suggesting changes for next
year.

In relation to the teachers in the public school system, I believe
that there is an increased interest being shown 'by public school
teachers and teachers in the mission schools to attend, the various
training sessions that are put on by the Bureau of Indian Airs for
BIA teachers. I think there is an awakening interest on the part of
public schools that have a substantial number of Indian students in
their school enrollments to upgrade the ability of the teachers to deal
with Indian students.

We see an increasing participation, particularly at Fort Wingate,

N. Merl Flagstaff, Ariz., and other places where we have these

training institutes.
Mr. ZELLERS. The Senator may be interested particularly because
many Oklahomans will be involved. This, ,summer there will be two

sets of institutes or inservke training' programs operated by the

Bureau under contract and there will besomething'inore than a thousand, something over a thousand parlijaipaints of which approximately
240 will be from-the public schools.
The demand on the part of public school teachers for participate
in these workshops has been three or four times the number of sped%
,
available.
'
Senator Briamoiv. It is going to be very difficult for a school board

made up of members who may live hundreds or even thousands of
miles away from a boarding school to ever administer it completely.
Is this your feeling? How do-you plan to have a board like this-hive a

voice in the.
Mr. ZEuzits I think this is true. If we can get some construction

funding and other money, we won't have such an across-country mix
of students as we have right now. If we can back offinto Alaska and
have. the 1,100-plus students, who are now educated, in the lower 48,
educated-in,Alaskai it will make it possible fer uso use some of the
schools that are in the lower 48 for Indian students locatedlloser.to
where the schools are located. This is our objective.
One of 'the purposes is to educate Indian ANWents as close to their
home as possible. We don't like the fact that some Of them, the Wash7
ington and Oregon students, travel to Oklahoma. We don't like this
any better than their parents do.
Senator Bzummv. Thank you.
Senator HUGHES. Senator Mondale asked me to apologize because
he had to leave for a speaking engagement and to express our deep

tion this morning and ,r,rw1uuza,en
taks*ox time to go thoroughly into your ooidpieteiapIay and your
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is the fast' that imosi Indfan
have: Vomi vD.; iaateoggephic
and dominant- culture isolation. As .they. etart to school,- most Indian children

have .never had the, hundreds of experiences which 014.A:diddle chum, Min-Indian

Child late for granted. Often public school persOnner tend'th man* that Iliftn
children have had a varied, of traditional experiences, and they plan: theft public
school programs accOrdingtv..EXPerience IS a renninite trlearaint:Lack of Prog-

ress In school often relates to a lack of home and community experiences. Schools.
must make up the deficit.
,
Third, to bridge .two cultures, the Indians
nt must be helped to understand
cultural interrelationships as well as his relati ship to his own community. He

needs to feel pride in his cultural origins and believe.* his own individual
on are inextricably bound.
worth. Personal identification and cultural idea
Fourth, often educational OPportunity is not recently available near Indian
homes. Consequently, in 1968, some 82,000 Indian children were enrolled in Federal boarding schools.
Fifth, Indian people have not yet had an effective voice in the management of
the schools. In fact, Federal laws and regulations makeit difficult to share school
management responsibilities with Indian parents. Federal bureaucracy, at times,
lacked imagination in finding ways to improve the situation,. In many public
schools, Indian children comprise such a minority segment of the enrollment that
Indian parents feel no obligation to become involved in school affairs..When in
majority status, Indians, through diffidence, often let such matters go, by default
In other words, Indians lack experience on a continuing basis in the management
of educational programa
At least two-thirds of the Indian children in this country are receiving their
education in public schools. This, of course, is in keeping with the basic pattern
of education in the United States. For years the Bureau of Indian; Affairs has
taken the positital that the basic responsibility of education for all children rests
with the states, even though Federal responsibility is substantial. Most Indian
lands are exempt from state and local taxation. Often states with &large Indian
population have limited financial resources. Subsequently, public schools with ;a
total enrollment of over 68,000 Indian children lastYear received Federal finandal help through the Bureau of Indian Affairs under the authority of the John son -O'Malley. Act. They also received Federal funds through programs administered by the United States Office of Education; namely, Public ;,,Law 81-874,
81-818, 8940, and others. The Federal-government, at the direction elf the;Preeldent, has moved to coordinate the efforts of its relevantegeneler in airpport of,
the ;education of American Indiana The educational problems of Indian studenth
;

are extraordinary and will not yield' to ordinary, conventional program ofen
those which are well financed. When such programs are underfunded, as/they
typically are in schools enrolling Indian students, the Problem Is compounded.
The apPlicationconventional public *drool standards and loading levels as
yardsticks for Bureau 'of Indian 'Affairs program development has Mee or no
validity. Prblic school systems have been criticized for their ,failitrehr provide
those additional compensatory lpgratos which Ma:advantaged ;cid/Arta 'Minot
have if they are to catch up.
Before presenting pions 'aimed at reducing the ethicational deficit of Indian
people, we must 'discuss the 'abject of the Federal Indian boarding school, Indian boarding.schools are controversial is nature. The idea , Of Indian children,

especially the younger ones, attending boarding schools at - locations far, distant
from home and family is anathema to many people. Whatever were the purposes

and policies of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the past, boarding schools are
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mi4IpAs Praiaat
albility in:Batter. Rducation)4 In this PrO8raA,i4, otribetr;c0MR

4s, eauttnitte-to, &And 410;44119 gaga?. 1 PoPtract;YIA01 the 13
Alritl0:411
- responsib044pifor the PeXitiPn of i its pcbsoli;Wi_ri(rtbs..
_PW., Orbvials the funding. 'To snob ventures. Roush Rock on the 14 valo"BaserirktOn

and Blaekwater °tithe Gili River Reservation. are already trader way. aniines
, now developed will permit others to foilinv4 Also if auIndiaz community does
'sot feel thatit is able to take on complete rannOrudbility. Project Tilbs,providea
hot oldrfer the forafitevotilltivisarY school boards bukalso for training pygmy*
Yentall suet tralaiad . will be. available..also to Indian
Is, toenails ad,
permute idle reside in.publie school distriete and who nerve either as school board

flaentberwor in a liaison mien, with the public iambi Of Medal Illgadeltuce
fb)

-

la, the National Indian. Education. Adidsory,CoMmittea. a
.reel her allIndian board which counsels the Oommiesdoner and the Assietsn$ Coinnissioner
.

.

for. Education, concerning. ihe. interest and..wishes of andianineePte And, .1e. Wm,

. interpret% to India* commUnitiee .thaeduentional,efrorta,h014.niade On their
behalf. During its two-year life, the advisor committee steadily has become more
effecti
i.

. :

.

r

Inanve;
other,crucialarea, consider.if you willethe plight of. nnon-Infflinheacher

facing for the first time a .classroom full..ot brightlered,..hityfflY, inMan first
draders.in the heart of the Navajo Reservation or en the ,alaaga finudra. They

speak little or.. -no. English. have never..seem...a CRY- Pc Ann- 4.1arge town .and
. unless. the teacher, is . one , otthe. pdxteen, percent of Bureau:. towbars . who are..of
, Indian .deacento theY hare inebablY beralsrearad. With a lakt of euatMel-104' value°
.

different from. thateacher's own..Nothing.in bar Profolional,iraining, will have
-Prepared her for this; the. del:Pads- Pitt,nPon. her SPAM unique. To meet this
situation,. the Bureau ladeveleidna 4 large sceityprogrem,of in-card at training
. which gives, her, 11,not competence, at least appreciatian for the Indienlongue.
Italsc acquainta.her, with the history ,and...traditiona of the paolfiesheiserree,
and helps her to.underatanditkolvaluee and espiratiowe ofthe PeoPle ef her new
community. Nor .will the.effort stop, there ; arrangements! pal .bowericed out with

some teacher training,institutions forthbatindt.otpuniervice training of teacher
candidates who.teeincallre,work,withIndian yottlestera i .,...- Lt , ff.',. *:'
There is Impressive evidence that. the early . years: of Childaod.nre critical
iones ., in which to, !avoid.: the accumulating. educational .deficit. which.. afflicts
economically. end socially disadvantaged children. .The,. suceAss cf. thi Bead. Start

Program throughout thetnation. has beenhailed During. the.,curreat . school
dergarten units for. re-year
.and.bas specially. recruited and trainedidn ergarten..teachers..Thie is but
a beginning. It is planned that Within the next. w -yeareildndergartene Will. be
made available in nearly. all..Indlan ,communi
on. a du-attendance lads,
year,, the. Bureau, bap, for. the drat time,: opened,
opened,

either. in connection. with Bureau schools or in public *schools ., with.Burean landbul support... his effort reasheseffectivelY with Head Start .Programti Which can

then concentrate their efforts and' funds on three and four-year old Indian
,,,..- ,,Oit the

arraraPtion that alication is..a.centinang function ,anti*ould not
augment the

Ylitep., when , summer comes, summer programa .are, being ..lised. .to,

Indian ,thild.'s learning year....It . is believed that this, is . particularly ImPCstant
for. disadvantaged. Dalian ,children.. Ottmniet. Drearaele include:. (1) *federate
work of. a. remedial. makeup:Or Accelerated nature ;..(2) _enrichment activities;
(8). work and. wolicatady...programs;, (4)-.. -..mtion,..camping, scouting, and
sports ;... Oil altIcational :tOnre_:.: (ID- leadership training; and (f') orientation

,. , , : ..._
for preschool. children and .precollege andsnts.:- - .
There. is ..a. mainting insistence today that all-.11chooir make' their curricula.
and their teaching relevant. tor' the life needs. of the 'students' they 'Serve. The
regardless:et, their -ethnic identity, are .danandinglthe -estabyoung of
lishment of. a. stronger relationship 'between What they-and,t and the world
outside the school, between their current 'school activities, and-what'ther see
Nowhere' Is this-need greater-than-with
on televieien and .on' the
Indian children; the, Bureau is eeelchg to:provide relevance in. 'every 'instruct:100st area. ror example, there-is greatheanty in-therliyat et American Bidhine.
tt in their own way. The Bureau liwatarted a
They are adept at' e
.

PrOgraM Which_ will . bring

-to- the -art products, and .-will !Provide- -an

avenue of exPression in which they naturally atcel The Institute of American
"'Indian Arts at Santa Fe in playing-a leading role-in thiseffort, The, ;growing
technological nature 'of. the Arnerican societyplaces.pressure and- strain .on
Indiaitcommunitiew Their tradition has not prepared them, to,handle the situation. Innovative work ha. darted- in- mathematics and, beams+ which will
Place the Indian child's curriculum on a per with the best programs in the
.The social studies curriculum has 'traditionally been basically ,one.,in 'which
students have been required to, learn the ideational and syMbOHwequipmenand
physical skills believed neeessary'to carryon the Amgen way' of Wein the domi-

culture. It. has now been quiteclearir established thatithie;tancolnuugh.
The social studies-curriculum- must help Indian studenteniquireanandersttmding of analytical' proceseea, end 'problem paving tools. The cturieuldm innate
designed to help student* ask relevant questions andesainine :critical' data and
to arrive at logical conclusions based upon this process. The social studies cur-
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rimless must be/p students comprehend their experiences and And meaning in
life audio participate in the dynamic life of their society regardless of the society es societies in which they may choose to function. The educational needs of
Indian children aim basically no different from the educational needs 4.the children of other people. The educational tools lor meeting these needs for Indian
cldideen, hOwever, may differ. For example teaching for specifie understandings
in economics or political acisoce should begin with an analysis of the economic
and political materna of the students involved when snaking the study. This is an

example of the direction of the social science program for Bureau operated
schools. Likewise, the American history component of the social studies cur-

ricedum will be revised to emphasise bothnertinency and relevancy. to the Indian
culture. The Bureau is currently involved in a major curricular project ter these
This effort involves the participation and contribution of both lay and
pu
Indian citisesm
Throughout most of the history of Indian education there hes .been a heavy
emphasis on vocational education. This has .insinly been of the "how to do" or
still varletg whiehnerved very well in a simpler time. In today's highly complex
society, however,. the teaching of conCepts mums major importance and ,fha
student must see himaelf in relation. to the total technical world. 'pia awareness
should be fostered throughout his entire school career. From this hind. Of base,

the student can make a more intelligent career choirs It is along these lines

that the Duress is rethinking its vocational - technical, curriculuM The Bureau's
new postgraduate school at Albutoterque, now in the bidding stages, will, in addition to its vocational and techrdcal curricula, have an .academic track. at the
junior college level. A similar wscciendc program. is to be introduced at Haskell
which is the Bureau's long established vocadonal-technieal school.
Junior college accreditation will be sought for both of them institutions.
It has been commented that upwards of two-thirds of the children in Bureau
schools come from homes where English is not the normal language of communication. In certain communities and schools, the PrOPortion is much higher. To
meat this situation, the Bureau has launched one of its major new programs,
ESL or English as a second language. Drawing upon the principles of linguistic
science, it is developing teaching approaches, techniques, and .materials which
the mother
most effectively help students to learn English while still
toogna,134'IA, the Univoray of Southern CalifeWh, the University f AelzOna,
and the Center for Applied Linguistieff are currently consultants to the Bureau. .
The program has so far reached Its highest development !n Navajo schools.'
If, as we seem to expect them to do, Indian children 4^4* to take giant strides
in catching up and keeping up with children who. do not share their disadvan-

tage., Indian children must have a great deal of personal attention, much of
which must be at a professional level. They must. be Provided .individualised
assistance to help them cope with personal problems. They must develop their
own individual interests and talents and have an opportunity for education in
spite Of physical h_tindicape or learning disabilities. To provide thiwkind of Egodallied help, heretofore' largely lacking in Bureau schools, the Division of Pupil
Personnel'Services has been established. It provides psychological services which
help solve individual learning problem; and Improve mental health; social work
services which more effectively link home and school together; guidance services
whids, through counseling, aim at personal and' eareer development; and special
education which identifies children with special handicaps much as visual, Rosette
and bearing problems or mental retardation, and seeks ways to stirniOnnt them.
The list of new approaches.being put into effect is a long one ; some can only be
mentioned here.

A newly created service center evaluates, adapts, and recommends new edutational media which are being developed, trains education personnel, provides
library services, and reproduces and distributes education materials.
Schools are experimenting with flexible or modular scheduling to more biahly
inclividualize a student's program of study. Experimeits with computerised
learning have been conducted. Better year-round use of school *facilities is-being
A new se of educational standards for Bureau school construction are. being

at deinstitutionalizing the same'. setting but
t:.ereioped which are aimed not
ala. wadding movable wails which will permit flexible use of space, wiring aye -

tuns welch will accommodate closed circuit television, and instructional materials cen,ers which will facilitate use of the full spectrum of educational media.

In cooperation with the Division of Pupil Personnel Services, the Phoenix

29-451-69pt 1-29

,
.
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Indian School hart undertaken a program designed to augment the bade guidance

program with the introduction of eomprehendve pupil pets:end services. This
project, identified as COPE (A Coordinated Optimal Program Effort) embodies
an interdisciplinary approach, utiiiidng the specialties of guidance and student
activities, psychological services, special education and school social work, to
enable each student to achieve to the maximum of his potentiaL Increased selfunderstanding on the part of students and greater staff awareness of the developmental needs of all students are among the goals sought in this project.
The Bureau has made a modest beginning on establishing for the Bret Moe a
research and development capability. Through its own efforts, or through contracts with the regional educational laboratories and other consultants, studies
have been made or are in process on teacher characteristics, high school and
college dropout, achievement patterns of high school incidents, and cost effeetive-

nese and management information systems. The expansion of the research apddevelopment program has a very high priority in Hardie planning.
'' he Bureau is developing an expanded program of scholarship grand for colle r study. Because of the generous interest of the Congress and the burgeoning
aspirations of Indian 'youth, the program has grown from 968 grantees in 1968
,000 toso
to an estimated 8,000 this year. The dollar value has grown from
$1,000.
million. The size of the average grant has grown from $588 to an
Even with this rapid growth, there is no sign of the supply catching up with the

demand. By virtue of a recent amendment to Federal law, the Bureau can now,
for the first time, award scholarships to students attending sectarian schools.
Throughout the history of the college grant program, it has been necessary to
limit the beneficiaries, living on or near reservations, to undergraduate students,
pursuing four -year degree programs. There is an urgent need for funding of

candidates for graduate degrees and for more adequate funding of married

students.
One project in which the Bureau is involved deserves special mention because
of its Innovative character and because of the wide publicity It has received. This
is the Rough Rock Demonstration &tool to which a pleasing reference was made
earlier. Rough Rock is an elementary boarding school on the Navajo Reservation

nesyVhinle, Arizona. It was built by the Bureau of Indian Affairs about three
years ago and the Bureau contracted with a tribal corporation, Dine, Inc., for its
oPeratio The corporate officers and a local, all-Navajo school board have com-

plete cona.rol of the school and its program. The funding of the school has been a
joint enterprise between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Office of Economic
Opportunity. The Rough Rock experience is now undergoing evaluation and it is

too early to say how effective its methods have been with respect to the usual
kinds of echoed learning' It seems quite safe to say, however, that the school haswith reference to such important matters as community
charted new con
control of a school Wan Indian constituency, involvement of parents and other
adult community members in the life and program of the school, and the preserva-

tion and dignifying of Navajo culture. It is true that a funding level almost

double that available to comparable Federally-operated schools was necessary to
achieve these results.

For the past three years, Indian students in Federal schools have shared in
the benefits of Public Law 80-829, as well as Titles I; II, III, and VI, A of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1985, and Public Law 90-575.
For the last two years, the level of participation hat been somewhat in excess

of nine million dollars. This additional input of funds, particularly under
Title I, has permitted the Bureau to do a number of things which it had not
been able to do before. Prominent among these has been the hiring of local
people, most of them bilingual, to serve as instructional aides to work with
teachers and guidance workers in giving individual attention to students
in both classrooms and dormitories. Much has been accomplished in the ape,. cial training of teachers and the, development of special instructional materials. School libraries have been improved. Some local communities have been
encouraged to seek innovative ealutions to their perplexing educational problems. Sixty thousand dollars is now available for education of the handicapped.
In additon, the Bureau participates in a Teacher Corps project on the Navajo
Reservation and is eligible for limited help under two titles of the National Defense Education Act. .It is not as yet eligible for participation in the Vocational

Education Act. the Bilingual Education Act, or the Education Professions

Development Act.
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The lift to morale, which the programs made possible by these funds hare
given to Bureau schools, both students and staff, is hard to exaggerate. It is
to be hoped that they are continued and expanded.

The 'Bureau of Indian Affairs is mindful that two of every three Indian

children are educated in public schools and is concerned that public schools be
supported in their efforts to make the some kind of improvements in their programs that we have been discussing. The Bureau's avenue for doing this is the
Johnson-O'Malley program. Such funds are made available only if state, looal,
and other Federal funds are shown to be inadequate to provide for the extraordinary and exceptional needs of Indian students. Bureau representatives who
provide liaison with the public schools are working in two administrative areas
and others will be added as funds permit The Bureau Las held highly successful

meetings in several states, bringing together representatives of tribal, state,
and Federal interests. Last summer a meeting, including the chief state school
officers of Mates with significant Indian populations, teas held.

/

Indeed some strides have been taken and some accomplishments have been
realised. However, we are fully cognisant of the fact that we have only inched
forward. We are aware of those steps of greater magnitude that lie before us
as we move to initiate and implement a quality program designed to fully meet
the educatioual needs of American Indian youth.
To illustrate some of our needs, we would like to present for your consideration a conceptual vehicle employing an imaginary school at 800 students. °aulion must be expressed regarding the use of this proposed unit in projecting
specific total costs for our program, since it allows for only gross predictive
determinations.
Before we get into the various facets of our proposed unit, it is imperative
that we study momentarily our present and proposed staff/student ratios, since
this is a major part of the rationale underlying our hypothetical schooL
At the present time in both day and boarding schools, we employ a 1-to-80
be-tractional ratio. We hope to move toward smaller classes: of 20 yo
rs
clue
with a more expeditious use of teachers, aides and educational
Hopefully, this staffing, combined with newer educeumal techniques, will resolve
some of our specialised educational problems.
Similarly in the case of pupil personnel services, it is obvious that we cannot
do Justice to one youth under current conditions. Leis than half of one percent
of Indian youngsters have been identified as handicapped and in need of 'Pedal
education, while we know that at least 15% require those services.
Specifics* in the area of emotional disturbance, at the present time we have
one psychologist employed in the entire Bureau of Indian Affairs system. Yet we
know we need at least 100 wei-trained psychologists to help our youth in the
resolving of mental health problems.

Now that we are aware of the proposed staffing needs and the divergence

between current and ideal ratios, et us proceed to our 500-student twit concept.
By way of introduction, we shall attempt to build a model school while concomitantly comparing it to obr current situation. We shall do this by examining the
various components: administration, instructor, and the like.
The administrative component of our hypothetical day school is comprised of
categories pertaining to personnel, training, travel, and supplies. Our current
expenditure is approsimatele $34,558, while our proposed projected needs cost is
$79,710. Similarly, our boarding school administrative cost currently runs at
$84,558 as cc:depend to our need for $79,710. In short, in order to do an effective
administrative leadership job in both our day and boarding schools, it is neceie
=ry that we more than double the present costs.
Viewing the instructional component which can be inserted into our model,
applicable for both day and boarding facilities, it can, be seen that our funding, if
we are going to provide a comprehensive program, needs to be tripled. Our current expenditure is approximately $189,000, while our proposed needs are $458,000.

Concerning our Pupil Personnel Services component for day schools, at.,the
present time, we do not provide any substantial program. To offer a desirable
pupil personnel program, it will require a cost of $296,591-

Similarly in our boarding programs, our current costs for 509 youngsters is
approximately 9170,859. Yet our projected cost for a comprehensive program is
estimated at $590,810, more than three times the present expenditure.
The next component of our model is termed auxiliary services. This is comprised of two distinct operations, namely : Food Services and Student Transportr.tion. Studying these in detail, we see the day school food services requiring an
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increase from $76,850 to $86,075, while the transportation needs "main constant

at $60,000. Our overall total from current to projected needs Is *136,850 to
$146,075 for our day schools.

.

Surprisingly in our boarding schools, we find only a slight increase necessary
for auxiliary services from our current expenditures of $283,600 to the projected
118.250.

While at the present time, Instructional Materials Centers exist only on an
extremely limited basis in the Bureau schools, the concept of the center represents one of the most significant educational developments in recent years. Herein are instructional materials located in one central area. In the center are printed
materials, visual aids, recordings, programmed learning materials, and closed circuit television. The media is specifically developed for and beneficial to Indian
children. Such a center is used by students and teachers alike, as a resource center for study, preparation, and research at the development of instructional materials for use in teaching-learning situation. To initiate such a center, an increase of $33,7101s required.

In addition to the aforementioned cost factors, there are recurring charges

for plant operation. These continuing costs are charged to the educational budget.

Currently in day schools, the plant eperation expenses average out to approxi-

mately $80,000 for 500 youngsters and similarly in boarding facilities to $113,000
for the same number of students. Again these present operating costs are minimal.
In the projected day school, plant management costs would increase to $108,000
and in the boarding school to_0280,000 for the 500-unit plant.
In summary, our current approximate costs to maintain a day school program

for 500 Indian boys and girls is $386,058. In actuality, we need a program that
will require three times as much, namely $1,167,686. Similarly in our boarding
schools, we currently expend somewhere near $755,817 for 500 students, while
we ahourd be spending some $1,775,880.

Obviously, the aforementioned costs, since they are operational and recurring,
disallow the inclusion of construction and basal equipment. In addition to school

plant construction, the building costs must make provision for housing for all

staff servicing that school.

In short then, using this comparative cost concept, we can clearly view our
needs, end the gaps we should fill in order to provide a quality education for
Indian youth in our modern society. While It is true we have made Dope gains,
we have a long way to go.

We anxiously share the common concern for the problems associated with the
education of American Indian youngsters. Culturally different and educationally
disadvantaged though they may be, Indian citizens have realistic and achievable
goals.

Difficulty with the English language, geographic and cultural isolation, a poor
self-image, inadequate day and boarding facilities and programs, inadequately
trained personnel, and inexperience on the part of Indian people in the management of educational programs are hut a few of the bone-chilling educational
obstacles facing American Indian citizens.

We are convinced that extraordinary steps must be taken to meet these unusual needs. As noted or implied, the Bureau proposes, in cooperation with the
Indian people themselves, to solve these long-standing, hard-core problems
through thrusts of innovative programs, additiqual and better personnel, moldvcted by new insights gained through careful and continuing analysis of American
Indian problems.
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ADMINISTRATION-DAY SCHOOL (500 unit)
Staffing
comparison
Personnel:
Principal
Assistant principal.,
Administrative assistant
Clerical
Recommended professional salary increase

g.)2

341

Current

Required
increase

Projeoled
cost

$15, 590
0
0

0
$26,350
9, 160

$15, 590
26, 350

0

5, 552
2, 790

9,160
22,220
2, 790

Total
Travel
Supplies

32,258
1,700
600

43,852
700
600

76,110
2,400
1,200

Total

34, 558

45,152

79,710

515, 590
0

0
525,350
9,160

$15, 590

5, 552

22, 220
2, 790

16, 6U

BOARDING SCHOOL (500 UNIT)
Personnel:
PrincipaL
Assistant principal
Administrative assistant
Clerical
Recommended professional salary increase

1-1
3-4

0
16,668

26,350
9,160

0

2,790

Total
Travel
Supplies

32,258
1,700
600

43,852
700
600

76,110
2,400
1,200

Total

34, 558

45,152

79, 710

0
$120,900

$44,200
30,100

$44,200
151,000

0
0

136, 500

136, 500

49,600
11,200

0

49,600
5,600
13,200

126,500

i V9,200

405,700

0
7,000
2,500
2,000

22,50

5,50

12,50

1,00

3,00
4,00

139,000

319, 600

INSTRUCTION-DAY AND BOARDING SCHOOL (500 UNIT)
Personnel:

k. Supervising butlers

16-0)

Teachers

Tesetor aides
Education technician.
Clerks
Recommended Professional salary increase
Total
Travel (teachers)
Supplies
Summer programs
Textbooks.
'
Enrkhment programs

0-22)

5, 600

1-2

.

Total

'

13, 200

5,400

5,400

25,000
5,000

5,00

458, 600

PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES-DAY SCHOOL (500 UNIT)
Personnel:
Guidance counselor supervisor
Guidance counselor
Counselor side

,

Recrestkin specialistSpecial education supervisor
Special education teacher
Clinical specialist-4
School Pesith .
School prochoi-gist_
Schee.psyl.d,:lnotrill.
trainee
iiiiiioWoc-raTworker
School social worker NU

Aides to 'aerial education tankers

0-1

7 550
6,585
66,320

0-1

Travel
Supplies
Equipment
Student travel

Vital

.

7, 5511

18, 320

6, 588
88, 320
18, 320

11, 0I0

11, 0I0

044)

6, 586

6, 586

00-

3, 775

3, 775

11,060

11,060
6, 200
33,420
16,710

9,160

1)

6,200
33,420
16,710

0-6
0-3

9,160

11,945

11,1145

281,011

281,011

1,250

3,250

0
0
0

1, 390

4,500
1,390

4,690
5,030

4, 690

1,250

265,341

296,591

Recommended professional salary Increase
Total

n' rut

15,107

0-1

Clerical

313,172

22, 080
06--21

)

.

$13,172

5,000
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BOARDING SCHOOL (600 UNIT)

Staffing

coraparbon
Personnel:
Guidance seereselor supervisor
Guidance counselor.
Comm ler

Current

Projected
cost

0

iu13; 115972

V3, 172
11, 010
7, 550

19

22,
11 ,

30, 214
11 ,010

It 5111 \
88, 320

88, 320

la 320

18.320

6, 581

6, 5N

Meresecislivistivedrar embnissr-

13,172

134049172

School social wetter aide
Cletkal
Aides to medal edweation taiblien

44, 560

Vadat actbillee Nader

LT= specialid Numb*

0
15,107

Special education teed

cliolcal speolibt.
Scheel bola

16, 5,

ra 0110

9,160
3,775

babes.

Sated axial water

Environmental living aides_
Ertinummetal RoprhessIzialistsRmornmeaded
I salary lar.reem
Total

6,200
41,580
7140

122, 510

1, 250

0
0
0

paint_

NNW novel.

170,650

Total.

9, ISO
3, 775

11, 010
6, 200

169,109

Travel

07
5186

22,010

ScWel
School psychompsychologletetrist_

Se

Required
increase

00

5156,

t

17I94t

0

17,489

395,681
10,050
2, VO

565, 010
11, 300
2, VO
6, 550

6,550
5,000

5,000
590,610

119,951

AUXILIARY SERVICES-0AV SCHOOL (500 UNIT)

uired

Current

Feed services:
1. Personnel
2. Food
3. Supplies.

Nt 700

Total

Student transportation:
1. POMMIli
2. Equipment_
3. Supplies.
Total
Grand total
AUXILIARY SERVICES-BOARDi

Food aerobes:
1. Personnsi
2. Food

3. Supplies-.
Total

Student transportation:
I. Personnel

2. Equipment

3. Supplies
1. Common canter
Total
(*mil I. bathurgi

2. Other
Total
Parental involvement
Grand total

InReqman

Prolest

cos t

27,400

SII, 500

750

625

948,700
36.000
1,375

78, NO

9,225

86,075

36, 000
12, 000

0

0

36.0N
la 000

12,000

0

12, ON

60, 000

0

60,000

135,150

9,225

116,075

135; 000

0
0
SI, 250

04, 300
135000

1,500

230, 800

1,250

232,060

12, COO

0

12,000

1, 000

0
0
0

1. 000
4, 003
25, 000

0

(500 UNIT)

n4 303

21,
5, 000

45,000

45, 000

7,803

2,,750

3,

15, 1,

0

5,0400
00

7, 8 00

0

8,400
25,030

2516,,200
000

213,600

34, 6:0

318,250

0200
00
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAUI CENTER (500 UNIT)

uS,a00

Ceneml

Rossini Mac=

33,110

RIMAdel cod.

40, TIO

PLANT MANAGEMENT (500 UNIT)

fay NAN* operates
Swift Wesel omwsliem

Isquirml
CArrod

Immo

PA:Octal

lit, MN

fit, 001

Sit 013

PM, 021I

11, 167, SS
1, 775, 110

cod

SUMMARY (500 UNIT)
Boy Wood

sekal

mom
755, 117

1, OA Oil

Senator HUGHES. The hearing is adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, subject to the
call of the Chair.
t

INDIAN EDUCATION, 1969

Immix, APB= 11, 1969
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITITX ON INDIAN EDUCATION
OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Fairbanks, Alaska.
The subcommittee met at 7:30 p.m. pursuant to call, in the auditorium of Alaskaland, Fairbanks,' Alaska, Senator Kennedy (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding._
Present: Senators Kennedy and Mondale.
Also present: Senator Stevens and Representative Pollock.
Senator XINNEDY. The suboominittee will come to order. I welcome
you to the public hearing of the Senate Subcommittee on' Indian Edu-

cation. The hearing this evening brings to a close three arduous but
rewarding days of field investigation in the State of Alaska.
The central question befdre us this evening is, what must be done
to provide an equal and effective educational program for all Native
students. In searching for answers to that question, we have traveled

thousands of miles across your State, visiting Federal, State, and
public schools in large and small native villages.
Some people have seen fit to ca11 this effort political. It is not. The
weather has done its best to atop our travel. It has not.

The problems we have seen firsthand are clearly of grave concern
totally inadequate housing, polluted water supply, extremely severe
health problems, malnutrition and hunger, massive unemployment
and incredibly low incomes. Is it any wonder that educational pro-

grams often fail'? Yet it is also clear that little has been done to

shape educational programs in such a way that they can be successful in

the face of obstacles. What is needed is greater vision, substantially
increased resources and the leadership and assistance of people such as

those who will be appearing before the subcommittee this evening.
We welcome your testimony in helping us to shape a set of far- reaching recommendations.
I want to welcome to this committee not only the permanent mem-

ber of tho subcommittee, Senator Mondale, who has been a part of
this subcommittee since its inception over a year ago and has participated in the man _y undertakings of the committee in its extensive field

hearings in the Lower 48, and has been particularly interested in the

problems of Indian education not only as they related to his own

State of Minnesota, but to all of the United States; but also to extend
a word of welcome to the distinguished Representative of the State
of Alaska, Representative Pollock, who has been extremely kind and
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generous with his time and energies in traveling with the subcommittee
during the past 3 days and providing us with an insight into the problems of education here in the State of Alaska and has been a constant

source of strength to the members of this subcommittee. Senator
Stevens has been traveling with us during the past 3 days and was
extremely helpful in the development of the itinerary of this committee
and in the suggestions of the witnesses that will appear before this committee and will be joining us very shortly. He's not a member of this
subcommittee, but the subcommittee, as benefited, once again, from his

insight into these, problems and we're hopeful that as a result of
the extensive hearings of last year and the continued studies which
have continued through our Senate hearings in the early part of this

year and will continue on through the next several months, we will be

nblA to benefit in the drafting of legislation, from his counsel and

advice.

So, at this time, we will proceed with the witness list. We have an
extensive witness list this evening. I think that the members of the
subcommittee and the full committee will benefit from your insights.

We are hopeful to keep it moving along so that we'll have as much
chance for questions as time will permit. We've asked the witnesses

who appear to file their statement and then summarize it, then we will
with the questioning. If the evening moves along with some

pr

dispatcht we are hopeful that, perhaps for at least a limited period
of time, if there are those who are here this evening who would like
to express themselves in the limited period of time that we might have
available, on matters which are relevant to the conduct of this investigation. falways like to welcome those comments. Time will have to
be a guiding factor but we'll try to the extent that we can to solicit.
whatever testimony we possibly can. For those who were unable to
testify, we'll welcome your written comments and we'll get a chance to
review those when we return to Washington.
Our first witness this evening will be Mr. Emil Notti, who is the Pres-

ident of the Alaska Federation of Natives and William Hensley, the
State representative from Kotzebue. We must say that both of these
men have been extremely helpful to us. They have traveled with us
during the last 3 days; we find them eminently knowledgable and
understanding and we welcome them this evening and I'll ask them
if they would-be kind enough to take the witness chair.

I might ask Representative Pollock if he would like to add a word

since ho Imrywa botn these gentlemen.

Representative Pomoca. Well thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'd like
only to welcome everyone here and to indicate that I think you will
note, as you already have, that when you see these gentlemen testify,
they are Natives of great ability and anyone who feels that our Native
people do not have some leadership, should have this idea dispelled
when you see them. We've had a number of very outstanding Native
leaders testify from time to tune before the Senate and House Committees in Washington and in Alaska, and I think these two gentlemen
are outstanding.
Senator Kzioriour. Thank you very much. Mr. Notti.
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STATEMENT OP EMIL MOTT', PRESIDENT, ALASSA FEDERATION
OP NATIVES

Mr. Nall!". Mr. Chairman, distinguished committee members, it is
my pleasure to be here tonight.

I was born and raised on the Yukon and I'm a graduate of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs School at Mt. Edgecumbe. I won't recite
statistics of the problem. I think we all agree that there are plenty
of problems, they have been studied and documented, the bad high

school achievement level, the drop-out from high school, the low percentage of college graduates, the health problems, the employment
problems and housing problems.
I would like to move right in to some suggestions where I think we

might make some gains at moderate cost and I think they are steps

that we can implement in the very near future.
One of them I would like to suggest is, first of all, I think we need
a kindergarten or Headstart program in all our villages, and because

of the less structure and the te
methods, I think the Headatart
might be preferable. Secondly, I think we need a hot lunch program
in all of our schools, State and BIA schools, and right here, I'd like

to say that I think the State has primary responsity, but I'm not

going to distinguish between the State and Federal, Government here.
I think, if we are going to get anything done, it's going to take cooperation between State and Federal agencies.
I would also say I don't think the Federal Government should underwrite the State without having local involvement and havi, the local

people have some say in what happens in the programs: Thirdly, I
think we need' a bilingual teacher aid in the early grades in all of our
schools. The benefits from having a bilingual hid, I don't think, can
be disputed. The pupils, I think; progressinuchWder. Fourth, I'd like
to see a demonstration project m some selected area where the school

boards have full power, rather than merely being adviser school
boards. I heard a story the other day, while we were out in the Kmkokwim area where someone said, "Well we could turn the program
over to the local people and in a few years, it would be all messed ,up."

But, I don't think that's entirely true. We would certainly have probleT% but it we're going to
progress, I think we've got. to give
thv local people
*bility. And, another thing, if, we had local
school boards that had problems, where the parents were involved
with the policies of their children, I think we would prevent the thing

that'sthe outrageous stories that are coming out of the report on

Chiloco. With parental involvement, I think these could be prevented.

Fifth, I'd like to see the State and Federal Government move to
implement a regional high school program as the Alaska voters authorized, and with that, I think we should expand the boarding home
program. I think it's a crime to separate parents and children for 9

months out of the year. And have the parents thousands of miles
away. Such a program is loaded with problems as seen in the report
that was entered into the Senate record by Senator Metcalf of Montana. The sixth point I would like to make, I think we need an
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7 adult training program. I've had people tell me, "You show nee e.
trained Native, and rn be glad to put him to work." But before we
can train the people, we've tot to get them to a level where they can
be trained, and I think I'll illustrate that with something here that

/

Willie Hensley can expand on, that's the AVEC, Alaska Village Electric Co-op.' The 10 people they trained for village maintenance and
electricity had a third-grade level for an average, but with proper
co
and motivation, they had 95 percent attendance and 92

them graduated. In that sense, I think the villages are
Lefriskimmed off with the relocation program that's in effect, now
called the employment assistance, With the jobs that are expected
in a very short time with what 'l happening on the North Slope, we
have to start training now so that we can get the village people on

to the jobs.
0.
We have lead time to prevent what's happened in the South and I
think we should take advantage of it and to do it, we need an expanded
program in job training, and coupled with training adults for work,
high school graduates can move right in on that because now, a person
ptting out of high school is not equipped to go back to the village.
They haven't learned the ways of the village and they're not equipped
to make a living on the job market., so we need post-high school training specifically for jobs. But I don't think all our emphasis should be
on that and, as a final point, I think we need an expanded program
for college students to encourage more youngsters to go to oollege,
and more counseling to encourage them to stay on. We can make some
gains there. The above points were what I think we could do at modest
cost and I think we should try to implement them as soon as we can.
What we can do to make great strides, I think, is only limited by the
amount of money we can clump intoput into a program, and by our
imagined° there are all kinds of things that we could do with
teaching methods and satellite communications and television and radio and teaching machines, but these, I think, are in the
future.' I've also been asked, "What do we train people for/ Do we
train them to stay in the village or do we train them to go to the city I"
I think there can only be one answer to that. We give thim the beet
education we can and they'll decide for themselves what their future

will be and they'll have the tools to make the free choice. As we

travelled around the village, you can feel what ate older people feet
about their land. There is a very close tie to th31and and that brings

upthat leads into the land problem. It's a Nita' problem to the
The whole future of the native people is hinged on the land problem.
I think We need an early solution to the land problem for all of Alaska
and especially for the native people and I won't say we should have a

fair and generou settlement. I think if we had a fair settlement, that

would solve many of the problems. In closing, I would like to say, your

presence here brings hope to the village people and to Alaska, that
you are concerned with our problems and it speaks highly of your
dedication to your duty to America.. I'm not an expert m education,
but I've expressed my feelings oh where I felt there could be changes
and I appreciate the opportunity to appear here.
Senator Kammer. That's an excellent statement, Mr; Notti. Very
concise and precise, first rate.
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Mr. Hensley, would you care to make some comments and then we'll
come back to some of the questions f
STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM HENSLEY, REPRESENTATIVE,
ALASKA STATE LEGISLATURE

Mr. HION8LitY. Mr. Kennedy and members of the committee, Mr.

Stevens and Mr. Pollock. We are pleased that you have taken the

chairmanship of the subcommittee and have come to Alaska to fulfill

the promise of your brother to visit our State and see for yourself
our style of life and to investigate education as administered by the
BIA, m particular. As we have traveled throughout the State, you
have seen that the education of the Eskimo and Indian students in
the villages is only one facet of the wider problems we must confront.
Housing is deplorable, unemployment is rife, safe drinking wenn is
often unavailable and health care needs great improvement. As you
saw for yourself, the people of the villages have hope. We feel that
one of the keys to a successful life in Alaska of today and tomorrow

is an education. The parents of village children are willing though
reluctant to send their sons and daughters thousands of miles away
for what is hoped is an adequate education. We have reason to believe
that it is not under the present arrangement. I'll be specific, and many

of my recommendations naturally fall in line with some of Emil's
remarks, and I think you will find this throughout the evening, that
we want an immediate implementation of the regional boarding high
school program. We'd like an intensive program of seeking out young
Eskimo and Indian people for training in education and it should be
operated in Alaska.

The State Department of Education and the BIA should join

together to develop materials and textbooks keyed to the native children's needs. You might not know, but the Bureau of Indian Affairs
does have a program, or at least a rather feeble one, designed to come

up with a promm of social science textbooks. It's called Project
Necessity. It has a very ostentatious name. It's called Project Necessi-

ties of the: National Education Committee for the Effective Social
Science Instruction and Teaching of Indian and Eskimo Students.
Now this is rather new and it's supposed to come up with a social
science program, an interdisciplinary program, which I think would

Je a very good one. :However, I see this years in coming, it would take

a teacher training program to get it off the ground and I think perhaps if the State and the Bureau could get together on this kind of
a curriculum project that it would be veq. beneficial to the children
, of the villages. The Alaskan Reader is a Northwest Regional Laboratory product with some Alaskan assistance. I think the University of
Alaska possibly should have taken a look at this problem right in their
own back door quite some time ago. I think advisory school boards for
BIA and State schools should be given greater authority and powers

in their school involvement. As you well know, it's taken over a
hundred years to even get an advisory school board and they're just

only a couple of years old, and this is one of the reasons, I think, that
we've had some failures in our educational program. The parents have
not been involved to any great degree in the education of their children. This has created a great gulf between the parents and their chil-

dren, besides having to take them a long way from home.
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The feasibility of utilizing the native languages should be explored
for various regions of the State andeif fonmlto be a spurt toward a

child's educational development, should be implemented. We've heard

that,

:tbs' Bureau, and frohf the :State at tinies- thlit this is an
impossibility because of the -various dialects: I think we have two
major regional Eskimo dialects and I think it could be possible to
develop a program utilizing the language: It's very tough on a child
of English.
to have to start in-the first grade without any know
This is not true in every village, but in many, many o
small coinmunities this is true, therefore- they have perhaps 1 or 2
or even'
8,. in order to get through the first grade:
The BIA's line of authority for education should investigated
and be made flexible so that new ideas and techniques can be used in
the schools without having to go through a tortuous bureaucratic
process. Quite often you have people making decisions in the field
of education that are completely incapable of making a decisionare
nothing more than administrators.
.mAa il said, I think Headsitart and kindergarten should be
expanded and implemented where they don't have them. They have
been found very helpful in getting the children used to the school
environment and in many cases, particularly in the Headstart pro.

gram, the women of the village, or men, are involved in teaching these
children, and the children feel quite at. home.

I believe that the learning abilities of the native population have

been seriously underestimateA, particularly by the Bureau in the past.

Many students who are college material are in trade schools. The

-native student,. because of the cloistered life in isolated BIA .dormitory schools often does not fully understand his true capabilities until
he has finished high school and finds someone with the
attitude
who encourages him. Emil mentioned this AVEC progr , s e Alaska
village electrical _program. Our first class was about 20 and many of
them had hardly been to school. They had a very good man leading the
rogre,m, interested in their welfare, and interested in them as human
and challenged them and they were able to learn more than
just bow to wire a home. They learned a bit more about themselves in
the process.
A.R4 Pang touched on the land claims issue. We've talked about it a
little bit. There are questions about, it. It appears that perhaps- in 2
years, if all goes well, we'll have a settlement, and this is for the Wnefit
of all the State, however, this is gung to mean increasing responsibility for the native people. It means that we'll haveto have trained
people. We'll have to have every able-bodied man and woman who's
got any ability whatsoevet. and I think this is really the great challenge before us. We have to have an intensive program In education, '

and not just the trades, although I don4.knock the trades because

many of them are going to have to go into the trades, but I think that
once we give a lot of these students from the villages the dignity that
they nerd, and let them know that they are not inferior- because they
are native; that they have as much opportunity to grow in the world
as anyone else, then I think we'll have licked a great portion of the
problem.
am also chairman of the 'Health, Welfare, and EditcatiOn Com
mittee in the House and I do understand, that we have to come to some
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accommodations with the State and the Bureau system. Our constitution calls for a single system of education, and we've bean moving toward that end by the transfer of schools from the BIA to

the State, and this is a rather unclear thing to me at this point

because I'm not sure to what extent the local community will have
a say in whether the school should go to the State. We know that the
Stele at this point has been financially limited and the BIA does
a good job, grally, of building a building. The facilities you saw
were gewrally in pretty good shape. The State does not have that kind
of money. Quite often we feel that it would be much easier to get to

the State, we being part of the State and involved in the political

process, in order to get changes in our rural schools. One of the things
i.e..at clouds that is, we don't know how long we are going to have a

voice in Alaskan politics. Twenty years from now there may be a
million people in the urban areas and just tt s same number in the
small vim: and we will have very little economic or political power
at that point. It's a choice of whether we're going to "take the daddy
that's got the most sugar" and see whether we can effect their program,

have them come out with the kind of educational program that we
need. Thank _you very much.

Senator BAN MOM Well, Mr. Notti and Mr. Hensley, I think your
comments and statements before this committee are absolutely superb.
outlined briefly, what I think, at least, from ou'r hearI think

ings prior to coming up here and what I was able to observe during

the last few days, have been the areas of crucial end critical need. I want,
to commend both of you for your comments and observations here, this
evpning.

'oth Mr. Notti and you, Mr. Hensley, talk about, in Mr, Notti's

.1/2 as one of his points, bilingual teacher aids in all schools. I'd be
interested in comment from either or both of you as to the importance
that you place on developing a, program, either at the State or supplemented at the Federal level for teacher grants to young 'native ilea?
kans who are prepared return to their villages or communities. A

kind of program that might provide incentives fr.er young natives
would be perhaps a scholarship program that provided some forgive-

ness in terms of their obligation to pay the scholarship if they spend a

certain period of time teaching in the rural areas with the idea, I

suppose, of eventually having developed a whole group of native school
teachers. With an understanding of local dialects and local'traditions,
they would be able to help many of the younger children who are trying
to acquire the English language, who, at least from my observations,
have a very difficult time in those early years, and often repeat year

after year. What kind of priority- do you place on that kind of a
program ?

Mr. Ncrrn. Well, when a kid starts into school and they don't

understand the English language, and this is common, particularly I
think in the Lower Kuskokwim, Lower Yukon area; more so than the

rest of the State. The kid is immediately a. year behind unless he
learns English. I think we should try to.implement a program where
we start out with teacher aids and encourage these young people to
go on, upgrade them. In summer school, they take a year off and go
on in to get their teacher's credentials. Such a program is being
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implemented this year, I think at least in the planning stages, at
the Alaska Methodist Univeristy. They are looking for 24 students
who are sophomores or beginning their junior year this summer.
That's a beginning but I think we need to expand the program to
where we have these in all of our schools.

Senator KENNEDY. One of the things that we noticed is the broad

range of ages in many of these classes. For example, as we saw
today at Point Barrow, there was a 5-year age spread in those that
were attending the seventh grade and in talking with the schoolteachers, most of them would respond that this was primarily due to the
fact of language problems during the early and formative years. What
you're recommending is that we really develop a program that would

be able to work, particularly with the younger people, kindergarten,
the first year in giving them a sort of a bilingual experience. Would
you feel that this would be extremely helpful?

Mr. HENSLEY. Yes, I do, Senator Kennedy. I think we have to
keep in mind that in some communities in Alaska, they are just two

or three generations, practically, out of the stone age and when

you consider the difficulties of trying to adjust to a completely alien
world, you are bound to have some educational difficulties and a lot
of the students that have been in school have, in some instances, missed

several years of school, perhaps, because of living in camp at times
and maybe having illness and dropping out and not being able to catch
up. But I do feel that a program such as the one at AMU or with some
kind of scholarships, because most of the students from the villages
are quite poor. I mean, by the time a student gets out of high school,
he's barely had enough change in his pocket to buy toothpaste with,
and his parents are quite often just on the subsistence level like many
of the parents you saw in the villages. And the difficulty we have, we
have in the State, I think 15 scholarships that are available to native

students and there's been 15 since, I guess, the program was implemented, but the problem is, of course, that we can't discriminate and,
although we do have the program, and when you base it strictly on
need, there are so many more others who need it too, and you really
have to try to tailor a program for these village children, or students.

Senator KENNEDY. You also talked of the importance of permitting
the local parents to have a significant voice in the development of the

educational program for their children, and both of you, in your

testimony, talk about the development of effective advisory sehoolboard organizations. As we've seen in the past few days, these groups
are permitted to advise, but that's all. They are unable to hire or fire
schoolteachers or really help develop a curriculum or have a real
voice in the development of a quality education. Is it your belief that
the parents of these children ought to have a stronger voice in the
development of the running of the school and educational affairs of
that community and you think hat this would be helpful and in no
way handicap, but strengthen the educational experience of these

children? Would you respond to what role you think the parents
ought to be playing?
Mr. Nam. Undoubtedly, in some of these places there has to be an
educational process to get an effective board, but I think the people are
very capable of becoming effective board members, especially when
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children are involved. And there will be a very short period of time,
I think, in years, where we have an kffective board. I don't think that
it would hurt the school syt.item. I think it would strengthen the school
system to get the parents involved. Personally I'm not worried about
whether they can do the job or not, They're going to grow with responsibility and the only way they have to grow in responsibility is to have
it thrust upon them. I think they will rise to the challenge.
Senator MONDALE. Well, Mr. Notti, and Representative Hensley, let
me say how deeply impressed I am by your statements. I think you put
your finger on the key issues and the key reforms that are needed and

more than that, I think you, perhaps more than anything else, give
us hope for reform because of your youth, your, understanding, your
maturity ,and your willingness to serve as leaders for reform. I think
the fundamental issue here, as it is wherever you find heartbreaking
human deprival, is powerlessness. Now, you've listed about 15 points of

common sense: long overdue reforms such as Headstart, hot lunch
programs, local control of schools which everyone else his had for
150 years, bilingual programs which are widely found around the

world but not in Alaska, and many other programs that are so obvious
that one wonders wby we would meet in 1969 and have to discuss them
any longer.. I think the answer is, as you put it, that those who direct
and control the educational systems, and those who control some of
the other programs, simply are either unwilling or unable to under-

stand the needs of those for whom these program have been established in the first place. We've seen many, many, examples of this

throughout our trip. We haven't seen a single Eskimo or Indian

teacher. I can't believe that would ever be true if Indians and Eskimos
ran their own schools.

We've seen communities in which people's health is in jeopard

because of contaminated food and,water and within a few steps,
clean water was available to a Federal institution or a tureen
but not madoavailable to citizens of the community. We've seen one
community where the cost of water was prohibitive. We've seen Federal facilities, and others, employing a large number of people but a
very small number of community natives, who so desperately need
that employment. We've seen people who've lived on land for centuries
pleadiK for the right to reassert control over that land. We saw one

school district, and I'm sure there were others, where teachers told
us that Cie children came to school hungry. Some of them came to

school wit: no sleep, unable to stay awake because of malnutrition and

hunger, and yet the school district said they couldn't afford a lunch
counter to feed those children. We saw libraries serving Eskimos and
Indians with not a single textbook or history book or any other piece'
of written material that even remotely speaks of their history or of
their pride or of their culture, or anything that would cause them
to feel pride or understanding in themselves. We know that many of

these children start school with no understanding of the English
language and are taught by teachers who have no understanding of
the Eskimo or the, Indian language, and I think any educational

psychologist or any good teacher will tell you that that is a guaranteed
formula for human wreckage, and that's what we're doing, wrecking
humans.

20-651-69pt. 1-30
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Nov, all of this leads up to my question. How do we restructure
the control of these institutions so that they are controlled by those
they serve and are sensitive and responsible to those who are to be
served? One of your suggestions, which I think is long overdue is
local control of the school distaicts. Do you have any other suggestions

about how we might condition Federal aid or State aid, shape other
programs, OEO, sewer and water programs, employment programs,
economic development programs, to make certain that they do what
they're supposed to do, work for those who need the help and not for
others somewhere along the line ?

Mr. Narrx. I can't speak for what may happen in the rest of the
United States, but I think, in Alaska, that the OEO programs have

done a great thing for the reason that they have involved local people.

They have encouraged us in the rural areas to make decisions on

economic developmetA, on health, on education, involving Headstart,
involving projects that the villages consider important.
Senator MoNDALE. And it was significant, was it not, that every
Headstart program we saw was run by the natives of the community,

Eskimos and In .ians, and that the white teachers were saying the
children were coming to school far better prepared in the first grade?

Mr. Narn. When I say that, and I hear all kinds of stories about

what OEO is doing in the States, but in Alaska, I think, in my opinion,

it has been very good for Alaska in that, when we involve Federal
money in the State of Alaska, I think we ought to have these boards,
involve people. When we talk about regional or local school boards,
from these local boards they should get regional boards and from the
regional boards they should be moved into the State school board. In
that way I think we'll get the village people represented on the State
school board where the decisions are made for education in Alaska. I

just say involve the local people some more.
Senator MONDALE. Do you have any comment on that, Mr. Hensley ?

Mr. Reissurr. Well you went a little bit beyond education.
Senator MONDALE. Wouldn't you agree that you can't separate education from health or housing or employment? It's all tied together?

Mr. Hiiesur. Yeah, I agree. In fact, that was one of my points. I

was thinking in terms of involvement of the people in the villages in

the field of ethication through the school boards, naturally, but if
you're going to" go beyond that,. I don't know exactlyyour understanding of what a native group is, is somewhat different, I think, you
when it applies to Alaska. Those Indian's in your State,
realize at l
they have e sting tribal councils with some income and their own
land in trust for them and there they have the authority
land or at l
to operate whatever programs are in their community. Here in Alaska,
all we have is a recognized village group with no income, quite often,
unless it's their own self taxation and no land base to speak of or no
industry, and in our _proposed claim settlement we are asking for rec-

ognition of regional associations which s,re not necessarily tribal

groups as such, but are business corporations. And we feel that, at least
if this entity is funded through this claim settlement, then that would
give us the control over the finances and perhaps even the programs

that some of the Federal agencies have within that region. Of cove
this couldn't be done completely and imediately by the people al e
but we feel that there are enough existing institutions that would
assist us. Some of the foundations and there are many Federal tech-
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nicians that are within the various agencies of both the State and Fed-

eral Government that we could use to assist us. But you hit it right
there. As part of our problem has been that we have been powerless

and we have pretty much almbst come to the conclusion that province
of doing anything that means anything is the white man's. Of course,
we all know this is fallacious, it's just that we've been used to a different style of living, but I think most native people in the villages and
in the cities are not averse to change, but if it's going to be changed,
then it's going to be some change on our terms. too.
Senator MONDALE. Thanks very much, Mr. Hensley.
Senator ICKNNEDY. Senator Stevens, do you want to say anything?

Senator STEvrace. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think time is
short and rather than question our own people, I'd just as soon wait.
Representative POLLOCK. May X make one comment, Mr. Chairman?

In addressing our attention to the matter of college education for natives, it's abundantly clear, I think, to everyone on the committee who
made the trip that, while there's massive unemployment in the villages,
there's one job requirement in every village that is uniformly necessary
and it's almost universally that persons filling these jobs are imported
from the "outside." Of course, I'm talking about the teachers. In every
case, we hear people say that once they get an education, it's a problem
whether they'll return to the village or not because they have nothing
to do. There's no job for them to go to. But there is this job, and it
seems to me an obvious need, Mr. Chairr...,n, that we have to make
some kind of an intensive assault on this particular problem and it
occurred to me during the day today, after this thing coming up over

and over, that perhaps the legislation for the native land claims
settlement should involve a provision for a specific grant for
native teacher training. Perhaps with the proper incentives that you
indicated, Mr.. Chairman, where, after they serve a particular time

the loan would be eliminated. As Senator Mondale said, we found noti
one Eskimo or Indian teacher in any of the villages we went to. Several obvious things would happen, of course. Those people who would
get the training and knew they could get a job in the villages, would
have an incentive to return home, which is something we don't have

now, and they could provide the bilingual training that really, no

one else is capable of doing. They could because they would be interested enough to teach the history and the heritage and the language
which would be one of the things I think we found very desirable. And

I think one of the obvious factors is that there would then be a low
turnover rate. Right now, we have a very high turnover rate of teachers going out into the "bush." And, I guess, lastly, one of the most important things that would follow, is that there would be an incentive
for those children who are in the village to see someone who did be-

come a success, who developed a profession and who was doing some
good in the village and it would give them some incentive to emulate
them. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. A very helpful comment.

Mr. HENSLEY. Well, Senator Kennedy, we've always thought that
there is going to be a settlement of this land issue, that the people would
take care of those problems that. felt were very serious and I am sure

that practically every area of the State would be concerned about

what Mr. Pollock is concerned about, that is of getting native teachers

and this would be' a priority item. It would not necessitate the ear-
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marking of any funds for this and I think, perhaps we'd probably be
favorable toward no earmarking of funds for anything. That means
we could set the priorities.
Senator Kawarzny. But, of course, you're not suggesting that we
ought to waitwe're all hopeful that those land claims are worked out
and worked out expeditiously, but certainly we don't want to halt
the kinds of programs that have been identified or suggested here
and make them dependent upon the outcome of proceedings which, as
you pointed out to me so eloquently during the course of the last few
days, have taken such a long period of time already.
Mr. HENSLEY. Well, Senator, were kind of like the State in a way.
You know the State's got all these vast plans they'd like to see implemented when the oil money starts coming in, and of course, we don't

want to wait on the settlement of this lands issue. It might be more
than a couple of years, it may be another 30 years. But, since we do
have a great deal of Federal money coming in, you are correct. There

must be some better ways to spend this money and I think some policy
changes could be made by the subcommittee that would implement some
of the goals that we would like to reach.
Senator MONDALE. I just want to make one comment about encour-

aging native Alaskans to teach, and that is that I think it's partly
making it financially possible for them to obtain these educations and

to motivate them, I think that's obvious. But also, I think it's a part

of creating an educational institution that they think is worth teaching
in. I noted at Rough Rock, which is, I think, the most remarkable experiment in Indian education in the country today and which is controlled by an elected all-Navajo board, only one of whom can speak
English, that they now have 11 Navajo teachers at their school. These
teachers had left the reservation, the "bush," it's kind of a dusty bush in
the Navajo, but they left it. They didn't want anything to do with it.
And the big BIA schools there were unable to attract more than one or
two Navajo teachers at best, with faculties three and four times the size.
But because Rough Rock is an educational system of integrity which
is consistent with their traditions and their language and the cuture
of the Navajos, their own system, the young Navajos who have completed high school and college want to come back and help their people;
and partly because, for the first time, it's going to make a difference.

They didn't wait for the Federal Government for bilingual education. As a matter of fact, the Federal Government has decided they
are not eligible. They went ahead and developed their own bilingual
education. They have developed more Navajo teaching textbooks in

2 years than the BIA. has developed in a hundred years, because I think

they know their problems a, lot better than we do, and I think you
know your own a lot better than we'll ever know them.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.

Mr. HENSLEY. We want to thank you for coming up and I think
Alaska is very happy to see that you are interested in some of its most
serious problems.
Senator KENNEDY. The next witness, Mr. Peter John, is president of

the Village Council, Village of Minto. Well, Mr. John, we want to
welcome you to this committee. I wish you would tell us very briefly

about yourself.
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STATEMENT OF PETER JOHN, PRESIDENT OV THE VILLAGE
COUNCIL, VILLAGE OF JUNTO, ALASKA

Mr. JOHN. I was born in Minto. I am 69 years old. Never went to
school and I've been on the board of directors off and on since 1938 at
Minto and I've been living there all my life.
Senator KENNEDY. How many children do you have?

Mr. Joint. Quite a few.
Senator MoNotaz. Mr. John, Senator Kennedy understands that.
Mr. JOHN. I got three living with me right now. I lost all my kids.
The reason why was, in 1936 and 1938 there was no nurse and no doctor in Minto before that time. That's when I lost all them kids.
Senator KENNEDY. How many children did you lose?
Mr. JOHN. I lost about eight.
Senator KENNEDY. Why did they die? Is that from disease!
Mr. JOHN. Yes, it is a lot of kind of sickness they die from. Not only

one kind. Mostly with whooping cough and measles all together. It
hit them at one time and that way they die.
Senator KENNEDY. We welcome you to this committee and we're interested in your comments.

Mr. JOHN. Well, I come here to testify and I really didn't know
just exactly what this meeting was going to be for, so I really didn't

know what I was going to say or what was going to happen so. I

am really interested in more education for the younger people today.
The school started in Minto in 1938 and since that time, why is it that

the village down there just about 30 minutes from Fairbanks, yet
there's no kids attend the university in Fairbanks, here. There is four
students that attended the university and had to drop out. Now the
BIA went an awful long ways to try to finance them to the teaching
for the children down there, but all the kids that go into high school,
except that one time out at, Anchorage, during` we testified before the
Jackson Committee.

At that time I said that, when the kids come back graduates from
high school, they don't know any better than I do. Why ? Why is it
that the kids can't learn ? Somebody's got to crack these things in order
for the native people to get ahead some way, and I think that s very im-

portant today that the native people get some kind of assistance

through this education as much as we can. There are a lot of reasons

why I think the kids lack education in the village. Because a lot of these

kids never went to school in Fairbanks or Anchorage or places like
that and mixed with the white kids, and 1 think it makes it awfully
hard for these kids to try to get into the college for higher education. Instead of that a lot of them can't make it or they had to drop
out. And I think the thing more important is the grade school where

they start from in a little

village

like Minto. Not only

in

Minto but a lot of k,':,4-;es throughout the State of Alaska, the sable
thing is happening to tne kids. All these people that are going to collegeall these young people that e.re going to college, they went to
school among the white kids. I think this is why they started,

tiVenot the native kids out in the village like Minto. There isI
asked a lot of people about howthey say, "Is there any way to correct
these things?" But I never got an answer from anybody and I think
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that it is very i.tportant to the native people. Without education

I think the nativiApeople will be back where they started from and
somebody's got to correct this right now. It might take years but
then there is some way you can find a way to ootcrect it.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. John, do you believe that the native people
themselves want a good quality education it

Mr. Jourr. I think 80.1 do.
Senator KENNEDY. And what you're suggesting is that that is not
being provided for them under the present system, is that true?
Mr. JOHN. That's right.
Senator KENNEDY. And you're further suggesting that, in order
for them to be a part of a growing, expanding, and developing Alaska,
that this kind of quality education must be made available to them V
Mr. JOHN. Yes, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. And that this is the kind of quality education
that we're trying to make available to all of the citizens in other parts

of the United States and that we ought to be able tothe Congress
of the United States, the State of Alaska, and the local community
working together.
Mr. JOHN. That's right.
Senator KENNEDY. And I gather from what you've suggested here,

that in your own broad experience and background, you find the
native people, the local people, are sincerely interested and want to
participate and want to develop this kind of quality education.
Mr. JOHN.. Yes they do, but then I think the only way to correct
these things iis right in the grade school like in Minto down there
before they get into high school. I think that the trouble is there.
Because a lot of times kids go to school in a village like that down
there. They got a white teacher down there. You find that a lot of
times it's awful hard for the kids to go to school because some teachers

got something that the kids don't like to hear and yet they say it in
front of the kids.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mr. John. Senator
Mondale?
Senator MONDALE. I have no questions. I wish to congratulate you,
Mr. John. A very fine statement.
Mr. JOHN. Another thing I would like to bring up right now, while

I have a chanceI have something to say, is that I've been trying
to get thistalk about the native, local people that fight fires in the

summertime and yet the native people, not only the native people, who
never take out their social security payment on what they earn except
when they get their check. I'd like to see that happen because a lot of

times a person is really up against it and then couldn't draw his

social security on account of not putting in much money during this
year's working. And I brought that up two times last summer, the
year before that, to see if there is any way that that can be handled. The

only answer I got was "too much paper work."

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much. Mr. Richard Frank who
is the chairman of the Education Committee of the Fairbanks. Native
Association. Mr. Frank, we welcome you to the committee. You may
proceed in whichever way you care to.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD FRANK, CHAIRMAN OF EDUCATION

onairrnz, FAIRBANKS NATIVE ASSOCIATION
Mr. FRANS. The upgrading of education shall be brought about by

proper curriculum at the correct levels, by proper orientation of
instructors and motivation. The people should strive for better educa-

tion, by better school facilities and more instructors and finally by
sufficient financing of proframs which would be submitted by the
State of Alaska where the ultimate responsibility lies. Gentlemen,
that is my statementwritten statement, and I'd like to add moreo it.
By the grace of God you people ran into somed-weatller down in
the Lower Yukon and you visited my friend who is the auof of Pilot
Station, Clyde Francis, and he said, he'S an old crusader himself for
his own people, just like me, and he said that if we can speak to some-

onewhen we speak to someone, we/6°k to our white father in the
White House. Now, here is a chance that we have an opportunity to sit
at a table and negotiate our problems. And you know, as well as I do, in

Pilot Station they are having the school in a log cabin in a public
building with practically no heat and your main reason here is for
education, although we have many other problems beside education
and we are trying to attack the _problems of education. My personal
idea of attacking it would be full support of the headstark program,
but I think the main thing, the seat of the whole problem is that we
must educate the parents themselves. All in the past years we are
trying to educate the subject, the young fellow, and there is a total
lack of communication between the parents and the teacher whoever it

main dbe.here is an opportunity for any agency, not specifically named
out, that we can't play with this on a political matter. When we do,
gentlemen, you are not going to be hurting yourself or maybe your
party or whatever it may be, but you're going to be hurting the seed
of the 'United States of America, the general citizen, the minority
group. I would say that we have funds to educate the adult folks right
at home so that they can understand the subject, that's the main interest

of educationthe smaller folks. I think this is where we can attack
the problem as a stepping stone. In the postI've experienced this
myselfI went to the third grade and the-Yest, I did it on my own.
I can't communicate with my teacher and my folks. They didn't fully
understand it and it's still existing today. We've go to get to the seat
of the problem, right at home, not only to the doorstep, when we go
to the hild. I think we must enter the child's home and have a training
pro
in adult education and I'm pretty sure many other citizens
nn t e inority groups that understand the problem would open the
door f suggestions and they would also help anyone who funded.
It is a ghly opportune time, gentlemen, to speak on behalf of the
native p. ple of Alaska. When I say the native people, I call them the
minority group and I'm one of them.
Senator KENNEDY. As a matter of fact, in that classroom, in talking
with the teacher, he said that in January, I think it was the 22d, he
said that the warmest they could get their classroom up to was zero.
I wonder how you expect children to even think about reading any
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kinds of books or concentrating or studying at zero degrees in the

.classroom. We want to thank you very much. Senator Mondale?
Senator MONDALE. I have no questions, but I wish to join with the

chairman in expressing my appreciation to you for your very fine
.speech.

Senator STEVENS. That's one of my old friends who's very articulate
and I'm happy he's here, Senator.
Representative PoLLocx. Thank you very much for coming, we appreciate it.
Mr. FRANK. Thank you, gentlemen.

(The prepared statement of the Fairbanks Native Association

follows :)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF FAIRBANKS NATIVE ASSOCIATION
INTRODUCTION

In 1982, the Fairbanks Native Association undertook, among other projects,
the monumental task of unraveling or consolidating fifty years of fact, fiction
and enigmas of Alaskan Rural Education. Personal interv+Nws, polls, other associations (such as the Tanana Chief's), Federal and State agencies, authoritative
documents, and the personal experiences of Fairbanks Native Association members, most of who were educational institutes raised in the villages, all went
into the effort. This effort culminated in a presentation in 1966 which galvanized
the State Legislature and many other agencies, Federal, State and local, into
action.

Although our efforts were directed mainly towards secondary education because of the lack of those facilities and their corresponding quality, we nevertheless gained profound knowledge of the over-all rural education in' Alaska.
GENERAL FINDINGS AND ASSOCIATED COMMENTS

The following findings and comments are directed toward the elem entary

school level.

In general, classrooms are too crowded in relation to the number of in truetors. Add to this the multiple grades per room aspect, and the learning op rtunny is greatly decreased. The village of Akiachok as of December 12, 1 8,
had an enrollment of 78 pupils but only 2 instructors. It is a B.I.A. school.
Curriculums were found to not be standardized or properly implemented. This \
resulted not only from the teaching material, but from the way the material
is presented. Because the instructor is almost autonomous in the village, he often
emphasizes what he feels is appropriate, not what is actually prescribed.
The type of curriculum used also presents problems, especially in the areas
of English and Social Sciences.
Motivating the pupil to study and accept teaching presents a complex and
subjective area which was found to present a block in the paths of many students'
educational future.
Many teachers in the village become apathetic towards their teaching duties.
Very seldom is any homework for the student given. All too often, Classes are
dismissed early, or school is held for only half of the prescribed time. To escape
the unused to solitude and boredom of village life, many teachers become more
interested in dog teams, snow-mobiles, camping, etc., than they do with their
prime reason for being there teaching.
Perhaps one of the most [important findings was the unpreparedness of instructors to understand or cope with the people among whom they reside. This
misunderstanding results in superficial acceptance but deep rooted resentment
and contempt by the people.

Another important factor was the paternalistic or overbearing attitude of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and their instructors towards the students and

people. The master-slave relationshi which has developed through B.I.A. envolvement has overlapped into the flelu of education. Instances are known where
only B.I.A. teachers, 'Vistas, or other village VIP's, could use clean well tapwater when the rest of the village drank from polluted rivers, even though the
well was sufficient for the entire village as drinking
water supply from the
water.
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Classrooms

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

More money for more classrooms and adequate lower teacher pupil ratio.
Currie* lun

Standard curriculums to be adhered to with emphasis on English and basic
sociology. This can be implemented by communication satellite, I.T.V., by new
techniques that have been researched within Alaska. It must be remembered that
English is the primary language.
Motivation
This should not only be impressed on the pupil, but on the parents, and can
only be done by active participation of the community in the school. This can
be done by P.T.A., school projects, dances, etc., making the school the center

of village life. It can also be done by implanting in the youngsters mind that
there will be a need for educated people, many of whom will be future leaders, to return to the village, either for social or economic reasons.
Insirootore
Teachers in the outlying area should be of the highest quality, not only with
ability- to teach, but the desire to teach. There should be an intensified formal
preparation for instructors, to learn the socio-economic area they are going to.
They should also know the foods, and the basis of the language of the area they
are going to. This should include a screening as to why persons want to go to
the villages. It should also include motivating the instructors to teach students
as ethnic equals, thereby instilling in the minds of the students that their own

values and heritage are important; that they know who they are and that

that knowledge will give them, the self confidence to continue and excell.
Regional high schools
The formation of regional high schools in, urban areas which would provide

the rural student with the highest standards of education in the state. Smaller

regional high schools in less populated areas should be built as "stepping stones"
or Junior High schools.
(Please refer to former papers, both FNA & State on this subject.)
CONCLUSION

Education in Rural Alaska has been mishandled, abused, underfinanced and
generally misunderstood. This must and will be alleviated, now that Alaska is
no longer the "forgotten" frontier but has become the shining North Star of
thp future.
Although critique has been and still is severe, there are many from bottom
to top in both the State and BI.A. systems who are dedicated and have done
fine jobs. Also, the recent recognition of many of the problems has encouraged
both systems to begin the arduous task of correcting them.-Yet, for the most part,
the problems still remain.

Senator ICENzizny. Mr. Robert Willard, our next witness, is the
Chairman of the Education and Scholarship Committee of the Alaska
Native Brotherhood.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT WILLARD, REPRESENTING THE ALASKA
NATIVE BROTHERHOOD

Mr. WILLARD. Honorable Chairman distinguished members of the
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education, my name is Robert

Willard. I am a Tlingit Indian from the village of An n. I am
here representing the Alaska Native Brotherhood (ANB) as I have
served as the chairman of the Juneau ANB Scholarship Committee
for the past 2 years. I now reside in the city of Anchorage where I
am employed with the State commission for human rights.
I wish first of all to convey my gratitude for your presence in my
great State of Alaska. Your presence indicates an interest in regards
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to Indian education; I would hope your interest develops into a deep
Concern. It follows that concern is not enough as we need followthrough and followup in a concerted effort to alleviate what we portend to be a problem, not so insurmountable, but apparently little
understood.
Ostensibly, you will hear, or you have heard, testimony in support

of the regional high school concept. I can only concur. If further
elaboration' is of necessity, I shall be glad to address myself to this

subject. We have previously advocated that there be studies as a prerequisite to the implementation of regional schools, to assure ourselves

that the supporting elementary schools are geared to that particular
regional school.

In the Alaska Native Brotherhood we have long been involved in
the field of education. My personal drive has been in the field of
higher education. Recently, we initiated a drive that resulted in a
three-quarter million dollar congressional supplemental appropriatimi

to the Bureau of Indian Affairs grant-in-aid program that assisted
over 700 Indian students on a nationwide basis. We have sponsored
legislation in our State legislature and we are on record in support

of the Headstart program. We detest any toning down of the Office of
Economic Opportunity.
As pertains to education in general, the complexities of Indian education cannot be exemplified enough. There are many problems and
apparently they are little understood.
For example, we Ave found.that in the administration of the State
scholarship program, of which there are only 15 scholarships available for Alaska natives at the University of Alaska, there is developing
a problem in that the State is requiring my child to maintain a two
point zero grade point average to remain eligible for State assistance.
When he drops below the eligibility criteria, the State immediately
drops him. We take exception to this policy and suggest that the State

retain him for at least the first year, notwithstanding any grade
average. A problem ? I submit that it is a serious one. You must recognize that there is a language barrier to begin with. When he enters, he

is at a disadvantage from the very beginning, not only emotionally,

but also socially, emotionally and economically. While he is att-...mpting to resolve the language problem, he finds his other grades suffering; and then he finds himself chopped off by the State, policy. He
has recognized his own language barrier, but apparently the State has
not.

An education, proper and total, is vital to the advancement of my
people in a society that is altering its course and quickening its pace.
You are all cognizant of how an education in an integrated institution
assists in developing the social mannerisms so vital to effectuate an
education to its fullest extent. An education can only assist in the social adjustment and I am sure you are aware of this. There can be no
compromise in the field of education.

As pertains to curriculum, in our larger urban schools in particular,
there are problems in that it would appear that curricula are geared
to the press for higher education. This is goodif all the graduates
continued on to college. I feel confident, however, that this is not the
case. All too often a native high school graduate is thrust into the
mainstream of our society not knowing how to implement his 12 years
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of sehooling. 0019 do we rectify, this? I suggest the implementation
of thotalent search program that is sponsored by the U.S. Office of
Education on a statewide-regional basis. This program will identify
the potential college student and provide him with all the technical
assistance required to get him into college. To those who are not college

material, we should provide the technical help to gear his education
toward a vocational trade. At present, with the curriculum geared
expressly for higher education, we are not providing a meaningful
education to those who are not continuing on to college.

Accordingly, there needs to be an expanded guidance connaeling

program fore our schoolsoetems. In. my inquiry, I found: only one out
of 13 rural high, schools that had a counselor at all..Thisis despicable
in my judgment. If such Were to be provided, I would hope it would
be on an individual basis., The counselor -pupil ratio must be kept as
low as possible. Some of oukeducators argue. that national studies re-

veal that counseling is not needed. I submit that studies conducted
in the south 48, are not conducive to our situation herein Alaska.
We need heavier concentration on higher education. The-national
policy of providing $25 millionlor vocational training and only $3

million for higher education is in iteekf testimony-of what our Nation
envisions for our native youth. We are concentrating too heavily on
making.barberk: clerks) and not enough on making doctors,lawyers,
and professional people. Therefore, although we are now saying there
needs to be greater emphasis on higheredueation we are also advocating establishment of vocational training centers. A, close look is not
needed to find that there is not one training center in Alaska. Ittakes
no close examination to find that many of the so,calledteclmieians are
being shipped in from the outside under the guise of technicians.: ith
the developing oil and timber industries, it appears that this is where
we can now focus in the training field.
But again, in our efforts to steer. qualified natives into college, we
have found that the vocational training programs are competmg with
those of us who. are advocating the continuance in college. These offi
cials aria tempting my children with an 18-month progran,over 4 years
of college. All they are doing is selecting the "cream of the crop," so to
speak, which represents the most. potential candidates, to make their
program work in paper. And all at the expense of my children. 5
If it be within your power, as makers of our national policy, I ask
you to let may people go. Let us receive the full attributes of an education before life passes us. by. In the past .2 years, we are seeing a. dramatic change in all levels of social, economic, and physical environ,
went. Prudhoe Bay,. the North Slope, and other areas being developed
are written indelibly in the minds of financiers; and the State; anxiously awaits the infusions, of revenues therefrom. It will iorne; and,. when
it does, there will be opened Up opportunities that never, existedbefore.
Opportunities mean positions. Positions mean jobs. Jobs, today, mean
an educational background is. needed. An educational, background

means schooling. And yet, our own legislature is reluctant to pass
on a bill that would increase the number of scholarships, for natives
at the University of Alaska. It -has been suggested that there is no
money to finance an increase. It has been suggested by a Department
of Education official that the bill itself is discriminatory and should
not be acted on. Call it discriminatory! Call it prejudicial 1, But, also,
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call it a helping hand for an unfortunate student, who by no fault of
his own, does not possess the Ithancial nor the means to earn to finance
his formal education.
Too long we have lived as second-class citizens in our own country.
Too long we have waited for meaningful innovations. Too many tithes

we have asked our legislature to act on a bill, such as a scholarship
increiise, and faced utter defeat and frustration.

We cannot *count the relativity of the deplorable housing situa-

tion that exists as an adjunct to the problem analysis. We must expand

the rural housing program that was initiated by our beloved' Bob,
Bartlett. You cannot begin to imagine what it is like to live in such
conditions. h is entirely relevant to say housing is part of the problem analysis.
I would recommend the following for.your consideration :

1. Increasing the BIA grant-in-aid program budget for Alaska to

$250,000.

2. Expansion of the guidance counseling program for all schools;
and professionalize this field of service.
a. Establishment of vocational training centers, with Mount Edgecumbe considered as a possible site.
4. Continuance and expansion of the Headstart program.

5. Upgrading of curriculums dear across the board. It was caned
to my attention that in one school, 10 of 14 eighth-grade graduates had to take the eighth grade all over again upon arrival at the
new school. I suggest closer supervision of teachers in the field.

6. Full-scale assault on native housing with the $10 million appropriation that was authorized in Senator Bartlett's bill.
7. Involvement of natives in developing plans as pertains to education.
8. Reallocate funds of BIA programs with regard to employment
assistance and grants-in-aid to higher education. As I stated, there is,
an imbalance.

9. Launching of the regional high schools and expansion of the

boarding home program.
10. Implementation of t e talent search program.

ect to your colleagues, your late
Mr. Chairman, with all
brother, Robert, .had pledged to hear my people and to bring about
long-awaited innovations. We sincerely believe the Senator would
have done so. I would hope that this pledge would be carried out. The
Senator was well aware of the crisis iin rural e ation-that exists:We
can no longer shut our eyes to it.

Thank you, gentlemen. In closing, if I might address myself to

our Congressmen, I would hope that you can locate a native who might
be eligible to enter one of our military academies.
I will be glad to answer questions, if there are any.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much "for your comments and

statements. I think, running through, we're beginning to certainly see certain lines of common agreement which come through the testimony of those who have had a different experience and all who have
had a profound experience and concern in the fields of education and

concern for young people and I think your recommendations have
been extremely thoughtful and have been well stated and I commend
you for them. Senator Mondale?
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Senator MONDALE. I have no questions. I join 'the chairman in
expressing my appreciation.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Stevens?
Senator STEVENS. Well, I'd only have this comment, Mr. Chairman.

Bob, I'm sure you realize that I confirmed the selectwas that were
made by my predecessor in the appointments to the military academy

and I would share your hope that we may find and will find native
students who will be qualified to enter the academies and in case you
don't know it, 1111 of my academy appointments will `oe made according

to civil service tests. And so, this is the fairest means of selecting
Alaskans that I can devise. I think you should know that and perhaps
it might work into this educational program we're talking about now.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Representative Poilocs. Mr. Chairman, I'd just. like to compli-

ment Be,b Willard on a very excellent statement. Obviously he put a

lot of time and effort into it and it's really an intellectual piece of

work and I really commend you on it.
Senator KENNEDY. In making a visit yesterday, I believe it was in

Nome at the high school. They gave us a list of the graduating students. I believe there was a native boy who was going to West Point

next year, if my memory serves me correctly, and so, he's been
appointed by some good Member of Congress from Alaska * ".
Senator STEVENS. Senator Bob Bartlett.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Bartlett is evidently the one who made

the selection, so I think this certainly manifests Senator Bartlett's
interest and concern.
Mr. WILLARD. If I may add one further comment. In attempting to
resolve problems in the many communities of Alaska, you might con-

sider initiating the model cities concept wherein all Federal, State
and local and private agencies are focusing in on target areas and the
full utilization of citizen participaton. I thnk this approach is possibly
the best ans*er. I had served as chairman of Citizen'g'Committee for
Model Cities in Juneau. I,just tesigned as I took the position with the
Human Rights Commission. Thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much. Before we get to the final
two witnesses, I'm wondering if Margaret Nick is here? She is a legal

aide in Bethel, Alaska We met Margaret during the course of our
field hearing and we were 'fogged out from visiting a number of the
coastal villages. Margaret was kind enough to come to the airport on

our first day at Bethel, invited us up to her village and later on we
had a chance to visitt her village and meet with the advisory commit-

tee--the Parents! Advisory Comeitteeof that village. I thought

,

that she stated extremely articulately, the importance of the continuation of the development of native culture, native history and native
tradition and I thought, explained it and articulated it in a most meaningful and significant way. We asked her to appear before the committee so that at least for the benefit of our record we would have a
complete statement. I know it will be extremely difficult to duplicate

the exact moments of our meeting in your home, Margaret, but I
hope that you might, for the benefit of this hearing and our record,

express yourself on the importance of the development of a curriculum
which respects both native cultures and traditions.
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STATEMENT OF MISS MARGARET NICK, BETHEL, ALASKA

Miss NICK. Thank you, Senator Kennedy. Before I start saying

what I have planned here, before I came to Fairbanks, a man from the

village came in who had prepared a statement to say hethis man

doesn't know how to speak English. But he wanted me to say something on behalf of him. He said if I didn't say anything of a few of
his comments, he wouldn't be able to sleep very well, so I told him I'd
say this. He said that he didn't writ to see children leave home at such
an. early age before they get to understand the meaning of life. He
wants to see junior high schools in villages where there is a need. And
the children, he said, are losing our culture too fast. The parents see
their children after they've entered high school, for 3 months out of
the year He Emphasized that the children were losing their culture,
which I feel very strongly about, also.
Well, I'll tell you about myself, where I went to school, first. I went
to grade school in the village, which is a BIA school, and when I first
went to school, I didn't know how to speak English at all, and the
teachers, my teacher, didn't know how to understand Eskimo. Well, I
was too young to observe, but I can imagine how hard it was for the
poor teacher where I couldn't understand him and he couldn't understand me either. Well, after completing the eighth grade I went to
Mt. Edgecumbe for 1 year, but after I came back, my father said,
"You're not to leave home again," and he made it pretty clear that he
wasn't going to send any of my eight younger brothers and sisters
away from home. So my younger brothers and sisters have been attending Bethel State High School and they have really done well. My father

is u.'erested in seeing us go to school, but he does not want to see us
leave home at such an early age, a thousand miles away from home,
even though it means we get our high school the hard way like I took mine by, correspondence course. I agree with my father. Thirteen, 14,
15 years old is too young, especially when this means you leave your
home and go to an environment which is completely different in culture and history and your Eskimo language is discouraged. Where else
in the United States do kids have to leave their environment to go to
high school ? Nobody in the States, in the lower 48 States, come up to
Alaska to get their high school education. It is had on the children
and the parents also. This is why there's too many confused young
people in Alaska.
also. This is why there's too many confused young people in Alaska.
W 're constantly tryiLg to find ourselves in this fast-moving world
whe

our culture and htory is ignored 100 percent. We've got to

do so ething about education right now. We've got to bring education

closer to the children' homes. There are a number of villages in
Alaska formaybe like some in Bethel area rknow. I don't know
about other areas, but there are quite a few villages in the Bethel area
where they need Junior High Schools. There's p7obably a lot of other
villages in the whole State where they should have junior high schools

and there are a lot of places where there should be regional high
schools in towns like Bethel, Kotzebue, Point Barrow, Dillingham,
Fort Yukon and Kodiak. Like, you know, do it right away. If we ket
regional high schools closer to the villages there wouldn't be high
high school dropout rate. Also, the most important factor in all this
would be, the children would be closer tothey wouldn't have to go to
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a completely a:iferent environment, try to adjust to this different culture like in Chemawa and Chiloeco. We've got to rnove. do something
about the problem and not just talk about it. This last thing I want to
say I consider the most important thing in education. Let's ask ourselves a ,estion. A very important question. What does education
mean ? Wiio knows the answer? Maybe there's somebody in this room
who has a degree in education. Maybe he knows the answer. I don't
know. How can I predict how my younger 1 rothers and sisters should
be educated?

I'm sure my grandparents didn't know what my Mom and Dad

would have to encounter in life. He didn't know how to educate them.
Just like I can't predict how I should educate my children. I can't predict how they should be educated, but one thing I know is, if my children are, proud, if my
have identity, if my children know who
they are and if they're re proud to be who they are, they'll be able to
encounter anything in life. I think this is what education means. Some
people say that a man without education might as well be dead. I say,
a man without identity, if a man doesn't know who he is, he might as
well be dead. This is why it's a must that we include our history and
our culture in our schools before we lose it all. We've lost way too much
already. We have to move now. We all know that Indian education
should be improved and we've got a lot of ideas about how we should

improve our Indian education. Now that we have the information,
let's not kick it around like a hot potato. Let's take the hot potato and
open it before it gets cold.
Senator KENNEDY. Margaret, the record will reflect the words that

you have said so well this evening, but it will be impossible for it to
catch the feeling and the emotion of your presentation. I think perhaps,
in many ways, your testimony is tine most compelling that we have
heard because I think, in essence, it is the statement of deep concern and

deep belief. You've expressed the pride that you feel in yourself and
in your fellow native people here iin this State. 'chat's something that
many of us have realized, and we want to help you achieve this for all
people of Alaska. I want to commend you again and thank you very

much for your statement. Senator Mondale ?
Senator MormALE. Mr. Chairman, let me say that I've sat through
most of the testimony that this committee has heard, hours and hours
of it, and I think Margaret's the best witness we've ever had. Senators

never finish with saniething that serious. And the other thing I'd like
to say is that therMa reason why Margaret appears here tonight as
an unscheduled witness, and that is because the chairman of this committee took the time and the energy to travel all over this State to see

and to listen, and he heard Margaret and he said that this country
has to hear Margaret and brought her here tonight. I'm glad for Margaret, and I'm proud to serve on a committee with a chairman like
Senator Kennedy with the kind of energy and conunitment to human
decency that he's shown.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Stevens.
Senator STEVENS. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman. I think it
would be very nice if Ma-garet would tell the peole here in Fairbanks

what she does. She told us in Bethel and the number of villages that
you serve now. I think that, not only do you express yourself beauti-

fully, but your whole life shows that you believe what you say.
Why don't you tell them what you do?
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Miss Niex. I work with Alaska, Legal Services as preinvestigator

and I cover 52 villages. It's an 0E0 pi ogram and we assit legal
aid to low income people who can't afford private lewyers.

.Senator STEvrats. Well, as a private lawyer formerly, I'm happy

to have you assist us.
Representative Pottocx. Margaret, where were you born, was that in

Nunapitchuk?
Miss Nicx. Yes; right.
Representative PoLnocn. But you now
there to these different villages

in Bethel and work out of

Miss NICK. Right.

Senator MONDALE. Well, I certainly think you were a marvelous
witness, and you've added a great deal to this meeting this evening.
Thank you so much for being here.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Miss y'ck. Next witness,

Dr. Arthur nippier of the Institute of Social Economic, and Government Research, University of Alaska, Mr. Michael Krause, professor
of linguistics and foreign languages, University of Alaska. We want to
welcome you Dr. }tippler and Dr. Krause.
STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR HIPPLER, INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL,
ECONOMIC, AND GOVERNMENT RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF
ALASKA

Dr. HIPPLER. Senators Kennedy, Alondale, and Stevens and Congressman Pollock, I'm very pleased to be here.

I'd like, in a way, to try to respond, at leas( in partit just works
out that way, that I will respond, at least in part to what Miss Nick
said, and I think said very well.

Some of the things that have been said here tonight have skirted
around some of these issues which Miss Nick talked about. I think
perhaps we might be more directly concerned with these. In attempting
to assay the adequacy of Alaskan native education, its really necessary
to go beyond such things as the quantitatives asp tp, is of the question.

There is abundant evidence in the form of dr4out rates and minimal achievement scores and so forth, that indicate very clearly,

Alaskan natives don't get, from their educational experience, the same
thing that Caucasians in Alaska a...1 the rest of the United.States get.

The roots of the problem are deep and they are complex, but in
substance, they can really be boiled down to a very few things.

That as to the whole emotional climate, the whole cultural climate,
in which education started in Alaska for natives and in which it continues. Schoolteachers who, in the very early era of white-native
contact in Alaska, this was in the middle of the 19th century and
late 19th century, and who were also predominantly missionaries,
which is not an unimportant point, came to native Alaska. They came
here aclepresentatives of vast and often very arbitrary power. They
themselves had tremendous power to make decisions affecting the
lives of the villagers with whom they resided and they often came
as the autocratic purveyors of a culture which was unconsciously arro-

gant and ignorant to the personal needs of these culturally distinct
people.
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But it goes beyond this, they weren't acting in some arbitrary

fashion. They were part of the whole emotional climate at the time.
In the middle and late lath century, in this country most Amerie ,ns

most educated Americansheld to some variance of a theory of
social Darwinism which is a misapplication of Darwin's evolutionary

theory and it essentially suggests that, starting from some high
point, Paris or London or Philadelphia or New York, you could rank
order of all the cultures on the earth in the descending order away
say New York
from you. In this theory? the most different f
culture, was the most prunitive and represented
earliest stage
of human evolution. Web, when you find someone with that theory

and you mix it with an aggressive? militant Christianity and an

ordinary American cultural imperialism, the result was usually that,

the American missionary teachers, representatives to the native
peoples, such as the Alaskan natives, believed in the inherent inferiority of these people and a need to bring them up to American

Christian level of civilization reign-diem of the desires of the natives

in this matter. Obviously native decisions were irrelevant since
they were just barely human. Now, all of this was done with

the very best of intentions, you have to remember. These missionary
school teachers, because they were often able to overcome the unpleasant effects of village Shamans who often were very frig
people, able to cure some diseases, able to teach some people to
and write, capable of understanding mechanical objects like firearms,

they could gain the reaTect and grudging admiration of the local
natives, although, since they obviously hated native culture, they also
gained a hate of the Alaska natives.

Well, bit by bit through time, in a process which has been very

well documented for American Negro populations and which has been

fairly well documented for what happens to people in concentration
camps and prisons as well, when children are beaten for speaking
the language .which they learned to speak at their mother's knee,

when every single thing that they do, that comes most naturally,
their won natural culture is degraded in front of them as totally
inadequate and irrelevant, who May know nothing about their own
history, and they are given, not only an inadequate, but inaccurate,
history of themselves the result is usually, and in this case also,
a self-hating and confused
and traumatized group and it's really
,
very difficult not to believe that you're not inferior when someone
wealthier, better educated and more powerful than -ion, spends a
hundred years telling you that you are inferior and does so by every

kind of action that it is possible to take.

Now, at the present time and in this past time, the dominant cul-

ture, ours, has been presented as the only possible civilized alternative

to being a backward native in Alaska. But the quality of the educa-

tional experience itself, and the employment that 'a generally available
to natives in Alaska, means that if a child has aspirations in the direction of the dominant culture, it's going to be. pretty difficult for him
to achieve them.

And at this time there's more than just a little bit of evidence
to indicate that the most subtle of teacher attitudes influence
the scholastic achievement. So, if you've got overt prejudice on
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the part, of a child's teacher, the child's belief in himself and

Lis eventual accomplishment are obviously not going to be very high.

So, nobody really planned it that way, but white-native contact
in Alaska mostly through the actions of teachers and missionaries,
who acted with what they thought were the best of motives, have
resulted in a, present-day Alaskan native population in which very
many of the young wish to be pretty much like whites while hating
whites for what Whites have done to natives, think poorly of themselves because they have never been able to achieve well in schools
which were stacked against them tOutart with, and go into adulthood
with increasing feelings of disillusionment and hopelessness and inarticulate anger. Eventually many of ti:em become social problems

because of a lack of preparation or an inability to work, a selfcontempt develops in this situation which can lead to very heavy
drinking and the attendant ills with that, and they produce children
who they then act as role-models for.

Well, once you get such process underway, it's not easily reversed.
An educational loan isn't going to change this entire situation. But the
importance of the impact of the teacher on the young child is so great,
and the importance of the content of the curriculum which is taught
the child and the existence of meaningful choices after he leaves school,
changes in them areas have to be developer).
First and foremost, them is a need for better quality and more adequately trained teachers. I think that, above everything else that can
be said, there is absolute need for better quality and more adequately

trained teachers. It's not that there aren't good teachers in Alaska,
it's just that the percentages: unfortunately, regardless of whether
you're talking about the BIA schools, State schools or local schools,
are not high enough. It really won't make any difference in the final
analysis whether the BIA takes ..,ver the school, whether the State
takes over the school, whether I take over the school or whether some-

body in Oklahoma takes over the schools, if the quality of teaching

doesn't change.
Second, and deeply bound up with the first need, is the need to teach

Alaska natives something about their own history, their culture and

lankruess, the first two of which, most young Alaskan natives are absolutely ignorant of. Most Alaskan natives really know very little about
their own history and culture, and in fact, what they do know, they've
often got from very biased and prejudiced sources, so that many Alasny .oung Alaskan natives feel that, to be a native is to
kan natives,

be somebody, ho as absolutely no pride in his entire heritage and
in his present istence. Obviously changing that develops a positive
identity and p tie in that identity. I think Miss Nick indicated very

of things that will result then.
Third; and c nnected with the first two, there's a need to adapt the
educational ma erials to the native community et the same time that
you expand, through meaningful education, the native child's awareness of the larger world which he's eventually and inevitably going to
strong) x the kin

to have to live in.

Finally, this can probably be best achieved, even though there are

many? many ways to go about it, by enriching the immediate preschool
experience) and this means such things as Headstart and by enriching
the immediate post-high-school experience and pre-college experience.
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And this means such programs as Upward Bound and such programs
as college orientation programs for Alaskan natives.
I hope that I've been able to keep this brief. Really there isn't too
much more that I would like to continue at this point, but we might
be able, if we can enact someif we can first of all, recognize the depth
of the problem, and make an emotional commitment on our own part

to do something about it, and then enact those kinds of legislative
changes and those kinds of administrative changes which will permit
these programs to go through. Then, perhaps by education, we can
begin to overcome some of the effects that this miseducation has had
for a hundred years.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Krause, our next witness. You may proceed.

STATEN/MT OF DR. EMU KRAUSE, PROFESSOR OF LINGUISTICS AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES, UNIVERSITY OF ,LLASXA

Dr. Kaausz. Mr. Chairman, subcommittee members, my name is
Michael Krause. I'm a professor of linguistics at the 'University of
Alaska where I've spent the last 9 years engaged in research on
Alaskan native languages, largely, incidentally, with Federal support.
I consider myself a scientific expert, though not a native expert, on
these languages.

This research experience has brought me into a particular type of
intimate, intellectual, and emotional relationship with a large variety
of Alaskan natives. I have obsc,i red certain alarming conditions which
I have kept silent about for too long with the excuse that my business
is purely academic. By now, however, my indigation and alarm at

what I've seen has reached the point to where I feel compelled to
speak up. As I wish to go on record, not as an expert on education,
but as a scientist with some feeling of social responsibility to my
fellow man.

My comp.4int is personally only in that sense. I, myself, have had

all the advantages the best education has to offer and of a good,

very well paying job. I will submit this written statement to you and

to the commit, by your leave, will read or skim over some of
=other generally and not concentrate very heavily
on thelinguistic aspects of it, unless requested to do so by
Senator KENNEDY. You can submit? we'll include it all in the record
and if you want to summarize it. then just do that.

ithere. I will

Dr. KEkt8E. OK. On the surface, it may appear hard to understand
what is going wrong with education for Alaskan natives. There's no
question but what the Alaskan native himself is sold on the idea of
education as we have heard time and 4ine again tonight. The very
fact that the parents have made the sacrifice of giving up their largely
nomadic way_ of life in order to camp around the school forming a
village, is in itself, enough witness to the fact that the native is extemely receptive to education to an extent that is difficult for us to
understand adequately here.
Furthermore, there seems to be no lack of sincere desire on our part
to do what we can to educate natives as we educate ourselves and this
is demonstrated quite obviously by the 'willingness that we have to
go to considerable expense and effort, sometimes even a little soul
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searching, to better achieve this end. The presence of this committee
is an obvious case in point.

But why, then, isn't all of this working for the Alaskan native?
Why is he usually unable to compete? Why is his school dropout
rate so much higher than ours? Why does he end up without steady
employment, on the welfare rolls? He is now neither content with
life on the land, nor in urban society. With the native language, for
instance, the younger native is often ashamed if he knows how to
speak it, and if he doesn't know how to speak, he's ashamed of not
knowing how to speak it. In any case, at du- -,cant, feeling inferior as
inward than outward,
he does, he seems to be turning his rage m
but how long can this last?
I believe that the relative socioeconomic postition of the Alaska na-

tive is, in fact, steadily worsening and that his education is rapidly
leading us all to catastrophe. If educational policy continues its present course, it will lead to the same disaster that is all too familiar else-

where with another nonwhite minority. The basic causes here are
largely the same as there, but here the process has not yet advanced as
far. At least, for a large proportion of Alaskan natives, it is as though
the slave boats have not yet left the shore, and there is time to turn
back to learn from history and to affect its course in a way that will
be beneficial to us all.
What I advocate is a sincere and enlightened efforts to allow the

native to maintain his selfrespect and his dignity and his identity
through education. This is asking no more than white society does
for itself. Our education has worked well for us because it, has been
devoted wholeheartedly to fostering these very qualities in us, teaching us to admire Greece and Rome, George Washington and Abraham Lincoln, Dick and Jane, or any other face that we can see in the
mirror. We learn to respect our own ways, our own history, our own
languages, our own image. This is natural and it's right. But, imposing this very same education on the Alaskan nation, this amounts,
simply, to feeding our own pride in designing, to convert these people,

visibly and unalterably different from ourselves, into slavish imita-

tions of ourselves, into second-class off-whites, not first-class first Amer-

icans, which they are by birthright. We must realize that exactly the
same education with which we, the winners, strengthen ourselves, this
is, in effect, destructive to the losers. This has been realized elsewhere
by now, notably at the Rough Rock School on the Navajo Reservation
as you mentioned earlier. Those who drafted and passed the Bilingual
Education Act in Congress have also realized this. The black men is
realizing this too in his ardent cries for black studies, not simply integration. The Danes in Greenland and, if you'll excuse me for so saying,
even the Soviets, in their education of their cultural and racial minori-

ties seeni to realize this better than we have. We can safely take for

gre.iitgid. that we will continue to teach the natives our technology, our
language, our ways as best we can. There's nothing wrong with that.
What needs to be changed is our monumental arrogance in teaching him
only this. We must devote a portion, even if a small one, and perhaps a

sive one, a portion from the first grade on, to
relatively in
native studiesex3eeisligned to promote native pride without which every
other good intention will fail. There must be some cultural continuity
as well as disruption.
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The question of where to have the schools has come up a number of
times this evening. I wouki prefer to say at this point that as long as
the policy is, in any case, to remove and glienate the children spiritually from their homes, I think it's relatively unimportant where this
process physically takes place. In many parts of Alaska the native culture is still very much alive and the language is still viable. In many
places, only parts of the culture are remembered and the children no
longer speak the language, but everywhere there is still much wealth
to build on. The parents and elders, many of whom have sacrificed
their way in order that the children should learn the new, should be
brought into the educational process instead of being alienated, and
their role and their dignity effaced by it. This is essential to the child's
res t for his parents and for himself. Teachers should be more carefully !screened, at least to weed out the bigots, who still constitute a
surprising proportion of the population of the teachers for natives.
They often live, bigoted or not, in regal isolation intellectual, social,
and material isolation from the rest of the village. Instead, they should
be required to take an interest in, and to encourage, actively the local
native heritage. At present, there is no requirement whatever, that to
qualify kr the bush, the teacher need know anything of the cultural
heritage or special affairs of these people that he's going to teach.
Ultimately, we should hope that the native and the teacher become
one and the same person.

The Federal Government has supported a large amount of scientific research on the archeology and anthropology and languages of
these areas. At present, the fruits of this research remain, in effect, the

property of white academe. The native should also benefit. These find-

ings of very central interest to the native identity should filter back
somehow to the native from the first grade on in specially prepared
curricular materials which the teacher should then be required to learn
to eacE from. Ultimately, we should hope that the natives themselves

will go m to become scientific researchers in these fields. A native
with my training can do a much better job than I, and the profit would
go where it belongs:

There's another issue here rthich, lest any of us who support the

retention of the native culture in one way or another, accuses of wishing to keep the Alaska native in a kind of museum for our own amusement or our own profit.

I believe that I could add one following point. There are those
who feel we cannot be accused of encouraging the perpetuity of

certain aspects of Alaskan native culture. Take the totem pole, take the
carvings, take the dancers for the tourists on the other end of the flight
at Wien, in Barrow,.in Nome. These things we can understand, these
things we can appreciate, they are amusing, we can encourage them, we

can patronize them, and we also make a goodly amount of tourist
money out of them. When there's a way that native culture can be
exploited, it will be encouraged. Oilike other hand, when native culmething that we cannot underture, native language, in particular
stand which cows us, which bewilders us we have a naturally hostile

reaction and we feel this is something which must be done away with.
L is much more difficult to the teacher in the school to face a bunch of
6-year-olds who speak no language that he can understand and who
can, in front of him, the father figure, the appointed messiah, whose
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6-year-old charges in front of him can talk behind his back and be saying anything that bsit could be, "Let's boil him in oil tonight," and he
would have no idea what they are saying. This is frightening to the
white teacher who has gone to the village and is isolated among these
people that he may respect, otherwise, or he may, in general as is very
often the case, consider unwashed savages anyway.

I believe that instituting a curriculum in native studies, in the same
sense as black studies elsewhere is perhaps the only way to avoid a
catastrophe which we have not found any ay to avoid outside, but it is
N.

rot too late in certain places, or at least in parts of Alaska and I wish
to go on record as having made these comments.
Senator MONDALE. Dr. Krause, I've read the application that you and

others prepared for a bilingual education grant to permit you to
develop materials of a bilingual nature for the native Alaskan. Would
you tell us what happened to that application ?
Dr. 1Csauss. I will, perhaps at the risk of my own skin--or not really

because as I say, I already have a full -time job. As you know, the
bilingual education bill has been consiuered appropriate or conceivably it would be considered appropriate for the Alaskan skimos and
other groups whose language is still viable. Art Hippie and myself
and some other people at the university and elsewhere of together
and worked out a, what I consider inexpensive, pilot, be inning of a
bilingual educational program to work up, which we a ready have
gotten largely underway at the university in other curriculums, native
language materials.
Senator MONDALE. How much money were you asking for in that
grant?
Dr. KRAUSE. We were asking $100,000, approximately.
Senator MONDALE. And would this be Federal money ?
Dr. KRAUSE. Yes; it would be Federal money.
Senator MONDALE. But it required State consent I
Dr. KRAUSE. This is all; yes:
Senator MONDALE. And did the State grant that consent?
Dr. IlipPLEs. May I interject here? I think that Mike and I both

went through this interesting procedure. No; in fact, the State

didn't
Senator MONDALE. Well, can't you just say "No" then ?

Dr. HIPPLETL Well, I think it's more than that. It goes beyond that,
though. Tho estate didn't because I don't think that anybody at the
State department of education knew what it was about. You remember
that conversation, Mike?
Dr. KRAUSE. I remember a few rather startling letters that came out
of Juneau and, fortunately for myself, I cannot remember the names of
the two gentlemen who wrote them.
Senator IforrnaLE. Representative Hensley commented that he's convinced that the Eskimo, although it's spoken in different dialects, and
the Indian languages could be developed in teachable materials and,

in effect, revived far eluc,944.unal and cultural purposes, because a
language is not immune from it's culture. Do you agree with that
observation ?
Dr. KRAUSE. I definitely agree 100 percent with everything you say
except one question about "can a language be revived?"

Senator MOD/DALE. I'm correct in saying thatwe're talking about
languages that are in jeopardy but they are not dead?
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Dr. KRAUSE. All right; yes. They can be saved if they are still alive
but they cannot, as we have learned, or as we are watching carefully_in

Ireland, be revived if they have died. And in many parts of Alaska,
the language hangs by a thread. I would say, however, that for the
largest single native group, about 15 out of the 50,000 people speak
one language. It is definitely writeable, definitely intelligible.
Senator MONDALE. So you woi ,d reject the arguments which I heard
speak in
repeatedly when I asked about bilingual material, tit
so may different dialects that it's impossible for one pe : to under-

stand the next, and thus, the preparation of such

aterials is

unrealistic?
Dr. KRAUSE. No. Absolutely not. You could, with two languages, pre

a

pare adequate material for probably three quarters of the people of
the State who speak a native language.
Senator MorrnALE. Next, am I correct, that under the Bilingual Edit-

cation Act impressive programs have been established, dmling with
Mexican Americans speakuig Spanish, an impressive program dealing with Puerto Ricans in New York, and in other cases, bilingual
education money has been used and remarkable results have been received where the materials have been prepared properly and taught
by persons competent to teach them, and that the children who receive such education begin immediately to learn. And, among other
things, they learn English faster than they would if they were taught

only English. And that, in addition to this, psychologically, their
self-image is not damaged and destroyed the way It is when they, are,

in effect. told that what they learned at home, their language, their
culture, is not worthy of repeating. That the combination of these

efforts has made the bilingual education approach one of the most ex-

citing new experiments in education in the world can't be doubted.
Would you accept that proposition ?
Dr. KRAUSE. I would agree, and I feel that I could summarize my
whole statement here in one sentence. We should have more Rough

Rocks here in Alaska.

Senator Morremz. Thank you very Much.

Senator ItertifEny. Thank you very much. Excuse me, Senator
Stevens.

Senator STEVENS. Gentlemen, wasn't your proposal also turned down
by the Office of Education of the U.S. Department of Education?
1)r. HIPPLER. It was our understanding, and I checked this when I
was in New York, by calling Washington to find out, that the people
who were on the review board in Washington would be very strongly
guided by any recommendation that was made by the State people.
Senator STEVENS. Yes; but that's not my question. My question was:
Wasn't it actuIlly turned down, to your knowledge, by the
Dr. 'TIPPLER. At least
Senator STEVENS. State-operated schools-Dr. HIPPLER. Yes. That's correct.
Senator STEVENS. And also by the Federal people. I mean, it was
a joint refusal of the program ?
Dr. HI PPLER Yes.
Senator STEVENS, Didn't it have something to do with your plans to
start. this on the fifth-grade level rather than on the first -grade level?
Dr. }TIPPLER. As I remember the letters that. we have, perhaps Mike
can refresh my nusmory on this, and the discussions we had, the reasons i

f
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that we were given were so varied that it was fairly hard to pin them
in
down. On one hand, one of the reasons was that some of the
the State apptttently had never heard of the transfer effect of learning
literacy in your native tongue as helping you in learning a second
language. They hadn't heard of this and I'd like to stress, they hadn't
heard of this. Now, in addition to that, they were concerned about
the act that somehow or another this would weaken the power of the
teacher in the school to have control ever the students if it weren't very
carefully arranged. It was made clear that the heirarchy was teacher,
teacher aid and then pupil. In addition to this, there were other such
factors as why start. at the fifth grade? Well, we explained to them,
of course, that was where the orthography was developed; that's the

material that was developed for the fifth-grade level at this point.

We started at the fifth-grade level, because in order to get at the firstgrade level, that would mean another couple years' work. You start
where you are. That's where we were. Do you
Dr. KRAUSE. We feel that, ideally, it should start in the first grade.

We were just not prepared to implement the program at that level
at that particular time.
Senator STEVENS. Could I ask just one last question, Mr. Chairman?

Just one last question. Didn't you gentlemen prepare the materials?
Most of these materials?
Dr. KRAUSE. No; we did not. I supervised the preparation of some
of the materials and some of the materials were, already prepared by

people who knew the language, because we're not capable of doing
this without the help of natives. But we have native help that can help
us prepare this material.
Senator STEVENS. Well, I briefly reviewed 'his. I just wonder for
my own knowledge, why were they prepared for the fifth grade? Why
not the first grade? The basic materials, why were they prepared
Dr. HIPPLER. That's what was available from, as I remember it, Don

Webster's---

had preDr. KRAUSE. Yes. Don Webster, who was also in on
pared hisitjust so happened because he had not prt pared the material that he had, not knowing even of the Bilingual Education Act,
had not prepared this material for the first grade. He just happened
to have had it prepared at the fifth-grade level.
Senator STEVENS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Congressman ?

Representative Potwar. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Well, I'd like
to comment on Dr. Hippler's statement. I want to say that I was realt what I thought was a very antireligious statement
ly astoun
t you're saying to have any basis in fact. I think
and I don't see
on the Lower Yukon and the Lower Kuskokwim where we have a lot
of problems in education as we do in many of our remote areas, I think
by far, the best educated students are those that are at Holy Cross,
which happens to be a Catholic institution. The education there is
far better than it is for the BIA schols or the State schools and I don't
understand all of this natives hating whites and whites hating natives

and so forth, I don't think there's any basis for it. Does Margaret
Nick look like.a person that's full of hate? I think she's full of love
and concern and commitment and compassion and many of us are and
it doesn't matter what the color of our skin is, and I think that to say
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that, because some people represented the government, whatever
that
meant, were religious people and were firm in things that they should
do in a religious point of view, that they built in an inherent inferior-

ity justI just have trouble with it, I think the native people in

Alaska are vary deeply religious. As a matter of fact, without their
abiding faith and hope, I don't see how they could possibly withstand
some of the massive problems with which they are confronted day after
day after day, and I think the47 religion adds a great deal to help them
survive in what I think are almost intolerable circumstances. I don't
know how many villages you've been into, I presume you've been in
some. I feel that Pre probably been in as many as any Alaskan. I have,
over a period of years, and will continue to do it. We all agree that there
are some tremendous problems. There's problems of health, there's

problems of education, there's problems of communication, there's
problems of transportation, there's problems of poverty and we could

go on and on and on, but to summarize all this and say it's because some
people came along and tried to tell them to believe in God, just doesn't
make any sense to me, and this is what I heard you say.
Dr. MPPLER. I think, Congressman Pollock, I would agree with you.

I don't thing that there's any conceivable way to say thatto stretch
my statement as having been some kind of an attack on religion. I
think you'd have to see this in the context of what I was saying. That
the people who I was discussing, these early missionary teachers, were
very much representative of us, of the people that they came frOm, as

much as the BIAit's very easy to attack the BIA, it's a Sunday sport
but the BIA has been very responsive to the dominant attitude of the
United States. When the dominant attitude of the United States was
extremely paternalistic and very protectionistic and veil' autocratic
toward native peoples, that was how the BIA was. In the Collier years,
when things changed, people in the United States, responding to the
depression began to change their attitudes about what should be the
relationships betweenthe BIA was responsive to this. At the period
of time, much later than that, the people began. to think in terms of
trying to release themselves from these autocratic feelings that they'd
had toward natives. The BL4. has been responsive to this. Perhaps in
some cases slow, maybe not doing everything everyone would have
wanted it to, but they, just as these missionary teachers, were responsive to much of what we were. I myself, was raised in a very, very
strict Catholic home. I remember this very well. I consider this to be
a necessary part of my own intellectual and emotional development. I
am not attacking the existence of churches, but I think you have to see
this in the context of the fact that these people did bring, at least the
early missionar:es, some rather rigid attitudes, and this combined with
the tremendous amount of power they had, I think is fairly well documented, not just because it's what I say, but because there's such an
abundant amount of evidence of people who have lived with this
problem over long periods of time have come up with the same conclusion. That what's happened for many obviously not all. .I think Miss
Nick is one cif the clearest examples of that to everyone, but for many,

there's been/an internalization of a self-hate, a self-defeated kind of
attitude which is exactly why we're here, to try to think of ways in
which education can solve exactly that problem and I don't see that
we're on opposite sides of this.
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Representative Pouous. Well I don't want to engage in a colloquy
here of differences of opinion. I think your basic premise is wrong
and we all agree that the problems are there and that they have to be
solved for the student. You can go from one village to the other and in
every village, they may not have a community center, they may not
have an adequate school, they may not nave many, many things, but
they have a church and the people attend and they believe in it very

deeply, and 1 think it's a very important part of their heritage and
this is not done--1,
Dr. HIPPLICE. I agree.

'Representative Pomo= (continuing). It's not imposed upon them.
In many cases they select someone from the area to run the church. I
think that's enough Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, gentlemen. We appreciate your testi-

mony. There are a group of nativo students from the University. of
Alaska who requested, and who we are most eager to hearI'm going
to ask if they'd be kind enough to come up. Mr. Phil Kelly has some tes-

timony that's been filed with the committee, their names did not appear on the witness list but they were scheduled to testify and they

had prepared testimony, so I'll ask at this time if Mr. Kelly will
come up and the other students who are with him from the University
of Alaska.

STATEMENT OF PHIL KELLY, REPRESENTATIVE OF NATIVE
STUDENT COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, 1TNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

Mr. Kv.T.T.Y. Yes, we have a Mr. John Ant. iak.

Senator KENNEDY. John, you're well. )me toI'll ask for any
Mr. ICnrix. Well, we brought the whole group. There'll probably be
about 50 students.
Senator KENNEDY.
Well that's all right. We'll let you speak for them,
Well

Mr. Kelly. We want to welcome you here. As in so many undertak-

ings and concerns of our Nation at this time, many of the most imaginative proposals, much of the deepest concerns and expressions of idealism have come from the young people in our country' on many of the
most pressing problems. Certainly this has been demonstrated in the

course of 1968 and again in 1969 and so I think this comment by
you as the representative of the Native Student Committee on Education will be extremely important. I want to welcome you in your
appearance before the committee this evening. You may proceed.
Perhaps, just for the sake of the record, if you'd be kind enough to
introduce your associates here just so the recorder has the correct
spelling.

Mr. KELLY. Yes. Oiimy left, we have Woodrow Morrison from

Southeastern and on my right, we have John Angiak.

Sitting up there in the back and listening to everyone talk about,

I
uncomfortiible, and there's a statemore or Iess, usonakes_i
e research of this statement that one of the students made dun
ment, "'There should be more expert Indians
er than Indian exAI

perts." And we feel that we're going through the

e right now.
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We've been through it. I'm sure that we've got problems here in this
statement and without further ado, I'll begin.
Mr. KELLY. (reading) :
STATEMENT ON ALASKA NATIVE EDUCATION

The greater majority of the Alaska native students who enter the
University of Alaska have an acute problem of assimilation because
they are psychologically and socially almost totally unprepared to
meet and cope with the westernized university situation.
This problem of assimilation can be either solved or alleviated only
through the integration of the now de facto segregated BIA schools.
This is not only the legal but also the moral responsibility of the U.S.
Government.

The integration of these schools will mean that the BIA will have
to relinquish control and turn then; over to either the U.S. Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare, or to the State of Alaska (thus,
hopefully bringing the level of native education up to par with that

being received by the students in public schools).
The students who have been and are now enrolled in these de facto
segregated BIA schools come, primarily , from economically deprived
areas, and who have L:milar cultural and life-style backgrounds. This
similarity of nonwesternized experiences leaves no room for the com-

parison and expansion of ideas. If these students are to find and fit.
themselves into today's great American social structure, they must be
exposed to it at an early age and not made to feel as though they are

ethnic freaks.
Out of 271 WA teachers in Alaska 22 teachers do not have a bachelor
of educat on degree and 12 have passed the national teacher's examination teat. Therefore, the consensus of the committee is to recommend
immediate steps to be taken to alleviate this critically inexcusable con-

dition, which is so prevalent in our Alaskan BIA schools. The poor
quality of teachers compared to the quantity of students in Alaska is
alarming because it sets the students back academically and psychologically due to inadequate training of the teachers. Therefore, we propose
that the standards be met by BIA to hire better qualified teachers who
will meet the State education requirements.
The integration of these de facto segregated Bureau of Indian Affairs
schools will not be realized in the near future. But there are other prob-

lems that can be rectified within 1 school year or less if they receive
prompt attention.

(1) The present de facto segregated schools place too much emphasis
on vocational training and not enough on providing a good academic
high school education.
(2) The present BIA school system does not provide for an adequate
number of guidance - counselors. The ones who are provided for in the
organization are required to have completed only 24 semester credit
hours in education, including 12 semester credit hours in guidance
and ps.ychology subjects directly related to education. These requirements do not even fulfill the requirements for a bachelor of arts de-

gree which certainly does not qualify a. person to be a guidance-

counselor.
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In comparison according to the "Occupational Outlook Handbook
'(first edition, 1949)" of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics:
Typical State plans spectfy training in the following areas : (a) General
principles and practices in guidance programs, (b) occupational information,
(o) various methods and techniques of counciling, (d) clinical analysis of individuals, (e) administrative aspects of the guidance program, and (f) methods
of research for counselor is required to have at least a college education and the
following kinds of experience; 2 years of counseling experience, one of which

shall have been in a public school, experience in an administrative or supervisory
position in education, business or industry, and at least in 1 year or more wageearning occupations other than the field of education.'

Due to this lack of adequate counselors, many of the Alaska native
students are unable to obtain the necessary information pertaining to
college entrance and scholarship application.
To amplify this: In September 1968, 20 Alaska native students

rived at the University of Alaska for registration without having
applied for entrance. Also, all of them arrived here expecting the
necessary funds to be here waiting for them.

It may take too to

to recruit the needed number of guidance

counselors. So, a fund should be established to finance the native students who arrived at the University of Alaska with no visible means
to pay the university costs of registration, room and board, and books.
This fund should not be less than $20,000.
In the de facto segregated BIA. schools, there should be a requirement that high school seniors meet with the guidance counselor so that
he may receive full information about available financial aid programs

and how to apply foil college entrance, whether or not the student
plans to go to college.

The present BIA scholarship application form is too lengthy and too

personal. Questions that the applicant is asked to answer have no
:bearing on the determination of financial need.
The simplified form should follow the model of the-University of
Alaska scholarship application form.
The applicant must prove that he is of at least one-quarter degree
Indian, Aleut, or Eskimo by blood to be eligible for the. BIA grant.
This can be accomplished by having the applicant attach a photostatic
copy of his birth certificate to his application form.
On page 2 of the front letter under the heading of "Grant Amounts,"
item No. 2 states: "The student's earnings during vacation periods and
the resulting savings for school expense.

This item does not take into consideration that a married student

must continue to support his family during vacation periods and summer months.
On page 8 of the front cover letter, under "Eligibility Requirements,"
item (d) married students states: "Scholarship grants are awarded to
married students on the same basis as for single students. However, if

funds are available, additional assistance may be allowed married

students who have greater subsistence expenses at college."

It is totally unrealistic to consider married student eligibility re-

quirements on the same basis as for single students. Contrary to popular belief, two cannot live as cheaply as one, or go to college on that
basis.
1"Vocational Guidance." Americas Peopiee Encyclopedia, vol. 19, 1955.
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To the knoWledge of this committee no married students have received additional financial assistance other than the original grant.

We feel these problems that we have stated of (1) integration ;
(2) higher standards of education; (8) financial aids; (4) overemphasis of vi.ri _tonal education programs; .(5) inadequate guidance
counselors are *lems that should receive immediate and maximum
attention.
We feel that a student enrolling in college has to face enough problem without the added factors we have stated. If these problems are
solved the native student enrolling in college will start college on an
equivakot basis as a nonnative.
In this statement, it seems like we're knocking Federal agencie3.

When we decided to get together and form the statement for your
committee, we wanted to find something that would be equivalent,
something that you could be concerned with, so we had to limit it to
education at the university level and limit it to an education that
the people in Washington can immediately work on instead of, for
instance, if we brought up a subject that concerns the State, the only
thing that the people in Washington is to probably write a letter slap-

ping their hands, but this is something that can be done and it is
constructive criticism, it's not meant to be a witch hunt of any sort.
STATEMENT OF WOODROW MORRISON, MEMBER OF NATIVE
STUDENT COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

Mr. MORRISON. May I say something on it V
Senator Kr.NNEDT. Yes.

Mr. Mmuusow. One of the things, too, we don't intend to tear the
Bureau of Indian Affairs down. What we've done is, we've simply
gone through and found the weaknesses and the fallacies of some of
their programs. I personally graduated from Mount Edgecombe High
School, one of thesewell, we call it a de facto segregated school

and I also graduated from Haskell Institute, an Indian school in
Kansas, so a lot of the things I've seen in the schoolsfor one thing,

've seen a lot of things in these schools, I've had to fight the problems,
and so fa ,r I've heard quite a few people up here that know all about
Indians. They've looked at them under a mcroscope and they know

we think and how we feel, but one thing they haven't done is, they
haven't had to face these problems of fitting into Western society.
Personally, Pm a half- breed, but I grew up in an all-Indian village.
I knew I was Indian and, to some of you, this might sound pretty
stupid, but one winter my parents took us to southern California. I
went to a public school for 3 months and then went back to my villa
and a kid came home from the hospital. I told the other kids, I sax

"Hey, my neighbor came back," and I was razzed for a month an
a half about, "Hey, your neighbor," just one word. I was ridiculed

because I used something from the westernized culture. And the thing

that really, reallywe made one statement in here about being an
"ethnic freak" Well one of the things is, about these boarding
schools like Mount Edgecombe.

You may have seen it, but when I was at Mount Edgecombe, we were,

allowed to go into Sitka three times a month. I went four times and I
spent 30 days signing in every 30 minutes in the dormitory because I
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had taken an extra privilege that they wouldn't give to me. All I
wanted was to go into town cnd meet my parents when they were com-

ing into town for an A. & B. convention, and my father had to pay a
'450 fine to leave the A. & B. convention to come and visit with me in
the dormitory. And, if you want, can supply names, too. But another
thing, when we were allowed to go into town, it's probably still true
today, everyone goes in on Saturday and they go like a herd of cattle,
and you can talk to store owners if you like in Sitka, or in Lawrence,
Kans., and all they say is, "Here comes those damned BIA students
again." We're not people any more, we're just something to point at,
and after 4 years of this, then, suddenly, you go from a high school to
a college situation, and to me, these students suddenly face what I call,
social shock, because they are unable to fit themselves in, they don't

know how the white man thinks. A lot of students use this term, "I
don't know how he thinks," and the only reason he doesn't know how
he thinks is because he hasn't been exposed to him. And I've heard
people wanting to preserve our culture and teach the students to be
bilingual. To me, they're trying to hold back the clock.

I'm proud of being a Haida Indian but I also fully realize that, to
function effectively in this society, that I have to have a full understanding of the English language, not only speak it, but I have to
think in concepts of English so that when I get to the bargaining table
with the white man, I can think in his terms. Because the way I am
right now, I cannot go back to the village and live because I don't
think the same way they do. I'm no longer on their level. And a student comes to the university, he finds these problems, he goes to his
own kind and you have groups, little segments, the same way as in
high school. Groups from northwestern Alaska will stick together, the
ones from southeastern stick together, and you have no exchange of
ideas, because they all come from poor areas. They don't know anything different and how are they supposed to get out and talk about
literature, unless, "Well, I've read about it in a book," and so I'm supposed to know all these things, but when I get out and have to apply
them, that's something different. And also, there's been testimony
people testifying time after time, that they want more vocational
training for the native student. In my estimation, he's saying that the
Indian's brain is not as good as the white man's. Because, at Mount
Edgecombe, a student is allowed to enroll as a vocational student in
the ninth grade, and to me, all native students are potential college
material until they, prove otherwise. I don't think they should be
prejudged and put in as a vocational student from the time he starts
high school.

I think that, if a student goes to high school and receives a good
high school education, that from then on, he can go to a vocational
school and learn his vocation, because, when in high school, he can
takethis high school student that's taking vocational training and
he can't even make awell, an orange crato because he probably hasn't
seen one, but the thing is, too much emphasis is placed on this and, to
me, it's a crime to do that a kid, because, how is he supposed to know
what he can do and what he can't do ? So, please, give the kid a chance.
Let him go and get a good high school education. Don't stick him down
there and give him one year of general science and one year of general
math, or if he wants, algebra, and let him go to shop for the rest of the

time. And give him a failing grade if he fails, don't give him an
incomplete.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN AMAX, MEMBER. OR NATIVE STUDENT
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, UNITZBEITY OF ALASKA

Mr. Airman. My name is John Angiale from Soathwestern. I might
as well tell you eemething about my personal experience, too. I went to
a BIA school. In school, I was allowed, to speak English, nothing but
English and at home I was speaking Eskimo. But it did not present a
special _problem because I was talking. two ways and the language barrier did not .present any sort of problems because in my ethnic, in my
feeling, Eskimo was my primary language until I-got to school. D0Anitely to understand the material, English became a secondary Ian...,guage because it was essential. Another thing I think that has to be

'Aisle aware of is the fact that there ought to be a new policy for the
BI)e.,'rhere are many points about BIA students. One thing that should
have some hind of evaluaware of is that the parent
be ma
the
BIA, but that sort of
er.
While
I'm
not
attacking
tion of a twh
evaluation lauto be done or made aware of to the parents. If you consider these sorter problems, the correlation between the BIA. schools
that you know automatically that those teachers
and the public soh
expect something fro 'I the parents because they know, the parents
know, that they do hay powerful power against teachers. There's
nothing wrong with the P. if the parents are made aware of the fact
that they do have a tremendm power to evaluate the teacher himself.
So, up until then, if the Senator Meant that the BIA would have nothing wrong in the sense that it canticate or bring the kids up to the
stiteda rd.

Another, from the college point of vie the thing I woind like to
a full year of orientasee is that every college native student be gi
it necessary because
tion before he takes solid college courses. I

I havehad gone through that experience last ear. I'm a sophosituation bemore, but I'm still in a tremendous situation, a

cause I'm still going through what they call culturatio From a personal experience, I see this very necessary because if a native is given
a full year of orientation before he takes solid college tours then he
will feel himself what college life is. Second, that if he fee these
problems, these college problems, ahead of him, then he will. linully
believe that these probe= do exist in college, therefore, in his secoild,
year if he takes solid college courses, then he will know what to do
with himself. The high dropout rate will probably decrease that way.
And I think this is very necessary. The reason why I'm saying this is
because I see it everywhere, not only in the United States but also
in other countries. I don't mind saying this from my. oint of view but
I would like to say this to you now. I think that Russians, what we call
Communists, are coming out with a superior way to educate their minority groups. In Ukraine, there are 16,000 students and half of them
are from peasant families, but they dothe people that they have
come from, the peasant faLliest are given 1 full year of orientation
and I feel that this kind of orientation will be highly effective to
lower the high dropout rate in college for natives.
Mr. Momusox. Lpersonally don't hold those views.
Mr. ANGIAK. I think it's very important to me.
Mr. MORRISON. This is on orientation. I was on the academic involvement committee that met with the board of regents of the Uni-

versity of Alaska, and one of the things we advocated now was that
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a freshman, regardless of whether he's native or nonnative, when he
comes to the university, that once a weeknow, he'll be given three

credits in humanities for itbut once a week, these freshmen students will sit in on a i hour seminar, and each seminar will cover a

different field so that this way the student will be exposed to the different fields that are open to him, the occupational opportunities and
how each field will probably relate to his own. And so, for this reason,
I can't see making a native again a special case, and making him look
different by giving him a whole year of orientation, because that will
lower the standards of the university.
Representative Pomocir. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to say that I very
much appreciate what you've had to say. I think your statements were
excellent, and it's obvious that you are not in total agreement with all
of your views and I think this is a good healthy thing. You find this,
certainly, in Congress. We're all trying to arrive at some good solutions and we have different approaches to it. I want to commend you,
I think you did an excellent job.
Mr. KELLY. This one we did have total agreement on.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreciate
your very helpful comments. Congressman Pollock: because of other
obligations and responsibilities has to leave at this time. I want to ex-

press, once again, our appreciation for his presence here, and in the
field, and for the helpful comments that he's made. In some earlier
testimony, there were some references made to the department of education here in the State of Alaska. I think it's only fair and reasonable
that at this time we call the commissioner of education, who is here,
Dr. Cliff Hartman, to testify and to make any comments he would
care to make. So, if Dr. Hartman is still here, we'd certainly like to
hear from you.

STATEMENT OF DR. CLIFFORD HARTMAN, ALASKA STATE
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

Dr. HairriKAN. Mr. Chairman, I would make just a few brief remarks for your committee and would like to leave with you, as a result
of Mr. Parmeter's suggestion, some prepared statements. We have, the
past year, worked very much and very long on what we feel is one of

our critical needs in Alaska, and that is the implementation of the
regional high school plan. We've
this prospectus in terms

of choices for students, as much as anything else, in rural Alaska. We
think we need regional high schools, we believe we need junior high
schools, we believe we need to maintain the emphasis on the boarding
home program, a foster home program, of which we have about 340
students, and, of course, we are doing everything to keep these students
as close to their home environment as possible. I think the testimony
that many of our native people have given here tonight would indicate
that's what they want. So, I'd like to leave with you, Mr. Chairman,
a number of theseor at least a copy of the prospectus for each of your
committee members and any others that you would like to distribute
to other Congressmen.
Senator KENNEDY. I've got a few in mind, but-Dr. HARTMAN. I think, Mr. Chairman, that the people that have
testified here tonight have pointed out some of the same critical needs
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that we agreed to. Certainly, one is in the area of preschool education.
They've talked about the Headstart; we would certainly endorse the
Headstart. We think it should be a 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old program. Research, beyond any doubt, has convinced us, not only in Alaska, but
throughout the Nation, that we need to get to these youngsters at this
irapreeisionable age of 2% and 8 years of age, to begin to develop the

cultural patterns, habits and understanding, and the transitions that
these students will have to go through. So, this is one of our great
mplusses. We would estimate tha; we have about 5,000 students in S-

and 1-year-old age bracket in rural Alaska, in our unorganized

boroughs. If we could implement this program tomorrow, next year, I
think that in 2 or 3 or 4 years from now, we'd see a tremendous difference among the achievement levels of these youngsters. Because here's
where we could get at this language problem that exists today. If we
could bring them at 2 or 8, before some of those language patterns are
too deep seated and so well developed that it's difficult to get at them at
the age of 5 and 6. We see a great need for adult education, we see a
great need for vocational education. I think, basically, if I were to say
any more, I'd really be repeating what many of these people have said
here tonight.
Senator KaNNXDT. Thank you very much, Mr. Commissioner. We
appreciate your appearance here and I know that you prepared some
statements and testunony before. We're hopeful at the time alter we
have a chance to return to Washington and we're able to really formulate our own kinds of thoughts, that we can certainly communicate with
you some of our observations and perhara elicite from you some additional kinds of information.
Senator Mondale I
Senator MONDALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just one question. I
was somewhat disappointed in the public schools that I visited to see
that from what I could determine, in one school there was no school
lunch program at all; In another, there was a school lunch program,
but a dime was charged daily for every child. and I assume there are
some that can't afford. it, and there were no breakfast programs at all,
even though, and I'm sure you agree, one of the really profound learning problems that your teachers must face is hungry children.
Dr. HARTMAN. I presume you're referringI assume the two State
were the schools at Bethel and Fort
schools you visited,
Yukon. Those are the two that the State operates.
Senator MONDALE. No; I'm not just talking about State-operated
schools. I'm talking about locally controlled public schools as well.
Doesn't that come within your, not direct control, but your jurisdiction in term of echo()) lunch programs
Dr. HARTMAN. Not as to whether or not they will serve a lunch program.
Senator MONDALE. No; they make the decision, but you handle the
administration of the distribution of the food and so on; don't you?
Dr. HARTMAN. No, we do not. This is done through the division of

su .ly in the department of administration at the State /ever.'

ator MONDALE. I see. Is there any effort on your part to encour-

age these schools to incorporate feeding pro&tams--breakfast proand lunch programsnot Only in your State-operated schools
but the locally controlled as well ?
trfras
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Dr. HAWEMAN. We have two full-time consultants, Senator, that ad-

vise district schools on the availability of USDA commodities, on
the availability of funds for breakfast programs, the hot lunch programs, and so forth. These people are frequently out in the field. They
go out and hold workshops for the cooks, and I (indiscernible).
Senator MONDALE. I think one of the tragedies of these programs is

that it's almost, by definition, the poorest school districts that most
desperately need the food, but this is where the children don't have
the programs. I'm not being critical here. You 'int out the need for
early childhood programs, and I think you're a I : lutely correct; but
as you may well know, there're many pediatricians and others, one of
whom I think will be testifying here later tonight, who have almost
uniformly testified that one of the key problems in early childhood, in-

deed including pregnancy, is malnutrition which causes, in many
cases, subnorma cry and very severe learning problems. So, I think
the early childhood effort, the early school education effort, has got
to have feeding programs with it and where there's severe hunger,
breakfast programs as well.

Dr. HArratex. Weill I would agree with you, Senator. We have
veryI think we get, in Alaska, $50 000 for the breakfast program.

That's our allocation. For a number of people that need this, it doesn't
go very far. These funds are being used. In a breakfast program in

Fairbanks they are being used, in a breakfast program at Wasilla,

they are being used in one breakfast program, I believe in Anchorage
in one of the deprived schools. Like I say, they aren't going very far
and we do encourage districts, we have no way of forcing them, but

of course, we encourage them to take advantage of the funds that
are available.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, just not to continue to dwell on the point,
but could you explain to me about the department of administration
on out
that makes the decision? Now, what happens, why do you

and have advisers advise you when another bureau is making the
decision ?

Dr. Hairratem. I think maybe you misunderstood me.
Senator KENNEDY. I'm sorry.
Dr. HAirrmax. This other bureau is distributing the food, the USDA
food.

Senator KENNEDY. Well, then who makes the decision? Is that
within our department?
Dr. HAETeex. The allocations come to thethe food itself comes to

or through the supply officer in the department of administration. We
have, ahead of time, of course, provided this supply officer with details as to where this food should .
Senator KENNEDY. All right. " ell, then, once again, what is the attitude or why is it that, as Senator Mondale has mentioned, that these
State schools are not participating in this program?
Dr. HArratax. Well, we have, Senator --ewe operate a hundred rural
schools, the State itself. In these 100 rural schools, we have nine type A
hot lunch programs: In 67 of these schools, we have a type B hot Flinch
program. The remainder have no lunch program, usually because they
are -"lumber" schools that are in FAA stations or they are schools for
the loggers in southeastern, and there is no facility, no provision in

these schools to provide hot lunch and there's not the need there,
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because oftlie income of the families. Now, we've gone to the type B
lunch program in my of these schools because we do not have the
n or the necessary electricity to provide the refrigeration,
fittriaztiowells sanitary conditions that would be approved by the
Department of Health and Welfare to serve a type A hot lunch program, along with the fact that there is not sufficient storage there to
accumulate a year's supply of food.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, now, that sounds like maybe those conditions don't exist, but isn't that really a responsibility to create, if you
harm% got adequate storage facilities or adequate watt* facilities.
That's just a question isn't it, then, of the commitment of the State to

allocate the sufficient
' resources to bring those standards up to an
adequate level, is it not I
Dr. HARTMAN. Yes, and this has been, proposed for tame last 4 or 5

years. Each time the legislaturewe gam a few each year, Senator.
Sufficient funds are provided each year to add two or three type A
programs and continue our type B.
Senator REM:MY. How many. of the hundred schools, would you
say from your own studies, could use, if there were the adequate funds
and resourcos, the hot hmeh programs
Dr. HARTMAN. In approximately 75 to 80 of these schools. The other
places are in lo.14:.'ng,cemps or in FAA stations where the income of
the parents, and ere 's only 12,15, 20 students in most of these schools,
so its convenient for them to go home; so, about 80 schools.
Senator ICEsrieztr. Eighty schools. And of the 80, how many are
participating now?
.

Dr. Hamra/q. Nine in the type A

Senator KENNEDY /Well, let's get the nine. Now, what do you mean

by type AI probably ought to know that.

Dr. HARTMAN. Well, the type A program, Senator, is the one that is

set up by and established by the Federal Government with certain
criteria. You must serve a certain number of calories, the diet should
be of a certain nature, the milk should be whole milk, and so forth
and so on.
Senator KENNEDY. Certain fs.cd commodities, right. Now, of these
80, how many should be type A do you think, that you would recommend as being of a type A. nature, the children would benefit from a
type A diet?
Dr. HARTMAN. All of them, Senator.

Senator KENNEDY. All of them. So, in other words, of the hundred,
actually 80 are in need of type A diet, and of those, nme are presently
receiving that.
Dr. HaRI'MAN. Yea.

Senator KENNEDY. And it's really a question of the appropriation
*foul I understand it, sufficient funds or adequate funds.
Dr. HARTMAN. For facilities for preparation, equipment for preparation, sufficient storage space and a deep well, and so forth.

Senator KENNEDY. Yes. But as the Commissioner of Education
and as we've heard discussed and talked about earlier this evening and
as an educator, von feel that there are 80 school districts, the children
of which could benefit from the type A project if the financial limitation wasn't restricted ?
Dr. Hairrm AN. This is exactly right, Senator.
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Senator MONDALE. Could I ask one other question? The Nome pub.
lie school is slightly different, because it's not a State run school, but I

thought the situation there was desperate and some of the teachers
said as much. They said they didn't have the money for a cafeteria,
and I'm sure that k s a poor town. Isn't there some State aid that goes
to that school district, some State assistance ?
Dr. HAirrmAx. Yes, there is.
Senator MoNDALE. Do you condition that aid on certain courses be-

ing taught and a certain level of faculty and so on as a condition to
re ,vin g aid ? Aren't there some requirements that the State imposes
as a condition for State aid?
Dr. HARI-KAN. Not to the degree you're speaking of. Only the
allotment, the average daily membership. allotment and the
teacher's salary. Those are the two prime factors in school support in
this State.
Senator MONDALE. So you condition it upon attendance and upon
teacher's pay ?

Dr. HARTMAN. Teaches salary. Teacher units and the salary they

receive.

Senator MONDALE. Well, couldn't you condition aid on feeding
starvin children, too?
Dr. HaKrnrnx. I would think that this would be a desirable formula

in many of our places in Alaska as well as the United States-as a whole.
Senator MormALE. I'm not being critical here, but I'm on the Senate

Coinmittee on Nutrition. I've been all over this country looking at
hunger, and I am shocked at how many kids are starving, and I'm
sure that a kid who is hungry can't learn, and I know you're not
arguing with me, but I don't see the sense of urgency about this

problem on the part of people throughout the country that I wish were
there.
Senator KENNEDY. Aren't there some funds which are available
for schools which can show a need, that do not have the facilities for
the development of a. hot lunch program? I believe there are Federal

funds which are available for the physical plant for the delivery of
these hot lunches.
Dr. FLuriwAx. You're speaking of equipment, Senator ?
Senator KENNEDY. Equipment and facilities.
Dr. HARTMAN. As I recall, Senator, our allocation, Alaska's allocation for equipment last year was $30,000. Total, _$80,000, equipment

and facilities. Senator, this doesn't go very far. Weput this into, or

are usiing it in a new school we're building in Teller. That's outside of
Nome. This is where this equipment is going and starting next fall,
they'll have, for the first time, a type A hot lunch program.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, we ought to get more money for you.
Dr. HARTMAN. I hope so, Senator.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mr. Commissioner, and

I ap reciate your appearance here and I thank you for coming to

Dr. Hernial% I'd like to not only echo some of the remarks that
others have made, I think it's a real honor and I think it's a dedication and a supreme effort on the part of you and your cohorts to be
here and we thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much. Our final and perhaps

most patient witnesses here this evening, Dr. Martha Wilson, service
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unit diiector of the Alaska Native Medical Center and Dr. Kenneth
Fleshman, the chief of pediatrics of the Alaska Native Medical Center. We want to welcome you to the subcommittee and we want to thank
you for coming here this evening.
STATEMENT OF MARTHA WILSON, M.D., SERVICE UNIT DIRECTOR,
ALASKA NATIVE MEDICAL CENTER
'

Dr. Wnsole. Well, we should like to thank you, Senators, for coining. We very much appreciate the interest and the concern that brought
you here, and we think you've been very patient, and we certainly do
appreciate the tremendous effort and energy it must have required to

make that trip.
Senator K.KNNIDY. Dr. Wilson, I want to tell you that we under-

stand that you were extremely helpful in the development of our whole

trip up here. You were exceedingly kind to the staff personnel who
came-up and sought your advice and guidance, and not only many of
the suggested witnesses, but also a number of the people in these various

communities that we could talk with and I want to have the record

indicate our very sincere appreciation to your efforts and your interest
and your guidance.
Dr. Wneort. Thank you very. much. I think, probably, the trip has

already given you a clearer orientation to the health problems than
any long testimony that I could give to you right now, and so, I think,
the best thing that Dr. Fleshman and I could do for you right now le to
be brief in our verbal testimony. I think you already know more than

we can tell you in any time right ,now. One of the things I'd like to
recommend, however, is that you should pay very close attention to
Dr. Nachrnann's testimony which is in the record. We believe that it
will be very helpful to you. I will keep my testimony very brief.

In spite of cmsiderable gains that have been made in health conditions, there are still ttlisparities in the health status of the Alaska
native people and these disparities relate to those environmental :ac-

tors which you, yourself, have identified so clearly, which remain uncorrected in the village. The main adverse environmental factor is the
small, ovorcrowded, unevenly heated housing, and next to that is the
impure water, and the inadequate waste disposal. We should like for
you to know that the Alaska native homes are unique in the extent to

which they permit the dissemination of respiratory diseases of all

kinds and it is on this basis that the Alaska native people have suffered
epidemics of tuberculosis, and pneumonia, and -bronchieetosis, and
otitis media, that have, to our knowledge, not been paralelled in any

other population in the world. Now the portion of the population

which is most risk to these epidemics are the children and I'd like for
Dr. Fleshman to take over the testimony at this point.
CHIEP OP PEDIAillitICS,
STATEMENT OF KENNETH PLESHHAN,
ALASKA NATIVE MEDICAL CENTER

Dr. Fee-mm.1m. Mr. Chairman, my name is Kenneth Fleshman. Pm
the chief of pediatrics at the Alaska Native Medical Center in Anchorage. I think, over the past few days, you've very graphically seen the

effects of ill health indiscernible --in small children in their educe-
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tion. In addition, you've seen the effects of the environment; the sani-

tation, the housing and the education, cn their health. The Alaska
native child still suffers from an excessive amount of illness. In addi-

tion to the fatal conditions which cause an infant mortality two or
three times that of the rest of the country, there are many conditions
which would leave permanent disabilities and chronic illness. Three
thousand, or roughly 15 percent of the Alaska native children are hospitalized each year.
There are two types of deleterious effects from these illnesses, one
directly relating to the physical process and the other relating to the

hospitalization and separation concurrent with this illness. It is a

,

great concern among all of us caring for children aimut the effects of
this hospitalization and separation during the period ol. illness. Pediatricians everywhere make every effort to keep the child with its
parents or, if hospitalization is necessary, to provide visiting, or even
rooming in. If this is a concern for the average child in the United
States, imagine the plight of the Alaska native child who may become
ill in his village, be flown 300 or 400 miles to a field hospital, often
unaccompanied by his parents, sometimes transferred to Anchorage,
remaining 2 or 3 months, and often brought home again unaccompanied by a parent. He may get over the physical illness, but has a
very, very high risk of incurring severe emotional problems. I think
these things need to be understood by teachers because a child so
,affected may experience emotional problems that will be on into his
education. The serious long term results of illness that handicap many
children are several. These can lead to learning difficulties and the
need for special understanding and programs by the education system. Mental rethrdation is hard to measure in the Alaska native because no one has devised a test which will adequately separate the
mental abilities from the social and cultural problems.
(The prepared statement submitted follows:)
JOINT PREPARED STATEMENT. OP MARTHA RICHARDSON WILSON, M.D., SERVICE
UM DIRECTOR, ALASKA NATIVE MEDICAL CENTER; 3. KENNETH FLESHMAN,
M.D., CHIEF OF PEDIATR/08, ALASKA NATIVE MEDICAL CENTER; AND BARBARA
NAOHMANN, PH. D., PSYCHOLOGIST, MENTAL /HEALTH TEAM, ALASKA AREA
NATIVE HEALTH SERVICE
4
RELATIONSHIP OF HEALTH TO EDtICATION- ALASKA NATIVE CHILDREN

Mr. ChairMan, my name is Martha. Wilson. I am the director oil the Alaska
Native Medical Center and I am appearing with two other members of our staff,

Dr. Barbara Nachman, the psychologist from our Mental Health Team, and
Dr. Kenneth Pleshman, Chief of Pediatrics for the Alaska Native Medical Center. The testimony we present will be confined to those areas of health, housing,
environmental factors. and seporation of families since it is only in those areas
that we bare knowledge direct enough to be of value to the committee.

If the objective of edueati ')n is to meet the specific needs of children, we
think that it is important to understand what those needs are. My part of this
assignment is to summarize briefly the health status of the Alaska Native people,

to describe the areas where there are disparities, and to relate the disparities
in the Ihysical health to disparities in the physical environment, Dr. irieshman
will speak more di tly to the status of health of the children and Dr. Nachmann will speak of e emotional and intellectual development of these children
specifically as such development relates to some of the unique environmental
factors bearing on these children at this tame and in the recent past.
To understand the status of health of the Alaska-Native people one needs to
know something of their history. Basically, they are an aboriginal people relatively early in their first contact with the cosmopolitan outside world. From a
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health standpoint, they have followed the pattern response most aboriginal people
have taken to contact with outsiders. Briefly, this pattern of response If characterised at first by explosive epidemics of acute infectious diseases from which
they had always before been protected by their isolation. Such epidemics, the socalled virgin population epidemics, when compared with the usual endemic exr,orfeece of cosmopolitan Deputations are much more serious in terms of incidence

of diens*, severity of illness, in death rates, and in total how: on the population. One epidemic is apt to follow another in reply) succession so that there is
little opportunity between them to regain itrengh or to replenish stores of food,
!Lei and water. The death rates are high and leave critical gape in families and
communities. 'line weakened, disorgantzed, and grieving survivors are then lett to

lace the more slowly rising bit more ominous problem of tuberculosis. Many
&belie:Ma? people have been decimated by such series of events.

In Alaska, one other dimension needs tv be added to the picture to gain an

understunding of the health status. It is the impact of adverse environmental factors bearing on the native population. Theze., factors are not necessarily an integral part of the Alaskan enviromaent, nor are they s part of the native culture.
They are factors associated with poverty. The native environment is characterized
by poor, and badly overcrowded housing, by submarginal td supplies, and by
grocaly inadequate facilities for sanitation oted water, The aska Native homes

are unique in the extent to which they perniit dissemipatlon of respiratory

of all kinds. On this basis the Alaska Native people have suffered epituberculoeis, pneumonia, influenza, otitis media, meningitis, and bronchlectasla that have not to our knowledge been paralleled in other populations of
the modern world.
The native people have participated entnasiaitically and effectively with the
health programs which they are now helping to design and to carry nut. On this
bales significant impact has been made on some of the major health problems
dem

for other.: much yet needs to be done.

The graphs we have chosen illustrate disparities in health .status and,i;rends in
two of the more successful health programs. These graphs compare the experience of three perms : the Alaska Native people, the American Indiana' of the *or
lower 48, and the average cf all races c! the United States. The first graph shows
the incidence of tuberculosis since 1960 and the second shows,the death rates
from tuberculosis during the same period., in attempting to understand the significance of these graphs, it is important to think beyond the simple dry statistics
of sickness and death to the implications of these ckeumetancee for `he fives of
this population. The time when the tuberculoses was In epidemic proportions is Jo

recently passed that the older children at el the adolescents were born into the

thick of some of the worst of it. Many of the school population presently enrolled
have. thumseiveti, had long periods of hospitalization. Some have lest one or both

parents. Some lost their parents by hospitalization temporarily but for critical
segments cf their lives. The next graph illustrates the trends and dispartities in
infant mortalit,. For our purpose today, it would seem that a discussion of infant
mortality would be irrelevant since it is by definition, the number of all babies
who died before their first birthday. However, this measure does have its use in
our discussion today because it does give some indication of the extent of serious
illness in childhood. Many very serious illnesses are occurring among Alask'
Native' children and some of those who do not die are surviving with permapent
residual damage.
In summary there are factors, Physical environment of the Alaska Native
homes, that blight the physical health of children. In the same way for some of
the children there are factors in the social and emotional environment teat could.
blight their emotional and intellerttial development. Dr. Fleshman and Dr. NaehMann, each from the viewpoint of their.own specialty, will speak further to some
of these problems.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Kenneth Fleshman, Chief of Pediatrics at the

Alaska Native Medical Center
ers from an excessive amount of !Liaise. In addition
The Alaska Native child
to fetal conditions causing
infant mortality two or three times,that of the rest
of the United States. many
ditione occur which lead to permanent disabilities
and chronic illness. Three tb sand, or roughly 15 percent, of the Native children
are hospitalized each year.

'there are two types of deleterious effects a illness in -children : the first.

directly related to the disease and the second, indirect and related to nonspecific
factors such as separation from parents and long hospitalization.

1,,,after
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There is great concern among those caring for children in the rest of the United
States about these nonspecific effects of hospitalization and illness. Pediatricians
make every effort to keep a child at home, with his parents, when ill. If hospitalization is necessary, frequent visiting or even rooming in is often provided for
a parent. Attempts are made to prepare the child for surgical or other traumatic
procedures. In spite of this many adverse effects of hospitalization are noted. An
infant, six to twelve months of age, is just developing an awareness of his "self"
and a trust of the parent as an individual. Separation at this time may break this
trust and lead to lifetime difficulties in establishing close, trusting relationships
with other persons. The preschool child often manifests separation anxiety, regression in behavior, despair and detachment. The four to six year old may be very
terrified of imagined mutilation associated with surgical procedures.

If these are of concern in caring for the average child in the United Stat-s,
imagine the plight of the Native child who might become ill in the village, be
taken to the field hospital (often by someone other than the parent), transferred
4'10 to 600 miles to the referral hospital, spend one to three months, then return
home (again often escorted by a stranger). It is not hard to imagine that even
though the child recovers physically, significant emotional problems may occur.
It is important for the teachers to understand th,s since a child so affected may
experience serious school and learning problems.

We have seen a group of children who, as infanta, were separated from their
peretes during the period of time that significant portions of the population were

hospitalized for tuberculosis. These children are about 10 to 12 years of age.
cannot relate well to their families or other persons, are failing in school, and are

also failing to grow in a normal fashion physically. This has occurred even though
it was the mother and not the child that was ill.
There are serious long-term resalts of illness that handicap many Native children. They lead to learning difficulties and a need for special understanding and
programs by education systems.
Mental retardation Is difficult to measure in the Alaska Native because no
one has yet devised a reliable test that will exclude sociologic factors. A large

..inimber of children have definitely been identified as mentally retarded and
an estimated one-half of these were previously normal but suffered permanent
brain damage due to an infection, such as meningitis. It would be safe to say
that each Alaskan village would contain at least two school-age children who
are retarded. We are fortunate that most of the recently discovered genetic
causes of retardation are not present in the population.
Hearing loss is probably the number one disability that will interfere with
education and learning. Many surveys have indicated that 10 percent of the
population have chronic ear infections and that about one-fourth of these
have both ears involved with preefflr_ably decreased hearing in both earl. This
is mainly based on physical examination of the ears and not on good Wearing
tests. At the minimum, it means 625 Native school children with a serious
handicap. In addition many more (up to one-third) suffer acute infections
during infancy and early childhood with frequent and prolonged drainage of
pus from the ears. Although this may clear up later, its presence during the
years of language formulation may permanently Impair the individual's ability
to communicate and learn. The United States Public Health Service, Alaska
Department of Health and Welfare and private sectors of medicine are n.. sting
a concerted effort to do all that is medically possible to alleviate this condition.
In spite of all of our efforts a large number of children will still have a hearing
loss and will need to be educated.
Visual defects do not appear to occur in an unusual frequency and vision
testing and fitting of glasses is done at adequate intervals.
Gross caloric malnutrition Is not prevalent ; however, iron deficiency anemia,
cothnion in infancy, persists up into the school age. Dietary surveys Show marginal intakes of many essential nutrients. Where school lunch programs are
present it is not uncommon for over 50 percent of the daily intake to be supplied
by this one meal. Contributing factors to this t'e not only the availability of
food but lack of knowledge about proper n, don.
I would now like to suggest the effect eck.eation can have on health. The
diseases that we are dealing with are essentially unmanageable by traditional
medical means. They disappear& as killers and cripplers many years go in
the rest of the United States, yielding to correction of the environmental factors
responsible such as housing, sanitation, nutrition, and education. I feel it is
imperative that the education system consider the tremendous gap that exists
between Alaska Native pupils and the average child in the United States and
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to realise that poorly nouriehd, physically handicapped or chronically ill children cannot learn nor achieve in a competitive society. The curriculum must
°obtain a much stronger emphasis than it now does on learning about sanitation,
nutrition, basic and, especially, reproductive physiology until the time these &U-

dine are able to accept and utilise the contents of the traditional United

States curriculum.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Barbara Nachmann, I am the psychologist in the
Mental Health Unit, Indian Health Service, Alaska Area. Native Health Service.
The problems of Indian education are certainly very familiar ones. A review
of the-literature and the public statements about them ove.- the years leave. one

impressed with the high level of agreement among oon..nentators about the
major characteristics of the Problem and about its grtvity. EssentirRy similar
conclusions have been reached over and over again by innumerable workshops,
commi ttees, advisory groups, research organizatons, and private individuals.

I assume, therefore, that the only justification for my commenting upon it
would be to mention any evidence regarding' ways in which the educational
situation of the Alaskan Native differs from that of the Indian populations in
other parts of the country, or to offer views which are conditioned by my particular vantage point, which is that of a psychologist working in the mental
health program of the Alaska Area Native Health Service, Division of Indian
Health Service and occasionally loaning my perigee% to the schools in the
northern and western regions of the State. Since my contact has been mainly
the rural schools rather than the boarling schools I will not comment on the
latter except to joint the general consensus that they were an unfortunate
necessity, to be supplanted as rapidly as possible by local schools. No matter how

skillfully administered they entail two circumstances antithetic to education
absolute segregation and separation of young children from their families.
The questions which we have been asked to address are: what are or should
be the goals of education, what problems Eterfere with learning, what is being
done and what could be done to remedy the problems.

TEN GOALS OE EDUCATION

The question of what are and should be the goals of education has given rise
to two differing views each of which has been voiced by both natives and non natives: (1) That schools should provide the most efficient possible move into
White culture. "Realism" is generally invoked in support of this. The assertion is that employment ability to compete on the job market and toA.enter

the upper occupational levelsis the impoverished groups greatest need :

that the solutions to all other problems depend on this, and that the eventual
absorption into the technological white economy is an inevitability regardless
of what values one might put on it. A contrary assertion iir that assimilation is
not inevitable, at least in absolute terms. It is argued that the Native's welfare
depends upon his preserving his ethnic identity. His right to determine what
things from the old culture he will retain and what from the new he will accept
is to be safeguarded and education should not be used as a tool for hammering
him into an alien mold.
There seems to be emerging a stand different from either of these, which we
would like to endorse and to elaborate upon. It is that there are certain skills
and bodies of knowledge, and ones which are very close lie the heart of education, which have a utility whether one leaps wholly into The future or preserves
something of a separate past Since it is good to have as wide a range of choices
as possible; that education is best which educates the person about and equips
him to puniue a wide range of possibilities rather than prematurely cutting him

off from enervative@ and Preempting his freedom to choose. The trend of employ-

ment and technology is such that narrow specialisation on a skill tied to a

specific job outlet is likely to be not only personally narrowing but even economteeny disadvantageous. It is impossible +o predict the job market ten years hence
in a rapidly changing technology. Wh c seems the most economically practical
skill at this moment may be soon totally obsolete. There is every indication that
the Eskimo may be caught In an even further irony of history. We may be trying
hard to instill in him the seal for, and to equip him with the skills for competing

in, a technological world just at the point when that world is ceasing to exist.
Our economic competitiveness and work to earn a living may itself be becoming
obsolete as more and more manual operations and semi - skilled jobs are taken
over by machines, and the whole economy shifts toward a condition where the
old concepts of work no longer apply.
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In this sense the "practical" and the "cultural self determinism" arguments

become reconciled. The education which would best equip a person (Eskimo or

otherwise) to exercise choice, to survive In a fast changing technology and
economy, and to get durable satisfactions from life, is an education which will
enable him to think, to learn easily whatever new content he turns to, to get
pleasure out of problem solving, artistic creation, and the use of his intellect,
his hands, his bodyout of creative act,. ity itself mate from the economic
use to which it is put, and a broad knowledge of the world td its meanings
not a body of rote facts or a narrowly applicable trade which is drudgery to be

endured as the price of survival.
It is to be noted that many of these things were a part of the cultural heritage

which the Eskimos might not only do well to hang on to but to pass on to tile
Whites.
THE PROBLEMS

We do not have any comprehensive statistical evidence to offer about the
status of the problems in education (or in the related areas of the mental health

or welfare) of the Alaskan Native because our agency Is primarily a service
organizations which does not afford the staffing luxury which fact gathering
require& Unfortunately the same is true of the other agencies, state and local,
which are more intimately concerned with education. Hence any "research" or
"statistical" evidence cited in support of one position or another in Alaska is
perforce exceedingly fragmentary.

,As we have indicated, however, there is a large accumulation of informal

evidenceand a high degree of consensus regarding the nature of the problems.
It is not in documenting their existence but in devising and assessing methods
of remediation that research is needed.

One may approach the task of listing and categorizing educational problems
ng to their source, functionally, or according to
dual's developmental sequence. We have found
of learning disorders one
that whichever of the comm ly uses categorizations
CP

in a variety of ways; acco
their appearance in the in

employs the results are essentially the same.

Elsewhere in the United States students in general have characteristically
one or two main areas of difficulty (out of a possible 15-20), determined by individual circumstances. Underprivileged youth else vhere in the country char-

acteristically have, in addition to such idiosyncratic difficulties, one or two
larger areas of impairment determined by economic and cultural disadvantages.
The average Alaska Native student by contrast may slim. serious impairment in
almost every existing category. Hence it is not surprising that Only the rare exception makes his way to either academic accomplishment in the White world
or to intellectual or artistic creativity in his own culture.

It is certainly clear that intellectual development can flourish only after

basic physical needs are met, and that the Alaskan Native is more seriously

handicapped in regard to such needs than are other non-White groups, and that
any fundamental change in his educational status must wait upon the redressing

of these historical inequities. Equally certain he is caught in the circularity of
the circumstance that his inadequate education prevents his taking full advantage of such improvements in economic opportunity as do come his way.

Dr, Martha Wilson and her colleagues have already detailed the nutritional
and physical health concomitants of poverty in an extreme climate and geographic remoteness from medical care which effect central nervous system and
sensory functioning. They have also described the interaction of deafness with
bilingualism in hampering the development of basic language skills.

The following items are, in our judgment, the main types of non-physical interferences in learning and intellectual development which hamper the Native
student.

1. Lack of early mtimulum to learning.The pre-school years where the largest
and most crucial intellectual development takes place are years of extreme
stimulus deprivation for many Native children. The climate preelmies outdoor
play for a large portion of the year. The outof-doors in the Arctic provides
highly, simplified sensory environment. The avmrsge home is a meagerly fur-

nished one or two room structure, largely devoid of toys, books, pictures, musical instruments, indeed most of the sensory Input which stimulates the urban
child's development. The parents, frequently, have abandoned or have themselves lost touch with, the skills, the stories. and the traditions, the acquisition

of which was in earlier times the task of childhood. They often have not yet
Required either the goods or,the skills of the White culture which could fill this
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gap. Bence the Eskimo child comes to his first encounter with formal schooling
equipped with far less pracOce than the average White child at the essential perceptual, motor, and conceptual skills upon which school learning is based.
2. Interferences in character developmentProlonged or repeated separations
from parents (due to hospitalisations of patients or children, removal of children to boarding schools, and other kinds Of family disruptions) remain a common occurrence for Alaskan families. The damages of these circumstances for
the child's development has frequently been pointed out.
From the standpoint of educational development the most crucial result is that
the necessary conditions for sturdy character development; i.e. a long term secure
relationship with at least one significant adult, is often missing. Capacity to delay

gratification, to develop a consistent set of values, to persist in ettortful activity,

and to strive for long range goalsall the necessary foundations to any real

participation in educationare eopardized. Many chdren
il
reach school tge thus
handicapped. They then frequently encounter n' the lasting relationship with a
teacher which could repair some of this loss but, because of the high turnover
rate in teache and other personnel dealing with youth, a quickly shifting series
rs. Consequently no matter how "good" the parents or teachers,
of brief enco

the child e

riences them as a series of starts and abortive endings, of contradictory d confusing injunctions and demands, and of promises made and
hopes rai - but not carried out. The capacity to believe, trust, depend upon,
and care a t anyone or anything is irreparably blunted.

3. Inter, ewes in development cf capacity to sublimate.--The use of the

intell
it is to proceed at all beyond !simple rote learning, depends upon
there h ing occurred in childhoOd the development of the capacity to transform
the basic instinctual energies into intellectual ones. This complex process seems
to require, among other things, the displacement of sexual curiosity into other

areas of knowledge, the presence of certain prohibitions upon immediate

instinctual discharge, the presence of considerable cognative input, as well as
protection against too overwhelming a flooding with instinctual stimulation.
It is difficult to provide the necessary conditions for this development in a
crowded one room house where the sexual activity and the destructive violence
that life entails must be viewed at close range by every member of the houiehold.
Although the details of this process are debatable there is much evidence that if
it does not occur In esrly childhood it cannot be accomplished later on, and
that its failure to occur constitutes a permanent limitation upon the capacity to
get satisfaction from intellectual activity.
4. Separation of education from other meaningful experiences. There exist
for many children not only the temporal discontinuities in personal relationships
mentioned above, but also a sharp discontinuity between schooling and other
meaningful experiences. Teachers are, except for rare exceptions, of a different
race and class and speak a different language. Parents and other adults in the
community who would ordinarily serve as models for the developing child are
rarely teachers, or in any way identified with the body of knowledge which is
presented by the schools. To take on that knowledge in any more than a superficial
manner means for the child making a break with his home and his past far more
acute and irreversible than that which is required of children elsewhere.

5. Teacher-student attitudes which IsMbit learning.Because of its linguistic
and cultural strangenmerparticipation in the classroom routine is experienced
by many children here as exposure to criticism and to the danger of being found
wantingtit:, atm becomes to conceal ignorance and to avoid embarrassment by

saying as little as possible and keeping uninvolved. School becomes a continuously

4,

defensive ordeal to be survived. It is seldom the pleasurable exploration of the
world or the development of one's own capacities which can be experienced only
when student and teacher are free from concern about external standards of
performance and united in following curiosity rather than compulsion.
6. Perpetuation of pops In basic shills. Through the widespread practice of
"social promotion" (on grounds that it is too embarrassing or too unwieldly to
have ten and twelve year olds among the first and second graders) children who
have failed to acquire the basic language and arithmetic skills upon which all
subsequent learning le dependent are pushed along through the grades according
to age rather than achievement. As a consequence what is taught becomes increasingly =meaningful, and the entire educational process increasingly an
empty compliance with a ritual requirement. The disparity between what the
child understands and what he must pretend to know becomes wider and wider,
and the possibility of remedying the gaps becomes more remote.
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Funds have been made available for a variety of technical training programs
for adolescents and adults but little or none for supplementing the bask academic skills which many have miseed but which one must have to make use
of special training programs.
7. Lack of eutiervisory aid for teachers.The lack of intensive local supervision

and the disadvantages of "absentee administration" is a problem which stems
from Alaska's immense distances and which education hence shares with many
other occupations. Teachers are frequently new to Alaska, new to the ways of
life in the remote north, and new to teaching all at once. They are cut off from
the means to professional stimulation and deployment which are available elsewhere. The local principal or superintendent Is often himself too burdened with
other tasks to give the kind of supervision which could best utilize the zeal and
originality of novices or the knowledge and experience of seasoned teachers.
Diflicultlearwhich initially would have been easy to solve snowball in dismaying
proportions and teacher-turnover is high. Native, Eskimo speaking instructional
aides who could be central to the whole program arc relegated to peripheral
tasks because no one has time to devise adequate ways of using them. High
teacher-turnover and low use of natives teachers, in a situation where overcoming the initial strangeness between student and teacher is so difficult a task,
is the wasteful result.
Of this list of interferences in learning those which are most unique to Alaska

are:

1. Early stimulus deprivation.
2. Disruption of personal relationships as barrier to character development.
& Living conditions which interfere with the channeling of energies.
4. The linguistic and cultural gap.
These, it will be seen, are the ones which stem primarily from circumstances outside the educational system.
The latter half of our list which deals with lames @temping in part from
the nature of the educational program : (1) teacher -- student attitudes ; (2)
social promotion ; (3) supervisory needs -- involves circumstances in which
the Alaskan problems are an exaggeration of those prevalent elsewhere.
It seems to us quite evident that the basic problems are one which cannot be
,

solved by any simple changes in educational policy or practice. They are
problems which must certainly prove as serious stumbling blocks to the state
school system as they have to the ELL It will be lamentable indeed if the
State Department of Education is now to fall Into the plight which the ETA

has long suffered : that of being charged wits an enormously difficult tar& while
provided with meager resources for coping with it.
WHAT Hi RHINO DORM

There are evident, here and there, efforts of extraordinaryone might well
say -- heroic quality by individual teachers, and in circumscribed local project of great ingenuity and verveFor example there le the young Negro teacher, Paul Sterling, on Little Diomede (now at the North-East Cape) Who used
his skill as a teacher and his courage and compassion as a man to produce a
and effect on that remarkably intractable communityor the Hawaiianb011i Fred Ooo at the end of the continent In Pt Barrow, who has devised and
scearied out a one-man remedial reading program that the most prosperous
urban school could be proud of

Our impression is, however, that there ban been no adequate comprehensive
attack on the problems but only circumscribed and intermittent OMB.
The near universal problems of bilingualism and educational retardation
have been mistaken for individual problems of mental retardation or emotional
disorder and have hence been dealt with, if at all, as "epode' education." They

have thus been accorded the limited, peripteral, patch-work attention and
resources which such problems receive rather than being attacked as a circumstance basic to the entire educational effort
The small else of the Indian-Eskimo population has illogically been used as
a basis for assuming that small efforts would suffice. These are problems which

have to do with basic lacunae in the educational development of nearly all
Eskimo-Indiati youth. They cannot be remedied on In a year or two and
are most especially resistant to change after early childhood is passed. They
are, however, like many social problems, not necessarily perpetual but ones
which are perpetuated from one generation to the next, so that if sufficient
resources were expended to trnely eliminate them in one generation they could
be eliminated once and for all.
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IIMOKIISTMATION5

Our recommendations regarding those parts of the problem that are amendable to change within the educational system are as follows :
1. That the under-education of native youth be recognised as a universal
rather than as a special, individual problem, and approached accordingly.
Z That social promotion be eliminated and that teaching stag and facilities be increased so that all children capable of learning can acquire the basic
okille.

it That pre-school and adult education be recognised as essential to the

snecess of the regular school program and made an integral Part of it.
t That Di-lingual Indian and Eskimo teachers and to aCheitsides be trained
and used in much greater numbers.
5. That highly trained supervision and in-service training be provided on
the local level to makes the use of less highly trained and experienced teachers
more feasible.
What has repeatedly been pointed out before becomes now increasingly clear :
The education of disadvantaged children is a major national problem. The led-

emit," operated Indian schools provide an opportunity for creating . a model
system which could lead the way in research and develdpmeat Instead the .na-tional reaction has been one of simultaneously blaming and curtailing, so that
they have become an example of the waste and futility of stop -gap measures,

Seriator Krimanv. Do they have the PKU tests here in Alaska
Dr. AMMAN. Yes. The State has passed a. law. The facilities for
the test to be done by the State are not available at this time. They
can be purchased. A large number of mentally retarded native children
have been identified. The tragic thing is that over half of these were
born normal. They have suffered illness such as meningitis which is
damaging, after birth. Fortuna ly, we have very, very rare congenital

causes of retardation. We have of identified anything such as' PKU
in the native group. Hearing loss s probably the number one disability
that will interfere with education d learning: Man surveys indicate
that at least 10 percent of the nat ve population su ers from chronic
ear infection. This is a perforated' eardrum, whether it may or may
not be continuing to drain. And, that one - fourth of these have- both
ears involved and presumably would have a hearing handicap. This is
mainly based on physical examination of the ears, 'but not On ,a good
hearing test. We do not have the facility yet to do this. At a minimum,
however, there are 625 native children in school who will have a serious handicap. In addition, somewhere between a third and. two-thirds,
depending on the region of Alaska, will suffer recurrent? acute infec-

tions during the early years of life. This is frequent and prolonged
drainage ofpus from the ears; this May clear up later but its presence
during this early period of language formulation can lead to serious
handicaps and communications difficulties and learning problengi;
Our organization, the U.S. Public Health Servim, and the Alaska
Pepartment of Health and private sectors of medidne'are mounting
ik very concerted effort to attack this problem_ but in spite of all our
efforts, there will be a large number of children who 'Will remain
handicapped and special education will have to be provided for these
children. Visual defects don't appear to occur in aliarticulsrly unusual frequency, altho , there seems to be a higher, %Aftce of nearfitting of glasses are 'done ,at adnmte
tednesa; but vision
it intftlerw *ith education. ,We've
so I don't believe

talked about malnutrition. Malnutrition 'usually-conjures up the %lige
of starvation and actual physical wasting andAying from this; hemever,this is not our definition of malnutrition. This 18111640(M 'Whit&
is suboptimal, which is deficient in certain: essentials. It 'may be.de-
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ficient in quantity also. The major deficiency disease that we identify
is iron deficiency anemia, and there is a definite proven correlation

between anemia, the occurrence of respiratory infections, the se-

verity of respiratory infections when they do occur, and this anemia.
occurs primarily in infants, but it does continue on through the schoolage child.
Senator Iforrnazz. Dr. Van Dusan, that remarkable lady from Taba
City, Ariz., testified that malnutrition there, she thinks, contributes
not only to some flagrant examples of which you haven't seen any
here, kwashiorkor, and so forth, but she thinks much of the retardation that is experienced down there is related to malnutrition.
Dr. Fureastare. This has been well documented in South America,
that protein 'malnutrition in the first 2 years will load to irreparable

retardation a brain growth. I think we are very fortunate in that

protein malnutrition does not occur. This is extremely fortunate be.
cause it's a self - perpetuating cycle if it does, in that you have pareets
growing up who have suffered from this and can't provide. All the
dietary surveys done in the villages have so far shown marginal or
suboptimal intake of many of the essential nutrients. Although we
don't identify the deficiency, the need is associated with this.
Senator MONDALD. In layman language, they're still hungry though.

They need food.
Dr. AMMAN. Yes. In .many of the school lunch programs that
I've visited, its not unconnCon for over 50 percent and sometimes well

over 50 percent of the daily food intake to be consumed,at this one
meal that's furnished in the school. Now there's many factors that
contribute to.this, and not only the availability of the foods, but in
many oases, the lack of knowledge of proper nutrition and lack of
knowledge of how to store and preserve the foods that are available
to them, or to purchase wisely what they have. I think that this obviously requires education. In the meantime, I think the school lunch
program is essential, and I'm very happy to see you pushing so hard
on this one issue. I'd like to suggest the effect that education can have
on health, since this is my primary interestmy primary occupation,
not my primary interestbut the diseases that we're dealing with are
essentially unmanageable by traditional medical means. They disapaskillers and cripplers many years ago in the rest of the United
rtraitrrsi, yielding to the correction of the environmental factors responsible, such as housing, sanitation, nutrition, and education. I feel
that it is imperative that the education system consider the tremendous gap that exists between the Alaska native pupils and the average
child in the United States. You realize that poorly nourished, physi-

cally handicapped, and chronically ill children cannot learn nor
achieve in a competitive society. The curriculum must contain a much
stronger emphasis than it does now in learning about sanitation, nutrition, basic, and especially reproductive physiology, until the time that
these children can accept and utilize the traditional U.S. curriculum.
Senator KENNEDY.wWell, thank you 'very much, both of you, for
your comments. If we takelet me just ask for a rough estimation on
your part. If you say that 10 percent of the children are suffering from

chronic ear infection, and that is some 600-odd children who are in
the school system who are, you'd have to say significantly affected by
this, and take the other kinds of physical limitations from the basis of
the retardation which happens in the early life becasue of nutritional
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deficiencies and the others, what percent- -could you give us any kind

4f of figure of the percent of young people that start off in the first grade

in Alaskan schools among the native populations who are effected
those variety of different unfortunate ways. Could you give us auy
kind of
Dr. FLESHMAN. I think I would have to reiterate that the ear infections are the' No. 1 handicapping condition of hearing. Vision, I
think, we could discount as being a major cause of disability. Retarda
tion, it would ,be safe to say that probably every village has one child
starting to school with a real mental deficiency that would require a

special educational program. These other unmeasurable things, for
instance, a short time ago, we identified a group of children about 10
or 11 years of age who have failed to grow, who have failed to learn,
who test abnormal, but tile common denominator in their background,
they fit no disease pattern, but the common denominator, they were all
separated from their mothers as infants. Their mothers were hospitalized for tuberculosis. There's about 10 of these children and they are
identical. Well, these children, nothing really happened to them physically, but they were separated and they have shown residual effects of

*this. Dr. Wilson could probably reiterate. We think we are seeing
tremendous residues from the tuberculosis epidemic. There's hardly
a family that hasn't last at least one member and sometimes both with

tremendous disruption. These sort of things will lead to apparent
retardation to apparent difficulties in functioning that are attributed
a times to physical causes, but are very, very hard to dissect out in
this.
Senator Mormain. You talk about the psychologies.' destruction of

separation, and you put it different contextthe turnover of teachers
and so onany attachments seem to get taken from them. How would
you evaluate the psychological impact of being separated for three

quarters of a year, say, at Chilocco or one of the other schools
boarding schoolsm one of the other States, far distances removed
from their perents, even though it's in the high school years? Do

you think that's liable to have an advem psychological impact on the
child?
Dr. FIZSIMAN. A lot depends. You did qualify by saying in the
year that it occurs, and of course, the later on that it occurs, the less
1,11/11y it to be of significant impact. I think someone who testified

earlier, made the most important point. If the family is separated
spiritually and emotionally, it doesn't matter whether they are in the
same village or a thousand miles away, and this, I'think is a very,
very critical thing .because it'ssome sort of separation for educa-

tion is probably going to always be necessary. A czrtalksize of community will not support, the entire education system and-as we heard,
in Barrow I believe it was, the feeling of the council there is that some
separation, some further broadening of their experience is desirable.
I think if the family is basically sound and it's done at an older age,
that they can survive.

:Dr. Wusox. But the extent to which Alaska native people have
had their families and homes disrupted by so many factorsin our
own program we've had to interrupt and separate families for tuber-

culosis control. Many had their families inteffupted and they lost large
segments
ts of their families by death from tuberculosis. The extent to
have to leave home for economic pursuits in the sum-
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mertime, the extent to which children are separated for educational

purposes, all of theseI thinkno such population is being dismal

trying to get into the modern age now, axA it. is, I think, very
on them. And that they pre doing it with such dignity, and such
courage.
Senator 3f1NDALE. I'm glad you mentioned that, because I found it
almost haunting, the way the children, 8, 9, and 10, talked about key-

ing their parents for 9 months or 2 years or whatever it is From the
white man's standpoint, . you couldn't accept such a thing, and yet
they've apparently come to accept it. At' east they state it in those.
terms, but I'm not sure they have accepted it.
Senator STRIVEN& I only have one question and that is about the

Bethel Hospital. It was a little bit of a shock to see that hospital in,
that situation and not have heard anything about it hack there in

Washington. Can yott tell us when that happened and what you knave.
planned to do about it? I don't want to prolong the thing, maybe you
could write me a letter.
Dr. Wimps.. I think that hospital, physically, has ben going downhill. It's gone downhill very sharply and very badly and needs a new.
roof. The request for the reprograming of money was submitted, back
in October and I think *was Passed by the House commiftea, and it
was submited to the Senate,, believe in January and there has not,
been any response batik to our program on that request for reprograming. Other money already appropriated for other purp9see vtere--,we,
have tried to divert that to the Bethel Hospital which is appropriate-

That Bethel Hospital is probably one of the most important health
activities that is. going ion- in. the. Nation today ai,d it needs !to, IX,

supported very, very. strongly, It needs bo be expended and it needa-a
than it has. It's, doing outstandinglobs
much, much +Aro* er

with terrible fa6lities, sb olutely terrible facilitiest

Senator STBVINS. I hope you'll write us a letter about that and tell
us the total problems involved, but it raised an interestingissue to me
and I think to the other Senators here,land that do you, tell your

people, out in the bush not to contact their Congressmen and,
Senators directly jl

Dr. Wz. We do not. We most ordially, invite yolk ,to visit all

of our facilities-,

,

SWAM' &ISM& That% not what I mean, now. I asked, three of

them why they hadn't told me about specific, conditions and they said

that their orders were to send it through Anchorage. Do you have

Bsoeizelolicy that you're not supposed to allow your employees, say, in

na to contact me dirwtly9
Dr. WiLemi. No, sir; we do not have such a policy. I do not know
what the
Senator STLIMNS. Would you mind writing them a letter to that
effect and the next time I go into one of these Public Health. Service
hospitals, I'll see it posted. on the bulletin board
Dr. Wnsow. Well, I should say that I am not the one that would
be responsible for writing such a letter. I provide clinical support.
through specialists and the administrative directionI will, however,
pass this on to my boos and he will, rm quite sure, be very happy to
respond to that request.
Senator Swum. Would you do me this one last favor and that is,
you tell him, if he doesn't want to write such a letter to Public Health

NO
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Service installations in the State, to write me a letter and say why
he won't?

Dr. Wnsolf. Yes, sir; I'll do that, and we appreciate the
and the invitation and we'll take you up on it.
Senator SrEvms. Thank you.

Senator KENNEDY. As you may know, the. Hill-Burton Act expires

in. the next year and the Congress will have a chance to reconsider
really for the first time in 20 years, the whole question and approach
of the Federal's role in the developing of these hospitals in these rural
areas, urban areas, the development of these neighborhood health
centers which have been enormously successful in both the urban and
rural areas. And I think all of us can benefit from the kinds of experiences which your organization has in its attempt to provide the kind
of health services` to a group similar to the Bethel area which has a
number of rural communities and-very important health needs. So,
we'll all be focusing on this in the next year, those of us in the Congress

and the Senate and we'll be looking for your views on this kind of
leeslation, as well.

Dr. WiLsoN. We shall be delighted to try to help.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Mondale.
Senator MONDALE. Let me say, doctors, .how much I appreciate the

role of the Public Health Service., Division of Indian Health. I've
spent a lot of time on this issue, and I've always come away thrilled
by the work your people are doing and your sense of involvement.
You're underfunded and understaffed, but there's an openness about
your agency, a willingness to take criticism, a willingness to stretch
your resources and a willingness to see a broad gauged responsibility. Here you are, you could have taken the technical approach, but
here you are, you're etrying to help us understand education from
your specialist standpoint., and I find that attitude most' refreshing
and unique, if I may say so.

The second thing is, I think one of the big problems and hang ups
in this country is that we don't understand how fragile a, childis.

We've some concept about what it takes to break a leg or how lozig it
takes for a cold to end or something like that, but we don't see the intangible things thfit are often infinitely more destructive permanently

than the obvious physical things, and your testimony here, and the
others, I think, needs to be developed, because it helps unfold the
hidden aspect of deprival that the American public finds so difficult
to understand. Dr. Menninger and Dr. Bergmann have testified that
the elementary boarding schools are barbaric. That's a psychiatrist
talking. It's not tangible, it's hard to prove that it's right. All you
know is that suicides are unbelievably prevalent, and so are alcoholism
and other kinds of antisocial and self-destructive behavior.
I think that all of our failures to understand deprival and the shape

of programs to cope with it stem, in large part from our failure to
understand and perceive this element that you've tried to deal with

tonight. I'm very appreciative.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much. Senator Stevens?
Senator STEVENS. Well, Mr. Chairman, I want to personally thank
you for arranging this tour in the last. 8 days and for your courtesy
to me and to our Congressman in permitting us to go with you. There's
been a lot of controversy as we know, in the press about this trip, but
my position has been, and Congressman Pollock's position, that this
20-651 0--6.Pt.
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trip is good for Alaska. I think we have seen a great, deal. You've
brought about the education of some national news figures who now
know something about Alaska. I hope we have increased our own
education a little bit, too. The real purpose of the trip, as far as we're
concerned, has been fulfilled. As a matter of fact, I learned some
alarming things in Nome about the wa, the school has gone downhill
in the last few years since I last visited it. I hope that all Alaskans
feel the same as I do, and I'm sure they do. As a matter of fact, I will
tell you that I was late tonight because a gentleman I consider to be
one of the most conservative members of the Alaska State Senate
called me to tell me to stay with you and "give 'em hell !" That is he
said : "Stay with hiin and give 'em hell on behalf of Alaska" in support of what you're doing, and so we did.
Senator KENNEDY. Very good. Let me just thank you for being here

this evening, Senator, and for your valuable assistance in helping us
plan the trip. As I mentioned earlier, I think all of us on the committee,
myself and I'm sure, Senator Mondale, were traveling with someone
who knows the State as well as you and Congressman Pollock and is
familiar with the difficulties and the hard life which exists in so many
of the communities, were really able to add to our understanding of a
very complex and difficult kind of question and problem. We're very
much appreciative of your sincere interest and I think all of us feel
that the work is really just begun because what we've attempted to do
during these few days is to listen to the people, the natives, as well as
the others here in this State to try and gain:some understanding and
a better realization of the problem. I feel that we have, but our real
job is going to be after we return to Washington and this is something
we'll all work on and work together to help to the best of our ability.
I want to thank all of you for being here this evening and for your
attention and the courtesy that you've shown to the witnesses which
have appeared here, the demeanor and the manner in which you've
conducted yourselves, the interest which you've manifested. I think
shows that there many hundreds of thousands of people liko yourselves
who are deeply concerned with this issue and I think that adds an
additional challenge to those of us who have some opportunity to try
and atteifipt to cope with it. Ultimately and fundamentally, whatever
we do in the Nation's Capitol will have to be worked on here in the State

and in the local communities. It's a partnership arrangement, but it's
important that at least our share of the partnership is recognizing it's
responsibility, for too long we have not,- and I for one, feel that we'll
return to Washington with a greater depth and understanding of the
nature of the problem and hopefully with the worthwhile comments
that have been made tonight and during the period of the last few days,

be able to come up with the results and to, I think as Margaret said
earlier, we'll be able to cut the hot potato up before it gets cold.
The record will remain open for statements of those who could not

appear and for other pertinent material submitted for the record.
(The material referred to follows:)
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AIMS= STATZIIIINT or JOHN Bum s% Ezzcoriva DISECTOB, NATIONAL
COMM= OF AlIZSLOAN INDIANS

Mr. Chairman, Honorable Senators, the views of the National Congress of
American Indians as to the existing deficiencies in Indian education programs,
both in the public schools and in the BIA- administered Federal schools, have
previously been submitted to the Subcommittee. It is the purpose of this statement to specify recommendations for change, and to comment on some of the
Pro Petals by others.
We do not support a transfer of the educational programs of the BIA to HEW.
While }Haw has presumedly greater technical .competence in the tient of education, it 16 sot improved technique that is required, but a need to encourage -the
Indian child to greater self-fulfillment. Neither the public school nor the BIA
schools have understood this principle, and the result has been, In most Instances,
a hostile and alienated Indian child, forced to exchange his cultural heritage for
that of the dominant culture, or fail.
As Senator Wayne Morse's Subcommittee on Education said in its Bay, 1987,
report, "Because education is inextricably linked to the other human service
functions and because transfer of the education function would result in further

fragmentation of the total spectrum of services now afforded Indians by the'
Federal Government . . . [prevailing Indian opinion reflects that] the Bureau
of Indian Affairs should retain the education function . ., working In close
cooperation with the Office of Education to develop a high quality program of
Indian education."
We feel that a revitalized Bureau of Indian. Affairs, developed free of the
repressive atmosphere of the Interior Department, as an independent agency
of the Federal Governm e would be able to accomplish these goals. We have
detailed such a proposal
separate paper now receiving circulation by The
"rational Congress of Arne can Indians. While HEW knows more about education than tille BIA, it knows less about Indian education, and it is this knowledge

which is fundamental to executing a successful program. A varlet,' of tech-.
niques have historically been tried in Indian education, but only in those rare
instances where Indian cultural values have been taken into account has there
been any measure, of emcees. In most instances, whatever the technique, the
object of the program has been to degrade Indian cultural values. Thus, such
programs have failed.
The Indian sees dispersion of Federal services as a prelude to termination.'
What is needed is a total-spectrum approach to the human needs of the Indian,
in an agency which will serve such needs. Thus, it is more important for the

administering agency to understand Indians than it is for it to understand

education.
There can be no doubt, given our previous criticisms and those of others, that

a new education policy should be developed for Indian education. Numerous
proposals have been made, and all require adequate consideration. But the
National Congress of American Indians can set forth certain criteria which we
feel any such new policy should meet. Such a policy should provide opportunities for Indians to :
Serve as members of school boards and boards of education of Federal schools
and public schools with significant Indian enrollment, and as a member of the

regulatory, and State and Federal education advisory committees.
Initiate and develop, and be provided with assistance and training to accomplish, co-ordinated community plans and programs that utilise fully all existing
resources available to the community from State and local levels.
Participate in comprehensive training programs for continuing and expanding
involvement in the educational ; process: as school board members, classr000m
teachers and aides, college staff and faculty, and supportive service personnel.
Build into their communities, through involvement and participation, the con- ,
trol of programs necessary to determine in which direction change will proceed,
and in what manner Indians will be affecied by innovations.

At the root of each of theme proposals is a single principle, seldom honored
by the Federal government, that Indians have the right of self-determination,

and that they should participate in and control the planning of their own

destiny.

The adthinistration recognised this right In the speech delivered to the convention of the National Congress of American Indians at Omaha, in September,
1988, on behalf of then-candidate Nixon. Hopefully, his words will not be empty.
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The continued policy of rushing Indian children hit° State public schools provides no solution, for however deservedly the BIA has served as whipping boy
for its educational failures, tb" public schools have not served Indian children
well.

The Johnson-O'Malley Act, broad in concept and designed to provide for innovative approaches to the problems of Indian education has never been used in
this way. Virtually without exception since 1934 the act has been used to supplement basic budget support in school districts with tax-exempt Indian lands,

the same purpose to which PL 874 money is now put, insofar as Indians are
involved. Johnson-O'Malley funds ought to be used in the ways suthorized by
the Act to provide for the special needs of Indian students. Where appropriate,
Johnson-O'Malley funds should be contracted to tribes so that the tribes can
bring into the schools the necessary special programs. To the extent that additional federal funding is necessary for basic budget support, it should be provided
by other legislation, not the Johnson-O'Malley Act.

INDIAN VIEWS ON THE REORGANIZATION OF THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
ADOPT= BY THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN
INDIANS, IT LNDIILL CHINO, PRESIDENT, ON MAY 6, 1969. ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.

The National Congress of American Indians would like to project several views
and ideas that we have concerning the Federal Administration of Indian Affairs
during the present and subsequent Administrations.
The creation of the National Council on Indian Opportunity by President Johnson was a milestone in the involvement of Indian people with the administration
of this country. and as such it can be a vital mechanism for Indian involvement
in their own progress. There is no other like body which gives the Indian people
such vital participation in the discussion and solution of their problems. The
National Council on Indian Opportunity Must be continued and funds appropriated for its continued operation.
There is, no question about the desirability of appointing an Indian of recognised ability to the Indian Claims Commission.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs for a long period of time has handled matters
involving Indian people. After a fair consideration of all the issues involved,
we believe- that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has, in good conscience, attempted
to carry out its programs and functions, but we believe that the time has now
arrived to take a long and analytical look at this Bureau.

The abolition or dispersal of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and all of its services
among other government agendies certainly is not the answer. We believe that
the Bureau of Indian Affairs can effectively perform its present duties if the
organization is revisc 1. It has the'experience and know-how that is required in
areas that it directly involves the Indian people in management.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs should, by legislation, be made an independent
commission or agency. At the present time the Bureau of Indian Affairs must
compete for funds with other agencies and bureaus within the Department of

Interior who are alsq the responsibility of the Secretary of the Interior. The
Department of Interior is basically a land oriented organization, rather than a

human oriented organization. The Department's Budget Managers are also land
oriented. They do not have the required empathy regarding basic Indian problems
which are human in nature, such as the community problems oeducation, hous-

ing, etc. The Secretary of the Interior often finds himself hamstrung by the
Department and other interests which are more interested in other areas. This
conflict of interest at the Secretarial level cannot contribute to the fair and
impartial administration of Indian Affairs.
The very bureaucratic structure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs insulates the
Secretary of the Interior from the Indian people. The Secretary's chief repre-

sentative of the Indian people, the Commissioner of Ina,' Affairs, is also further
insulated from the people by the Area Offices. With these insulations, it is no
small wonder that many critics of the Bilrean of Indian Affairs claim that the
job is not being done, and that top heavy administration results. Limited funds
are now being wasted on useless office support, which also breeds excessive
red tape and reporting requirements. Direct access to the top administrators is
needed. The establishment of an independent Indian Commission will remove
most of the bureaucracy that makes it so cumbersome for Indian people to communicate with those who are responsible for Indian Affairs. We believe'that
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this proposed Indian Commission will be more responsive to the Indian 'r iople
and speed the day when Mamie development can be implemented in Indian
COMISIMM41111.

We would recommend the establishment of a committee or commission to study

the operation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Included in this body should be
a broad representation of responsible Fedenilly recognised Indian leadership.
One of the primary tasks of this body should be a complete study and evaluation
ole the present Bu ean of Indian Affairs budget process. The prevent process has
built-in pitfalls which not only encourage, but promote and :sourish the building
of empires b7 bureaucratic Preach Chiefs through their control of funds, promo'
lions, etc. at the Central, Area and Agency levels.
We believe that funds appropriated by the Congress for the benefit of Indiana

lad Indian Tribes should be appropriated with broad discretionary powers for
their nee given to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and especially to the
Agency superintendent: The present line-item-functional appropriations result in
waste for some functions through an overabundance of funds while other memoir, functions are curtailed because of fund limitations. The revision of the
budget proem should also include the approval or the veto power by Tribal governing bodies during the local Agency, budget submittal process.

The Indian Agencies at Reservation level should be reorganised, taking into

account local needs and the total Reservation development programs. The present
Bremen structure, which calls for au Agency Branch to complement every Washington Branch Chief whether it is essentially needed or not, should be eliminated.
The local Agencies should be revamped to include an effective combination of fa-

cilities and services urgently and ultimately needed to achieve the human
resource, natural resource and economic- developments in the Indian Community.
We have some reservations about Indian Tribes contracting to perform services

for the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In many cases, Indian Tribes do not have the
necessary capital to contract to perform these services. if Indian Tribes are to
be encouraged to contract with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the necessary
working capital and equipment must be made available on .^ out ight grant
basis to permit the Tribe to function economically. It should be specifically understood that if Indian Tribes are to contract with the Bureau of IndiatAffatre,
that a fair return by the Tribes in to be expected and that the Tribes should not
be expected to pay sub-standard wages to perform these services. Also, the Tribes
should be offered not only the dirtiest, smallest and most 'difficult jobs which
the Agency must accomplish, but Tribes 'should be encouraged to accept major
tasks that may require them to develop their own staffs of skilled experts. In
many instances, Tribes are offered just those jobs that the Bureau of Indian
Affitire has never been able to enccessfully accomplish, or those which are Joel"nificant, pr those which the Bnreau of Indian Affairs does not want to be bothered WM.
If Indian Tribes with very little capital contract with the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, this contracting could bankrupt them unless payment procedures by the
Bureau are improved. FarWr, the failure of 0:agree/I to give meths* of appropriations for Indian contract programs and developments could leave Indian
contractors with costly, but unusable equipment. Excessive ,contract stipervhdon
and red tape requirements should also be kept in check if Indian Tribes are to
be expected to contract onecessfully.

We have many years to go before the Indian 'movie and their communitine
reach optimum development; therefore, any thoughts of abolishing or parceling
out the services of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to other Federal agencies le out

of the question at this time. If another Federal agency attempted to take Mir
one of the present functions of the Bureau of Indian-affairs. that agency would

have to learn the difficult task and, would be faced with the same problems which

the Bureau of Indian Arabi faces. We suggest that the change of the present
Area-Agency system is the most expedient route to take.

If the Bureau of Indian Affairs is abolished or its services fragmented It will
again jeopardise, and in many cases It will terminate the present services of the
Federal gOvernmeat. It thick be terminallon in disguise. Indian people have never
been succeeetul in competh:g for services -through other goternment egeateks,
and the services rearivld fron these agencies have been very, small or practically
nil except for the excellent services now received from the letvanomic Doral0P
meet Administration and Mel Office of Economic Opportunity.

Politically end socially it it aimed impossible for the Indian to compete for
services among other Federal agencies. With the huge backlog at services and
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developments needing to be accomplished, at best, the parceling out 0 Bureau of
Indian Affairs services to other Federal agencies would only be an injustice to
these agencies because of their already insurmountable work load. A revamped
and revitalized Bureau of Indian Affairs with sufficient funds can and will do a
better job.
Rzeotutroa No. 6
Whereas the PIVsldent of the National Congress of American Indians has carefully considered the question of necessary reorganization of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, and has presented a well- written and thoughtful paper on this subject,
and

Whereas an adequate opportunity to study the recommendations contained

therein has now been afforded to the Executive Council of the National Congress
of American Indians, and

Whereas a special committee for the purpose of reporting to the Executive
Council Its view of the Chino paper has met and reported its recommendations,
and

Whereas said special committee has recommended the adoption of the Chino
paper, subject to certain modifications: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the report of the Special Committee on the Chino paper be
adopted as the position of the National Congress of American Indians, a=4 that
this resolution, together with the Chino paper: as modified, be distributed to appropriate officials of the government as the position of the National Congress of
American Indians.
Rev. WEND LL CHINO.

President, National Congress of American Indians.
FRANK DUCHENZAUX,

Chairman, Resolutions Committee.
MAY 5-6,1969.

Auru4trr.aquz, N. Mzx.
Attest :

Mr. BENNY ATENCIO,

Recording Secretary, National Congress of Amerioan Indiana.
RissoLurroN No. 11

Whereas one; of the most serious problems facing the Indian people today is

the lack of quality cmi'eatlOn for Indian children, and

Whereas the Bureau of Indian Affairs had entered into a contractual agreement of training the kindergarten teachers to serve on various Indian reservations, and
Whereas said contract was terminated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs without

consulting Indian leaders and in particular, the National Association for the
Education of Young- Children- Kindergarten Project : now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the National Congress of American Indians urges the

Bureau of Indian Affairs to consult with Indian leaders and toe National Associsrtnn for tbs. NIincaBOD of Young Children-Kindergarten Project on all such
matters and urges the Bureau of Indian Affairs to reconsider its decision on this
matter before making any further commitment to any other party.
Rev. WENDELL CHINO,

President, Nations! Coopress of American Indian's.
PRANK DucHrNsAtlx,

Chairman, Resolution Committee, National Conovess of American Indians.
MAY 5-6,1969.

Atauquzaquz, N. MEX.
Attest :
Mr. BENNY ATENCIO,

Recording Secretary, National Congress of American Indiana.

Rzsortnios No. 12
Whereas the Special Subcommittee on Indian Education of the United States

Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, has, under the successive chairmanships of Senators Robert F. Kennedy, Wayne Morse, and Edward M. Kennedy, performed unique and valuable services in investigating, collecting data

and recommending improvements with respect to the educational situation of
American Indian zhildren, and

4
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Whereas the said Subcommittee will complete its work and render its report on
or before July111, let), and
Whereas the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, the Joint Economic
Committee, and others have jurisdiction over many matters not within the juris-

diction of the Interior Committee of the Senate, especially including, but not
limited to, education of Indian children in the public schools, implementation of
poverty-alleviating programs under the Economic Development Act, Job Corps
Program, and °Mee of Economic Opportunity, and

Whereas the Labor and Public Welfare Committee of the Senate has shown a
sympathetic interest in necessary legislative surveillance of the programs affecting the Health, Education and Welfare of Indians, and
Whereas the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, and its Indian Affairs
Subcommittee. has demonstrated neither the expertise, sympathy nor interest to

edeeestel: uud"rteke its responsibility for time programs of he Bureau of

Indian Affairs relating to the human needs of American Indians, and
Whereas the substantial investigation of the problems of American Indians in

the area of human needs can best be undertaken within the jurisdiction of a

Select Committee of the United States Senate : now, therefore, be it
RAISOLVIID, That the National Congress of American Indians requestrf that

the United States Senate establish and adequately fund a Select Committee on
the Human Needs of the American Indian, nude. the chal-matuship of a Senator
from the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare to completely investigate and

undertake coutinning legislative surveillance of the programs affecting the
American Indian, and that the appropriate leadership of the Senate be advised
of the adoption of this resolution.

Rev. WZNOCLL CHINO,

President, National Congress of American Indians.
FRANK DUCHENZAIrl,

Chain en, Resolutions Committee, National Congress of American Indiana.
MAY 5- 8,1989:

Aureqrsaquir., N. Max.
Attest :

Mr. Senn-. Armin°,

Recording Secretary, National Congress of American Indiana.
MISIZPIONMINTATIONO OF THZ ALASKAN NATIVES IN SOCIAL STEM= Tame CUZ1/ZNTLY IN UBE IN THZ UNITED STATES INCLUDING ALASKA, A PRZLIMINAIIT

*RIMS?

( By the Department of Education, University of Alaska, College, Alaska,
Mar. 14, 1969)

This report is of a preliminarY study on the coverage of Alaskan Natives in
social study texts used in elementary and high schools throughout the country,

including the Alaskan classrooms. The study is far from complete in that it
covers only current editions of texts which were available through the North
Star Borough Scheel District Administration Offices at Fairbanks, Alaska.
Several interesting problems arise in the discussion of Alaskan Natives in these
texts. These problem areas are summarised below, with specific illustrations of
gross misrepresentations in the lists following. A list of texts which were
reviewed and in which the representation of the Eskimo was acceptable is also
of the Indian
Included even though the texts failed to mention even the
population in the state. It was interesting to discover at many elementary
social study series did not even include information on the state of Alaska, much
lees the Natives : such books are also listed on the following pages.
Not only WAY, but also throughout bistory, there have been several distinct
differences between the Eskimos of Cans...a and those of Alaska. These differences
.1,70 rarely brought forward in social studies texts. The Canadian Eskimo has
historically been more nomadic than the Alaskan. A few Canadian Eskimos even

today still live as their ancestors didtravelling hundreds of miles by dogsled,

building snow houses, and tenting in the summer, The vast majority of CuniALID
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had very little nomadic history, and today It can be guaranteed that no Alaskan
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Na Ive builds a snow house or nomadically travels hundreds of miles with his
family in search of food. Today's Alaskan Eskimo uses kerosene, oil or electricity for heat and light; he lives in established communities with schools,
stores, airstrips, and, in some cases, an electricity generating facility. The villages have regular mail service and have radios, whereby they maintain contact
with other villages and cities. All native children have access to schools of one
type or another, either in the villages or in central locations. Hunting and fishing
are still an important occupation of many Natives; howker, most Natives get
their food and supplies through stores which are supplied by airfreight or ship.
Many Natives are employed in Defense jobs, oi!, mining, and fishing operations.
While realistic for a very small minority of people living in another country,
stories of the Eskimo travelling for miles hunting seals and caribou, building
snow houses and tents, and such activities are highly misleading when application of the story to the Alaskan Native is implied. This is probably the most
serious problem in the presentation of the Alaskan Native. In reading these
stories, one is often led to believe that due to arduous travels the Eskimos do
not stop long enough to educate their children, to learn about the existence of
electricity, to communicate with the outside world, or for that matter, to even
know of another world. Stories of this kind are highly prejudicial against the
Alaskan Eskimo of today. While such tales may have had some validity for
Eskimos of past generations, they are commonly used today in texts with no
accompanying explanation of the fact that these modes of living are now long
gone, only to be found in museums. This problem of confusing history with the
present, and confusing Canadian modes with Alaskan modes so far only includes
consideration of Alaska's Eskimos, a fact which leads to another basic problem
in coverage of the Alaskan Native in social study texts.

This problem in the treatment of the Alaskan Native is that in only one or
two of all the texts reviewed was there even mention of the Indians. Alaska's
native population is made up of both Eskimos and Indians. While there is a
geographic difference in the distribution of these two cultures in the state, there
is. very little morphological difference in the people, and their communities often
have very similar characteristics. While some of the texts give very good treat-

ment of the Eskimo they are almost universally discriminatory in that they do
001 even mention the Indian who has played a very important role in the eetding of Interior and Southern Alaska. While on the surface little difference can
be seen between these two Alaska native groups, their cultural modes are certainly different enough to bear separate coverage in texts. The fact that all
native Alaskans are called Eskimos is highly insulting to the Alaskan Indian
who has a well deserved pride In his distinct culture.
It must be stressed that this report represents only a cursory survey of curriculum materials on hand. The misrepresentations and discriminatory statements are in some cases so gross that the background, or reference material,
may also be suspected. No research has been done to date on coverage of the
Alaskan Natives in common reference material. Another area which is known
to be heavily loaded with discriminatory material is the children's literature on
the Eskimo: as is the case with the reference material, no formal search has
been made in this area. Although the scope of this report is limited for the
present to include only the latest editions of texts in use, mention must be made
of the fact that many schools are still using older editions of soul studies tests
which in Many cases contain even grosser discriminatory passages against the
Alaskan Natives.
The following list of books are current elementary school social study readers

in which there is no mention of Alaska Natives at all; and, in some cases, no

mention of the state of Alaska. Although there are some high school texts which
also neglect to mention Alaska Natives, they are not included in the list.
Burnette, 0. Lawrence, Lebtie Lee Ralph and T. J. Durell. Basle Social Studies.
New York : Harper Row, 1964. Grade 5. No mention of Alaska Natives.
Cutright, Prudence, John Jarolimek and Mae Knight Clark. Living in America
Today and Yesterday. New York : Macmillan, 1966. No mention of Alaska
Natives.
Dederick, Nelle, Josephine Tiegs and Fay Adams. Your People and Mine. Boston :
Ginn, 1965. No mention of Alaska.
Goetz, Delia. At Home in Our Land. Boston: Ginn, 1965. No mention of Alaska.
Hagaman, Adeline P. and Thomas J. Durell. Basic Social Studies. New York:
Harper Row, 1964. Grade 4. No mention of Alaska.
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Hagman, Adeline P. and Thomas J. Dune. World Culture. Past and Present.

New York : Harper Bow, 1906. No mention of Alaska Natives.
MUM, Paul B., Clyde F. Kohn and Robert A. Lively. In All Our State. Chicago :
Scott Poreemon and Company, 1966. No mention of Alaska Natives.
Hunnient, C. W. and Jean. D. Grombs. We Look Around rht. Chicago I,. W.
Singer Company, left No mention of Alaska Natives.

Jarolinik, John and Elisabeth B. Carey. Living in Places Near and Far. New

York : Macmillan, 1908. No mention of Alaska Natives.
King, 'Frederic M., Bracken and Sloan. Regions and Rooks; Needs. River Forest,
Illinois: Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., 1908. Grade & No mention of Alaska Natives.

Lally, Laura, Earnest W. Tiegs and Fay Adams. Your Neighborhood and the
World. Boston* Gina, 1926. Does not even include a map of Alaska in map of
oar country.
Fay Adams. Your World
McClellan, Jack, Grace Dawson, Ernest W. Tinge

Natives.
and Mine. Boston: Ginn, 1966. No mention
McGuire, Edna. The Story of American Freedom, ew York : Macmillan, 1967.
No mention of Alaska Natives.
Pierce, KM Lust and Euphrosyne Georgia. The Conutenity Where You Live.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1905. No mention of Alaska.

Preston, Ralph C. and Eleanor Clymer. -Communities at Work. Boston, D.C.:
Heath, 1964. No mention of Alaska Natives
Preston, Ralph C. and John TOttle. In These United Slates and Canada. Boston,
D.C. : Heath, 1905. Only mention of Eskimos is Canadian. No mention of
Alaska Natives in chapter on Alaska.
Wan*, Kenneth D., Emma D. Sheehy and Bernard Spodek. Learning About Our
Families. Boston : Allyn and Bacon, 1967. Grade 1. No mention of Alaska.
Wann, Kenneth D., Jane D. Vreeland and Marguerite A. Conklin. Learning About
Our Country. Boston : Allyn and Bacon, 1967. Grade 8. No mention of Alaska
except one reference as to size.
Wann, Kenneth D., Frances C. Wann and Emma D. Sheehy. Learning About Our
Neighbors. Boston : Allym awl Bacon, 1987. Grade 2. No mention of Alaska.

Wann, Kenneth D., Henry J. Warmon and James K. Contield. Man and His
Changing Culture. Boston : Allyn and bacon, 1900. No mention of Alaska.
The following list of books includes elementary and high school social study
texts in which the materials on Alaskan Eskimos is acceptable : only a few men
tion Indians.
VLSILENTAIIT

Brown, Gurtrude S., Josephine Mega, and Fay Adams. Your Country and Milne.
Roston : Ginn, 1905.

Carle Norman, Phillip Bacon and Frank K Sorenson. Knowing Your Neighbors
in the United States. New York : Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960.
Carla, Norman, Phillip Bacon and Prank E. Sorenson. Knowing Our Neighbors in
U.S. and Canada. New York : Bolt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966.

Coons, Frederica and John Prater. Trains to Freedom in Anser:ean History.

Boston: Ginn, 1967.
Cooper, Kenneth S., Clarence l7. Sorensen, and Paul Todd Lewis. The .hanging
New World. Morristown, N.J.: Silver Burdett and Company, 1967.
Cooper, Kenneth S., ,t, rence W. Sorensen, and Paul Todd Lewis. Learning to
Look at Our WtorteL
N.J.: Silver Burdett and Company, 1967..
Orabtave, Phter,
Tiegs and Fay Adams. Understanding Your Oosstry

and Mint. Boston: 0
905
Outright, Prudence and Join aroliniek. Living in Our Country and Other Look
N.Y.; MacMillan, 1908.
Harold il. Ana Fred A. Sloan. A Journey Through Mow Lands.
Blom, 195C

Harold D. and Fred A. Sloan. Journeys Through the Americas. Beston : Alin and Bacon, 19101.

Drat mood, Harold D. and Fred A. Sloan. The Western Hemisphere. Boman:
Allyn and Bacon, 19(1&

Group, Herbert, Dwight W. Follett, Robert IL Goblet, William L. turban and Hen.

Ablaithwede. inglering Regions of the Welter* ilenitophere. Oldeago:

Polka% 1990,

Mira" Paul IL, Helen IP, Wise, and Ltrey Kohn. In the daterieek Cbleado:
deett, Iftrelltillk 1906.

-
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King, Frederick M., Dorothy K. Bracken, and Margaret A. Sloan. Communities
and Social Needs. River Forest, Illinois : Laldlaw Brothers, 1988.
Polansky, Lucy, Kenneth D. Wann, and Henry J. Warman. The Changing Earth

and its People. Boston : Allyn and Bacon, 196T.
Rickard, John A. Discovering American History. Boston : Allyn and Bacon, 1965.
Townsend, Herbert. Our America. Boston : Allyn apd Bacon, 1964.

Wann, Kenneth D., Edith Stull, and Henry J. Warman. Our Changing Nation
and its Neighbors. Boston : Allyn and Bacon, 1967,

Whittemore, Katheryne T. and Melvin Svec. The United States and Canada.
Boston : Ohm, 1966

HIGH SCHOOL

Anderson, Vivienne, and Laura M. Shufelt. Your America. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1987.
Casner, Mabel B. and Ralph H. Gabriel. Story of the American Nation. New
York : Harcourt, Brace and World, 1967.
Outright, Prudence and John Jarolimek. Living as World Neighbors. New York :
Macmillan, 1968.

Holt, SoL World Geography and You. Princeton, N.J.: Von Norstrand Co.. 1964.
Koller, tAarvin R., and Harold C. Couse. Modern Sociology. New York : Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1900.
Resnick, Mariam R. and Lillian H. Nerenbery. American Government in Action.
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1969.
Smith, Harriet Fuller, Ernest W. Tiege, and Fay Adams. Your Life as a Cities*.
Boston: Ginn, 196T.

Van Cleef, Eugene, and John C. Finney. Global Geography. Boston : Allyn and
Bacon, neo.
The following Is a list of texts in which are contained passages which either
make a false statement atinnei Alaskan Natives, or which by implication give a
false representation of these people.
Carla, Norinan, Elaine M. Templin and Frant E. Sorenson. Knowing Our Neighbore Around the Earth, New York : Holt, Rinehart and Winiton, DO&
The only reference to Eakinicis in the entire book occurs lifter nleation of
the diet of Aidatici : "Eskimos also eat seaweed," p. 94. This is erne of such
a small minority of Eskimos that it is hardly worth mentioning, especially
when it is the only reference to these pefople.

.

Clark, Thomas D., le,oy ConsIton and Amber Wilson. America's Printlier. Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 1965.

In this text there is only a brief reference to the glektmos as Alaska's

natives ; they also mention that "The Eskimos will not starve so 101111 as

there are reindeer," p. 886. This statement puts the Eskimos on .s very
simple-minded status as compared. with the common American Kidd* Cl*s

status. The altuation of adequate food supply for the natives is far more
complex than merely having enough reindeer. Granted that .many Eskimos
raise reindeer for the meat market where they realise snMelent income to

purchase their food supplies. No Eskimo, however well adapted, though, can
avoid starvation by eating reindeer meat alone.

Outright, Prudence and Tan Jarolimek. Living in the Ateerkai. New York:
Macmillan, 1966.

,

"Hunting is especially important to the Eskimos living in the tundra
region of Marks. They depend on the walrus, seal, **ale* Arctic' fogged

other wild animals. To the Eeldmos these Animals mean fa* el0111011,._,114;,,

shelter." p. 896. Again one sees a highly simplified picture of the AURICUP
Native.

Hamer, 0. Stuart, Dwight W. Follett, Ben Abischwede and Herbert 11. Gross..
Exploring Our Country. Chicago: Follett, 1962.
"At the Eskimo village everyone rushes to greet us. We
the American
schoolteacher and his wife that we have come to see how the Eskimos live.
T h e f i r s t Eskimo, h o m e we v i s i t i s a s k i n t e n t . This Is a w a n u o v r house, . . .
Inidde the bot.se is a seal oil lamp Seed for light and beat and:
"

864. This is probably the worst cue of discrimination against the'
encountered. Why do the authors differentiate between the As
schoolteacher and the Eskimos ; are not the Eskimos also Americans? Thil story
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Is supposed to have 'taken place at Point Barrow, Alaska. In this large,

Ikmaling town, Natives are more likely to cook on convendonal .stoves:. Derma:later insinuation in the text, these people lmow of:electricity, teleand stormed canned and dried foodstuffs. They buy a great many of

their clothe!, ad household items 'through mallorder houses. They do not
depend entirely on whales, walruses and seals es the authors would have
the reader believe;
boreal, Saul, Norma B. Roemer and Loyal Durand, Jr. World Geography Today.
New Yak Bolt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1908.
4 "For the most part. the likkimos of the North American tundra make a
scant living by Sabine, tapping and hunting." pp. 498-499.

Patterson, Franklin, Jemmy Patterson, C. W. Bimnieut, Jean D. Orambe and
James. A. Smith. Man Mange* His World. Chicago: L. W. Singer, 1988.
This text includes two stories about EsIdmos. Both of tivegi, gin is have
illustration* accompanying the text in which the Beldam are building snow
Igloos in the winter and tents in the summer. The stories follow a sequence
On ave men, In which the cavemen were dressed in shaggY skins and chasing
animals over the mow with spears. The pictures of the Esichnos show men
dressed in fun with similar spears chasing scale and earthen. The fact that

at the end of the story there ie a 'Adore of a modem. Eskimo classroom
hardly compensates for the misrepresentation of Eskimos in the stories.'

A. quip about the clever Eskimos rf today who can take apart an outboard

motor also falls short of demonstrating the depth of understanding and
adaptation now occurring in the villages and cities among the Native
population.

Preston, Ralph C., Caroline Emerson, P. E. Schrader and A. F. Schrader. Four
Lands, Four Peoples. Boston : D.

Beath, Inc:, 1988.

In the only mention of people in the Arctic the text says : "Eskimos and

other wandering peoples can live in the Arctic by hunting and .fiehing." p. 81.
Smash, Lawrence. Our Working World. Chicago : Science Research 'Associates,
1964.

See Appendix.

Thralls, Zoe A.. Edward I. Biller and William Hartley. The World Around Us.
Newitork: Bar...e_surt, Brace and Woold,.1985.

In Up beautifully illustrated text pictures of Canadian Eskimos in tents
and maw houses are shown as examples of Alaskan limos. "Some Esidnibe
winter in sod huts; others builigloon of suer. and ice." p. 21.
Townsend, Herbert. Oar Wonderful World. Boston
and Baba, Inc., 1988.
"People (Eskimo) dress in furl and hunt seal, walrus. and polar bean for
food and clothing. Some live in huts made of earth and `skins, but others
build homes of frozen snow, called 'igloos. When the Eskimo wants to bevel,
he harnesses up his sled dogs, called huskies." p. 146.

num .somica.

Bohlen, John C. ComMusilies and government in a Oluswing World. Chicago:
Rend McNally, 1988.

"Many Ihkimos of Alaska, ,Maintain. a way of life not trio different from

that ofenerations of Eddie* that lived before then." p. 158;
bradlq2uha llodgden. World G00_04. Boston : ginn,,1098:

.

primitive Eskimo eats UM and seal meat not beaten be is too

or too law to rise corn and-cows. and not eeemearilt beeline be

wild :to 'Cultivated feed. 'Be' 'eats Ash and "seal meat because his .physical

environment with sot provide enough bay for cower and heat for Oorn...1.,p. 87.
Although. the Ai:Moe qualtdit his statement *bout the EthdtnaktheluMUItion is still there, by mere Menthol Uf the words stupid and leap* .The

*paraded akimbo' do other mho because of stripidttr ,Ind Withal: The
use at thelead "prirr,tive" =ARV llekimo is unfmidniW in this context.

'John Rapt Wanklin end Ernest R. MO; Land Of She'Pree.
Camber,. John
New Turk: Iftlyitager Brothers. Mt.
; pardeettrly
"Tbe hording peopl, of the Alealkin interior (Whine)
aloof the emaat had made raaem

--lif-rifeesretenetn.

th**14wa,*114:040tho

*diens -MIR Poem* the tiiie,44),***
,.
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Cole, William E., and Charles S. Montgomery. High School Sociology. Boston :
Allyn and.Bacon, 1967.

"Primitive Eskimos in Asia and North America had only themselves and
their environment from which to make their living and from which to fashion a culture. Consequently they built their houses of blocks of snow and ice

and skins. They subsisted largely upon sea animals, and used the fat, or
'blubber' of these animals for light and heat. Today they may have radios

and cigarette lighters." p. 201.
Kolevson, Edward B., and John A. Heine. Oar World And Its Peoples. Boston :
Allyn arid Bacon, Inc., 1967.

There is no differentiation between Canadian and Alaskan Eskimos.
"Sometimes dome-shaped *loot are built from blocks of hard-packed snow."
p,74.

Packard,

0., Bruce Overton and lien D. Wood. Geography of the World.

New York : Macmillan, 1959.

"Primitive peoples take from the earth what happens to be found in-the
regions in which they live. The Eskimos and the Lapps obtain all the necessities of their simple lives from the animals of the locality. To this they may
add a crude shelter of stones or skins or blocks of snow." p4
Sorenson, Clarence W. A World View. Morristown, N.J.: Silver Burdett, 1964.
"And the simple stone or snow houses of the Eskimo are heated and lighted
by burning seal fat." p. 49.

APPZNDIX

WE! OADIDOIT ZSICIII0 !ANIL= UPI As TEST DOe

In the far, far north, almost at the North Pole, it is very cold nearly all year
round. In the winter the land is covered with deep snow : It is so deep that men
and animals can hardly travel across it. The lakes and ocean are covered with
ice, and it is very hard to catch fish. Most of the time the wind blows hard
across the great open :pace& There are no trees to slow down the wind. In, the
winter the ran shines for only one hour each day. There is only darkneis and
cold. The summer is very short But then there is sunshine all day long. A few
plants poke through the snow at that time of year. But most of the time it is
cold and dark, and there is little food to be found.
The people who live in this cold land are called Eskimos. The Eskimos cannot

grow' fruit and vegetables, because it la too cold. They cannot keep animals for
food, because it Is too bard to grow food for the animals. So they have to hunt
or ash for all their food. In the whiter the Eskimos who live, near water hunt
seals. An Eskimo man lies quietly nest to a certain kind of bole in the ice. When
a seal pokes its head through the hole to breathe, the Eskimo stabs a harpoon
into it to kill it. From the seal the Eskimos get food and blubber. The blubber
le the fat of the seal and ID harped for light and heat. In the summer the seals
swim far out to sea. Then the Ideldmos have to hunt animals that live on land.
The animal that they hunt mostly is the caribou. The caribou is a kind of reindeer. It is hunted with bears, arrows, spears, and guns. Because Daimon have

to hunt for their food, they have to travel a long way over great Newfield&
They have to know bow to tell what the weather will be. And they have to
know bowto
to make tools that will help them in a land of ice and snow.
Because
have to travel so much, they live in houses that can be
made quickly. In the Winter they make igloos of blocks of snow. An Eskimo can

make an igloo big enough for his whole family in only a feu hours. In the
summers the Eskimos often live in tents that are made from the skin of the
caribou. When they move in the summer, they take their tents with them.

When they move in the winter, they leave their igloos and build new ones when
they need them.

The clothes that the Eskimos wear are also made from caribou skin& This

clothing protecti them from the water and the cold. Eskimos wear a lot of heavy
clothing. Their clothing is carefully made and is decorated with beads and bright
colons.

Nome Eskimos spend part of their time trapping foxes. The fox skins are
cleaned and stretched on a board until they are dry. Then the Eskimos take the
skins to a trading poet. There they trade the skins for tea, flour. sugar, salt, and
guns. The skins are the only things that the Eskimos can trade, because they
*Lawrence Omsk Our Workfts Worif (Chicano:

1O64).
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do not have tbe time to make anything for trading. Hunting for food takes almost
all the-EskiMos' time.
When the Eskimos want to have a good time, they play games, tell stories, sing

songs, and make carvings. These carvings are very beautiful, but they are not
very fancy. Eskimos have fun in simple ways. Because they must work so hard
just to get food, to make clothing, and to build igloos, they have no time to
spend on making other things that they might enjoy.
In the summer it is easier to Bea tend; and a few Eskimo families live

together. But as it gets colder, food becomes harder to find, and each family
goes off to live by itself while hunting. So the Eskimo children may not see
children from other Eskimo families for a long time.

THE COPAN (COLLEGE ORIENTATION PLOORAM Fox ALASKA NATIVES)
PBOOBAII : EDUCATION FOB SURVIVAL

(By Prof. Lee H. Salisbury, Director, COPAN Prtgram)
ABSTRACT

In the fall of 1967, ten percent of the entering freehmezi class at the University
of Alaska was identified as Alaska native students. As in past years, they came
from all over the state : Tsimyedan, Tlingit, and Heide, Indians from the south-

eastern panhandle area ; Aleuts from the Aleutian Main ; Athabascan Indians
from the Interior and Eskimos from the Bearing and Arctic Sea coast and
inland river communities.
The educational, social and cultural backgrounds of these students are varied.

Not all are pure-blooded natives. To receive grant-in-aid support from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, a student must declare himself to be one-fourth or more
of Eskimo, Indian or Aleut extraction. There are, undoubtedly, other students
attending the University who have varying degrees of native blood but who have

not declared themselves to be "native" because they do not need or want
financial assistance. However, the percentage of mixed blood is no index of
acculturation : one junior student, a graduate of an Anchorage high school,
plays flamenco guitar and recites Ferlinghetti with no trace of an accent, yet

is a pure-blooded Eskimo. He stands in etribing contrast to a blond, blue-eyed,
fair-stinned part-Aleut girl from King Cove who speaks with the characteristic
native intonation and who mixes only with other native students.
Native students enrolling in the University from de facto segregated boarding
schools such as Mount Edgecumbe in Sitka, Covenant High School in Unalakleet,
and Friends High School in Kotzebue are likely to be bilingual. Others, who
come from integrated high schools in the larger cities, such as Fairbanks and

Anchorage, are le*, likely to speak their native language and may be more

racially dilute.
Although it would be difilcult to generalise about a group with such varied
badtgrounds, lt. lea proven possible to make certain accurate predictions: Over
JO per oent of native students entering the University are likely to drop out at

the end of their first year. Only four per cent of the original group are likely

to receive a college degree at the end of four years. Out of a group of 49 entering

native freshmen, only two are likely to complete the baccalaureate degree at
the end of four years.

When one considers that natives in Alaska number almost-one-third of the
permanent population and that these student.. 're their potential leaders, the

gravity of this minority group dropout problem oecomex apparent.
What causes these student! to drop out? From a supestelel e!..emination of

existing data, it might be concluded that entering native freshmen would be
better prepared for the competition confronting them in college than would
their non-native peers. To reach this educational level, they have already ourviWd an attrition rate of over 60 per cent in elementary school and 52 per cent
in high school. Yet, at the college level, these surviving native students are
twice as 'likely to fail.

For the rural native student who enters college directly upon graduation from
a boarding high school, the experience is typically devastating. College represents his first integrated school experience and a traumatic introduction to the
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role of a minority group member. Bemuse of his poor academic preparation and
his inability to communicate his ideas and feelings (even within his own group),
his self-concept becomes imbued with deep feeli:Lva of inferiority and inadequacy every time he meets an academic and social obstacle he cannot surmount.
If he is to survive, he is clearly in need of special supports which the standard
college structure, does not provide.

In response to this special need, the University of Alaska Division of State-.
wide Services in cooperation with the U.S. Office of Education and the Bureau
of Indian Affairs Initiated a special summer program in Illhe celled College
Orienlation Prepare for Alaskan Natives (COPAN). The program ran for four
summers under, the terms of the USOE grant and terminated in 1987.
The alms of thin four year,. six-week summer program were:
A. To increase the native student's chances of academic success and social
adjustment by :
1. enhancing Ids feelimp of self-worth by enabling him to understand
his original Culture and ita relationship with the larger owlet;
2. helping himta,perceive the value and attitudinal-contrasts istiveen
these cultures anfreeireloping the communication skill* needed to vsyrbailie these differences;
8. strengthening his conceptual knowledge of English by broadening
his background of .direct experience- within the Western urban culture;
4. Increasing his understanding of Neff by helping him to perceive and
to verbalise his problems;
fostering the development of native peer support through group
discovery and Mongolian of mutual 'Kubiak* ..4411.
8. broadening his understanding of language and helping him..to perceive the functional-relationship Of its impede within and to a:: Amine

culture;

.

7. providing .temporary academic and social itrpgorte which are withdrawn asthe student develops his own resources.

B. To provide practical information to other* who carry.Ius. orientation
native and 'Other ininOrittor accelerated acculturation programs for

C. To addle the general body of scientific knowledge of -the. acculteratton
procestand itamethode of study.
COPAN procedures. included .isaminar di/melons of contemporary nati ;aerial
issuecand problems; rooming indboarding with a .Western peOlhaladonal..
.

-.

during the. six-week program Seat*, and vialta to institutionallluetinting the
Westeni urban culture (scientific, artistic,. professional) ;.".ffelded read* and
=den picture vie g ; interpersonal communication : and 'writingEragliah
language and literature r,tesar-tanght. by Speech and Einglish..spechilistaf work-.
shop in ..study
test - taking and the use otrielearth
testing and connoting r a formal freshman level course AtithroPalogp.:(letrO
duties to the Study of Van).
.,
.The central
of the program . was te'enmerrige tneldereltipment.;.td
self - determination within each-student. to enabW him teelernehieetheltrilefei*his own capabilities,;-and: to help him realistically vieW4he:Alereer,eitertaitivec
available to him; to UMW. him **understand the talent and -degree Of. commit'
went each alternative requires,. and alio* him ta'ehooee freelythelnrelit con-

'

siders to be most r e w a r d i n g .

College ls San as the. alternative which- generates the wideterangeof..eho100:
for him, and affords the greatest opportunity for self4letermination...To the d&
gree that this autonomy is developed, he can achieve the advantagee..offerad. in:

the dominant culturesot as a ward, but as a productive. memberarrithOut

sacrificing those aspects of his original heritage which have 'Value. and mesetug..,
to 'him.

Prom .. the date collected over the four year period of this- program ant:set
for dlareield
down in the attached report, The flOPAN
is apparent that COPAN has accomplished what
What it set out to do. Its students have
shown a higher survival rate than their non PAN native peers, The -dramatic'
gains in cultural insight and self-worth, which are patent in their written and
oral expression, are at:muted by psychometric data shawits increases in pert

souality integration and lowered anxiety levels over each ebtWeek PeriodChanges in the entering score pattern of COPAN volunteers over the put 'four
years indicate that the program is attracting increasing numbers Of high-potential, low-achievers (high ACT-low high school ()PA) and helping them to
succeed in college.
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The Castings contain impticat Ions for educators of Alaska natives at all
The
tschooling'received by the 'Alaska native does 'not permit 1
dsreis the attitudes and stills he needs In order, to compete on an Elba
with his non - native Peers.11te high attrition rate stems from his early lie

bendiestt which are compounded:with each additional year of schoolir
from non-academic futon (low ego-strength, social adaptability and n
achieve) "shads depend largely upon hie ability to communicate.

Mince ail :language is not only an inetrument of social communicath
Mae the mares through which
think and learn, it is a
nativestudent constitute a re"
deg
linguistic handicaps of the

which severely limit his chances academic emcees Intellectual growth 1
culture,depside on mastering
dietie system. The research of other ar
tits has shown persuasively
the mental processes involved In analysi
ferentiationi classifying and
Wag are dependent upon. the developm
speech. Thus,. It can be
that, language and world-view are 'tern
intsrtwired. One cannot be utantithout the other. In light of the fore
emphasis upon Cultural awarenee
the OOPAN Previa pia
language development.

The philosophy of the pr7igraro is contained in the following assumption

hypotheses which have IA turn determined the form, content and api
of its several components' /

es th evalnes, attitndes and standards of the I
1. A language em
who have developed i and use it.
understand a language unless one understand
2. One cannot fu
culture from which t has emerged and rhich it exprosees. A Waster,*

grows up in the

instream of his society does not perceive his ci
in the same way ski does a person who is entering the Western cultur
& Alaskan netlike students display varying degrees of difficulty to
English and ado ng Western ways. Generally, their background 4
perience within e Western culture has been limited.
native student's background of direct experience
If the
"%b. the4.Western
cul re is broadened in ways which will stimulate him to
muicate,
ceptual knowledge of English will improve, his vocal
will 'expand an he will use the language more confidently and meanins

& The
original

able to eons

& When

native ,student will gain a deeper appreciation c
and a greater understanding of his adopted one if

re them objectively.

student appreciates the cultural contributions of his e

group and
a reelistic awareness of his own talents, interests, and
bilities, he can begin to develop positive feelings of selfhood and dire
onal problems of the Alaska native are common to at
7. The

pies who, must move from one culture into another. As be studies th
justmenti problems of others,.. the student may discover alternate wa
dealing with hie own.

& The values and attitudes of each culture are embodied withi
family *its. Experience has shown that acculturation of foreign situ
proceeds It a -more rapid rate when they can live with a Western h

unit and engage in its ditY-toglay activities. The Alaska native abiders
proatelmilarly from a Western family living experiencie.
The OOPAN philosophy =doilies each of the several aspects of
PIM
Points 1,.2, II, and 4- Were: embodied in tim. epproach used in the Leaguer
'Communication dames- ?Pints 54 6, and I datonaltatit the focus in the. 141
emeiner clam and the choice of anthropology as the subject of study. to
.

was reinforced by the Orientatibi (guidance and testing) 'session and
g was rehecieti,

the family living. aspect of the Program:

.

Not nil of the native's eommuniCatioa problems stem entirely
'crew
tarsi Mae conflict. The environment of acculturation-of the Weetsall
laterfectimaiCalso be' shouldered. One such prObleM2M7the

tetit ditheulty Is "skin** an - adult role when he uses Inagliih. fete

.sttidelitti 'Who hare note( this probkaJa'themselveihave commented 4itita

that this is entirely eassedaizetsisiato vit A
not PrePel
tlal iintromowilat, HOW, their'
teof
is opt to be' mastmett :members
the cloathatat cater* as "c
shiletse rather than 'active and direct..
.!--ireitstiss,k seam Pamive
oaf*, students look to the atmosphere In which they bare learned AMON

Some

toward comatualoadon: that:

edditlimet causes of this problem.
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Although, theoretically, we regard acculturation to be a two-way process
of interaction and adjustment, it is a fact of life that the weaker culture will
have to do most of the adapting. In Alaska, the burden of adjustment has been
placed squarely upon the native. It is his way of life which is no longer viable
and must change if he is to survive in the world of the white man's cash
economy.

Because his people had no written language, survived on a subsistence level,

and lived in virtual Isolationnever developing the technological amenities
which we consider the essentials of civilised livinghis culture was labeled
"primitive," and hence, "childlike."
It has been all too easy for the well-intentioned but ethnocentric teacher to
regard his mission in Alaska to be one of leading the ignorant heathen to the
"light." Western education is perceived as the way by which the student can
be helped to rise out of his childlike, primitive state and become an adult,

civilised, somehow more "human" being.

Yet, the Alaska native within Lis own home is treated, from a very early age,
in a more adult fashion than are the teacher's own children. His thoughts and
opinions are regarded to be inviolable and sacred. Int eed, there is more re-

gard for the integrity of the individual in his culture than there is in our
own. Adulthood, with its status and privileges, is not delayed but can be
achieved at a relatively early age. But this way of life is collapsing and the
young native must seek adult status on Western terms since it is in the domi-

nant culture that he must survive.

Here he finds himself learning the code of the new culture in a role of dependency. If his parents were unable to provide for his education and support,
he receives a free education from his new "parents," the Bureau of Indian
Affairswho, incidentally, may also support his parents as well. English becomes a means of communicating with the paternalistic establkihmentwhite
people in positions of authority who are "helping" him becauee thee know what
is "best" for him. Thus, the native student may learn to use hie new language

as his parents did--to ask for favors, advice, and assistance of the white establishment It is a childlike roledemeaning, but comfortable. It is a form of arctic
Uncle-Totaimn which many older native people have accepted and will continue to practicesince they can survive in no other way.
Alaska's largeet educational problem is to provide increasing numbers of its
native people with the confidence and competence they need to assume their
new roles in the larger culture. Educating the young to become productive, happy
members of our society is difficult even in mainstream communities, since we live

in an age where technelogical advances make yesterday's curriculum obsolete.
But, this problem is compounded when the student comes from a cuture which
does not share our Western conceptual base. In this context, the teschei must
reach beyond the parameters of traditional Western educational methodology
and.materials (designed for the mythical, "average" middle-chtes.urban child)
and must teach the basic attitudes, concepts, and values upon which our culture rests.
Unless the teacher has somehow acquired a broad cultural perspective (either
through personnel experience of formal course work), it is unlikely that he will
be able to transmit this understanding to his students. For it is only by examing the cultures of other societies that we can fully understand our own. (How
many of us did not comprehend English grammar until we tried to learn a forsign language?)

Education for the mainstream student can be defined as an enculturation

process: the formal training by which he (hopeful131 acquires the skills which his

increasingly complex society demands. Because he lives in his own cultural
setting (his community files family unit), the Western values and attitudes
(behaviors) are implicit rather than capreesed.
Education for the Alaska native student, on the other hand, is a transitional
or acculturational process ; the formal training which helps him to understand,
the values and attitudes of the new society he is entering. 'When he can accept

-these new behaviors and attitudes, the process of enculturation can meaningfully
P roceed.

As Dr. George Rogers, an Alaskan economist, has pointed out, the education
of the Alaska native is no longer analogous to an individual crossing a bridge

,
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[From the Journal of American Indian Education, January 19811
PLACHINO ENGLISH TO ALASKA NATIVE8

(By Lee H. Saitabury)
Communication is one of the world's most pressing problenis today. Whether
it is between nations or persons, the basics of understanding in the fullest semantic sense is an ultimate goal. This problem is wellIllustrated with the following
away :
"Two boys were friends. They lived near each other. One boy was from the
States, the other was an Alaskan. They lived in a (small village. The two usually
had tun together,. but at times they had trouble communicating.

"Like the time they were going swimming. The native boy said he would
not swim on that day because the water was Dot clear. He believed he would
surely drown if he swam on such a day. The water was not right. The other boy
said where he came from, they swam at any time. But the native boy would not
swim.

"One day Mike (the native boy) book ble .22 kide to hint- seem muskrat. It'
was early morning and all the birds were singing. The sun was ding up as be
Vatted a muskrat far off, near the edge of the lake.. He worked his way around
the lake so that he could get to where he had seen It He was in thick brush
when he heard the call of the geese not far away. He quickly dropped to a dry spot
and watched nrotionleasly ao a large flock of geese dew directly overhead. They
were Oe.sedIan geese tying gracefully in tormation,the leader calling-out loudly
and his followers giving a soft 'reply to assure him all was well. They were so
chine to Mike that he could bear their wings whistle as they peened by...
"They. came from far away, Mike thought, and now they were nearing their
nesting grouude. The whole country was theirs, for they could go anywhere they
pleased. Mike envied the freedom of the wild geese. Sure, they bad their troubles,
but if they survived it was worth it just to be so free from the rest of the world.
No complex way of life to live ; no certain rules to follow and no independent
thinking. They knew all they had to know.
"Mike shot the muskrat he had set out to get, put it with the others in his pick
and headed homeward.
"As be neared home, be saw Sam, Saar came to. greet him. *Seeing the Buldge
in Mike's pack he asked, "Gee, how was your luck? Tell me about the hunt"
"Mike thought of the geese. How could he tell Sam of how he longed to be one
of them? How could he put is words what he felt so that this unknowing outsider
would understand?

"I sa'

. flock of geese." Mike said 'simply."

This Baba. student's feelings about the life of the geese as eomPered with
his own reflect the nostalg!a and regret which many Alaskan native people feel
`about leaving their old way of life. This is the way things used to be. But the
younger generation of Alaska natives realize that the old way otlife is.thanging
and will continue to change whether. they resist it or not Yet we are expecting
Hemp nanny, tc retire the jump In one lifetime which took the western world
hundreds of years.
This student .speaks for a minority group of unique nature' and immense pro.
portions. Of the 226,000 total. Alaskan population, according to the 1960 census,

only 146,000 can be-considered to be nontransient. Of this number, 48,000, or
almost. 80. percent of the permanent state, population are Alaska natives :,Indian,
Eskimo, and Aleut

Unlike culbtral minorities in other states, the Alaaka native has not been

deliberately segregated from the white population. There are no tribal reservations of the type which exist in the lower 48 states and ,comparatively little
discrimination exists. Yet the Alaska native has been enable to aneune the efghts
and reeponsibilities of full citizenship and continues to be a ward of the Federal
government
There have been aeveral important indications recently that' the native population itself Is aware of its lack of representation and *motivated to do something
This paper was`delivered at the General Session of the TESOL Conference (Teachers of
English to Speakers of Other Languages), March
1988, at the Statler Hilton Hotel New.,

Alaskan Natives and the Department of Speech, Drama and Radio at the University of
A imam.
The remaining 80,000 constitute : Military and dependents (75,000) -nd D.E.W. (Distant Early Warning) line personnel and dependents (5,0uo)
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'bout it. A strong native rights emaciation has been formed in rairhanks which
Is urging education rntonn. A weekly newspaper, rendre These, attempts to prepblic concern. The Alaskan native.
- ant the native'spoint of view on matters of isoulated
from the dominant culture
Awls that it 1 no longer possible to remain
transition
which pewees in upon him from every side. He is, inexorably,
toward a culture in which he must find a place. He must commtrnicabe his needs
and feelings in a strange society which does not understand him ; yet, be must
go forward.
By most standards, Alaskan native peoples can be considered to be among the
most isolated ethnic groups in our entire country. geographically, they are scattered throughout a land mass one..Mth the size of the lower 413 states. Although
many native families have migrated to larger urban communities, the majority of
than continue to live In small villages ranging in size from 50 to 1,500 persons,
along the seacoast and the navigable rivers and creeks inland: Flew of the smaller
villages have telephones, fewer have running water, and only a small proportion can pick up an AM radio signal. Most of them are inaccessible by road.
Bush plane, dog sled, small boats, or the recently introduced wow vehicles are
the chief modes of transportation to and from the settlements. Prior to white
contact, many of the northern people were nomadic family groups who followed

their food supplythe caribou herds. With the establishment, of churches,

missions, school's and hospitals much of the nomadic movement has ceased.
Compulsory education laws have required that families remain close enough to
population settleMents so that their children can attend school. During the summer, brollies migrate to their traditional camping spots where a good supply
of fish may be caught and preserved for the coming Winter. Tea greet extent,
the village people still rely upon Lading and fishing for subsistence.
PILSIMATION

or

TAICOVAGII

Cominunication between natives living in cities and their relatives and friends
in the village is often accomplished via tape recorder. The recipient in the vtilege, if he is too poor to afford a machine, is often allowed to ma, err; one belong-

hag to the school. Because none of the Alaska native peoples has st: written

language, this new mode of transmitting the spoken word has become extremely
may be, in some measure, responsible for the preservation of
important It
the native-language. However, not all Alaskan natives in a particular area can
communicate with each other orally. The Teimpalan, Hilda and Tlingit :!%.48.11

peoples in this southeastern panhandle. speak different languages. The Aleut
langtoee spoken along the Chain and on the Pribilof Islands, although derived
from tho same source as the Eskimo. is understood nowhere else. The A.thapaskan

Indians of the northern interior region show profound dialectel differeaces, and
the Etakim.-. 4i,no represents the largest segment of the native imputation, may
not be understood by his neigfibor a. few hundred miles away.
Complicating the Alaskan native's problem of geographic, and linguistic Isola,
tion Is his cultural attitude toward sharing problems. Many teachers and menial
health personnel have noted that Ir has difilculty.in verbalising and communicating' his subjective-reactions to situations ; when something is bothering him,
he is unlikely to communicate it even to his peers or to his !amity.'
This condition adds yet another dimension to his Isolation. Not only are his
eeoPle geographically dispersed without the bonds of eonnoon-dialect or written
communication ; even within the tight familial and peer group structure of his
own village he may be isolated with problems he cannot sheet.
Perhaps we can better understand the communication problems of the Alaskan

native peoples*" examining the child rearing practices of the largest Alaskan
native ethnic group, the-Eskimo. From a very early age the Eskimo child
trained to "fit. in" to his sbeiety. Whereas the western child is often enconrliged
to excel, the Eskimo child is trained to conformto become "just like the others."
This training consists of casual but confident encouragement hi the techniques
of survival. Affirmative rather than negative means are need: her sza.Mple, ff a
child walks dangerously near a hot stove, or toddles over toward the edge of a

vwellen river, his elders will say In a friendly bidden "tot tar' (or roughly,
Vow, come, see what you are doing?"). Stories which stress the terrible copseDort.

Charles K. Rai.
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quenees of non-conformity are repeatedly told to children. Much of the folklore
is allegorical. Modes of behavior and social attitudes are reinforced in this way.
Ostracism to an extremely potent means of social control among the native
peoples. In a society which is *small, isolated, and extremely homogeneous, any
violation of the social code becomes a matter of group concern. Each member or
this tightly-knit group depends fee his existence upon his fellows. Without their
cooperation and help he will not survive. His survival in another sense depends

upon his group. He maintains his identity by fulfilling hilLrole as a group
member. Should he act in a fashion which endangers the physical survival of
the group, he is cut off from them. People ignore himhe no longer exists --in
a sense, he is symbolically "killed" by ostracism. In this sense, the western
expression, "we cut him dead," is remarkably applicable.

By the time the native child reaches the age of seven, his cultural and language patterns have been set and his parents are required by law to send him
to echoed. Until this time be is likely to speak only hie own local dialect of
Indian, Aleut or Eskimo, or if his parents have had some formal schooling he

may speak a kind of halting English.

NO TURNING BACK
.

Since the ecconomy of the average native family in Alaska is marginal, at best,
there are often strong pressures from the home for the child to leave school and
help his family in its daily struggle for survival. The father needs his sons to
help him hunt and fish ; the mothtr needs her daughter to help at home with the

children. So it is not surprising that 80 percent of native youngsters never
reach the eighth grade.

.

By the time that the native student from a bush community reaches high
school age it is necessary for him ep leave his home and village to attend a
boarding high school for four years.Illere he lives in a dormitory with other

Alaskan natives and his sole contact with westeraculture is through his teachers -

and text books. When be returns to his village each summer, be finds only
vestiges of his formerly comfortable family relationship, and he encounters

increasing frustrations because of the differences between himself and his village. His exposure to western education has taught him to respect (though not
neraesarily to understand) western standards, and at the same time it has decreased his respect for the native culture. He finds himself, figuratively, with a
foot In each culture, unable fully to identify with either group al* accepted by
neither as well.
The male student finds that he is no longer of any use tr, Ws father as a hunter

or a fishennan; he his lost his status as a male member of his village. The
girl who returns often finds the sanitary conditions in the village bard to

adjust to. She has lost many of the domestic skills she may have had: skinning
animals, cooking, making clothing. Many of her peers' are already married and
have children. Her ability to speak English and her new way of dress and behavior set her apart from the other village girls who may, think she has become
"too good" for them. All of these high school studentswith the exception of the
28 percent who have dropped out along the wayare in the prorates of becoming
what the anthropologists term "marginal" people : They have been swept along

by a system which is estranging them from their friends and relatlyes back

home.

For many of these students, high school graduation represents the point of
no return. If they have come this far. it is unlikely that they will ever return
to the village permanently. Unless they go farther, however, it is even more
unlikely that they will be able to secure permanent jobs In the cities to which*

they migrate. Some of them choose to enter college.

comma revnentINZNT

We first meet these students when they arrive in the fall. Most of them are
unable to pay their own tuition expense; and so, upon declaration of the fact"
that they are one - quarter or more of native blood, receive Bureau of Indian
Affairs scholarship money. One-eighth of last year's entering freshman class at
the University of Alaska were Alaskan natives. Although they repreient all
three of Alaska's native ethnic groups, they are predominantly Eskimo. As
entering freshmen they are joined by other Alaskan natives who have come
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from the Urger cities in Alaska and have attended predominantly white high
wheel& These native students from urban schools are leer likely to speak their
oliVwevelapluage and may be mere racially dilute.

, we quickly learn that percentage of white blood is no index of
*Is flamenco guitar and recites Perlinghetti with no trace of an accentyet
bs is a pore blooded Eskimo He stands In striking contrast to a blond, blue-

acculturation: One of our freshman boys, a graduate of Anchorage High School,

eyed, fair-skinned. part-Aleut girl from King Cove, who speaks with the characteristic native inflection and who mixes only with the other native students.
Although it might seem that with a heterogeneous group of this kind it r-nuld

be damn to make getieralisations, we can make certain prediction*: kore
than 50 percent of them are likely to drop out at the end of their trainman
year and less than two percent of them are likely to receive the baccalaureate
degree at the end of four yeah.. If we take last year's group of 60 entering
freshmen as an example, and our dropout statistics prevail, Wolf them will

not return to school this fall, and only or of them Is likely to receive a degree
at the end of four years.
It is a sad fact that the Alaskan native student, who somehow has managed
to survive attrition rates of 60 percent In elementary school and 28 percent in
high school. still finds the odds to be overwhelmingly against him by the time
be reaches college. Why is he twice as likely to drop out in college asone-clams
non-native pears? A look at the social fabric of his culture may provide some
clues:
Some years ago, I conducted the language portion of an enrichment program
for native students from age 10 to grade 8. One of the questions we asked them
was, "What do you want to be when you grow up?' We got the usual range
of vocational choicer nurses, teachers, doctors, bush Pilotsall vocations they
could see around them. But several of the younger ones still reflected their
parents' teaching: "A good seal hunter," said we boy; "A good berry picker,"
said a girl; and linalit--the response which summed it all up; "itsWan
To be a good Eskimo means that you stick with your groupyou do not try
to excel at the expense of others. In the environment Of the arctic where survival is a daily problem, the likelihood of Individual achievement at the expense
of your group is a pervasive fear. Thus, you live cooperatively or you perish.
Translating this into terms of the western classroom means that the teacher
cannot motivate the student with the rewards which are so succesodul with
middle class white students : Praise or prises often prove to be a source of embarrasement rather than encouragement. Naturally, the westerns notion of program emerging from the "healthy clash of ideas" is in direct variance with the
native student's way of dealing wit!' ethers. If be disagrees with you he will
not tell you 'dire-ateMe is not polite and it is pointless. He will either seem
to agree with-you or he will withdraw. His opinion will not change but you will
never know this.
The group of college-bound native students, rho have managed to Survive 12
years of formal western education, have obviously had to do some compelling in
order to come this far. They have had to recognise that by deciding to continue
their education they have violated the strong remittal and group ties which bind
their people together: In terms of their traditional culture they have acted selfishly and without thought of others. Yet they believe that by breaking away they
can serve their group better. Some of their parents understand this and amoursip them to continue their &cooling. But for many of them it is a painful deedlion which is fraught with many misgivings- An older Eskimo man, an ivory
carver who has been studying art at the University of Alaska for the past three
years. writes nostalgically' of his home on the Bering Bea
"After all this hardship, one day I may return there. Look around me as. far'
as the horizon if the weather is flne. Just keep wondering where even a small fish
is when the sea gets rough. Watch the endless Ice raaving north wondering when
it was formed. Travel on ice all morning instead of driven indoors by 50 below
bothered only by doge or birds Instead of machinery, I know
sero weather .
for sure it will be quiet there on the day I art:ed. But It will be a lonely slice for
someone tha t believed Will be cut away trona theworkL
"I hope I'll be depended upon by some of my friends - -especially in drawing
and printmaking. So some may achieve their beautiful work in their. own-way.
I have thought of there --dill I'll be thinking of going back where a printing press
ie. I. may be glad to return but it will be bard to leave my new friends."
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INNOVATION IN .ORISNTATION

We have just completed the second year of a summer orientation program'
which is designed to help the Alaskan native student to adjust to college life and
to perceive and verbalize his problem freely. The focal point of the program is
to improve his ability to communicate his thoughts and feelings to others. Our
approach is predicated on the assumption that his imperfect use of English is due
to the fact that, although he has received 12 years of formal western education,
he has not lived within the western culture. Hie only contacts with Caucasians
have been teachers, missionaries, and various public health and social workers he
may have had occasion to meet. He has no cosereic idea of the culture which his
new language expresses. He has great gaps In his background which set him apart
from rural youth in other parts of our country. I think we will agree that much

of what we learn as we grow up is not from schoolbooks. We absorb it by our
contacts with our families, our friends and our environment generally. It has
been said that a person living in the mainstream of his culture is no more aware
of it than a fish is aware of the water in which be swims.
Compounding the native's communication problem is the fact that he has come

from a culture where he has been reinforced for reticence. Although be may
have come from a high school where students were encouraged to discuss and
debate certain issues, if his classmates were all natives, it is unlikely that he has

developed any real skill in expressing his ideas clearly and
He has never
seen the lively exchange of opinions which (hopefully) characterizes the western
college classroom. Our problem then is two-fold :
1. To broaden the student's background of experience within the western
culture so that his conceptual knowledge of the English language will improve, and

2. lb enable the student to realise that his thoughts and feelings are important and have real value when they are expressed clearly and effectively.
At the same time, we must examine our own motives in speeding the native
student's acculturation process. Do we wish to convert him to our western ways
(which we are often inclined to regard as superior) and vorce him completely
from his native background? Or do we wish to acquaint
with the best our
society has to offer and allow him to choose those eleme from it and from
his original culture that he wishes to accppt? The answer is obvious. If we hasten
his acculturation at the expense of his fictive cultural background, we have cut
him off at the roots and destroyed his identity. On the other hand, he can develop
a deeper appreciation of his original culture and an understanding of his adopted
one if he is able to objectively compare them

For ttreason the peograMincludes a regular freshman level anthropology
hi h he attends daily as a regular summy session student. The course is
taught by in anthropologist whose specialty is Alaskan native cultures. After
class the program students meet in an informal seminar situatim in which the
course

general concepts taught in the regular course are specifically related to the culture
of contemporary native Alaskans. In this session many cross-cultural problems

are discussed. At first the problems are suggested by the instructor but, as the
sessions progress and the students come to know and trust the staff, they propose
the problems themselves. From these informal bull-sessions came many insights
and later wrote about in another part of the Prowhich the students
gram, the Language d Communication sessions.
This class is taught jointly by a specialist in speech and an English teacher.
Writing assignments always wow uui. of speaking experiences. Provocative films
and books are used to spark discussion. For example, Tice Miracle Worker, the
story. of Helen Keller's first language experiences, is used as a springboard for
the unit on languaxe: Baas is the Bus, a film dealing with the struggles of a
Chicago Negro family, is used to explore minority group problems and the process of developing a self-image in depressed economic circumstances.

An exciting insight emerged one day during our dicussion of this film. The
students suddenly perceived a relationship between Walter Lee's problem (the
protagonist in the film) and their own. The question arose as to whether Walter
Lee's old mother, the matriarch of the family, did the right thing in allowing bib
to make an unwise investment of $20,000 in a liquor store. Walter Lee has never
10eifege Oriesitstios Ptogress for Alaska% ?halves, prolset D-157 jointly supported by
The Cooperative Research Bureau of the U.S. Office or Education. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the University of Alaska Division of Statewide Services will terminate in
Fiscal 1915.

had a chance to handle this much money before ; yet, he was tired of being a
chauffeur and wanted to change his luck. The audience could plainly Nee that he
would lose the money. Two- of the program students who came from a religious
Weston high school said that his mother had made a mistakehe was too innocent to handle money and could Dot be trusted to manage his own affairs. Other
students immediately countered ; "But he's 35 years old;" "Hews a grown man
with two children ; ' and one girl, who had never spoken up before, said with
great emotion, "How is he ever going to learn unless he makes his own mistakes?"
We bad a full - fledged discussion on our bands for the first time.

Examples came thick and fast: "When they don't trust us in high school (referring to their boarding schools which are run 1" regimented manner), we
don't trust ourselves." Then came a description of how the rigidly structured
schools from which they had ante had never allowed them to make their own
decisions . . . "you bathe at a certain hour" .
"you eat at a certain time"
. . . "you must go to the library at a certain time" . . . "you get your mail at a
c e r t a i n time" . . . "they lead us around by the hand" .
"we want to grow
up but they won't let us . ." And then, finally, came the realisation : "It's the
same thing with our parents .

.

. they won't let them grow up either." For "they"

we can substitute the government, the schools, the missionarlea, in short the
Eetablialunent:

From here on the discussion became freer. We wottlff see a pitilget cheoge

lilifre
come over many of the students. They seemed to stand straighter,
easily and less self-consciously and to be almost eager to raprees their opinions.

It was as though by being able to express hoetility toward certain Csucasians

,1.
they had met that they had somehow liberated themselves.
Some of the students were able to write insightfully of Mal own problems in

communication. A student from Selawik wrote the essay about the native boy
and the geese quoted earlier and carefully labeled it "fiction." Another older
student described a breakdown in communication within his own cultural group.
Although the Oates is poor, the same elegralc mood 13 conveyed

"Almost six years seems to be a long time to be away; from King Island. Since
then I've been working on mine fields and one time as a garage seeviceman. It

was little hard to settle back in King Island after all these years, to get new
tools made up to carve ivory and to prepare new hunting equipment.

"Just before Christmas the young men decorated the classroom in the school
building. For a week we held games in the evenings and had a good time. Every time I was there I noticed a girl eyeing at me. We kept looking at each other all

that tin* I'd thought that this young lady wasn't just around ten years ago.

But why didn't she do that among her own age? Did she ever think I may have
had other afilairs while I was away?
"Of course I was getting interested in sack p young, attitactive-looking
Later we got acq anted starting from a card game. We waited on a meeting to be
left alone by
people, and not be caught outdoors by a person on a porch with
my arms
er.
k r she refused my inquiry for marriage. I left the village again
"Ott-mon
married a young man from down the coast.
and heard she
her again in Fairbanks. She was half-drunk on the streets.
"A year
There on the roads I tried battling to free my arms from her strong grip. It was
raining and people were looking at us from the cars. So I gave up the little struggle and joined her in a bar. She was accusing another girl in the city whichwas
of no concern to me. So ail that time it may be that our trouble is commutation
which is too la to be solved now.

parts of the invade/ling
ces which
Perhaps one tbe most
ving aspect of tbe eeeeton. Bather than stay is
the Program
is the home-liimportant
the dormitory f the nix-week period, each student lives with a carefully select. In some cases it is pottage to place the student with a family
ed western
whose father is engaged in the profession be wishes to enter.
We have found that during the regular school year the native student rarely
mixes socially with non - native. Experience has shown that native students are

inclined to eat together, room together and socialise within their own group
Strong social pressures are exerted by the group to preserve this unity. The
native student who chooses to sectalise outside of the group Is often ostracised
by tberna most painful experience if he is not yet secure enough to act in-

de=ntiwitir a family during the summer Wee the student an opportunity to

eocialise and mingle with non-natives without the risk of social penalty from his
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own group. It affords him * glimpse of the kind of home and life be may someday

decide he wants for himself. It allows him to meet and know people he might
not otherwise encounter, and it gives him an understanding of middle-class western testily which be can acquire in no other way.
At the conclusion of the Program each student was given a 13 page evaluation
form, to be submitted annoymously, in which he was asked to rate the worth and
interest Value of each evert of the Program.

These are some of their individaul responses shout the Program in general :
"I never experienced such a free atmosphere before in school, in high school I
was dorainatd by rules. Here I me*s my time and studying convenient for me."
"I truly enjoyed these Otx weeks bare at the university and with (my host
lankly). I know that in my years here, I will always have somewhere to go if
I e v e r g e t lonely. I now haven second home."

"They werell strangers anymore."

"I will always remember their kindness, consideradou; belptalneas and the
way they accepted me into their family. They will never be forgotten by me."
"I wish I didn't have to go back how. I want to stay here until I Apish college then go back borne."

"Everything is new and different, Makes it tun to find new things. I beginning
to kw* who I ant and what I want to do. I'm not as contused as I usually am."
"My Intranet in oateldetblop to improving. I and that no more fun."
"I have a better look at the totality.
"I'm begin
o. dad OM that there to be indepttudent whatever I do. I
plan to make mamtm on my own accord and not with someone else invol_wad"
"I have found that in order to make friends all you have to do is be triened,
and talk."
We can make no real evaluations of the worth of this Program until wets* follow our students through college. Bone of them will drop out. of school for
one reason or another, and certain benefits of the Program may not scene until
these students have children and send them of to echooL.It is ciettin that
turation outwit be effected in a six-week, a six-month or eveu a ettear program.
It moat begin with the earliest school edpOrlonomi Of the:child:and* deg:
through a curriculum imeeldcally designed to meet his needs. dreluatie
station In methodology and materials is nemesia if we are to solve this problem.
We hope that this pilot program represents a significant step toward thetioltitien
of many similar cress cultural conuamdcation problems In the world today.
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Mr. Chairman, my same is Martha Wilson, I am the director of the Alaska

Native Medical Center and I pun aappppeearing with two other member*, of our es&

from °Or Mental Health mar tt*Dr.
Dr. Barbara Bachmann, the
Kenneth Iffasharao, Oldef. of Pediatrics Bathe Ababa Native `Medical Casten
The tii41
we present will be confined to those areas of health, housing, eaifironmental thetwe, sad asperse* of BMWs since it is only in those irons
that we have knowledge direct enough to be of value to the committee.

.

If the °Weave of effneatiod is to meet Cavort& amidst* albino, wi tldek
that it is important to understand what those need. are. My Vast of Obi alsa'
meet is to summarise briefly the health status of the Alaskivldlitive people, tir
describe the arts, when there are disparities, anAto relate the diselndthils-In Vat
physical health to disparities in the physical enviroament. Dr. Fleehanan
speak of the eatotloial and intelleetual develoionent of these children epeeldeally
as such development relates to some of the unique environmental facto" bearing
en them children at this time and in the recent past.

To oadoestand the Mains of health of the Alaska Native people one needs

to know something at their history. Basically, they owe an aboriginal people relit-

*rely early in the*? lira contact with VW cosinopontan outside *odd. Erma*

health standpoint, they have followed the pattern response most aboriginal people

have taken to contact with outsider: Bristly, this pattern et remittent if char-

acterised at first by explosive epidemics of acute infectious direness from Witch

.
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lbw bad always beton bele

by their Leolation. finch epidemic,' the
es, when compared with the usual endemic
soeldied virgin population
elmatimice of
populations are mach more serious In terms of

,ice et Willow% and of AMIN in death rates, and in toil impact on the
On*

leapt to Mkt,- souther in rapid succeadon me that there

them to regain strength or to rePlenieh stores of
Inst., water. The death rate' are high and leave critics gapa in families and communities. The weakened, aleorganised, and snaring survivors are
then left to face the more slowly rising but more ominous problem of tuberculosis.
Mug aboriginal people have been den dated by such series of events.

In Alaska, one other dimension needs to be added to the picture to gain

an understanding of the health status. It is the impact of adverbs environmental
factors bearing on the native population. These factors are not necessarily an integral part of the Alaskan environment, nor are they a part of the native culture.
They are fatten associated with poverty. The native environment is characterised by poor and badly overcrowded housing, by sub-marginal food supplies, and
by grossly inadequate facilities for sanitation and water. The Mamba Native
homes are unique in the extent to which they permit tibeesthottion of resigntsdiseaaee of all kinds. On this basis the Alaska Native people have suffered
tuberculosis, pneumonia, influsesa, otitis media. meningitis, and
breechlectasis that have not to our knowledge been paralleled in other populations of the modern world.

The native people have participated enthusiastically and effectively with the
health
which they are now helping to design and to carry out. On this
bads
cant impact has been made on some' of the major health problems
tor others much yet needs to be done.
The graphs we have chosen Illustrate disparities in health status and trends in
two of the more successful health programs. These graphs compare the experience
of three groups: the Alaska Native people, the American Indians of the lower 48,

and the average of all races of the United States. The first graph shows the
incidence of tubeetulosir since 1950 and the second shows the death rates

from tuberculosis during the same period. In attempting to understand the significance of these graphs, it I. important to think beyond the simple dry statistics of sickness and death to the implications of these circumstances for the lives
of this population. Th.- time when the tuberculosis was in epidemic proportions
In so recently passed that the older children and the adolescents were born into
the thick of some of the worst of it. Many of the school. population presently
enroded have, themselves, bad long periods of hospitalisation. Some have lost
one of both parents. Some lost their patents by hompitallaation temporarily but
for critical segments of their lives. The next graph illustrates the trends and
disparities in infant mortality. For our purpose today, it would seem that a dirk
cnesion of infant mortality would be irrelevant since k is by defindion, the number of all babies who died before their first birthday. However, this measure
does have its use in our discussion today because it does give some
lion of
the extent of serious illness In childhood. Many very serious
ere occurring among Alaska Native children and some of those who do not die are Burviving with permanent residual damage.

In summary them are factors, physical environment of the Aleske Native
homes that blight the physical health of children. In the same way for some'
of the children there are factors in the social and emotional environment that
zooid blight their emotional and intellectual development. Dr. Fiedusan and
Dr. Nachmann, each from the viewpoint of their own speciality, will speak further
to some of these problems.

Perm's STAMM:KT OF J. KFOINSTR Foremen, M.D., OHIXF or PIDIATRJCS,
AIJOXA NAME htinto.u. Cairn as
Mr. Chairman, my name is Kenneth Freshman, Chief of Pediatrics at the Alaska,
Native Medical Center.
The Alaska Native .thild suffers from an exceesive amount of iliness. In addi-

tion to fetal conditions causing an infant mortality two or three

that

of the rest of the United States, many conditions occur which lead to
disabilities and thronie Muses. Three thousand, or rodilltly 15 percent, of the Madre children are hoseitaliald each year.

Thereat* two types of deleterious elects of Hiner In thildren : the first, already related to the disesse and the seeond, indirect and related to nonspecific
teeters such as separation from parents and long hoepttalisittion.
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There is great concern among those caring for children in the rest of the United
States about these nonspecific effects of hospitalisation and illness. Pediatricians

make every effort to keep a child at home, with his parents, when ill. If hoevitalisation is necessary, frequent visiting or even rooming in is often provided
for a parent. Attempts are made to prepare the child for surgical or other traumatic procedures. In spite of this many adverse effects of hospitalisation are
noted. An infant, six to twelve months of age, is just developing an awareness
of his "self' and a trust of the parent as an individual. Separation at title time
may break this trust and lead to lifetime difficulties in establishing close, trusting
relationships with other persons. The preschool child often manifests separation

anxlei7, regression in behavior, despair and detachment. The four to six year

old may be very terrified of imagined mutilation associated with surgical
procedures.
If these are of concern in caring for the average child in the United States,

imagine the plight of the Native child who might become ill in the village, be
taken to the field hospital (often by someone other than the parent), transferred
400 to 000 miles to the referral hospital, spend oze to three months, then/return home (again often escorted by a stranger). It is not hard to imagine that
even though the child recovers physically, significant emotional problems that
occur. It is important for the teachers to understand this since a child so affected may experience serious school and learning problems.

We have seen a group of children who, as infants, were separated from their
parents during the period of time that significant portions of the population were
hospitalised for tuberculosis. These childres are about 10 to 12 years of age. cantrot relate well to their families or other perms* are falling in school, and are

also failing to grow in a normal fashion physically. This has occurred even

though it was the mother and not the child that was ill.
There are serious long-term results of illness that handicap many Native e.hil-

dren. They lead to learning difficulties and a peed for special understanding

and programs by education systems.
Mental retardation is difficult to measure in the Alaska Native because no one
has yet devised a reliable test that will exclude sociologic factors. A large number
of children have definitely been identified as mentally retarded and an estimated
one-half of these were previously normal but suffered permanent brain damage
due to an infection, such as meningitis. It would be sate to say that each Alaskan
village would contain at least two school-age children who are retarded. We are
"4)

fortunate that most of the recently discovered genetic causes at retardation are
not present in the population.
}leering loss is probably the number one disability that will interfere with education and learning. Make surveys have indicated that 10 percent of the Population have chronic ear infections and that about one-fourth of these have both
ears involved with presumably decreased hearing in both ears. This is mainly
based on physical examination of the ears and not on good hearing tests, At the
minimum. it means 025 Native school children with a serious handicap. fa addition many more (up to one-third) suffer acute infections during infancy and
early childhood with frequent and prolonged drainage of pus from the ears. Although this may Jeer up later, its presence during the years of language forambitten may permanently impair the individual's ability to communicate and learn.
The United States Public Health Service, Alaska Department of Health and
Welfare and private sectors of medicine are mounting a concerted effort to do
all that is medically possible to alleviate this condition. In spite of all of our
efforts a large number of children will still have a hearing loss and will need to
be educated.

Visual defects do not appear to occur in an unusual frequency and vision

testing and fitting of glasses is done at adequate intervals.
Gross caloric malnutrition is not prevalent ; however, iron deficiency anemia,
common in infancy, persists up into the school age. Dietary surveys show mar-

ginal intakes of many essential nutrients. Where school lunch programs are

present it is nut uncommon for over 50 percent of the daily intake to be supplied
by this one meal. Contributing factors to this are not only the availability of food
but lack of knowledge about proper nutrition.
I would now like to suggest the effect education can have ou heajth. The diseases that we are dealing with are essentially unmanageable by traditional medical means; They disappeared as killers and, cripplers many years ago in the rest
of the United States, yielding to correction of the environmental factors responsible such as housing, sanitation, nutrition, and education. I feel it is imperative
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in, a technological world just at tin point when that world is ceasing to exist.
Our economic competitivness and work to earn a living may itself be becoming
obsolete as more and more manual operations and semi-skilled jobs are taken
over by machines and the whole economy shifts toward a condition where the old
concepts of wor o longer apply.

In this sen

the "practical" and the "cultural self determinism" arguments

become recd :led. The education which would best equip a person (Eskimo or

otherwise) to exercise choice, to survive in a fast changing technology and :Ter,
wry, and to get durable satisfactions from life, is an education which will enable
him to think, to learn easily whatever new content he turns to, to get pleasure
out of problem solving, artistic creation, and the use of his intellect, his hands,

his body, out of creative activity itself apart from the economic use to which
it is put, and a broad knowledge of the world and its meanings ;not a body
of rote facts or a narrowly applicable trade which is drudgery to be endured as
the price of survival.

It is to be noted that many of these things were a part of the cultural heritage
which the Eskimos might not only do well to hang on to but to pass on to the
Whites.

THE PROBLEMS

We do not have any comprehensive statistical evidence to offer about the
status of the problems in education (or in the related areas of the mental health
or welfare) of the Alaskan Native because our agency is primarily a service
organization which does not afford the staffing luxury which fact-gathering requires. Unfortunately the same is true of the other agencies, state and lut2xl,
which are more intimately concerned with education. Hence any "research" or
"statistical" evidence cited in support of one position or another in Alaska is
perforce exceedingly fragmentary.

As we have indicated, however, there is a large accumulation of informal
evidenceand a high degree of consensus regarding the nature of the proLams.
It is not in documenting their existence but in devising and assessing methods of
remediation that research is needed.

One may approach the task of listing and categorizing educational problems
in a variety of ways; according to their source, functionally, or according to
their appearance in the individual's developmental sequence. We have found
that whichever of the commonly used categorizations of learning disorders one
employs the results are essentially the same.

Elsewhere in the United States students in general have characteristically
one or two main are
Mculty (out of a possible 15-20), determined by individual circumsta
nderprivileged youth elsewhere in the country characteristically have, in addition to such idiosyncratic difficulties, one or two larger
areas of impairment determined by economic and cultinel disadvantages.. The
average Alaska Native student by contrast may show senous impairment in almost every existing category. Hence it is not surprising that only the rare exception makes his way to either academic accomplishment in the White world or
to intellectual or artistic creativity in his own culture.
It is certainly clear that intellectual development can flourish only after basic
physical needs are met, and that the Alaskan Native is more seriously handicapped in regard to such needs than are other non-white groups, and that any
fundamental change in his educational status must wait upon the redressing of
these historical inequities. Equally certain he is caught su the circularity of the
circumstanee that his inadequate education prevents his _eking full advantage of
such improvements in economic opportunity as do come his way.

Dr. Martha Wilson and her colleagues have already detailed the nutritional
and physical health concommitants of poverty in an extreme climate and geographic remoteness from medical care which effect central nervous system and
sensory functioning. They have also described die interaction of deafness with
bilinguialism in hampering the development of bask language skills.
The following items are, in our udgment, rui main types of non-physical inter-

ferences in learning and inte

ual development which hamper the Native

student.
1. Lack of early stimulus to learning
The pre-school years where the largest and most crucial intellectual develop-

ment takes place are years of extreme -stimulus deprivation for many Native
children. The climate precludes outdoor play for a large portior of the year. The
out-of-doors in the Arctic provides a highly simplified sensory environment. The
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seldom the pleasurable exploration of the world or the development of one's
own capacities which can be experienced only when student and teacher are
free from concern about external standards of performance and united in

following curiosity rather than compulsion.
6. Perpetuation of gaps in bask skills

Through the wide spread practice of "social promotion" (on grounds that

tt is too embarrassing or too unwieldy to have ten and twelve year olds among

the first and second graders) children who have failed to acquire the basic

language and arithmetic skills upon which all subsequent learning is dependent
are pushed along through the grades according to age rather than achievement.
As a consequence what is taught becomes increasingly unmeaningful, and the
entire educational process increasingly an empty compliance with a ritual requirement. The disparity between what the child understands end what he must
pretend to know becomes wider and wider, and the possibility of remedying
the gape becomes more remote.

Funds have been made available for a variety of technical training programs
for adolescents and adults but little or none for supplementing the basic academic skills which many have missed but which one must have to make use of
special training programs.
7. Lack of supervisory aid for teachers
The lack of intensive local supervision and the disadvantages of "absentee
administration" is a problem which stems from Alaska's immense distances and
which education hence she with many other occupations. Teachers are frequently new to Alaska, nein to thc ways of life in the remote north, and new
to teaching at once. They are cut off from the means to professional stimulation and development which are available elsewhere. The local principal or
superintendent is often himself too burdened with other tasks to give the kind
of supervision which could best utilise the seal and originality of novices or
the knowledge and experience of seasoned teachers. Difficulties which initially
would have been easy to solve snowball in dismaying proportions and teacherturnover Is high. Native, Eskimo speaking instructional aides who could be.
eentral to the whole program are relegated to peripheral tasks, because no one
has time to devise adequate ways of using them. High teacher-turnover and
low use of native teachers, in a situation where overcoming the initial strangeness between student and teacher is so difficult a task, is the wasteful result.
Of this list of interferences in learning those which are most unique to Alaska
are:
1. Early stimulus deprivation.
2. Disruption of personal relationships as barrier to character development.
3. Living conditions which interfer With the channeling of energies.
4. The linguistic and cultural gap.
These, it will be seen, are the ones which stem primarily from circumstances
outside the educational system.

The latter half of our list which deals with issues stemming in part from the
nature of the educational program:
1. Teacher-student attitudes
2. Social promotion
3. Supervisory needs
involves circumstances in which the Alaskan problems are an exaggeration of
those prevelant elsewhere.

It !ms to us quite evident that the basic problems are ones which cannot
be solved by any simple changes in educational policy or practice. They are
problems which must certainly prove as serious stumbling blocks to: the state
school system as they have to the BIA. It will be lamentable indeed if the State
Department of Education is now to fall into the plight which the BIA has long
suffered : that of being charged with an enormously difficult task while provided

with meager skss ources for coping with it.

WHAT TB DEMO DONE

There are evident here and there efforts of extraordinaryone might well

say heroic. -- quality by individual teachers, and in circumscribed local projects

of great Ingenuity and verve. For example there is the young Negro teacher,
Paul Sterling, on Little Diomede (now at the North-East Cape) who used his
skill as a teacher and his courage and compassion as a man to produce a pro-
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foandaffect on that remarkably intractable community--or the Hawaiian -born
Poet Goo at the end of the continent in Pt. Barrow, who has devised and carried
out a one -man remedial reading Program that the most prosperous lUtall school
could be proud of
Our impression is, however, that there has been no adequate comprehensive
attack on the problems but only circumscribed and intermittent ones.
The near universal problems of bilingulalism and educational retardation have
beeB mistakeefor individual problems of mental retardation or emotional disorder and have hence been dealt with, if at all, as "special education." They
have thus been accorded the limited, peripheral, patch -work 'attention and r
resources which such problems receive rather than being attacked as a circumstance basic to the entire educational effort.
The email she of the Indian-Eskimo population has illogically been used as
a basis for assuming that anall'offorts would make. These,are problems which
have to do With basic lacuna% iu the educational development of nearly all
Riskimo-Iridian youth. They can
be remedied on in.a year or two and are most
especially resistant to change after early childhood is passed. They are however,
like many social problema,- not sseoerserAy perpetual but ones which are perpetu-

ated from one generation. to the next, so that if sufficient resources were
expended to truely eliminate them in one generation they could be eliminated
once and for all.
114:06MMIINDATION8

Our recommendations regarding those parts of the problem that are amendable to change within the educational system are as follows :

1. That the under-education of native youth be recognised as a universals

rather than as a special, individual problem, and approached accordingly.
2. That social promotion be eliminated and that teaching staff and facilities be
increased so that all childrenaipable,of learning can acquire the basic skills.
8. That preschool and adult education be recognised as essential to the success
of the regular school program and made an integral part of it.
4. That bi-lingtrial Indian and Eskimo teacher* and teacher -aides be trained
and used in much greater numbers.

5. That highly trained supervision and in-service training be provided on the
local level to make the use of lees highly trained and experienced teachers more
feasible.
What has repeatedly been pointed out before becomes now increasingly clear :

The education of disadvantaged children 18 a major national problem. The
federally operated Indian schools provide an opportunity for creating a model .
system which could lead the way in research and development. Instead the
national reaction has been one of simultaneously blaming and curtailing, so that
they have become an example of the,waste and. futility of atop - ap measures.
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PaarallED STATEMENT OF RUST W. DEVSCHLE, M.D., LAVANBUBG Psorassoa AND
CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OP COMMUNITY MEDICINE, MOTINT SINAI SCHOOL OF

idazdanz, Naw Your, N.Y., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON
INDIAN HEALTH OF THE ASSOCIATION ON AMERICAN INDIAN Avrauts, INC.

Mr. Chairman and members. of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to appear this morning on behalf of the Association on American Indian
Affairs.

The Association on American Indian Affairs is a national voluntary organise .
tion founded in 1922 to assist American Indian knd Alaska Native communities
in 'their efforts. to achiere economic and social equality with other American
communities. Its National Committee on Indian Health, composed of physicians,
anthropologists and. tribal and pnblic health workers, has as its particular concern the physical and mental health of the native peoples and actively encouraged
the development of programs serving to 'promote an optimal level of health and
well-being among them.

In Jecent years our Association has appeared before Committees of the

Congress in support of such measures as the transfer of health services from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to the Public Health Service in 1966; PL se-ai, the
Indian Sanitation Facilities Act ; the establishment of preventive mental health

programs, beginning with a pilot project at Pine We, South Dakota, during
fiscal year 1966 and in Alaska in fiscal year 1967; the initiation of a five-year

comprehensive trachoma control program, also in fiscal year"1967 ; an increased
annual appropriation for the construction of sanitation facilities in fiscal years
1967, 1968 and 1969.

Once again we wish to congratulate the Subcommittee for having authorised
the creation of these pilot programs in the field of preventive mental health, the
first such services to be directed to the needs of Indian and Alaska Native populations, for having launched an effective attack against thepravages of trachoma
among the native peoples and for having made appropriations for sanitary con-
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struction on a scale which will lead to eliminating the sizeable backlog of need
for such facilities within a period of five to ten years.
It is my wish in appearing before the Subcommittee today to cerement on the
budget request of the Indian Health Service for fiscal year 1970, to emphasize
in particular the cavity of the problem of middle ear disease among the Ameri-

can Indian abd Alaska Native peoples and to urge a specific action by the
Subcommittee, namely :

An annual apo.opriation of $500,000 for the creation of an otology program
within the Indian :wealth service which would have as its aim (1) the prevention and treatment of middle ear disease, the cause of widespread hearing loss
among the native peoples. and (2) the provision of restorative surgery and
rehabilitation to relieve the diability of those many, whose hearing has been
lost or seriously impaired by it.

The inordinately high rate of crippling ear disease among the American

Indian and Alaska Native populations produces serious morbidity and aubeequent
impairment in educability and vocational development. An otoscopic survey of
over 3,000 Navajo children in 1965 demonstrated the presence of chronic otitis

media in over seven percent, a ratio which is five times greater than in the
general population. A. 1968 survey among the White Mountain Apache community showed 8.3 percent of the population had chronic otitis media. It is
among the Alaska natives that the greatest morbidity from middle ear disease
is encountered. A. 1965 study showed 23% of the villagers of seven Eskimo
villages had a history of draining ears on wore than one occasion.

It is the tlagic aftermath of middle ear disease that warrants its being

singled oqt for attack through a special combined medical-surgical-rehibilitative
program. Such-a program has .been drafted by the Indian Health Service, and

we would respectfully urge the Subcommittee to invite the Indian llealth
Service to present an appropriately designed program before it in order that

the funds necessary for its implementation can be made available.

An example of the enormous problem posed by hearing difficulties in bchool
childremis illustrated in results of a hearing survey conducted by the audiologist
retained by the state of Alaska, who recently screened all of the school children

from the first through the eleventh grades in Bethel, the largest town in the
Yukon-Huskokwin delta, the area which includes the majority of the Eskimo
population of the state. This survey showed that out of a total of 516 students,
53% of males and 39% of females have a hearing less of 28 decibels or more.

,

While more mates than females have some degree of impairment, in point alert
more of the females have severe and significant hearing losses. Heffring impairments were especially severe in the age group five through eight-and-a-half.
Teachers who face a classroom of children in which half of the studente have
hearing impairments are frustrated and understandably demoralized. Children

crippled by partial-to-complete deafness tend to learn more slowly and may
exhibit social, psychological and behavioral abnormalities. They are cregularly
observed to be insecure, withdrawn and unable to learn at an acceptable rate.
A handicap of this magnitude, in the absence of restorative treatment or
'rehabilitation, will have far-reaching consequences for an individual's entire
life experience. Social adjustment and productivity will both be impaired, and
these deliciences will affect his future role as parent and breadwinner, and

'..htur the harmful effects continued into the next generation. This is all the more
true under today's economic conditions, when skills derived through formal edtwar
cation or vocational training are increasingly the major foundation of indivdual
earning power.

The problem of otitis media and resultant hearing loos is not rertricted to
American Indians and Eskimos. High morbidity rates are also seen in other

poverty groups, in fact the most obvious common denominator for-high rates of
middle ear disease is a poverty-related factor. In other Words, the living conditions, including housing, socio- economic status, education and general environmental factors may be related to the incidence of recurrent and chronic middle
ear disease and resulting herring lose. Perhaps the moot important contributory
factor is the condition of crowding. Among Eskimos, where middle ear disease
is the most common health problem, the average family size is 5.6 persons, and

70 percent of the homes have less than 100 square feet per person, with 37
percent having lees than 50 square feet per person. This severe overcrowding

enhancer; the spree? of respiratory infection, which in turn may lead to
t.he development of °this media.
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Heaths& climate, patterns of child care all play a role. In a population where
chronic otitis media is an endemic, draining ears may come to be viewed as
no more alarming than a runny nose, and thus a major health education effort
will be part of idly comprehensive attack on middle ear disease. Similarly,
&We must be a massive effort to eliminate the backlog of need for safe housing
among the native people. Over 80% of natioe housing remains grossly unfit by
the federal government's own standards.

The relationship of adequate health services which are readily accessible
to a high risk population in a very significant factor in the development of
severe and chronic middle ear disease. Delay in seeking medical care, poor
teansportation, inadequate treatment may all have a serious impact on the evolution of the various forms of middle ear disease. In Alaska, physicians conducting

an intensive treatment campaign in one village for the control of middle ear

disease observed a drop of from 18.9 percent to six percent in monthly prevalence

rates, while only a slight fall occurred in a control village. The difference was
almost entirely due to a reduction in the children with continuously draining
ears, rather than a reduction in new epiandee. In abort, early effective treatment

of acute and chronic infection of the middle ear can apparently reduce the
problem of draining ears sharply. There seems to be a high degree of agreement among otolaryngologiste and pediatricians that penicillin therapy is
the simplest effective form of treatment of these patients. Thus early effective
antibiotic treatment, particularly for the acute and chronic suppurative forms
of otitis media, is a high priority control approach. It must be clearly stated,
however, that this is not a primary preventive Immure but a secondary approach
to prevention of the destructive sequelae of suppurative infection. There still

remains the problem of identifying the "case" and instituting prompt and
effective treatment. In Alaska and on the Indian Reservations in the lower
48 states, increasing reliance is being placed on medical treatment by local

community health workers or village health aides. The degree to which these
health auxiliaries can be educated, trained avid disciplined to recognise, repent,
treat and follow up middle ear infections will determine the degree to which thaw

field personnel can be counted on as the front line of defense in a concerted

medical attack.
What must not be overlooked, boa -ever, is the importance of improved living
conditions including bowling, nutrition, general hygiene and sanitation, educa-

tion, employment, accessibility to good medical care, and particular attention
to health education with respect to middle ear disease problems. The American
Indians and Alaska Natives must become more.knowledgeable and sophisticated

regarding the problem, control, treatment, and rehabilitation of middle ear
disease. Anything that can be done to bolster, improve, and upgrade general
living, general health, and adequate health care services should have important
implications for control of middle ear disease.

While moat physicians can be easily trained to supervise other health personnel to carry out effective treatment for the majority of acute cases of otitis

media, stubborn, difficult and complicated middle ear disorders may require highly skilled and pediatric specialty care.

The non-medical care of the middle ear disease problem fails into surgical
opproacbes, andiologic service including hearing devices, speech therapy, and
!eerie! educational and rehabilitation services. The hearing screening programs
represents first step to identifying both the medically eligible candidates and

those potentially benefiting from restorative surgery, bearing aides, and re-

habilitative speech 'therapy. Restorative surgery includes tympanoplasties and

miutoddectomiea The neeloads requiring restorative surgery in the Indian

Health Service Areal, t Albuquerque, Anchorage, Billings, Navajo, Oklahoma,
Phenix, and Portland) are staggering. The directors of the U.S.P.H.11. Indian
Health Service Areas have indicated a plan for providing urgent surgery to the
children and young adults on a priority basis. However, It has been underscored
repeatedly by the responsible medical administrators that expanded and multiple
resources will be required to reduce the backlog of cases who could benefit from
restorative surgery and rehabilitation.
In order to gain a fleet -hand view of the probleL at middle ear disease among
the American Indians and Alaska Natives, during February of this year I personally visited the- Phoenix Indian Health Area and the Alaska Health Ann.

My tourpf these facilities and service areas had been set up to focus on the
otologic koblema there, and included visits to clinical installations, school,
an Rakimo village, village health aide stations and homes of Alaska Natives.
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associated with middle ear
My assessment of the magnitude of the problems
disease has thus been based on examinations of patients, a review of field data
and discussions with individuals with first hand clinical or research experience
with this problem, as well as on a review of the pertinent scientific literature.
has been subA full report of my findings, Impressions and recommendations
mitted to this Subcommittee in conjunction with the present testimony. Many of
the recommendations have to do with specific approaches to a comprehensive
otology program, and the report is therefore also being submitted to the Indian
Health Service for consideration in the formulation of a design for such a

program. The research and field visits have impressed roe vividly with the magnitude of the problem, its far-reaching impact on the live.: of the people affected
and the urgency of initiating measures to reduce its ravages.
1989 BUDGET 111147117Z81`

Analysis of the President's budget for 1970 shows a request for a program
activity budget for the Indian Health Service in the amount of $99,581,000, an

increase of $5,299,000 over fiscal year 1969 for the same activities. Nearly 80%
of this increment, however, must be allocated for mandatory pay increases and
other statutorily required costs, leaving a net increment for program activities
of only $1,248,000. Such a small increment falls far short of the net yearly
increase of 5% which our Association has long advocated. We therefore would
urge this Subcommittee to authorize an increment of $10,000,000 in the appropriations for program activities. Such an increment would mean that the preventive
health program of the Indian Health Service could be expanded at a reasonable
rate. Without afurther increase, much needed preventive and therapeutic services will inevitably have to be curtailed.
In studying the President's 1970 budget request, we were gratified to note that
provision is made in the field health program for the expansion of the preventive

mental health program of the Indian Health Service. We heartily endorse this
program, and look forward to seeing it expand on an even wider scale. In March
of this year the Association on American Indian Affairs convened its Fifth
National Conference on Indian Health, a two-day meeting devoted to a review
of the experience to date with mental health programs directed toward the needs
of the American Indian and Alaska Native people. It was the sense of the meeting, which was held as part of the Association's three-year inquiry into Indian
mental health needs, that important successes have been won in developing programs which are effective in reducing the tragic toll taken by emotional and
behavioral disorders among these groups, and that there is now a clear need
and justification for expanding these services so that their impact can reach a
much larger proportion o, the American Indian and Alaska Native people. We
would hope to lay before this Subcommittee at a future date specific programmatic and budgetary recommendations for the implementation of such an expansion. We would also urge the Subcommittee to invite the Indian Health Service
to submit to it a program schedule which would plan for the delivery of comprehensive mental health services to all Indian areas within a specified period of
tima.
Our analysis of the President's budget also indicates an appropriation request
of $872,000 for the training of an additional 100 Community Health Representa-

tives. This represents a decrease of approximately 50% over the number who
were trained during the current fiscal year. There is an estimated need for a
total of 1,500 of these Community Health Representatives, Indian people trained
as the first line of defense of the health of the native communities. Their importance for the success of the programs of the Indian Health Service cannot be
overemphasised. It is they who form the crucial link between the expertise of
the professional and the implementation and even the initiation of health programming at the community level. They are involved in the full range of their
communities' health needs, from the physical to the emotional and atdtudlea/
Because it is at the level of movement within the community itself that the
major gains of the future will be made in bringing the health of American

Indians and Alaska Natives up to the level of the general population, the

augmentation of this vital cadre of workers is a matter of genuine urgency. At
the rate of 100 new trainees per year, an additional eleven years will be required
to train sufficient Community Health Representatives just to fill the current
backlog of need for an additional 1,100, since, including the 186 Village Health
Aides in Alaska, there will be somewhat fewer than 400 community health
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workers at the end of the current fiscal year We would urge that the appropriation for fiscal year 1970 for this essential program be increased by an additional
M°0;to allow for the trebling of 200 Community Health Workers during

ear WM In this way the current hocking of need can be eliminated

within a period of aye to six years.

In the area of -sanitary construction, the President's budget request for
enthusiastically endorses this request and once *gain stresses the prima of
the unitary construction program of the Indian Health Service. This Subcommittee in particular deserves to be congratulated for its vision in having
decal year 1970 calls for an appropriation of $17,950,000. This Association most

authorised appropriations for such construction over the past several years on
a scale which will mean the elimination of the accumulated backlog of need
within a few years time. The provision of sanitary facilities and a safe water
supply, fn conjunction with a greatly expanded housing construction
will be the means by which the considerable residue of environmentally9=:14ed
Ulmer which still beset the Indian people can be effectively prevented. itidtUe
ear disease, which has been stressed in our tetimony today, is a particularly
p of infectious des,
iseasthe development at which
tragic example of this grouphydati
environment and general living conditions. The
is intimately related to
appropriations authorised by this Subcommittee for water and @Battery construction has ensured that housing construction programs could be begun on a
scale meaningful for the eventual reduction of the massive backlog need. 00r
Association, which for the past several years has recommended to this Subcommittee an annual appropriation of $18,000,000 foe water and sanitary construction, urges approval of the amount requested in the President's budget.
111100111aNDATIONS

To recapitulate, the Association on American Indian Affairs respectfully submits thb following recommendations to this Subcommittee:

,.1. An annual appropriation of $500,000 for a period of five years for the

institution of an otology program-within the Indian Health Service which would
combine preventive, medical, surgical and rehabilitative approaches to the widespread and crippling problem of middle ear disease among American Indians
and Alaska Natives.
2 Appropriation of a $10,000,000 increment for fiscal year 1909 for program
activities.
& A supplemental appropriation of $426,000 to aUow for the training of an

additional 100 Community Health Representatives over and above the 100
trainee positions requested in the President's budget
4. Approval of the requested appropriation of $17,960,000 for water and sanitary construction.
The Association on American Indian Affairs believes these recommendations
to be :illy Justified in view of the prevailing health conditions among American
Indian and Alaska Native citisens.

A alikOirt ON TIM MINAS EA' DUMAS PIONLIell AMONG TEL AmISICAN INDIANS

AND ALASKA Names:
INTIODINTITON

During the week of February 17-22, 1960, the author of this report personally
. visited the Phoenix Indian Health Area and the Alaska Health Area in order to
get a first -band look at the middle ear disease problem among the American
Indians and Alaska natives.

-The II.S.P.H.S. Division' of Indian Health has recognised the inordpetely
high rate of crippling ear disease which produces serious morbidity and Meequad impairment in nomad education and vocational development among Indian
children and young people. The Divhdon of Indian Health has proposed a special
budget which would support a comprehensive otology control prognun In ail of
the seven major Indian Health Areas. It has been estimated that a million dollars
per year for a consecutive fire-year period is required to launch a special program
that would have a real Impact
I Pm/wed Tart W. Deulieble, N.D., LoToobti
or Community IlMikink !!'...;tot Stant Sebool of

Prot.-au? and Cboiraton, Depaytoont
New York N.Y.
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Before arriving at a decision to support the U.8.P.H.S. Division of Indian
Health request for a special appropriation, a careful study of existing literature
on the middle ear disease problem was undertaken ; physicians, nurses, native
leaders, teachers, patients, and many other individuals were questioned about this

health condition, and the crude data collected from an audiology survey, of Bethel,
Alaska school children was carefully analysed and reviewed for this report.
Based on a detailed study of middle ear disease among American Indians and
Alaska Natives, there seems to be little doubt that there is indeed a major health
problem requiring urgent and comprehensive medical attention. The U. D.H.S.

request for a million dollar a year special program budget for five years .ould
appear to be a conservative estimate of the financial requirements for an effective
Otology Control Project.
GEN KRAL BACKGROUND

The infectious nature of the middle ear disease problem
The most important diseases of the middle ear are infections of various kinds

with or without bearing loss. The inflammations of the. middle ear are usually
caused by the extension of infection from the nose and naeopharynx. Therefore,
the common respiratory infections of man are the underlying source of middle
ear infections and their subsequent complications. Although virus infections are
most likely the primary causative agents, superimposed or secondary bacterial

invasion may produce the garden-variety acute and chronic suppurative
infections.

The human misery produced by middle ear disease exceeds the vain and discomfort which accompanies the inflammation. Hearing loss of a mild to complete
range may also result from these infections. Moreover, secondary complications

of a life-threatening nature may also occur especially if effective treatment is
not applied. These complications include acute and chronic mastoiditis, brain
abecte..4, meningitis, and thrombosis of the sigpnoid sinus.

Microbiological and aerological surveys of middle ear infection (otitis media)
have disclosed that the antecedent upper respiratory infections are usually viral

in origin. Various populations have been studied, but no characteristic or
typical otitis-media producing infectious agent has yet been identified. It has,
however, been repeatedly shown that the incidence of otitis media in a pore ation is positively correlated with the incidence of acute respiratory infections.
The pattern of virus agents producing upper respiratory tract infections may
vary in time and place, but in point of fact no virulent group of viruses has
been identified or isolated that has a specially high propensity to produce middle
ear infection problems.

With respect to the American Indian and Alaska native populations, the

mlcroblologic and serologic evidence points to frequent upper respiratory tract
infectious, especially in infants and young children. Dr. T. Chin, the director of
the U.S.P.H.S. Kansas City Feld Station, has been studying tleserologic patterns of KM= children from the Bethel, Alaska area. His observations confirm
the high rates of respiratory infection. There appears to be a rapid interchange
of viruses that sweep through the Eskimo families. (1) The most important viral
patterns recently demonstrated by immunologic techniques include the respiratory
eyneitlal virus in infnats up to age 2, parainfluensa virus types I, 2 and 8 commonly seen in children age 3-8, and apparent epidemics of rhinovtrus type 18.
On the other hand, the patterns of respiratory viruses seen in the Bethel lalikiM0
population is not so different than that observed in other general populations.

Pesbaps what can be said from the studies of Chin and his aesociatee(1)
is MM. there Is a tendency for epidemic waves of respiratory virus infections
and a rapid intrafamilial spread of respiratory infections.
The bacterial organisms which complicate middle ear disease are most cos
manly the following ; pneumonia, B-hemolytic streptococci, H. influenza, and
staphylococcus aureus. Table 1, prepared by Dr. .1. Ke-anetb Floshmtui and Dr.
David D. Beal at the Alaska Native Medical Center in Anchorage, Alaska, summarises the hteenture on this problem. (2)

Drs. Subs and Feldman (8) carried out epidemdologic serologic studies in

several population groups with respect to antibodies for streptococci and M. pneu-

monia. Among native populations from It Barrow, Alaska, high titers of antibodies were obeeeved in ens for both streptococci (ASO titers) and M. pneumondae ( Keaton's agent).
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TAKE 1.--NESULTS Of IIIICIORIOLOGIC STUDIES IN CHILDREN WITH OTITIS MEDIA(2)
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In summary the infection problem of otitis media can be characterized in the

following way :

1. Otitis media is en inflammatory problem of middle ear, wally preceded
by an upper respiratory infection. This infection is probably caused by a respiratory virus or a bacterial agent.

2. The pattern of respiratory infectionsbe they viral or bacterialdo not

differ qualitatively among American Indians and Alaska Natives.

8. The frequency of infection, and the epidemic spread within families is a

quantitative difference which may be commonly associated with American Indian
and Alaska Native groups. This seems to be confirmed in the case of the Bethel
Eskimo population.

The clinical and epidemiologic pattern of middle ear disease among American
Naas and Alaska. Native populations
The typical symptoms of a middle ear infection include intermittent or continu-

ous pain in the ear, a feeling of fullness in the ear, and slight bearing lose.

Usually inspection of the eardrum at this stage would reveal a mildly inflamed
drum and dull appearance of the eardrum. This infection, medically diagnosed
as otitis media, is a common infection of childhood and often aeconmanies any
upper respiratory infection. It may also complicate the so-called common cold,

scarlet fever, measles, and tritium's*.
Whim virulent bacteria invade the middle ear, acute suppuration occurs. Severe

deep throbbing pain in the ear is a cardinal symptom. This stage of the disease
is usually accompanied by fever np to 104 to 106 F in intents or children, and
101 to 102 F in adults. There is a definite hearing loss. If pressure increases, the

eardrum may rupture. When this occurs, a mixture of blood and pun Is discharged from the ear, and the pain de relieved.

anionic krfeotion of the middle ear is much more common in persons who

have had ear disease in childhood. The termchronic suppurative collets

mediaimplies permanent pertoretion of the eardrum. The constant symptom of
chronic sapperative otitis media is painless discharge from the ear, which may
be foul-smelling or nearly odorless. There may be periods of days or weeks with
no discharge, but discharge shikays recurs. It in frequently made worse by an
upper respiratory disease. Hearing lose may be negligible or severe and complete
in persons with middle ear disease problems.

The most reelable epidemiologic studies relating to the natural history of

Middle ear disease were conducted by Reed et al. in Alaska. (4) Among Eskimo
children followed from birth, to four years of age, it was observed that the popu-

lation at greatest risk is the infant up to age two. Indeed, 65 per cent of the
affected children had their first episode before their tint birthday and 89 per
cent before their second birthday. Thirty-one per cent of the study group had
a bearing detect of 26 decibels or more (1964 ISO standards). It was also noted
that the percent of children with 26 decibels or more bearing impairment increased with a higher number of episecXes of otorrhea (draining ear) during
the first two years of life.

Middle ear disease and hearing loss are problems not restricted to American

Indians and Eskimos. High morbidity rates are also seen In other poverty
groups. In a study (5) reported among a poor Kentucky Appalachian community, the most frequently diagnosed point prevalence condition among infants
was disorders of the ear. The rate of this problem was 886.4 per 1000 exatni-
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nations. Acute otitis media accounted for 60 percent of these cases. Among
older children, disorders of the ear were diagnosed at a rate of 348.1/1000.
In adults, hearing defects were found at a rate of 258/1000 examined.

The enormous differences between general populations in the U.S. and the
poverty groups with respect to middle ear disease and hearing loss can be

crudely summarized in the table presented by Johnson : (6)

TABLE 2.-- Hearing loss in one or two ears

General population preschool
General population schoolchildren
Indian children, British Columbia

Percent

Aleut children, Indian
Alaskan Indian children (all ages)

1.2
6.7
81
28
23
84

Eskimos
In an otoscopic survey of over 8,000 Navajo Indian children enrolled in boarding schools, the prevalence of chronic otitis media was over 7 percent. About one
out of every four had bilateral involvement. This rate of 7 percent chronic

middle ear disease is five times greater than in a general population. (6).
Dr. Zonis conducted a complete prevalence survey of chronic otitis media in
a White Mountain Apache Indian community.(7) He examined 505 people,
representing 98 percent of the total population, and found 8.8 percent of the
group had chronic otitis media. This figure is very similar to that found among
the Navajo Indian boarding school population.

In a study by Brody et al., (8) a table is presented showing the frequency

of draining ears in Alaskan and non-Alaskan population :

TAH/X 3. History of draining ears
[More than once, In percent]

Series and Ethnic Group:
Wasilla (primarily Caucasians homesteading in Alaska)
Alaska teachers' children
Non-Alaska teachers' children

15
4
5
5
28

St. Paul Island, Aleuts
Seven Eskimo villages
Again it appears that Eskimos natives have the most severe problem with
ear infectim, although no group is immune. Moreover, Caucasians living in
harsh environmental conditions of Wasilla also have a high prevalence of ear
infection. It is the opinion of many Alaskan physicians that acute and chronic
ear conditions are unusually prevalent among non-Native Alaskans.
This review of the literature confirms the high incidence and prevalence of
acute and chronic forms of ear infection with accompanying degrees of hearing
loss as a major health problem among American Indiana and Alaska Natives.
However, high morbidity rates of ear disease are also seen in other population
segments of our society.
The most obvious common denominator for high rates of middle ear disease is
a aoverty-related factor. In other words, the living conditions, including housing,

socio-economic conditions, education, general environmental factors, etc., may
be related to the evolution of this health problem.
Predisposing factors related to development of middle ear disease problem

Acute and chronic middle ear disease which plagues the Indian and Alaska
Native has been shown to be an inliaramatory Weak:ow disease problem. Most
certainly middle ear diseases account for the bulk of ENT work in U.S.P.H.S.
field health hospitals and clinics.

What factors contribute to the development of this health problem? Many

factors have been implicated. Perhaps the most important contributory influence
is the condition of crowding. In Eskimos where middle ear disease is the most

common health problem the family size is 5.6 persons, and 70 percent of the
homes have less than 100 squacre feet per person. (9) Indeed, 37 percent have
less than 50 square feet per person. This severe overcrowding enhances the
spread of respiratory infection. The influence of cold harsh climate can further
exaggerate the overcrowding in small space. Problems in heating also add to
the problem.
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Treatment of middle ear disease problems
The foundation stone of treatment for acute and chronic middle ear infections
is of course antibiotic therapy. Most physicians can be easily trained to supervise
other health personnel to carry out effective treatment. On the other band, the
stubborn, difficult and complicated middle ear disease problems may need highly
skilled ENT and pediatric specialty care.

The non-medical care of the middle ear disease problem falls into surgical

aPinKracites, audlologic services including hearing devices, speech therapy, and
special educational and rehabilitative services. The hearing dawning programs

represent a first step to identifying both the medically eligible candidates and
those potentially benefiting from restorative surgery, hearing aids, and rehabilitative speech therapy. Restorative surgery includes tympadoplastics and mastoidectomies. The caseloads requiring restorative surgery in the Indian Health
Service Areas (Albuquerque, Anchorage, Billings, Navajo, Oklahoma, Phoenix,
and Portland) are staggering. The directors of the U.S.P.H.S. Indian Health
Service Areas have indicated a plan for providing urgent surgery to the children

and young adults o'r a priority bads. However,' it has been underscored repeatedly
by the responsible medical adminiatrators that expanded and multiple resources
will be required to reduce the back-log of cases who could benefit from restorative
surgery and rehabilitation.
An example of the enormous problem posed by hearing difficulties in school

children is illustrated in results of a hearing survey conducted by Mrs. Wood,
the State audiologist in Alaska, who conducted a screening survey of children at
Bethel. Alaska. The author of this report has presented a series of graphs and
tables based on the hearing screening data Completed by Mrs. Wood on 518 students from first through eleventh grade attending classes at the Bethel School

in Bethel, Alaska.' ( See Appendix 1.)
Note that 58% of males and 89% of females have hearing loss of 28 decibels
or more as measured by the audiometric screening program. There is a combined

result for males and females of 19 per cent with one impaired ear (complete
Cps) and 26 per cent at low-medium Cps. The tables and the graphs indicate
severe hearing impairments especially in the 5-8.5 year age group. While more
males than females have some degree of impairment, in point of fact more of
the females have severe and significant hearing losses.

Teachers who face a classroom of children in which half of the students have
hearing impairmbnts are frustrated and understandably demoralised. Children
crippled by partial-to-complete deafness tend to learn more slowly and may
exhibit social, psychological, and behavioral abnormalities. These children are
observed to be insecure, withdrawn, and unable to learn at an acceptable rate.
8VMMARY AND RECOMMICNDATIONS

There is no question that middle ear disease is a common health problem among
American Indians and Alaska Natives. The Eskimos appear to have the highest

incidence and greatat severity of this malady. Conditions of povertyover-

crowding, poor housing, frodo-cultural, educational, economic, and nutritional
circumstancesundoubtedly play a role in making the Indians and Eskimos a
high risk group for the development of this illness.

The human miser; associated with middle ear disease includes not only the
pain and discomfort, and frequently draining ears, but also varying degrees of
hearing impairment. Under ordinary circumstances the American Indians and
Alaska Natives more often than not start life at a serious disadvantage compared
to the white urban American. But when the crippling effects of middle bar disease are superimposed on the growth and development of the Indian or Eskimo
child, serious retardation in educational and vocational development can result.
There is already an almost scandalous back-log of middle ear disease requiring
medical, surgical, and rehabilitative therapy. Moreover, new cases of acute and
chronic middle ear disease are occurring every day and not receiving the benefits of modern medicine.

On the basis of the direct observations,' interviews,' and review of reports and
medical literature,' my recommendations include the following :
Tbe statistical tables and graphs were prepared by Mrs. Renate Belville, Department of

Community Medicine. Mount Sinai School of Medicine.

Appendix 4Itinerary.
Appendix 2Interviews.

Appendix 8Literature Review.

,
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2. OnPidetan anneal and pintspe stantennual 11&P.11.13. ,Coefertmee e

loge. Plehlaina of the Armtek= Indians and Alaska Natives. Health and belinfaratielenee,protemiessle -as well an medical adminhitpetom should be hci;.
defer IS participants in these conferemea The major Problems, ;treatment,.
prelvtatina, jeb.blHt$la. unawares should be reviewed. Standard procedure*

and
d
delenestrations aimed at answering important questions related to middle ear

disismalituNems should be sebtblialted.
2. ieelariieados and liehdull. Programa for Physicians nurses, nurse's
aide cemmunity health workers, and other health Professionals in 00010181 cue-

trot procedures and tecladquei should be initiated. Became middle ear

so prevalent Among the Amelia Indians and Alaska Natives,. the maxim

knowledge and *ills in control middle ear disease must be available to all heal
prilfeadotals or atudliaries connected with the Division of Health programa.
& Bea Indian Health Area should establigh a tompzehensive Otiolegy Task

Forme at the field operations level. The representatives of these task 'forcer
should be invited to the Otology Control Conferenees from the seven Indian
health arena
4.The Arctic Health Research Unit should be encouraged and Supported in
undertaking fundamental field and laboratory research concerning middle .ear
disease. Their epidemiologic and ecologic invations should be eztenfied and
expanded. Along these same lines a. University Damn! of Medicine or perhaps
even a consortium of medical schools might be invited to join the Division of
Indian Health in atehliehing en Otology Control Center in the Southwest
perhaps Tucson, Phoenix, Albuquerque, or Denver area. EVidemiologic, serologic,

clinical, surgical, and rehabilitative activities could be focused on the otologic
problems which plague the American Indian. Such a center or institute could
provide research and demonstration that would be comparable to the Arctic
Health Research Unit.
5. The expansion of the village health aid or community Wealth aid program, in

order to extend early 'treatment of middle ear infection, should be supported.
Careful evaluation, supervision, and guidance to these "extended doctor" programs must be provided.

a Socjological. psychological, and anthropologic research should be undertaken in order to get a better understanding of attitudes and behavior of American Indians and Alaska Natives with respect to Geologic disorders. Only when
there is a basic knowledge of how4american Indians and Alaska Nativee view
middle ear disease, can we begin to communicate effectively with them and influent* their behavior and declsions concerning medical care services for this
health problem.
7. There should be constant upgrading and improvement of general living conditrions of American Indiana and Alaska Native!, with special attention to health
services. Obviously any general improvement in quality and quantity of With
care In these populations will have a salutory effect on the problem of middle,
ear disease. The obvious interrelatedness of middle ear disease to housing, overcrowding, educCon, nutrition, etc., has already been discussed. But this cycle
must, be broken had the adverse conditions creating' the malignant consequences
of . middle ear disease must be counteracted if we are ti,.reduce the magnitude
of this problem in the future.
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Appendix 1.--Audiologic Screening Survey Conducted by Mrs. Wood,
Alaska State Audiologist, at Bethel, Alaska
(All children from let to 11th grade attending school during survey

were included. Absentees and 12th grade students were not
completed at time these data were collected.)

BirrnaL SCHOOL rOPITLATION

Total number of students : 515
Male : 828 or 58 percent.
Female : 289 or 47 percent.

Percent distribution of students by age groups
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Nara. Female and male students show the same percent distribution by age an both
ems combined.
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PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS WIN IMPAIRED HEARING IN 1 OR BOTH EARS BY AGE GROUP
AND SEX
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APPEND:X 2.- INTERVIEWS WITH INDIAN HEALTH PERSONNEL AND Omni
KNOW LaX1EABLE PEOPLE

The following persons concerned with Indian Health were contazted and
Interviewed during my field trip to Phoenix, Arizona, and Anchorage, and
Bethel, Alaska :

Charles McOannuon, M.D.: Director, Phoenix Area Indian Health Program,
USPHS, Phoenix, Arizona.

Alan H. Nicol, M.D.: Deputy Director, Phoenix Indian Health Area Office,

USPHS, Phoenix, Arizona.
George Bock, M.D.: Director, Navajo Ave Health Office, USPHS, Window Rock,
Arizona.

William Carlyle, M.D.: Chief of Pediatrics, Phoenix Indian Hospital, Phoenix,
Arizona.

S. Barton, M.D.: Chief, ENT Service, Phoenix Indian Hospital, Phoenix, Arizona.
Richard D. Zonis, M.D.: ENT specialist In private practice; formerly ENT Chief
of Service, Phoenix Indian Hospital, Phoenix, Arizona.

Dr. Jaffe (telephone interview) : Instructor, University of Michigan Medical
School, ENT and Allergy Service; formerly ENT Chief, Navajo Indian Hospital, Gallup, New Mexico.

John F. Lee, M.D.: Director, Alaskan Native Health Area, USPHS, Anchorage,
Alaska.

Jean R. Goorman, M.D.: Chief, Maternal and Child Health Service, Alaskan
Native Health Area, USPHS, Anchorage, Alaska.
Martha Wilson, M.D.: SUD, ANMC, USPHS, Anchorage, Alaska.

J. Kenneth Fleshman, M.D.: Chief, Pediatrics, ANMC, USPHS, AnchoravP,
Alaska.

A. Foster, Ph. D.: Psychologist, ANMC, USPHS, Anchorage, Alaska.
David D. Beal, M.D.: Chief, ENT Service. ANMC, USPHS, Anchorage, Alaska.
Mr. Emil NOW President, Alaska Federation of Natives, Anchorage, Alaska.
Mr. John Borbridge, Jr.: General Manager of the Central Council, Flingit-Haida

Indian. and Vice President of Alaska Federation of Natives, Anchorage,
Alaska.

Mr. Gerald I. Goldschmidt : senior Sanitarian Chief, Environmental Health Services Branch, Alaskan Health Area, Anchorage, Alaska.
Dr. R. Shimizu : OPD Physician, ANMC, USPHS, Anchorage, Alaska.
Mrs. G. Flout, PHN : Bethel Health Area, PHN, USPHS, Bethel, Alaski.
Miss Harrington, PUN: Instructor, Village Health Aid Program, USPHS, Bethel,
Alaska.

Dr. J. Wlnklestein: Chief, Pediatrics Service, USPHS, Indian Hospital, Bethel,
Alaska.

Doctors R. Hill, A. Vogel, J. Baughman and others: Health officers, USPHS,

Indian Hospital, Bethel, Alaska.
Mr. J. Prior : Sanitarian, Bethel Health Area, USPHS, Bethel, Alaska.
Mr. rancher: Superintendent, Bethel Schools, Bethel, Alaska.
Mrs. Wood : State Audiologist, Bethel, Alaska.

Dr. Mylo Fritz : ENT specialist, private practitioner, Anchorage, Alaska.
APPENDIX 3. LITERATURE REVIEW

The following literature was reviewed In connection with the Otology Control
Program for the American Indians.

1. Reed, D., Struve, S., Maynard, J. E. Otitis Media and Hearing Deficiency
Among Eskimo Children : A Cohort Study. Am. J. of P.H., Vol. 57, No. 9, September 1967, p 1657-62.

'2. Dolowitz, D. A., Fingerle, C."
Rehabilitation with Modified Ra

-

cine, Vol. 59, October, 1963, pp. 962-

3. Zonis, R. D.Chronic Otitis Me

Gengras, E., and Vernon, J. K.Hearing

7Il Maatoldectonly. Texas State J. of Medi-

In the Southwestern American Indian.

I. Prevalence. Arch. Otology, Vol. 88, pp. 40-45, October, 1968.

4. Zonis, R. D.--Chronic Otitis Media In the Southwestern American Indian.
II Immunologic Factors. Arch. Otolaryng. Vol. 88 pp. 46-49, October 1968.

5. Johnson, R. L.Chronic Otitis Media in School Age Navajo Indians. Laryngoscope Vol. LX XVII, No. 11, pp. 1990-95, November, 1967.

6. Brody, J., Overfield, T., McAlister, R.Draining Ears and Deafness Among
Alaskan Eskimos. Arch. Otolaryng. Vol. 81. pp. 29-33, Jaauary, 1965.
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7.,Bayman, C. R., Kester, F. E. ]ye, Ear, Nose and Throat Infection in Natives of Alaska. Northwest Medicine, April 1967, pp. 423-430.

8. Phillips, J. W. and Lehman, H. Mastoid Disease in Alaska. Amer. J. of
Nursing, p 58, Dec. 1961.
9- MUsehenhehn, C. et al.--Fourth National Conference on Indian Health:
Respiratory Infections. Arch. Environ. Health. Vol. 17. August, 1958, pp.
247-266.

10. Hall, R. H., Clifford, S., and Gregg, J. B.Speech and Hearing Disorders

and Ear, Nose and Throat Pathology Among Children of South Dakota Indian
Population : I. Hearing Loss and Ear Pathology. EENT Digest. Vol. 29, pp
47-48. May, 1967.

11. Middle Ear Disease Among the American Indian and Alaska Native. A Review of the Probiem and a Survey of Program P.equIrements to Reduce Morbidity and the Prevalence of Crippling Sequilae. HEW-HS and MHA Indian
Health Service, Office of Special Services, February 3, 1960.

12. Wilson, M. SUP Conference, Otitis Media Status Report, Nov. 18, 1966
USPHS-ANMC.

13: Fiesehman, J. K. and Beal, D. D. Chronic Otitis Media. Memo dated October 3,
1968. USPHS, Anchorage, Alaska.

14. Pumphrey, R. E. and McFarland, J. J. Letter to S. Babeau, Director, D.I.H.,
USPHS. October 21, 1968.

15. Memo re : Expanded ENT Program, Phoenix Area, December 16, 1968.
USP1JS.

16. Memo re : Otology ProgramAlaska, November 12, 1968. USPHS.

17. Program Plan for Otitis MediaWork Draft July, 1968. USPHS.

18. Environmental Health Aspects of Alaskan Villages. January, 1966. Anchorage,
Alaska. USPHS.

19. Subs, R. H. and Feldman, H. A.Serologic Epidemiologic Studies with M.
Pneuoniae I and II. Am. J. of Epid. Vol.
No. 2,1966.
20. The Alaska Dietary Survey 1956-1961. Environmental Health Series, Arctic
Health Heller, C. A. and Scott, E. M. PHS Publication No. 999-A11-2.
'1'1. 0E0 Focuses on Health of Eskimos. UM. Medicine, February 1, 1969.
Jaffe, B. The Incidence of Ear Diseases in the Navajo Indians. Read in part
before the AMA convention, Section on Otology, Rhinology and Laryngology,
June 20, 1967.

23. Goorman. Jean R., Excerpts from a Study of the Mortality Among Alaska
Native Infants in 1966. Department of HEW, Alaska Native Health Area Office, Anchorage. Alaska. 1966.

24. Hammes, L. M. Characteristics of Housing for the Yukon-Kuskokwein Delta
of Southwestern Alaska. Arctic Health Research Center, USPHS, DREW, Anchorage, Alaska. January 1965.
APPENDIX 4. ITINERARY FOR DR. KURT DEUSCHLE, PHOENIX-ALASKA TRIP

Monday, Febrdary 17, 1969. TWA flight No. 164, leave: Tucson, 10:25 a.m.,
arrive: Phoenix, 10:57 a.m.
Tuesday, February 18, 1969, Western flight No. 622, leave: Phoenix, 5:30 p.m.,
arrive: Anchorage, 10:30 p.m.
Thursday, February 20, 1969, Wein flight No. 77, leave : Anchorage, 6:30 a.m.,
arrive: Bethel, 8:25 a.m.
Friday, February 21, 1969, Wein flight No. 78, leave : Bethel, 3 :00 p.m., arrive :
Anchorage, 4:55 pm.
Saturday, February 22, 1969, Northwest flight No. 6, leave.: Anchorage, 1:10
a.m., arrive : Chicago, 10:40 a.m. ; TWA flight No. 326, leave : Chicago, 11 :30

a.m., arrive : LaGuardia, 2:11 p.m.

PAUL T. DIXON & ASSOCIATES,

Anchorage, Alaska, December 16, 1968.
Mr. Moses PAUKAN,

President, Village Council Presidents Association,
St. Mary's, Alaska.
DLLs Mo: Visits to 12 of the 14 villages listed in Resolution No. 68-17 have
now been completed. In addition we have managed to squeeze in additional visits
to Nunapitchuk No. 2, Kasigluk, Toksook Bay, Nightmute, Kongiganak, Kwiglllingok and Napakiak. Most of the additional visitations have been in connection

29-851 0-69 pt. 1-88
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with efforts of groups of villages who have expressed a desire to band together
into natural groupings for incorporation purposes.
Our work so far has established the following facts pertaining to education.

(1) There are in existence, natural groupings of villages with strong ties.
These are along cultural, family and religious lines with much dependence on
each other for mutual survival in the food quest and support of commercial
enterprises.
(2) The natural groupings of villages have shown a strong desire to band
together ae single incorporated units. Example is Nunapltchuk No. 1, Nunapitchuk No 2 and Regis luk, who have filed a petition for incorporation as a single
city to be called Akolmiut.

(8) The average village has 15-18 students away from home in High School.
(4) An equal number of potential students for High School remain at home
because of parental objection to their being sent so far from home, family financial difilculties, low levels of academic achievement and lack of space available
or funds available to accomodate them in existing BIA and State facilities.

(5) There are in the AVCP area, 2 private grade schools, 6 State grade

schools and around 45 ETA grade schools. There is one private High School,

one State High School, and no BIA High School. The private High School accomo-

dates 165 boarding students, the State School none and the ETA ships all it's
students to Sifts or outside the State. There is only one Independent School
District. That is at St. Mary's where the one private high school operates on a
regional high school basis. There is prospect that that high school will soon join

with the City School District in a planned program for conversion into a standard
public school type facility.
(6) Our findings to date would indicate an actual High School student enrollment of 900, a conservative potential High School enrollment of 1800 and the

potential of groupings of villages with High School enrollments of 68-140 for

each location.

(7) Nearly every school facility suffers from insumcient classroom space,
most from too many students per teacher. Teachers for the most part report
that the language barrier seriously reduces their effectiveness. They feel that
because of the special 'situation, classroom responsibility should be reduced to
one -ball the normal standard. They further say that to be effective, not over 20
should be the responsibility of one teacher. This is especially true for the first,
second and third grades A higher tolerance might be considered at a few places
like Bethel, and St. Mary's. Village total enrollment tends to remain status quo or

expand annually. Only one village has been found so far with a shrinking en-

rollment. If the AVCP is even slightly successful in it's plans for economic development, a profound impact may be expected on the schools in terms of accelerated
increased enrollments.
(8) 'Dutcher aids appear to be very highly successful, especially in the lower

grades. The professional teachers of the upper levels frequently indicate their
aids could use additional formal echoollog or training. A continuing program of
training for teacher aids is indicated. 1V,. suggest doubling the number of aids
with one half being given leave each year for upgrading personal academic
achievement. In this way perhaps many would be encouraged to enter the professional teaching vocation.

(9) In spite of nearly a half century of effort tbeeducational system in the

area has produced only five Native professional teachers, who have returned to
teach at home, counting one who is due for graduation this Spring. Three of these
are products of the one private high school. The place of high school graduation
for the fourth is unknown. None are teaching in the BIA system. One is employed
by the St. Mary's City School District, one by the State at Bethel. one by the
city at Dillingham and one is at the U. of A. Three other students are known
to be studying for the teaching profession at the University of Alaska. For re
sons yet unexplained, the record of Village students returning as teachers among
their own people is otherwise blank.

(10) Adult education programs are operating in a relatively few villages in
spite of the obvious need. There is no consistency of effort or approach. VISTA
Volunteers hold some classes, VISTA Associates in one of two, Mountain Village,
Bethel and St. Mary's conduct well planned programs as part of their city public
school efforts. Primary funding comes from the State which in turn leans heavily

on the Federal Government. Funds appropriated for this purpose have been
grossly inadequate. Recent appropriations by the State, for the entltre State, has
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only been about $50,000 per year. Except for the three places mentioned, nearly all
other efforts suffer from inexperienced planning, inadequate facilities, Inadequate
or no equipment at all, Inadequate and Insufficient text books and other supplies.
Now of the programs have found suitable text books. Those available from current Inffillshera are largely useless. The BIA has produced some excellent band
printed texts, but their scope of coverage Is very limited. Three major areas of im-

proved effort are warranted; drastically increased funding, better organisation
and planning of effort, and development of more suitable text books.
(11) Pre-first grade schooling has taken on many forms. Lack of consistency
Is, again the characteristic. Head Start is looked upon with fondness by everybody. Teachers, parents and pupils are universal in their Praise. Because of the
capriciousness in administration of the Head Start Program over the years,
however, there Is much Inconsistency In what is called "Head Start". The legitimate Head Start program seems to function well to everybody's satisfaction in
those villages where it exists. Unfortunately, many villages who once bad Head
Start Programs and failed to acquire continuation of the effort, embarked on
continuation of the program on their own with varying results. /deny are taught
by mothers. VISTA Volunteers or Church Lay Volunteers, using varying criteria
In conduct of the program. Neighboring villages, frequently observing the success

of efforts, have been encouraged to start original efforts of their own. All mas-

querade under the title of "Head Start". The original legitimate Head Start
Program has thus gained a tremendous prestige that Is not jwitified. this however should not detract from credit being given to a single individual who has put

effort into his village program, for we have not found even one professional
teacher who has said the village effort did not greatly improve his first and
second grade starting students.

Only one village reported its Head Start Program a failure and that village

was regenerating Its efforts to try again. Here again the lack of funding for nonlegitimate Head Start efforts is a major stumbling block. Village Councils are
rarely able to raise enough money to buy all the supplies needed. We have witnessed so called Head Start Programs being conducted by VISTA Volunteers
with students and teachers sitting on the floor of a Village cabin using second

band first grade or kindergarten books furnished by the State PTA. The op-

posite extreme Is the case of Tununak where a Church Lay Volunteer has earthRelied an accerdlted Montessori School ; we understand, the first such school In
the State. The old Village Council of 8t. Mary's solved its problem of loss of the
Head Start Program by securing a legitimate State Kindergarten, which is now
being continued by the City School District as one of its Public School efforts.
The saddest part of the picture Is to encounter numerous villages without any

"Head Start" Program at all. In these villages the professional teachers are
forced to spend the first year teaching kindergarten work. Result is that students

characteristicly spend two years In the first grade, two years in the second

grade, etc., until eighth graders are 18 and 19 years old. We would recommend
that every effort be bent to get proper funding for every so-called Head Start
Program : that the legitimate Head Start Program be expanded in the number
of tillages it covers and measures adopted to Insure continuity of program effort.
We further recommend that the AVCP prevail upon the State to recognised the
Montessori Method and its licensed teachers as an accreditable program: that
the State Kindergarten Program be expanded and that the BIA Kindergarten

Program be immediately Instituted. Perhaps, as kindergarten programs are
instituted, Head Start can be phased out, shifted to other needy villages or extended to the four year old level as a still further increment in the pre-school

education program.

(12) Vocational Education has appeared as an education opporte"y eagerly
sought by a multitude of village people. This phase of education prc.bramming
holds some of the greatest promise, yet has not really started to reach Its potential. Until very recent months the most serious boldbaek has been the lack of
funds. Like adult basic education, funding has been a drop in the bucket against
what is actually required. Another major drawback has been the utter confusion
and unnecessary complication In law and regulation of programs. There is perhaps no other field of educational effort that Is so complex and difficult to sort
out, and put to practical use. Both Federal and State laws have complicated the
picture. To name a few, we have the State Department of Education, Department of Labor, Department of Health and Welfare, Department of Commerce,
Department of Public Works, the Federal Office of Education, Department of
Labor, Department of Health and Welfare, Department of Transportation, Vet-
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erans Administration, Economic Development Administration, Office of Economic

Opportunity, Bureau of Apprentice & Training, Rural CAP, etc., etc., etc., . . .
all In the business of vocational education or training. Some of these government
units have several subdivisions, each offering one or more training possibilities.
Add to this picture the many apprenticeship and training programs conducted
by trade unions, contractors and other employers, you have a picture so complicated that mature school districts, like Anchorage, must hire full time specialists.
Just to search out programs, work with criteria and draft applications.
There is in addition, fundamental differences of opinion among administrators
on bow such programs should be carried out. One school of thought is that such
programs should be carried out in large urban centers where facilities might be
the best. This is opposed by another school of thought that the programs are
best carried out close to home as possible so that home and family are disturbed
as little as possible and the trainee is able to take advantage of working in an
environment in which be is familiar and thus receive the benefit of moral encouragement and influences suited to his nature. In spite of these handicaps, two
vocational education centers have evolved in the AVCP area ; one at Bethel and
the other at St. Mary's. These centers have come into existence largely with the
help and guidance of the State Division of Vocational Education. Bethel has

initiated a long ranged training program for carpenters and other building
tradesmen. St. Mary's has completed programs for bakers and pre-apprertice

carpentry, has a second phase pre-apprentice carpentry program in progress, a
second bakers course authorised and is on the threshold of additional programs
for equipment mechanics, equipment operation and other skills designed to fill
the needs of the Tundra people in meeting the challenge of implementing their
own economic development plans. The forthcoming AVCP Master Economic
Development Plan will certainly bring special empasis on this educational effort.
Vocational education, for the most part, appears to fill the needs of men more
than the women. Although there are a number of skills which are thought of as
being peculiar to women, and women enthuslatically take part in such training,
we have noticed that vocational education is especially suited to the needs of
Native men, who in terms of their own culture, are looked upon as the exclusive
support of the family. The men as an overall group, appear to have lower levee
of academic achievement than the women. In tracing the reasons for this, we
find that most often the men were forced to drop out of school at an early age to
take over family responsibilities. Our experience has also been that these same
men, given the right opportunity, readily acquire employable skills that allow
them to shift from a subsistence economy to a practical money economy. Vocational education at both high school and adult levels then becomes an item of

prime importance to the future of your whole area. The opportunity is now

present to expand the vocational education effort to further centers of population
and a pattern has now betome very obvious that a serious look should be given
further to expand the vocationaleducation programs of Bethel and St. Mary's to
include other locations; particullitrly where high schools might be located.

(13) This brings us to the final fact we think important, The need for high

school education. The present system of education simply does not give a satisfactory service. It is far below any set of standards applied by our nation to even the
poorest of the southern 48 states. Nearly every rural community in the south 48
has access to local high school facilities. High School enrollments are not neces-

sarily large. We have not heard of any serious penalty being imposed on the
small schools simply because of their size. In, fact, the opportunity for more
individual attention to the students would appear to be an advantage. The students self assrrance would appear to be more certain. There are those who argue
that competition is more important. We are not authorities in this matter, but
permit us to make a few observations. The situation is that some village schools
do not have even eighth grade. There are few young adults. In some villages
marriages are very rare. The number of high school graduates returned to the
villages are also very rare. Grade school enrollments are high. Over 55,000 square
miles occupied by some 53 villages, there are only two high schools. The BIA has
followed a long standing policy of exporting high school students from the vil-

lages; the State and Private schools have attempted to keep them at home.
Students are separated from their families and families are split apart. When

they come home they find themselves in conflict with their parents. Most families
have the bitter experience of their young members trying to find a place in the
urban centers, only to also find unacceptance there. They thus become a lost gen-

eration, in between two worlds, not being at home in either. The end result is
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that a vast number of Metal problems are generated. If there are 900 students
going ontaide the AVOP area to Sitka, the transportation bill alone could reach
$166,000: to Oregon $316,000; to Oklahoma $406,000. nen there is a matter of
room and board while enroute. It would appear such expenditures would quickly
amorties local school construction. A by product would be a tremendous relief
in the social problem area. We have found that the natural grouping of villages
would result In High School enrollments of 68 to 140 students at current Allele
levels of population. Whereas there is proven notification for the Regional High
School at Bethel, we feel that there is also justification for going beyond that to
the establishment of high schools in the centers of natural village groupings.
Inter-school activity programs then assume practical proportions and the brains
needed for economic development of the Tundra have a far greater chance of
remaining there and springing forth with the ideas for social and economic
development. Such, would be the recommendation we would make.

Very truly lours,

PAUL T. DIXON.

Urromarry or MAITLAND &Boot or Monrolin,
Baltimore, Md., September 16, 1968.
Dr. HOLMAN WHEIMIT,

Depart's-1st of /adios Affairs,
U.S. Pablio Health Service,
Weekingtos, D.O.

Due Ds. Wrote= Just in case you haven't received a copy of the enclosed

report I am taking the liberty of sending one along. The delay in getting it to you

is due to the fact that I had to leave for Brasil the end of June and have just

now returned.

In the event that you would like to discuss any of the points in the report,

please feel free to call on me. I am In Washington at least once a week and would
be delighted to get together with you at any time.
With best regards as always.
Most sincerely,
Enotrig B. BRODY, M.D.

RETORT Of COPMULTANT VISIT 70 AK= MENTAL HEALTH UNIT, ALASKA NATIVE
HEALTH ASEA OrrICE, DIVISION Or INDIAN HEALTH, MAY 26 To JUNE 6, 1968

By Eugene B. Brody, M.D., Consultant'
ITINERARY AND ACTIVITIES

Arrival : Anchorage Airport, :05 P.M. May 26. Orientation by Dr. Joseph
Bloom, Psychiatrist. Mental Health Unit Director.
May 21 and 28: Work at Area Office and Alaska Native Medical Center. This
included conferences with major professional personnel in the Office and the
Center (see appended list) as well as Mr. John Borbrtdge, Native Affairs Officer.

Word visits with Dr. Walter Johnson provided an opportunity to interview
patients and acquire some familiarity with the nature of their illnesses, their

emotional responses to hospitalisation, and their home backgrounds.
Morning, May 29 : Departure with Drs. Bloom and Nachmann for Bethel.

May 29 and 80: Work in Bethel area ; tour with Public Health Nurse ; interviews with Rural Development personnel; home visits ; interviews with staff and
patients at Service Unit Hospital (see appendix).
Morning, May 81: Departure with Drs. Bloom and Nachman for Hooper Bay
Village.

May 81, June 1, June 2, Morning of June 8: Interviews in Hooper Bay with
Village Health Aides, Village Connell President, Vista workers, Bureau of
Indian Affairs teachers (see appendix) ; physical examinations and interviews

with patients, families, and home visits.

Afternoon, June 3: Return to Bethel ; conferences with Dm. Eneboe and

Stewart of SUB ; home visits with PHS Nurse ; interview with patient.
Night, June 8: Return to Anchorage.

or, the Psychiatric Institute,
*Professor and Chairman. Department of Psychiatry ; DI
Dniveraity of Maryland School of Medicine. Baltimore Campus. MaUing Address : 645
West Redwood Street Baltimore. Md.
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June 4, 5, 6: Conference with Dr. Wilson, ANN1C; Mr. Romance and Mr. Var-

ner; visit to Alaska Psychiatric Institute and conferences with Drs. Koutaky,
Rollins and Mrs. Salisbury ; visit to Welcome Center and conference with personnel there: visit to Air Force Psychiatric Service and conference with Dr. A.
Wolf, Chief NP Service: several conferences with 51HU personnel ; conference
with Miss Nicholson, Child Welfare: initial draft of phases of this report;
discussion of Albuquerque meeting of Men t al Health Cults to be attended by Drs.
Bloom and Nachmann.
Departure from Anchorage, 7 :00 P.M., June 8.
THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF HEALTH AND MENTAL HEALTH PRACTICES IN
SOCTII CENTRAL AND WESTERN ALASKA

The effective operation of the Mental Health Unit requires an understanding
of the socio-cultural setting in which it exists. The behavior of individuals and
organizations is determined by their past experience and by the nature of their
participation in ongoing social processes. Both past (longitudinal) and present
(cross-sectional) contributions to current behavior are functions of the context
as well as of the initial programming and capacities brought to it.

The following outline lists some features of the Alaskan scene relevant to

problems of delivering health and mental health services. While many features,
such as poverty and the minority status of natives, have aspects in common with
other states of the union, a uniquely local influence is discernible. This is because: 1) to a degree no longer present elsewhere in the nation, the Alaska
native Is in the process of acculturation and detribalization; and 2) to a degree
not found elsewhere the harsh imperatives of climate and geography force their
own adaptive requirements upon the lives of both the consumers and dispensers
of health services.
.4. Geography, population distribution and climate
The 50,000 Eskimo, Aleut and Indian peoples native to Alaska comprise about

one-fourth of its non - military population. Most of them are distributed in

approximately 300 villages spread over a territory one -fifth that of the rent of the
continental United States. The villages are usually small, leas than 300 people.
Hooper Bay is relatively large with almost 600 inhabitants. Some sinall towns,
like Bethel, at 1700 people, are centers of population and services for major areas,
Bethel, Kotzebue, Barrow, Tanana, Kanakanak and Mt. Edgecumbe, In addition
to Anchorage, contain DILI-Service Unit Hospitals.
The numbers of native peoples now resident in the major centers of Fairbanks,

Juneau and Anchorage are not precisely known. I was told that Anchorage is
"the largest native village In Alaska" with between 5,000 and 6,000 natives.
many of whom move out to fishing camps during the summer months.
The report in concerned partly with Anchorage and the South Western regions

exemplified by the Anchorage-Bethel-Hooper Bay axiii. The people here are
Eskimo, most of whose customs are characteristic of those living in the Yukon -

Kuakokwim river delta area of the Southwest. The Hooper Bay Eskimo, a Yupikspeaking people, were almost without exception born in the immediate vicinity.

Mountains, rivers and inlets from the sea confine rapid transport to airlines.
There are daily commercial flights from Anchorage to Bethel, and twice weekly
scheduled trips from Bethel to the small airstrip at Hooper Bay. Heavy use is
made of chartered float planes, usually 3 passenger Cessna ISO's, which switch

to skis after freeze-up. Our trip into Hooper Bay on such a charter-155 airmiles WNW of Bethelwas probably representative. We carried an infant back
to its family after hospitalization in Bethel, and landing in the slough at low

tide soon ran aground and walked, carrying our supplies, through the last breakup mud about IA mile to the village board-walks. Departing, we brought a fourth
passenger, which necessitated leaving some baggage behind. Again at low tide
the plane ran aground, but after considerable effort the pilot jockeyed it up onto
the mud-flat and with that leverage skidded back into the slough and sharply up
for a successful take-off.

The area is mainly treeless tundra except for a few scrub willow along the
Kuskokwim. It is subdivided by innumerable waterways. In winter these freeze
to form a flat plain of ice, but in summer much of the area appears impassable
without a boat. The mean anual temperature at Hooper Bay village, situated on
a ridge of high ground between the Bay proper and the Bering Sea, is 30.7 F,
compared with 37.5 at Bethel and 43.4 at Anchorage. The climate is subarctic.
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Poor visibility due to wind, fog or precipitation is common. particularly in the
winter months, and the village may be inaccessible by air for days at a time.
Communication with the outside world by radio-telephone (a 1966 report (1)
listed five short wave radios in the village) may also be hampered by weather
conditions.

Supplies are brought into Hooper Bay and similar villages by air ; heavy

materials and bulk deliveries of foodstuff or clothing for the store depend upon
the yearly visit of the BIA freighter, North Star, usually in June. On the day of

our departure the North Star which had been expected for several days was
sighted riding at anchor outside the bay awaiting high tide. Short range trans-

portation is by planked wooden boats powered by outboard Motor, dog team or
tracked snowmobile. In 1966 (1) fifty-one of the homes had five or more dogs.

The use of snowmobiles is becoming more common and seems likely to completely

replace dogs for winter travel. Their fuel demands, along with those of the
outboard motors, heating plants of government installations, and stoves of -the

native shacks contribute to the prevalence of the rusting oil drums which( along
with piles of empty cans seem symbolic of the modern village scene.

B. Poverty
This factor is difficult to judge considering the continued inrPortanee of a
traditional bunting and /siting subsistence economy for the native population of
the area, As Bloom (2) has pointed out there are many who are still absolutely
tied to the seasonal migrations of large sea and laud creature& which supply
meet of their good. Jobs in the accepted Western sense of the word are almost
non-existent in the villages and it is only recently that natives, as an aspect
of accommodation to the pressures of white society, have begun to consider
them as a possible substitute for what has gone before. The increasing human
and decreasing animal populations, and new values, learned in schools with a
concomitant failure to acquire or use traditionally taught subsistence skills,
may make it progressively more valid to regard village life as poverty stricken
rather than as merely true to a cultural heritage. In the cities the lives of those
natives who have abandoned their village roots are coming gradually to resemble

those characterizing the urban poor in other parts of the nation.
Conventional economic indices may give a misleading picture of native life.
This is because "poverty" according to current definition is less a matter of absolutes than of relative deprivation. There is still reason to suspect that the
apparent discrepancy between achievement (what he has) and aspiration (what
he thinks is a reasonable basic standard) is less painful for the villager than
it is in the eyes of the middlechise white obierver. On the other hand such
Indices tell something about the context of health' care. The 1960 U.S. Census,

for example, which lists 50.7 infant deaths per 100,000 Alaska natives in contrast
to 25.4 for the rest of the U.S., compares housing and income figures for Anchorage and Bethel. Since natives constitute six to ten per cent of the Anchorage popu-

lation and epproxtmately 90 per cent of that of Bethel the figures suggest not
only a citretnall town comparison but a white-native comparthon.
ifousesp.In Anchorage the percentage of substandard housing was 12.2 as
compared to 94.9 in Bethel. Again, no traditional native housing reflecting genera-

none of adaptation to a sperm harsh environment would meet minimal white
standards. A typical village home in the area contenting Bethel and Hooper
Bay was described as follows according to a recent survey (8) : ". . . one

room, 15 feet wide by 18 feet long, or 270 square feet,. with enclosed entryway.
Six people live here. Their heat domes from a wood stove, their light from a gas
lantern. The floor Is made of rough planking. Water is wiled from the nearest
supply. Human waste Is deposited in five gallon cans . . . wet clothing strung
f r o m wall to wall . . . the exterior (is) tarpaper over weathered wood, corrugated iron or aluminum." As viewed by this consultant who visited many such
homes, they reflect a somewhat less efficient adaption of the traditional half-

buried sod and driftwood structures designed to retain heat and furnish protection anoint* chilling- wet winds and snow. In this sense they are part of a
culture which. in the process of change, is abandoning traditional materials in
favor of articles from the white world. During our visits we observed no evidence of overt dissatisfaction with the dwellings; however, it seems likely that

with the acquisition of white values inch dissatisfaction will develop, especially
as natives have increasing contract with white standards and housing. Thus, on
the highest ground at Hooper Bay there is a collection of government buildings
to which the natives are exposed including a school, clinic building, and housing
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for BIA teachers. Indeed, there have been some reports of self - conscious attempts

to "clean up" in occasional households before a visit from the "gussuks," and
evidence that some villagers would like to "afford to live like the gussuk." (3)
What cannot be denied is that this type of housing is conducive to spreading the
tuberculosis, general respiratory infections and otitis media which plague villagers throughout the state. Its impact on the white visitor is revealed in a
comment of a U.S. Public Housing Administration Commissioner: "I've never
seen anything like it, even in the worst s'.unis of our major cities." (3, p. 10).
The mental health impact of living at such close quarters is hard to gauge.
There is no reason to believe that customary exposure to sights and sounds
which are prohibited to middle -class white children and viewed by them only
accidentally increases vulnerability to psychiatric disturbance.

Income.--The percentage of families in 1960 with an income of lees than

33000 yearly was 7.7 in Anchorage and 69.4 in Bethel; the median yearly income
was $8120 as co, spared with $1745. Data from Hooper Bay gathered in 1966 re-

flect the economic situation in .a larger than average village. Of the seventy
village households listed in 1966 just under half averaged lees than $2000 cash
income from all sources, and over 85% of all families received lees than $3000.
For 69 adults interviewed by a rehabilitation team from Anchorage the cash income source excluding general assistance welfare (which from the BIA averaged
$212 for 33 households) including Oaly 16 per cent from seasonal work, 20 per

cent from state categorical welfare, 13 per cent from fur trapping, 11 per cent
from making baskets and 5 per cent other. (1)
These fignreu reflect a relatively new but rapidly growing Alaskan phenomenon, i.e. welfare and unemployment payments. Several native informants (interviewed in all three areas visited) referred spontaneously to welfare or unemployment payments as having a deleterious impact upon native life and
character similar to the impact upon physical health of such white transmitted
illness as tuberculosis and venereal disease. The nature of comment varied with
age. Thus, an older inhabitant of Bethel who had had no formal schooling &bowed

us photographs taken in the early 1920's indl sting that the existing houses
were in better repair, and that the inhabitants raised chickens and were more
economically resourceful than at present. She attributed the deterioration of
the town to an erosion of native initiative, due in tarn to the presence of welfare
payments and other handouts. The real problem a said was "too many gussuka She also referred scornfully to 50 or 60 shack on the outskirts of town,
containing about 450 people (out of a population of 17 as "the slum" and said

that these were families who didn't want to work and ad drifted into Bethel
from outlying villages hoping to get on the welfare list.
A younger more militant man, college educated, spoke h a manner reminiscent of black power advocates in other states. "We don't west to be given anymore," he said. "We want to be helped to do things for ourself es, and to make

our own decisions." The current fight for native land claims a matter of
great interest to him and other young people of the educated cia
Employment and the growing need for cash. --The Hooper B study (1)
provides data which may be extrapolated to other areas, understan g that in
larger towns such as Bethel there Is more conventional employmen and in

the majority of villages which are smaller there is less. In September 960 the
Hooper Bay labor force included 80 men of whom 78 per cent was considered
unemployed, and 58 women, 90 per cent of whom were labelled unemployed.
Aside from the Native Store and the airport the major employer is the federal
government which utilizes the services of maintenance men, cooks, and various
aides attached to the BIA or the PHS. As indicated above most employment is
parttime. Additional cash income may be obtained daring July and August
by ablebodied men who work at the canneries in Bristol Bay, fight brush fires.
or engage in temporary duty in the National Guard. These data are difficult to
evaluate in relation to the problem of poverty because of the continuing importance of hunting and fishing, and because of traditional Eskimo attitudes which
still make it difficult for many to conform to regular work schedules imposed
by other people. The value of money, however, is increasingly appreciated as
it may be exchanged for items essential to local survival; outboard motors.
snow machines, gasoline, oil, guns, nylon limb nets, and commercially made
winter clothing and rubber boots which are replacing items formerly made in the
village. One of the health aides. a young woman recently moved back to her
home village from Bethel, told us that she doesn't even own a perky and her
only cold-weather outer garment is a leather coat purchased in Anchorage.
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Another indication of growing appreciation for cash is the rapid rise in prices
for local craft items such as baskets and dolls. There is no tourism in Hooper
Bay but some of these are sent out for sale in Bethel and Anchorage.
C. Education
Formal education is a relatively recent development for the bulk of Alaska
natives. This is reflected in data from the Hooper Bay study (1) comparing age
with educational achievement. In the age range of 45 and over men had completed on the average 2.4 years and women 2.2 years of schooling. In the group
between ages 18 and 24 the men had completed an average of 8.7 and the women
8.5 years of schooling. These figures Indicating an average junior high school
level for young adults, may, however, be misleading in terms of what has actually

been received:_ The Bprean of Indian Affairs which administers an extensive

system of local grammar schools in addition to its few boarding high schools has
been under attack for years, and the complaints are currently at a peak. Details
may be obtained elsewhere. For the purposes of this report the following general
criticisms, regularly heard or read in Alaska publications may be repeated : 1)
the quality of secondary education, especially in ungraded high schools, is in-

adequate to prepare students either for college or for jobs; 2) primary education utilises materials and content unfamiliar to students and irrelevant to
native life; 3) the practice of transporting students far from their homes and
communities to boarding high school for nine months of the year causes emotional

difficulties and further complicates the problems of native cultural transition.
Critics have pointed to an elevated high school drop out rate and an even higher
rate for those students who have been able to enroll in the University of Alaska.
The degree to which these last are due to inadequate preparation or to cultural
difficulties and insufficient money for clothing and other prestigefnl items remains a matter of controversy.
Our discussion with primary school teachers at the village level indicated their
own awareness of the problems of communication and understanding. They

emphasized the poor command of English by students and parents and the
importance of training aimed at the acquisition of English "as a second language." They also realized that the emotionally significant aspects of their
students' lives were spent in a conceptual and social world far different from
their own. Even the matter of attendance was complicated. Thus, one child of a
family might come to school on time while another would not appear until noon.
The child who came earlier would cheerfully explain that his brother had been
asleep and that he had not thought of awakening him.
There is also some evidence that as school attendance becomes more universal,
and cash jobs more desirable, the old skills are being lost. Several boys in the
village don't know how to use kayaks. These skills have traditionally been taught
by fathers to sons. Village boys from five to nine could regularly be seen hunting
birds with bow and arrow. We were told that after returning from high school
boys wouldn't consider such means of hunting, and that many were not very
skillful hunters even with rifles. The drastic changes which most be endured by
adolescents spending part of the year in a BIA boarding school environment and
part in a single-room village shack may well have a disturbing influence.
Dr. Nachmann has been concerned with learning failures at the primary school
level. Her data implicate the following factors in many cases of such failure:

1) separation of children from parents due to hospitalization at a distance;
2) hearing loss due to chronic otitis media ; 3) poor command of English ; 4)
social promotion without regard to what actually has been mastered; 5) discontinuity in contact between parents and teachers and high turnover rate in
teachers; 8) disconnection between academic materials and home values and
experiences.

The teachers felt that the parents were interested and willing to attend meetings with the teachers, but that their own educational lacks made it difficult for
them to help their children. They. therefore. proposed that adult education he
given a high priority.

D. Minority status
Members of a minority group are classically defined as socially visible, separated from the major sources of community power, and treated collectively as
inferior by the dominant society. The clear identification of discriminatory attitudes by whites toward native's is not always easy ; one frequently encountered
attitude may be that noted by a federal employee at Kotzebue : "Three quarters
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of the white people here think they are colonialsand behave like it." (This was
written in the 1966 Anchorage News.) A- harsher and more disturbing note was
sounded by an old-timer in the "territory" with whom this consultant spoke in an
Anchorage bar : "There are only two solutions to the native problem," he said.
"One is to make them all white. The other? Well, maybe that guy Hitler had the

right idea with his gas ovens after all."
Some of the impatience encountered elsewhere in the United States is beginning to become apparent among native leaders. This expressed in a semi-humorous
way by an Indian ; "We don't want to be studied, we just want Manhattan back."
Although times have changed there are still memories of "white only" signs on
one side of movie theaters : "*
there is always a residual form ofdiscrimination
now they just have the
in Juneau they used to have the signs up

habit." Insistence upon participation in social decisions which affect them is
growing. In Juneau the local native association said that it hadn't been involved
in urban planning decisions, and, therefore, came out against it. Among other
things urban renewal is said to turn owners into renters. This is reminiscent of
the complaints of Negro inhabitants of Baltimore and elsewhere who find themselves displaced by renewal projects with no place to go. Another issue with
similar emotional aspects is tat of the family planning which has stirred cries
of "genocide" in some quarters.

The physicians, teachers, social workers and others with whom the consultant
was in contact were all honestly committed to the well-being and social progress
of their clients and patients. Even in them, however, a note of paternalism, however beneficent, was occasionally encountered. Perhaps this is inevitable in deal-

ing with predominantly rural peoples with an inadequate command of the

dominant language, and with personal philosophies which sometimes interfere
with their capacity to fit the expectations of the dominant group. The documented

failure of most major businesses to hire native workers until the very recent
past may be due in part to reality factors as well as to discriminatory attitudes.
Thus, many Eskimos who have a tradition of spending their summers in fishing
camps may be reluctant to commit themselves to jobs which tie them up through-

out the year. We heard repeatedly from whites that Eskimos value personal
freedom and that the idea of having a "boss" is not congruent with traditional
values.

In the section on employment above some native attitudes towards whites
are listed. In general, based upon these and other conversations with natives
several emergent attitudes may be identified : 1) most prominent today, with
the newly formed natives association, is the militant move for land claims with
a series of political implications ; 2) less obvious, but below the surface a
feeling that most of the problems now plaguing the native are due to the incursion

of "gussuks" ; 3) a feeling of distrust, expressed during an interview with a
village council president, about promises of white people and hints of help
that were never realized ; 4) associated with the latter, anxiety (and inferred
but not clearly stated resentment) and confusion expressed in a guarded
way by a number of people, concernh g lack of communication about their children and other relatives who were hospitalized ; 5) a "so what" attitude mixed

with resentment has been attributed by other observers to adolescents who

having completed the prescribed white man's educational ladder find themselves
with nothing to do and no place to go.
B. Migration and Urbanization

The migratory movements identifiable during this consultation visit were
those from outlying villages to Bethel, and from Bethel and the villages to
Anchorage. Accurate data as to number are not available in either instance.
Bethel and Hooper Bay. a. ResettlementAs noted above there are an estimated 450 people, i.e. forty or fifty families, in the "slum" on the outskirts of
Bethel near the river edge. An elderly Eskimo informant attributed the move-

ment of these people into the town from more distant areas for their unwillingness to work for subsistence and their wish for welfare checks. The public health
nurse said that they were mostly "rejects" from their villages. Rejection was for
deviant behavior which could include unwillingness to work, but was often alcoholism or an act considered particularly disturbing by the Eskimo, incest.

Bethel, with 1,700 people has attracted many new inhabitants because it

offers entertainment and cash paying jobs which are not available in the villages.

Its ramshackle dwellings, peelitig paint, dirt roads and blowing litter seem

dismal to the first-time white visitor from other states. However, with n movie.
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several stores, an airport with daily flights from Anchorage, a poirt-offlee, bush
airihms, and area headquarters for the PES, BIA, and National lluard, it is the
central point for 66 Villages in about 100,000 square miles. The movement into
Bethel of villagers from this area, thedower Yukon and Kuakowin delta, contribute, subvtludiallY to a MAY Paindation growth estimated at about ten per cent
yearly. Bethel, for all its poverty and bleakness, seems to hold the lure of the
city of opportunity for outlying villages; they continue to come although at least
half of the men, 21 years or older, are not permanently employed.

b. Mosier Migration (3 ).Perhaps the most acculturated and upwardly mobile
group included those employed by U.S. federal installations. The construction of
new hospitals is clearly an incentive to migration and urbanisation. Employment

there may be a stepping stone to work in Anchorage. In other instances, as in
the case of one of the Hooper Bay health aides who had been an LPN, when personal circumstances dictate a move back to the village, the DIH Service Unit
Hospital experience gives the person a certain automatic status and role in the
village. Unfortunately, this has not to date been accompanied by an adequate or
predictable salary. There were hints, also, that the circular migration pattern
of an acculturated person with newly acquired stills may sometimes be accompanied by lack of full acceptance by senior village leaders. This may be complicated, as suggested above, by the fact that many of the more mobile people appear to be young women while the village council is made up of older men.
The Service Unit Hospital in Bethel, completed in 1954, offers employment
with on-the-job training to a variety of native personnel ranging from custodial,
through clerical, to licensed practical nurse status.

c. Adolescents home from sehool.Another considerable group which might
be looked on as circular migrants includes the high school students, either those
home for the summer or those who have graduated. In Bethel "Mom's Kitchen,"
a small restaurant and soda shop, complete with jukebox and attached "ballroom,"

is a popular gathering place. It was easily possible to distinguish the shy
villagers on pass from the hospital from the self-assured local residents. The
local adolescents whom we saw there wore little that might be considered native
in comparison with Hooper Bay where there was a more obvious admixture of the

traditional and urban. In the latter area, where the wind was still sharp and
raw and the mud deep the thin slacks and sneakers or city shoes worn by some

seemed quite inappropriate to the surroundings. The contrast was vividly demon-

strated in one home where we went to examine an infant's injured arm. The
mother's parka and mukluks on the floor, the guns on the wall and other equipment

scattered about the typical crowded one-room shack provided an incongruous
background for her high school daughter in blue slacks with curlers in her hair
perusing the latest yearbook with a friend. The girls seemed by but pleasant,
and giggled when we asked them how they planned to spend the summer. They
answered conventionally that they expected to "help" their mothers. A possible
reflection of ,a need for privacy acquired at boarding school was the curtain
which shielded a corner where the daughter and some other sisters slept This
area contained two ancient double beds. Platforms covered with bedding pro-

vided sleeping areas against the other walls of the room. Another hint of

differing parental and high school daughter perceptions came when the mother
spoke of her own injured knee. Laughing, without self-consciousness, she said
that it happened when she jumped out the window to get away from her husband

when he was drunk. The daughter hearing this exchanged glances with her
friend and giggled again.

Discussion with a 15-year-old younger brother of one of the Hooper Bay

residents with whom we spent several hours elicited no obvious sign of conflict.
He said that he looked forward to leaving home for his boarding school years and

that he expected, without doubt, to return to his native village. He expressed
no interest in a conventional job and believed that he would devote his major
energies to subsistence hunting and fishing as did his fother . While it seems
_ Amilkeiy_that_hehad_not_mmidered the possibility of not returningmille evidently did not wish to confront it. The fact that: hisader sieWr, home-for-a
visit due to family illness, had worked successfully in Anchorage did not encourage him to say more.

A gloomy picture of adolescents returning from boarding school Was painted
by the Hooper Bay village council president. They did not want to do traditional
work, he said, and since there were no jobs they remained idle. They slept until
late morning and were most active around midnight (after the 10:00 P.M. village

curfew) when they drank and gambled. He said that the problem of returning
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adolescents and alcohol was the leading one in his village. One prominent aspect

of drinking among adolescents, reported by another informant, is that while

drunk they "mock the older men."

Anchorage. The Welcome Center was established in ,1967. It represents a
first attempt by concerned citizens to cope with the influx of, rural people into
an unfamiliarszt* environment. A major effort has been to find jobs. It also
serves as a soeltl,filab where lonely people can meet without going to the bars

on Fourth Avenne. Wall placards advertising lessons in the Tlinglit Indian
language indicate that the process of "revitalization," characteristic of other
minority groups' searching for their abandoned cultural roots, may have also
found a local base.

The Center is in a store building on a downtown street. Its plate glass front
displays welcoming signs stuck onto it with scotch tape. Through the glass may
be seen the reception area and bulletin board, and further into the interior are
chairs, couches, a pool table, and a small exhibit of native handicraft. Around

a corner, shielded by a screen, are a few soft chairs for those who wander in
at night with no place to sleep. At the time of my visit three were occupied by
heavily sleeping. men sprawled in uncomfortable-looking positions. The young
man at the reception desk, an Aleut -who identified himself as an elected member

of the council of "users" of the Center, said that they were probably sleeping
off drunks. He was tolerant, noting that he had had an alcoholic-problem and
was now attending A.A. He thought that about ten per cent of the non-military
residents of Anchorage were alcoholic and said that some "white winos" come
into the Center for coffee.-This did not appear to be a matter of concern to him,
however ; be seemed pros d of his (unpaid) position at the Cer.ter and was very
optimistic about its-future.
We spoke at length with the Assistant Director of the Center, an energetic
attractive volunteer worker who is devoting a great deal of her time to it. She
guessed that there were aa.many as 100-visitors per week in some of the winter
months, but agreed with the young receptionist that during the summer just
beginning this had been reduced to perhaps twenty per week. Previously it had
been mainly men tinder thirty-five (the age range of. approximately 70 per cent
of the natives),.but since school has been out for the summer more young girls
have appeared.
Many visitors are too shy at first to talk. They come in, stand around, and
look. They may accept some coffee. Eventually it becomes possible "to find out
what their needs are." Some have come seeking companionship. Mostespecially
the young onescome because they have no stork, nothing to do and they don't
lit In anywhere. They may have a little background with motors from fishing.
and may be sent to some local training course or to the BIA. Four have recently
been employed by the Alaska Railroad. Some classes have been held there on
various subjects or providing orientation to Anchorage. The recently formed
Federal Personnel Council includes personnel officers from all local agencies
with 25 or more employees. They are here one afternoon a week to take job.
applications. This is a tremendous advance and the Center is the first centralized
place in.
to reach the natives. However, the harsh, fact is that there are
insufficient jobs to go.around; up to two or three years ago, according to our
informants, no local businesses had native employees and there are still almost
none "visible" in hotels or restaurants.
The Center is gathering momentum. Jt-iS recruiting new volunteers, both
white and native. There are now three- id staff members, "intake and guidance
people" who have had short courses In counselling. Two Vista workers will be
assigned in mid-July. Grant support has been received from 0E0 and more is
expected (no attempt has been made to obtain funds from local business).
Another paid staff member will come from the Human Rights Commission-because of its interest in possible job discrimination.

The Center Is gradually expanding its functions. Most of the migrants into
Anchorage probably visit there at least once. Arrangements are being made to
meet some immigrants from villages at the airport as soon as they 'disembark.
Further contact with the 'villages is planned. An "outreach" program is getting
underway with the publication of a newsletter.
F. Native attitudes toward illness and health
It is well known that the mere provision of health services does not mean
that they will be used. Studies of Puerto Rican and Negro inhabitants of New
York City have indicated, further, that the degree of enthnocentrism tends to
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vary inversely with an orientation toward health services and advice provided
by the dominant white society. In sum, the consumer of health services must
be educated in order to-takeeffectittadvantage of what is available.
Several special features color the attitudes of the village Eskimo.
The history of epidemic tuberculosis. This almost resulted - in his extinction
before it was checked. Along with the high prevalence at other illness, particularly of a respiratory nature, and of accidents this produced a society in which
people knew from early life that they might die while still' young and that they

could reasonably expect to lose many friends or relatives. This situation is
passing It is well documented by Hugtes in his study of Glambell on St.
Lawreni* Island (4). In our relatively brief contacts there was no evidence of

the psychological concomitants which might be expected with, such a situation :
the villagers were realistically concerned with the possibilities of chest disease,
however; and the attitude study of Hooper Bay in March 1986 reported that of
78 respondents 40 said that they or family members bad bad tuberculosis (5).

While one man asked UN to examine his aged mother-in-law because of her
pnychiatrft symptoms, his wifethe woman's daughter - =anxiously noted that
she had bad tuberculosis years ago and that she had been coughing and losing
weight during the past year.
Attitudes Toward Papicians.There was no evidence of tear of consulting
a physician. To the contrary, when it became known that two physicians from
Anchorage were in Hooper Bay the usual daily clinic was swelled by a number
of patients who had been "saving" their complaints for such an occasion. Several
of these had been patients in Anchorage or Bethel more than once. They answered

detailed questions at length, submitted t6 physical examination, and offered
smiling and apparently sincere thanks at the end. One woman came ia be
"checked up" because she was approaching the end of her twelfth Keine ney.
She seemed pleased when the doctor identified the fetal heart sounds and gave
the health aide an opportunity to listen to them. Another, late in her tenth
pregnancy stopped us in front of her cabin and said that she would have come
for examination if she had known of our presence. She was especially concerned
with identifying the expected date of confinement as she had planned to go to

the "Prematernal Home" in Bethel for her last week. (Physicians in Bethel
SLT Hospital felt the 60 to 75 per cent of village women are now coming to

the hospital to give birth ; a considerable number of these stop at the Prematernal

Home for some exercises and instructions during the week to ten days before

delivery.)
At the same time that there was clear and sometimes inappropriate eagerness
for medical examination and consultation with a physician (perhaps intensified
by the fact that the last doctor's visit had been eight months earlier in October)

there wail a hint of ambivalence. This was not noted during the contact with

patients1 !Jut was inferred by the development of rumor in the village. We learned

that two.rumors began circulating in the village shortly after our arrival. One.
which has been repeated during visits of other strangers. was that we were
Russian spies. This is apparently part of,the local mythology, present at least
since World` War II and fostered by the knowledge of the military radar statien

at Cape ROmanzof, 19 miles away.

The other rumor, more difficult to fathom since we saw patients during clinic
:lours each day we were them, e as that we -sere refusing to see people because

we wanted them to pay: This was especially hard to understand since the
villagers have never been treated by private practitioners. Finally, we concluded
that this must have stemmed from a prominent villager with whom we talked
immediately after arrival. It was his mother-in-law whom we examined on a

later day. When we first talked with him he didn't identify her as a relative,

specking only of "some old woman who lives over there, and gets up early in the
- mprniug and sits outside talking to herself." Because of his poor command of
English we said that we would come back with an interpreter; since it was not

possible to arrai:ge for interpretation that day, he, perhaps, felt that we did
not wish to examine the old lady and, thus, initiated the rumor.

This is at least inferential evidence for the presence of a particular sensitivitya readiness to be rejectedunderlying the over gratitude for medical

help. If so, this would be an understandable consequence of life under a system
of benee-Tent medical care administered mainly through local and partly trained
inte,-..eilariee with only irregular and unpredictable visits from physicians and

trained nurses the fountainheads of carethemselves. These factors coupled
with the Eskimo's lack of technical knowledge and a passive style of coping,

.
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reinforced since childhood, increase the likelihood of their having unreal expectation of the doctors' powers, repeated frustrations of which may contribute to
hidden resentment.
Another indication of ambivalence lies in the nature of the threats which
mothers sometimes use to discipline children. These identify white stet us and
the medical role: ". . if you aren't good the Gussuks will take you away to a
hospital . . . the Gussuk will comeand give you a shot . ."
.

.

Attitudes Toward Hospitals.--There is no evidence of overt fear among the
adult population of going to the hospital. In fact, hospitalization figures suggest
some.over-use--which may be inevitable in view of the lack of outpatient facilities, particularly in remote stations. It is clear, however, on the basis of many
conversations t'sat Pao villagers keenly feel the lack of full communication with
hospital personnel t bout the progress of relatives or their possible dates of
return home. Other observers have also noted difficulties in obtaining air transportation to get to hospitals which contribute to some negative feeling toward
the medical establishment. A Bethel woman who had had a grandson hospitalized at the Alaska Psychiatric Institute said that while there had previously
been a stigma associated with mental illness and some fear of the hospital she
felt this to be diminishing.

Traditional Attitudes which ,,:ay Interfere with Care.Our conversations with
natives did not elicit information relevant to these. Professional colleagues who

had been In the field from two to five years noted a few factors of possible
relevance: 1) An Eskimo attitude toward infants and young children which

endows them with considerable power of decision making, or which (in operational terms) at least permits them more self-determination than is customary
among whites. Thus, if a baby does not want to take his medication his mother
may decide not to force ft; (2) Lack of acceptance of the germ theory; this was
advanced by the public health nurse as an explanation of her charges' reluctance
to follow water purification rules even in the presence of evidence linking epidemic diarrhea with certain water sources. 3) The Esktipo tendency to extrude
deviant members of the community which has been alluded to above. Perhaps
this is linked to the use of ostracism and ridicule rather than active aggression

as a means of punishing nonconformity. 4) The belief that the spirit of a

dead person enters into the body of an infant who recelt-Js his name may, in at
least one instance which we encountered, have influenced the behavior of parents
toward a child who later (as did the dead person) became mentally ill. 5) While
we were told by one native informant of earlier practices of trying to expunge
mental illness through catharsis induced by feeding seal oil and dried female
dog feces there was no evidence of the persistence of this practice.
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THE HEALTH SERVICES DELIVERY SYSTEM AND ITS PERSONNEL

A. Distance and communication

Modern technology ma::es possible communication at a distance via radiotelephone, and the semi-magical transport from village to healing center by air.
Both contribute to the unreality associated with absentee power and authority.

At the same time they have become familiar accepted aspects of the system.
Almost no movement of hospital personnel takes place without their escorting
some child to or from a village to RUH; the child in an airport with an identification tag around his neck no longer arouses anxiety. People refer in a semi-joking

way to the "airplane
as a key feature of the Eskimo health culture. The
understandable end of the line for 45 villages is the Bethel SUFI. From there
the trip by commercial plane to Anchorage is still a journey into no-man's land

for many.
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The airplane not only brings the patient into direct contact with remote
authority, but makes him disappear from the village whose Integrity is

threatened by his illness. This is most marked when the illness is psychiatric
and emotionally disturbing in nature. In these instances the return after hos-

pitalization in Anchorage for psychosis of a person to his village may be greeted

with apprehension. or at least with lack of enthusiasm. The Hooper Bay man
previously referred to was obviously disappointed when we told him that his
mother-in-law would be sent to Bethel for physical evaluation, but that her
moat disturbing psychiatric symptoms could probably be controlled by drugs
and that it would be best for her to come back to the villlage after Bethel rather
than be sent on to API. API personnel told us that the emotional impact upon a
villager of abrupt transplantation into that hospital, surrounded by Whites, often
created more disturbance than had been displayed in the initial illness. A number
of patients there might have been able to lead marginal lives in their own vil-

lages had local suppport been available. Aftet a period In API, however,
attempted returns were unsuccessful and there seemed no alternative to continued hospitalization, or to domiciliary care if this might some day become

available.
Village level.Hooper Bay is fortunate In having a more than usually experiin in the
enced health aide with an intelligent alternate. How long she can
of r village aides
absence of adequate salary support is, however, doubtful. Like ot
she uses the radio-telephone oaring daily 11:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M. . hours for consulte.tion with .physicians. The efficiency of this system is diminished by the fad

that her clinic hours, held seven days weekly, are at 4:00 P.M.' thus advice on
problem cases must be deferred until the next day. The schedule is dictated by
other deuranda on her time. A farther complication is that the radio in the clinic
building has been out of order for several months so that she must use the one
in the BLS school next door.

While Hooper Bay boasts a new clinic building, complete with examining

rooms, two bedrooms and a _kitchenette, it lacks some essential items. A young
Vietnam veteran, recently returned, presented himself for removal of sutures
placed in an overseas military hospital. Since no surgical scissors were availrazor blade. Children with otitis media could
able they were removed wit'
not be adequately examined h Luse of the absence of an otoecope. A 13 year old
girl who came with a possible recurrence of rheumatic fever required a stethoscope for complete examination. None of these were available In the clinic. The
aide said that she had not been taught to use these instruments, even though as

an LPN she had taken blood pressures regularly in the Bethel Hospital (no

Wood pressure cuff was available in the clinic). When doctors made their occasional visits they brought their own instruments.
,Aspirin Is afrequently prescribed drug. Because it is expensive it is not dis-

pensed at the clinic. Patients ar; told to buy it at the Native store. While we

were there the Store had exhausted its supplies of baby aspirin.
In Hooper Bay the aide appeared to report cases for attention via radio on the

basis of need. We have heard that occasional aides in other areas utilize their
status to bolster their own positions in their villages and may not report the
ailments of people whom they don't like.

The president of Hooper Bay village cote ell was especially concerned about
the fact that the last physician's visit had been in October. He said several times
that he had written to the Bethel SUB about this but bad never received a reply.
Another serious communication problem brought to our attention by the health
aides is the lack of adequate summary statements from Bethel SUM about vil-

lagers who have been hospkalized there and sent home. A medical summary
would have been most helpful when we examined the girl who had rheumatic
fever. Similarly, we saw an elderly man complaining of what appeared upon
examination to be a retinal degenerative process impairing his central vision.
and another with chronic pain in the knee and leg. Both reported previous hospitalisations In Bethel and Anchorage, but the only record was an x-ray note
from Anchorage. Review of this note with the health .aides revealed that they
were unable to understand the technical language. Adequate communication to
the field will require that reports be written in a manner understandable to nonprofessional personnel.
RUA icvel. The bright young phy Adana at Bethel appeared hardworking and

devoted to their tasks. Their lack of maturity, however, is reflected in the fact
that most upon finishing their tour of duty with DM will return to residency
training. Their need to focus on immediate clinical tasks and the heavy patient
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load requiring urgent attention make it almost. inoxssible for them to maintain
adequate communications with families and villages. The service chief was proud

of what they bad done and at more adequate system of sending regular letters
to families in outlying areas has Just been initiated. The assignment of additional clerical or preferably social work help would improve the situation. Para
or subprofessional personnel are ote answer discussed in the next section.

I.

Transience

Th.s is the most characteristic feature of the professional personnel in the

area. The problem of turn-over of nursing personnel was discussed by I)r. liapLan

in the last Consultant's Report. At the time of my visit Bethel was facing the
loss of 5 of its fl physicians. Recruitment activities in DIH naive not made the
service attractive enough to bring many new career physicians into the system.
The bulk of them, therefore, are young men serving two years in lieu of military
duty. There are, of course, many advantages in professional people who are not
part of a bureaucracy and are freer to innovate and criticize. On the other hand
they carry less weight as influences upon policy making within the system. I saw
nothing leading me to believe that these transient personnel were merely "putting

in their time." On the contrary their dedication, energy and interest were
impressive.

Perhaps the greatest, and yet the most subtle, influence of transience is upon
the native patient population. In most instances they aeon) to be able to relate
to the health system itself rather than to individual personnel. This is fostered
by the fact that village aides also tend to be transient coupled with the already
noted perception of real professional power and acumen as residing at a distance
at the end of the airplane line, contributes to a relative overuse of clinic and

hospital and a failure to assume responsibility for one's own health care. We noted

that people would attend clinic hours in Hooper Bay for complaints usually

treated by a mother with a bandaid in most U.S. towns. The system cannot offer
the reassurance and long-term education for self-help that comes from a person,
regularly part of the local scene, with status who can serve as a model for identifiction as well as supplying some continuity of sere. This will be noted in the
section on training paraprofessional personnel.

At the SUB level the impact of physician transience was revealed in interviews on successive days with a 21-year-old woman hospitalized following a
suicidal attempt by taking a mixture of barbiturates, aspirin, mellaril and INH
(medication for tuberculosis). She bad had a previous admission for the same
problem. Like many of the psychiatric patients we saw her problems appear to
culminate in periodic crises stimulated by situational shifts with less obvious
continuing guilt or self-hatred than we are accustomed to finding in white patients in other states. Unable to choose between divorce and continued life with
an abusive alcoholic husband whom die had known since age 12 and whom she
said she loved; She and her children were currently living with la r mother. On
the first day there was considerable evidence that the relationship with her ht..
band, unsatisfactory as it might be, provided her with a stable link to her past
and a feeling of some permanence in an otherwise unsettled world. By the end
of the initial interview she appeared ready to think more realistically about her
situation. The next morning she said that she had decided to return once more
to her husband, and in spite of the failure of previous efforts, to make yet one
.ore attempt to repair the marriage. It was during this interview that, with
some probing on our part, she revealed that the present suicidal attempt was
temporally linked to her having been told for the first time that the SUE Physician who bad been serving in effect as her general doctor for two years was
going to disappear from her life within a few days. With encouragement she was
able, cautiously, to reveal both some feeling of toss and of anger toward him.
She denied, however, in spite of acknowledging the temporal association, that his
departure had stimulated the suicidal attempt saying that, while she had never
really thought about it she knew in hack of tier mind that the Bethel doctors
usually left after one or two years and that tier doctor would be no exception.
hate that afternoon we encountered the patient in "Sioni's Kitchen." Dressed In
slacks, boots and leather Jacket. with a scarf tied around her head she entered
with a female friend and seemed relatively cheerful. She told us that she hall
talked with her doctor that day and that he had given her a pass to go into town.
When we returned to Bethel from Hooper Bay. on the day before her doctor was
scheduled to depart, we learned that on the following day she had left the hospital without permission and had been discharged. "AWOL."
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it seems likely that with an adequately trained mental health technician
on the scene to provide a continuing relationship for the patient, with supervision from the MHU, a more satisfactory treatment course might be evolved.
C. fraragesor communication: Vista program
This is an important aspect of the health scene in a state where direct service
by federal agencies has been traditional and where so many primary socloeconomic problems basic to health maintenance continue to exist. It is beyond
the scope of this report to offer a complete review of the situation. Those aspects
most closely- related to MHU function are discussed in the section on the MHU.

Have we will mention only the Vista workers since they are so much a part

of the village scene.

We spent several hours with the Vista wo. ',ere at Hooper Bay, and heard
opinions about Vista from white and native personnel there and in Bethel.

These are intelligent, interested young people whose effectiveness is impaired
by their lack of a real task and role in the village. Some of the "projects" they

are encouraged to undertake, e.g. "Campfire girls" and "Boy Scouts" seem
Irrelevant and even inappropriate to a hunting and fishing village. While interested in community or, anization they are not equippeel w deal with village
council members In terms of maturity, status or real connections with sources
of U.S. economic power. This leads to a view of them by some as well meaning

but impotent. A real problem lies in the ambiguity of their status as agents
of the federal government, which has created their positions and which pays
their salaries. One reflection of this was in the efforts of the Hooper Bay
worker bo gather signatures committing the signer to pay $5.00 for participation

in tho new village electrification system. We were told that Hooper Bay has

been selected for electrification but that some indication of the people's willing!Wit; to support It is wanted. The Vista workers problem lay in the fact, pre-

viously unrecognised by him that as a circulator of the petition he became
Identified as a government agent rather thanas he wished to be-- someone

considered es part of the village.

In Bethel an Eskimo woman said that all the Vista workers did wan teach
the young girls to dance and wear lipstick. Elsewhere we heard criticism of
Vista worker's proposals for local craft or Industry development. One such
remark dealt with a proposal to sell seal oil. The critic noted that villagers
who had enough seal oil to twit were those with .-ufficient cash so they didn't
need the extra money: those without cash needed the oil more than the money
they could get for It. The Integration of Vista workers into native community
life is an issue that may deserve examination. In at least one case from another
village which was brought to our attention the workers resigned feeling that
they had no role. They noted, among other matters, that In that Isolated setting
the few people immobilized by weather bad to devote almost all their time
to subsistence activities during the winter and that in the summer the village
was deserted because the people were out at fishing camps.

D. The problem of training paraprofessional workers: Alternative possibilities
Much of the foregoing suggests that a major factor interfering with the development of an effective health service system is the lack of trained native
rsonnel. These are needed both In the villages and Anchorage. In the absence
of a pool of people with a college, or even an adequate secondary school background, they will be trained relatively quickly at the pare- or nub- professional
level. While there has been some prior discussion of people trained as community developers these suggestions are aimed omecifically at the preparation
of health workers.

Needs at the Village and Service ('nit Level.The fulfillment of these requires that a helper be a residentially ..table Inhabitant of the village or town,
and part of its information and communication system. A permanent white
resident might have these characteristics, but it seems more likely that a native
would have access to local information and be part of the local social structure.
Some of the more obvious needs may be summarized under the heading of "five
C's": Communication, Continuity, Case Finding, Counseling and Consultation.
a. Communication. This would Involve mainly patients, their families, and
SUB personnel. Such eornmunicatkn. Is particularly important in the case of
young children and infants who may be transferred on to ANMC without family
participation in they planning process or definite information about what to
expect in the future. This Is also true for children who remain for long periods
of time in the SUB.

25.461 0aspt. 1-37
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I,. Continuity. Tto, patient or client should be able to see the same person
on a regular basis, before anti after hospitalization if such becomes necssary.
The absence of a sense of meaningful stable relationship with a trairusl helper
may be it key problem in inotivating patients to follow medical tiirectiVeS. The
lack of supplmt from such as relationship may well contribute to the repeated
suicidal gestures encountered in late adolost.ent. or young; adult members of

the SIT patient group.

c. Case Finding. In the past this effort ha- -.en directed primarily to tuberculosis. The public health nurse on her rounds is still alert to this as well as
10 other indications of illness. Now, in addition, increasing attention should
be paid to invident-proneness, alcoholism ( with associated impulsiveness and
child neglect I and envaional and behavioral disorders, 'particularly in adolescents Sometimes early identification of these as Well as family erisx.s may

'Permit Intervention before maladaptive patterns laPeome ingrained.
1) On an individual therapeutic basis this can supplement
d. ('ounxctfing.
or replace (with supervision) the efforts of psychiatrist or trained psychiatric
casework with emotionally disturbed pAs)ple. It tally tale(' preventive aspects
as with pregnalit or postiortuni women. It may overlap with vocational counselling for adoleseents. The counsellor should also be trained to administer tranquillizing or energizing drugs, sedatives or other psychiatrically active medi-

cation. Family or martial eounselling is 0 natural extension of this type of
work.

(2 1 Group counselling may have weial theraputic aspects as with groups
of alcoholic patients or therapeutic
clubs; it nuts he an evonomical way
of dealing with relatives of psychiatric patients or children away for long stays

in hospitals.
(3) (Nanintinity counselling W Well is difficult to distinguish from education

may be aimed at mincing the pressure within villages to extrude behavioral
deviates who might then Issvalle 'Permanent residents of API or city slants.
This implies that the worker should have some status as well as skills in influencing group attitudes, e.g. in village council meetings. Another educational
a ha is the effective utilization of available health seryiees,

e. Consultation.--This !nay include assistance to or eidlaboration with:

1. Judges or magistrates regurding the mental status or disposition

defendants.
2. Vista personnel.
3. BIA teachers.

of

4. Public health nurse.
5. Village general health aide.
Need(' at MG Urban Level (e.g. Anchorage ).--Many of the needs listed above
are present in the larger centers of population as well as in the villages. The
training of native aides here will not only provide extra hands and special (lone
muideative skills, but will help build a badly needed reservoir of lieolde who
might later go intA) more advanced education.

In addition, there are other problems of it kind present in most rapidly growing cities. Anchorage and other Alaskan cities. just as Baltimore and Washington, receive uneducated rural migrants and are developing a semi-permanent
welfare dependent class including individuals receiving Aid for Dependent. Children. The following arc a few of the additional needs present in the larger url
centers:
a. Counselling in migrant recelaion or community adjustment venters bpr new
arrivals.
b. Utilization of knowledge of ctannoulity resources, j)b
etc. (activities more akin to those of traditional :44)40 wtirki in advising ellents and
helping to stabilize families.
r. Functioning ats neighls)rhAM111 group or block workers.
II. Acting as /in ham to developing native assticialions.

e. Liaison bet weer ANIIA. SUFI and village 1011, including necessary liaison
with other mental health-relevant agencie,s such as Ape
Rob. Definition of Workes.---MAist of the needs and tasks described above lave
MI mediate relevanee to the repumnisibilities of the Mental Health ride Some.
however, may IPe !mire ( leanly *411 as falling within the purview of traditional

:40ild Work. Gthers are more closely related to the work of the village health
aide or the publie health nurse. Goals clonummly included under the heading of

"community development- have Ind. 11(4'11 listed since prior experience suggest
that it more precise and narrow role definition will facilitate the development of
a new class of paraprofessional health personnel.
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The concept of associate support to professional in the mental health related
diaeiplines is now new. Beginning with records from Hull House, through the
early writings of Aichorn ( Aichorn, A. Wayward Youth), to the graded series
of technician roles in each of the health areas evolved during World War II,
the idea has been discussed and put into action with demonstrated success. The
problem faced by DIH is to decide what model to use, and what training will
be most effective. A variety of models are currently employed in other states.
In Miry land, for example, the state Department of Mental Hygiene has developed a one-year training program, analogous to the LPN curriculum in nursing,
to prepare high school graduates for institutional work with mental patients
(1). Budgeted positions for such personnel have been established and are being
filled. Beginning with the Purdue program (.2), a number of community colleges
have developed a two years' Associate in Arts curriculuni for mental health
technicians. Pearl and Rieseman's, New Careers for the Poor, advocated extensive training of indigenous personnel for health work in their own urban poverty
areas. Projects at Howard University (3) and Lincoln Hospital in the Bronx (4.)
have modified the base upon which community college technician programs were
to be bunt (5). These approaches and more recent ones, as well as problems in
curriculum construction are reviewed by Vidaver in his paper, "The mental
health technician: Maryland's design for a new health career," presented at the
May 1968 meeting of the American Psychiatric Association.

a. Alternatives Open to DIH.The needs are clear. Roles for paraprofessional
workers have been established and are in the process of evolution in various
centers throughout the nation. The problems to be solved by DIH, at an administrative level, are to define the nature of the workers to be produced: to decide
who will conduct the training: and to which sub-unit of the ANHA the workers

will be attached. Perhaps it will be possible to produce a type of worker who can
be assigned to one of several sub-units, depending opon need, where additional
on-the-job training to fit specific requirements might be accomrllshed. At any
rate, given budgetary suppor", the nature of the end-product s ill be a function
of the character and background of the trainee as well as of a particular curriculum: and these factors will, in turn. be determined in part by the reservoir of
potential trainees.
The following are three of a number of possibilitiee which deserve consideration:

(1) The mental health technician.This person would be assigned to the

Mental Health Unit and would serve as its local and regional arm, relating both
to the SUIT and to headquarters at Anchorage. Training would be the primary
responsibility of the Mental Health Unit with the collaborative help of Social
Services and the various Medical Services. Depending upon the duration and

intensity of training it would include, to various degrees, work related to the
following clusters: Interviewing techniques, consultation techniques (including
those suitable for such desperate groups as families of patients returning home
from hospital or teachers unable to "discipline" their classes), group work, community organization, chronic illness (including familiarity with all of the factors which stem from chronicity as a "way of life"), and educational techniques.
(2) The social work aide.This person would be assigned to Social Services,
acting as its local and regional arm. Training would be the primary responsibility of Social Services with intensive and integral collaboration by the Mental
Health Unit and related groups representing the mental health disciplines.
(,3) The health and welfare aide. This person would be detailed to DIH or
work closely on a collaborative basis with either the Mental Health Unit or
Social Services. His base would be one of the state :..7,encies such as the Depart-

ment of Mental Hylene, or the Department of Public Welfare. Ir this last

instance the worker would be part of the RASSP Program. *Another possibility
would be the development of an aide, perhaps on the order of an LPN, to the
Public Health Nurse. Training would be collaborative between the sponsoring
state agency, the Mental Health Unit, and Social Services.
Possible Sources of Trainees. --In general these would be expected to be ambitions, upwardly mobile people. Our experience at Bethel and Hooper Bay suggests that these are more apt t'- be young women than men, but this may be an
isolated impression. There is ..onie evidence from other minority groups that
young adult females relate more easily and less competitively to mimbers of
the dominant society, feel their own independent strivings less threatened, and
may evoke fewer :loathe or rejection responses. The following are some of the
sources in the Alaska Native Area :
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a. Licensed Practical Nurses.Additional 'raining may provit'o an opportunity for these People to move up a career ladder. They are already familiar
with hospital pr. .tice, with the problems of communicating v..th whites, and
to some degree with the dominant social structure.

b. Village Health Bides. Most of these people are not as adequately trained
as might be desirable. Like the LPN's, however, they have already certain basic-

technical and communicative skills which would immensely facilitate new
learning.
c. High 8Ca001 graduates who might be recruited while still in school for an

additional 12 to 24 month training program. This might ,prove an important
source of young men who would otherwise be returning to their villages with
no occupatbonal niche. One of these individuals might later be recruited for
advanced college or prodeserional school education.

Possible Sources of Difficulty.It will probably be impossible to avoid the

problems that come with marginality when a native becomes a go-between with
the domirarit white group. Complicating ?h1$ ay
conflicts with the village

status and kinship system, problems around

dentiality and privacy, and

Petty jealousies. Several upward.'v mobile people who might fill the paraprofessional roles are known to the Mee.`al Health Unit psychiatrist because of their
emotional conffiets. Of Asourse, the very fact of selfleferral implies a degree
of insight which may be an important. asset. With these considerations in mind,
it seems clear that peretnial counseling will be an inescapable aspect of any
training program.
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THE ILLNESS PREVENTION SYSTEM

This report will riot tteerpt to deal with the problem of primary prevention.
As indicated earlier
is some evidence that many Eskimos do not accept the
germ theory
. In the psychiatric field we have already discussed some
of the social ofdts which may produce heightened vulnerability.
A. The problem of caae/inding

The importance of extending early identification of disturbance to the psychiatric and interpersonal areas was indicated above. The sensitivity of villagers
to respiratory illness in their children ranks in a number of infants with mild
temperatures and ninny noses being brought to clinic. On the other hand the
average three to four year old encountered in Hooper Bay was apt to exhibit
a notable nasal discharge without evidence of much discomfort and was not
brought in by his mother. The Bethel public health nurse looked routinely into
children's eats searching for evidence of otitis as we made rounds in the homes,
and asked about people who didn't seem well. On the whole it seems probable
that, with the exception of infants and very young children, disease must produce
significant discomfort in the patient or in others before he becomes a ease.
Reduction of disability: the ambulatory patient
There is no well-organized system of follow-up outpatient care. A more adequately trained health aide might be able to handle this in the village where
She knows most of the families. In Bethel a single public health nurse tries
to stay abreast of difficulties through a system of home visiting. Over five years,
as the most stable member of the local health group, she has come to know a
large number of the villagers and such other potentially influential persons as
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ministers, social workers, teachers and others whom she will not hesitate to
ask for help if necessary. The main focus was on children and medications.
We discovered, for example (and this could not be atypical), several half-filled
bottles of DM from 1967 In a home in which two children were supposed to
have been taking four tablets daily pn a reviler basis. The father who came in
while we were in the housemother could not be found--eatd that since the
king salmon were in he had been fixing his boat and nets and didn't have time
to look after the children. In another case where a boy had had surgery for strabismus the nurse noted that he was not wearing his glasses. The mother brought
them out from a safe place where they had been carefully put in order to avoid
being broken.

Paradoxically, the villages because of their very isolation and lack of develop-

ment may permit the kind of marginal existence for some psychiatrically ill
people that is not possible in a more highly developed area. This, of course, depends

upon the willingness of the other villagers to have an eccentric person around.
Thus, when we landed in Hooper Bay Dr. Bloom encountered a former patient,
the only Eskimo narcotics addict he had seen. The man had pew back to his

native villara as a form of self-protection since ito narcotics were available.

Similarly, in Bethel we saw a chronic schizophrerxic who was tolerated and did
some odd jobs. On the other hand there are soma cues of people quite capable of
work who were not permitted to do so in their villages after an acute @chino-

phrenic episode. Some of these apparently became hospital based drifters in

Anchorage. One such patient who had been at API for schizophrenia and ANMC
for tuberculosis was pointed out to me in the Ahrile lobby, on the street and at

the Welcome Center. He bad been there for severe years and-had severed all
ties with his village and family.

RESEARCH ISSUES

Broad fields which have attracted investigators of developing peoples in the
past have been oriented mainly to their socle-celtures or to their health systems
including particular forms of illness and treatment modalities. Hughes' study
of acculturation on St. Lawrence Island is an example of the former. The numerous isolated studies of piblokto or "Arctic hysteria" are examples of the latter.
These last have raised questions about the equivalence of hysteria and schizophrenic behavior in the Eskimo and in the white population. Given the social
problems of present day Alaska the following priorities for new research are
suggested :
el. A study of native adolescence

This would cut across the problems raised in the present school system ; those

of acculturation and return to village life; those relating to prejudice and minority group Status; and a variety of other issues associated with culture conflict and lack of role definition. It might throw light on such clinically important issues as alcoholism and suicide. There is a growing interest in the problem
of minority group adolescence and outside support may be available for this research (1).
B. Migration, including circular migration, and deviant behavior
This study would also cat across many 'areas including economic integration,
cultural integration, assimilation, alcoholism, and family structure. Rural
urban movement is one of the salient features of present day Alaska and deserves immediate study if adequate planning is to be carried out.
I have not mentioned the problem of understanding retardation and learning
failure@ because this is already under investigation. This study should by all
Means be continued with adequate support. Other clinical category oriented research, e.g. Into suicide or alcoholism per se should in my opinion be given
lower priorities.
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THE MENTAL HEALTH UNIT

The Area Mental Health Unit is just two years old and is facing the crisis

of departure so common to other health groups in Alaska. Dr. Joseph Bloom, the
psychiatrist director of the Unit, will soon complete his tour of duty with the DIH.
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Fortunately, his replacement, Dr. John Ackerman has already visited the station, and there will be a short period of overlap so that lir. Bloom will be present
for three weeks after his arrival. Mr. Lucien Poumard, the Unit social worker,
and Dr. Barbara Nachmann, the Unit psychologist, will remain.
The consultation and travel pattern
Service Unit Hospitals.Upon 1)r. Bloom's arrival he was confronted with
the need to define his role In relation to the ANMC. There was considerable
pressure for him to assume the traditional tasks of a hospital based psychiatrist: consultation and some therapy on the wards, and the development of a
series of clinics. He believed, however, and with the support of the central administration was able to follow his convictions, that given the size and diversity
of the area to be covered a consultant's role would be more fruitful. There is
impressive evidence that he has been successful in this regard. The most recent
Annual Report from the Bethel Service Unit offers solid documentation for this
impression (I). The applications of short-term therapy, counselling and consultative, were taught regularly by precept to hospital personnel (especially Dr.
Stewart, the mental health coordinator), and example by all members of the
Mental Health group. This was extended on a community wide basis in Bethel
through the consulting visit of Dr. Norman Paul with special emphasis on family counselling. In addition members of the Mental Health Unit themselves have
established viable communication channels and consulting relationships with
key people in the community including PIIN personae', Welfare and BIA work ors, pastors and native personnel in key posts si ch as Judge Nora Guinn. These
activities plus mental health clinics held on a regular basis by the travelling
team in Bethel have created an atmosphere, of ope and acceptance in place of
the traditional one of pessimism with extrusio from the village 1.3 the only
solution for mentally disturbed individuals. As Dr. Stewart noted in iris report:
". . . the villagers ail starting to realize tha not all patients with mental
illness have to be locked up, and that many can return to the village almost immediately and live fruitful ives." (I) Part of the success of the mission is reflected in the demand and Mr. Poussard's visits to Bethel were increased from
every two months to at least once monthly.
The judicious mixture of roles as consultant to key community individuals and

agencies, and as a giver of direct service at hospital based clinics has been
supplemented by occasional immediate clinlc-al intervention in crises brought

to the attention of Unit members by people in the community. A recent example
involved the counselling of a marital pair on the verge of dissolution following
an acute alcoholic episode by one of them. This threatened to inv.dve members
of both lineage groups and if allowed to proceed without intervention would
have, undoubtedly, resulted in the placement of the children in foster homes and
the creation of yet another set of illness vulnerable youngsters. Dr. Bloom is
clearly perceived by many Bethel villages as a mixture of friend and counsellor,
and during our walks through the village was often stopped by former patients
or acquaintances for an exchange of greetings or a request for advice. In some
instances, recognizing him as a useful link to ANMC, they used him to bring
messages, and in one ease, a can of dried fish strips, back to relatives hospitalized
in Anchorage.
While our Hooper Bay stay was Dr. Bloom's first prolonged visit to an outlying village, I was impressed by the number of people whom he had encountered

at Bethel, or who knowing his affiliations, were ready to look for advice of
counselling,

Sehoo/4.In addition to the above, Dr. Nachmann made a number of trips during the summer season of 1967 in conjunction with the BIA Special Education
Project. These visits were to Gambell and Savoonga on 'St. Lawrence Island and
to Point Hope: stopovers in Nome and Kotzebue permitted consultation with BIA
and DPW social workers regarding clients with whom the three agencies were

jointly concerned. The major focus of her interest has been with grammar

school children referred by the teachers as having serious difficulty in learning
in the ordinary claw/room situation. This work represents beginning approach
to a series of interrelated questions: what are the actua
acities and potentialities of the disproportion/illy high number of native ch
i loosely labelled
,s "mentally retarded"? Are there problems peculiar to the Alaskan culture which
interfere with the child's ability to laarn, particularly in a BIA school setting.
What are the possible contributicms of learning loss, disturbed family settings.
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prolof.ged absence from home, etc., to learning problems as well as
to the related problems of motivation to work and aspirations in general? Details and some preliminary findings from this work are included in material
available through the Mental Health Unit Office (2, 3).
Dr. Nachmann has also been visiting, on a monthly basis for five months, the

Lutheran Youth Home at Wasilla. This is one of a considerable number of
church related institutions caring mainly for orphaned or deserted children.
She has consulted with the child care workers, tie social workers and teachers

about immediate management problems, screening the admissions, and the discharge planning process as well as istaiek in the learning process. There are now
requests for similar consultative services from thIllar such institutions.
A list of trips made by members of the MITI' ti6SSId stations during July 1O67June 1968 is appended:

Alaska Psychiatric Institute.lieginning with a halfday weeklypr. Poussard

now devotes alomst a full day each week to API where a regultir offitiOls assigned
to hint. There he deals ninthly with the problems of patientai
min outlying areas and their families and maintains an effective li:
Ith SUFI
and similar stations. Dr. Bloom is also active in this liaison an
most of

the decisions as to whether native Wields referred for psyhiatr c difficulties
should be transferred to Al'!.
As indicated in the Quarterly Report for FY 11Y17 (4) there appears to have

been an approximately WI( reduction in the number of patients referred in to
API from the Bethel and Kotzebue SUH'N. Both Dr. KoutF' :y, Superintendent, and

Mrs. Salisbury, Social Worker, at Al'I feel that a marki I reduction in inappropriate referrals has been achieved and that a considerable number of problems
that might have otherwise come into Anchorage are now being dealt with locally.
They express the warmest appreciation for the work of the MHU.
In April 1968 it "Memorandum of Agreement" between the ANNA Office and
the Alaska State Department of Health and Welfare, Division of Mental Health
was signed by the Director and the Commissioner o, the two organizations respectively. This document. the fruit of much effort by Dr. Bloom and the MM.%
represents the first joint statement and agreement between the two agencies in
the mental health field. It provides guidelines for the interdigitation of services
between the two organizations and is visualized as the first of a series of agreements in this area. This is an impressive achievement and one which should have
far reaching consequences for the development of it unified system of mental
health services for all of the peoples, indigenous and otherwise, of Alaska.

Alaska Native Medical CenterAt present Dr. Bloom and three part-time

consultants in private practice in Anchorage will see upon request patients who
present psychiatric problems on the hospital wards. Since October 1967, Mr.
Pou Nsard has been meeting with it group of ward personnel, including senior
nurses, front one of the tuberculosis units on it fortnightly basis. They deal with
such problems as separation anxiety, alcoholism, and interpersonal relations on
the ward. Dr. Nachmann' has been handling referrals from the pediatric service.-R WWII at end& ions

Consultation and Trate: Puttern.The present consultation and travel pattern

with regard to field stations should be maintained and expanded. If at all possible
311-117 personnel should be given more opportunity to become familiar with the
social structure of outlying villages, the problems which they present, and their
attitudes toward the service provided.
.4 School Consultation and Liaison Service, At present the development of a
subsection of the MHU aimed at work with schools and related institutions appears to be a logical move. This would have both research and service functions.
Research should be -aimed, as indicated above, at the adolescent as well as the
younger age group. A second psychologist would allow Dr. Nachmann, who has a
background in this field, to devote more energy to the problems of adolescents
facing graduation with no firm plans or possibilities for it meaningful place in

the social structure.

Front the service viewpoint the major issues are those now being approached :
behavioral understanding and management ; the quality of student-teacher

transactions: and problems of pedology concerning the teaching-learning process.

The first step In this program should probably be consultation with the BIA

aimed at the development of a plan of agreement following the model worked out
with the Alaska Division of Mental Hygiene.

I
it
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A Psychiatrist for ANMC.The hospital badly needs a psychiatrist to serve
as full-time consultant for problems arising on the wards as well as to develop
relevant pre- and posthospital outpatient clinics. An inpatient service does not
seem indicated, and the API should function as the ANMC inpatient psychiatric
service. The ANMC psychiatrist would, then, have a functional relationship to
API. With this new staff member it should not be necessary to retain the services
of the part-time consultants whose contributions at present appear to be fragmented and difficult to schedule on a systematic basis. The ANMO psychiatrist
should probably be directly responsible to the ANMC director and relate on a
consultative peer basis to the director of MHU.

Increased Participation in Center Mental Health Relevant Activities.There
is some evidence that the MHU is not being fully utilized as a resource in the
Center itself. This may, in part, reflect the small size of the staff and the fact that
it is already thinly spread. Some possible areas of expansion include:
a. Participation in social work aide training program.
b. Expansion of seminar program for nurses with special reference- to native
nursing assistants at one level, and senior nurses at the top echelon. This might
include a considerat on of training experienced and psychologically intuitive
nurses to serve as psychiatric nurse consultants for problems of patient manage-/
ment on the wards. This is an approach tried with success elsewhere. (5)
c. Increased participation of MHU social worker in consultations involving
Center social workers.
d. Development of and participation in discharge conferences or other teaching
meetings in which the tasks of planning for the future or by patient evaluation
are approached with a combined consideration of general medical, psychiatric
and social elements involved. These suggestions related mainly to the activities
of the MHU social worker. It is not recommended, however, that a social worker
subsection of the MHU be developed at this time. In keeping with existing organizational structure it would appear more desirable for additional workers
to be added to the ANMC staff as possible and for the MHU social worker to be
more actively involved as a regular consultant in their inservice training and
supervision.
The Problem of Collaboration with Other Organizations and Programs. A suc-

cessful model has been worked out with the API. However, the regional mental .
health clinics cannot yet be effectively approached since a new Mental Health
Commissioner has not yet been appointed'for the State of Alaska. A similar model
has been proposed for BIA in regard to the development of a School Consultation
Section of MHU.
There are a variety of other agencies in the field, all with responsibilities which

have not been clearly defined and which overlap to a certain extent. These
include the Department of Public Welfare, particularly its Child Welfare
Division ; the Office of Economic Opportunity through Alaska Community Action

Program and the Neighborhood Youth Corps; ANCHAT, the Alaska Native
Community Health Aide Training Program, which is a DIH program schei aled
to begin in July ; and RASSP, the Rural Area Social Services Project. This last
is a plan to train native people to Bureau of Children's Services Standards. They
are expected to be generalists in community. development, but some confusion
seems to exist between the concepts of community development and social
services. It is anticipated that this training will occur in Community Colleges.
Perhaps there should be an integrated training program for all of these subefforts with on-the-job or inservice -experience under supervision to fit them for
the specific tasks of particular assignments. A new project in downtown Anchor-

age is the Welcome Center, as noted above, which provides another area of
overlapping interest.
The task of keeping in touch with these various agencies and somehow reduc-

ing the confusion within the referral system is a major one. A mental health
coordinator, either part of the ANMC or attached to the MHU, would be desir-

able. Perhaps the best solution would be for this coordinating task to be assigned
to the office of the ANMC Chief of Social Work.

Additional Personnel for MHU.As indicated above a new psychologist

position would permit the development of necessary services and some research
in the school consultation area. If another salary becomes available two posibilities present themselves. First, in order to complete disciplinary representation on the ItHU group it would seem logical to employ a public health nurse
with psychiatric training. Thus, psychiatry, social work, psychology and nursing
would have a voice in the deliberations and work for the MHU.
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A second possibility, which :n the eyes of MHU personnel would be more use-

ful, would be the employment of a native who might be trained on-the-job to
participate in a variety of mental health activities. Such a person would provide a communicative channel and on-the-spot interpretation regarding contact

with native patients and clients.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Concerning general aspects of the social context

Education.n. A major problem recognized by all and already in the process
of correction is the practice of transporting native youth long distances from
home for secondary education in a boarding school setting. Efforts at regionalization and other means of maintaining a viable connection between the youth
being educated and his family are endorsed.

b. Recommendations for an intensified program of adult education at the

village level are endorsed. This will reduce the communication gap across generations which produces inevitable emotional conflict impairing the educational
effort.

c. The implementation, just being initiated, of recommendations to make teaching materials and devices more congruent with the children's reality, isiStrongly
endorsed.

d. The teaching-learning process as it takes place under these unfavorable
conditions requires some systematic study. It is recommended that the BIA
begin to develop its own psychological staffwith appropriate social work and
related colleagueswith an educational rather than a health mission.
e. A Memorandum of Agreement between BIA and ANHAO-DIH, similar in
principle to that concluded between DIE and API, is strongly recommended as
a means of developing effective collaboration between the MHU and schools.

Migration.a. The Welcome Center program is an encouraging development.
It is recommended that liaison be established between this Center and appropri-

ate DM Area Office or hospital personnel in the health and social assistance
fields. On-the-job research into the possibility of intervention before migrants
become transformed into patients or clients is indicated. Improved direct

liaison with villages is strongly endorsed.

b. A systematic program of research into the relations between migration and
behavioral deviance, with attention to strategies of prevention, is recommended.

Native Representat;on in Decision Making.The Office of Native Affairs
within the DIH Area Office appears to be a good beginning in this direction.
It is suggested that the development of more systematic consultation between
this office and the MHU and ANNIC services be explored. Perhaps this would
allow a more accurate estimate of the needs, wishes and attitudes of the consumers of health services, and help provide the base for a more effective system
of health education with preventive value.

From the standpoint of the MHU it is important that the ONA understand
its concern not only with illness and the reduction of disability, but with
optimal function. This implies a view of the native population as a, so far, not

fully developed human resource. The ONA should be concerned with the develop-

ment of local institutions, such as the schools and courts, 80 that they might
promote the realization of latent abilities and act as agents of useful social
change. A natural point of MHU collaboration or consultation might be around
theAlaska Federation of Natives grant for job training. A variety of problems
involving screening, evaluation, and related matters have clear mental health
components.

L.?
.
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Interagency Communication.This has been touched on at several points in
the body of the report. Perhaps a Health and Welfare Council of Anchorage
might provide the base for integration and communication down to the village
level. Within DIH it is recommended that a coordinator be appointed. This
might appropriately be the Chief of Social Services within the Area Office. The
working relationship of the MHU and API is strongly commended. Further
exploration of personnel exchange possibilities, e.g. detailing of a psychiatric

nurse from API to work at SUB level with MHU consultation.
B. Concerning the activities of the village health aide

frraining.Proposals for more adequate and systematic training of the aide
are strongly endorsed. This should include training to function as a health

educator, and specific training regarding mental health matters. as well as that
more traditionally offered.
Status and Pay.Previous proposals for an adequate salary, and civil service
or related status are strongly endorsed.
Combine Functions of Sanitarian.The presence in a single small village of
a health aide and a sanitarian, both working on a part-time heeds does not seem
efficient. It is recommended that these two jobs be combined. This would provide
a natural point of administrative linkage between the State of Alaska-and DIH,
and would permit more adequate salary arrangements.

Continuing Education and Career Ladder Possibilities.Provision should be
made for regular on-the-job training during periodic visits of nursing and physician personnel ,vitb, clearly identified goals. Opportunities should also be structured to permit a yearly five day refresher course in Anchorage. In this way the
health aides' job would assume the dimensions of a career which might later
be seen as leading to more advanced and higher status positions.

Support from StIH.a. Adequate Equipment. Each aide shOuld have the

necessary tools for his trade including all customarily used by nurses and military corpsmen. There is no reason why stethoscopes, bl?odpressure cuffs, otoscopes and surgical scissors should not be available.
b. Adequate Communication. It is strongly recommended that a system of
sending simplified and easily understood hospital and laboratory summaries to
the aides be initiated. The aide could also be the local agent to receive information about hospitalized relatives and other matters of personal importance to
villagers.
c. Predictable Professional Visits. The aide should be able to count on such
visits by physicians and nurses and should be able to let villagers know with

relate certainty when they will arrive. At present when the aide lier4elf is

unaware of visits to come and has insufficient information from the SUH her
stains is damaged in the eyes of the villagers.
C. Concerning the training of new classes of native paraprofessional personnel
Such personnel, assigned at first attThe SUE level, are recommended in order,
both, to provide direct service and to improve communication with Village aides.
It is strongly recommended that their training include -a heavy emphasis on
mental health related activities such' as counselling. Whether the:--e individuals
should be mental health technicians whose training is primarily a responsibility
of MEW, or social work aides remains Uncertain.
B. Research,
-

High priority is recommended for systematic studies of migration in relation
to behavioral deviance and health, and of adolescent problems in the native

population.
E. ANMC

The employment of a psychiatrist, on the staff of the Center rather than the
Area Office, is recommended in order to provide the necessary hospital consultation and outpatient services. It is assumed that he would relate in a con
sultative and peer capacity to the M HP director.

1. Continue present consultation and travel pattern.
2. Develop a school consultatiOivand liaison service.
a Increased participation in ANMO-mental health relevant activities.

4. Addition of either a public health ntior a native aide to the MIFF team.
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APPENDIX 2.FIELD CONSULTATION PROGRAM, MENTAL HEALTH UNIT, JULY 1967-JUNE 1968
, Dr. Bloom
July
August
September

.. Bethel, Sept. 18.

.

Kotzebue, Oct 9

October
November
December

January.....
March

.

April
......
May
June

Bethel, Jan. 8,1968
Bethel, with Dr. Paul, Feb. 5.
Valdes, Mar. 11

St. Paul Island (Pribilof
Islands), Mar. 20.

..

Gambell-Savoonga
Kotzebue- Point Hope
Bethel, Sept. 18

Bethel.
Juneau-Mount Edgecumbe.

Bethel, with rehabilitation,
Sept.
Kotzebue, with rohibIlitatWn,

It

Oct. 9.

Kanakanak, Nov. 6

February..

Mr. Poussard

Kotzebue, Oct. 16

Tartans, Dec. 11
.

Dr. Bachmann

..

Kanakanak, Nov. 6
Kotzebue, Dec. 11
Bethel, Jan. 8
Kotzebue, Feb. 5
Juneau, Mar. 18
Barrow, Mar. 25

Kotzebue, Apr. 22... .

Bethel May 13
Bethel-Hooper Bay, with Dr.
Brody, June I.

Bethel, Nov. 6.
Bethel, Jan. 8.
Mokoryuk, Jan. 29.
Bethel, Mar. 4.

.... Bethel, Apr. 8

Bethel-Hooper Bay, with Dr.
Brody, June 1.

Bethel, May 13.
Bethel, Juno 17.

APPENDIX I.PERSONNEL INTEIVIEWED
MENTAL HEALTH UNIT

Dr. Joseph D. Bloom, Chief
Dr. Barbara N achmann, Psychologist
Mr. Lucien Poussard, Social Worker
ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTESTATE OF ALASKA

Or. Carl Koutsky, Superintendent
Dr. John Rollins, Clinical Director
Mrs. Clara Salisbury, Psychiatric Social Worker
HEFT. OF PUBLIC WELFARESTATE OF ALASKA

'Alias Mary Lee Nicholson, Child Welfare Supervisor
ALASKA NATIVE HEALTH AREA OFFICE

Dr. Holman Wherritt, Area Director
Dr. Charles Neilson, Deputy Area Director

Dr. Walter Johnson, Clinical Director, Alaska Native Medical Center
Mr. Richard Varner, Chief Social Services, ANMC
Mr. George Romance. Chief Area Social Service
Mrs. Frances Lyng, Social Worker, Dartmouth Medical Center, TDY Bethel
Dr. Martha Wilson, Service Unit Director, .ANMC
Mr. John Borhridge, Native Affairs Officer, ANHA(
Dr. Ken Fleshman, Chief Pediatrics, ANMC
BETHEL AREA

Dr. Robert Shaw, Service Unit Director
Dr. George Stewart, Staff Physician, Mental Health Coordinator
Dr, Paul Eneboe, Staff Physician
Dr. Dave Leaman, Staff Physician
Mrs. Jorene flout, PHN, Bethel, State of Alaska
Mr. Byron Shaquanie, Rural Development Office, NYC. Bethel
Mr. Ed Shepherd, Special Assistant to Governor Nickel, Rural Development
1100PER BAT

Mr. Nile Smith, President Village Council
Miss Mary Toots, Medical Aide, Hoaper Bay
Miss Beatrice O'Brien, Medical Aide, Hooper Bay
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Shinnonds, VISTA, Hooper Bay
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H, Sivets, BIA Teachers
Miss Dorothy Murran, Social Work Aide Trainee
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ANCHORAGE WELCOME CENTER

Mrs. Arlene Hickok, Assistant Director
Mr. Jim Lee, Council Member
TRENDS IN INFECTIOUS DISEASES

United States:

Tuberculosis death rate per /00,000

1963
1964

5
4

1963
1964

24
21

1963
1964

37

Indian:

Alaskan:

18.5

Down from 236 in 1954 and 158 in 1955. In 1964 the State Division of Health
in their annual tuberculosis report stated : "tuberculosis is still the greatest public
health problem in Alaska. The incidence of tuberculosis its 1964 was still the highest in the nation."
Case rates of tuberculosis per 100,000 in 1964

United States
Indian

184

Alaskan
630
Up from 535 in 1963 and 605 in 1962. In 1965 TB patients were 17 percent of

those hospitalized by the Public Health Service as opposed to 57 percent in
1956. The high TB incidence indicates, in part, a great inadequacy in housing.
Influenza and pneumonia death rates per 100,000

,

United States
Indian

37
84
102

Alaskan

Others

Otitis Media.first place among the notifiable diseases in 1964 with 2,380 per
100,000 and 8,125 per 100,000 in 1963.

Mastoiditis occurs with unusual frequency especially among the children.
Some degree of hearing loss is common due to infection during childhood. In
the Bethel aree, fully 14 of the native population has a significant hearing defect.
Streptococcal sore throat, other respiratory infections and common childhood
diseases are similarly among the notifiable diseases most frequently observed in
the beneficiary population.
Upped respiratory infections rate is quite high.
Mass dental disewrespecially dental caries is a severe problem.

Leading diseases among the Alaskan natives
Upper respiratory, otitis media, pneumonia, gastroenteritis, streptococcal sore
throat.
Just after the Public Health Service came to Alaska in 1954, the case rate of
these and other diseases fell rapidly. Now the case rate often varies greatly from
year to year. It is no longer a constant downward trend in the short run. In the
long run, however, frequencies are falling.
APPENDIX 3. HEALTH STATISTICS FOR ALASKA (19(13)*

Some statistics on the health status of the Alaska Native (Eskimo, Aleut.
and Indian).
Native population size-45,000.
Statistics are for 1963 unless otherwise specified. They have been rounded
off to the nearest place.

Obtained through 0E0.
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Birth rate (per 1000)

United

Indian

States

Alaskan
Eighty-one percent attends

22
42
49

ph ysicans.
Average age at death

United States
Indian

64
44
35

Alaskan
Alaska was 29 in 1954.
Infant death rates (per 1,000 births)

United States
Indian

25
42

Alaskan
Alaskan was 75 in 1960.

51

Neonatal deaths (infants under 28 days)

United States and Indian

17-16
25

Alaskan

Leading causes of death in order were immaturity, postnatal asphyxia, pneunlenia, birth injuries, congenital malformation. Death rate attributed to these
"diseases of early infancy" has not changed greatly since 1952.

Poatneonatal deaths (infants 28 days-11 months)

United States
Indian

7
25
26

Alaskan
Chief causes : influenza, pneumonia, and other respiratory diseases, diarrheas
and other G.I. illness, other infective and parasitic diseases and accidents. These

conditions which strike babies in the home are associated frequently with gross
tinsanitary conditions, poor and crowded housing, extremely rigorous environment, lack of safe water supplies, inadequate diet, and limited health education on the part of the families.
Leading causes of deaths

Accidents (more than half non-motor vehicle).
Certain diseases of early infancy.
Influenza and pneumonia.
Heart disease.
Malignant neoplasms.

Tuberculosis-9th.
G I.-10th.

PROVIDING AN EQUAL EDUCATION AL OPPORTUNITY cos THE ALASKAN NATIVE-REPORT OF THE SUBCOM MIT= ON INDIAN EDUCATION
BAC RGROUN D

Recent estimates place the number of Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts residing

in Alaska at about 53,000 people, or approximately one -fifth of the total population

of the State. Except for about 1,000 Indians on two small reservations, the
natives live in towns and villages scattered throughout the half million square
miles of the Statean area greater than the combined areas of the 19 most
eastern states of the United States.
Though some migration of native persons from their original habitats has
occurred, the regions are generally occupied by one of the major native groups.
The Eskimos live on the western and northern coasts along the Bering Sea and
Arctic Sea ; they comprise somewhat more than half of the total native population. The next largest group of natives, the Indians, live in southeastern, interior,
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and south-central Alaska. And, in southwestern Alaska, along the Alaska peninsula and Aleutian chain, live the Aleuts, the smallest of the three. Native persons
and families who have moved to urban areas, particularly Anchorage and Fairbanks. are exceptions to these patterns.
More than 70% of Alaskan natives live in 178 villages or towns in which half
or more residents are native; half, of these places have populations of 155 persons or less. Another 25% of Alaskan natives live in 6 urban places, but primarily
in Anchorage and Fairbanks.

Migration of Natives to urban places has been fairly substantial in recent
years. Between 1960 and the present, the total native population of Alaska's
six largest cities has doubled to approximately 10,000.
In Alaska's largest city, Anchorage, the number of native school children has
quadrupled since 1967.

Migration from rural villages to larger native regional centers is also occurring. Four of these places were visited by the Subcommittee: Bethel, Nome, Kotzebue, Pt. Barrow, Fort Yukon. Both Kotzebue and Bethel have grown to approximately 2,000 persons, nearly tripling their 1960 population. Barrow, with ap-

proximately 2,000 psrsons, doubled in size since 1950. Although these larger
native villages consist of a largely native population, they tend to be controlled
by a handful of white businessmen who own and operate, usually at considerable
profit, the general trading stores, the charter airlines service, small hotels and
restaurants, tourist trade facilities and services, native "slum housing" and the
fuel, electricity and often rater supplies. Their ownership poses a serious problem for the natives which has not yet been adequately analyzed.
Although migration to urban areas and regional centers is taking place, native
villages are not disappearing from the Alaskan scene, despite many predictions
to the contrary. Today there are only 12 fewer separate natives places of 25 people or more than were indicated in the 1960 census, and more than 80% of the
places continuing to exist are larger than they were 17 years ago.
The median age of Alaska native population is 16.3 years. More than 77%
of natives are younger than 35 years of age. The population's youthfulness is
the result of a short life span, a high birth rate. and recent reductions in infant
mortality. The native population is growing at a rate nearly twice that of the
United States as a whole. The crude rate of natural increase is comparable to
that of Southeast Asia or South America, regions typically described as having
population explosions.

INCOME

More Alaskan Natives are unemployed or seasonally employed than hate

permanent jobs. More than half of the working force is jobless most of the year ;
for them hunting, fishing and trapping activities provide basic subsistence. Only
1/4 of the work force, estimated to be composed of 16,000 to 17,000 persons, has
continuing employment. Unemployment rates vary from a high of approximately
60% during the winter to a low of approximately 25% in the summer. Of approximately 14,000 federal employees in the state of Alaska, 1,400 or approximately 10% are Alaskan natives. Most are in lower level jobs such as laborers,

building maintenance men, mess atendantsbut some hold positions such as

licensed and practical nurses, clerk typists ; and a few hold skilled positions such
as teachers, airline pilots. Native unemployment is higher than non-native unemployment in urban areas.
Year-round Jobs in most villages are very few. Typically the opportunities
are limited to positions such as school maintenance men, postmaster, airline
agent, village store manager, possibly "school cook or teacher aide. Weather or
flight stations or Air Force installations offer a few additional job opportunities
near some of the villages. Other sources of income are the sale of furs, fish, or
arts and crafts ; seasonal employment away, from the villages as firefighters,
cannery workers, or construction laborers; and welfare payments. Usually.
natives gather the bulk of their food supply by fishing, hunting, and trapping and
rely on a combination of means to obtain cash for fuel, food staples and the tools
and supplies necessary to harvest fish and wildlife. Income figures available from
'Much of the descriptive information contained in this field report has been taken from
Alaeko Natives and the Land (October. 1968), prepared by the Federal Field Committee
for Development Planning in Alaska. Additional information was supplied b7 Mr. Robert
D. Arnold of the Field Committee staff. We would like to express our appreciation to Mr.
Arnold and the Field Committee for their mccglient publication and their considerable assistance to the Subcommittee.
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the U.S. Census of 1960 show a median per capita income of $1,204 for rural
natives with income. One of three natives was totally without income. The me-

dian income per capita for urban Indians with incomeno data exists for

urban Eskimos and Aleutswas $1,863 as compared to whites of the same year
at $4,768.
The high cost of living, in Alaska exacerbates the poverty conditions. Basic
commodities cost 23% more in Anchorage than in Seattle, and up to 74% more in
northern villages (1)63 figures). A 25% cost-of-living allowance is added to the
basic pay of federal employees in Alaska, and higher minimum incomes are
allowed to beneficiaries of federal anti-poverty programs (the minimum income
allowance is also 25% higher.)
Recent studies indicate that the severe poverty documented In the 1960 census
persists. In urban Fairbanks in 1967 most of the Indians were living in poverty.
HEALTH

On the average, Alaskan Natives live only half as long as the average American. The average age of death of an Alaskan native Is 84.5 years. Even more
shocking 25% of the total native deaths occur in. infants under 1 year of age.
Although the infant mortality rate has been reduced in recent years, it is
still exceptional. During the period from 1 to 5 months of age, the mortality rate
Increases jo 5 times that of whites, and among native infanta age 6 to 11 months
the death tate is more that 12 times higher than the death rate of white Alaskans.
In the course of its field investigation, 4he Subcommittee also discovered that
inner ear infections which cause broken ear drums and draining pus are practically universal among Native children. We found these children in every village
we visited, and every teacher we spok with complained of her students being
hard-of- hearing.

A recent Public Health Service study in Western Alaska found that 38% of
the children had significant hearing hand caps by the age of four. There are
presently over 2,000 children who have los almost all of their hearing in one
or both ears who are waiting their
turn for s Ica repair in Anchorage, Alaska.
Some children have no ear drhm left at all except for a rim. Others have been
damaged so severely that surgery will not he
the ear Is simply sewn shut
to prevent any further Infections. In some cases the infection has eaten its way
through to the brain, causing an abcess and death or permanent brain damage.,
Large numbers of Alaskan native children suffer from chronic upper respiratory infections. As a result, bronchictasis, a serious type of residual lung &image, is seen with frequency among Native children and rarely, if ever, seen among

children in any other part of our nation. Despite a massive campaign over the
last 14 years, tuberculosis continues at a rate 10 times-the netional average. Many
native children now in school grew up in the midst of a TB epidemic in the early

1950's. Many have been hospitalised for longer periods of time. Many have
grown up with one or both parents dead, or missing for long periods of time

because of prolonged hospitalisation. A recent study of a group of these children,
aged 10-12. found that they cannot relate well to their families or other persons,.
are failing Imschool, and are also failing to grow in a normal fashion physically.

These effects have occurred even though it was the parents, not the child, that
was ill.
Infections diseases such as impetigo and orier skin infections are common
among native children. In one instance a child's :lifter ear had been completely
destroyed by impetigo. In man? cases the skin infections result in permanent
scarring.
Infectious diarrhea and hepatitis afflict substantial numbers of native children
and often lead to death or permanent brain damage. Even cases of dysentery
and typhoid fever are not uncommon. There is a high incidence of mental retardation among Alaskan native children, at least 50% of which was preventable;
most of it is due to acute infectious diseases suffered in early life.
In testimony before the Subcommittee, Dr. Martha Wilson, of the Alaska Native

Medical Center, placed the severity of the health problem in perspective. She
stated:
the Alaska Native people have suffered epidemics of tuberculosis,
pneumonia, influenza, otitus media, meningitis and bronchictasts that have not
to our knoviledge been paralleled in any other population of the modern world."
All of the diseases mentioned and others combine to keep a large number of
children sick a significant proportion of the time. Last year three thousand, or

"
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roughly 15% of the. native children were hospitalized rind 'hospitalisation itself
can be a trannatk experience. Imagine a child who becomes ill in a villaga who
is taken perhaps 100 miles to clield hospital, often by someone other than his
Parents, who is transferred 400-900 miles to the referral hospital where he spends
one to three months probably without seeing parents or relatives, and who then
returns home, again escorted by a stranger. Severe emotions: disturbance is often
the result of each an experience.
In addition to disease, the Alaskan tredve child suffers from dietary deflciendes and general malnutrition which are debilitating in themselves as well as a
significant factor in the high rate of sickness. For example, children suffering
from anemia or iron deficiencies, conditions which are wide-spread among native
children, have a higher frequency of illness than other children, and three out of

four of their illnesses are upper respiratory infections. The Difia1011 of Inn
Health has noted that general malnutrition Is a contributing factor to many
illnesses, that it increases the susceptibility to infections, and reduces the capacity

to recover. The Division has also noted that malnutrition in conjunction with
other diseases often goes unreported.
A thoiough study of 11 villages conducted between 1956 and 1961 found that
food supplies fluctuate enormously throughout the year, and that at no age level
was the daily calorie intake equal to that recommended by the National Research

Council. Of the diets examined. 75% or more were low In vitamin A and thiamin:
25% were low on riboflavine. The amount of these nutrients consumed by the vil-

lagers on a per person, per day basis compared with Americans having a per
capita income of $1,250 per year. Finally; analysis of infant diets, showed that a
significant proportion were inadequate in calories, iron, thiamine, niacin and

ascorbic acid.
In addition to other diseases, dental diseases aro nearly universal among the
Alaskan Native population. Orthodontic problems reach staggering proportions
and the consequences include pain, infection and loss of teeth.
Problems of mental health among Alaskan natives are serious and growing.
Over s 16-year period when the population grew, by about 50%, the number of
suicides and alcoholics doubled. Much of the mental health problem is clearly
a function of the destructive Impact of the dominant society on tribal subsistence

economy villages. According to Dr. Joseph Bloom, chief of the Area Mental
Health Unit of the U.S. Public Health Service in Anchorage May 1968:
"If mental health problems are broadly construed to include not only mental
illness and alcoholism, but also child neglect and delinquency and other behavioral problems, then mental health problems are the major health problem
of Alaskan natives today."
If a significant improvement in Alaskan health is to occur it must be sought
in the improvement of the socio-economic conditions under which Alaskan natives
live. And if education programs are to be successful in Alaska, health conditions
of babies and native children must be substantially Improved.
HOUSING

Native housing in Alaska's villages is generally considered to be the most
primitive, dilapidated and substandard housing anywhere in the United States.
Of some 7,500 homes, about 7,100 need replacement according to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. In addition, 894 new dwellings are needed annually because Of
population inert-ans.
In the southwestern part of Alaska ( which the Subcommittee visited first)
the :natives live in one-room houses made of materials which are typically availabledriftwood, lumber. plywood or logs, Housing is grossly inadequate and has
contributed to the presence or spread of tuberculosis, infections hepatitis, impetigo, infections diarrhea, and viral infection. Quanty is inferior, and space per
occupant and per family dnit is inadequate. Poor and deteriorating construction
drains scarce fuel supplies. Cold and drafty Ironies contribute to !linemen and
likewise, tightly - sealed homes are tuthealthful for lack of Mohair.
Government owned housing of teachers or other governmental employees imported to the villages is, on the other hand, quite comfortable. Housing ie usually

attached to the school in a compound outside the native village, sated tem
the native housing. Government housing has clean well water,
olci.ty, oil
heating and flush toilets. The natives have none of these, and the amenities are
not shared. The contrast is dramatic to say the tenet.
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The largest city it western Alaska, Nome, was also visited by the Subcommittee, here too, overcrowding is the typical situation, although the homes
many of which date to gold rush daysare somewhat larger than elsewhere In
the west. Sargent Shrives visited Nome in 1967 and described its housing :
6Most of the native houses in the city are ramshackled, falling down places.
But even this city has a alum that is worse than the rest of the town where 500

natives live in the most abject poverty that I have seen anywhere, including

Africa, Latin America, India or anywhere else."
Location of native villagers is an important reason for substandard dwellings
in village Alaska, but it is certainly not the only explanation. Federally insured

loans am not available, even to those with the ability to repay if they do not
possess title to the land upon which a house is to be situated, and most Alaskan
villagers are landless. Nor are most other Federal housing programs available
to those without water and sewer systems, and most villages are without these
facilities. Minimum size and construction standards imposed by federal housing

programs are inappropriate to villages. Private loans are seldom available to
remote villagers.

Most villages do not have a community power source and most homes have
no electricity even from private power plants. In every instance, however,
State rural school or the federal rural school has its own clean water sup y,
sanitation facilities, a comfortable horns for the teacher, generators providing
power ail electricity for the ,school and the home, and a backup generator with
substantial capacity, which most of the time is not being used. In only one instance is the additional power capacity of a federal facility in a native village
used to provide electricity for that village ; that exception is Barrow, Alaska,
thanks to a hill passed by Congress under the sponsorship of Senator Bartlett.
Even in Barrow, a dam for water storage and a processing plant were built to
provide clean water for the PBS hospital and B14 school but sot for the native
Present and anticipated housing programs fall far short of meeting the needs.
Following a 1905 visit to the Bethel area of southwestern Alaska, the then Commissioner Of the Public Housing Administration said of the housing in the area :
"I've never seen anything like it, even in the worst slums in our major cities."
And she added :
"In the forty - eight, we are trying to get rid of our privies. In Alaska we felt
it would be a great advance just to have privies."
wATEN SUPPLY AND WASTE DISPOSAL

In most villages, primitive and uuranitary water supply and waste disposal
practices have deleterious consequences on native health. Adequate sanitation
facilities are lacking in every village except Nome.

A recent survey conducted in the villages of northwestern Alaska found that
725 village households draw upon unsatisfactory surface waters for their water;
only 74 draw water from wells. In the 799 households surveyed, there were only'
19 toilets, and all these but one were in a single village. More than half of the
households use potdt or pails indoors for human waste, and deposit the waste
later on the ground Or sea ice. About one-fourth of the households have privies,
but half were unsatisfactory from the sanitation standpoint. Water for
c
purposes in most villages was obtained trope rivers and creeks near the

and,hauled in buckits to oil drams in the homes. In winter, ice is melted for
water, even in some nil. schools.
ENO to Nome the high cost of sewer and water service connects

preclude

most native families from having either. Only three native househy (of 154
surveyed) used city water ; none was connected to the sewer. Nea all native
families in Nome purchase water from a vender or obtain it from a spring three

miles from town.
Human waste disposal is accomplished by box and pail toilets in the home and
final disposal on the beach of Norton Sound.
Spring flooding further compl' attes village sanitation as floods inundate many

river villages and wash the contents of latrines and refuse dumps throughout
the village, polluting water wells. Pits all with surface water and become breeding places for flies and mosquitoes. An official report states :

"Until sanitation facilities are at the minimally acceptable level, the incidence

of gastroenteretic diseases Rad hepatitis will persist, with the potential for
serious epidemics."

29-651 0-40-9L 1-211
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Since 1061, only 37 villages have had sanitation facilities constructed under
provisions of the Indian Sanitation Act. Twenty-two of these village projects
have been communal water and individual waste projects. The example of a
village just outside of Bethel is typical. Here the individual facilities consist of
a pit privy, a sink seepage pit, garbage can, storage cans and water carrying
cans for each household ; the community facilities consist of a fenced refuse disposal area behind the village and a community watering point within the village
with a well, a well house, and water treatment and storage tank. Although a
village well for common use and privy and pots and pails for each household
may seem primitive, they are a vast improvement over existing practices.
Total funds available for 1061 through 1963 for Indian Sanitation have totaled
4.5 million. At this rate of funding, it will require at least 20 more years to make
clean water available to all villagers and to enable them to dispose of human
waste in a reasonably sanitary way. Following the subcommittee field trip in
Alaska, Senators Stevens and Kennedy introduced legislation to provide more
adequate facilities and reduce the 20 years to five.

POVERTY AND TI1E POWER STRUCTURE

As noted in the section on housing, government compounds( whether H.E.W..
FAA or Defense are almost always outside of the village. Working facilities';
along with housing and recreational facilities cluster together In a clearly defined
area separated from the native village itself. The practice smacks of colonialism.
A number of examples of economic exploitation point up a second relationship
between the small white minority and the majority native population whom they
dominate in the larger villages. For example, few natives are employed in the
entirely white-owned and largely out-of-state owned canneries in the Bristol Bay

area7e site of the best salmon fishing, but the canneries rely almost entirely
on natifes-fbr fishing.

The substantially growing tourist trade throughout Alaska provides another
example of demeaning exploitation. In Nome. for example, the King Island Vil-

lage serves as a center of attractlion for Alaskan Airline tours. Hundreds of

tourists are taken to the miserably poor village by bus where the villagers dance
and sell their ivory carvings, etc. Alaskan Airlines is undoubtedly profiting from
the excursions but very little of those profits are accruing to the natives who are
making it possible.

Another example of the relationship in Some between natives and whites is

the track system in the K-12 public schools with a 60% native student population.

Almost all of the natives can be found in the bottom track and almost all of
the white students in the top. Only 2 native students have been graduated from

the high school in recent years.
Although nobody admits to discrimination and prejudice in Alaska, these condi-

tions often appear in covert, paternalistic and subtle forms. In one of the
larger native villages, Kotzebue, a small number of whites control the profitmaking activities which includes the best polar bear hunting in the world.
Approximately 300 polar bears are taken out of Kotzebue each year by hunters
who fly in from the lower 48, bring their own guides and hunt from bush
planes which are flown by white ',Pots employed by white flying services. The
polar bear costs them about $2500. Out of that amount only a small part benefits
the natives in any way.

In Ft. Yukon (almost entirely Indian) a military radar base is located next

to the Yukon community. The base has a superb quarters, excellent recreational

facilities, excellent housing, clean water, electricityall of the things the Ft.
Yukon community limits. Indian girls from the village are invited over to

club at the defense installation for dancing, drinking and other activities. Unwed
mothers, or mothers who are wed for a short period of time but are then left behind, are not uncommon.

Bethel, Alaska is very strikingthere are actually several compounds!--a
a large PHS hospital compound, a fish and wildlife facility compound and a
FAA facility compound. The BIA. strangely enough. is the farthest removed
from the city (5 or 6 Mlles) btlt has the most services available to people in
Bethel proper. In Bethel, the houses are substandard with poor sanitation, totally

inadequate water supply, and general poverty and welfare problems. The exmayor of Bethel owns the only water pum thus exercising a monopoly on the
clean water supply. His two trucks deliver'water to each house whose residents
can purchase it. Many native families get their water from the river and the
creek in the worst part of Bethel. In "louse-town" r, number of the people are
drinking polluted water.
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A housing project in Bethel is producing one new house a day under a HUD
demonstration project for Alaska. However, as fast as a family moves out of
"Louse-Town" or out of bad housing in other parts of Bethel, one or tu new
families move in immediately behind them and take over the dilapidated shack.
EDUCATION

According to census figures: of 1960 only a small fraction of one percent of the
natives in Alaska bad completed 4 years of college or more. (There Is one native

college graduate in Bethel, pop. 2,000). Only 2% of the native population had

completed high school. Over 10% had completed no more than 6th grade. Approxi-

mately 25% of adults had no formal education. In comparison, the median num
ber in 1969 of years of school completed for white Alaskans was 12.4. Additional
studies in 1960 indicated that of native youths 14 to 19 years of age, onif34%
were enrolled in secondary schools. The remaining 66% were still enrolled in
elementary school or were not in school at fill.

No one can determine the percentage of school age children who are actually
enrolled in school. Elementary schools are found in most but not all villages;
children from areas without a local elementary school go to the BIA elementary
school at Wrangell, Alaska ; but where there is no local elementary school, an
elementary school education hi not assured. A study done at the University of
Alaska found leases in BIA schools as high as 00% from grades 1 to 8. Another
study recently published by the University of Alaska points out that the native
student who has enrolled in college "has survived an attrition rate of 60% in
grade school and an additional 54% in high school ; he has left 80% or more of his

first grade i.aers behind him as drop-outs. Yet his chances of aeudemic success
in college ure even more slender than before. He has only one chance in 24 of
receiving a college degree at the end of four years."
Grade retardation, or overagenesa of students in relation to normal age/grade

placement Is indicative of educational failure. Overage students drop out of
school more frequently than those near normal grade placement. In one study of
elementary school dropouts in BIA schools, it was found that approximately half

had been retarded 5 or more years, and 7% were 9 or more years retarded.
Since kindergartens are.-almost unknown and pm-school education is a new

innovation which exists in few areas, six year olds in nearly all schools enter a
beginners class ; they are 7 before they enter first grade. The need to spend
the first year learning the rudiments of the English language automatically places
the student at least one-year behind at the very beginning of his educational experience. As the need for language comprehension becoines greater in each succeeding grade, the number of years of retardatior increase. One study showed
40% of students in native schools to be overage in relation to normal age/grade
placement.

There is a longstanding debate as to whether the State of Alaska or the

Bureau of Indian Affairs should operate the '.oral native schools. It is generally
understood that the state will gradually acsume the responsibility. A report of

the Indian Arts and Crafts Board of the Department of Interior based on a
recent visit to Alaska and discussionv with many native groups stated the

following:

"So: - natives prefer BIA- schools, but only because the BIA provides hot
lubches. Most prefer state schools because of the tendency of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to set up a school complex as an enclave of modern buildings with

all necessary facilities separate and apart from the natives' villagesomething
like the manor of the rich or the compound of a colonial administrator. The BIA

seems totally Unaware of, or indifferent to, the deep resentment this breeds."
A 1968 study of graduates and dropouts of Lothrop High School in Fairbanks

found that approximately 75% of the native students were dropping out of school
before graduation. Native students who attended BIA schools during the majority of their elementary school years received better grades in high school than
those from any other classification of school. A student transferring from a state

cperated rural school had the least chance of graduating and native students
receiving the majority of their elementary education in state operated schools
had the highest drop-out rate, 75% of the native drop-outs who were tested revealed more than enough intelligence to complete high school.

Although elementary schools have been provided in most villages with a

potential enrollment of 10 or more students, these schools typically provide only

a beginner's through 8th grade education. Secondary education in rural areas
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is extremely limited. Of the 88 rural communities, in which the state operated
schools in 196e-67, only 10 offered secondary programs. Out of 78 day schools
operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, only 8 offered secondary level educa-

tion. Most village children who go to a junior or senior high school attend a
BIA or state boarding school or participate in the state boarding home project
initiated in 1968.
There are two major boarding high school facilities for native students from
rural villages. The Bureau of Indian Affairs operates the largest of these facilities in the southeast part of Alaska on an island just off the coast from Sitka.
The State runs what was first a vocational boarding school (Belts) but now
is a school with a full academic program just outside of Nome, Alaska. This
scbool in operation since about 1966 serves primarily students from north of
the Yukon.

Under the regional high school plan adopted by the State Legislature in
1965 (a bill introduced by Senator Gravel) additional regional high school

tae#iitiea will be made available -in the-near future: Due to the lack of progress
in implementing the regional high school plan, an interim program called the
boarding home program was initiated by the State in 1966. It was intended to
provide students unable to gain admittance to a state or BIA boarding school
an opportunity for a high school education in one of Alaska's larger commu-

nities. Students live iu private homes and attend the local high schools. The
cost of boarding is reimbursed under Title I of Public Law 89-10 and the State
supports the tuition cost. The state also runs a correspondence and home study
course for rural natives which enrolled some students at the high school level
in 1966-67.

As a reedit of the severe lack of high school facilities for native students
in Alaska, well over 1,000 . students must be sent out of the state to b deral
boarding schools in Oregon and Oklahoma. Even at that, a substantial number
of native students are denied. admittance every year, due to lack of space. The
number of students that have left the State to receive a high school education
has grown from less than 100 in 1960 to over 1,000 in 1968. The number of
native students in boarding high schools has nearly tripled since 1960 despite
the substantial number of rejected applications.
In 1962, Charles K. Roy, et al., published the most comprehensive study of
native education in Alaska that has been undertaken since World War H. The
study, Alaskan Native Secondary School Dropouts, highlighted a major cause
of the extraordinarily high dropout rate of native students:
self-images of these students were imbued with deep feelings of inadequacy and inferiority. Such a devalued student image was very prevalent.
and its existence was confirmed by many teachers. Both teachers and native
students noted that one of the important reasons for school dropouts and the
lack of motivation to enter high school stemmed from students feelings, of inadequacy in dealing with the difficulties of the curriculum. This deep-seated,
negative attitude is often transmitted to the student early in his educational
career while he is trying to learn strange and often meaningless facts in a

"

language over which he has little command."

Unfortunately, the implications of this finding have had relatively little, if

any, impact on the conduct of educational programs in Alaska.

Dr. Arthurs E. Rippler of the University of Alaska pointed out in subcommittee hearings that "the roots of the problem are (historically) very deep
and complex. ° " Starting in the mid-19th century, the impact of aggressive
militant Christianity and American cultural imperialism was devastating to
native communities. The general was a "self-hating, confused, and traumatized"
native population. In Dr. Rippler's words:

"It is very difficult not to believe that you are not inferior when someone

wealthier, better educated, more powerful, and representing immense arbitrary
power tells you overtly and covertly by every action of his being that you are
inferior and does so for a hundred pears."
The result of this historical experience is the following:

"(1)- Natives wish to be like whites while hating whites for what whites

have done to natives;
"(2) Natives think poorly of themselves because they have never been able
to achieve we/ schools which were stacked against them ;
"(8) Natives become adults with increasingly greater feelings of disillusionment, hopelessness, and inarticulate anger. Eventually, many become social
problems because of lack of preparation or ability to work and a self-contempt
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which may lead to heavy drinkitz. They produce children for whom they then
act as role models."
fig
Although the problem is deep-seated and not easily reversible, much can be
done. Dr. Rippler makes three recommendations :

"First and foremost there is a need for better quality and more adequately
trained teachers. It is obviously/impossible never to make mistakes in hiring
which result In racists teaching natives. On th other hand, mistakes need not
be the norm.
"Secondly and deeply bound up with the first need is the need to teach Alaska

natives something about their histerY, culture and language (the first two of
which most young natives are absolutely ignorant of) to help develop a poative
identity and pride in that identity.
"Third, again intensely connected to the first two, there is a need to adapt
-educational materials to the native community and at the same time expand
through meaningful education the native child's awareness of the larger rich in
experience world which he will inevitably enter."

Dr. Barbara Nachman, in her prepared testimony for the Subcommittee, fur-

ther substantiates the problem. She paints out that "there exists (for native
students) a sharp discontinuity between schooling and other meaningful ex-

periences. Teachers are, except for rare exceptions, of a different race and class
and speak a different language. Parents and other adults in the community who
would ordinarily serve is models for the developing child are rarely teachers ; the
Subcommittee, the University of Alaska has produced only one, or in any way
identified with the body of knowledge which is presented by the schools. To
take on that knowledge in any more than a superficial manner means for the child
making a break with his home and his past far more astute and irreversible than
that which is requirl of children elsewhere. As a rep -lt, school becomes a continuously defensive ordeal to be survived. It Is seldom a pleasurable exploration
of the world or the development of one's own capacities
*" The ultimate consequence is the widespread practice of social promotion which ultimately leads to
dropping out and the wide-sread feeling among teachers that native students
are mentally retarded,
Dr. Lee H. Salisbury, of the University of Alaska, provides a dramatic description of the actual experience of the native student in the classroom. His
deniption merits quoting at some length :

"'The Native student enters a completely foreign settingthe western class-

room situation. Hie; teacher Is likely tone a Caucasian, who knows little or nothing about his cultural background. He 'naught to read the Dick and lamaseries.
Many things confuse him : Dick and Jane are two gussuk children who play together. Yet he knows that boys and girls do not play together and do not share
toys. They have a dog named Spot who comes indoors and does not work. They

have a father who leaves for some mysterious place (tailed 'office' each day
and never brings any food home with him. He drives a machine called an automobile on .a hard covered! road called a street which has a policeman on each

corner. These policemen always smile, wear funny clothing, and spend their time
helping children to cross the street. Why do these children need tbis help? Dick
and Jane's mother spends a lot of time in the kitchen cooking a strange food called
'cookies' on a stove which has no flame in it.

But the most bewildering part Is yet to come. One day they drive out to the
country which is a place where Dick and Jane's grandparents are kept. They do
not live with the family and they are so glad to see Dick and Jane that one is
certain that they have been ostracized from the rest of the family for some terrible reason. The old people live on something palled a larni', which is a place
where many strange animals are kepta peeulitn\beast called a 'cow', some odd
looking birds called 'chickens' and a 'horse' which looks laknaleformed moose.
And so on. For the next 12 years the process goes on. The native child continues
to learn this new language which is of no earthly use to him at home and which
seems completely unrelated to the world of sky, birds, snow`, ice, and tundra which
be sees around.him.
"In addition, the student is likely to lose his original,langilage in the education

Process. His teachers do not speak his language nor/do they encourage its use
during schools hours. In many schools students are absolutely forbidden to use
the native. language. Therefore, many native students! come to feel that the language of their parents is undesirable and inferior.'/
The Subcommittee was amazed to find the
it-Foresman aeries of basal
readers used in native schools throughout Alaska. Under the leadership of the
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Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, only one relatively modest project
is underway to provide a somewhat wore relevant basal reader for native chil-

dren. Equally disturbing Is the survey of elementary school social texts conducted for the Subcommittee by the Department of Education of the University
of Alaska. The survey findings were:
1. Twenty widely used texts contain no mention of Alaska natives at all; a
in some cases, no mention of Alaska. Even some High School texts were found
which contained no mentdon of Alaskan Natives.
2. Although some textbooks provide some coverage of the Alaskan Eskimo,
very few even mention Indians. Many textbooks confuse Alaskan and other Eskimo- groups.

3. A substantial number of texts at the elementary and secondary level contain

serious and often demeaning inaccuracies in their treatment of the Alaskan
Native.
It seems only fitting to close this section with a statement from the testimony
of Mies \Margaret Nick, an Eskimo girl from the village of Nunapitchuk. With
considerable feeling, she informed the Subcommittee
"Some people say, a man without education might as well be dead. I say, a
man without identity, if a man doesn't know who he is, he might as well be dead.
"That is why it is a must that we include our culture and history in our schools
before we lose it.all. We've lost way too much already. Let's move not c!"
RECOMMENDATIONS

The human waste and misery reflected in the preceding pages is a tragedy of
major proportions. The difficult question is establishing priorities. With that in
mind, the following proposals are presented in two parts.
.4. Three 0rimary interrelated proposals
1. A social studies curriculum should be developed for the elementary grades
that is geared to teaching the native youngster about his own cultural heritage ;
that would include such units as language, cultural characteristics, customs,
history and folk :ore. The effort should Include the development of culturally
relevant textbooks and reading materials, a listing of resources available and
the development of a course outline study guide. The effort should take full ad-

vantage of community resources including village elders and a museum of

artifacts.
2. A social studies unit should be developed for incorporation into an Alaskan
history course and as an elective semester course at the secondary level. Dr.
Jack Forbes' handbook for students and teachers, Native Americans of California and Nevada, is an excellent example, as the ongoing work of Dr. Deward
Walker at the University of Idaho.
3. A curriculum similar to that developed by Dr.
ryde for Oglala Sioux
students in South Dakota should be developed for woken
ives. The materials
are aimed at the junior high school level which is critical in ms of drop-outs
and adolescent identity crisis.
4. The development of culturally relevant basal readers for the mary grades
which has been initiated by the Northwest Regional Educational
iratory and
the University of Alaska must be expedited and substantially upgra ed in style
and content. Furthermore, the development of these materials should be tied to
an intensive in-service training program for teachers who will be using them.
B. Secondary proposals
Three additional areas of great importance are listed below. All of them require
substantially new approaches.
1. Techniques based on linguistic theory and using appropriate technology for
teaching English proficiency, both written and oral, must be developed. These
techniques should most certainly include bi-lingual instruction methodologies.

It is striking that there are presently no bilingual education projects in the
State of Alaska.
2. A variety of models and approaches aimed at maximizing local control of

village schools should be developed. Approaches should include changing advisory

school boards to governing school boards, and training school board members.
The Rough Rock Demonstration School on the Navajo Reservation is an excellent; example of one successful model.
3. Training program for native educations should be developed. They should
include training for positions such as tutor, teacher aide. assistant teacher, etc.,
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and be structured to provide n mix of Iverk experience with course work. In
addition, a greater effort must be made to enroll native students in !Uglier education programs and to keep them there. The COPAN project at the University
of Alaska should be reestablished.
C. A comprehensive plan.

Ii: prepared testimony for the Subcommittee Dr. Joseph D. Bloom (Director
of the Alaska Native Medical Health Program) pointed out that Alaska provides

a unique opportunity for long-range educational planning and for substantial
leadership by the natives in the development of such plans. Within the next two
years, The Alaskan Native Claims Bill chould have paascd Congreaa..;hanneled
through a native development corporation, it will place hundreds of millions of
dollars into the han;Is of the natives. (The range now prowsed extends all the
way frog 100 million to one blilion dollars). In addition, this settlement will permit the Slate to select Inrge additional tracts of land and enjoy the full benefits
of the potential oil revenues. The State in turn is destined to be wealthy. In light
or these facts it secant imperative that a carefully (1aWn long-range plan be
developed for systematic investment of resources to improve native education.
TILE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POVERTY AND EDUCATION

Althttugh the preceding re, ommendation.s for educational change are quite
necessary, major improvement in educational accomplishments will only-came
a general improvement in the life of the Alaskan native. The following educational deficiencies are basically results of the Alaskan poverty.
1. Secondary school programs are not available for many native Alaskan students because schools are not available. Native students who want to pursue a
high school degree must leave village and fam:iy for nine months and attend a
boarding school in southeast Alaska, or for over 1,000 Alaskan natives, a boarding school in the States of Oregon or Oklahoma. Without financial influence, the
natives clearly are victims of serious neglect.
2. Native students who finish high (school rarely go back to the village. If they
do, they find themselves no longer useful. comfortable, or well accepted. Again
this situation Is a function of poverty in the villages and lack of jobs..Furthermore, native high school graduates who seek jobs in cities lack saleable skills an:i
are not adequately acculturated to succeed socially.
Z. The extremely poor academic performance of children in the rural villages isanother result of the poverty condition. Children come to school with dtetarY and
physical deficiencies and the powerlessness ,f the people permita schools that
are totally irrelevant to the way of life In tte villages. ,
4. Opportunities for villagers to Initiate educational programs of their own
ure f! I wen t because of their complete lack of nuances. Yet the schools aro foreign

institutions. In addition, teachers are inadequately trained, and generally not

in sympathy with the circumstances they find themselves int"The school facilitiss
are seldom used on weekends or after classes ; they serve no important community
function.
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(From Gary H. Holthaus, development office, Alaska Methodist University,
Anchorage, Alaska)
SAOIDSOUND I. THIS INTMOULTURII CONFLICT AND GIOGRAPHT

The people of Alaska find themselves surrounded by a series of influences that
have an unusual effect on the educational processes In the area. Alaska is geo-

graphically isolated from the rest of the United States. Communication does
exist, but contacts between many villages and the outside world are limited
In ways that they are not limited in most other sections of the country. The
people themselves are of many backgrounds. There are natives who have been
born and raised in the area, representing vestigial remnants of a former culture
that subsisted on the products of the sea or tundra, spoke unique languages and
adapted to their Northern environment with consummate skill. There are also
representatives of a white culture of Anglo-European origins that has intruded
upon Alaska since the eighteenth century. The white culture has focused its at.
tendon primarily upon the exploitation of the natural resources afforded by
the state. The coming of the Russians marked the beginning of the end of the
native culture in this part of the United States. Geographical isolation, and the
clash between the two cultures, native and white, have left their mark upon
et .dents in Alaskan schools.

Native young people reflect the pull between two varying cultures in several
.says. Caught between the white and native cultures, they feel the attractiveness

of white ways, out cannot totally escape the old ways, even though much of
their heritage has been denied them by ignorance. They do not write their old
language. Transmission of their heritage in the pan depended upon oral tradition, but many of the young people now do not speak the language of their fathers
and grandfathers.

The result is that in a peculiar way they are lost. Education does not mean
touch, for they have no more sense of orientation toward the future than they
have toward the past. They do not realise that education will be a benefit. It will
not help them catch more fish, for you do not learn fishing techniques studying

verbs and subjects, world: history, Spanish, typing, chemistry and algebra. There-

fore education date eoteem to have any valid purpose. A surrey of Alaskan
native setondary 'school dnpouts revelled that, "If the curriculum taught in
the schools does not have a realistic function in the students' society (Le., is not

pared to his future aebnomiepoitential), it is likely that there will be little

motivatioa to endure the sacrifice associated with the pursuit of an education."
In villages where fishing is the primary occupation, education does not seem to
"have a realistic
" In the local communitt there is little or no opportunity to better one's uric status because of an education.
There is.no pride in
r native heritage. Many seem to be ashamed of the
fact that tinware natty end try to hide it. On the other hand they are not consideted by others of their` group to be white. They are traPPed: suspended nu'
tweenttjpast that is remote, and a future that is only vague pante. The findings
of anthropologist Seymour 1Parker about the students at Kotsebue would alio
apply lrftnany other areas of Alaska.
"In a sense the youth of Kotzebue are at a crossroad : they are thinking increasingly in terms of becoming members of the larger American society. At the
same time, bowl, they are confused about what they should accept and reject
la Eakin* culture, and they are dubious about the degree to which they will be
accepted in white society. Many of them are experiencing doubts about their
ability to compete successfully in kr relatively strange eilvIronmeht."$
C rib.a.EMislees flys% SWIMS? Perlin, Ateekint Native neeoltdorst /Meet Drop-

out* (

life--.41.

: Ustvereity of Alaska. 19112), p.
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Students of all ages are aware of the problem they face In regard to identification with one another of the two cultures present. Sometimes there is a division
within a family in attitudes toward this problem. One boy, conversing with his
teacher, made the comment that he couldn't see why some kids seemed ashamed
. of being native. He added that he was part native himself and it didn't make
any difference to. him. The boy's sinter was also in the classroom and heard the

discussion. She shouted, ", you ain't native!" A student caught this way
cannot assert his native quality without risk of disapproval from his peers ;

neither can he deny it with honesty and integrity. He knows he is native. Telling
him to forget it does not make him white.
The problems caused by this cultural and geographical isolation have been
recognized in many areas of the state of Alaska.

The native student is removed from the native way of life, but he has not

fully entered the white culture and so is unprepared for much that assaults him

in the strange atmosphere of school. Lee H. Salisbury, of the University of
Alaska, describes the native student as he attempts to learn from a standard
grade school text :

"(the student) enters a completely foreign settingthe western classroom
situation. His teacher is likely to be a Caucasion who knows little or nothing
about his cultural background. He is taught to read the 'Dick and Jane' series.
"Many things confuse him : Dick and Jane are two white children who play to-

gether constantly. Yet he knows that boys and girls do not play together and
do not share toys. They have a dog named Spot who runs around yapping and
does not work. They have a father who leaves for some mysterious place called

'office' each day and never brings any food home with him. He drives a machine
called an automobile on a hard covered road called a street which has a polk,eman on each corner. These policemen always, smile, wear funny clothing and
spend their time helping children across the street. Why do these children need
this help?
"Dick and Jane's mother spend a lot of time in the kitchen cooking a strange

food called 'cookies' on a stove which has no tame. But the most bewildering
part is yet to come. One day they drive out to the country which is a place where
Pick and Jane's grandparents are kept. They do not live with the family and
they are so glad to see Dick and Jane that one is certain they have been ostracized

from the rest of the family for some terrible reason.
"The old people live on something called a 'farm' which Is a place where many
strange animals are kepta peculiar beast called a 'cow', some odd looking birds
called 'chickens', which don't seem to fly, and a 'horse', which looks like a deformed moose.

"And so on. For the next twelve years the process goes on. The native child
continues to learn this new language which is of no earthly use to him at home
and which seems completely unrelated to the world of sky, bird', snow, ice and
tundra which he sees around him."
There are some who say that the Alaska native should not be encouraged to
join the white culture which he sees about him. Schools and other institutions
should forego their efforts to make something other than primitive natives of
these people. But this is not pose/ le, and hardly fair.

"The Alaska native is also a living, breathing human being who has been
touched by Western civilisagon. And like people from Sarawak to the edge of
the Saharapeople who have lagged behind the advancement of human knowledgehe is increasingly ataxic= to share in the wealth and opportunity be sees
about him.

"Someafilaska natives successfully have made the transition from the old
culture to the new. Most have not, despite the tens of millions of dollars spent
annually by the federal and state governments in their behalf. Many live in
conditions that match or surpass urban U.S. slums. Their educational progress
remains well below that of non-natives who share Alaska with them. Jobs are
scarce in the villages and job opportunities are not much better if they move to
a larger settlement. The welfare check, in many cases, is a way of life.,
"But since the first whaling vessel reached the Alaska coast, the native has
been increasingly unable to retain the purity of his culture. The past is fast
closing in behind him. The future is not rapidly opening before him."
814es H. Salisbury, "Communication and the Native Student," The Alaska Reams

(Sachuragly.Alaika : Alaska Methodist University, Vol. II. No. 2,1988), p. 15.
4 Star of 't Anchorage Daily News. The Village People (Anchorage, Alaska : The Daily
News, ION), 1b. 48.

.
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Regardless. of the difficalties, native people have a right not only to desire a
*lace in the majority culture of their country; they have a right to active partici
on in that culture so they may find a place that has meaning for them. This
Will require the sacrifice of many long-cherished values and many of the tradi!lewd ways of their oldeLsociety. "Such a process must be a voluntary one; still
there are nefriaderide~o support the claim that the people themselves desire
the change.'
10S010IIND II. ZDINItTIONAL FACTORS
'-

The impact of these circumstancesi on the average student can be marked by a
low level of aspiration. His whole situation conspires to defeat him before his
life is well begun. He has little hope of bettering hiluself in the future. In fact

his old cultural pattern tells him that he should be as good asbut no better
thanhis father in the various masculine skills. Therefore he hopes to be as
good a fisherman, as good a hunter or trapper, as well-educated as his father ;
but he often has little desire beyond this. Educators need to be aware of this
cultural force on the formation of the students' attitudes, and levels-of aspiration. Children from differing socio-economic levels lava community differ in
eagerness and aptitude for learning permits, according to Bernard. "Much as
we dislike the notion of social class in a democratically oriented America, the
fact is that membership in a given social class provides privilege for some and
imposes deprivation for others . . lower class pupils absorb from parents a
skepticism about education that imposes the doubleproblem of adjusting to
a n o t h e r c u l t u r e and adjusting to the curriculum . .

.

In some areas of Alaska, particularly where fishing is the major resource,
economics also may work against the educator. Whit education offers does not
seem as remunerative as the mythological remuneration afforded by the red
salmon runs. Young men of high school age may occasionally catch enough fish

to make their income higher than their teachers. Mien a teacher labors for
$8,000 for 9 months and his student may earn $10,000 or more In one summer

month, education does not seem either desirable or necessary. In a private

conversation one school superintendent in Bristol Ray put this fact into words:
"You will never _educate these kids' until yon dry up the bay l" But the reality
of the fishery as an economic resource is that the average income earned through
fishing is much less than teachers' except for once every five years when the runs
are lime. A more apt description of the fisheries as an economic resource expressed by one resident is that "fishing is like playing Russian roulette with a
revolver only one cylinder of which is empty.".Economic teethes inhibit normal
school progress not only through their negative effect on motivation of students,
but because the fishingAnd hunting endeavors are considered (sometimes justifiably in this economy),
In the Alaskan resear

sufficient reason to miss school.
dropouts, interviews showed that inferiority feelings

may bring an end to eft
way' we have put these

Lion altogether, and that the negative effects of the
'pie down through our educational programs may

cause early dropout from school.

". . . self-images of there students were imbued with deep feelings of inadequacy and inferiority. Such a devalued student image was very prevalent, and
its existence was confirmed by many teachers. Both teachers and native students
noted thai one of the important litat8011/1 for school dropouts and the lack of
motivation to enter high school stemmed from students feelings of inadequacy
in, dealing with the difficulties of the curriculum. This, deep-seated, negative
attitude is often transmitted to the student early In his . educational career
while he is trying to learn strange and often mealingless them in a language
over which he has little command."

The negative self-image is reinforced by both the prom

schools and by attitudes, bdth conscious and unconscious, of the

system in the

A study

of 760 elementary school dropouts by Overstreet revealed that '49 per cent of
these students had been retarded five or more gears and Met may one Per cent
Were at normal tirade pkeement." Another seven per cenn ere nine or -more

years retared.
:11111mrlizire

iMeaai, jean.

ea. oft
.

'0,1 Looming cod reads*: (New York: McGraw Hill

nos6CSias, Farkgr. op. oft, p. sta.
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The teacher, too, often reinforces the feelings of inadequacy, Racism, overt
or unconscious, within both the state system and the B I.A. schools, is a plaque
that erects barriers betw:en many teachers and their students. An inherent belief
that our culture is better than the pupils is expressed in differing ways every
day. Expressions such' as "dumb native" are too common to be other than tragic.
Often the teacher is led to believe this stereotyped image by the results achieved
on standardized tests which are designed to be given to middle-class, American,
white children in the lower states. One example of this will suffice. A reading
readiness test shows some automobile tires and asks students to identify what
kind of vehicle they belong on. All the members of one first grade class in Bristol
Bay answered that they belong on a boat. Any child in the lower states knows
that tires belong on cars, so according to the test answer, these students were
wrong. A teacher who does not have an understanding of local cultures may
feel that the students were not only wrong but that a mistake on such a simple
problem indicates that the students are "dumb." But it is the test, and the teacher, that do not know the correct answer to the test question. In Bristol Bay the
most common use of tires is to hang them over the side of a fishing boat for use
as "fenders" or cushions to keep the boats from being scarred by contact with
docks, scows, and other boats. Even the youngest children are smart enough to
know this and are mystified by the ignorance of the test's "correct" answer.
Another way in which teachers reinforce feelings of inadequacy and_ inferiority
wall revealed in the dropout research from the University of Alaska. Teachers
expressed the idea that "the only hope" for the native student was for him to go
to boarding school and thus be removed from the influence of home and community." The implication of this idea is that home and community must therefore be a bad influence and that the sooner the old village ways are gone the

better for young people. "Results of such beliefs when stated implicityand
in some cases explicitlyled to feelings in the community that there was something 'wrong' with being native. Subsequent attitudes of defensiveness and

inferiority established barriers between the teacher and the child which will not
easily be overcome." u

This is perhaps the saddest school failure of all. Indeed, some critics of

Indian school policies have said that the "most damaging of all . . . 18 not the
educational failure, but the psychological impact of years of nation:wide effort
in which the schools played a key partto convince the Indian, however Subtly.
of the irrelevance of his culture . . . and to press him,, however unwillingly and
unsuccessfully, into the American urban-industrial-middle-class mold." '
The Bureau of Indian Affairs educational policy seems bent on culture il genocide, and involves a kind of psychological murder, The insidious and subtle goal
of Indian education ifs reflected in this statement from a Bureau of Indian
Affairs publication.

"If Indiana are to become mature in the white man's culture, it is essential

that schools expose Indian children to experiences, situations and ideas that ,are
basic to our cultural assumptions.

"A more rapid means by which to accomplish the same goal would be to
marry off all the Indians to non-Indians, so that the children of the mixed
marriages would actually live with aspects of non-Indian culture. As we will
continue to have full-bloods with us for many generations, the school must

serve as the culture spreading medium." 4
This apparently benign concern implies the ultimate destruction of Indian ways
and peoples. It raises many questions. Why shouldn't we plan to have full-bloods

forever instead of for many generations? Why should the school be a "culture
spreading medium" in only one direction, from white to Indian? Why not let
tlis school be a true culture spreading medium with a mutual sharing of cul-

tural identities? As Byler points out, "the impact of what has been called
'acculturation by alienation' has been disastrous. "" The extent of the impact,
according to Byler, can be measured by the statistics of Indian alcoholism,
unemployment, divorce, child abandonment, suicides, assaults, delinquency and

emotional disturbance. The Indian student confronting this kind of basically
I° /bid., p. 328.
11lbid. p. 827.
"William Eyler, "The Disaster of Indian Schools," in Education News (New York : Vol
2, No. 7, April 8, 1968), p. 14.
"Willard W. Beatti. Education for Cultural Change (Chilocce, Oklahoma : Chilocco
Indian Agricultural Scam)), 1953), p. 238.
14 Byler. op. cit., p. 14.
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destructive attitude in the school must "choose between contradictory sets of
values and attitudes. ""
"Dais placed, in Dr. Saslow's words, in the 'ambivalent situation of having
to make a choice between the middle-class values of the school system and the
traditional values of his family and tribal heritage ; and whatever his choice,
facing negative consequences and/or alienatioit from the discarded source.'
"Many simply make no choice at all and make what amounts to a psychological

retreat, thereby acquiring the characteristics so many teachers and principals
complain marks so many Indian students: passivity, inaction, apathy, low
achievement. ""
The immediate problem facing a teacher who is new to Alaska and confronted

with a class in which the students are mostly native is communication. The
teacher, because of his training and years on a college campus, is apt to have
a blase attitude toward culture. To talk knowingly about art, science, world

events, is normaL But this is a world abotft which the student has only the most
limited knowledge. Words may not trigger the same reaction in a student that
they do in a teacher. Thus, when "Peter Pan" is mentioned in Naknek Village,
the teacher's mind begins to associate with James Barrie, a little boy who never

grew up, the English theatre, and whatever else may come to his mind from
that point. But the student's mind immediately begins to think of a cannery.
"Peter Pan," is the name of an old cannery, well-known throughout the bay.
Thus his mind moves in the direction of fish, boats, nets, and the sea, while his
teacher is thinking of something involved with the other side of the earth and
totally foreign to his student. The breakdown in communications in this situation is complete.
Since the teacher is the stranger in town, and in the minority group in the v11'Age, much of the burden and effort required to develop understanding falls on

him. His training and background should make the task easier for him. "Since
teachers are in the position of authority and control and possess key professional training, it would seem reasonable to hope that school personnel would
become familiar with community traditions in the hop_e of achieving better
understanding of the people among whom they work." Many teachers don't
accomplish this understanding simply because material is not available Is a
usable package.
In addition, "new teachers are often too isolated or too busy with adjustments

to a new location to be able to locate informative 'source materials." "
BACKGROUND M. STATISTICS

This general Alaskan Cultural problem works hardships that are reflected in

statistics. "Of the 5,368 native students who were of secondary school age in 1900,

1,882 or only 34.10 percent were actually enrolled In high school."' Drop out
rates as high as sixty percent of total enrollment were found in B.I.A. schools in
grades one through eight. 'While transfers from Bureau of Indian Affairs school
might account for a fractional portion of the loss, the major cause is simply
early dropout. "" Surveys have disclosed that of the students who manage to
stay in school through the high school years, half will not complete their freshman year of college and less than two percent are likely to continue till they
receive a Bachelor's Degree. " The University of Alaska study also showed
that, "Of 19,447 non-white adults twenty -five years of age' and older residing
in Alaska in 1900, 7,506 bad received fewer than five years of formal schooling.
8,415 non-white adults had no formal schooling; and the median number of
years of schooling completed by these Alaskan citizens is a disturbing six and
six-tenths years. ""
The evidence for the greater remunerative rewards for education is reflected
in statistics compiled for an area study of Bristol' Bay by the Alaska State
lioizing Authority. King Salmon, of three valises in the region that were comr.

111114. p. 15.

u Ray, Ryan, Parker.e.p.elt. P. 523.
*Arnold Granville, ' objectives for a Teaching Resource Unit on Alaska," a'
presented to the Righth Alaskan Science Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, 1257, from 9eleaoe is
Alaska 1157, pp. 154-155.
MI Ray, Ryan, Parker, op. ott., p. 41.
ZAWL5-42.
Daily News, of.
a.24.
" Ray, Ann, Parker, op. oft., pp. a-4.
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pared, has the highest grade-level of completed education, and also the highest
income. Heads of households in King Salmon averaged 12.7 years of education.
Income averaged $11,150.00. In Naknek, 18 miles away, the head of a household

averages 9.5 years of education end earns an average of $6,520. In South Naknek,
lust across the river, the education completed by the average head of a household
is 6.5. The average income is $3,210. The per capita incomes in the same villages
reveals an even more radical drop in income. King Salmon's average per capita
Income is $3,266; Naknek's average per capita is $1,388; but South Naknek with

an educational average approximately one-third that of King Salmon shows an
average per capita income of $683 or about one-fifth the amount earned in King
Salmon." The above statistics reflect averages compiled of both natives and
non-natives. Only Naknek and South Naknek report native heads of households,
but in both villages native families reflect educational levels little more than
one-half that of non-natives. Naknek shows 11.7 years of education for whites, but
only 7.5 for natives, while South Naknek shows a level of 10.3 years for whites,

and only 515 for native heads of households." Yet prestige in the community
has no connection with education. Prestige is awarded to fishing skill. The man
who is respected is the "high-liner", the man who catches the most salmon during the summer run. Young people, however, need to be helped to understand

that education has value in and of itself, and that in the long run it is also
more remunerative.

ILIWOILMZNDATIONS I. BOMB POBSIBLB PROCISAME4

It is believed that two major steps could be taken to deal with the problems

described to this point :

1. Develop a social studies curriculum for the elementary grades that would
be geared to teaching the native youngster about his own culture. This would
include units on language, cultural characteristics, customs, history and folklore. It would require the writing of our own textbooks and reading materials,
drawing up a list of suggested activities for individual students and the class
as a whole, listing resources available and developing a course outline to be
used as a study guide.

2. Develop a social studies unit that could be incorporated into an Alaska
history course, or, better, be taught as an elective semester course at the secondary level. This would help meet the need of our older students in a remedial,
short-range approach.
The purpose of these programs would be to involve the native student in his

own "nativity" in such a way that he would come to know and appreciate his
own cultural heritage. This would make him better 'able to adapt wisely to
other cultures. The instilling of pride in his heritage would serve to undergird
and support the student psychologically and combat the expectancy of failure.
The heritage of the Alaska native is one of highly successful adaptation to a
difficult and hostile environment. The student needs to become aware of the
prowess and adaptability of his people. It is believed that this would help
change the self-image of many of the students in Alaska. That it is important
for persons to hold an estimable self-image is a fact attested by psychologists.
"From birth to death the defense of the phenomenal twit is the most pressing,
most crucial, if not the only task of existence. Moreover, since human beings
are consclov,the future, their needs extend into the future as well, and they
strive to pr' tsf re not only the self as it exists but to build it up and to strengthen
it against ti:.
of which they are aware:''` This may account for the fact
that many students who are disinterested in normal academic subjects in Alaska
are intensely interested in discovering more about their own cultural, back-

grounds and heritage.
Other programs might include the following :
1. A comprehensive vocational program that would lead to the trades or semiprofessional occupations such as forestry, typing, office practices, commercial

cooking. As a correlative program develop shorter courses leading directly to
employment in Alaskan communitiesgarage work, construction, carpentry. Perhaps a program like that at the Opportunity School in Denver or in the Northland Schools of Alberta, Canada. would be a good guide for this attempt.
"Bristol Bay Borough Comprehensive Development Plan (Juneau, Alaska : Alaska State
Housing Authority, 1966), pp. 61 and 88.
ai IMd.. p. 88.

"Donald Snygg and Arthur W. Combs, Individual Behavior (New York : Harper &

Brothers Publishers. 1949). P. 58.
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2.
one,

first year carves-inoral Englialt-basedonalinmffatie approach, for grade
that a fair proficiency in speech could' be attained by those native Btudents hose homes still use native languages. Then the reading program could
.
1

be

8. A series of readers for the elementary grades which are realistically related
to the ay of life of the pupils and refer to economic, social and cultural activities wi which the pupils can identify themselves.
4. A 'museum of artifacts could be developed in many villages. Village people
often have examples of old crafts, artifacts, and historical documents and.items
that are suitable for display. Because they are dispersed throughout the cornmunig they have little impact. But if a display case (even dieearded one from
the 1 al store,. or one made especially for the purpose at the school shop) could
be set in a hallway at the school, the. material collected could have a deelded impact
native pride and concern for their' heritage. Credit could be given to the
owns of the items.
ilk !wary development is important, A. simple project would be to set aside a
al aret.in the school library that is reserved for good books about Alaska
, culttue, geography, art, anthropology.

. 7.! Develop lists of-resource people in the villages who could assist .teachers in
Preparing materials; teach units oq language; relate the "old ways" to students ;
there insights on local history. Te teachers' aides should receive appropriate
remuneration for these important educational tasks. They should not be used
'only to crank the mimeograph, ht4p take oft children's boots and coats, or exch.

sively to do those other non-edncational tasks that are an annoyance to the
regular teacher.

The final three suggestions could be implemented in local situations by teachers

or administrators. These programs do not necessarily require massive doses of
federal monies, nor should they put great strain on local budgets.

SEOOMMENDATIONS IL SOME NEW GOALS TOE NATIVE EDUCATION

The following are goals for classroom work in Alaskan villages. They do not
include certain traditional ethicational goals such as a list of historical concepts
or mathematical concepts which ought to be learned. They deal rather with a
more personalized change in student attitudes.
1. The self-imago of native students) must be enhanced through the relationship between teacher and pupil.
2. Student- self-image should be enhanced through the materials used in the

classroom. That la, appreciation for and understanding of local culture and
geography should be expressed in both curriculum and materials.

8. Understanding and appreciation for cultures indigenous to Alaska should

be increased.

4. A psyehologicel foundation of pride in one's cultural heritage and in one's

own personhood should be fostered.

5. The options available to native students should be realistically discussed
and the alternatives explored thoroughly. For instance : What is- a man to do
with his life? What does his own heritage expect or demand? What does the
white culture expect, Are there ways in which expectations of both cultures
can be met? What programslocal, federal, BIAare available?
8. Serious attention should be given to the ways in which culture worke:.The
methods by which one can function and maneuver within a strange culture
ought to be pointed out explicitly.

7. While learning about one's heritage is crucial, It should also be pointed out

that the purpose of studying the past is never to keep students harnessed in

the old ways. Knowledge of one's heritage is necessary for prWe, for self-orienta-

tion, for intellectural Interest But present and future ears Will make demands
which are radically different from those made on ,m.ta bt grandparents. The
most aggressively adaptable people, who are flexible slough to .retain the beat
wisdom from their heritage, and yet willing to try new ways and experiment
with new toms of social structure and personal life, will have best chance of
dealing with the culture that is emerging in Alaska.
anoosizawbarron lit- some or mbetir Paproopts Ann zorivrrnie

Present activities known to the writer biclide, the following. There may be

others.

1. TIM Rural Teacher Program at the University of Alasink.seeks to train

teaeliere 'opecillcally for service in Alaskan bush school/.
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2. The Northwest Regional Educational Research Laborabary has been developing a series of readers for elementary students which will reflect the characteristics of Alaskan culture. These are being used on a trial basis this year.
S. The same organisation is conducting seminars in sensitivity training and
higher-level thinking processes for Alaskan teachers and administrators.
4. Alaska Methodist University is currently training teachers and assistants for
Head-Start work in Alaskan villages. Child-rearing procedures, child psychology,
early Childhood education are topics covered in sequences of from one to four
years.
0. Guidelines have been laid down for development of an experimental pro-

gram at the Belts School in Noma This would provide for a special social
studies class dealing with Eskimo culture.

Alaska Methodist University has two Educational PersonnehaDevelopment
proposals that deal directly with important problem areas in native education.
1. Teaching Disadvantaged Alaskan Eskimo and Indian Youth. This program
is designed to retrain teachers and aides in isolated rural Alaskan schools with
special emphasis on the teaching of English as a second language and development of supplementary curriculum materials utilising regional cultural resources.
2. Inter-Cultural Curricula in the Pacific Basin : A Project in Inter-Crltural
Educational Personnel Develo meat. The program ,seeks to design and experi-

ment with lute- cultural curricula for use in the public schools in Alaska,
American Samoa, and the Pacific Slope. The purpose of such curricula would be
to make the educational processes relevant to these isolated areas ; to promote
achievement of native students ;Iito develop cultural pride and democratic participation among the peoples of
areas.

Both of the above proposals depend on funding by the Odice of Education,

but no word has bien received as yet.
The University of Alaska has three proposals pending funding.

1. A pilot inservice workshop for pupi personnel workers, teachers and
ailininistrators for schools in Alaska. This is a program to upgrade skills of
present workers and develop communications skills.

2. A planning, pilot and operating project for the training of administrators,

supervisors and guidance personnel for the culturally-disadvantaged rural schools

of Alaska. This is a training program to improve education for rural schools.
8. The Improvement of Reading Instruction in Alaskan Rural Schools. This
seems self-explanatory.
Status of these proposals is unknown to the writer. There are no doubt other
activities and proposed activities through the State Department of Education,
Bureau of Indian Afftairs or other agencies, but they are not programs with
which I have any contact.
Tsawnzione's Gaszaat, MERCHANDISE,
Tok, Alaska, April 1, 1969.
Dass SENATOR KENNEDY: We Kennedy fans spoke to you at the Sltka conven-

tion asking for help in getting an Indian boarding house here so the children from
local villages could go to high school.
We sent our material to Senator Robert as you told us. Alas that was not to be.

Senator Gruening got us the use of two duplex apts. that were standing idle

belonging to the Alaska Communications System (A.A.F.).
The kids are jammed in like sardines but it is very successful.
Fairbanks is no place to send young kids away from home, always a boom tawn
now it is going to be more so on account of oil.

They are able here to go 'biome weekends, their parents attend the local basketball games in the school gym, we all mix up together on the bleachers and yell for
OUR TEAM. In fact two boys who were in Fairbanks from Eagles screamed until
they brought them out here.
We have a fine school, good teachers who are interested in the kids.

If the government, sells the ACS as they are trying to we need a building for
a boarding school, or the use of the two we now use.
Also Fairbanks now has a big drive on in the paper claim 50% kids on dope.
Concerned parents organization etc. No place for our kids.
The villages who come here are l'etlin, Northway, Eagle, Tanacross, Mentasta
and Dot Lake. We all know each other ; it is a good setup.

Myna

Idnuaz Tzawn.a.lots.
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am keeping my supply of Kennedy buttons. Couldn't bear to throw

them away.

We gals who went to Sidra to see Robert would love to go to Anchorage or
Fairbanks to see you, but only if there will be an occasion. We want you to take
care of yourself and keep rested up.
A Mend just phoned a young Indian boy 18 found frozen to deathtween a bar
and a house. He should have \been in school. Was a dropout.
Sr. MAZY'S CATHOLIC CIV SOIL

Bt. MOMS, Alaska, May 80, 1989.

Senator TED Smuts,

Iletsaior for Alaska,
Washington, D.C.
tams SITHATOR STICVILN : In a recent news letter you stated that Congress was
oublishing a book containing the eulogies in memory of the late E. L "Bob" Bart-

lett. I admired the late Senator as a man dedicated to, always ready to listen
to the people of Alaska, and would like to have a copy of this book if it is still
available.
As an Alaskan, I, for one, thank you and especially Senator Edward Kennedy

for visiting the villages of Alaska. And, I am grateful that you did not let party
politics effect your visit. I have been a missionary for over a decade among the

native people of Alaskain fact I had spent the Easter holidays at Pilot Station and left snow machine just the day before you arrived thereand it is
so seldom that the influential people of Washington, D.C. actually visit and see
what conditions in "the bush" are really like. I think it is unfortunate that there
are those that would like to turn such occasions into a political football.
y I be so bold as to mention some of the poor conditions that you may have
seen or heard about.
For example, When you were at Pilot Station you could not have helped but
notice that the people have no, running water in their homes, not even into the
village. Yet the B.I.A. must have spent thousands of dollars for a water system
there. Some seven years ago, a well was driven but it turned out to be bad water.

Then they put in a small dam. In the "lower 48" it would undoubtedly work
well, but here, where every particle or moisture freezes, expands and thaws
again,' anything can happen. And it did I Each year the dam has had to be repaired. Meanwhile, up the valley about a quarter-of-a-mile, is a beautiful spring

that runs the year around. It must be good water as I and others have carried
water from there at different times, for a number of years, and we are still
alive. With a minimum of cost, and engineering, I'm confident that a gravity
flow system of good water could be provided for the village and the B.I.A.

-

Or, perhaps you may have noticed, that despite the quite complete B.I.A. plant,
there is not a shower for the women and children of the village. The men do take
sweat baths, but the women and children seldom bathe the year around. Where

there is a tremendous need for sanitation and cleanliness for the health of the
people, even a single shower for women and children would be a help.
Perhaps also, 'you may have beard of the request of the Eskimo parents, of

the villages, back in 1962, for the use of the vacated Air Force buildings at

Bethel to be used a; a boarding High' School for their High School aged children.
The B.I.A. took it over and spent hundreds of thonsands of dollars in remodel-

ing a buildingfor their purposeswhich was already excellently designed for

boarding facilities.
The people see these things but seem to have little recourse. I. have spoken..

for same, to various visiting local officials, but the usual:, esponse is that no
money 'has been allocated for that purpose or that WeiaJzIngton, D.C, dictates.
a certain policy shduld be folk:rived, e.g. drilling a deep well.

Meanwhile, alcoholism is becoming more and more of a problem. Perhaps it
is an escape-for them from the harsh living conditions they experience, and the
ideal which they can see, but alone cannot achieve.

Enclosed (thermofaxed letters) is au incideht of the past, which shows what

happened on an official, basis. The Eskimo gentlemen involved, resigned after be-

waring confused and frustrated. After comPlying With .all,the directives of the
first letter, and the said District Judge appearing at EICKftys and swearing in*
aii,ltryson,, on, or about, August .8: (of-that year), the second letter arrived!
Wh$ wouldn't be confused!
.

*
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No doubt you beard much more, but it is on such occasions when you visit

us that the people have an opportunity of speaking with you.
In August, Senator, we have been annually holding it convention at St. Marys.

Though the primary purpose of this convention is en atmosphere of spiritual
and moral renewal, it is aimed also at providing an opportunity for the people
to visit one another, socialize, and share cultural ideas. In the past years Eskimo
people from some 10 to 12 villages up and down the Lower Yukon River have
been attending, This year it will begin on the evening of August 12 and continue
through the 15th. Usually August 15 is the big day. You tve cordially invited to
attend.
Sincerely and respectfully yours,

Rev. PAUL. B. Muzurs, S.J.

Attachments.
SUPERIOR COURT, STATE OF ALASKA,

Nome, Alaska, August I, 1967.
Mr. WILLIAM '"TSON,

R. Mary's, Alaska.
Thus Ma. Tram : I have your letter of July 27. I will do my best to answer
the questions as fairly as I can.
I believe under the circumstances you should resign from the City Board
of Trustees at the time you are appointed magistrate. I intend to ippoint you

magistrate effective August 15, 1987.
You will be receiving a safe and books from Ludvig Oat, the former magistrate

who lives at Fortuna Ledge. You are to take this State property, secure it,
protect it, and place it in a place where it will not be destroyed or damaged
and utilise it as magistrate.
I will endeavor to come to St. Marys and help train you for a few days or
District Judge Maurice Kelliher will comedown and assist you.
The City Council should: 1. as soon as possible pass city laws ; 2. appoint a
city policeman and 3. have a place of confinement or jail for any persons who
violate the law who come before you.

I am sending to the City Council the things that they should do in order to
keep the ,magistrate there. If I can be of further ,assistance to you please so
advise.
Sincerely,

Wn.msm H. $Aripzas.
SUPERIOR COURT, STATE or ALASKA,

Nome, Alaska, "August Z5, 1967.
Mr. WILLIAM Tyson,

St. Mary's, Alaska.
DEAR Ma. Tram : I have received your application for magistrate for the
Wade Hampton District and am considering it along with other applications.
Judge Kelliher mentioned io me that you may be building a building or doing

other things thinking perhaps that you were the only applicant for the job.
This letter is to notify you that your name will be given every Consideration
for the position but that you should not make any commitments depending upon
the position until I have actually appointed you.

This letter is written in the hope that you will not commit yourself to any
expenses or resign from the City Council until after you have received an
appointment.
Sincerely,

WILLIAM H. SAiitins.

"Axone NATIVE BROTHERHOOD," SUMMARY BY JEROME TRIGG, NOME, ALASKA

Majority of the people both native and white that I talk to feel that Nome

Public School should not be built by Belt! siehnol.

There seems to one or two problems, Nome School kids may oi would be set
back in assignment to compare with Beltz students, or Beltz students that are
taking special teaching to catch up grades to their ages would have to ba lowered
in grades.
Nome public school should be built in different town area,
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That Belts be a good vocational training high school along with high school
curriculum. That :fosse public school students that want to take vocational training could take courses at Belts according to_ teaching space. Also Belts students
that just want to take academic with plans of going to college be able to attend
Nome Public School full time. This exchange system would be most beneficial to
our minve children also would lease free the availability of student housing at
Belts for village children.
The natives feel that all high school students are not college material, therefore good vocational training should be available.
But "good advisor" should be in school Osten to encourage student with good
ability to go to college.

Along withimplans for a Belts School gym and swimming pool shi.:Od be included Thole we live near the sea very few nt fives know how to swim. Several
children drown every year because they don't know how to stay afloat. Wa would
like a swimming pool at Belts School area 4for an kids to learn to esdin and for
the short days of winter.
recreation, as recreation Is very limited
Grade school children are divided into two or three groups of the same grade
and are taught accordingly. They do not compete iwith better students so they
do not do their best. These are the thinking of many parents. These children are
given test at beginning of school and placed in different rooms according to their
test. Usually it looks like they are just separating the natives from other races.
Although they claim this will change and use an Alphabet system.
No school bus is provided and should be for King Island area and FAA area
located near airport.

One of the most important factors is that some text books should be used

throughout the state. By State BIA school and others different text books in different schools creates a hardatdr among our Nomadic natives as they move to other
areas In search of work.
Any plan to teach native children near home is weleomen. We hope with high
schools there will also be a Junior College in our area soon.
Most of talented natives are lured away to other area and other states because

leek of jobs and lack of proper job placement officers. Thus leaving up with
very little talent to work with.
To be a good student one must havce comfortable home. I am not speaking. of
elaborate homes, but a home that comfortable with adequate room. Most of the
natives are living in kitchen and living room with no bedroom or toilet facilities.
Many as 10 persons live in one room. This is a problem one cannot study at 'home,

or take a bath. Much skin sore are predominant on native children. Being

crowded at home the kids are playing in street tin late at night and leave home
at an early age.
Nome being one of the many places with poorest howling is Cams shot down.
They say we can go to Bank and borrow to build houses. But the hank won't lend
money to these poor natives. They ray Bartlett housing Bill data not fit Nome
but only to villages. But these same people are moving to Nome in hopes of
bettering themselves.
There is very little poverty program in Nome and Nome area All proposals
are not funded and the local cep board has given up after three years of trying.
Headstart, child area centers, bath houses for King Islanders and other natives,
help yourself home repair, all these have never hem fundedthey say there is
no money.

'One Vista worker is doing wonders for church ldndbrgarten is doing wonders
inn this is for very few. If these something like Vista workers to help school
'student in certain location of Op town this would be good.

Al I stated there are Aso barn house facilities this creates a health problem

also creates a oereeestliy problem u a rattle child will haves stroThus
or. Thus
in King
making a native an unwelcome in the w to society. This is not
Island village, but exists all over Nome which is made up of many villages.
Fery little i being done to preserve the Native culture, both by natives or

other.

It lFbcped by native leaders that natives of Alaska will get a substantial
we will put some of
our miserable homes aside and live in warm and clean home, upgrade our
land settlement. Through Native Development Corr

standards of Hying schooling and improve our health and education standard.
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TLINGIT AND "'AIDA INDIANS OF ANCHORAGE,

Anchorage, Alaska, April 10,1969,
Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education,
Washington, D.O.
DLLs ISEffsroa Kept rigor : Enclosed is a deposition submitted In lieu of our
appearance before your subcommittee during your recent tour of Alaska Native
villages.
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

Although the members of this organization now live In the urban area of
Anchorage, we all came from villages and we still have relatives there. We
feel that we have, perhaps, some insights as to the problems of vowing up in
the villages and then moving into the competitive atmosphere of an Alaskan
city. We have made the se-called transition, often in spite of tremendous odds,
but we also recognise that there are many pitfalls yet in our way. We also
recognise the immense difficulty facing the Native people, young and old, when
they are required to give up an old and familiar culture without being adequately
trained in the ways of the new one that will take its place.
At any rate, we hope that you will consider there views as a part of the total
picture of NeUve educational needs in Alaska.
We wish your subcommittee, and you, every success in your attempts to allevi-

ate conditions that can only get worse with the passage of timeif something
isn't done soon.
Most sincerely,

Louis F. JACQUOT,

President.
THE EDUCATIONAL NERDS OF THE ALAARA NATIVE PEOPLE

(By the Tlingit & Haida Indians of Anchorage, Anchorage, Alaska)

Although education, in and of itself, is not a panacea for the ills of society,
the American Experiment has shown that education is the most effective vehicle
available in the acculturative process. Historically, wave after wave of peoples

with a \Ade variety of cultural backgrounds have settled in the New World-French, Dutch, Germans, Jews, Irish, Italians, Slays, Chinese and Japanese.
At first, they tended to form sub-communities within the Mies and remained
relatively aloof from the larger society around them. By the second generation,
however, the young began to move into the larger society and soon became an
integral part of it. This process was considerably accelerated in the latter half
of the nineteen* and the first part of the twentieth centuries as the nation
embarked on the great experiment with mass education.

Acculturation has alwayS been a two-way streetmore so in America than
anywhere else. For while the minority was being educated in the ways of the
majority culture, they were also able to exert a considerable influence, by way
of the democratic process, on the makeup of the overall society that emerged.
(In a word, the process was one of amalgamation rather than of absorption.)
As a result, American society has never been staticit is eclectic, ever changing
and flexible,. Problems and intolerable conditions that afflicted the Old World
were more often than not resolved in the New.

To take into its bosom a diverse peoples, to change them, and in the process
to be changed by them has long been an American trait much admired the world

over. And in the end, this will have been America's greatest contribution to
Civilisation.

(It appears that a major contributing factor to the racial and ethnic unrest

sweeping our nation today has been a breakdown in this amalgamative process.
For while the Negro has been told to join the society, he has been hemmed in
and his talents and creative energies have been diverted.)
The Tlingit and Heide people, along with Alaska's other Native peoples, propose to use education in the same manner. They know that the old ways are fast

disappearing, and that they and their children must change with the times if
they are to survive. They also know that education is one method of becoming
acculturated within a short period of timefor they have seen sons and daughters go through the process in one generation. Yet they also desire to retain that
which they know is right and has value. Therefore, they propose that they will
become so much a part of the culture that will emerge, that many of their ideas
and ways will be accepted and that many of the problems now afflicting the
state and nation may be ameliorated. However, the Native people are not able
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to gain this new education by themselves at this timethey need Mil Nil% help
from the society at large. The scale of the assistance required may be surmised
from the following facts:
After 100 years under the American F4 the illiteracy rate in the Southwest and Northwest regions (almost wholly Native) runs between 22 and
12%. (For the U.S. 2.2%; for the state WM.)
The vast bulk of the Native people who have attended school have received less than an eighth grade education.
Less than 200 of the state's 54,000 Natives have graduated from college.

Native unemployment Sores, even in the cities, indicate a rate three

times that of the general population.
Per capita income in predominantly Native regions remains half that of
the other regions.
Prospective and projective population figures indicate that a mass movement of Natives from the villages to the urban centers of the state will take
place within the next threadeeades.

Alcoholism, disease and mental health problems are most vote among
those Natives who have moved to urban areas without adequate education,
and who thus cannot compete on an even footing either for jobs or training Programs.
Yet those Natives who have bad an opportunity to receive full-scope edu-

cation (i.e., first grade through college) do as well or better than immigrants to the state.
In other words, specter of inassive dislocations of one-fifth of this state's
population portends tremendous problems for the society in the near future. If
these people were properly educated and had the tools to compete in an Industrial society, they would be contributors to that society rather than a potential

threat. A crisis is approaching, and it Is
written for all to see.
The Seagram has before it now, or
in this session. a bill that proposes to
extinguish Native claims to the land for a large cash settlement. A multi-minim)

dollar Native Development Corporation is to be est up that will, in ten years,
be controlled by the Natives themselves. The reasoning is that the settlement
monies will not be dissipated, but will be invested for the benefit of the i loPle
in perm tufty. But the basic problem still remains: where are these trained
Native leaders to come from?

In order to prepare the people for the immediate future, various Native peeps
in Aneorage ham during this', pert winter, been encouraxinz those with potential skills to return to school either for retraining --...eraras, college, or graduate

*ere

work In crucial areas. The Bureau celndlen Attain. and other

contacted in hopes of locating funding programs. (Many of the
le with high
skill potential are justifiably reluctant to leave their jobs when, in addition to
loss of salary, they must contemplate spending $15,000 for a BA degree and another $15,000 for the Ph.D.) Some help was obtained, but by and large many

excellent teams remained mere paper programs because they were not prop
erly funded. For example, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has a very good grantin-aid program for Native undergraduates. but has greet 4.1.2culty in providing
meaningful help for all those who are interested and eligible. Furthermore, the
Program does not include graduate students beeline at the lack of funds.
The state has established a system of State Operated- Mods throughout the
rural areas, and is in the process of abaorhing Bureau of Indian affairs schools
whenever feasible. The State Constitution requires that the state provide an
equal education to all of the children of the state, but again this is not always
the case because of funding problems. For one thing, federal aid fund' are plaod
directly in the state's General hand and thence' appropriated by the leMaLture.
Too often, urban legislators, In control of Sasebo coonifittess, disregard rural
needs and approgriae these feeds as if they came from the state treasury aloae.
In *Mitten, the state has not wholeheartedly Ohotildered the Modes atrural WueadonItndies often remain 1/4C that stage; tieee "aebedules speak of decades

rather than years; innovative programs are poterly coordinate& inadequately
fundelt Ind *ben oriented. As a result, rural edianetioitla Alaska appears to be
.

.

hat Wielded
at
thou,
1111111114Ve
lot and.
. tffileby both
federal pnerninsata. One that, is fully financed, realhaleallY. moordia* And
aimed specifically et the rival areas of this state. The needs In.. ahlrhala, Ultinstitate, and increasingly critical. The Um for leaf drawn out and detailed
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studies is put. (There are drawers full of educational studies tuoited away

in various offices around the state.)

If the Human Rasources of this state are to be developed to their fullest potential, if the Native people are to be reelistically acculturated in the shortest
possible time and if the mistakes that created the ghetto conditions in the other
states are to4ibe avoided, then immediate steps must be forthcoming that would
establish and folly fund a total concept educational program for the Native peoples. The prOgrare, must provide training from kindergarten through college or
trade school in order to wipe out the 100 years of human blight that now exists

among the people.

The Native people know and love this land. They are willing to learn. They

have much to offer.

Paoszaits or Eirsato PROM TODAY
(By Edith Commons, Principal Teacher, BIA, Newtok. Alaska)
rur t. PIM= enounts 1110017121:11D IN =AMINO =UMW eTrDelfTS rx
era 4030014
I. Language barrier :
A. Addmo igooken at hum
B. adICI buns Bnilloh at .vehrA

a anal& used only at ,ahod
D. Was mum or occasion to practice speaking English
II Huger factor:

A. Children hop out of bed and come right to 'school without eating, comb-

In, hair, or washing:
4
a. Juice and graham credoors; although served regularly, are not
adequate
B. School cook often too ill-trained, lasy, or apathetic to cOok Al* food

utich is available for the children's school lunches

a. Bureau backs up the cook against the principal supervisor to a

disputa about whether or not the children are beim fed enough
b. Warmed -up song pilot bread, Milk, ant dry
was typical
menu of a $4J0 per hoar cook who bad had eight years
years *nominee
C. Children /Kg toad at teacher's house on Tuesdays and Thuradne
a. Tuesdays' and httradelta are Bingo ,Plying Days tor the punts

--

_

M. Fatigue factor:

Cldidren decide their van bedtimes

B. Council pealed a law eying all children wore to. be, in their houses

by 0:00 p.m.

0.

.

a. Cldldrei& around school house until 10:00 or hitter:.
L The Wets are here at the school

at Armory begin after 8:00 p.m. 01 seinnd 018hts

a.

school for movies

L The

the MUM*

D. With such mall
having a late putt the

are onsideredbad if they refuse pi mission to use
Melt after 8:00
are judged toad even when they postpone it to
beginning at 7:00

B. House* so small that
IV. Beerthg problems*

when one family member Is sick, druuk: ur
re do not sleep sone
must be wall wall dinners

.

A. Mu to forty percent of
population has draining ears Or other:
hearing *Mow in one ear or beth
a. Eurdusaged before child ever reachstichool
,
b. Doctor Wei directions over radio, for ear care, medical aide
&fettle* the mother does it one day. BON two, does it mite again and
then neglects it -Completely

e. Two different parents seen in two different commiW..tin slapping
their child in the ear in a public place
B. Witt, bearing problems, it Is doubly hard for child to
a second

:Child
Child needs more individual attention than teachir can she lit a
reader classroom environment
.

.

b. Hearing aids and auditory trainers are slowly acquired through

proper channels

.
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I. Too atm child breaks hearing aids
2. Child must wait until he is older before he is trusted with
hearing aids

C. Nurses cheek ears, 'recommendations are made, nothinghappens
a. One special speech and hearing teacher In Kotsebue teaches fifty
students
1. That teacher may be a superior teacher who is very consclentime but, I think, It ie impossible for her to do the Job adequately
with that number
V. Slight probler..e:
A. Ryes were checked this year with a device which looked to be similar
to Suellen Chart
a. Suellen Chart ladtratoa awards only
1. Myopic children are (omerally among the better readers
B. Glams provided at minimal fees or perhaps tree
a. Plastic frames break easily and must be replaced by owners

1. Parents frequently delay or refuse to send $1.75 for new
C. Public Health doctor would not fit lees than age ten students with
frames and at the same time buy a $1100 snow mobile

Oasis'

a. Reason given was that he was not well enough trained to fit them

Droned."

Parr 2. IINVORTIMATIE *FAULTS CIZZITD Ef paritair PROOLibili

I. Ovengednees
A. Students two or more years behind their counterparts in lower fortyeight
B. Reasons for overageness
a. Bilingual students taught in second language
b. Child hungry and comes to school only for food
c. Child frequently too tired to study in school
d. Many children have hearing irts,sight problems
Parents pull underage and+other child
out of school whenever they have
some work for him to do at home
D. Children at Newtok miss aproximatele two months of school each
year because parents move to anether village where the fishing is better
during the summer
II. Older student with negative feelings toward school can adversely affect
the younger students' attitudes
A. Sense of failure felt by older student can be used as whiplash on a
younger, more esecesetul, student

B. Unsuccessful students call younger successful students "gunk"

(white man) to shame the younger students for showing them up
C. With so many grouts, of children who have so many special problems,

the teacher cannot spend the time needed to win their respect and ad-

mindion
a. Instead of having thirty-one Andante on an achievement span of
four or five levels, the teacher shonlii have less than ten students on one
achievement level, if possible, to be most effective
I.. Children require special education techniques
III. Chile en are special education problems
A. Do not fit mental maturity or achievement test norms
H. Retarded two years behind normal grade level
Bilingual
D. Diffeeent culture

R. =prevalence of health problem

P.
G. Without TV
IV. Schools coodueted
clamming
A. Tubed personnel difficult to obtain and retain
B. Bellew do not keep pace with the growing schoorilaroinnInin
C.
aides
Well required to be high school eradustes be.
cause there are eh few inkimo high echoed graduates living brae Tillages
D. Possible finencial problems in hiring adequate tat eldng stet ter other
than
10. Public-7u= of problems in Mitimo schools,
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PAW a. POSIllita acv., T-Onla TO lung, Tan ream HILT TILEMULTIO

I. Iffectricity made available
A. Woad elbednate much of the need for fuel oil or gasoline for heating,
cooking, and lights

a. Puel oil and gasoline are expansive to have shipped so tar
b. People always run short of fuel oil and gasoline every spring and

borrow froth the BLS.
B. TV would be poidble by' satellite

a, Children and adults would be able to practice Kuala&

II. &thermal service

A. Weather is too determining a factor in mall delivery
D. People often wait for months for food, ski -duos, and other ordered
items to be delivered

Q

*sank*

shut off during bresknp and treeee-up because
IT. Village
mail pla
land
o end Wean= to ore..)r supplisi because mall service
D. PeoW throe° tnot
deMyed for ei teeth at a tithe
a. Telegrainviate expensive to and
M. Mole ishe _
A. Moat peon* in Nwwtok are welfare recipients
B. Ababa needs
to hire and haul untrained, uneducated, and
a. Vow it be
Jobe?
poor peopie to road
__can

C. Alaska schools need mare teachers

nMould u be peseitla for. one well-tvilined ember to supervise MT"
oval untrained. but wines insteictional aides to hap, with the tateldngt

IV. Major dodgem lett up to whole village votes rather than to Maze

councils

. A. Village council presided& in both, id/lases where I have tanglit;have
been the alone or the son era shaman_
or power of councils peeler an
D. ZIA working to increase the .In
ante the hand* of die Atha=
andhe
pl
odeetiona.
C. Although Mew council insinberinie elected by aim
Say oftea de not et responsilily for tbe .vallage as a- wb014,
ratba,.01''

,

dieted tether elm fame, or dart

a.r.ITOo often Via. better guided avoid respoosibilhy id, public

T. Batter easeuggatiena mem,
le Gee eittletecial station nenely
.40 Jai&

D. ifewspeperit mid megashmie arrive two weeks or, move late ,
, ,..
VI. Drelevinff .effuestion

A. Pledgee

B. Makthg local

stand

schools available

trainers thr pendants who are hard of hearing
V. Prodding soda
D. Making IOW. More -readily available for than students who neat
- 4-* .
them
K. Pig languageithe In each school

VII. 3 .f~ health care

A. Medical akte not adequately trained

.._.
B. Doctors, and mom need $5 visit the village more often than Once per
a. More extended training PrOgrasall are needed

ymir

a. Native health hospital facilities need expanding

Ipit 7,1
,

TARIM HATON004

liesitor Two KIINISIST,

/Israel Bay Ailitko,

Sew*, geboonatitthe Hearings on Mimi Jolt,
afeneen-Alsehn.

Dna Maker= KneniDT: Dolores Padilla, representing Kodiak Rural CAP,
requested Jotters concerning ,valise. prOblems 'to take to the hearth"; but the:
letter reachistep late sofim hoping this reaches yon,

Kodiak tit la trying to secede from the borough. Aa. a ..hinge ;teacher -1 am .
concerned about the future of their schools. Recently Kodaak pzepitheil dropping
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Another means of increr.sing cohesion and pride among villages would be
the getting, together periodically feu play days, discussions, etc., by students.
teachers and parents in villages which can be reached by water, by weasel, or
by air charter. Many villages could be connected by highways also.
As to the various health services, this village school has no records concern-

ing the health Antes of its students. We have had a doctor only once this
school year, the dentist once (2 days each). No eye examinations by a qualified
°Peden have been made in at least two years. No audiometer teats have been
administered !dr several years.
When through testing urged by me the water sources proved polluted, and
on another occasion when requested vitamins for dietary supplement, I was

advised by the supervisor that the children's health was not my concern. At
that lime at least three-fourths of the villagers were sick.
7. Equip the villages with schools which are adequate to modern instruction

and see that they have text books, teaching machines, science eqpment,
comparable to that used in urban schools.

Example : The big dictionary we have is older than I am. We have no
globes, not even one microscope, no Bunsen burner. This list could be expanded over several pages, but the above indicates what I mean.

& Compensate, rural teachers through living facilities and salaries which
reflect the untold hours of service they must give in order to be effective in a

foreign environment.
I will be most interested in learning the results of your hearings. Thank you.
Sincerely yours,
Mies Donors= IL TATI.011,
Teacher in Charge.
Airman EIINAL STATION,

Akhiok, Alaska, March 8, 1989.
Senator EDWAND 10INNIX)Y,

U.S. Senate, Waakkigton, D.O.

Dean Swam Kiatnier. I have just learned that you will be coming to Alaska
in April to attend hearings on the edneatim of the Alaskan native. My wife and
I are serving as Vista Volunteers in Akhlok, Alaska, a =tali Tillage located on
the sentheasa. .. end of Kodiak Island. We have lived in Akhiok for almost 'even
months and, in that time, we feel that we have developed some insights into the
problem of education in Alaska.
There are, In fact, approximately 120 Vista Volunteers in Alaska, all of whom

have been in their villages since midsummer and have information concerning
BIA, State, and Borough schools in Alaska. I urge. you to consider Vista as a
resource while you are studying the education systems which serve Alaskan
natives.
I would like to relate to you the experiences we have had with education in
Alaska, The school in Akhlok is run by the Kodiak Island Borough. The Bor-

ough operates six such schools in the village iround the island with a total
enrollment of approximately 250 Aleut children. The administrators who run
the Borough School District are definitely prejudiced against the village schools.

A naeucal report just issued shows that the Borough Is spending only part of
the money it receives from the Federal Government for the village schools in
the villages. There is no lunch program of any kind in the village schools despite

the fact that free surplus foods are available for such a program from the Department of Agriculture.
The disregard for the needs of the village schools reaches fantastic ProPortions. The school in Akhiok was without paper and pencils for two months be-,
cause an administretor "forgot" to send them down here, even though he was
asked again and again to do so. Akhiok has no record player, no tape recorder.
no du
machine, and there have been no bulbs for the film projector for
over
months, despite the pleas of the teachers. The school has not had
running water for three months although the threat of the State Health Department to close It may finally bring some action.
In my opinion, the attitude of the Borough has seriously retarded the education
of the Aleut ehildren on Kodiak Island. In the last few months I have watched
four high school students drop out and return to Akhiok. They constitute roughly
half of the group which left Akhiok in the fall to attend high school. I asked why

they dropped outI asked their guidance counselors in Kodiak, I asked the

village teachers, and I asked the students themselves. The guidance counselors
did not know why the boys had left. There are so few counselors in Kodiak and
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eta' are, la overworked that they rarely Ina .to know any students well.' The
Tillage *When were able to give me more of en mew 1101-..ted erd min-Wing
their first year in Alaska, thegivere appalled to mint that the reading bevel of

theise.boys was roughly foottb or fifth grade when they started high school. Yet
they were expected to de ninth or tenth grade work at the. Kodiak High School.
When I woke With the boys I was told that the work was too difficultlx Kodiak
and tbat it was bard to adjust to their new surroundings.
I could go on in thin vein, buethese are only: trine: oymptoree.or a .more basic'
Problem which exists throughout Alaska. Tho various education systoles which
serve the Alesiura native are insensitive to his needs. The children receive their
first eight year, of schooling in their villages and need special program designed
to overcome the limitations imposed by this isolation. Yet indeed of advanced
progra designed to deal with this, problem, one often finds mediocrity and
eyed -sealed.
Kale
Because of the small isolated character ofethe villages there are usually only
two or three teachers in each village.. In the course of his first eight years of ed-'
.

.

ucatioa a child may have only two different teachers. One poor Midler. one
secant?* prejudiced individual, can conceivably cripple the chances at 20 to 80

or 100 Eskimo, Indian, or Aleut children of ever receiving a good education.. As
teachero are not properly screened and rarely fired up here, there are many iamb
teachers in the bush right now dooming children to future educational failure. n
I ask you to; consider these things carefully. iiiirch needs to be done in Mirka

to. pat the education of the Alaskan native 9n a per with that received hy
white counterpart in Alaskan cities and-the-lower 4a The Bureau Of radian.
Affairs and the State of Alaska simply cannot do the job unless they are given
more resources and drastically revamped to bring in dedicated and capable
individuals.
Please do what you can for these people.
Sincerely,

DAM P. Oman=
GAtosera., Amara,
January 18,1989.

Dr. Curren Herrman,

Coinosimioner of Edsoation,

Juneau, Alaska

Doug ISIA: At the January 7th meeting of the Gembell Advisory School Board

the rural education proposal was discussed at length, and we would like to

express our opinions en thinsubject.

1. The proposal to build facilities in five cities in Alaska to provide high

. school education for the etudents from the villages leaves much to be desired.
We do not see this limited type of program as what we bad anticipated when
the possibility of regional high schools was proposed. .

.

In the lower 48 states high school students have the PA/mints of attending
schools near their homes, even in areas of widely-inattered population. It is
not uncoggruou lu ruaL arras to nave high 'Chopin with is new u 50 or di)
students enrolled. Why-can't such a plan be considered for Allis* as well?
For instance, this year there are approximately 70 etudealtetim
Lawrence
Is. who are attending high schools as fax away as Okla.
are alao.Otheli
in the Village who could. attend if there were a high school located on thi, WI*
2. Twoparenta on thwhoird expressed their eatisfection with their. children's
educatiokand the 'experience gained at Kt: Edgecumbe and Chegawa, thereby
iiiqireashig the gratitude of the majority of parent!.

2. Although recognial4 is value ut travel en hoeing situational, mint pareate.
would like their -thildres to' get their high Oboe! education eloper to home.
There would be an OpPortunity for travel when they leave for

hale; a slue
;

Wcbelionte that there in a deckled:benefit to, he !Magee

school is the community.

-:(a) .Tbere- would be an inci4altse in activities !or 'the coninitilti-,siisiaV
cultural,. epectator Spar* etc.), centering artiOnd 'the educational
Thereliould be an nignortunitY for thtimirents to partielPat*
take
pride in their Chlidren'S &Chidinnate, benedttba both the student :and` the
parent, and hence the enirmunity.

,

.

(e) There would be a greater stimulation to the adolts as they eitininthe
25:

benefits Of learning.

,
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(d) It would tend to unify the lives and Interests of the parents and their
high school-age youth, rather than to intensify the cultural and generation
"gap", an the present system of education Is doing.

5. We would like to urge that careful consideration be given to the development of a larger number of high schools situated nearer to the communities from
which the students originate.
Sincerely,

Views Campesu.,
GRACE St.wooKo,

Mmausint A RIPEN.

Mucci' We Lupus,

ABRAHAM Kaninoax,

Members of the Advisory School Board, Gambell.

Pam T. Dixon & Assocurte,

Anchorage, Alaska, May 16,1969.

Bon. EDWARD RENNSDY,

Senator, State of Massachusetts, United Stales Senate, Washington, D.C.
Dias Szmaros; We are transmitting herewith, for your, information and follow

up as you see St, Resolution No. 16 of the Association of Village Council
Presidents.
Respectfully yours,
tAtIschlDent3

PAUL T. DIXON.

A81100IATION or rim Wu.= Coulson PlIERIDENT8 RESOLUTION No. 16

WhAlits, the Native people of Alaska lack the knowledge of the history of
their people and ;
Whereas, the culture of the Native people is disappearing rapidly due to the
transition of the Native people; and

Whereas, the younger generation is in danger of losing their true identity,

Now therefore be it resolved that the Association of Village Council Presidents

request an accurate history of the native people of Alaska be written; and
Be is further resolved that the Association recognises the value of the title
ESEA, Project which begins this program and is proposed by the State

for the Bethel and St. Mary's high schools and requests approval of that
Program.

Pia Thomism,

Secretary.

Moms PAITEAN,

President.

SHELDON JACKSON Commie,

Senator WAYNE- Moses,

/lithe, Alaska, November 15, 1988.

Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Smarm Moult : I have just read in the Tundra Times of the hearing
which you plan to hold the first week of December on Indian Education in
Alaska. I am President of Sheldon Jackson College, an institution owned and

.operated by the Board of National Missions of the United Presbyterian Church
in the U.S.A. Sheldon-Jackson schools have for 90 years been meeting the changing educational needs of native Alaskans; beginning with a training school, an
elementary school, an accredited boarding high school for 50 years, and now an
accredited two year college. Sheldon Jackson schools are the oldest continuing
aeries of educational institutions in Alaska that have been predominately concerned with native education. It is for these reasons at I would request you to
include representatives of Sheldon Jackson College in your hearing in December.
The personnel of Sheldon Jackson can provide a dimension as a private institution that other agencies cannot supply.
Senator Bartlett, Senator °romping, and Representative Pollock, all three are
familiar with the program and work of Sheldon Jackson schools. Yearly these
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nem visit our campus and 'peak to *be studeet body. Sou might wish to contact
the as to the advisability of including us in your Decentber meeting.
I offer to you the facilities and hospitality of the Shed* 'Jackson' eaMPUB in
which to hold your subcommittee bearing. There might beefs* importance in
fact that this important bearing could be held on ..the camptm of the oldest

ninon in the state that has historically dealt with Zaire education; Also,

t. EdgeCurabe High School, the largest B.LA. secondary institution in the state,
ie located in MUM and this would provide the committee with reedy accede to

two *WOW institutions that are.javolved in native education._

Iiilifileleoadearo answers to queetions:;wbieh were specified by the Sub-conmittes

the
in the Tundra limes. The answers are predominately from a Mawr
educatkinal. viewpoinkothich is now the major educatioaal concern of Sheldon
AJOssoa_ Collage.

-

list me loam If I can be of service to you and your Sub.coonnittee as You

develop pleas for the bearing in December. I hope that you, will seriously eonelder induding representatives from Sheldon Jackson College to parictipate in
the hearhigo
Moat cordially yours,
gaze B. tir SIMON, President.
A PRELINIIIIAXY; Ansi.vent or A.LAIIIi. N &uvu ItelICATION PROEM' Ann sa

Stamm ax

Moses's Soaonnirrtre

A. What co Goals of an Elittoational Program for Alaskan ?felines?
I. As evlddeoed by prevent DIA and State programs.?

'

Answer. In the Molest terms, an edevotiothil: program for Alaskan natives
puld provide gnat, educational "aperient* at all levels which is at least
relent to the quality of education which.leproVided for predominately Oenraglan students at the large school districts in the major cities OtAInska.
B. What do you sad your organisation believe the. goals should het -:'
Answer. Sheldon Jackson .College agree's wholeheartedly with the -previous
statement and goals in that the state of Alsiska should providneqUalopportunity
and equal quality foe all the:children Of the gate, including the disadvantaged
Minority of the native population. Ilksphasis should 'be gaited on Veda- educedon, perticularty for the mentally retarded and handicapPed chSCAlthough not
documented, it would seem that there would be a higher proportion of mentally
retarded and handiCaliped children 'among the native population than minnitthe
Caucasian group.

Ode goals-as :a two year accredited college are to erevidenn overell'quality
educational overlent° that will equip particularly Aleidnin'tativei to succeed
in higher education. Currently we are offering two Year terminal technical coarse"
in Bushes* leducatioe, Business Administration, Forever*, lfisherleisp.and.-1011a
Itenegement.-These technical courses are designed to provide native .Alaskeno:With knoWledge and *ills that will equigthem to Work in the Majornittural

resource indestries in Alaska. In addition to the teehiiiall curricula we Offer
liberal arts courses which parallel the course offerhigs typically offered by far
Yuzacrourdi :and neiversitles: Our unique purpose as a treti,year. collegefperted to the education 011ie Alaska nathWis tingro.. ride a ciente:
icathelfc, aocialcand emotional transition from the small Village: and high otthael

la the centemporarybigher educational sistem.

are. the sineationarproldeate of MOM and Ad* ittintnitnOisf..MV

Ot..400001ite gen_init year. oryanigationf
Indicated IsmaystiOn A,. Sheldon; Jackson CoatiCvOquiderivita
.

hilts! edticablob in :Mask* to provide
nrerlIMAL th:Wllett the Setlaturatitet. 006 Ahudisailaiiist
thritHien:piiiieteVincludelo the acquisition of.,
and academic competence an thirAleskennettre4an...volitive higher edecational enterligian:Tbotasjor4nOblemAs,

slave Alaskans. of the necessity ..torpost:higkeelitiereditbi,lonOt
native is to, compete ;on an equal bails in rho intern foUtolltnetid.
tovative and productive leaders* =whit his: con*.
important* of higher ed00010111,
v
*Lave tooatterd higher
17

1r iitleami: Currently,. *tit

/Chum like UM.

.
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University of Alaska or four year colleges and universities in the "South 48". They

_

need a transitional experience that will provide them with an academic, social,
and emotional stability in order to achieve ultimate success.
C. What are the Causes of the Problems Identified Above?
Answer. The' causes of the minimal participation and lack of success to higher
education can be attributed to three basic causes :
1. The large majority of Alaska native youth have not been exposed to the

contemporary technological world of a rapidly developing urban society.
Consequently, they do not see the need for further education that will equip
them to compete with more highly educated individuals for jobs in the
modern contemporary world.
2. They receive little or no parental support or encouragement to pursue
higher edueation. The parents face the same problem as is indicated in No. 1
and consequently they do not encourage their children to seek post high
school education.

8. The quality of educational experience that the native community is
currently receiving by and large does not equip them academically for
success in higher education. This problem will ultimately be solved when
they have a quality education in the elementary and secondary school!,
which is equal to the Caucasian middle-class.
D. What is being done to solve these problems and to meet the Educational

Goals of the Native Student?

Answer. Agate, speaking from the higher educational viewpoint, Sheldon

Jackson College le. doing everything possible to develop not only educational pro-

grams that are particularly adapted to Alaska and the Alaskan native, but is
currently involved in an intensive recruiting effort to attract native Alaskans
to Sheldon Jackson to begin. their higher,. educational training. Every agency
which is listed, Federal government, B.I.A., U.S. Public Health Service, U.S.
Office of Education, Office of Economic Opportunity (Head Start and Upward
Gotmd), state and local educational agencies and Ipdian and native associations,
are all involved in out way or another in trying to upgrade Alaska . native'
education.

E. Wiwi should be done that is not now being done to assure the Indian and

Native students the education to whit* they are entitled?

Answer. I think the most important task at the present time, in order to deal
With the problems of Alaska. native education, is to get the Alaska State Department of Education, the 13.1.A., and the appropriate Federal agencies together to
develop a long range, comprehensive plan that will provide a quality education

at all levels for all Alaskans. At the present time there are many grotto trying
to deal with the problem but there iirniroverall-eoordkuttion or direction in

accomplishing these goals. The 'development of a com rehenelve educational plan
for the state by the W.A., the State educational
cials, and the Federal government would channel the energies, ideas, and funds in a coordinated direction.

Hon. EDWARD M. Esenearr,

Mammies'', Mass., April 14, 1968.

Chairman, U.S. Senate, Subcommittee on Indian Education,Washingtonv D.O.
DrAll Ssavaeos BZIONLOY : Attached to this letter is written testimony which I

would like to have introduced into the record of your committee investigating
Median education. I spent two years as psychiatrist with the United States;Public
Health Service in Alaska, and met Mr. Adrian Parmeter last year during hie trip

"to Alaska.

hope that thieitestimony will be of some help. I feel that your committee is
extremely timely Tad hope that some positive action will come from your deliberations. Please let me know if any further information or clarification of what
I have written might be helpful.'
I wish you well in this venture.
Sincerely,

Josseu D. Bloom, M.D.
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TILITIMONT TO 'TIN BINA= BUNCO:1110TM ON INDIAN EDVCATION

I would like to offer for the record the following brief testimony on. Indian
experience with the situation is as -follows:. I spent two years
1000-08
payehlatriat and Chief of the Mental Health Unit of the Alaska Native Health Area Office, Indian Health Service, U.S.P.H.S. Preeently,:l am a
, Fellow in Community Psychiatry at the Laboratory, of Community Psychiatry
of Hareard Medical School My tagalong. represents my opinion on 3r and not.
either the Indian Health Service or the Laboratory..of. Community Psychiatry.
Becanise my work was limited to. Alaska I cannot speak to the total problem
of Indian Education, but am most familiar with the situation es it existed in
Alaska. The basic structure of education for the Alaska Native is as follows:
Most children from the rural, or burn parts of the state are now able to attend
grade schools within their. own villages, either administrated by the State of
Alaska or, the majority; by the Burean of Indian Affairs (E.T.A.). Those few
young children who still must travel to day school away from their parents are
. to my knowledge guite a limited. number. Even so, from a mental health point
of view this is a very lerions situation with repercussions for the entire family.
. The major dislocation of children and discontinuity of family life in the Alaskan population occurs during the high school years. It is at this point that the
boarding school and its associated ills are felt. The system of high school education is, again, divided between' the State of Alaska and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. The BlA maintains three boarding schools for the education of Native
Alaskan Adolescents. One is located at Mount Edgecumbe,
Southeastern
education.

Alaska ; and two are located outside of Alaska : one in Chemawa, in Oregon ; and

the second in Chilocco, Oklahoma. The total population in the BIA boarding
schools; as far as I remember, approximates 1500 children. Nearly one thousand
of these children have to leave their home state for nine months a year, in order
to attend high school, a situation, which very few of us in this country would
-tolerate.
The State of Alaska maintains regional facilities in slowly increasing numbere
in places like Bethel, Nome, Dillingham and Tanana. Some of three serve only
the populatiOn of the rural town itself as in .Dillingham, Tanana and Bethel, with
little or no real provision for boarding facilities; the Belts school in Nome is attempting to serve as a regional high school with boarding facilities. There is also

a plan for boarding children in private homes in the larger cities like Anchorage and 'Fairbanks, while they attend high schools in these cities. But these are
limited to a small number. Thus, the basic system of high saw; .education, as t
see it, is a dual system, with the NIA
on the boardiagsehool as its
key .unit and the State inoving toward. regionalization of-educational facilities.
. This duality it extremely unhealthy. The goal of education often becomes lost
in the split territorial .problems which inevitably are present 'between these
different agencies. There is, as far as I could 'see, no coordinated plant= edit-

cation& programs.
Let me point out early in this statement that as a psychiatrist, I. do not define
mental health in the narrow sense Of the phrase, confining. it to the case by case

management of labeled mentally ill people. Rather, I see an intimate relationship- between the processes and institutions of society and the casualities produced by these institutions. This Is especiallyelear is the crosekulettral. situation.
The institutions of the dominant culture are extremely haportantas sources of
conflict If this point were accepted one could immediately see the ramifications
of Many of the problems inherent in the educational systein.: For that.matter,
the same could .be said for t!,.o other institutions ;dealing with the native peoples
of Alaska. There'. Is a very serious' lack of uniform or 'tongraint" planning between and within agencies of both the state and 'federal governments. The exiet`ence et.dual and Often competing systems of education attests. to this fact r
would feel that this duality. in the education system. must- be-settled. : .
With that 'as backgrounthlet me touch on some aspeete of the current Beene:
.

given the fact that I believe major changes are itiorder.....

:

1. There needs to be much greater attention paid to the grade school ittidimt
-end Ids actual level of achievement. Problems:relr.tral .to , English as a second
*I.e.mt,alexander: Is Social Environment a Cause of P.
Disordert Psychiatric EpiMlogy and Mental Health Planningi Psychiatric Remrch Report., American
Psychiatric Asseetation ; Chapter EV ; PP. 337-R40 ; lvot
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language, discontinuity of teaching staff, inadequate preparation of teachers for
eronecultaral living, significant health problems, housing problems and other

family crises, lack of parental luvolvesnent in the school all tend to mitigate
against the native chills attidaing age and grade specific levels of achievement.
Noaphaslo placed at the grade school level would serve to keep the child out of

the casualty network as be progresses on in his school career. Imaginative plans
for atteinhw continuity of teaming personnel and emphasis on bilingual teachbig staff must be undertaken; and this os viously means much wider training of

native people to participate In the education programs, as well as promoting

empathy in the non-native teachers, so that a sense of community can he fostered

in the teachers There also should be an expanded traveling teem concept of

craes-diselpline professionals who could work productively as consultants with
the day school people. Educational, psyChological and anthropological advice is
sorely needed in every day school I saw. Unified, training procedures must be
undertaken, again an impossildlity given a dual system. Imaginative programs

--Tor training both teacher-aids, and new teachers have been developed at the

University of Alaska, but these have been for too few people, and limited by
inadequate financial resources for follow-up and continued education.
A At this point let me digress and say that I believe that through their Associations, the native people should have a substantial input in determi
the

direction of education for their children. Further, I think that their ability to

have a wet/114y voice in these deliberations will depend mint* on the settlement
of the Native Land OWfns and the amount of resources and power it places in

the handed the native leadership. I would see this as the key determinant for

the potentially strong participition of the native people in any program, be it education, health, etc. This area cannot be overstated ; the lessons of reffervations,
paternalion, isobition, cultural alienation without access toward reorinntation of
cultural goals, should be clear by now. The Native Land Claims end potential
settlement are without any doubt the most important sittiatiou in cannot Alaskn.
It offers the peadteity ofofmordidated planning for changing institutions, invotv-;
lug the people
a pontibilitg which does got exist in AIME& currently
and indeed inlets in few places in this country.
& In regard to the high schools and the boarding school situajon, Much will
depend as the administrative solutions and 'future direction of the high-school
program. As the boarding sehoola now exist think that they are the cause of

serious and stubborn problems. With all the money that they 'wend they are

cestinually understaffed, both in the classroom rid, especially, in the dormitories.
The planti are outdated and geared to the lire.dection of students who are 111fferrter molt undertakings, be they vocational or towards a college eduer
know
ieratv:11= to
*etre that tritparouthaZeoductsachoola
no follow-up studies, no dropout studies, no attempt to obi n the kind of feed-

book which can reflect on functioning'. There is almost an out of sight out of
mind" attitude instead of an inquisitive desire for feedback and actioneriented
rch.
r1001 the menial health service point of view, the boarding schode don't Etre
adequate service. There are few, if any, services gvailable directly it the schools.
When I left Alaska, Obasawa and Edgecumbe each had one full-time social
writer for the entire school and WWI to psychiatric consultation. The MA'
didn't employ any full time educational psychologists and most eases were.
handled when they tended to become cries, rather than by picking up the 4W
*dons as tam developed over a period of time.
There is one more problem worth mentioning, and this his to do with the
isolation of the boarding schools. The children are not in their home communities,
nor ens they in any other fiosmunnities. I have eeen Mt. Edgecumbe and Elhamewe ;
both are quite isolated and provide little healthy interaction between the students
and local non-Indian communities. Attempts to improve this situation were being
made et both schools, again with substantial financial limitations. However, this
type of isolation can only enhance the sense of cultural discontinuity and should
be elhelnated as soon as possible.

4. Let me sat' a few words abut the regional high school concept. Although
the regional high school provides the type of situation which I believe l m
healthier for the child, and fenny, it will still face serious problems of
recruitment, trelaing and retention. This Is because of the isolation of ruin
Alaska and is the problem of other regional institutions in Alaska such as the
PH8 hospitals. There is little to suggest that this is not the case at present with
the functioning ,regional schools.. This again leads us to the idea of stronger
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The State Is making efforts in various ways to improve 'facilities, equipment,

and, staff in the 100 schools under the operation and administration of the
DeSartment of Education. This critical need must be met if students are to be
successful in a secondary program. More funds are needed for staff in-service
education and training, since many teachers, of necessity, must be recruited
from the "South 4&" Courses in native arts and crafts, native dialect, anthroPAW, ate, are essential ingredients in the inservice program. The University of
Alsace, the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, along with the StateOperated Schools, are involved in projects to develop relevant instructional materials for our native students.

4 third critical need in rural Alaska is preschool education. This involves

programs for the three- and four -year olds, as well as kindergarten experiences.
It is estimated that there are 4,000 students in rural Alaska, ages 8 through &
To meet the needs of this number would require 200 teachers trained in preschool
and early childhood education, an equal number of teacher aides, and a minimum
of 200 classrooms. Research has shown beyond a doubt that organised racial

and educational experiences at this early age have the greatest impact on the
development of language, cultural, and social habits and attitudes as comPared
to any other period in a child's educational development.
The fourth critical need in rural Alaska is adult education. Experiences for
students become more meaningful and valuable if a parallel program in adult
education is tarried out. Such education should not Include only the development of skills for jobs, but a set of social and economic values as well.
A man without a culture is more desperate than a man without a country. The
eniphasis; therefore, on all programspublic school, preschool, and adult-should attempt to develop a pride in the native culture, extending to him the,
human dignity that be rightfully should feel. Classroom programs should include

the best that is to be retained in the native culture and introduce the best in
terms of values and attitudes of the Western vulture. In this way, and only in

this way, can the native people find security and the opportunity to make choices
concerning their own welfare in future years. The regional secondary school plan
is designed to provide for educational choices close to the home environment, or

in the event a student is ready, educational opportunities at the urban center.Yours sincerely,

Cum R. Hartigan,

Commissioner of Invontion.

Aucsousa, As as=s, Janaary 24,

Senator Rower F. ICsmissmr,
Olusirmon, Renate fieboosentiftee on Melton Education,
Washington, D.O. 1105.10

Dam Smarm Mammy : I have recently read that you are the chairman of the
Senate Sub-committee on Indian Education and am taking this opporturity to
send some neWspeper articles pertaining to this subject. My experience has been
confined to the Bureau of Indian Affairs system" so my remarks us printarily
about that agency, although my understanding is ,that the state sYstem is sot
much better. Of particular interest are the articles entitled "Education Will
Shape the Future"; "BIA College Aid liethodrAnger UA Native Students"; and
"Respect for Natives Urged as Step to Understanding". I have enclosed tea other
articles because they give valuable background on the problems of the suttee
people "of Alaska. They have a bearing on the subject of educed= because in
many mewls the situation is different than the lower 48 reservation and should
be treated as such. I feel that only a visit to the Alaskan villages will reveal the
true picture but these_ articles may be helpful.
My husband and I, who come from New York, have been VISTA volunteers
in Alaska since April 1988 and spent 15 months in the Eskimo village Of Noorvik.
Our first reaction to the educational system in the villages was one of shock and
the picture became grimmer as time went by. The enclosed articles point out some

of the more outstanding defectsinadequate and irrelevant curriculum, segregation not only in the schools but between the teachers and the community they
serve, and the literal raping of pride and cultural values.
An Eskimo girl from Wainwright. Alaska related to us her difficulty in learning to read from the Dick and. Jane series, which are still used today. She said
that for the longest time she could not say "Oak Tree Hill" because in Wainwright there are no trees or hills and she had no idea what the book was even
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talking about. This girl managed. to survivr; in the educational system and has
graduated from the University of Alaska but she is exceptional. What of the
others who are so confused and overwhelmed by the foreign images in their
books (cars, mailmen, even streets and sidewalks) and that English language
remains completely foreign to them? To make a comparison one could picture
children in the first grade of a New York school learning to read from books

that spoke of Tunu and Putu watching their father hitch up his dogs before
setting out to hunt caribou.

This type of curriculum not only impedes the learning process (in Noorvik
many of the eight% graders tested were at the fourth grade level) but impresses
on the children that they are inferior to this white race that are pictured in their
books. Many BIA teachers are prone to reinforce this myth either' overtly or
subtly'by their methods of dealing with the students and the community nt large.

Thus, it was possible for an intelligent man, member of the Noorvik village

council, holder of a master navigation ticket, who served in the intelligence divi-

sion of the Army, to tell us in all sincerity that he knew Eskimos were not as
smart as whites and never could be. And he was not alone in this sentiment. Time

after time people actually apologized to us for having to live among them and
referred to themselves as "dumb Eskimos" or "dirty Eskimos". This is what
the BIA system of "education" has done to the people of Noorvik, educated them
into believing that they are second-class citizens. These are a people who have
a rich and noble ancestry with much to be prctid of, and who have survived in
the most inhospitable climate in the world without any of our modern conveniences.

One of the articles describes tale separatism of teachers from the villagers.
I am enclosing a picture that is worth more than words illusrating this. Teachers
are cautioned against, being too friendly with the members of the community

and one teacher in. Kotzebue felt that his job was threatened because he had
entered an Eskimo tome. lu addition there is little or no orientation of incoming
teachers as to the background of the native culture and the .problems of transition that beset them now. We have met teachers who have been with the BIA
in rural Alaska for five or ten years and had no more insight into the people
than the average man in New York. They viewed Eskimos merely as welfare
recipients who were either too stupid,or lazy to learn. I feel that this lack
of contact and understanding on the part of the teacher is very significant. It
would seem almost impossible for a white middie class citizen to teach members

of such a vastly different culture effectively without extensive training and

constant dialogue with the people of the particular community he serves. Aside
from this, the segregation helps to perpetuate the white superiority myth and
if a man has lost his pride what motivation.is there for learning?
I have also enclosed a copy of the Tundra Times, a weekly newspaper with a
wide village circulation, edited by Mr. Howard Rock, an Eskimo man from Point
Hope. It features an article that illustrates the BIA policy of paternalism and
humiliation. The circumstances it describes are unusual only in the fact that the
native students spoke up about the unfair treatment. Some villagers consider
themselves lucky to have a school at all so the quality of the education does not
enter their minds. And others who may have their doubts also have their fears
since the BIA represents the United States Government with all its money and
power.

Among some of the teenagers and young adults however, is growing a new
feeling of bitterness, hatred and fear of the western culture. These young people
have attended segregated high schools and attained enough knowledge to realise
that they are being cheated, treated as second-class citizens. If radical changes
are not forllpothing it is not inconceivable that in ten or so years there will be a
"Native Power" movement in Alaska.

The BIA has made some changes but they are too slow and appear much

better in writing than they do in practice. In the light of my experience, I would
suggest:
1. The introduction of textbooks adapted to the rural Alaskan child.
2. The introduction of courses in Eskimo or Indian historyrelating past
cultural values to the present.
3. That prominent native Alaskan leaders and topics such as the formation of native associations and the land claims be included in current affairs
discussions.

4. That at least a month long orientation course be held for all new

teachers, not just one-fourth of them.

29-861-69pt. 1-47
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5. That involvement by teachers in the community life be actively encouraged, if not mandatory. By this I do not mean mereiy Leettng together at
basketball games. Teachers should endeavor to find out all they can about
their particular village (folklore, history, available game) and this could
be incorporated into the curriculum as well as help the teacher to a better
understanding of the people.
8. That the present system of sending students to segregated high schools
thousands of miles from home be ended.

7. That a wide-scale recruitment campaign for qualified and properly
motivated teachers be launched by the BIA. This ieency seems to enjoy
clothing itself in secrecy and unfortunately many of the teachers who do
find out about it are interested only in the high salaries and the prospect

of hunting on the weekends.

8. The BIA sponsored teacher-aide -programwhere local people are

trained to assist in the village school is a commendable one. They intend to
incorporate the New Careers concept into this program so that eventually
these people will be certified teachers. But, judging from the bureau's past
from
rate of progression, "eventually" might not be until 10 or 20
now. If this program could be expanded and speeded up, the resu would

be well worth the additional expense. In the long run ,tt w

cheaper for it would eliminate the expense of importing teachers

the quality of education since these foreign teachers have so much Wird
relating to their students.
I do not claim to be an expert on native affairs or education but'i,
a matter
of conscience that I write this letter to you. There are many nati leaders in
ott, Dan
Alaska mentioned in these articles (William J. Hensley, Byron #.
Lisburne, Hugh Nichols, Howard Rock, John Sackett) to name a few, who would
prove to be a more valuable source than myself. You have recently visited some
Indian reservations in the lower 48. If there is any possibility that you could
make such a visit to Alaska I would urge you to do so. Aside from education,
there are many needs that remain to be met among the village people and if a
prestigious senator such as yourself could learn first hand about the problema and
lend support to a developmental program it might make all, the difference in the
sriorld.

In the minds, of the rest of the U.S., or at least the Congress, Alaaka is still
"Seward's Folly' , as illustrated by the ignorance or indifference that led to that
legieletive body turning down $1 million request for native housing in 1967 when
many times that amount is actually needed ; and to that same body excluding
any Alaakan cities from the Model Cities Program wLen even San Juan; Puerto
Rico was included. Mr. Sargent Shriver, during his Alaskan visitflast sunlinas
made the statement that Nome was the worst slum be had ever seen. There are
over 100 rural villages that have the same housing conditions, if not worse, as
Nome. Ia,the Mere, Congress may be considering a bill on the settlement of the
native land - claims in Alaska. I pray that they will act more fairly and wisely
than their past record shows.
This nation is certainly not proud of her record of dealing with the Amerieln
Indian. The abodginal people of Alaska have not yet been placed forcibly on
land that no one else wanted, so let us learn from our mistakes instead of repeating them. Let us help integrate these people into western society, for those who
want it, by respect and fat treatment, by adequate education, by including them
"Great Society" with due consideration to preserving culin the advances of
,

tural values not by jamming the Americanisation process down their throats
lte on it, our consciences salved,
and leaving them to
as a VISTA volunteer have been an awakening for me,
These almost two y
an involvement in my? entry and her problems, and I feel it is more than a

temporary thing. I a grateful to your brother John, whose idealism iodated
such programs as the Peace Corps and VISTA and I foal it is a tribute to him
that young people have responded so well to the call for service. President John
F. Kennedy and all he stood for will not easily be forgotten, particularly among
my generation, just as the knowledge and sense of caring that we have gained
will not be forgotten. My only wish is that he were still here so that I could
thank him personally.

Thank you for your attention to this letter. If I could be of any further help
or if you should need more information, I would be glad to assist you in this
matter.
Respectfully yours,

Mrs. ROSA= M. KZXNEDY.
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by the state is the BIA. No guidelines for priorities is evident though the State
Commissioner of Education has shown our committee a working basis for a plan.
This is not, however, a plan. The WA system of education needs to be more
effective but as long as a bureau determines what it will be, those affected have
little involvement.
Fatness xs, Awnti, November 19,19(38.
Senator WAYNE MOW:,

Chairmen, Special Subcommittee on Indian Sduoation,
Washingtow1/2 D.O.

Demi SENATOR Mous: In reply to your letter of Oct. 15th regarding Indian
Education:
The goals of the educational program in Alaska for Indians is one which is

totally inadequate. Their programs are all planned for the future, five to ten
years away, and nothing to cover they present crisis, that of not having any

facilities for high school education in Alaska for the present.
The need for such facilities is badly needed in the interior of Alaska as about
75% of the students attending Mi. Edgecumbe are from the interior or north of
the range.

The Indian Bureau teachers, for the most part, are inadequate. There is at
present a teacher in the Bureau system teaching our Indian children with only
an eighth grade educaton. Also I met one not too long ago that had an southern
accent so pronounced everyone had a hard time understanding what she waa
saying.

The goals of the Bureau and the State of Alaska should be one that is the
same as those established by local school districts in Alaska and they should
be from the first grade throughout high school.

There shouldn't be special programs in schools because of race or atltural
differences. The Indian Bureau has held this over the Indians so lohg that we
are getting tired of it. The Mt. Edgecumbe graduate, according to our study
and findings, is approximately one and one-half years behind an Indian graduating from public schools. This accounts for a great many drop-outs in their first
year of college.

If you were to ask the Indian Bureau how many have graduated from college
under the Indian program in the last 100 years or 20 years the answer would
still be the same. Approximately five graduates. There are however, many more
who are receiving college degrees through efforts of their own. Many have been
denied the Bureau scholarships because they were not worthy of a scholarship,
so they are told from the Educational Specialist from the area BIA.
There isn't any Indian participation on any education policies. The Bureau
merely tells us what is good for us and we are getting tired of being told after
100 years.

I also believe the government should not provide quarters for teachers living

or teaching at Mt. Edgecumbe.
I trust that I have answered some of your questions and look forward to being

able to testify before your committee when you come to Alaska and we hope
Fairbanks.
Thank you.
Yours truly,

RALPH PERDUE, Tanana Mists.

Dtommua, 2, 1968.
Senator EDWASD M. KENNEDY: Having had the chance to read the report of
Father Jules M. Convert, 8.3. intended for the Indio.in Education Committee, I

decided to add my bit. His ideas agree very much with what I learned during
my 42 years as a missionary in approximately the same area in which Father
too had worked.

The sooner we quit hauling out hundreds of native children to BIA schools
in various parts of Alaska, and the lower 48, the better it will be for everybody!
Let us put high schools in the main centers from which the natives come, and let
us suit the courses given to the needs of the children to be educated. There are
relatively few boys and girls now, no matter what their talents, who under our
present system, become useful members of our state or anywhere else. A great
many fine boys and girls end in our cities as human and spiritual wrecks. And

I hardly think that the fault is all theirs.
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And the argument that high schools in the bush area are not financially feasible seems to me to be a rather worthless quibble. No schools in that area are
financially feasible. The same argument that is applied to high schools holds for
any kind of grade school too. And still we build these everywhere; we do not
ask if they are financially feasible. They are needed, and that is enough to justify

them.
Under our present system, we generally admit to high school mainly those that

we think capable of going on to something higher. Not much attention is given
to those of lees academic ability. Moreover, boys and girls with talent for voca-

tional training, but poor in academic subjects, are often turned down when
they apply for high school. Apparently no thought is given to the idea of training them to go back to their own areas where vocational skills are so badly
needed.

From all this results a social problem : all of our best boys and girls syphoned
off to our cities, and we are left with the culls. So, necessarily; our young parents are now for the most part, people with very little, or even no education.
There is besides, a great dearth of marriageable young people. In villages where
there used to be half a dosen or more marriages a year, we now have one, sometimes not even that, In a year. Pretty often the villages do not even have left
qualified persons for local Vista Volunteers, Head-Start programs, and the like.
At the same time they have as many as SO young men' and women attending
high schools in other parts of the country.
I have heard of from government workers who go travelling around the coun-

try on federal funds and various pretexts: "Why do you talk of development
here? That costs money ! And in 20 years from now there will be no one left in
this area anyway" To me that seems a pleasant dream. And some government
programs seem almost to be geareetowards this objective. Birth-control literature is displayed on grammar school bulletin boards. Relocation programs, the
general migration of all high school students, to schools elsewhere, are giving

some observers the idea that the government is set on a course of genocide of our
native people in order to depopulate the, bush area, and save money on welfare

checks. That impression is, of course, wrong. These mistaken programs are

meant to help the native people. But the impression given is excusable. The present program sounds much more like: "Let us eradicate, not educate" the native
JOHN P. Fox, S.J.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF FATHER Julia M. CONVERT, B.J., CATHOLIC CHURCH,
TELLER, ALASKA

I am not a Specialist in Education, but, a Catholic Priest, I consider my first
responsibility one of education, understood as the formation of the person to
enable one to reach his eternal, spiritual destiny tbru the use of all his human
faculties in this life/

Having consecrated my life to this goal among the Native Population of Alaska,
1 trust twenty seven years spent among the people who live in the small villages
of Western Alaska Bering Coast and the Lower Yukon have qualified me to express a certain number of opinions: they are paged on my actual experiences.
I would like to quote here from a Report I had prepared in 1961 for Governor

Egan and the Legislature on the problems of these Bush areas, as I believe
some paragraphs are pertinent to the question that interests us to-day. I shall do
it again at the end of this presentation :

". . . Within a few short years, the compulsory School programs will bear
fruition on a large scale and all the youngsters will have completed their elementary schooling by the time they are fifteen or so; then, what? W111 further
education be aavilable to all? And what kind?" . . .
The word "education" is so general, and so often understood so differently by
different people, thus leading to nebulous and unrealistic discussion, that I'd
like at the start to precise the word and its meaning as I shall understand it here.
I believe one of the best definitions I have ever heard is the one that was given
us some six years ago at the University of Antigonish in Nova Scotia where I
took a Slimmer Session on Adult Education: "Education is what is left once
you have fOrgotten everything ever crammed in your head in the classroom: it is
the ability to think objectively for yourself so you may choose intelligently your
goals in llfe and the means to reach them, independently or in spite of the many
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pressure, freak exterior 'sources, people or cireumetauces.u. Educattea therefore Is

theformation of the whole person and its character to, this fornattion.Precess.
their Broom and the authoritative lessons play a role,but to It also:contribute
many:other influences and dUferent- prOcesses. Thin formation canard often-is.
acquired qttiteindepentkattly of the traditional classroom, witness the Riuicalear
'Dieloisaa granted- by our State to Peeple who hardly. .ever . went to school, but
have obtained equivalent results .thru their reading and still more personalesperienealn their life and work.
It seems,
seems in general, that all our Alaska School'', BIA, State or Privatehave
failed
have
precise their goal at the start in an exact' manner ; rather.
ixmaiht without much .thourht the seaerallY accepted thing: the 4aditieeel'aea.Curriculnar, sanctioned by a diploma after so many years of reasonably
successful grades. in-,a school. operating more or leo like thousands Of other
schools throughout the country, though in very differageircrimstances...
My -contention is that, accepting the above definition of educations*: a point
of departure, and making abstraction of the actual worth of the: American system at litran,.our Educators should more or less start from scratch and consider
the Alaska Bush circumstances and what are the desirable `goals; then they
shall discover the.originar solution that will truly answer the-needs.of, the Native
.yoringsters at this stage of the evolution of the traditional village surroundings
and way of life, Formal education must give. them the tool's. they ..willneed to
lead truly useful and successful life, not only as individuals, but also as &liens with responsibilities to larger groups, their community and our State.
When we have purely and simply brought to our native tommunities the ac- .
cepted style of academic education following the elementary years of schooling,
,

.

here are some of the things that have and are happening :
. Individuals with gifts above average for that type of education& with real char-

acter and personal ambitions, are given a chance to go ahead all right, but in

moat cases, they do it only as individuals, camping from their social rergioneibili-

ties as well as from their native surrounding& Their diploma allows them to
obtain a- better life in our 'Great Society', but for themselves alone since there
are but few outlets for their newly stAuired skills, so they move to the city or
often to other States. In this pmt's's, the Native. Community is deprived of its

best potential leaders, and the State itself is the poorer for it.

Thevitulividual lees. brilliantly gifted doesn't fare as well: he has' been uprooted, has possitly managed to get the famous tome, lnit.will probably never
have a 'truly satisfying life: he'll simply.,
the anonimity of the. city
and some obscure job, and again we she have been deprived of A. potential
leader: As to. those who don't have the talents or character to pursue academe

education all the way, they simply drop out and eventually drift bach to thW
village, condemned to be misfits the rest of their life.
It may also .be pointed out that the girls may succeed better than the:boys in
these academic endeavors: if they succeed, few will think of marrying a- native
man who- is less ethicated and as a. rule won't ever-he in .apositien to after all
the comfort and niceties of Mete which, he has become accustonied. Also, if they
don't actually succeed and drop out, they won't come back to their village with
its hard life, but -.W111 drift to. city jobs, easier to find fin. them than ter :.the
bete, and again the ell usually end by marrying a white man.
.

.

The reason for lesser interest in academic studies from the. Part of the boys

probably. collie" from the environment in whiCh they have grown, with practically
eomplete :freedom and no pressure. of any kind, to :do anything but what .they
Wirth. at any particular monent..And even.sorneof those who have actually sue-

'Cadet! in their eindies have come beck to the village soon afterward, eversfir
OW had-Joba, drop outa ot ugettaeg.

Than,acedanie_edicationieems

.

,,

.

.

..

deprive.the village of ite riaturetrader&

a

..;4001-alandepriVe our ming Men Of Mach. choke when it comm. to. pickle
mengplace&thersing;ruen
indeed, there marl any - Choice at all

., Outnumber the young *men. Our present education

fen Inthereby Creating

a fregrainInnana1441-Prealea
T4,114 Alio likat.lo make .n.versonal observation ; while
:

Is most Important
the special, needs of the native .ronitgatera I rather
he_pat groat .attention
,the. words `batten /Mutation'. if it Wolves. morelhan:inet;a:alaelf111
.education .11. concerned width the human person, .basically the same ,under
ill latitude". and Climates. Accidental differences come from -eircurnstenees their-

',Pelves -*tridental .4314 it is taken for granted. that, any educator west of the

-
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name shall take the background of his students into consideration. What I am
driving at is that I believe that education shall not tend to help the native student to continue in his own cultural milieu, but to assist him in the process
of aculturation since there is no question of turning the clock backwards. The
American culture, dominant in Aiaska, will eventually prevail : but we must note
that our national culture is the result of all the riches brought in and shared by
many groups of vastly different racial and national origins, and the Alaska native people have their own responsibility to bring in our national heritage what
constitutes their particular riches, as well as the right to share in others' treasures. I telleve it is exactly what is happily taking place under our eyes at a
rather rapid pace: without denying his racial origins nor being ashamed of them,
the Alaska Native is more and more aware of the fact that he is an American,
and it is as such that he is taking his rightful place in all aspects of the life of
the State, political, economic and social, bringing with him all the resources of
his native background and culture.
Rather than bring out criticisms of such or such aspects of the operation of our
schools, I would rather offer a few positive suggestions to help those who have
the responsibility to elaborate the best possible progritin of education of the native youngsters in Alaska :

1. The kind of segregation represented by the BIA Schools must come to an
end as rapidly as possible: the education of all the youngsters of this State is
the responsibility of the State and its elected representatives, and all its aspects
must be placed under their direct supervision. If the Federal Government recognizes some special obligations to the Natives, such subsidies should be given
directly to our own Dept. of Education to improve education in the villages.
2. In the present economic situation prevailing in all the native villages, the

immediate goal of 'Indian Education' must be immediately practical : by the time
a boy finishes High School level training, since in the foreseeable future he will
still be older than the average stateside youngster, he must be qualified to get a
paying job without much more time taken by training. High School programs
must be tailored to this very urgent and real need, and primacy must be given
to the vocational over the strictly disinterested academic; doing this, we are not
at all advocating the creation of some kind of second claw citizens who will be
forever denied as compete as possible human development, we ye simply recognizing that the ability to think for oneself and develop one's mi d can be taught
as well thru, the study of mechanics, carpentry or any other m nual skill as by
studying greek or latin.

3. Since actual jobs are not easy to come by, it is.iniperative that education
programs of a given areas be closely geared to the plans made for the economic
4pvelopment of this area.
4. Specially gifted youngsters only should be encouraged to go on with higher
academic education, and encouraged to enter fields Of economic or social im-

port so they may come back to their own people and share with them their
knowledge and skills, assuming the positions of leadership among them.
4. For the average-gifted girls, I'd suggest at the High School level a program
modeled on the 'Family Institutes' of Canada's Quebec Province where higher

education is imparted to girls coming from the rural districts tbru advanced

programs of Domestic Sciences and Home-Making; this would allow the average

village girl to come back and fit in their own village and initiate, at the home
level a new mode of life in which they could find the same comfort and niceties
as in the cities where they are now attracted in large numbers.
Basically, this was the type of education I lail advocated in my alreadymentioned Report to the Governor in 1961:
"Let's take the possibilities in the Yukon area, from Tanana to Holy Cross:
the River banks are rich black soil and it has been established that successful
crops of basic vegetables can be produced year after year; the River and the
creeks are full of fish, the woods are full of game and good size timber. I visualise a young man who has received adequate education of character and qualifications for a manual job (heavy equipment, carpentry, construction) ; he builds
for his family an excellent house of logs, with no restriction on size since winter
fuel for heat is plentiful and free right at his doorstep; he clears a good area
for cultivation, plows it and seeds it in early spring, then goes to his well paying
seasonal job; meanwhile his wife and children can, take care of the family
garden, salt dry or can fish and pick besries. When ye comes back hi the fall,
he has a fairly good amount of ready cash for the better things of life since his
basic food and fuel requirements are already: taken care of. For at least half
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William J. Bicknell, M.D., Or Western Regional Health Oteigeltent, who ricentlY
returned from
Alaska survey visit" Both our agencies areivitallg, .edncereed
with the: welfare of the Reddino, and I feel Mr. Bicknell Una pinpOinted onam, .
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as far as possible from the Waste disposal area. The river in this area is slow
moving, often grossly dirty. A water sample on November 6, 1967 processed by

the State of Alaska Department of Health and Welfare Division of Public,
Health, Laboratory,No. 29424, revealed the most probable . number of cOltforth
bacterial present Wks greater than 18. A notation on.the laboratory report states

the supply was "unsatisfactory unsafe unless treated I .

boil t !" AnAppli-

ration' for a village water supply was investigated. by Mr. Jolts) Morgan and the
village council and they received the impression that it would be a minimum of
two years before a village water Nonni: .could be installed under Public Law
88-1101.-, (Oorrespondenee attached.) As Mr. ravine. and I were discussing the
possibilities and Millennia at chlorinating muddy water, running pipes out into
A faster moving area of the stream, drilling_ wells, etc. it teeeme apparent that ,.,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs School bad a water supply. Fortunately the main-

tenance man for the. chool, a nitintuf Eissigluk, was present and we went up

and talked to the teacher, MS~., Bill Ferguson. He didn't see that there was .anyspecific reason why. the Eskimos couldn't use some of the BIA. water. I inspected

the water supply and it appears that the school has a well greater than 150
feet deep that it electrically wrapped, 'preventing ,freeee-ups, and is pumped, by
a Jaccusi Century 0-8 Pump. Water Is automatically chlorinated,. stored in
three tanks, each with a cement' of approximately 700 galloni, and is then.'

transferred UV two pressere tanks and distribnted throughout the iebool build -Inge. These tanks supply water for the teacher .and his wife, the schoolrooms, :flush. toilets for the pupils, and probably the heating 'plant boilers...The:water
system was built for a capacity of at least twice the current elite of the ',School.
as it was anticipated that the village was going to grow and this, would bo to,
type of demonstration facility.
Mr. Pavane, indicated the village had the money to buy at least a moderate
amount of inexpensive (possibly plastic) pipes with which to run a line from: the
school through. the middle of the village .There is also a .BIA trained 'Plutizber
resident in town a Mr. Oscar 'Beaver. In Bethel' I discussed thin prObleni'ind
its potential solution with .Dr. Shalt 'of PBS Hospital. and his Uttnittelan;
Larry Sickles, Kr...Sickles aid Dr. Shaw .Presiiied the technicaressistanee.er
the PH3. However,'they pointed out they do not
the authority to'. fiftieth*
purchase of hardware; such as piping, joints VtOvesi; :etc. They also. noted:that.
in one other village in the Bethel area, Ewethiuk, the Ind was' already: sharing
watee with the ..villagere:.THVS WE HAVE A :SITUATION-°INTHE'VEXT
MONTE.' OR TWO WHEEW WE WILL CERTAINLY SEE INFANTS AND
.

.

,

.

.

CHILDREN GETTING.SICK DUE TO .A CONTAMINATED WATER SUPPLY.
IT IS NOT-UNLIKELY:THAT ,THIS VILLAGE COULD 'STIFFER. ONE ,OR
TWO INFANT.DE&THE?wrhe.solutkrii appears wimple and virtuallYipMediately.

achievable Mr. Jobe Morgan,' Karnali& VISTA,: m aware of all aspects of the
problem and is following up. HoWeThr,ApProval for water-sharing by the school
may well be necessary.. If this approval is achieved through thtusual, Channelsthere'll a likelihood spring and summer `will pave before it b*.h.11ved. There;
fore I urge ONO Washington to contact BIA.. Washington in way that will
generate .maxhnuni possible lirddnetive administrative momentum. In addition,.
it seems not at all .unlikely- that a solution such. as this might
be generalliable and applicable in numerous other ,villagei.
It should be clear that the water supply at the sChool is probably not .rntilicient:,
for all the water neede of the village and school. Evenhif gush tolletider the
students are 'shut
here would' still not be adequate water for washing and
other purposes In the village. However, there would probably .6e quite enough:

,.

for drinking for all concerned. If there ever was .a drinking water shortage,

then thought should be /hen to shutting illwn the achooX flag Wilda as the rest,'
of the village uses honey Wickets for human Waste. disposal, (This ix Just a
bucket with some disinfectant in the bottom into. which one 'd
teek When it
is full you take it to appropriate dumping ground and empty, it.)
Mr. Pavilla,Mr. Morgan, Mr. Sickles, Dr, Shaw and myself .alt likened the
need fora health. education program to accompany the web* sepplyao thatthe
health helsibrof adults and children could be changed as, rapidly as possible.
We an agreed this was necessary but did not feel it would be overwhelmingly
difficult or-in any way be interpreted as A reason for not Sharing the cbdol1
.

water supply with the village.-

Orrick oriBootioatiaOrrournierri,
.

*Omni* T. lffiteitini,

Working; Oa, D.C., May 9, 1968.

'AsidshaskPireator- of the .0040-ef Bansomtio:Opportini4i'fo.; ilealth Affi194,
Washinyton, DX.

Dit.Eitaitsit: I want to take Ale eiportinit* to reasAnstne the critical
arthe Water away prrjbl it'otitlined in my recent'Athaki trip report

'to yOul As we have diecuseed,, A1118.110'

throughout

7

.situation apparently .common to mane
iniiyildulte,-. but mOtberk *all Children

and ate.
*ced th:nenhighly 'cObtainhuthetand :dangerous._ water
infante 04
'72 !VOW!. The'relgaltials yonithOW,ris'eftei'disesaaand,.in the case
older;', 4010110KM *lee saw well be dielth.,'My conoemiebeighbeheil as there is
neater thisth,tike *de at lerdit,isne *that% 4140181glut. sin
.

an abitreet of

report outlining thir:ipectiaili0 the *Wien and a possible

inexpensive solption. This can, 4_
definitely work in Kedah* 'add.
"ble In many Other *after 'Magee.
is
and onlY a few hundred: peopinare affected; X do

StuleirI'esalfi
may Well

Although
notleel that respOneible health` and other professionals can stand Mr by when
the eolution lase Close at hand and the east of inaction is quite literally death.
top brief atayikAkielta I did .se meek as poisAble to strange tor a solar
tion.nvereri I feel a comearned, rapid input from Washington could, spell the
difference betWeen, emcees and failure. Let me close by asking for your assistance
and urging the Molt rapid action.

Warmest personal regards.
Sincerely,

WILLIAM J. Rumnin, M.D.
U.S. Derearuzirr or THZ INTZBIOR,

Busker or IBDIAN Amnia,

04,,iFILLIAX J. BICKNELL. M.D.,

Bethel, Alaska., October, 12, 1968.

-Western Representative, Office of Health Affairs,
Berkeley, Calif.

Dan Dn. Beams= : This will acknowledge receipt of your letter dated October
17,1968 to Mr. Richard Birchen, Superintendent of the Bethel Agency, regarding
the water supply situation at Kasigluk. Alaska.
Mr. Birchen is presently on a- field trip but is expected back in the office on

October 24. Iron letter will be brought to his attention immediately neon his
return.
Sincerely yours,
Mawr It. HA IM, &Ore:WV fo Mr. Birchen.
U.S. DEPAZTIfelfT or rEUINTrauti;

Bunten or Dunes Amuse

Dr. WITZIelf

Brozsgz.,

'Bethel, Alleles, Ootober 99;1968.

Western Representative, Office for Health Affairs, Of/lab of :BoottOmie Opportend*, Berkeley, Calif,

Data Dn. Bums= : You will be pleased to know, ram sure, that I wrote to
Mr. Ferguson at Muth:It& about the water problem the day after I talked with
you I -went. to reiterate that it has been our-policy to sharn water with the
SlUallera:iaiterever, we have s &cent well. Mr. Birchen is now out Of town and
will be gone for est of the Week's& I imagine there Will 1/e, a tele:,
sponge to your letter to him. Please feel free' to .come out and -pee us Wlien
you are In town.
Sincerely yours,
'.. S. WarrIm

Education $tgratis Aiggrlistg'ator,N
That's quite a idgnatme ymi have t Do 70A write that viay because you
hate to write prescriptions? Ha!
z.

.
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OFFIZZ FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS,

San Francisco, Calif .,JGnuary 137,1969.

Dr. Ronal J. Rtrrstraszrza,
Program Evaluation Manager. Madera Employment Training Center, Phileo-

Ford Corp., E. & T.S. Division, Madera, Calif.
DEAR Da. RUTHCRETIR : Let me take this opportunity to thank you for your
hospitality last Tuesday, when Mr. Shively, Mrs, Morgan and myself visited the
Madera' Employment Training Center. As you know it was my second visit and

their first. Frankly, I had some reservations about the program after my first
visit. However, I felt there was a significant difference in the tone of the operation this time. Particularly outstanding were the increased feeling of warmth
shown by the staff toward the students and an increase in _their sensitivity to
the emotional and cultural needs of students in addition to, their strictly _vocational and educational requirements.

As you do doubt realize I have a particular interest in Alaska and in the
various Federal programs effecting the Alaskan native, the Eskimo, Indian or
Aleut. My only two remaining areas of concern are really outside the control
of philco-Feed. Firstly, there does seem to be somewhat of a rough approach to
recruitment, at least in regard to the Eskinfo population. A cursory visit to a
village by a Recruiting Officer followed by a major life decision for a man
and possibly his whole family involving sale of property, and the permanent.
Move thousands of miles into a different culture should not be undertaken
with scanty information and rarely, if ever, hastily. Its sounds as though your
movie "The Big Chance" attempts to address this problem at least in part. This
would not be so serious were it possible for the Alaskan native to return, at
Govern rent expense to his home, if the training and trainee were not compatible. As this is not the case there is a kind of economic imprisonment peculiar
to your Alaskan trainees which really applies much less to American Indians
from the lower 48. 1 was particularly touched by the several staff members
who alluded to thewish of so many. Eskimos and Alaskan Indians to return
to Alaska and the closest they could come, being Seattle. Independent of thepossible personal tragedies that can grow out of a situation like this, I think
it is worthwhile to look on the technological needs of a developing area such
as Alaska. In this case I would have to question the wisdom of systematically
selecting trainable men and women from the native population, assisting them
in the acquisition of skills needed in Alaska, yet effectively denying their return. I realise this is not really within the purview of the Madera Employment. Training Center, yet I wanted to share with you my thoughts in these
areas.
Placeniont after graduation, adjustment to the world of work and personal

happiness on the part of the trainee as well as his family are also matters
which concern me, yet seem to fall more in the province of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs follow-up personnel rather than yourself.
Once again let me -say hoar much I enjoyed seeing your operation and
particularly going away with both a visceral and intellectual feeling that it

iLindeed a sound training program addressing the educational, social and vocational needs of the trainee.
*Sincerely,

WILLIAM J. BIORRELL, M.D.,

Western Representative.

Orrfcz iron HEALTH Amnia,
Ban Francisco; Calif., January 29, 1969.

Mr. WrtmAst E. FINALS,
Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Sacramento, Calif.

Dim Ma. Firteur In my capacity as Western Representative, Office for

Health Affairs, Office of Economic Opportunity I am vitally interested in the
broadly defined health needs of the Eskimo and Indian population in Alaska.
At this time, in cooperation with the Alaska Native Health Service, we are
developing a program for rural health services in the Bethel unit and the city
of Nome. Ttrough contact§ that I and our program people have made in the
course of progritm developing we became aware of the Philco-Ford project in
Madera In the last several months I have visited there twice. I must say that
on my most recent visit I was much mGre favorably impressed by the pro-

,
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gram, it relevance, staff atitudes'and such like. However, as you can see from
my enclosed letter to Dr. Ituthemeyer I do ha re some concerns about what
*minds like, rather hasty recruitment procedures in Eskimo villages in Alaska,
combined with a resettlement program outside of Alaska that may be somewhat harsh as it seems to effectively preclude most Alaskan native from returning to their own State.

I would really appreciate an opporturllty to discuss Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs programs in the State of Alaska with yon sometime in the very near future

particularly as they relate to the anticipated new health programs of O.E.O.
I look forward to bearing from you soon.
Sincerely,

WILLIAM J. Btoxrrzaz,

Western Repreeentatittli

Or too or ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY,

Mr. Riozane Braeftzu.,

Sas Francisco, Calif., January 28, 1969.

Superintendent, Bureau of Indian Affairs%
Bethel Agency, Bethel, Alaska.,

Ds s Ma. En011312.: Many thanks for your letter of November 19, 1988. I
was very pleased to learn that the water supply situation in Kasigluk was relative unique and that your Bureau had done such a thorough investigation of
village water sources in the Bethel area and have made every effort to share
water with the Eskimo population on a co-equal basis wherever an adequate
water supply exists. At this time the Once of Economic Opportunity in cooperation with the Public Health Service and the residents of the Bethel Service
Unit are endeavoring to institute a rural health services program. One important element of this program will be in the area of water supplies, their provision,

upgrading, chlorination, fluoridation and such like. In this regard I know
that Mr. John ,Shively, the Program Geordinator in Anchorage, will make every
effort to work with your agency in this and other areas having a potentially

profound impact on the health and welfare of the native population.
I am sure villagers in Kasigluk appreciate the provision of water and will be
particularly appreciative if a solution is found to the electrical supply problem.
The technicalities of single phase and three phase power, converters, adapters,
and such like are not altogether within my understanding. However, it certainly
sounds as if your engineers are making every effort to provide power to the
Fishing Cooperative freezer in Kasigluk and I do hope this can be accomplished
by spring.
I had really thought that I would have made a trip to Bethel this winter, however, now it looks more likely that it will be February, March, or April. In

any case when I am next in the area I would very much like to meet with you
and any members of your staff you feel appropriate and discuss at leisure areas
of mutual in.erest and concern.
Thanks again for your thoughtful and detailed response.
Sincerely,

Wzusam J. BICKNEML, M.D.
Western Representative, Of for Health Affairs.

OFPICE OF Ecortomio Opeoaruerry,
Berkeley, Calif, October 17, 1968.
Mr. RICHARD Brecam.r..,

Superintendent, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Bethel Agenby, Bethel Alaska.
DCA* Ma. Entoneu. Im worry to have missed you on my recent visit to Bethel.
However, I did have a good long discussion with Mr. Benton, your Acting Superintendent. I am very concerned about the water supply at Kasigluk. In the spring
of 1988 I visited Kasigluk, met Mr. Ferguson, the BIA teacher, as well as members of the Village Council. At that time it was clear that the MA water supply
was adequate to supply most, if not all, the drinking water needs of the entire

village, including those of the teachers. Since thee arrangements were made
I to distribute the water. However, Mr. Alexi Pavia tells me that Mr. Ferguson
has informed the village that this winter the water will not be available. As
the need for pure drinking water continues throughout the year I urged Mr.
Benton to do everything in his power to maintain the availability of the water

